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LACONIA.

I.—EXCAVATIONS AT SPARTA, 1907.

(Platls I.—VII.)

§ i.—The Season's Work and Summary of Results.

CONTINUING the lines laid down in 1906, the campaign of 1907 was

confined entirely to the site of Sparta itself. Our thanks must again

be expressed to the Hellenic Government and the Ephor-General of

Antiquities for their continuous support. This year we have especially

to mention the enlargement of the Sparta Museum. The number of our

finds had made this necessary, as the two rooms and entrance-hall of

the old Museum were quite full when our work began. Two rooms have

now been added to the right and left of the old building, doubling its

original capacity. These rooms we have found most useful for purposes of

study, and for arranging and repairing the finds, and we are especially

grateful for the speed with which this improvement has been carried out.

The position of Government representative was ably and agreeably filled by

Mr. Gerasimos Kapsalis.

Mr. Wace, Mr. Tillyard, and Mr. Peet arrived at Sparta on March 15th,

and Mr. Dickins and the Director followed on the 18th. Work was begun

at once, and, except for slight interruptions from rain early in the season,

lasted steadily until May 31st. Other members of the party were Mr.

Penoyre, Mr. Droop, and Mr. Woodward, who joined Mr. Tillyard in the study

of the inscriptions found, and also took part in the work at the Sanctuary

of Artemis Orthia. Mr. Wace carried to a conclusion the work he had

u
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begun the year befoie on the city wall, and in company with Mr. Dickins

excavated a series of Hellenistic tombs. Mr. Dickins also undertook the

excavation of the Temple of Athena Chalkioikos and of the small

sanctuary discovered on the road to Megalopolis. Mr. Droop occupied

himself chiefly with museum work and in making a series of drawings of

the bronzes and pottery, to illustrate his section of this report. Mr.

l'enoyre also made water-colour drawings of painted pottery, some of which

are published below. As a draughtsman we again had the advantage

of Mr. Bagge's services for nearly six weeks, and Mr. Scjk was again with

us as surveyor. His principal work was the completion of the general plan

of the site, which it was necessary this year to double in extent, in order

to take in the entire extent of the ancient city as revealed by the course of

the wall. It is now published on Plate I.

Mr. George, an architectural student, did some excellent water-colour

drawings, and also very valuable work at the Orthia Sanctuary, giving us

several weeks of his time, first at Sparta and then at Athens. The plan and

sections of the Orthia buildings aie due to him. I take this opportunity of

recording how very much my account of the Roman theatre at this site

owes to his careful work and to his icadiness to put his architectural

knowledge at the service of the School.

Except for a few Cretans who came over on their own account,

we relied this year entirely on local labour. The old hands had acquired

some skill, but unfortunately men do not come here every year to the work

and so get thoroughly well trained, as they do in Crete. There the land

is in the hands of small peasant proprietors, and the men are thus kept to

the locality, and every year will come to an excavation in the slack season

between sowing and reaping. Laconia is inhabited rather by a roaming

population of day-labourers. We again had Gregory Antoniou of Larnaka

as foreman, and his experience was very valuable in keeping the

somewhat elaborate system of digging by layers and sections in order.

The same mender Joannes Chatsarakis came from Palaikastro, thus

completing his sixth season of service with the School.

Summary of Results.

Though most of the money and time was spent at the Orthia

Sanctuary, the rest of Sparta was not neglected. The following short
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summary of the sections of the Report will give the general results of the

season's work.

The City Wall (§ 2, p. 5).—The tracing of the circuit of the ancient

city wall was begun last year by Mr. Wace, who has now carried his task

to a conclusion by following out the whole enceinte, and discovering traces

of the towers. Where the wall itself has utterly perished, indications of its

course remain in the shape of the stamped tiles that were used to roof

it. Although several parts of the wall might be further examined with

profit, the general direction is now clear, and a great step has thus been

made towards a knowledge of the topograph}- of the city. A feature

of the excavation has been the great number and variety of the stamped

tiles found. Mr. Wace has contributed a detailed study of them, and their

topographical importance is very great. This year for instance they give

an indication of the position of Pitane.

The Sanctuary of Artemis Ortlua (§ 4, p. 44).— It was foreseen last

year that the complete excavation of th's site would require two more

seasons, and this has proved to be the case. The work is by no means

finished, although much has been done. As the two heavy items of expense,

the diversion of the mill-stream and the expropriation of the site, were paid

last year, we started free to use all our funds for excavation proper. The

work done in this second campaign consisted in full}' clearing the Roman

theatre, and digging the arena and the temple down to virgin soil. The

altar foreseen last year in the arena was found, or rather a series of three

or possibly four, superimposed altars, ranging in date from archaic Greek

to late Roman. The dating of the temple, as it stood in Roman times

to the second century B.C., has been confirmed, but it has now been shewn

to rest on the foundations of an older sixth-century temple. The plan of

the Roman theatre has been recovered, and enough indications remain to

enable a reconstruction of its main features to be made. Evidence has been

found that it was not all built at the same time.

The Hieron of Athena Chalkioikos (§ 7, p. 137).—The discovery of this

celebrated sanctuary is perhaps the most important of the whole campaign.

Mr. Dickins took out a party of men to look for it on the hill above the

theatre, and his efforts were almost immediately successful. The architec-

tural remains were scanty, but the finds of great value. The most

B 2
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important were a second slab, as long as the first, of the well-known

Damonon inscription, a scries of bronze statuettes of good period, and a

remarkably fine Panathenaic amphora. The excavation of a deposit of

Geometric pottery was only begun, but enough was found to enable

Mr. Droop to conclude, that it is, as a whole, earlier than the Geometric

from the Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia, and intermediate between it and

the still earlier ware from the Amyclaion.

The Hellenistic Tombs (§ 8, p. 155).—Whilst making trial-pits with the

hope of discovering the Agora, Mr. Wace and Mr. Dickins found a series

of well-built tombs of the Hellenistic period. Taken in connexion with

the so-called Tomb of Leonidas, it seems likely that we have here part of a

large necropolis. It is worthy of note that the tombs are inside the city,

and Mr. Dickins in his account of the excavation has discussed this point.

Mr. Wace has added a study of the vases, of which a rich store was found

with the skeletons, and by their means has been able to fix the

chronological order of the different interments, which belong to the second

century B.C.

The Small Sanctuary on the Megalopolis Road (§ 9, p. 169).—This was a

small shrine on the west of the river outside the city wall to the north. It

was remarkable for the thousands of miniatuic vases that were found in it.

1 hese date from the archaic period, and the sanctuary is possibly the

Achilleion mentioned by Pausanias.

This summary and the detailed reports which follow will shew that a

great part of the work for the next season is already prescribed, as being

the continuation of work already begun. The first objective must again be

the Sanctuary of Orthia, and besides this the Hieron of Athena Chalkioikos

should be finished. As regards new work, we should continue making

search for the Agora, and for more of the Hellenistic tombs, and

examining the face of the late Roman wall of the Acropolis for inscriptions.

The number of students now at the School who have had some experience

of excavation will make it possible to do a good deal of that sinking

of experimental trenches in various parts of the site by which alone we can

hope to solve the remaining problems of Spartan topography.

R. M. Dawkins.



LACONIA.

I. -EXCAVATIONS AT SPARTA, 1907.

§ 2.—The City Wall.

One object of the excavations of 1907 was to attempt to determine the

course of the city wall, so as to fix the limits within which the buildings

mentioned by Pausanias were probably situated. In addition to the part

traced by excavation in 1906 along the river bank 1 (General Plan, O 15,

14, P 13, (PI. I.)) I had observed in other places remains of Greek-

masonry and other indications which possibly belonged to the city wall.-

These were accordingly examined by excavation, and with the results thus

obtained and the assistance of the stamped tiles which were found in

great numbers at one or two points, it has been possible to determine

approximately the line of the city wall, and consequently the extent of

ancient Sparta. The work lasted from March 20th to April 13th, 1907 ;

Mr. Woodward assisted in the excavation along the northern walls, and

Mr. Droop in that along the southern circuit.

The only part of the wall seen by the members of the French

expedition to the Morea 3 was to the south-east of the mill (F 16) on

the Magoula river, where the modern cathedral now stands. We searched

the tops of the hills here in vain for any trace of the wall ; the growth ot

the modern town has probably, destroyed any remains there were, and

the denudation has been so extensive, that there is little or no soil upon

1 B.S.J, xii. pp. 284 ft. - />'..S. J. x ii. pp. 280,436.
3 ExpM. de Mon'c, ii. I'l. 46, KK.
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them. We found however by the cathedral (G 16) one wall tile (Type

9 a), 1 and further to the south-east (H 19) a tile of Nabis
; thus with the

indications given by the French surveyors we have every reason to

believe the wall to have run along the ridge of these hills, but it probably

turned away from the left bank of the Magoula, where the hills begin to

sink towards the Eurotas (J 20), and then crossed to the prominent hill

to the south-east of modern Sparta (L 19). Here we found no traces of it,

but were told by natives that a wall had been destroyed quite recently.

It seems certain that the city wall occupied this hill, because we found

here quantities of stamped tiles from it, including one of Nabis (Type 22 C).

To the north of the hill, and all down its eastern slope towards Matalla's

mill we found traces of ancient potteries, which consisted of pits whence clay

had been dug. They had afterwards been tilled up with broken pots and

other refuse from the kilns. As is actually the case in Sparta to-day, the kilns

seem to have been some distance from the pits. Clay for tiles and bricks is

dug from this part nowadays and is carried to the kilns at Psychiko

( M 20).

By Matalla's garden (N 18) we found many tiles from the walls,

including one of Nabis (Type 22 c), and concluded that the wall must

have here turned northwards up the Eurotas valley. Some walls that might

have formed a tower were also found. The measurements seemed to agree

with the towers on Klaraki, but no certain evidence was obtainable. As

this part of the city wall lies nearest to Therapne, there probably was a

gate at this point, and outside the walls on the read leading to the bridge

over the Eurotas stood the shrines of Athena Alea and Zeus Plousios

noticed by Pausanias. 2 We know from Xenophon :i that the shrine of

Athena Alea was near the bridge, therefore the latter was on the way to

Therapne. It is natural that the road and bridge connecting Sparta and

Therapne, where stood the* important sanctuary of Mcnelaus and Helen,

would take the shortest route. Also we have referred above to the

frequent traces of ancient potteries found in this neighbourhood, and we

know from the stamped tiles that they were made at the shrine of Alea

(Type ii),4 so it is reasonable to assume that it stood in the pottery

district. It is quite unlikely that the shrine of Alea was near the

1 These numbers refer to the section on the stamped tiles, v. pp. 17 ((.

2 Pavis. iii. 19. 7.
3 Hellenica vi. 5. 27.

4 See the section on the Stamped Tiles : p. 20.
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Byzantine bridge, 1 for at that point between the city wall and the river

there is no space for two shrines, and we know that the temenos of Athena
Alea was large enough to hold sufficient hoplites to deter Epaminondas from

attempting to cross the bridge.'- This would also be the longest way to

Therapne, and there is no clay in the neighbourhood at all suitable for tiles, or

pots. Thus assuming that the gate to Therapne was by Matalla's garden

N 19,0 19) we may identify as one of the two shrines the much ruined

wall at the end of the garden, built of large blocks in the style of the

so-called Tomb of Leoriklas. Other trial pits close to the mill revealed

Fig. i.—Tut; City Wai.i. by the Eurotas.

other traces of a shrine here, for in them we found some late Greek

terracotta statuettes, a bronze bull, and a few lead wreaths.

From this point as far as the sanctuary of Artemis Orthia no traces

<>t the wall were found 3 except some rock cuttings in the ravine south of

1 Mr. Dickins however believes the ancient bridge to have stood here (/>'..9. .-/. \ii. p. 457).

This view would involve the assumption that the tile works of Athena Alea were not near her

»hrine. - Xenophon, loc. cit.

3 \ ischer {Erintieruti^cn, p. 379) saw definite traces of the wall here: hut Jochmus [/,/rni.

A'. Geo. Soc. 1857, pp. 10 ff. ) did not.
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the sanctuary (O 16); a little below this (O 17; a tile of Type 13 was

found.

The wall found between the sanctuary of Artemis Orthia and the

Heroon has been fully described in last year's report. 1 It is possible that

the straight wall shewn outside the Roman building in the French plan ~ is

part of the city wall which here bent outwards to include the sanctuary.

Further examination of the curved wall below the Heroon (O 13) shewed

that it is a late wall built of blocks from the city wall, which probably ran

straight on as shewn in the plan (O 14). Beyond the Heroon the wall has

been destroyed by the encroachment of the river (Fig. 1), but it must have

turned westwards again to the north of the great altar (P 12), for several

stamped tiles were found near here.3 No trace of the wall itself is to be

seen till we reach the small island in the mill-stream just below the modern

road. On the island itself are several large blocks that possibly came

from the wall, and on the left bank lies a cut block of limestone that

almost certainly belonged to it. North of the road (O 1 1, 12) one of the

best preserved pieces was found. Between the mill-stream and the river,

just behind a large mass of Byzantine masonry, a tower was found, eight

metres broad and projecting 370 metres from the face of the wall. A second

tower of the same dimensions was found twenty-eight metres to the north

of the first, and the wall was traced continuously from the first tower to

just beyond a sharp turn in the mill-stream ; here it has been destroyed by

the river and all trace of it was lost. The two faces of the wall base, which

is here 320 metres thick, and of the towers are well built of squared blocks

of soft limestone (poros) laid regularly in courses, and between them is a

solid packing of rough stones and earth. 4 The construction of the faces is

exactly similar to that of the ancient embankment wall against the river.5

This is built of similar squared blocks of poros laid alternately as headers

and stretchers. It extended, as shewn by some similar blocks lying in the

1 B.S.A. xii. pp. 284 ff. - B.S.A. xii. p. 309, Fi^. 2.

3 The wall in the abandoned mill-stream north of the altar {B.S.A. xii. I'l. VII. P 12,

pp. 300, 287, 438) is not part of the city wall. It runs in the wrong direction, and is made of

large rough stones packed, not built, together. The upper courses are of smaller stones laid with

earth ; the city wall is always built of large cut blocks resting on a foundation of small stones.

The wall in question is probably of a comparatively recent date, and intended as a defence against

encroachments of the river.

4 The platform above the wall here is built of blocks torn from it, but is no part of the city

wall ; on the contrary it seems to belong to some quite late building.

5 B.S.A. xii. p. 438, Fig. 3.
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river, some distance north of the ancient bridge, of which the ruins still stand

in the river-bed. The embankment wall is probably contemporary with the

city wall, and may be compared to two similar walls along the Eurotas on

the way from Sparta to Arcadia. 1 The piers of the bridge mentioned are

much later than the embankment wall 2
; they consist of a core of rubble

masonry set in mortar, and are faced with squared blocks of limestone and

marble laid with mortar and tiles. It is certainly Byzantine. Fortunately

an inscription copied by Fourmont i%prope pontem Spartae antiquae tells us

its exact date, 1027 A.D. : it was built during the reign of Constantine VIII.

by a monk named Nicodemus. To the left of the bridge (eV to aprjo-repb

fiepi Tf/9 yeepvpas) he erected a church and monastery, whose abbot was to

have charge of the bridge. Presumably the church was endowed with the

bridge tolls. Possibly the Byzantine foundations just north of the modern

road are the remains of the church. The traces of roadway seen by the

French surveyors 4 on the left bank of the Eurotas and those found by

Mr. Dickins last year 5 on the right seem to have belonged to the road that

crossed this bridge, since they run in the direction of the north gate of the

late Roman walls (M 13).

From this point the city wall must have turned to the west along the

right bank of the Mousga river, and somewhere in the interval between the

Eurotas and the first hill (N 11) was probably the gate through which

passed the ro.id to Arcadia, but as no sign of the wall could be found here

save some very doubtful blocks (O 11), the exact position of this gate is

unknown.

Between the part of the ancient bridge (O 12) and Klaraki (H 7) no

certain trace of the wall was found, but all along the right bank of the

Mousga, especially below the hills called Moundouna (L 11, M 11),

there arc several squared blocks that may have fallen from the walls,

which must have run along this ridge of hills. To the west of Moundouna

(L IO) were found two stamped tiles made for a portico on the Alpion

(T) pe 63). One fragment of a tile of this type was found in 1906 at the

1 LoringJ.H.S. 1S95, pp. 42, 43.

- Mr. Dickins however says that the embankment is 'of similar material and construction to

the bridge' [B.S.A. xii. p. 437). This would involve the assumption that the city wall was built

at the same time as the bridge, 1027 A. lx, since it is similar in construction to the embankment.
:t C./.G. 8704. * Expid. de Mon'e, ii. l'l. 46.

"' U.S.A. xii. p. 437.
'' l'ausanias, iii. 20. S ; Loring, op. cit. pp. 41 s</</. ; very possibly there stood here, as this pail

is veiy much exposed to the Hoods of the Eurotas, the wapairvAia mentioned in an inscription .1^

having been ruined by the river, C./.G. 1330, 1. iS.

2 •
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Heroon. But most probably this low ridge of hills (K IO ; L IO, 1 1) on

the right bank of the Mousga is to be identified as the Alpion, since we

know from Pausanias 1 that it was near the Acropolis. Further north-west,

where the old road from Mistra to Tiipolis crosses the aqueduct (J IO),

the field walls are built of Greek blocks that seem to have come from a

wall like the part of the city wall at the Heroon 2
; these are just at the brow

of the ridge, which is the most likely line for the wall. Thence it ran up

the slope of the hill Bambakia, on whose western peak a parathesis tile was

Fig. 2.—Ki.akaki from the East.

found (Type 41 a), but the hill itself has suffered from denudation and from

levelling to bring it under cultivation, and so all attempts to find the wall

proved fruitless.

On the next hill, Klaraki,3 the results of excavation were far more

important. The shape of this hill is remarkable : there is a broad slope

from the south-east rising gently to the summit (Fig. 2), but on all the

other sides the hill falls away very steeply, and so it is naturally well

1
iii. 18. 2.

'2 B.S A. xii. p. 286, Fig. 2.

a Called the ' heights of l'aktalia ' by Mr. Bosanquet in B.S. A. xii. p. 280 ; cf. ibid. p. 346, 1.
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adapted to serve as a turning point for the wall. On the eastern side of

the hill only a few traces of the wall were found, but at one place (Fig. 3)

a well preserved portion was found where a tower projected. All round

the edge of the summit of the hill indications of the course of the wall

were found, cither stamped tiles or displaced blocks. On the top there

was apparently a small fort, for on its south side three blocks of poros were

found in position ; they seemed to have formed part of a wall which

probably joined the city wall on either side of the angle. To the south of

the point, where this would have joined the western return of the city wall.

Fio. 3.

—

Angle of Towkr on Klaraki.

traces of a projecting wall, probably that of a tower, were found. About

twenty-eight metres south of this the natives have recently destroyed some

walls in digging for building material. These projected from the city wall

and have the same measurements as a third tower found twenty-eight

metres to the south. Beyond this third tower, again, after an interval of

twenty-eight metres, are indications of a fourth. These towers project

from 580 to 6 metres from the wall and vary in width from 6 80 to 7 metres
;

they apparently were built with a base of cut stones and a superstructure of

unbaked brick like the wall. Two years ago peasants engaged in digging
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for stones extracted from the front wall of the third tower mentioned, the

fine grave stele here illustrated 1 (Fig. 4). The wall itself was here built in

the usual way except that where possible, the native conglomerate, which

outcrops here, was cut to serve as its base. This is as much as four metres

wide, but the wall was set back about "30 m. from each edge of this. The

poros blocks are set back from the edge of the conglomerate where it fails,

and a built base was necessary, so we may assume that the wall was here

Kig. 4.

—

Stele from the City Wall. (Scale r: 13.)

not more than 350 metres wide. That these walls on Klaraki were really

part of the city wall, is proved by the quantities of stamped tiles from it,

1 This stele (Mus. No. 839) which must be earlier than the third century B.C. is the best example

yet found of a type that is apparently Laconian. A list of the known specimens is given in S.M. C.

p. 179, No. 445 b, Fig. 58. The stele (here mentioned as being in private possession at Slavochori,

is now in the church of Hagios Nikon in the same village. To the list given must be added

another stele outside the church of Hagios Nikolaos at Kalogonia.
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which were found on this hill. A large number of them were made in the

year of Eudamidas ; so many in fact, that we can conjecture the wall to

have been built in that year, which probably fell soon after [84 B.C.1

From the south-west slope of Klaraki the wall was traced partly by

the actual remains of its base, partly by the finding o( stamped tiles, over

the low knoll called Kokkinaki ; there two tiles stamped Wnavarav were

found (Type 61). As remarked elsewhere, these tiles, like those of Nabis,

probably belonged to the earliest wall, that destroyed by Philopoemen in

188 B.C. Since these tiles have been found only at this point we may

assume Pitane to have lain in this region to the north-west of the

theatre.

From Kokkinaki across the plain to the Cathedral Hill no trace of the

wall could be found, except two tiles in the garden of Skandalakis (H 15).

Assuming that the Roman baths (Arapissa) were within the city, we may

conjecture the wall to have followed the line shewn on the plan.

It will thus be seen that the city wall follows the natural. strategic line.

From Klaraki, a strong and easily defended position, it runs along the hills

on the right bank of the Mousga to the Eurotas, then, turning southwards,

the whole eastern wall as far as Matalla's mill is covered by the Eurotas.

It crosses by way of the south-eastern hill (L 19) to the Magoula

river, ar.d follows the hills on the left bank of that river as far as the

Cathedral. From there to Kokkinaki the wall would have no natural

protection, and we may assume that that part would have been more

strongly fortified.

As stated above, the wall throughout consisted of a stone base with a

superstructure of unbaked brick roofed with tiles. The construction of

the base is well illustrated in Fig. I, where owing to the encroachments of

the Eurotas the wall appears in section in the river bank. The towers are

always about twenty-eight metres apart,2 but they vary in shape ; those on

Klaraki being almost square (6x7 metres) and those by the iron bridge

long and narrow (370x8 metres).3 For the tile roof two systems were in

1 v. page 43.
2 Of course this distance would not be cons'ant. The towers of Nisyros are 23 metres apart

(B.S.A. xii. p. 167, Fig. 12), but at Messene, Manlineia, Priene, and oiher sites the distance

between the towers is irregular.

' Towers of this shape are fairly common ; they exist at Demetrias, 6'iox 270 metres (At//.

Mitt. 1905, pp 221 ff. ) ; Messene, 670 x 4-10 meties (Exped. de More?, i. PI. 39) ; Priene, 6 x 3-50

metres (Wiegand-Schrader, Priene, PI. I.), and Orchomenos, i'20-2 -40x 570-6 -

30 metres (Frazer,

Pausanias, v. p. 183).
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use: the first, which was the commoner and perhaps used for the wall

proper, consists of the alternate use of broad, slightly concave tiles, and

narrow semicircular tiles.
1 These were arranged so that the semicircular

tiles covered the joints of the fiat tiles which lay on their backs overlapping

one another. The semicircular tiles taper towards their upper ends, which

also have a small piece cut away underneath on both sides ; this was to

allow the upper end of the covering tile to fit over the overlapping flat tile

and also to enable the lower end of the upper covering tile to grip better

over the narrow end of its neighbour. These tiles arc always described

as Sa/u.6aio>i or Bafioaiot, and therefore their technical name was masculine.

Since we find on one stamp affixed to the broader tiles of this system

Fig. 5.—Antkfixes probably from the City Wall. [Scale i : 5.)

the word aTeyaa-r/jp, 1 this may have been its technical name. The cor-

responding round imbrex was called /caXvTTTtjp.

The other system, which was perhaps used for towers only, is a variety

of the same method used in better buildings. :i The flat tiles have raised

edges on their long sides, and are bent in sharply at the lower end

:

they thus overlapped the lower tiles, and as they fitted tightly against

them, were prevented from slipping down. At their upper ends there is a

low ridge on the top of the tile. This lay underneath the lower end

of the upper tile, which projected outwards very slightly, and prevented

rain from being blown by the wind between the joints. Similarly the

covering tiles, which are semi-circular inside and shaped like a half

hexagon outside, have a slight ridge near their upper ends, also to prevent

1 v. Dorpfeld and others, Die Verwen.iitng von Terrakotten, p. 16; cf. Furtwangler, Aegina.

PI. 63.
3 v. page 41, Type 57 ; v. also page 24.
:t

v. Dorpfeld, op. at. p. 18.
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the slipping of the next tile above. These tiles are always feminine

in the stamps impressed on them ;

l probably therefore we have to

understand with the word Ba/xoaia /cepa/uV, which may have been the

technical term for them.

The open ends of the lowest covering tiles in both systems

were closed with terracotta ornaments, or antefixes. Those belonging to

the <TTeya<TTy)pe<; system are the commoner (Fig. 5). The)- have been

found on the south-eastern hill (It 19), at the Orthia site, in Tagari's

garden, at the Heroon, by the iron bridge, and on Klaraki. They projected

a little below the bottom of the tile itself. This was either to protect

the lower end of the broad tile, or, as the eaves of walls of unbaked brick

extended some distance from it, this projection enabled the rain water

to run straight off the tiles, and not against the wall itself. Those of the

jcepafiiSes system, illustrated in Fig. 6, have been found only on Klaraki.

Fig. 6.

—

Antefixes from the City Wall. (Scale 1 : 6.)

We cannot tell whether the roof of the wall was of the lean to or gable

shape,2 although we have not yet found any king-tiles. The upper or outer

surfaces of all the tiles, in order to enable them to resist weathering,

were smoothed and covered with a glaze that varies in colour from

red to deep red brown.3 Black glaze is very rare. The tiles seem to have

been set as a rule in a kind of fine mortar. 4

1
v. page 24.

2 We have no material to enable any reconstruction at all similar to that of the walls of

Athens : v. Choisy, Les mars cCAthenes.
3 Dbrpfeld, op. cit. p. 14.

4 My warmest thanks are due to Dr. Dbrpfeld for most kindly giving me information as to the

details of tile roofs.
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Our brief survey of the wall ends here. It will however be seen

that, though we can approximately determine the extent of the circuit,

further finds may give fuller information. In particular, as regards

the parts already known, the tower by the iron bridge, and the wall

by the Orthia site should be cleared ; also between Tagari's garden and

the Herobn search should be made for towers.

A. J. B. Wace.



LACONIA.

I.—EXCAVATIONS AT SPARTA, 1907.

§ 3.

—

The Stamped Tiles.

As was expected, the excavations of 1907 yielded even more stamped

tiles than the first campaign. They were found in quantities all along the

line of the city wall, especially at Klaraki, and on the south-eastern hill

(General Plan, L 19). The sanctuaries of Athena Chalkioikos and Artemis

Orthia also produced a great many. The total number approaches five

hundred. Many of these give us entirely new and interesting inscriptions,

and others help to correct and complete the reading of imperfect specimens

found before. For the sake of convenience the numbering of the types

given in last year's report 1 has been followed and extended. As this report

is a continuation of the previous one, I have not thought it necessary to

repeat all the comparisons with tile stamps from other sites which arc there

referred to. All our tiles are, with the exception of types 20, 23, 43, 44,-

and 45, not later in date than the first century B.C.

The lettering is in every case impressed on the upper or glazed side of

the tile, whatever its shape. The stamp used was a wooden hand-stamp, :;

since the graining of the wood is visible in many cases (Pig. I, C, G, Fig. 2.

A, Fig. 3, B). It is clear also for several reasons,4 that the letters were not

1 B.S.A. xii. pp. 344-350. My warmest thanks are due to Mr. Tod, who has revised my M.S.,

and made many valuable suggestions.
2 The numbers in thick type refer to the type numbers.
3 Probably the riiiros £v\ivos KepafxiSwv of the Delian inventory, B.C.H. 1882, p. 48, c. 172.
4

I am inclined to doubt Paris' statement that the iettering of the Elateia tiles was cut reversed

on the inside of the mould : v. £/ti/Je, p. 116.
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cut on the mould. Tiles are made not in a mould, hut on a mould, so that

the under side of the tile is always next to the wooden mould : our stamps

are always on the upper side of the tile. .Also the stamps were impressed

often two, three, or even four times on one tile, and in some cases we have

two different stamps impressed on the same tile (42, p. 36). Further, one

end of the stamp is often more deeply impressed than the other.

The object of stamping the tiles was of course to prevent theft: if

anyone was suspected of stealing tiles from the city wall or any other

building, an examination of the tiles found on his house or property would

at once give sufficient evidence to secure his conviction or acquittal.

Tiles made for the City Walls. (Figs. I, 2, 3.)

1. Fig. l, A. A few new specimens were found along the north-

eastern wall (General Plan, Q 12).

A/*/ nncrjf

^-(rj/iJO r_rr cJ ox

I'm. [.— SlAMI'Kl) Tll.KS KROM I'HK ClTV WALLS. (St'AI.E 1 : j.)

2. Fig. i, n. Several new specimens, which verify the conjectured

reading given before, were found along the eastern walls (General

Plan, O 12-17, N 18). The spelling rei^icou recurs in the tiles of
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Philocleidas, Archippus, and Calligenes (29, 30 a, 31 |j), and the letter-

ing closely resembles one of the types of Archippus (30 A
, but the two

varieties of 9 suggest that the abbreviated contractor's name A I may

stand for Aiovvcriov.

3. 4. No new examples were found.

5. Fig. i, C. Three new specimens were found on the south-eastern

hill (General Plan, L 19). These show that we should read not 'Avtioxov,

but Ai'Tio^o?, after which, on the analogy of 45, we can supply eVoe<, and

Ba/j,6criot instead of Safxoaios.

6. Fig. i, I>. This occurred along the eastern wall.

7. Fig. i, E. No new example has been found.

8. Fig. i, F. Of this type we have no less than fifty- six new

examples, besides seven found last year. It has occurred on Kokkinaki,

and Klaraki, in the well at the Heroon, at the sanctuary of Artemis Orthia,

and on the south-eastern hill (General Plan, L 19). It is one of the

commonest and most widely spread types, and is easily identified from

certain well marked peculiarities. The new specimens show that the

complete stamp reads :

—

Aa/j,6crio(<i) Teiyetov

€pya)i(a) Ka\\(i)7nrou.

Publica (tegula) moenium

redemptore Callippo.

That many tiles were made by this contractor is shown by the fact

that the wooden stamp split from constant use. The crack through the OY
widened (Fig. I, G), and the upper part of the end of ret-^ecov split right off.

This circumstance, and the peculiarities of the rOJ and the A Ann render

even the smallest fragment of this type recognisable.

9. A. Fig. i, H.

Aafxocrios rei^e-

(ov Aiovvaios

B. Fig. I, I.

Aa/j,6aio<i T€iX€(Ou

ipy<oi'a Aiovvcriov

Publica (tegula) moenium

Dionysius (fecit).

Publica (tegula) moenium

redemptore Dionysio.

C 2
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Of the tiles of this contractor we had only one example of 9 A last year

from the well at the Heroon. This (9 a) has proved to be a widely spread

type, having been found on the eastern walls and on the cathedral hill

(General Plan, G 1Q). There is also one doubtful example from Kokkinaki.

But 9 B was found only on the south-eastern hill. After Atoiwio? in 9 A

we have to supply (cf. 45) iiroet. The occurrence of I and C in the

stamp (cf. 31 B) is not surprising when we consider that the stamps would

be cut by workmen. In this case 9a was cut by a badly educated

workman and 9n by a well educated one.

•4 J ®Y£n-3»6r^X \M

\ o 3/ u<
Is*MA"
A

rr/.?j.

H
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remarkable : it can be paralleled by the faint ornament just distinguishable

in the centre of 22 A.

C. Fig. 2, D, E.

Heu\e'o9 Regis

Na/3to<? Nabidis.

Of this type we have two specimens fro:n different stamps, one found

near Slatalla's Garden (General Plan, N 18), the other from the south-

eastern hill (General Plan, L 19). Probably the tile seen by Wolters l in

the Sparta Museum was of this type, and the I of fiatXeos, which is very

faint in one of the specimens, was invisible in the example he saw. His

tile was almost certainly meant to read IWXeo? N«/3<09, which is the correct

method of writing these words in the Spartan dialect.'2 If {3a\eo<; was

really the right reading, it must have been due to an error of the stamp

cutter, for it would be hard to find a true parallel to such a form for

f3aat\e<>s. :i

These tiles are of course to be dated to the reign of Nabis 207-192 H.C.

28. Fig. 2, F.

Aa/j-oaioi reixleo*]- Publicae (tegulae) moenium

v
,

ApiaT(ov[o<;] Aristone (redemptorc).

A new type, of which we have three specimens from Klaraki, and one

from the garden of Skandalakis 'General Plan, G 15).

29. Fig. 2, <;.

Aafioaios' ret- Publica (tegula) moenium

yioav ^(XoKXeiS a). Philocleida (rcdemptore).

Two specimens from the south-eastern hill (General Plan, L 19 and

two from the Amyclaion (S..U.C. 643 ;

4 Inv. No. 7062). We have again

the spelling- re^tW as in 2, 30 A, and 31 I?. Put most puzzling is the

appearance of city wall tiles at the Amyclaion. There are several possible

solutions. The Amyclaion may have been a state shrine, and state

authorities may have used up surplus tiles from the walls for repairs to the

temple at Amyclac, or the state may have sold surplus tiles to the trustees

1 Ath. Mitt. 1897, p. 139. - R. Meister, Dorcr uud Atha,)\ pp. in IT.

3 Prof. Wollers has kindly sent 111c a copy of the tile he saw. Tin- was like 22 e I'i^. 2. in.

and mi the view expressed in the text seems correct.

4 The complete specimens show that Toil's restoration of the Sparta Museum frat^nicni i-

incorrect, S.A/.C. p. 28.

3
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of the Amyclaion, or the tiles may have been taken to the Amyclaion by

Byzantine or mediaeval builders for the church of Hagia Kyriaki which

stood on the site. The only other instance of a wall tile not found by the

wall is that of 31 B from the Acropolis.

mt :«>X^u»»^

c

|W iYlAA

5&

;^^J20MAA
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B. Fig. 3, b.

&.aii(6)crios r[ei]- Publica (tegula) moenium

%<W Ka\(\i)yevr][<;. Calligcncs (fecit).

The first three of these types are remarkably alike, not only from the

fact that the words are widely spaced and in three lines, but in the

lettering as well. In 30 A and 31 I? we have the spelling reiyjiwv as

in 2 and 29. Further, in 31 B we have Z and C occurring together as in

9 A, and ligatures as well. If the same contractor's name did not appear

in 31 A and 31 B, it would at first sight be hard to believe that they

were of the same period. As in the case of Dionysius (9 A, 9 is) the

workman who cut 31 It was less well educated than the man who cut

31 A. Of 30 a we have three specimens, and of 31 B four, but of the

other two, especially 31 A, considerable quantities have been found. All

fuur types occur along the eastern walls, except a solitary specimen of

31 B from the Acropolis.

32. Fig. 3, c.

Aa/xocr/o<? Ttt^e- Publica (tegula) moenium

(ov 'ApicrTapxtSa. (redemptore) Aristarchida.

The lettering of this stamp is good and strongly resembles 9 B.

There is one specimen from the well at the Heroon, and several from the

south-eastern wall.

33. A. Fig. 3, I).

Aa/j-oaiai iirl

Eti>8af.iL8a rei-

")(koav epywv-

QiV Nt/a&)i/o<?

Hevapxov.

B. Fig. 3) E.

'Kirl Eu8a/it'-

Ba Sa/xocrtat

Tei-^euiv [ep\{<y(ov(tiv) 1

NlKl(l)VO<i

"Bttvapyov.

1 'EpyuvHv is restored here because the letters tp, though faint, seem to exist on some

specimens.

Publicae (tegulae) patronomo

Eudamida moenium

redemptoribus Nicione

(et) Xenarcho.

Patronomo Eudamida

publicae (tegulae)

moenium redemptoribus

Nicione (et)

Xenarcho.
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34. Fig. 3, F.

uiha 8a/j,6-

(Tiai T€f)(€-

"B,evapyov.

35. A. Fig. 3,G.

Aafioaiat reiXewv

ipyoova Nt/aco^o?.

B. Fig. 3, G.

Aafioaiai retyk-

0)v epyooi'a Nt/a-

ft)P09.

Patronomo Eudamida

publicae (tegulae)

moenium

(redemptore) Xenarcho.

Publicae (tegulae) moenium

redemptore Nicione.

Publicae (tegulae) moenium

redemptore Nicione.

This is perhaps the most interesting group of tiles yet found. Types

33 A, 33 B, 34, and 35 B are found on flat tiles, while 35 A occurs only

on round tiles. We thus notice that flat tiles and angular imbrices (cf.

38 A, 39) are feminine, and that round tiles—all the types given above

are found on round tiles only—are masculine (see above, p. 14) The

tiles of type 33 were made by Nikion and Xenarchus working in partner-

ship. They seem to have afterwards dissolved this partnership, since we

find each making tiles by himself (34, 35). This dissolution took place in

the year of Eudamidas, because the tiles of the partners and of Xenarchus

are dated to the same year. 1 A further point to notice is the great

similarity of 34 to 33 A and 33 B, and the dissimilarity of the two varieties

of type 35 from either of these. We may thus conclude that on the

dissolution of the partnership Xenarchus retained the services of the

trusted workman, probably the foreman, who cut the tile stamps, while

Nikion, when he set up independently, had to employ a new stamp-cutter.

The sign which occurs on 33 A, 33 B, and 34 before p,evdpyov is not

very intelligible. It may be a trademark, or the sign of a stamp-cutter.

It is another proof of the common origin of types 33 and 3 4.

All the specimens of these three types, of which 33 B is the commonest,

were found on Klaraki.

1 Of course it is also possible that Xenarchus and Nikion worked separately at first, and then

became partners in the year of Eudamidas. But the view given in the text seems to me the more

probable.
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The date of the year of Eudamidas is unfortunately unknown. An
Eudamidas was eponymous Patronomus in the second century A.D.

according to C.I.G. 1249, but our tiles cannot be later than the first

century B.C. In an inscription from the shrine of Apollo Hyperteleates

mention is made of the year of Eudamidas. 1 But if this refers, as is

probable, to the Eleuthero-Laconian league, this Eudamidas was Strategus

of the league and not Patronomus of Sparta.

36. Eig. 3, 1.

'E7Ti EuSa/x/Sa Patronomo Eudamida

T€i^€(oi> moenium

hafioaios A E - - . (tegula) publica A - - E .

Twenty-seven specimens of this stamp were found on Klaraki, and it

has so far appeared nowhere else. The great number of tiles of this type

and of types 33 and 34 found on Klaraki seems to indicate that the walls

on Klaraki were built, or at least underwent very considerable repairs, in

the year of Eudamidas.

The meaning of AE is not clear. They can hardly be the first two

letters of a name. We might suppose them to stand for A (the first letter

of a name) e(PTCl)NA), or as a monogram for AAE, an abbreviation for

'A\ea<i (cf. 11). If the first view is right, we could complete the AE
as W fp^ittttov) e(pycova).

37. Eig. 3,k.

'E7rt 'ApiaToi'6[ov] Patronomo Aristonoo

[T€i-^e](oi' e/37[a>/'«] moenium redemptorc

[Ejuti^oja Eutycho.

Three specimens from Klaraki.

As 'Api'artov never makes its genitive in 'Apiarovoq, we must restore

the Patronomus' name as the genitive of 'Apunovovq. This in Attic would

be 'Apiarovov or '.Apiarovoos ; but it is possible that the Spartan form

would be 'ApiaTovoov, for F,vi>6ov occurs in an unpublished inscription at

Mistra, and we have (DeuftVoo? as a nominative in S.M.C. 784.

,
' Collitz-Bechtel, 4546.
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38. Various fragmentary stamps, all from the walls.

A. AAMOCIATEI

- - innAP

AA

Four flat tiles from Klaraki, and one imbrex from near the iron bridge

(General Plan, O 12). The formula seems to run :

—

Aa/iocri'a Tet[%eW] Publica (tegula) moenium

[eVt] 'Yinrdpl^ov tov Seivoq] patronomo Hipparcho,

A A [ipywva.] redemptore

B.

T€IX

CTPON

One flat tile from Klaraki.

C. xecoN

rw.
en

One round tile from Klaraki. The formula seems to run :

—

[Aa/iocuo? t€l]%^(ov Publica (tegula) moenium

[eVi tov Selvo<i ip]yoj[v]- patronomo redemptore,

[a tov 8eivo<; CfT]

but the last two letters seem unintelligible.

D. TEIX

ZIA

One round tile from the.garden of Skandalakis (General Plan, G 15).

E. TEIX

XOYA

One tile from the south-eastern hill (General Plan, L 19). It may be

restored :

—

Tet%[eft>i/ 'Avtio- (or Eutu-)] Moenium Antiocho (Eutycho)

Xov S[a/j,6o-io<{] (redemptore) publica (tegula).

Compare 37 and 5 for the contractors Eutychus and Antiochus.
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F. TEI(X)

- TON

One tile from the south-eastern hill (General Plan, L 19;.

G. AMAT6I

X€ICO

One tile from the hill to the. west of the Gythium Road (General

Plan, H 19).

39 EniNIKONOMOY
- - IIA

Two flat tiles and one angular imbrex from Klaraki. Perhaps:

—

'Eirl Ni/covofiov [Sa]- Patronomo Niconomo

[/Ao]<ria [reL^ecov epy]- publica (tegula) moenium

[wva lov &elvo<;]. redemptore

Niconomus occurs as Patronomus in type 49.

In discussing types 33, 34, 35, and 36 above it has been suggested

that since tiles dated by the year of Eudamidas are so common on Klaraki,

that part of the walls was built in that year. We know from Livy that

the walls of Sparta destroyed by Philopoemen in 188 were ordered to be

rebuilt by the Roman commission under Appius Claudius in 184 B.C.1 As so

important a work as the rebuilding of the walls cannot have been long

delayed, the year of Eudamidas may fall as early as 183 B.C. Then the

tiles dated by the years of Archiadas (11) and Aristonoos (37) must be

later, though probably also of the second century B.C. If our restored

reading of 38 A is correct, Hipparchus must have also been a Patronomus.

An inscription 2 from the sanctuary of Artemis Orthia dates from the year

of Hipparchus and is possibly of the first century B.C. We may assume

our Hipparchus to be the same person. Niconomus (39) is also to be

assigned to the first century for reasons given elsewhere {v. p. 36).

1 Niese {Gcschichte d. griech. it. inak. Stnatett, iii. p. 60) believes that the rebuilding of the

walls and the restoration of the modified I.ycurgan constitution did not occur till 178 B.C. If this

view is correct, the dates in the text must be altered accordingly.

- B.S.A. xii. pp. 361. 4.
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Tiles Stamped Aa/j.6o-ios ' kdavas. (Fig. 4.)

IO. Fig. 4, A. Two new examples of this type have been found.

Further consideration and the evidence of 14, 15, and 26 incline me to the

belief that this is to be read :

—

•

Aa/xocrto? Publica (tegula)

'Adavas U.pare(a<i). Athenae (ex officina) Prateas (fecit),

and not, as I thought before, Aa/j,6aio<; Te(t%eW) 'Addvas, Wpa . JE
would be a most unusual abbreviation for TetxeW, and from the evidence of

.s-

A©AWAX

BMM© Q®C
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13. Fig 4, B. This is a very common stamp. It has been found at the

theatre, by the iron bridge, at the Orthia site, on the Acropolis, east of the

stoa, by Matalla's garden, on the land of Leopoulos (General Plan, K 14),

by the sanctuary on the Megalopolis road (General Plan, O 8), and between

Matalla's mill and the sanctuary of Artemis Orthia (General Plan, O 17).

N* - - may be an abbreviation for Nikion (cf. 33, 35) or Nikasion (cf.

S.Af.C. 276, 535), both of them known as brick and tile contractors.

14. - - - OZIOSKAH [Aa/i]o<T6<K Publica (tegula)

TTOAY ['AOcivas] Uo\vk\i)(<;). Athenae (ex officina)

Polycles (fecit).

Two specimens from the well at the Heroon (Inv. No. 2397, 7063 :

Inv. No. 2454 is not of this type but of type 26).

15. Fig. 4, C. Last year this type was found only in the well at the

Heroon : it has occurred this year at the sanctuary of Artemis Orthia, on

Klaraki, and on the Acropolis.

16. A. Fig. 4, D. This year this type has been found at the

sanctuary of Artemis Orthia, and on Klaraki : last year it was found only

at the Heroon on the line of the city wall. The suggestion that 4>i\

should be completed ^iXokXi}^ is probably right, although we have in 15
Z and not C

; but in 9 A and 31 B we find Z and C occurring in the same

stamp, and in some of the tiles of Nikion we find C (35 B) and in others

Z (35 a, 33).

B. - - - - - OZ [Aafji6at]o<; Publica (tegula)

NAZcbl ['A^</]^a? ^>i(\oArX>}<?). Athenae (ex officina)

Philocles (fecit).

One specimen from the well at the Heroon. I prefer to restore

Philocles here, because in 15 we have Philocles' name in connexion with

tiles made at the factory of Athena Alea. We might read Philocleidas

(29), but he seems to have made only a few tiles for the walls, and to

have had no connexion with the factory of Athena.

17. A. Fig. 4, E. A very common stamp found at the Mound
(General Plan, M 14), the theatre, by the city wall (General Plan, O 15),

in Tagari's garden, on the Acropolis, by the wall south of the sanctuary
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of Artemis Orthia, and at the Orthia site, where more specimens have been

found than elsewhere.

B. Fig. 4, F. A rare type : it has been found at the theatre, near

Arapissa, near the south gate in the late Roman wall, on the Acropolis, and

at the round building, but not yet on the line of the city wall.

C. Fig. 4, G. This type occurs on the line of the city wall (General

Plan, O 14), at the Heroon, on the late Roman wall east of the Stoa, below

Klaraki, on the Acropolis, and on the south-eastern hill (General Plan,

L 19). One of the tiles from the Heroon is a flat tile.

D. A A MO - - - - Aafi6[am<i] Puhlica (tegula)

A0AN 'A6('w[a<i ] Athenae (ex officina).

Two specimens from the well at the Heroon : this may be the

beginning of type 14.

E. AAM Aa/z[ocno<?] Publica (tegula)

A0A 'A0u[va<i ] Athenae (ex officina).

One specimen from the well at the Heroon.

24. Fig. 4, H.

Aa/i6o-to<? 'A[6]<iva<;. Publica (tegula) Athenae (ex officina).

This has been found by Tagari's garden (General Plan, O 15), in the

well at the Heroon, and at the sanctuary of Artemis Orthia.

25. Fig. 4, 1.

Aa/jLoaios Publica (tegula)

'A0dva<; Ta(^u/cX.»)?). Athenae (ex officina) Tachycles (fecit).

This occurs at the Heroon, and on the line of the city wall (General

Plan, O 14). The restoration of the contractor's name is not certain:

Tachycles, which is suggested, is a Spartan name (cf. S.A/.C. 612).

26. Fig. 4, K.

Aa/ioo-io? Publica (tegula)

'

A6dva<; Yio\vap^(o<i). Athenae (ex officina) Polyarchus (fecit).

This occurs on the Acropolis, at the Heroon, by Matalla's garden

(General Plan, N 19), and on the land of Leopoulos (General Plan, J 14).
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It will at once be seen that these tiles cannot have been made for a temple

of Athena, 1 since the}' arc found scattered all over the site of ancient

Sparta. The explanation of this is, as remarked last year,2 that "\6dvas

refers to the tile-factory attached to the shrine of Athena Alea. Of the

existence of such a factory type 1 1 is certain evidence. We have therefore

to render Adp-oaios 'Addvas as tegula publico, ex officina Atheuae. The

great variety of stamps of this class strengthens this conclusion.

These tiles then were made for the general purposes of the state at

the factor)' of Athena Alea to the order of various contractors, though

the names that occur need not necessarily be those of contractors, but

possibly those of the priests of Athena Alea. At all events, it is reasonable

to assume that for some considerable period the tiles for general purposes

were supplied by contract to the state from the factory of Athena Alea
;

and on one occasion (cf. 11) a special lot was ordered for the city wall.

This class of tile, though commonly used for repairs to the walls, was also

employed on other state buildings.

Type 13 is common on the Acropolis, and as other state tiles have

been found there (^.pp.31 ff.) we naturally conclude that the shrine of Athena

Chalkioikos was managed by the state, and not by its own trustees, as that

of Artemis Orthia {v. p. 38). For this reason we find that state decrees (S.M.C.

217 B, 1. 16 ; B.S.A. xii. p. 441, 1, 1. 15) were set up in the sanctuary of

Athena Chalkioikos, while amongst the far more numerous inscriptions from

the sanctuary of Artemis Orthia there is not one state decree. If the tiles

of type 17 a, found at the Orthia site were used for the city wall there, it

must have been roofed with them alone. Another explanation is suggested

below (cf. p. 39, 21, 23).

Tiles for the Uapddeais. (Fig. 5.)

40. A. Fig. 5, A.

'Em NiKovofiov Patronomo Niconomo

irapadeoeos apothecae

• €pyd)va Ev<f>pdvopo<;. redemptore Euphranore.

Two flat tiles from the Acropolis.

1 Wide, Lakonische Kulte, p. 50 n. ; Collitz-Bechtel, 4460.
2 B.S.A. xii. p. 347. For the probable position of the slirine of Athena Alea, v. page 6.
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B. IKON ['Ktti N]itcoi>[6pov Sa.fi]- Patronomo Niconomo
publica (tegulaj

nAPA0€---- [otria] 7rapa0e[aeo<i epy]- apothecae rcdcmptor

NAC€Y(t)PA [(i)]va<i Ev<ppd[vo)p] Euphranor (fecit).

Two angular imbrices from the Acropolis. Sapoala is restored here

before TrapaOeaeo^ on the analogy of 39 : cf. 40 I) and 40 E.

C. AAMOCI PA'ee Aap:6ai[oi va]pa6e- Publica (tegula)

apothecae

C€OC ------- OY cre°s [eVt ^\(Kov6p.]ov patrono Niconomo

€PI~Cl)N A "E€NO - - - OC epywva E,€i>o[K\i]o<; redemptore Xenocle.

(flJ:ll)SoHoMOY
fj£. \'^. £•' < o c _l

1^ ' h J.\

A
B

OC
D

SKHtf^OSSMetf
I!

A©*l>>]A< .-, lMMHO^lAO

G

I-1G -Stamped I'iles ikom hik Acropolis, Ivic hCAI.E i : 5 .)

Two round tiles from the Acropolis. The restoration is made by

combining conjccturally two fragmentary inscriptions which seem to have

been made by the same stamp.

D. - - IKON - - - ['Eirl lSt]iKo[v6p,ov Bap]- Patronomo Niconomo

- - TTAPA - - - [off/a] Trapa[0€(T€o<;] (tegula) publica apothecae

A£ [epyci)i']a E[v(ppdi'opo<>.] redemptore Euphranore.

One flat tile from the Acropolis. For the restoration ct. 39, 40 B,

and 40 K.

E. EniNIKONOMOY 'Eirl Nifcov6p,uv [Sap,]- Patronomo Niconomo

AfTA [ocrt'ja TTa[pade<reo<;] (tegula) publica

apothecae

HNA [ipy]a)va [rev 8dvo<;.] redemptore
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Three flat tiles and two angular imbrices from the Acropolis. For

the restoration cf. 39, 40 B, and 40 D.

41.^. AAMOC - - - Aafioa[ioi irapadia-eo^] Publicae(tegulae)apothccae

ETTIAPXI 'Em 'Apxi[- - epywva] patronomo Archi

KAAA Ka\X[iKpaTi8a.] redemptorc Callicratida.

One round tile from Bambakia, and one from 'the Acropolis.

B. Fig. 5, b.

Aafiocrioi irapadecreos Publicae (tegulae) apothecae

iirl Ka\X[iK]paTeo<; epywva patronomo Callicrate redemptorc

KaXXi[tcpaTiBa.] Callicratida.

Two round tiles from the Acropolis, and one from the round building.

C. Fig. 5,c.

[&]afj.6<rioi (Tr)[ap]a8eaeo<; Publicae (tegulae) apothecae

eVi p,€iwK\[ec8a epy(i)]va patronomo Xenocleida redemptorc

Ka\\i/cpa[TL&a.] Callicratida.

One round tile from the Acropolis, and one from Klaraki.

D. AAMOCIOI Aap,6oioL [irapadeo-eos e]- Publicae (tegulae)

apothecae

niTAPA 77i Tdpa [ipycova Ka\]- patronomo Tarante
redemptorc

AIKPA \ucpa[Ti&a.] Callicratida.

One round tile from the Acropolis. Taras is a Spartan name, and in

Laconia makes its genitive in Tdpa, S.M.C. 206, 1. 41 ; 207, 1. 43.

E. AAM - - - Aap.[6(Tioi TrapaOeaeos] Publicae (tegulae) apothecae

6T1I eVt [tov Setvo? ipyco]- patronomo rcdemptore

NAKA va Ka[X\iKpari8a.] Callicratida.

One round tile from the Acropolis.

In these five stamps I have restored the contractor's name as

Callicratidas, because in one example of 41 C there seem to me to be

faint but uncertain traces of ti after the KaWtKpa. "Etevo/cXetSa has been

restored in 41 c, because there also appear to be traces of ei after the X.

D
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F. A AM Aafi[6aiot Trapadecreo*;] Publicae(tegulae)apothecac

en I eV« [tov Seti/09] patronomo

€P ----- ep[ya>va tov Seipos] rcdemptore

One round tile from the Acropolis.

G. OClO(l)rFA [Aafijoaioi 7ra[pa0e<T€o<>] Publicae (tegulae)

apothecae

r€NIAA€P [eVt ]yevi8a ip[yci)va] patronomo
-genida redemptore

N60KA60C Neo*\eo9 Neocle.

One round tile from Moundouna (General Plan, Mil).
The stamp, though almost complete, is much worn ; in the early part

of the Patronomus' name there seem to be traces of an co, so we might

restore
i

%coo-i]yepl8a<;.

H. AAMO 0€C€ Aafi6[o-ioc 7rapa]0eae(o<i) Publicae(tegulae)apothecae

CPrtON ipycou[a tov 8eivo<>]. redemptore

Three round tiles from the Acropolis.

/. OCIOC [Aa/z]oo-to<? Publica (tegula)

A0C6OJC [Trap\a6(e)o-ews apothecae.

One round tile from Klaraki. This is probably the latest of the series,

for we have irapadecrewi and not irapadeo-eof, and the letters are bad and

careless.

The five varieties grouped under type 40 were all made during the

patronomatc of Niconomus, three (40 A, 40 B, 40 D) by Euphranor, 1 and

one (40 C), if our conjecture is right, by Xenocles. This variety of

stamps shows that there was a great demand for Trapddeats tiles in that year.

Two contractors, Euphranor and Xenocles, were employed, and the

former used at least two wooden stamps—quite a rare circumstance. The

only other instances of two stamps occur on the tiles of Dionysius, Archippus,

and Calligencs (cf. 9, 30, 31), all of whom supplied large quantities of

tiles for the city walls.

In the first five varieties of type 41 the exact converse of this occurs.

Here we have one contractor Callicratidas supplying tiles for the irapdOeo-i?

for a scries of years under Callicrates, Xenocleidas, Taras, Archi ..... and

1 Type 40 A may have been used for flat tiles, and 40 B for anyular imbrices only.
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a Patronomus whose name is lost. The other varieties are very incomplete,

but enough remains to decide the character of the inscription.

We have now to explain what the irapdOeais was and why there are so

many varieties and so few specimens of each. It seems clear that it cannot

have been a building, for though these tiles are common on the Acropolis,

they occur also elsewhere (cf. 41 A, 41 C, 41 G, 41 I) on the line of the

city wall, and at the round building (41 b). Therefore it is reasonable to

suppose that tiles so scattered must have been intended not for one particular

building, but for a general purpose. What that general purpose was is

explained by the word irapddecris, which is used by Polybius 1 and in inscrip-

tions 2 to mean a stock or store of anything. Therefore in this case

TrapdOecrts means the state stock or depot of tiles. There must have been

many state buildings in Sparta, and their tile roofs must'now and again have

been in need of repairs. Such repairs would not mean the use of fifty or

more pairs of tiles for one building, but merely the replacement of three or

four tiles cracked by frost or blown off by a high wind.

Thus if twenty state buildings each needed four tiles a year, it would

hardly be worth while to make twenty specially stamped sets of four tiles

each. Instead, I believe, the state bought regularly year by year by contract

a fixed number of tiles for such emergencies. These would accordingly be

stamped as stock tiles and used for any necessity that arose. Callicratidas,

as pointed out above, held a contract to supply such tiles for five years at

least. Of course for extensive buildings like the city walls that probably

needed many new tiles each year, specially stamped sets would probably

be made; though, as remarked before, -napdOeai^ tiles have been found along

the line of the city wall.

There is one further consideration. Was the supply of irapadeois

tiles contemporary with that of Aa/xoato? 'A0dva<; tiles, which, as we have

said, were probably also stock tiles ? It is just possible that the state

needed so many tiles that two contracts were necessary. But then we

should expect all the tiles to be stamped irapddeai<;, whether made by

Athena Alea or private contractors. So one class should be older than

the other. The Aap6<Tio<i 'Addvas tiles are probably the earlier, but bricks

for the Skanotheke were made at the factory of Alea in the year of

1
iii. 17. II ; ii. 15. 3.

2 Dittenberger, Syll*, 177, 1. 73, 303, 1. 25 ; Id. O.G.I. 90, 1. 22 ; Hiller von Gaertringen,

/. v. Priene, 108, 11. 42, 68, 84.

D 2
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Callicrates (sec p. 193). In one case (11) Athena Alea is referred to

simply as Alea, C for £ occurs only twice (16 A, 24), £ is always used,

and O occurs twice (16 A, 17 a). On the other hand, in the irapadeais

tiles C and 6 are universal, O never occurs, and the inscriptions generally

seem later.

Now in the 7rapd0€<ri<; tiles we have Callicrates mentioned as

Patronomus (41 1;). In S.M.C. 207, which is attributed to the first

century B.C., a Callicrates is eponymous Patronomus. If we assume this

Callicrates to be the same person, we may therefore assign Archi
,

Xcnoclcidas, and Taras to the first century, since Callicratidas made tiles

under them as well as under Callicrates (41 A-E). Probably we should

assign Nikonomus and genidas to the same period (39, 40, 41 (;),

for TrapdOeais tiles were made under them also. On the other hand,

Archiadas (11), whose name occurs on tiles made at the factory of

Athena Alea, will probably be of the second century B.C., since we have

conjectured the 'AOdvas tiles to be the earlier. lie cannot be earlier than

1S4 B.C.,
1 after which year the rebuilding of the walls began, and if, as

conjectured above, they were built in the year of Eudamidas, Archiadas

must be later.

Tiles with Magistrates AT
a)ties.

27. YXANAPOY ['Eirl T]vxdv8pov. Patronomo Tychandro.

Three specimens from the well at the Heroon : for the restoration

cf. 42, 43.

42. Fig. 5, D.

'E-rrl TiaaiTeXeos Patronomo Pasitele,

[dyo]pav6fiov 8e agoranomo autem

09.

This type is very interesting ; we have three tiles bearing parts of the

words eiri HacrtTeXeo? and on two of them there is stamped below part of

[dyo]pav6fj.ov 8e k.t.X. This shows that there were two stamps and that

they were not always placed one above the other. It shows that the

Agoranomus stamp was complementary to that of Pasiteles ; and probably

also Pasiteles' name was stamped on tiles for the walls or the Trapadeais

1 Or 1 78 B.C. : v. page 27, 1.
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which were marked with another stamp, for type 42 by itself is an

incomplete stamp, being in fact nothing but a date. It does not seem

clear why the Agoranomus' name was added. In S.M.C. 691 we have an

dyopav6^io<i iirl ras 68ov<t, so as the Agoranomi were Aediles another

member of the board may have been superintendent of public buildings.

The stamps do not seem to be very early for the use of C €, and A, but we

have the genitive in eo<? and not ovs ; therefore we may assign the tiles to

the first century B.C.

If the conjectural restoration of 27 is correct, it was probably applied

as a secondary stamp to tiles made for the walls. To judge by the careful

lettering the inscription seems to date from the second century B.C.

Other tiles from tJie Acropolis.

43. Fig. 5, E.

'Ewl KXeogevov. Patronomo Cleoxeno.

44. Fig. 5, F.

'kd-qvas Athenae Chalcioeci.

XaX«totVou.

45. Fig. 5, G.

Mrjv6<f>i\o[s] Menophilus fecit.

iiroet.

These three types have so far been found only on the Acropolis. The

lettering is not very good and does not seem early. We have H used for

A in 44, and C and 6 are used throughout. It is just possible to attribute

the tiles to the late first century B.C., but more probably they belong to the

first century A.D.

The tiles on which these three stamps occur are simila rin fabric, and

the lettering is so alike in style that the inscriptions seem to have been cut

by the same hand. So, as each inscription is incomplete alone, I would

conjecture that all three stamps were applied to the same tiles, and that the

three inscriptions really form only one. We have just seen in the case of

type 42 that two stamps could be applied to one tile, and in that case the

stamps are short, incomplete inscriptions of the same kind as these.

Parallel instances of this are to be found in a tile from the Argivc
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Heraeum 1 with two stamps, one reading S<u/c\^«? apxnetcTwv, and the other

Aafioloi "Hpa?, and the bricks from the temple of Athena Cranaca, the

inscriptions of which Paris completes from three separate stamps reading

Aafioaia TrXivdos
|
eVt 'AireWea

|
ipycovov Aa/xaTpiov. 2, There is yet

another parallel from Sparta itself. Some of the bricks of the Skanotheke

are stamped with a different inscription on each of their four sides. For

instance S.M.C. 712 reads 'E7rt KaWtK/xxTeo?
|

<rKavodr]Kas
\

Zijvcov.

Other bricks with similar inscriptions, but made by different contractors,

were found in the excavations at the theatre in 1906.3

Tiles from the Sanctziary of Artemis Orthia. (Fig. 6.)

18. Fig. 6, A.

19. Fig. 6, B. Many fresh specimens of these two types were found

this year. They probably served to roof the temple after its restoration. 4

A
!EP®t

jQPsCfACtA^

lEWEAEW^

Fig. 6.—Stamped Tiles from the Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia. (Scale i -. 3.)

Since both types occur together we must suppose them to be contemporary,

and that the contract for tiles for the temple was given to at least two

contractors. 5 They probably date from the early second century B.C., for

1 Richardson, apud Waldstein, Arglve Heraeum, i. p. 217.
2 Paris, £latee, p. 1 1 6. He, however, thinks that the inscription was only complete when

three bricks were placed in a row.
3 See Mr. Tillyard's paper on them in § 10 of this report.
4 v. p. 60. To the references given in B.S.A. xii. p. 349, for the use of Up6s on tiles add a

tile at Tripolis from Mantineia reading IEPOI reversed.
5 At least twelve contractors supplied tiles, etc. for the "roof of the temple of Asklepios at

Epidaurus, Cavvadias, £pidaure, p. 91.
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in both types ©
?
e, A, and Z are used, and the lettering is good. The

formula of these tiles is totally different from those stamped 'A0r)va<;

XaX/aoi/cov. 'lepol Bopdeias means that the tiles were made specially for

the temple of Orthia to the order of the trustees of the sanctuary, and

as an inscription is exactly paralleled by Aa/100-409 TetxeW, which means

tiles made for the walls to the order of the state. On the other hand

'Adyjvas XaXfcioi'tcov is an incomplete inscription, since it merely mentions

the temple for which the tiles were made.

20. Fig. 6, c. No more examples of this type have been found.

Probably only a few tiles were made with this stamp for repairs to the

temple. Judging by the lettering the stamp seems to date from the

imperial period. This conjecture is confirmed by the fact that all the

examples of this type were found at the Roman level.

21. Fig. 6, D.

'lepov 'EXeutrta? Templi Eileithyiae.

23. Fig. 6, E.

Aa/i.o<xtot Publicae (tegulae).

'E\(e)v(Tia<;. Eileithyiae.

Five fresh specimens of 21 have been found, which enable us to

complete the inscription. Of 23 there are only two specimens. Type 21
is complete, just as 'AOrfvd? XclXkiolkov, as remarked above (p. 37), is

incomplete. Therefore we may conjecture this stamp to have been applied

as a second stamp to some tiles of type 17 a Aa/xoa-io^ 'Adiivas, of which

quantities have been found at the sanctuary of Artemis Orthia. This

would then give an intelligible inscription, 'Tiles made for the state at the

factory of Athena A lea for the shrine of Eileithyia! The evidence for

doubly stamping tiles is given under types 42-45 (pp. 36, 37) ; and we

know from type 23 that the shrine of Eileithyia was managed by the state.

Type 23 is probably as late as the imperial period, since the lettering is

very careless and the word 'EXevaias misspelt.

Miscellaneous Tiles. (Fig. 7.)

46. A. Fig. 7, i;.

[KarclXv/J-a] tcov
f

P&)- Hospitium Romanorum

[pa'cov Ktii] ciKa<jTu\'. et iudicum.
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B. Fig. 7, a.

[K]aTa\v/xa tco[v] 'Pg>-

fiaiwv Kal &i/c[a]<TTav.

Hospitium Romanorum
et iudicum.

Of 46 A there is one specimen from the Acropolis and another from the

south-eastern corner of the late Roman walls (General Plan, L 14).* Of the

other we have two examples from near Hagia Kyriaki (General Plan,

J 14). The former seems to be the older, but both varieties are to be

attributed to the second century B.C.

D

WBTAHATA^

H
Fig. 7.—Miscellaneous Stamped Tiles. (Scale 1:3.)

We have here an undoubted reference to a building intended to serve as

a lodging for Roman ambassadors or commissioners and for dicasts. Where
this building was is not certain, for the tiles in question are very scattered.

In one inscription x this building is mentioned. In the course of an

honorary decree of the second century B.C. comes' this sentence :

—

oovto) 8e [/cat 01]
I

iTTLfieXrjTaX too 'Vtofialov icaTa\vfi\a k.t.X. We must

understand rod 'Vco/xaiov as the genitive of to 'Fcofxaiov with /caraXv/ia

implied from the context. The dicasts meant were perhaps gevoSt/cai,

arbitrators from other cities in inter-state disputes about boundaries

and similar questions.

As Sparta had no close friendship with Rome till she was separated

1 C.I.G. 1331 ; Collitz-Bechtel, 4433.
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from the Achaean league by Roman intervention after I84, 1 when she

was restored to her former autonomy, we cannot suppose that any

xaTdXvfia twv 'Pwfiatcov existed till that time, and this date fits in very well

with that given above.

47. Fig. 7, C.

Aa/iuXo<? Damylus fecit

Koaifiov . Cosemi

This inscription occurs on seven tiles found in a trial excavation near

the mill-stream between the Altar and the Heroon (General Plan, O 13).

Aafiv\o<; is obviously a name, probably that of the maker of the tiles.'
2

But what Koaefiov means is not clear. Kosemus might be the name of the

contractor's father, but it would be exceedingly unusual for a contractor to

place his father's name on the tiles he made. Otherwise Kosemus may be

the name of the man for whom they were made, the genitive being used

on the analogy of Teiyiwv, irapaOicreos, ' Adr/vas \a\fCLoi/cov, Bop#eta<?, and

iepov 'EXeuo-m? (pp. 18, 31, 37, 38, 39). It is possible that, as often in late

Spartan inscriptions, the 9 stands for 0, and that the name is really

Kothemus.3

50. Fig. 7, D.

Aa/zo<rto<? Publica (tegula)

crvvoSa) synodi.

51. Fig. 7, E.

Aafjioaioi a[wo]- Publicae (tegulae)

8ov &ap.a synodi Dama - (redemptore).

Of 50 there are two specimens, of 51 one specimen only: all three

were found in the well at the Heroon. What the avvoBos was is quite

uncertain, for there is no other record of the existence of such a thing at

Sparta.

57. Fig. 7, F.

[Teixe]<uy <TTeyaaT7)[p] Moenium imbrex

[ipycova] etcyffjof?] redemptore

1 Or 178 : v. p. 27, note I.

2
It occurs on a coin of Leucas, and ArjyuuAos is common in literature : v. Pape-Benseler, s.r. ;

Bechtel-Fick, Griech. Pcrsonemiamen, p. 27.

3 R. Meister, Dorer u. Achaer, pp. 24 ff.

l, *
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Two round tiles from the south-eastern hill (General Plan, L 19). The

restoration *of T€ix^wv ,s purely conjectural, and the reading of the second

line is very uncertain. The word are^aarr]p gives us for the first time the

word that we have to supply to the 8ap.6aio<; and ha^ioaioi that occur on

round tiles. This point has already been discussed elsewhere. 1

61. Fig. 7, G.

Tiiravcnav Pitanatarum.

Two tiles from Kokkinaki. This inscription is most important. The

tiles were found on the line of the wall and had obviously been used for it.

Therefore we may assume that the townships of Limnae, Mesoa,

Kynosoura, and Pitane which made up the city of Sparta, helped in the

building of the wall, though all the tiles made specially for the walls were

made to the order of the state, which seems to have had charge of them.

Perhaps in earlier days when the walls were first begun, each village

was responsible for that section of the wall which adjoined it, just as the

Attic city demes were responsible for the upkeep of the walls of Athens. 2

This then is perhaps the reason why the tiles are stamped only with the

name of the township. If our conjecture is correct, these tiles would

belong to the earliest wall and date probably from the time before the

institution of the patronomate by Cleomenes III, and the reform of the

constitution. Thus they would belong to the third century B.C. : this date

would suit the lettering very well. These tiles are also important,

because they enable us to identify with certainty as Pitane that part of

Sparta lying to the west of the theatre.

63. Fig. 7, H.

Ilao-TaSo? Porticus

iv 'AA.7ret6>i in Alpeo.

Two tiles from near the Mousga north of the Acropolis (General

Plan, L 11] and one from the well at the Heroon. Pausanias mentions

the Alpion as being near the Acropolis ; therefore we may identify the low

ridge by the Mousga as the Alpion (General Plan, K lO, L 1 1). He also

1 v. above, p. 14.

2 Wachsmuth, Die Stadt Athen, ii. p. 34; Judeich, Tobogr. v. Allien, p. 123; cf. Dorpfeld,

Wochenschrift /class. Phil. 1906, p. 205.
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speaks of various temples in this neighbourhood, but our tiles cannot refer

to any of them. Most probably the llaard^ was a public portico of some

kind. 1

Chronology of the Patronomi.

It will be convenient to recapitulate in a final paragraph the conjectural

dates given to the Patronomi whose names occur in tile stamps.

Second Century B.C.

Eudamidas (33-36, p. 25). Soon after 184 B.C.

Archiadas (11, p. 20).

Aristonous (37, p. 25).

Tychander (27, p. 36).

First Century B.C.

Archi \

Callicrates (41, pp. 33 ff.). These were Patronomi very close

Xenocleidas together, perhaps in successive years.

Taras

Niconomus (39, 40, pp. 27, 31).

genidas (41, p. 34).

Hipparchus (38, p. 26).

Pasiteles (42, p. 36).

First Century A. I).

Cleoxenus (43, p. 37).

Naturally this arrangement depends largely on conjecture, as we know

little or nothing of the Patronomi of the last two centuries B.C. Future

discoveries will no doubt throw more light on this subject, but from these

tile stamps we have for the first time any considerable number of names of

Spartan Patronomi of this period.'2

A. J. P. Wace.

1 Cf. Pausanias, iii. 18. 2 ; v. above, pijje 10.

- l-'or the custom of dating tiles by magistrate*' names v. Paiis, ElaUe, pp. 114, 115, 1 10,

Nos. 12. 2, 318. 18,319. 19; Richardson apmi Waldstein, Argive 1/eraenm, i. i>j>. 221 IT. iii. v. vii.

;

Brit. Mas. Cat, Terracottas, E 186, E 187, E 191, E 192.



LACONIA.

I.—EXCAVATIONS AT SPARTA, 1907.

§ 4.—The Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia.

(Plates II.—IV.)

THE continuation of the work at the Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia

was the main objective of the season's campaign, and on it the greater

part of our money and time were expended. Work was carried on

continuously from the beginning of the season on March 18th to its close

on May 31st, with the exception of the three weeks from April 5th to 25th,

when the Director, who was in charge throughout, was absent at Athens.

The number of men employed varied from about fifty to as few as twenty-

five or thirty at the end of the season, when the work consisted mostly of

slow digging with knives, at which it was not possible to employ more

than a very limited number.

A comparison of the plans now published on Plates II. and III. with

last year's plan in B.S.A. xii. PI. VIII. will shew the progress made.

Work was confined to the temple and the theatre ; the important region

between the theatre and the new course of the mill-leat has not been

touched. The theatre, which in 1906 was excavated only enough to trace

the general plan and uncover the outer piers, has now been completely

cleared, and the interior of the temple and the arena, which had been

explored only by means of the trial-trench A and a pit at the western end

of the temple, have now been completely excavated down to virgin soil.

A general view of the site after the season's work is given in Fig. 1.
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The Roman Theatre.

(Plates II. and III.)

The theatre was found in 1906 to have rested on a horseshoe-shaped

foundation or raft of rubble masonry. On this was a scries of radial

walls, supporting the seats of the auditorium, and, separated from the ends

of the walls by a vaulted corridor, the piers and arches, which formed the

outer wall of the building. The extent to which the destruction of this

Fig. 1.

—

View of the Orthia Sanctuary looking towards the Eurotas after the

Excavations of 1907.

theatre has been carried, since it was seen by the travellers whose accounts

have been collected by Professor Bosanquet,1 can be seen by looking at

the views reproduced in Figs. 2 and 3, which shew the building fully cleared.

It will be seen that only the outer piers are preserved to any height above

the foundations, and these never more than three, or at most four, feet.

Often the walls are destroyed right down to the foundation, leaving only

1 B.S.A. xii. p. 305. To the references there cited should be added a Plate of the theatre in

Museum Worsleyanum, which claims independent origin, but adds nothing material to Le Roy's.
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slight traces of their position on its surface, and in one case the destruction

of a radial wall (V on the plan on PI. II.) by the searchers for building

material has led to the removal of most of the actual foundation in that

region. The plan on PI. II. distinguishes between what has been left

standing and what has been destroyed. Some of the destroyed walls have

however left a clear mark of their original position, in the shape of a line

of mortar rising- up from the foundation along what was the face of the

wall. Such walls are drawn on the plan with full lines, to distinguish

them from the reconstructed parts, which arc put in with dotted lines.

Fig. 2.—The Roman Thkatre with the Piers and Radial Walls, and the Eurotas

IN Till'. liACKGKOl'Ml.

On this raft or foundation of rubble masonry, some i'2om. thick, the

whole building rested. It has the shape of an incomplete ring 2180 m. in

inside, and 5420 m. in outside, diameter. This ring is broken on the west

to admit the temple, the gap being 1010 m. wide. The temple protrudes

into the arena, forming a chord to the inner circle of the foundation, the

central point of the facade being two metres inside the circumference.

The outside circle of the foundation would, if completed, pass through the

back of the temple. Round the eastern half of the temple was a row of
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stone slabs set on edge, of which fifteen were found in situ. They are

c8o m. from the wall of the temple. One of these is preserved in front of

the temple between the step and the slabs of the Roman pavement, with

which its top is about flush. It seems likely therefore that they date from

this period. They are marked on the plan in PI. II., and the missing

slabs marked in dotted lines.

The outer wall of the theatre rested on a series of arches and piers, of

which latter ten are partly preserved. They are distinguished on the Plan

on PI. II. by Roman numerals. They were built of rough masonry,

Fig. 3.

—

The Roman Theatre, with the Excavated Arena and the Archaic
Altar.

broken at intervals by bands of three or four courses of brickwork, in a

way characteristic of late Roman and Byzantine work. Each pier, except

VII. and the reconstructed I., XII. and XIII., is 120 m. thick and, on the

inside, 2-35 m. broad, exclusive of the plinth. These plinths are of

irregular dimensions, and no doubt both they and the piers were faced

originally with marble slabs, just as the present upper surface of the

foundation must have been covered with a finer pavement. A block of

marble with mouldings, which was found near by, probably belonged to a
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course running all round the outside of the building above the arcade.

No other architectural member has been found, to give any clue to the

restoration.

Inside the piers is a series of radial walls, marked on the plan by

Roman numerals. These rays spring from a ring of masonry rising above

the inner part of the circular foundation. This raised ring is about 350m.

thick, and begins just behind the podium. It served to support the lower

rows of seats. It is broken only at the two points between Rays

VIII.-IX. and XVI.-XVII., where were the two entrances to the podium

and the lower seats, whose position is marked on the old French plan

in Fig. 4.

One of these entrances, that between Rays VIII.-IX., was found last

year, and its opening to the podium just traced. This year lumps of fallen

masonry were found in this opening, consisting of bricks arranged radially

like the voussoirs of an arch and bound together by mortar. It was

possible from these data to calculate the width of the arch to which the

bricks had belonged, and it worked out to about 1*25 m., the actual width

of the opening. It appears therefore that the entrance to the lower seats

was through an arched passage, running from the outside of the building

to the auditorium.

It is noticeable that the outside piers do not correspond at all

regularly to the radial walls, and for this reason Pier VII. had to be made

wider than the rest in order to produce the correspondence between the

pair of piers, VII. and VIII., and the rays, VIII. and IX., inside them,

necessary to make the entrance to the lower seats at this point symmetrical.

Piers VIII., IX., etc. are of the normal size, a fact which points to the piers

having been originally marked out on the foundation in the direction in

which they are numbered on the plan, and it seems that, when the architect

reached the entrance, he found his piers lagging behind, and had to make

one wider than the others in order to catch up with the radial walls.

Then, after he had passed the entrance, he went on again with piers of the

normal size. This theory of the direction in which the building proceeded

will be seen later on to have some importance. The blocks of the outer

threshold of this entrance are preserved between the piers, and their

height (*io—"i 5 m.) above the level of the top of the foundation shews

that it was originally covered by a pavement, which has now disappeared.

Turning now to the radial walls, it is plain that these supported the
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rows of seats immediately above those supported by the solid ring of

masonry, from which the radial walls spring. Each of these is about

650 m. long.

The seeming irregularities of the plan it is possible to reduce to an

almost perfect symmetry, and it is only north of the axial line that this

fails. We notice first that the space between the rays at their outer end

is, in all but certain cases, 230m. One of these exceptions is the wider

interval (275 m.) between Rays VIII.-IX., opposite the threshold between

Piers VII.—VII I. This is due to the entrance to the lower seats, which

runs in here, and it is to fit this also that the two adjacent spaces between

Rays VII.-VIII. and IX.-X. are made wider than usual, 270 m. and

290m. respectively. The other exceptions are between Piers II.—I II.,

VI.-VIL, X.-XI., and XV.-XVI. The size of the intervals cannot be

recovered, because in no case are the two inner faces of any one of these

pairs of. rays preserved, but the sum of the widths of the pairs of rays plus

the interval betweea them comes to 470-485 m., and, if we allow the rays

their usual width, this gives intervals of only 1*50- r65 m., instead of the

standard 2*30 m. Also it appears from the remains of Rays X. and XI.

that these intervals did not run in so far as the raised circle of masonry,

like those between the other radial walls, but were, for some way at all

events, filled up. This proves that these spaces were not mere blind pas-

sages roofed with conical vaults like the others. What they were appears

plainly from the fact that, between the ends of Rays II -III. a stone is

preserved in situ jutting forward a little from the rays, measuring 1-40 m.

long by -40 m. wide, and that between Rays VI.-VII. a similar block has

left its traces on the plaster facing of the wall. These stones are in fact

the lowest steps of staircases, which ascended between these pairs of rays,

and gave access to the upper rows of seats, very probably opening upon a

diasoma, as shewn in the reconstructed section on PI. III.

The west face of Ray XXV. is exactly symmetrical with Ray II. on the

other side of the axial line, and by restoring a flight of steps between it

and a reconstructed Ray XXIV., and another between the hypothetical

Rays XX.-XXI., we get six sets of steps arranged with tolerable symmetry,

three on each side of the axial line. This symmetry is broken by the

staircase between Rays XV.-XVI., which comes only one ray after the axial

line, whilst two (XII. and XIII.) divide this from the steps between Rays

X.-XI. This departure from symmetry makes it impossible to reconstruct

E
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the walls between this and the river, where they have been destroyed by

the channel made for the mill-leat. Another irregularity is that, imme-

diately beyond Ray XVI., the raised ring of masonry is interrupted, which

must mean that here was another entrance to the lower scats, corre-

sponding to that between Rays VI1I.-IX. This brings the staircases and

entrances into regular order, and gives us, starting from the south side of the

temple, first two staircases, then an entrance, then two staircases, then a

second entrance ; and two more staircases bring us round to the north side

of the temple.

The space between Rays XII I.-XIV. requires some notice. It is

symmetrical about the median line of the temple, and is therefore likely

to be of some importance. This space goes deeper into the solid ring of

masonry below the lower scats than do the others, and yet it is not an

entrance into the pass lge round the arena at the foot of the auditorium,

ike the spaces between Rays VIII.-IX. and XVI.-XVII., as, instead of

running through into this passage, it ends with the remains of steps

marked in the plan. In connexion with this we must notice a mass of

masonry to the north inside Ray XV. which rises well above the probable

level of the seats. On account of its height it was the only thing visible

on the site before the excavations, except of course the broken face of the

foundation that overhung the bank of the river. 1

Taken in connexion with the steps between Rays XI 1 1.-XIV. and

their medial position, it is likely that here we have the remains of a sort of

elevated tribune or ' box,' raised above the other seats, from which persons

of distinction could witness the contests. Its central position, facing the

front of the temple and immediately above the altar, would make this

very suitable, and such tribunes for magistrates in Roman amphitheatres

are well known.

The entrance to this tribunal was also marked by some special treat-

ment of the outside wall. Unfortunately just at this point the destruction

1 Owing to its height, this piece of masonry was maiked on the 1906 Plan {B.S..4. xii.

PI. VIII.) as of a later (Byzantine) period, as was also Ray XVI. on account of its irregularity,

and the end of Hay XV. Complete excavation has shewn that this is impossible. Another piece

of wall shewn on the 19:6 Plan as Byzantine is a face of masonry at the outer edge of the founda-

tion, just where this is broken off beyond Pier XII. Its level, entirely below the upper surface of

the foundation, shews that it lias no connexion with the system of piers and rays, but that it is a

piece of some substructure that supporte I the part of the theatre towards the river. The possible

connexion of the city wall with this part of the building is mentioned below.
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of the foundation itself begins, but the ingenuity of Mr. George has

suggested a possible partial restoration.

Enough of the foundation is left to shew that no pier of the usual

size follows Pier XI The block, however, that forms put of the recon-

structed Pier XII. was found in situ, and is at the normal distance of

2*50 m. from Pier XI., and runs out towards the edge of the foundation as

far as the plinths usually do. Some pier was no doubt necessary here, to

avoid the large span of 970 m. from Pier XI. to the symmetrically restored

Pier XIV., and the entrance to the tribunal between Rays XI 1 1.-XIV. can

Fig. 4.

—

The Roman Theatre as sefn by the French Expedition.

hardly have had a pier in the middle obstructing it. This, taken in

connexion with the position in situ of the block in Pier XII., leads to

the reconstruction of the two small piers XII.-XIII., leaving the entrance

to the elevated tribunal open, and beyond them of a Pier XIV. symmetrical

with XI. This reconstruction puts the small piers so restored at the regular

distance apart, and so gains considerably in probability, and the arches

E 2
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between them will thus have been of the same span and height as those

between the other piers. It is likely that the two small piers were not

carried up to the spring of the arches, but served rather to carry columns,

so that this chief entrance to .the building was distinguished from the

others by being not single but triple, and divided by a pair of columns.

Instead of the piers from XV. onward for about a quadrant of the

circle, it is possible that there was a solid wall rising up directly from the

outer edge of the foundation, and of such a thickness as to make the

vaulted passage between it and the ends of the radial walls of the same

width as elsewhere. The evidence for this is the plan given by the French

expedition, and here reproduced with the addition of the temple from last

year's report 1 (Fig. 4). It will be seen that no piers are marked, but that their

place is taken in the north-eastern part by a solid wall. The measurements

of this wall are exactly such as would bring it into the position mentioned

above. Two reasons make it not unlikely that this part of the theatre

would have no entrances ; first, that it was so near the river, and second,

that the wall of the city which passed between the theatre and the river

must at this point have been so close to the theatre as hardly to allow of

ready access to it on this side. The curved wall in question ends to the

north in an outstanding mass of masonry, and this may very well be a

piece of the city wall itself, which in this case must have absolutely

coalesced with the outer wall of the theatre at this point. Such a

coalescence would make it likeiy that, in the narrow angle formed near the

point of contact by the city wall and the curve of the theatre, this latter

would have no entrances. The general accuracy, however, of the French

plan is not sufficient to make this at all certain,

The back wall of the theatre remains to be considered. It is a chord

of the outer circle of the foundation, cutting the side walls of the temple at

right angles, rather less than half-way from the front to the back. It is

not clear how the straight line of this chord was adjusted to the radial

arrangement of the seats with their supporting walls and the range of out-

side piers. Nor were both sides alike. The eastern faces of Rays I. and

XXVI. {i.e. those away from the temple) are exactly symmetrical about the

median line of the buildings, but Ray I. is much thicker than XXVI., and

west of these two faces all symmetry between the two sides ceases. It is

plain that there must have been a back wall along the line of the chord,

1 B.S..1. xii. p. 309, and Expc'd. de la A/on'e, 'Architecture,' ii. PI. 46.
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and a piece of it was in fact found in 1906 immediately north of the temple.

A similar wall has been restored on the plan on the southern side. The

wall on the north side at right angles to the back wall has no counterpart

on the south, where there are some remains that in their turn are not

represented on the north. The square cutting into the inner circle of the

foundation just south of the end of the front of the temple is also

unexplained.

A pier in the position of the restored Pier I., of which, however, no

trace could be found, must have existed at the corners, and would connect

with the back wall. The square blocks, lying off the foundation close by

Pier I., perhaps belong to a gateway.

The section along the line A—B on the plan (PI. III.) shews an

attempt at reconstructing the buildings. The restorations are drawn in

light lines, to distinguish them from the lower part of the drawing, which,

like the other section along the line C—D, shews the buildings in their

actual state. Allowing a probable angle of rise for the seats, the height of

the theatre works out to 850 m., and the outer wall, following the

indication given by the fragment of moulded cornice mentioned above, has

been drawn with such a cornice above the arches which span the intervals

between the piers. Between the piers and the ends of the radial walls an

arched passage, with an average width of 275 m., goes all round the curve

of the building. From this, two passages roofed with barrel vaults passed

between Rays VIII.-IX. and XVI.-XVII. respectively, to the passage

round the arena below the seats and behind the barrier, whilst exactly

oppositc the front of the temple another passage led from the main

pillared entrance to the elevated tribunal, whence it may be supposed the

highest magistrates witnessed the contests. At intervals also along this

passage, under arched openings of the same height as the arches between

the outer piers, the six staircases gave access to the diazoma and the higher

rows of seats. One of these stairs is shewn in dotted lines on the recon-

structed section. Such of the openings between the rays as were not used

for access to the seats must have been blind passages roofed beyond their

arched entrance, either with a conical vault that descended rapidly on a

line parallel with the slope of the seats above, or possibly with a series of

arches decreasing regularly in height. 1 One of these sloping vaults is shewn

1 This latter is the arrangement in the theatre at Basra (Dunn, Baukunst der Elruskcr umi

Renter, Fig. 737).
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in dotted lines in the section. The lowest six or seven rows of seats

rested on the solid ring of masonry, those above them on the radial walls

and their vaults, and the topmost rows were supported by the vault of the

circular passage which runs round inside the piers. The spring of this

vault was probably at the level of the crowns of the arches on either side of

the passage, those on the outer side between the piers, and those on the

inner side between the radial walls.

The back wall of the theatre has been drawn in the reconstruction as

high as the eaves of the temple. This in the drawing seems to dwarf the

temple a good deal, but in reality the facade comes so much forward into

the arena that this effect would not be produced.

It has already been noted that the construction of the back wall,

which terminates the theatre on the west, differs on the two sides, and this

raises the question whether the whole building dates from the same period.

In discussing the piers we saw reason to believe that their irregularity

about the entrance between Piers VI I.—VI II., and the greater size of

Pier VII., were due to the setting out of the plan of the building on the

foundation having begun on the south side of the temple, and worked

round towards the east and north. If the building should prove not to be

all of the same period, this evidence points to the southern side being the

older. Now it is with Ray XV., and its steps, and the entrance beyond

them, that the irregularities of the plan begin. There are also serious

variations in this region in the diameter of the circle, from which the

radial walls spring. If the French plan is to be trusted, it is at this point

also that the series of walls and arches gives way to a continuous wall, and

as this rose directly up from the edge of the foundation it must have

projecled at least 75 m. outside the piers, producing the effect, not of a

natural continuation, but of a very awkward join. It is thus likely that

the theatre was not all bui4t at the same time. There is no structural

difficulty in this supposition, and no necessity that all the segments of a

building with the entirely radial construction of a theatie should be

contemporary. The stability of the successive cunei does not depend on

any mutual support.

It is possible that the later part was riot the completion of the hitherto

unfinished building, but replaced in a less careful style a part that had

been destroyed. This, however, hardly seems so likely. The destruction

could only have come from the river, and so well-made a building,
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especially with the protection of the city wall, would hardly have

succumbed so easily.

We propose to remove more of the foundation next season, and it is

likely that further evidence for the date in the shape of inscriptions may

thus be found. 1

7 he Temple.

The interior of the temple has now been completely cleared down to

virgin soil, and its front wall displayed by the excavation of the arena.

This is preserved to a height of 3*49 m. The middle of the back wall and-

the north-east corner have been a good deal destroyed by the mil!-leat,

which a reference to the plan published last year will shew passed over

these parts.- Except at these points the usual height is about 300 m. In

no case is the stylobate preserved, and the great height of the foundations

is due to their having been sunk down to virgin soil, right through the

deposits that accumulated on the site. This year a cross-wall was found

two metres from the front wall. This is the foundation of the wall that

separated the cella from the porch, and the temple was thus either

prostyle or in antis. No remains of its architectural members have been

found.

The fact that in the second century the Roman theatre was built

round the temple shews that this latter was then standing and in use.

Prof. Bosanquet has shewn that the rites of Orthia continued until far into

the second half of the fourth century,3 and since no later temple has been

found, this was no doubt in use until the very end of paganism. The

evidence for the date of its construction must now be given.

In front of the middle of the facade are the remains of a pavement of

slabs, three of which were inscribed. This pavement is shewn in Fig. 5.

The inscriptions all record the dedication of sickles to Artemis Orthia by

victors, and are of the type so frequently found here, either in the ruins of

the theatre, or built into its foundation. One (No. 2561) is of the first

century B.C., another (No. 2562) possibly of the first century A.D., and the

1 As to the date of the two parts, at the time of writing (April, 1908) an inscription <>f the

Auielian period has been found in the masonry of the southern part near the temple. This prevents

us from assigning this part of the building to an earlier date than the beginning of the third

century, the date given by Professor Bosanquet last year. The chronological diagram in Kig. 9

was drawn up before this inscription was found, and it was then thought likely that this part of Un-

building was as old as the end of the second century.

R.F..A. xii. PI. VIII. 3 B.S.A. xii. p. 317.
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third (No. 2482) belongs early in the second century A. I).
1 The pavement

cannot therefore have been laid down long before the date of the Roman
theatre, and its rough construction makes it almost certainly contemporary

with, and thus of, the third century A.D. It marks the level of the arena

in the Roman period.

In the section and plan given on Pis. II. and III., and in the photograph

in Fig. 5, a step is seen between this pavement and the front of the temple,

and so close to the latter as to make it certain that the highest blocks

preserved in the front wall of the temple must be almost at the level of

"i&MiddBfife&u.

•Jin*****

Fig. 5.

—

The Front Wall ok the Temple, with Roman Pavement.

the stylobate. Their upper surface is rough, but has some worked parts

and possibly was covered with a thin slab of marble, which formed part of

the pavement of the porch.

Above the level of this pavement a large number of fragments of

stamped roof-tiles have been found, and in especial abundance along the

front of the temple. They are of three types, but all bear the name of

Orthia, and thus were specially made for use at this sanctuary. Two of

1 No. 2482 published in B.S.A. xii. p. 376. For Nos. 2561, 2 see below, p. i\
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the types IEPOI BOROEIAZ and BUJPOEIAI IEPOI are about equally

common, whilst the third BOP0EIAS IAPOI is rare, and looks later than

the others. 1 It was probably used therefore only for repairs to the roof.

The important point is that these tiles belong to the second century before

our era, and therefore prove that the temple dates at least from the

Hellenistic period. It may be older, but cannot be later. Whilst their

presence above the Roman floor is another proof that the temple stood

until the latest times, the number that have been found below it supports

the cpigraphical evidence of their Hellenistic date. These tiles found

Fig. 6.—The Front Wai.i ok hie Temple uncovered to us Foundation*

below are far fewer than those found above the Roman floor-level, and are

probably unused or broken pieces left about or thrown aside at the time

when the roof was constructed. Those above arc naturally more numerous,

as they formed part of the roof, and fell into their present position when

the temple was destroyed.

An examination of the photographs in Figs. 6 and 7 shews that

the remains of the temple arc of two different periods. Fig. 6 shews

' For facsimiles see Fig. 6 011 p. 3S above. They were published without facsimiles in

fi.S.A. xii. p. 348.
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the front wall, uncovered right down to its foundation on the virgin soil,

as it appears between the corners of the foundation of the Roman theatre,

and Fig. 7 gives the inside of the south-west angle. Two styles of

masonry can be distinguished : the first and older style consists of roughly-

dressed blocks laid in so newhat irregular courses, and the second and later

Fig. 7.

—

The Inside of the South-West Angle of the Foundation of

the Temple.

style of courses of slab-shaped blocks, often alternating with courses of

the same stone as that used in the older parts, but more carefully squared.

In the front of the temple (Fig. 6) the later style is seen in the south-

east (left-hand) angle and in the upper five courses, and in the view of the
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inside of the south-west angle (Fig. 7) the older style is overlaid by six

or seven courses of the later. The alternating courses of slabs and blocks

are here very marked.

This points to a rebuilding of the temple, which may be attributed to

the same date as the stamped tiles. The temple was thus rebuilt on the

foundations of an older temple in the Hellenistic age.

Spartan history perhaps enables us to fix this date more closely.

Mr. Wace has suggested that no date is so likely as 178 B.C., or shortly

after, when the constitution of Lycurgus was restored, and the walls of the

city rebuilt. 1 This activity in building might well be extended to so

important a temple, and none would be more likely than a temple so

closely bound up with the traditions of the . Lycurgan discipline and

training.

The Roman level is marked not only by the pavement described

above, but also by a row of bases, ranged along the northern edge of the

arena, at exactly the same level. They appear on the right in Fig. 5.

The bases themselves are older than the posi f ion in which they were found.

The third in order from the temple, for example, consists of two bases

superimposed, and the fourth rests on a lower base inverted. The

mouldings are earlier than Roman, whilst the diversity and careless

arrangement of the bases themselves also point to the re-use of older

material at a period of decadence. In order to dig beneath them, they

were removed, and set on the edge of the Roman foundation, just behind

the positions in which we had found them.

In clearing the arena below this Roman floor-level, we first found

•75 m. of earth, and then a deposit of sand and gravel, varying slightly, but

generally about i'50 m. thick. This sand, which was brought from the

river to raise the level of the site, was found, not only over all the arena, but

also inside the temple. It contained objects of great importance for the

history of the site. First, a number of building-chips, the small fragments of

stone struck off when blocks are dressed, were found in it along the front

of the temple. This shews that it was put down at a time when building

operations were going on at the temple. That this was the building of the

original temple, and not the Hellenistic reconstruction, is shewn by several

facts : first, none of the Hellenistic tile-stamps were found in the sand ; the

lowest of these were found in the earth above it. Secondly, the sand did

1 Niese, Gtschkhtc d. friech, vmi malted. Staaten, iii. p. 60.
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on the other hand contain several archaic objects ; notable amongst these

are the six-sided shuttle-shaped die with the retrograde inscription

published on p. 116 below, and the relief of the two lions heraldically

facing one another shewn in Fig. 8. Only in the sacrificial debris mentioned

below on p. 64, which lay immediately above the sand, was any black-

figured ware found. The lion-relief resembles the limestone reliefs

found in 1906, one of which bears an archaic inscription, which, like the

inscribed die, maybe put in the sixth century. We may therefore conclude

that the sand was laid down in this century, and the temple built at the

same time ; the dressing of the blocks on the spot produced the building-

Fig. 8.— Relief of Lions from the Layer of Sand.

chips mentioned above. The level therefore marked in the section on

IMate III. as having been made at the building of the temple, will date from

the sixth century. During the period of perhaps seven hundred years

before the construction of the Roman theatre, the leyel rose the 75 m.

between this and the level of the Roman pavement. It is in this three-

quarters of a metre that some of the stamped tiles were found ; they must

have been deposited there in the Hellenistic period, when the temple was

rebuilt, and these tiles were used for the roof. The same stratum contained

also other notable objects : just by the front of the temple a fragment of a

lion's neck and mane in gaily-painted poros stone was found, and with this

must be associated a number of pieces of the same material, some

worked and some mere chips, which were found below the fourth and
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fifth bases. These were heaped together some '20 m. below the level

of the top of the sand, but themselves lay in earth. The fragment of lion's

mane may be attributed to the sixth century, and is probably part of a

group of coloured sculpture, which decorated the temple in its earlier stage,

and was thrown down, scattered, and broken at the rebuilding, which, we

have seen, took place during the time when this earth was accumulating.

It is only thus that we can explain the presence of tiles from the second

temple in the same stratum as the debris from the first. Theforos fragments

found below the bases date, on the other hand, from the time when the
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sculpture was made, and must have been thrown into a hole in the sand,

when the newly-made surface was levelled in front of the new temple. The

proximity of the river must always have exposed the sanctuary to floods,

and it was this which led the Spartans in the sixth century to raise the level

by a metre-and-a-half, and build a new temple. This the)- adorned with

coloured poros sculpture, of which the lion's mane is, unfortunately, the only

fragment yet recovered.

In this layer of earth between the sand and the Roman level is a drain

made of terracotta pipes. It is seen in the plan to cross the arena in front
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of the temple. The part preserved lias a total fall of 40 m. That it is

earlier than the theatre is proved by its being cut right off at the north end

by the concrete foundation.

The chronology of the first building and later reconstruction of the

temple is given in diagrammatic form in Fig. 9.

The Altars.

The analogy presented by the auditorium and the facade of the

temple to the cavea and stage-building of a theatre, and the prominence

rr-^BRLsr2&**^

Fig. 10.

—

Remains of the Roman, resting on the Remains of the Earlier
Greek Altar.

of an altar in the accounts of the contest of endurance, had already

suggested that an altar existed in this arena. This has now been verified.

Resting on the top of the layer of sand is a structure, which runs roughly

north and south across the arena, and has been identified as the remains of

an altar, or rather of two superimposed altars. The photograph in Fig. 10

shews it fro n the south-east. The row of bases appears behind on the

right, and the front of the temple on the left. Plan, elevation, and section

are given in Fig. 1 1.
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Immediately resting on the sand is a row of well-cut blocks of poros

stone, laid without mortar. Another block, not appearing in the

photograph, lies at right angles to these. These blocks support the

remains of a later oblong structure, consisting of walls built up of odd

slabs pieced together with mortared masonry of small stones. Its width

was 260 m. The destruction of the northern end makes it impossible to

recover its length. It was in any case more than 820 m. The structure

is nowhere preserved to a greater height than 75 m., and its highest point

is only some "15 m. above the level of the Roman arena. The photograph

given in Fig. 10 shews how much its foundation is sunk below the Roman

level, which is marked by the row of bases. At the level of the poros

blocks, the space to the cast between this structure and the foundation of

the theatre is filled with a deposit of burned matter containing various

objects, the debris of sacrifices. This space is shaded on the Plan in PI. II.

In these structures we have the remains of two altars. The poros blocks

are the lowest course of a Greek altar, and the patchwork building above

them represents an altar of the Roman period. The deposit of sacrificial

debris only begins along a line 260111. cast from the row of poros blocks,

and thus exactly below the eastern edge of the later altar. This shews

that the blocks are from an altar originally 2 60 m. wide, and thus of the

same size as the Roman altar above. Among the charred remains in this

deposit were a large number of lead figurines, black-glazed sherds, and

some black-figured potter) -

. This lower altar, to which the deposit

belongs, is either contemporary with the first building of the temple in the

sixth century and the accompanying rise of the level, or at all events not

much later.

The careless construction of the Roman remains above the course ol

poros blocks points to their connexion with the latest period of the

sanctuary. The pavement in front of the temple, the row of bases, and the

masonry of the later part of the theatre are all in the same poor style. As

the work in question, however, hardly rises above the level of the Roman

pavement, it seems that we have in it not much more than the concealed

foundations of the Roman altar, going down to, and resting upon, the

remains of the earlier Greek altar. This accounts for the fact that no

burned debris was found with it. It is possible that the blocks from the

earlier altar were re-used for this later one, the earlier altar being irt fact

simply raised to a higher level. This would also involve the disappearance
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of much of the burned matter from the lower altar, and, modern pillage

being out of the question, some such explanation is needed to account for

its disappearance. The Roman altar itself, whether made of these blocks

or not, has no doubt been removed in recent years, with so much more of

the building-material from this site, for the construction of modern Sparta.

This accounts for the scattering of any debris of sacrifices that may have

accumulated round it.

The greater part of the rise of level between the top of the sand and

the Roman pavement may be put down to the period of the rebuilding of

the temple, and the Roman level is thus not likely to be much higher than

the Hellenistic. The fragment of the painted lion from the earlier temple

was found one-third way up it, and so much at least of the rise must

belong to the period of the reconstruction. To this time belongs also

the drain running in front of the temple. Some broken Greek figurines

were found in the same stratum, and, as mentioned above, a certain number

of the Hellenistic stamped tiles belonging to the roof of the rebuilt temple.

Traces were found at various levels of floors, pointing to a raising of the

level, which was, at all events in some measure, gradual.

The next step in the excavation, after clearing the arena down to the

level of the lower altar, was to remove the layer of sand both from the

arena and the temple, in order to explore the lower strata, which already in

1906 had yielded such a remarkable harvest of objects of the archaic

period. If the sand was laid down and the temple first built in the

sixth century, it follows that this gives a terminal date for these strata

below. It was necessary at this point to remove the remains of the

two altars described above. A number of photographs and the set

of drawings reproduced in Fig. 11 were made, to serve as a detailed record.

In the account given last year of the archaic objects found below

the Roman foundations, the deposit was said to consist of two parts,

the lower, a layer marked by Geometric pottery, and above this another

containing pottery of the Corinthian period. 1 This observation was made

from the results of a trial-trench, cut right across the arena (marked
4 Trench A ' on the plan), and has on the whole been confirmed by the

full excavation of these strata in the temple and arena, though the case is

not quite so simple as it then appeared. The two sections given on

1 B.S.A. xii. pp. 318 sqq.
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PI. III., one taken along the axial line of the temple, and the other

at right angles to this through the centre of the arena, shew the conditions

as ascertained by this year's work. The ware in the upper stratum has

^c .—«•• • —
^_ <J

Fig. 12. — Ti.an of the Archaic Remains in the Arena, shewim; the Altar and
surrounding pavement.

proved not to be Corinthian but mainly of local fabric, and the more general

term Orientalising must now be used. As was seen last year, the lowest

stratum is marked by Geometric pottery. The new fact that the excavation
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of a wider area has brought out clearly, is that there is no sharp dividing

line between the two, but rather an intermediate stratum, in which both

fabrics arc found, and mixed with them a certain amount of Proto-

Corinthian ware. A more detailed account of these strata follows the

description of the excavation of the region.

The structural remains found at this level consist of a large altar

(Fig. 13), surrounded by the remains of a rough pavement of cobble-

stones. The earth all round the altar and beneath it, as far down as the

virgin soil, is full of the charred debris of sacrifices. The position of this

Fig. 13.— The Archaic Altar from the South-West.

is marked by shading on the plan and section given in Fig. 12 and

PI. III. Besides the objects found in the rest of the deposit, it was full

of small fragments of burned bones.

The altar is roo m. or, with a coping, preserved at the north end only,

r2om. high, 9/00 m. long, and 1-50 m. wide. It is constructed of rudely-

dressed stones laid in irregular courses ; the lower courses are of flat stones.

Then follows a fairly regular course of large squarish blocks, and above

F 2
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this the flat stones are used again, and form at the better preserved north

end the projecting coping just mentioned. 1

The section on the axial line A-B, on PI. III., shews that the cobble

pavement is not quite at the lowest level, but that, like the altar itself, it

rests on some 030 m. of Geometric deposit. Whatever therefore the date

of the altar may be, there were sacrifices at this spot even before it was

built, and the contemporary pavement round it laid down. To this earlier

period belongs the layer of small rough stones, seen in Fig. 13 and on

the plan of the arena (Fig. 12) projecting from under the west side of

the altar, 150 m. from its north end. The straight line, with which this

layer terminates to the north and west, and the fact that it does not, like

the pavement to the east, abut against the altar, but rather definitely passes

underneath it, point to its being the lowest course of some still earlier

structure and, in all probability, itself also an altar. As far as search has

yet been made, no burned matter has been found below these stones, and

we may therefore take this construction as the earliest yet found on

the site.

The section through the axial line of the temple (PI. III.) brings an

interesting fact into prominence : all the three altars, the archaic, the Greek,

and the Roman, occupy almost exactly the same position. The layer of

stones, described above as being possibly the remains of a yet earlier altar,

does not appear on the section, but its position under the other three can

be seen in the plan in PI. II., where it is marked in dotted lines; above it,

though somewhat to the east, is the great archaic altar. Separated from

this by the layer of sand put down to raise the level in the sixth century,

but still in the same position, and with the same orientation, are the poros

blocks, which are the sole remains of the altar used with the old temple

then built. Based on these again are the remains of the Roman altar,

used during the last years of the Hellenistic reconstruction of the temple.

The sacred character of an altar, and its natural permanence, make it

unlikely that there was any intermediate altar between these two, of

which no trace has survived. The chronological diagram given in Fig. 9

(p. 61 above) presents this succession in graphic form.

1 The southern end-of this altar was found in 1906, in cutting the trial trench A. The contrast

between the lower courses of flat stones and the bigger stones above gave the idea that the former

were a foundation, and that the structure dated from the period of the Orientalising deposit. This

is now seen to be wrong. The connexion with the pavement, and all the circumstances brought

out by the complete excavation, make it clear that the altar was built in the Geometric period.
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The sacrificial debris mentioned above as having been found below and

on all sides of the altar contains the same objects as are found in the rest

of the archaic deposit. It is noticeable that all the strata are much thicker,

that is, rise to a much greater height, on the east than on the west side of

the altar, where they arc no thicker than in the rest of the arena. It was

therefore the west side that was kept clear for the purposes of the cult,

whilst on the other side refuse was allowed to accumulate.

The digging of this deposit brought out two further points, proving

that the altar is contemporary with it, and the earliest walls of the temple,

later: one is this unevenness of the strata on the two sides of the altar,

higher on one side than on the other, contrasted with the way in which

thei"r levels are unaffected where they are met by the walls of the temple.

The walls, being of a later date than the deposit, cut right through all the

strata, whilst the altar, having been in existence whilst the deposit was

accumulating, has made the strata drift up higher on one side than on the

other. The other piece of evidence is, that the only place where there was

any exception to the rule that the topmost stratum contained no pottery

but Orientalising, and that to find Geometric a lower level must be reached,

was in the immediate neighbourhood of the temple walls. Here a few

Geometric sherds were found above the Orientalising ; below these latter

was the usual thick Geometric stratum. The explanation of the earlier

Geometric sherds being found here above the later Orientalising, is that

they were thrown up from below into the position in which they were found,

when the trenches were dug for the foundations of the walls. The later

date of the temple thus admits of no doubt.

The date to be assigned to the great altar can only be discussed after

the description of the finds in the archaic deposit. Meanwhile it may be

noted that, whilst for the period after the putting down of the sand (that is,

for the latter half of the sixth century and onward) we have the remains of

both temple and altar until the end of paganism, for the earlier period of

the great archaic altar we have as yet no remains of a temple. The search

for this earlier temple will be the main objective of next year's campaign,

and there is some evidence for supposing that its remains are to be sought

for underneath the Roman foundations to the east of the altars. In 1906

a hole was cut through this between Rays XI.—XII., as a part of the trial

trench B, and a piece of wall, some archaic roof tiles, and a fragment of

painted terracotta architectural ornament were found ; this year more

6
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such pieces of tiles were found between the altar and the edge of the

Roman foundation. These tiles suggest a building contemporary with the

archaic altar, and this is likely to be the temple. The reason for changing

its position and rebuilding it a little further from the river was probably

the same as that for raising the level of the sanctuary,—to avoid the danger

of floods. Although the temple changed its position, the altar, the real

centre of the cult, retained its old traditional place, hallowed by the sacred

associations of many years.

The Archaic Deposit.

(Plate IV.)

The whole thickness of the archaic deposit varies from about half a

metre in the middle of the arena to rather more than a metre inside the

temple and to the east of the altar. The sectional drawings on PI. III.

shew that the lower part, marked by Geometric pottery, is from one-half to

two-thirds of the whole underlying the stratum of Orientalising ware. The

intermediate stratum mentioned above, in which both are found mixed

with sherds of Proto-Corinthian, is marked on these sections as being along

the line between the two. Its thickness and definition were not sufficient

for it to be more closely indicated. The presence of this intermediate

stratum speaks for the continuity of the whole deposit, which is clearly

brought out by Mr. Droop's study of the pottery in the following section
;

it also appears from the diagram in Fig. 9, which presents side by side

the levels at which different classes of objects are found, and shews how the

whole deposit is bound together into one continuous series.

The local distribution of the finds was very variable. In some places

the deposit was very rich, *in others the earth, especially in the upper

layers, contained very few objects. Everywhere the intermediate stratum

was the richest.

Before the rest of the deposit, now covered by the Roman foundation,

has been explored, the meaning of this irregular distribution cannot be

understood. For the present it must be enough to say that the richest

areas were the space inside the temple, all the region outside its south-east

corner, and the part to the east of the altar. The hole cut last year

between Rays XI.-XII., in which the roof-tiles were found, was very
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productive, as was also the strip along the bank of the river. The

comparatively unbroken condition of the objects here not only gives good

hope for the future, but also suggests that these finds come from some

building in which they were stored, and not like the rest, from an accumu-

lation of rubbish. It has already been suggested that this building may be

the most ancient temple.

In digging this deposit, the whole area was divided into forty plots,

six for the temple, and thirty-four for the arena. Each of these plots was

further dug in three to six different layers, and the objects found in each

layer of each section kept apart in a long scries of wooden trays. Every-

thing as it came out of the earth was put into the trays, and put back

again into them after the preliminary washing. The pick was hardly ever

used, all the earth being removed with knives. This method of digging is

shewn in front of the temple in Fig. 6, and by the altar in Fig. 13.

When the finds proved especially frequent, it was not considered enough to

go over the earth thus with the knife, but it was afterwards taken down to

the bed of the Eurotas and washed in sieves. In this way a number of

fragments, especially of ivory objects, were recovered. A system by

which the heaps of earth, sections of the deposit, and trays all had

corresponding labels, enabled us to put the objects thus found into the

proper trays. It was not until everything had been thus collected

together into the trays, and full notes taken, that anything was thrown

away. The sectional drawings on PI. III., shewing the levels of the strata

in this deposit, were constructed from these notes. All through th3 work

a levelling instrument was constantly in use, for measuring the levels of

the strata.

In these sectional drawings it was only possible to shew in a general

way the composition of the deposit. A fuller picture is given by the upper

part of the diagram in Fig. 9. The thick horizontal lines represent the

proportion of the whole thickness of the deposit in which each class of

object occurs. These ranges have been calculated from each of the

sections into which the whole area was divided, and therefore rest on a

large number of observations. The greater proportional thickness of the

stratum of Orientalising ware inside the temple shews that here the

deposit was laid down more rapidly in the later period than elsewhere, and

in constructing the diagram, I have, therefore, taken an average between

this and the arena. With the not unreasonable assumption that the rate of
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deposit was fairly even, the lines in the diagram may be taken as giving

some measure of the chronological relations of the different classes of

objects, and as being proportional to the length of the period covered by

each. Given, in fact, the two terminal dates of the deposit, these periods

can be brought 'into the general chronology of the sanctuary.

The earlier date is difficult to fix, but we are not without some guide :

fibulae of the kind shewn in Fig. 20 c, made of a plate of bone or ivory, in

imitation of the form of the ' spectacle ' fibulae made of two coils of wire,

have been found by Mr. Hogarth in the British Museum excavation at

Ephesus. He has kindly told me that he dates these Ephesus finds to

700 B.C. The Spartan examples occurred about half-way down the

deposit. The later date we have put to the middle of the sixth century,

relying on such evidence as the inscribed die found in the layer of sand,

and the fragment of coloured poros sculpture from the temple. This also

agrees with the usual dating of Orientalising pottery, as it assigns the

upper part of the deposit, in which this occurs, to the seventh and early

sixth century. If we allow a like period of 150 years for the earlier half of

the deposit, we arrive at the middle of the ninth century for the earliest

date. Other Spartan sanctuaries go back earlier than this, for Mr. Droop's

study of the pottery shews that the Geometric deposit at the Chalkioikos

is, on the whole, earlier than this, and the sherds from the Amyclaion

earlier still.

To this earliest date, the middle of the ninth century B.C., belong the

remains which it is suggested above are those of the most ancient altar.

The date when this gave way to the great archaic altar must be in the

Geometric period, because the stratum containing this pottery is divided

by the cobble pavement contemporary with the great altar. In the diagram

in Fig. 9 this date is taken as about 800 B.C.

The number of objects from this deposit has been very greatly

increased by this year's campaign. In the summary account given in last

year's report, the more important were ranged under the heads of pottery,

bronzes, lead figurines, terracotta figures and masks, and objects in ivory

and bone. This year large additions have been made to all these classes,

except the terracotta masks, of which hardly more than fragments were

found. A fuller study of these is, therefore, deferred until the material is

more complete. Of pottery and bronze, on the other hand, so much has

now been found, that their characteristics plainly emerge, and it has been
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possible for Mr. Droop to draw up the detailed account that follows below.

Considerations of space make it necessary to defer a similar treatment of

the lead figurines. The yield of these this year, though large, was not so

enormous as in 1906, but a study of them in relation to their position in

the stratification has enabled Mr. Wace to arrive at some important

conclusions. As the diagram in Fig. 9 shews, the figurines begin at about

the same level as the Orientalising pottery, and continue to the end of the

deposit. They fall into two main 'classes, those well and solidly made

and those of more flimsy make. These latter are found all through,

whilst the better class are not found at the higher levels. This develop-

ment is continued in the figurines found in the burnt deposit connected

with the Greek altar above the sand. These differ somewhat from even

the highest found below the sand, but some common types mark the

continuity. It is noticeable that it is only in this deposit above the sand

that figures of deer arc common.

A large number of miscellaneous objects must wait for publication

until the close of the excavation. This year it is only possible to publish

the pottery, the bronzes, and some of the carved ivories. The number of

these latter has now been greatly increased. The account that follows deals

only with the more striking. There remain a large number of classes of

frequently recurring objects, the publication of which must be deferred.

Something must be said of the external relations of Sparta in the

light of these finds. The earliest of these indications is given by the presence

of amber. This occurs in the lower levels of the deposit, almost ceasing

soon after the first appearance of the Orientalising pottery. If we date it

on the same system as the other objects, it falls' into the latter half of the

ninth century and disappears before the end of the eighth. It is found

sparingly only, and either in the form of small, generally disc-shaped beads,

pierced along a diameter, or used to decorate objects of bone, or ivory. It

then appears either as inlaid discs, or on the bows of fibulae.

Its presence is important, in view of the rarity of amber on classical

sites. It points to a trade connexion with the north, and that at an earlier

period than the opening up of Greece to commerce with the East, and the

beginning of Orientalising influence. Some such relation is recorded in the

story of Herodotus, that traders came to Greece from the Adriatic. 1 It

6 * ' Herodotus, iv. n.
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also seems to point towards the northern origin of the Dorians. If these

were, as Professor Ridgeway has shewn reason to believe, an Illyrian tribe,

the quantity of amber found in Illyria is a point of importance. 1 The

a

b

Fig. 14.—Paste Scarabs from the Sanctuary of Orthia. (Scale i£ : 1.)

diagram in Fig. 9 shews how the amber falls off shortly after the beginning

of the period in which the Orientalising pottery points to trade with the

East. Henceforth the foreign connexions of Sparta face the more

1 Ridgeway, ' Who were the Dorians ?
' in Anthropol. Essays Presented to E. B. Tylor,

pp. 295 ff.
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advanced civilisations of the Orient. The northern tribe has taken up its

full position in the Hellenic world.

From Egypt we have a great number of paste scarabs. These were

originally covered with a blue glaze, but almost all traces of this have

generally disappeared, leaving only the very friable body. Their range is

rather earlier than that of the mass of the ivories, roughly the eighth

century, although it must be remembered that such objects are often

considerably older than the deposit in which they are found. Two

Fig. 15.—Female Figure from the Sanctuary of Orthia. (Scale iA : 1.)

examples are shewn in Fig. 14 and another in Fig. 16^/. The figure of a

woman in Fig. 15 is made of the same paste, and must also be regarded

as an Egyptian import. Imitated also from an Egyptian model are the

horizontally outstretched wings of the bird on the scarabaeoid gem shewn

in Fig. 16 ^. Two more of these scarabaeoids were found (Fig. 16 a, c) in

the arena. All three were well down in the lowest stratum containing only

Geometric pottery. The stone is soft, a being dark red, and c green. The
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cutting is peculiar, consisting entirely of lines incised by hand, and result-

ing in what is simply a line drawing on the stone. The Mycenaean £em

a

f

Fig. 16.—Engraved Stones from the Sanctuary of Orthia. (Scale 2 : 1.)
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shewn in Fig. \6f was found inside the temple, and is the only prehistoric

object yet found. It has, it is needless to say, no chronological value :

such objects would be preserved as ornaments long after they had ceased

to be made, just as peasants at the present day keep and value such gems

The carved ivories also point to foreign influence, but, except in the

case of the figures of couchant animals, this seems to have come from

Ionia, and not from Egypt. The chronological diagram in Fig. 9 shews

that they begin to occur already in the stratum of the Geometric pottery,

but hardly come down so late as the period in which nothing but Oriental-

ising pottery is found. The bulk of them belong to the intermediate

period, when both occur together mixed with Proto- Corinthian. This

should be assigned to the hundred years from about 750-650 B.C. Below

this not much bone or ivory is found. Above it there were a very few

fine ivories, but in general only certain classes of undecorated objects.

This intermediate period is the richest in every way. The number of

scarabs, and the presence of Proto-Corinthian, the earliest of the Oriental-

ising fabrics, shew that it was a time when Sparta was becoming opened

up to foreign trade with the East. The presence of ivory, though we

shall see reason to believe that it was worked locally, points to the same

conditions.

The Carved Ivories.

Fibula-Plagues (Figs. 17-19).

A number of rectangular ivory plaques have been found, carved with

figure-subjects in relief, like the one published in B.S.A. xii. p. 328, Fig. 5 c.

Fragments of several more have been found, but all the best examples

have been drawn and are given here. They were mostly found in the very

rich part of the deposit in front of, and at the south-east corner of the

temple. They vary in size from the large plaque with the slaying of the

Gorgon (Fig. 19), which is "ii m. x 0825 m., to the example in Fig. 17 c,

which is only '035 m. x "0275 m. Their use is plain : they were fastened

to the front of bronze fibulae of the safety-pin type, with a flattened bow.

Fig. 17 d shews such a fibula with a bronze instead of an ivory plate, and

below an example which has lost the ivory plate ; the rivets on the bow

fastened this in place. Before any complete example had been found, it

was noticed that the plaques had two bronze rivets on the median line, and
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sometimes a strip of bronze fastened behind ;
the presence of these may

be taken as proof that such plaques were originally attached to fibulae.

r^K

HMmm

a

5* Q^j>Qv3-OGO^^TV

b

Fig. 17.—Plaque-Fibulae from the Sanctuary of Orthia.

(Scale ih : i, and <i, 'i : 1.)
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The reliefs are neatly and finely worked, but shew very little modelling.

They are in fact little more than drawings with the background sunk. As

in a drawing, objects are freely shewn one in front of another, but objects

so superimposed are all in the same plane, and their position in front, or

behind, is only marked by sinking the further plane, just where it passes

behind the object in front. Nor docs the shallowness of the relief,

hardly more than two millimetres, allow of much modelling. Surface

details are rendered by incised lines. These are largely used for patterns

on drapery, and such details of texture as feathers. No traces of colour

are left, except on the figure in Fig. iSb, which has traces of a dark

pigment, especially on the wings.

Although the ivory was of course imported, the fragment shewn in

Fig. 28 a is evidence that the carving was done at Sparta. It can be

recognised as a piece of an unfinished plaque, probably intended for a

fibula, in spite of its size. The subject has only been drawn with bold

incised lines, and the relief-cutting not yet begun. Like the finished

examples, it was to have had a raised border, the lines for which had been

marked out. It is interesting, both as a proof of the purpose of these

lines, and as a point in technique, that the line running up the side and with

the grain of ivory is drawn close to the edge, whilst the lines against the

grain at the top and bottom are drawn some way back. The ivory would

only be cut back to them, after the ground had been sunk, and there was

no more danger of breaking the raised border by cutting against it, where

it was not strengthened by running with the grain. This border and

the way in which it is prepared for cutting make it certain that this plaque

is not a drawing, but an unfinished relief.

A development can be traced in these plaques : as they get later, they

become larger, and the convention that the design shall touch the border

at as many points as possible is less regarded. Of those published here,

Fig. 17 a and b are the earliest. Both come from the Geometric stratum,

and may be put early in the eighth century. Next come Fig. 17 c and

Fig. 18 a and b from the intermediate stratum, which yielded the greatest

number of ivories. The unfinished fragment in Fig. 28 a is from the same

stratum, the increased life and freedom in the design is very marked.

Lastly the large plaque of the slaying of the Gorgon (Fig. 19) is one of the

few ivories from the Orientalising stratum, and is one of the latest found.

It can be attributed to the first half of the sixth century.
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The following is a description of the plaques figured :

—

Fig. ij a. Plaque, 04 m. square. A man on horseback, facing left

and carrying a lance and round shield decorated with an incised pattern of

rays and circles. In order to make the design touch the frame at as many

points as possible, and thus fill the field well, the horseman's body is so

much shortened as to bring the head on a level with that of the horse.

The impossibility of the position is concealed by the large round shield.

The horse is clumsily built, and has a thick forelock and long mane.

The rivets to fasten the plaque to the fibula are preserved ; one pierces

through the upper part of the shield, and the other appears below the

horse's body.

Fig. 17 b. Plaque, '04 m. wide x '05 m. high. This is the only example

yet found with the fibula itself preserved. The drawing shews the bend of

the bow below and the catch above, appearing from behind the plaque.

The raised border is wider than usual, and decorated with incised circles.

The design is a winged female figure, which may be interpreted as the

winged Artemis, with the body seen from the front and the face turned in

profile to the right. The hair of the goddess falls straight over her

shoulders from under the high head-dress, and in each hand she grasps the

neck of a bird.

The archaic style of these two plaques (a and b) corresponds with

their earlier date. The contrast in this respect between their stiff appear-

ance and the free drawing of the unfinished fragment in Fig 28 a and the

Gorgon plaque (Fig. 19) is very obvious.

Fig. 17 c. Plaque, '0275 m. wide x '035 m. high. A couchant lion,

with one paw resting on some unknown object. Although later than the

two previous examples, and less stiff in design, it resembles them in the

way in which the design touches the frame everywhere. The rivets have

entirely disappeared, and the holes, enlarged in front to give a good hold.

are in this example by exception not placed on the median line.

Fig. 1 8 a. Plaque, -o6 m. wide x 08 m. high. A woman full-face,

holding two birds by the neck, whilst two more appear above them. The

fold of the girded chiton is made to resemble a cape. The figure is

probably intended for Artemis ; the thick lips are noticeable. No trace of

rivets appears, and it is likely that this does not belong to a fibula.

Fig. 18 b. Plaque, '0525 m. wide x '0825 m. high. A winged, bearded

man holding a pair of birds by the legs. Slight traces of a dark colour are

G
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Fig. 19.—Ivory Fibula-Plaque from the Sanctuary of Orthia. (Scale \h : 1.)
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preserved on the wings, hair, and border. The position in which this and

the preceding plaque were found proves them to be later than the first two,

and this lateness shews itself in their greater size, and in the fact that it is

no longer felt necessary that the design shall touch the frame at every

prominent point.

Fig. 19. Plaque, 11 m. wide x 0825 m. high. This is no doubt the

latest of the plaques yet found, and, with the exception of the unfinished

fragment shewn in Fig. 28 a, also the largest. It was found higher than

the mass of the ivories, and well up in the Orientalising stratum, in the

rich deposit in front of the temple. It is much broken, but enough is left

for a reconstruction. The subject is a man killing a Gorgon, and the free

space of ground left above the heads again shews that the convention of

covering the full extent of the field with the design was no longer observed.

The two rivets appear, one behind the man's ankle and the other beneath

his left arm. The knowledge that they would occupy the central line of

the plaque was a guide for the reconstruction of the design. A good

deal is uncertain, especially the left side of the Gorgon's body, and it is

quite likely that she had two wings. In elaboration this plaque is a great

advance on the others, and the tendency to simplify the drawing by

spreading the design out flat, and not to shew one object in front of another

is quite a thing of the past. In the middle of the plaque the man's arm is

in front of the Gorgon's wing, and the wing of the man's leg. There is

also rather more modelling, especially on the Gorgon's head. The armour

and drapery are indicated by a free use of incised lines.

Ivory Derivatives of ' Spectacle ' Fibulae (Fig. 20).

The bronze ' spectacle ' fibula is the prototype of a series of bone or

ivory fibulae, in which a plate of bone, shaped like the bronze model, is

riveted to the front of a bronze safety-pin. An example is shewn in

Fig. 20 b, in which the plate is bronze, decorated with four knobs at the

points corresponding to the centres of the coils in the wire prototype of

which a is a specimen. A bone example was found with four small bone

bosses still in position. The largest that has yet been found is shewn in

Fig. 26 c. It is '12 m. long. The place of the four bosses is taken by inlaid

discs of amber, of which two are still in place. Fig. 20 d, which has a bone

plate fastened with bronze rivets to an iron pin, is a further derivative from

the type. For the two smaller discs, replacing the single turns of wire

G 2
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between the large helices, it substitutes a straight bar. Hone or ivory

fibulae of this type have been found at the Argive Heracum, 1 and more

Fig. 20.

—

'Spectacle' Fibulae in Bronze and Ivory from the Sanctuary ok

Orthia. (Scale i : i.)

recently specimens, exactly like the Spartan examples, have been

yielded by the British Museum excavations at the Artemis temple at

1 Waklstein, Argive Heraeur/i, ii. y. 353, Nos. 32-35, PI. CXL.
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Ephcsus. 1 Here Mr. Hogarth kindly informs me that he dates them to

Fig. 21.

—

Ivory Bird-Fibulae from the Sanctuary ok Orthia. (Scale i : i.)

700 15. C. The twisted rope pattern on the big example from Sparta

(Fig. 20 c) and the ray pattern on b both reappear at Ephesus. As the

1 They are shewn on l'l. 32 of the Fphesus publication.
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bronze-coil prototype is Greek and European, it is probable that these

Ephesian fibulae derive from the Greek mainland.

Bird-Fibulae (Fig. 21).

These two fibulae were both found in the stratum marked by only

Geometric pottery, and must be put about 800 B.C. The fibula itself is of

the safety-pin type, like those above with the ivory plaques, but here the

place of the square plaque is taken by a slightly convex plate carved to

represent a bird, possibly an eagle. The surface is quite without modelling,

the feathers being shewn by incised lines, the long feathers by parallel lines,

and the short feathers on the body and upper part of the wings by circles

(on c), or by a scale-pattern (on a). The bird in a is remarkable in

having two heads, and its eyes formed by discs of amber inlaid. The two

rivets fastening the pin appear plainly. Its back view is given in b. Total

length '063 m.

Couchant Animals (Figs. 22, 23).

Of the ivory figures of animals lying down on small oblong bases, of

which a number were found in 1906, many more have now been recovered.

A few were published last year as coming from the Geometric stratum. 1

The fuller study of the stratification now shews that, whilst they go down

into the stratum of the Geometric pottery, and are rare among the

Orientalising pottery, yet like the other ivories they are most common in

the intermediate stratum, where the two fabrics are found together. This

year more than forty have been found, and they are thus quite the

commonest kind of carved ivory. As before, sheep and rams are most

frequent, but now, to the other animals we must add the bear and the

lioness. As in 1906, many examples have designs on the lower surface of

the base, either a pattern of zigzag lines, or a figure of a man or a bird in

shallow intaglio. Fig. 22 b has a sphinx in relief, but this is rare and

may be set aside in discussing the purpose of the class.

Exactly similar objects have been found at the Argive Heraeum 2 and

at the temple of Artemis at Ephesus.3 In all cases they are pierced

horizontally from back to front, through the lower part of the body just

above the base, and were probably worn as pendants. But this use does

1 B.S.A. xii. p. 320, Fig. 2.
'l Waldstein, Argive He>aeum, ii. p. 353, No. 87. Not figured.

3 Ephesus, PI. 26, la, b.
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d

/

Fig. 22.— Ivory Figures of Animals from the Sanctuary of Orthia. (Scale 1:1.)
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not explain the decoration which so many examples have on the lower,

and therefore concealed, surface of the base. A clue is given by a class of

seals, three of which have been found at the Argive Heracum. 1 The upper

part of the seal is formed by a couchant beast, and the seal-engraving

itself is on the lower surface of the base, upon which the figure rests. Like

the Spartan ivories, these seals are pierced, and could thus serve as

pendants. It is from such objects that I believe these figures of couchant

animals are derived. Their use as seals has practically disappeared,

leaving only the practice of occasionally cutting a shallow intaglio or

incised pattern as a decoration for the base. Another seal of the same

class, found at Kalauria, 2
is of interest, as pointing to Egyptian connexions.

It is a scarabaeoid, with the upper part in the form of a hippopotamus,

whilst the seal itself has a design of a bowman in a chariot riding down a

prostrate foe. Koerte rightly notices the Egyptian style of this, and the

hippopotamus also shews the same influence. Still more Egyptian is

another similar stone published on the following page of the Mittheilungen,

without provenance, but seen in the hands of a dealer at Athens. Above,

it has a hippopotamus carved in the round, and on the lower surface the

well-known Eye of Osiris. It is also noticeable that, as far as can be

judged from a drawing, the Kalauria stone strongly recalls the linear style

of the three Spartan scarabaeoids described above, one of which has a very

Egyptian element in the design of the outstretched wings.3

There is a class of Egyptian seals with carved figures of animals

on the upper surface,4 and although they seem to be very much older than

the archaic period in Greece, the Egyptian connexions of the Greek ivories

and seals make it highly probable that they carry on the same tradition.

The examples figured offer some further peculiarities. On the body

of the bear (Fig. 22 a) is a curious pattern, which looks almost like

a wing. It is paralleled by the spiral pattern on the shoulder of the lioness

in Fig. 23, which is equally removed from any natural feature of the

1 Waklstein, Argive Heraeum, ii. p. 349, Nos. 39-41, PI. CXXXVIII.
- Koerte, Ath. Mitt. 1895, pp. 300-2, Figs. 20, 21.

s As a further sign of Egyptian influence in the Spartan figures, it may be suggested that the

long oblong face and peculiar ears of the animal in Fig. 227 mark it as a hippopotamus, thus

bringing this example very close to the Kalaurian seal, about whose Egyptian origin Koerte has no

doubt. That it is here shewn devouring a calf, like a beast of prey, is due to Greek ignorance of

the habits of the strange beast.
4 These are described by Newberry, Scarabs, p. 85.
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animal. This lioness is the finest specimen yet found. The great

majority of examples have only the single figure of the couchant animal.

A very few, like the one in Fig. 22/" above, shew the animal grasping

or devouring a victim, but here alone have we a group with three figures

To the beast of prey and its victim the artist has added the avenger,

who is shewn as a small figure in front kneeling and stabbing the lioness

in the neck. The lolling tongue of the calf and the way in which the

cheeks of the lioness are spread above the jaw by the action of biting

arc admirable touches of realism. The man's head was not recovered, but

it is certain, from the position of his hair, which falls forward on one

shoulder and rests back on the other, that it is rightly restored as facing

Fig. 23.— Iv< ky Group from the Sanctuary of Orthia. (Scale i : i.)

outwards. The artist is more skilled in drawing than in sculpture. As a

drawing the group, seen from in front, is correct, but as a piece of sculpture

in the round it fails in the problem of arranging the bodies of the lioness

and the calf in three dimensions. There is in fact no place for the body of

the calf at all ; only such paits of it arc represented as would shew

in a drawing taken from the front.

Four-sided Ivory and Bone Seals (Fig. 24).

The three best examples of this class of seals arc here given. Their

general shape approximates to a cube with a hole passing through the

centre of two opposite faces, and the other four faces shaped into ovals and

engraved. Some, like Fig. 24 c? and f, are of ivory, others, like the

second example Fig. 24/, m, //, 0, p, are made of bone. In these the

hole is simply the tubular hollow of the bone itself, and was filled with

7 .
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Four-sided Ivory Seals from the Sanctuary of Orthia. (Scale i£ : I.)
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a small plug, at all events at one end. In the example shewn this plug

has fallen out. Similar seals were found at the Argive Heraeum. 1

The design, except in the very small example shewn in /, g, Ii, i, k, is

surrounded by a border, and consists as a rule of a figure of a bird, griffin,

or sphinx. Exceptional are the face and the man with a shield in Fig. 24

o and i.

Circular Ivory Seals (Fig. 25).

A number of thick ivory discs have been found, which I regard as

seals. The thickness is about one-third of the diameter. They are of two

types : the first has an intaglio design on either side, the second on one

side only, the other being occupied by a face in the round. The first type

is shewn in Fig. 25 c-g, the second by a and b.

The seal in Fig. 25 a,b (diameter •036 m.) has on the under side a

winged griffin surrounded by a narrow border. The head in the round on

the upper side would help to give a grip to the user.

The second example (c, d, e ; diameter 035 m.) has on one side a

bearded Gorgon's mask, surrounded by a zigzag border. This is the actual

seal. The other side has only a rosette pattern, and in the middle is an

oblong hole, which probably served to secure a hctndle.

The third example (/, g ;
greatest diameter '028 m.) has one face

smaller than the other, one end of the cylinder being reduced in diameter

by a rebate cut round the edge, as is shewn in the side view fy
and is

pierced along a diameter. On the smaller end is a swan, with the neck

curved over the back, and on the larger a griffin. Such a seal could be

held quite well, but it is very likely that the rim on the circumference in

this and the second example (c, d, e) was to hold some mounting, which

has now disappeared. This last seal is exactly the shape of several that

were found at the Argive Heraeum.-

Ivory Combs (Fig. 26).

Combs of this type are not uncommon. Nine examples are recorded,

some of them very fragmentary. They are generally decorated with geo-

metrical patterns, ropes, or zigzags, like the example in Fig. 26 c, but

figure subjects also occur. Fig. 26 a and b shew the two sides of the same

1 Waldstein, Argive Heraeum, ii. p. 353, No>. 27-29, PI. CXL.
- WakUtein, Argive Heraeum, ii. p. 351, Nos. 1-5, PI. CXXXIX. The suggestion that they

are covers for vases does not commend itself to me.



Fig. 25.—Round Ivory Seals from the Sanctuary of. Orthia. (Scale i^ : 1.)
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fragment: on one side is a kneeling man, struggling with a lion, on the

other a griffin. The style of the work is that of the other ivory reliefs.

Ivory Statuettes (Fig. 27).

A type of which several examples have been found is represented by

a and d\ c resembles a figure published last year, 1 and b is hitherto unique.

a

Fig. 26.

—

Ivory Combs from the Sanctuary of Okthia. (Scale ii : 1.)

It is interesting to note that a is only a degeneration of the type of d, in

which the legs of the man are confused with the block upon which he is

1 B.S.A. xii. p. 328, Fig. sl>.
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sitting. The most important point about these figures is the hair. It is

parted along the middle line of the head, and a band passing above the

a -b-

-d-

Fig. 27.

—

Ivory Statuettes from the Sanctuary of Orthia. (Scale ii : 1.)

forehead confines the side-locks at about the level of the ears, and then

crosses the mass of hair, that falls over the back. The falling masses are

marked by horizontal, and sometimes also by vertical, lines. The earlier
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figures have the hair cut off below in a sharp line. This is the style which

Furtwangler ascribes to the seventh century, between the Geometric and

the archaic style of the early fifth century. 1 Here belong the two statuettes

a and d, the ivory plaque (Fig. 32), and the terracotta (Fig. n), which are

published below as copies of the xoanon of the goddess. All these were

found in the intermediate stratum, in which Geometric and Orientalising

ware were found together. This is assigned by the dating adopted in the

chronological diagram in Fig. 9 to the first half of the seventh century,

a date which agrees with Furtwangler's conclusions.

The other statuettes, b and c, and the figures on the throne shewn

below in Fig. 28 have the masses of hair falling down the back and in

front of the shoulders, and ending in separate locks. The throned figures

were found in 1906, and their position in the deposit is not known, but the

statuettes b and c both come from the stratum of Orientalising pottery,

which our dating assigns to the end of the seventh and beginning of the

sixth century. This also agrees with the results reached by Furtwangler,

who puts this style of hair later than that without the separate locks, and

contemporary with the archaic ' Apollo ' statues. 2

Group of two Men sitting upon a Throne (Fig. 28).

This was found in 1906 by the river under the Roman foundation.

It is *o6 m. high, '0425 m. wide, and 0225 m. from back to front. It is

practically complete and externally well preserved, except that one

or two laminae have fallen from the faces and clasped hands. As is

always the case with the larger ivories, its internal condition is not so

good. The laminae of the ivory have warped and become separated,

and the whole is now held together by cement. The group consists of

two men sitting side by side upon a carved throne, underneath which are

two animals. Their heads appear at the sides, and their hind quarters

at the back. In the throne itself the tasselled cushion behind the figures

is noticeable. The under-surface of the block (a) has a rosette worked in

incised lines. The men wear long embroidered dresses, but the patterns

are preserved only on the side. The manner of dressing the hair has

already been noted. The hands are very large, the outer pair being

clasped and the inner resting on the knees. Except for the two animals,

1 Sitzb. Kgl. Bayer. Ak. 1906, p. 469. - Op. cit. p. 472.
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they have no attributes, and the meaning of the group must remain
uncertain.

ut :\-/C\^

Fig. 28.—Throned Figures in Ivoky from the Sanctuary ok Orthia. (Scale lh : 1.)

Drawings on Ivory ( Fig. 29 and Fig. 30 a).

The three in Fig. 29 and the large fragment shewn in Fig. 30 rt and

discussed above are the only drawings that have been found. Figs. 29 a
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and c were both found in 1906 by the river, whilst b is from the Orientalising

stratum inside the temple.

Fig. 29 a. Plaque, 025 m. wide x '05 m., broken below. It shews a

woman in a long sleeveless chiton, with a high head-dress. If it is the

Fig. 29.

—

Drawings on Ivory from the Sanctuary of Orthia. (Scale i\ : 1.)

line-sketch for a relief, the finished work would have closely resembled the

ivory reliefs from Sparta, which are now in the museum at Dhimitsana. 1

1 Richards, J.H. S. xii. p. 41.

H
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Tlic holes for attachment are the same in both, and the general style is

the same, allowing for the greater stiffness of the work in relief. Both

have the curious circular eye.

Fig. 29 £. Plaque, 03 m. x 027 m., with a sketch of a man on

horseback. In style it offers a great contrast to the flowing lines of the

others, and is clearly a finished piece of work. The curious placing and

expression of the figure give it a certain humorous appearance, which is

probably intentional.

Fig. 29 c. Plaque, 032 m. x 08 m., broken at one end. It represents

a nude man crouching.

Miscellaneous Ivories (Figs. 30 and 31).

Fig- 3oa - Described above.

Fig. 30/'. Flat bone object, '09 m. long, found in 1906. One of two

examples. Probably a plectrum. Similar objects, to judge from the

illustration, have been found at Ephesus, 1 but preserving much more the

form of the natural bone, especially the notches and curves at the handle

end, which in our examples are much stylised.

Fig- 3oc- Fragment of bone, 085 m. long and 0175 m. high, re-

presenting a couchant lion. Found in 1906. The back shews the hollow

curve of the inside of the bone.

Fig. 30^/. Ivory pomegranate, "03 m. long. Found in 1906. It is

represented just after the flower has fallen, when the fruit has set and the

seed-vessel is beginning to swell. A similar object has been found in

bronze.

Fig. 30 £. Horse's head and neck carved in the round. Length

•945 m. From inside the temple. It shews no sign of having been joined

to a body, and is probably complete in itself.

Fig. 30/. Plaque, 095 m. high, broken below, carved in low relief

on one side, representing a woman in a cloak, which she holds out in front

of her face. As in the drawing in Fig. 29 a the style is that of the reliefs

at Dhimitsana, with the same circular eye.

Fig. 31 a. Oblong plaque, '04 m. x 0125 m., decorated with con-

centric circles, above which is a running figure in shallow intaglio. These

plaques are very common, especially in the Orientalising period. The

1 Figured on PI. 34 of the Ephesus publication ; especially No. 43. Xos. 40-42 do not shew

these details so well.
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Fig. 30.—Miscellaneous Ivories from the Sanctuary of Orthia. (Scale i : 1.)

II 2
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decoration is generally confined to rosettes and circles, arranged as in

this example, in panels. In many cases they are pointed at one end

and pierced at the other, resembling one found at Fphesus. 1 Their use

is unknown.

Fig. 31 b. The ivory head of a pin, formed of two animals' heads set

back to back above a ball.

Fig. 31 c. Fragment of a plaque with the head of a sphinx.

Fig. 31 d. Flat piece of ivory carved on one side. Warrior's head

with helmet with plumed crest and cheek-pieces. The warriors on the

moulded pithos found at the Hcroon by the river above the Orthia site

afford a close parallel.

-

Fig. 31 c. A bird's beak, worked on both sides.

Fig' 31 fi Ivory double axe, 015 in. across. An example of a very

common class of object. The zigzag pattern is characteristic.

Fig. 31^. Fragment of a plaque, 0S25 m. high, broken on both sides.

The relief is very low, and the details arc hardly more than incised. It

was found in the temple at the top of the Geometric stratum, and so is

earlier than the other reliefs. This earlier date, probably the first half of

the eighth century, suits the undeveloped style of the relief. It was

possibly a fibula. The subject is a man standing up behind another, who

lies on his back on what is probably a bier. A parallel is afforded by

the funeral scenes on Geometric vases. The object in front of the standing

figure is not clear.

Fig. 31 //,
/'. A frog, '0225 m. long, and a turtle, found in 1906 with

the tortoise already published. 5

Ivory Relief of a Warship (Plate IV. 1, 2).

This is the finest ivory yet found. Like the relief of the slaying of

the Gorgon, it is later than the bulk of the ivories, and was found in the

Orientalising stratum, between the south-east angle of the temple and the

Roman foundation. It may be attributed to the first half of the sixth

century. The relief is on a plaque '235 m. long, the greatest width of

which is •
1 1 m. The upper edge is almost straight, the lower nearly the

arc of a circle, the area of the plaque being a little less than a semicircle.

Round the curved lower edge is a raised border, upon which is a series of

sunken circles connected by oblique, tangential lines. These circles were

1 Ephesus, I'l. 37, 1. - B.S.A. xii. PI. IX. ; B.S.A. xii. p. 328, Fig. 5a.
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Fig. 31.—Miscellaneous Ivories from the Sanctuary or Orthia. (Scale 1
'. :
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no doubt filled with inlays, and, although amber has hardly been found so

high up, and its period is so much earlier, it seems quite possible that these

were amber, like the eyes of the bird-fidtt/a (Fig. 21 a). Along the top

there is only a raised border. The field thus bounded is filled with a

picture of a ship in relief, with three large fish swimming below it. It

is a warship, about to set sail, with three warriors seated on the deck,

facing the stern, two forward and one aft, with a plumed helmet. Five

round shields, decorated with geometrical patterns, hang over the edge of

the deck. Of the crew, one is sitting on the raised prow fishing, with a

fish hooked on his line, whilst another is crouching on the long beak below.

The head of the steersman is seen facing forward—he is sitting under the

high, curved stern. The other three sailors are working the rigging. One

stands at the bow hauling at the forestay, whilst two more stand by the

mast and raise the yard by means of the halyards. At the stern a bearded

man, evidently the captain, is saying farewell to a woman, who is no doubt

meant to be on land, although, owing to the exigencies of space, she is

shewn standing on one of the steering paddles. The captain grasps her

right wrist,1 and she lays her left hand on his shoulder. Behind the

woman is a large bird.

The rigging is very clearly shewn : we can distinguish two of the

brailing-ropes for furling the sail, the two braces one at each end of the

yard, the two halyards, the forestay, and the upper part of the backstay.

The actions of the crew shew that the ship is setting sail. The man at

the forestay has just hauled the mast up from its place in the hzstodoke,

and the two men at the halyards have raised the yard. To add to the

liveliness of the picture, these two actions are both shewn together,

although they are in fact successive. To start the ship it only remains

to unfurl the sail. The retrograde inscription on the prow, FopOala, shews

that it was a votive offering to the goddess.

The closest contemporary parallel is the ship on the left hand of the

spectator in the sea-fight on the Aristonoos krater? although the numerous

representations of ships of the same type on vases and fibulae of the

Dipylon style are very useful. The general form, with raised stern and

1 For the significance of this attitude see J. F. White, J.H.S. xviii. p. 133.
2 Walters, History of Ancient Pottery, PI. XVI. For ships on fibulae see B.M. Cat. of

Bronzes, Fig. 85, and 'E<p. 'Apx- 1892, PI. II. References for vases are given below, and are also

collected in Ath. Mitt. xvii. p. 285.
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prow and a ram, is the same in all. The vase-paintings generally shew

oars, whilst the Spartan ship has only a sail, but it can hardly be doubted

that oars could also be used on occasion. Of these there would be only

one bank on each side, as there is no sign of the bireme arrangement.

In this it agrees with the Dipylon ships. Some of these indeed shew two

sets of oarsmen, one above the other, but the upper row I believe is always

intended to represent those on the far side of the ship. 1

The Dipylon ships generally have a deck running from stem to stern,

at a higher level than the gunwale ; this deck is supported by struts

below, between which the oarsmen on the near side are sometimes shewn.

Each man appears in a kind of frame, formed by the deck above, the

gunwale below, and a deck-support on either side. 2 In accordance with

the primitive system of drawing the deck is represented, not as it should

be by a line, but by a rectangle, as if it were seen in plan. Above it are

either the warriors and sailors, in what is their true position,3 or else the

further row of oarsmen,4 who really are below it, but are represented

thus in obedience to the convention that what is further from the spectator

is to be drawn higher up than what is closer. The confusion between the

further oarsmen and the actual occupants of the deck arises from the

practice of using the higher level indiscriminately for both further and

higher objects, i.e. placing further objects above nearer, as well as higher

above lower. It thus becomes necessary to use other means to discriminate

between them.

The Aristonoos krater shews an advance in drawing, in that the deck

is represented in perspective correctly, by a line, and not as if in plan,

by a rectangle. It is shewn in the same way on the Spartan ivory, where

the line appears partly covered by the lower margin of the shields. The

supports shew below this line, and with the gunwale below and the deck

above, form the rectangles through which the rowers would be seen. The

right-hand ship on the krater is like the Spartan one in shewing the

supports of the deck, and a mast but no rowers : the other ship has four

rowers. On all three examples the deck is occupied by the warriors.

Three only of these are shewn on the ivory, but there are five shields.

1 Murray's arguments \v\J.H.S. xix. p. 198, that the Dipylon ship, which he publishes there,

is a bireme are not convincing. Much stronger on the other side is Pernice, Jahrbuch, xv. p. 92.

- Ath. Mitt. xvii. p. 298, Figs. 5, 6, and p. 303, Fig. 9.

3 A/on. Grecs, ii. p. 51, Fig. 3; Arch. Zeit. 1885, Taf. 8 ; 'Z<p. 'APX . 1898, PI. 5, 1.

4 Kayet et Collignon, Ct'ramii/ue Grea/ut, p. 29, Fig. 20, and Man. Grecs, ii. PI. 4.
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These shields add much to the resemblance to the picture on the krater.

There are four other occupants of the deck : two are the sailors at the

halyards, another is the man hauling up the mast, and the fourth is the

steersman. He occupies the same raised position on the deck as he does

on some of the Dipylon vases. 1

The same type of ship is seen on black-figured and rcd-figur£d vase-

paintings, and it is these that best illustrate the rigging. The Dipylon

sails seem, like the Egyptian, to have a second yard below. The Spartan

ship almost certainly resembles these later vase-paintings in having only

one yard. Two black-figured kylikes from Vulci afford the best parallels. 2

On these the war-ships are exactly the same, except for the more elaborate

stern, and shew the rigging, sheets, stays, halyards, and braces, equally

fully. The deck at a higher level than the rowers was a feature also of

these ships, and was occupied in the same way by the soldiers.

A lebes from Boeotia of the Dipylon period, now in the British

Museum, presents a parallel to the scene of parting at the stern between

a man and a woman.3 Murray considers that this is a scene at the

beginning of a race held at a funeral as a part of the games, and that the

captain is stepping on board to compete for the crown which the woman
is holding in her hand. The Spartan ship cannot bear this interpretation.

As the inscription shews, it is a votive offering, and it is natural to take

the scene, therefore, as the departure for a voyage. Its resemblance to

the Boeotian ship makes it at least likely that this also has the same

meaning.

Representations of the Goddess.

On the ivory plaque shewn in Fig. \y b we have the type of the winged

Artemis which is so common among the lead figurines. The plaque in

Fig. i8r«; shews the goddess surrounded by four water-birds; these birds

and those which she is holding in the lead figurine published last year,4

shew the conception of Artemis as the water-goddess. Lastly, the

1
Ecp. 'Apx- 1898, PI. 5, I ; Da)-, and Sag/. Fig. 5264. This construction, with the deck and

its supports, appears in a clay model of a ship in the museum of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.

I judge by the drawing in Dar. and Sag/., Fig. 5269.
2 Figured in Torr, Ancient Ships, PI. IV. 17, 18, 19. For the decks see Torr, p. 49, who

quotes Thucydides, i. 49 : iroKAoiis fiiv owKlras tyovres anQdrtpoi eirl twv Karaarpoifxaruv.
" Published by A. S. Murray,/.//. 5. xix. p. 198, PI. VIII.
4 B.S.A. xii. p. 323, Fig. 3*.
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numerous representations of animals that have been found shew her under

her aspect as the goddess of animal life, the irorvta Orjpcav. This last is

shewn by the terracotta figure in Fig. 33 b, no doubt intended for the

goddess, which shews a lion standing on his hind legs by her side, whilst

she rests her right hand on his head, and with the left grasps his left

front paw. A Geometric sherd 1 (Fig. 3 F, p. 124), on which are an animal

and part of a figure, probably belongs to the same series.

All these conceptions go back in Greece to as early as the Geometric

period. The winged Artemis has been discussed by Koerte in connexion

with the Dorylaeum stele;- he maintains that the type is Greek and not

Oriental, although he admits that the idea of a winged goddess may have

come from the East. He denies, however, the connexion with the Persian

Artemis, which is supported by Radet and Ouvre. :? The popularity of

this type during the Archaic period is probably due to its being an

Oriental type, and consequently much copied, but the presence of a

winged figure with birds on a coffer from Thebes in the Boeotian

Geometric style shews that it was already known in Greece even

earlier. 4

In view of the rarity of monuments shewing Artemis as goddess of

the waters, the water-birds which appear at Sparta as her attributes are

of great interest. The situation of the sanctuary by the river, eV \i/j,vai<;,

falls in with this aspect of the goddess. A Geometric vase from Boeotia,'

which shews her with a fish on her dress and surrounded by animals,

speaks for the antiquity of both this and also the irorvta 0i]piov type of

the goddess.

The Gorgon-masks which Professor Bosanquet has shewn were used

in the worship of Orthia,' 1 and the numerous gorgoncia in lead and ivory

suggest a comparison with the Rhodian plate in the British Museum,"

which shews a bearded four-winged Gorgon grasping two water-birds-

This combination of Gorgon and iroTvia O^pwv suggests that the Gorgons

at this sanctuary may have some very close connexion with one of the

aspects of the goddess herself. Especially noticeable is the bearded

Gorgon on the seal shewn in Fig. 25 c.

1 Vide infra, § 6. - Ath. Mitt. xx. pp. i sqq.
''• B.C.H. 1S94, pp. 129 136.

4 Walters, Ancient Pottery, p. 289, Fig. S6.
5 Farnell, Cults of the Greek States, ii. PI. XXIX. a.

6 U.S.A. xii. p. 338.
'• J.H.S. 18S5, PI. LIX.; J. E. Harrison, Prolegomena, j>. 193.

8 *
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The temple image was certainly so primitive as to be without the

attributes which mark these types. Its general appearance is probably

preserved to us by a carved ivory and a terracotta figure, both found this

year in the archaic deposit.
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Fig. 32.

—

Ivory Plaque representing the $6<xvov of Orthia. (Scale i£ : 1.)

The ivory (Fig. 32) is a plaque -08 m. high, 037 wide, and '005 m.

thick. It was found inside the temple, and represents, in much deeper

relief than usual, a female figure with the arms hanging straight by the

sides. On the head is a poles decorated with a pattern of circles. The
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dress reaches to the feet, and is girt with a belt. The body, a band down
the front, and the lower part of the skirt are covered with chequer

Fig. 33.—Terracotta Figurines from the Sanctuary of Orthia. (Scale j : 1.)

patterns of incised lines. Between the figure and the frame there are

on each side three raised bars. These have no meaning in the design,
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but are pieces left to take three rivets which passed from side to side of

the plaque. The side view shews these rivet-holes, and there are two

more in the bottom edge. The irregular mass that appears behind

the plaque in the side-view is a brown substance, probably some very

hard wood, fastened to the plaque by three rivets. The ivory was thus

rivetted at the back and sides into a frame, probably wooden, with which

its face in front was flush.

With this object should be compared the terracotta figure which

has been reproduced from a water-colour drawing in Fig. 33 tf. Its height

is "085 m. The position and dress, with the horizontal band of decoration

round the bottom of the skirt, are exactly the same as those of the ivory.

The heavy side-locks and thick lips are also the same. The only difference

is that the terracotta has no polos.

If these two objects are compared with the image of Artemis dedi-

cated by Nicandra of Naxos at Delos, it will be seen that the resemblance

is very striking. Their resemblance to it and to one another suggests that

they are copies of the temple-image of Orthia, the ancient xoanon, about

whose origin there we're such strange legends.

R. M. DAWKINS.



LACONIA.

I.—EXCAVATIONS AT SPARTA, 1907.

§ 5.

—

The Early Bronzes.

The bronze objects found at the temple of Artemis Orthia and (some

few) on the Acropolis, by the site of the Chalkioikos, are interesting,

perhaps not so much in themselves, as because the well stratified mass of

pottery in which they lay gives at last fairly certain evidence for their

chronological classification. Unfortunately they are in very bad condition.

Pins (Fig. 1).

The line of cleavage from the type of pin with many corrugations

of about equal size {a, c, d, I) seems to come shortly after the close of the

Geometric era, that is, probably, in the early years of the seventh century
;

for though they are found in greatest number in strata of purely

Geometric pottery, yet many occur at the higher levels with pottery of

Orientalising style. The later type {g, /i, i) with heavy disc head and

but two or three bulbs, and these large, 1
is hardly found without such

pottery. A few pins (e,f) are found at depths, and of a style that seem to

indicate a transition between the two.

The use of pins ending in spirals (d), or with a thin disc at some

distance from the head (£), seems to have been abandoned before the close

of the Geometric period, but at Sparta such types are rare.

1 v. Olympia, Bronzen, Taf. XXV, 481-485. The Argive Heraewn, ii. Pis. LXXX.-
LXXXIII.
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Up till now no pins have been found at Sparta with the shaft bent

and twisted. The practice, if practice there was, 1 of so twisting them does

not seem to have prevailed there.

An iron shaft was not uncommon in pins of the earlier type : of these

only the bronze heads are preserved. On the pins of later style an iron

shaft seems to have been the exception, but the whole pin is occasionally

Fig. i.—Bronze Pins from the Sanctuary of Orthia. (Scale 2 : 3.)

of iron. Several silver specimens have been found 2
; but with the pre-

valence of this style the use of pins in Laconia apparently declined
;

imitations in lead, however, are found. The fine specimen shown at g
1 v. Thiersch, Aegina, p. 413.
2 Cf. the fine inscribed specimen in the British Museum, The Argive Heraeum, PI.

CXXXVII.
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1

was found on the Acropolis ; it is of bronze, and the knob is wrought into

a lion's head. 1

Geometric Statuettes of Animals (Fig. 2).

The well-known type of animal statuette, of which some fifteen

examples have been found at Sparta, was probably the latest development

Fig. 2.

—

Bronze Statuettes of Animals. (Scale i : 2.)

of Geometric art,2 for in the lowest layers of Geometric ware there were

none, and several lay solely among pottery of the subsequent period. An
early type seems to be the bird made of two pieces of wire, of which one is

1 For the use of these pins, v. Thiersch, Aegina, pp. 404 ff.

2
v. Furtwangler, Olympia, Bronzen, p. 34.
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flattened to indicate the tail (V). This was found on the Acropolis, where

indeed the major part of the the Geometric ware seems to be of earlier

date. The swastika (e) on the base of the horse is remarkable, for, though

common enough elsewhere, this pattern does not occur at all on the

Laconian pottery.

FllJULAE (Figs. 3, 4).

Of the fibulae illustrated, Fig. 3, /• is the only example which was

not found together with Geometric pottery, but it is likely that the types

j, k, / are those which were preferred in the subsequent period, when,

however, the use of \\\c fibulae, as of pins, began to decline.

At Sparta the p]atcfibulae (It, ///) arc very rare, while those with

spirals (b, d, e) are found with great frequency, 1 all three types being

equally common. Those with six spirals have not, I believe, hitherto been

known. In every case the spring is entirely derived from the spiral, both

pin and catch being simply continuations of the coiled wire.

The fibulae (e,f), with alternating pieces of bone and amber strung on

a thin bronze bow, recall those of Villanova and Corneto.- At Sparta they

belong to the closing years of the Geometric era. So also does g ; this

form is particularly quaint, for it is a clear copy of those ivory fibulae?

which themselves are clearly imitations of the 'spectacle' type b. That i

forms part of a fibula, a development of the sauguisuga type, is shown

by a comparison with a group of similar yf/W^t' in the British Museum from

Rhodes. 4 This type is also known in Italy.'

There can be little doubt that the objects shown in Fig. 4 arc

fibulae, although head and catch of the pin arc lost from both. The type

/; with the possibly apotropaic intent of the lion's tail ending in a bearded

snake is well known. Two such, both much corroded, have been found

at Sparta rather low in the Orientalising deposit, and belong probably to

the earlier half of the seventh century. A date considerably later is

1 The A/give Hcracum, ii. p. 20, No. 46, PI. XLII 9. The fibula which this figurine bears

on each shoulder is, I suggest, a representation of a ' spectacle ' fibula of the type b. The two

small bosses represent the figure-of-eight twist, and the large bosses are, I think, spirals, nut

concentric circles.

- Cf. Reinach in Daremberg and Saglio, Fig. 2990.
3 Cf. p. 83 ff. above.
4 Catalogue of Bronzes in the British Museum, p. 150.
'' Reinach in Daremberg and Saglio, Fig. 2988.
'' v. Olympia, Bronzen, p. 966. The Arrive Heraeum, ii. PI. LX XXVII I. 946.
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Fig. 3.—Fibulae of Bronze, Amber, and Ivory. (Scale 2 : 3.
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indicated for the other fibula {aa) not only by the higher level at which

it lay, but by the style, in which the combination of a leonine and a human

a

Fig. 4.

—

Fibulae of Orientalising Style. (Scale i : 1.)

head seems to spring from the same love of the grotesque which

delighted in depicting the griffin and the sphinx.

Miscellaneous (Figs. 5, 6).

The pendant shown double size in Fig. 5, b lay rather far down in the

Orientalising deposit. It is pierced through just above the ball, and the

relief pattern, as well as the tiny lion's head below, recalls the fine pin of

Fig. 1 g, which is probably contemporary with it.
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One of two ox-head pendants, a type which also occurs among the

lead figurines is shown at a ; they seem, in lead as well as in bronze, to

belong to the lower levels of the Orientalising pottery. The head with

Fig. 5.—Bronzes from the Sanctuary of Orthia. (Scale i : i.)

plumed helmet shown at c was apparently fastened to some kind of base
;

it has a slightly Egyptian look, and is certainly quite foreign to the style

of the Geometric ware among which it la^.

I 2
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The six-sided die (d) was found in the sand in the arena, 1 and

therefore belongs probably to the middle or latter half of the sixth century.

The inscription, which reads :

IAIA0O1"!IAT =™ Fpodala

(thus giving a new form of the name Orthia) seems to place it in the

latter half of this century. A similar die, but smaller and uninscribed, was

Fig. 6.—Bronzes from the Sanctuary of Orthia. i,Scale 3:4.)

found at a much lower depth, indicating more than a century between the

two. This type of die was rolled along the ground.

Two very natural birds in thin plate bronzes with slightly repousse

details were found with pottery of the Orientalising style ; the one is a

cock, but the other (Fig. 6, a) it is not easy to class ornithologically.

1 Cf. p. 60 above.
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Rosettes (/) and strips of bronze with repousse plait pattern (£•)
x are

likewise characteristic of the deposit of Orientalising ware.

In the Geometric layers, on the other hand, rings ending in spirals (6)
2

(in one specimen each end splits into two spirals), coils of wire (c) and

fragments of bands or coatings of all sizes, generally pierced with one or

two holes at the ends, and often twisted up 3 (d), are of frequent occurrence,

while several miniature double axes (e), similar to those in ivory, have been

found with ware of that period.

Mention should be made also of a large number of rings, mostly of

size to fit the finger, sometimes broad and flat, and if narrow, often with a

bevelled exterior, and of a mass of small strips rolled into beads, doubtless

intended to be strung as necklaces. Of these the majority belong to the

Geometric era. Handles and fragments of bronze vessels arc more frequent

at the higher levels, but are in a hopeless state of rottenness. Indeed the

greater part of this deposit of votive offerings has come near to destruction

owing to the dampness of the soil, caused by the low-lying ground and

near neighbourhood of the river.

J. P. Droop.
1 Cf. Olympia, Ihonzai, PI. XLII. 736.

- Cf. The Argive Hcracum, ii. PI. XCL 1509 ; fahrb. d. I>ist. iii. p. 363, 1 and m.
:1 Cf. The Argive Heraeum, ii. PI. CII.



LACONIA.

I.—EXCAVATIONS AT SPARTA, 1907.

§ 6.

—

The Early Pottery.

Geometric.

The earliest pottery yet discovered by the excavations at Sparta is of

the Geometric (post-Mycenaean) style.

In 1906 a thick deposit of this ware was revealed by the trial trenches

at the site of the temple of Artemis Orthia, and it was also found in the trial

pits at the Heroon by the river bank. 1 In 1907 the further excavations at

the Orthia site produced a sufficient quantity to allow of a definite report

on the nature of this style in Laconia : a task which has been greatly

helped by the discovery of a fresh deposit of the pottery on the Acropolis

by the site of the Chalkioikos.

Wide 2 was the first to note the existence of a distinctive

Laconian Geometric style, while a further and more definite note of its

characteristics was made by Mr. Wace in the Catalogue of the Sparta

Museum.3

Wide's remark on the simplicity of the style in Laconia is on the

whole borne out by the fresh material. Figure scenes are rare in the

extreme, and the patterns used are all in their lowest terms, the bands of

decoration being hardly ever broken into panels, while the brush has been

applied in most cases with the greatest carelessness. To form an idea of

the scheme of decoration is the more difficult in that the material consists

1 B.S.J, xii. pp. 288 ff.
2 Wide, Geomelrische Vasen, p. 23.

3 S.M.C. p. 223.
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only of sherds, and those for the most part but small. No whole vases

have been found, and it has been possible to reconstruct very few, even in

part, for the sherds, especially at the Orthia site, are very much
scattered, and worn at the edges. The whole deposit has the appearance

of a rubbish heap; nor are the remains at the Acropolis, though less

worn, in much better case as far as concerns the fitting together of sherds.

The Patterns.

The essential simplicity of the ornament is best seen perhaps in the

fact that about 60% of the total yield of sherds show only parallel straight

lines ; when vertical these are generally either short, and grouped in rows

along the rim, or they flank the handles, bounding a line of other

ornament. The only noticeable feature of the horizontal lines is the habit

of alternating between a thin and a thick line. This, I think, is

characteristic of the style (Fig. i,e). The only patterns that occur at

all regularly (Fig. 1) are (in order of frequency) zigzags, rows of

lozenges, irregular blotchy lines usually arranged in slanting parallel rows,

cross-hatching, simple maeanders, rows of dots and chequers. The use of

added white paint is comparatively rare, and is confined either to a zigzag,

or to a row of dots placed over a thick black line (Fig. I, />, q, it).

There is also a considerable quantity of plain black ware.

The Fabric.

Greater variety is presented by the fabric of the potter)'. From the

first a difference had been noticed in that some of the sherds had a slip.

This slip exists in two varieties : the most striking is that which is quite

white and very friable ; more common perhaps is the thinner, and more

adhesive, slip of a light biscuit colour.

The clay is fine, and in colour generally a strong pink, but sometimes,

and especially with the last mentioned slip, it is also biscuit coloured. The

colour varies even in the thickness of individual sherds. The same clay,

but of a harder consistency, was also used extensively in both shades without

a slip. A third variety of ware without a slip has a hard grey clay ; this

however has been found in very small quantities.

Mr. Wace l first called attention to the metallic sheen of the black

pigment used in Laconia during tin's period. The most striking examples

1 Loc. cit.
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Fig. i.—Patterns on Geometric Pottery. (Scale i : 2.)
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of it are, however, confined to the ware without slip, especially to that with

the clay hard and red, where the paint is often applied particularly coarsely
;

otherwise the paint is dull black thinning to brown, and is at times even a

red-brown. Yet the metallic gleam, though not universal, remains a

distinctive characteristic of Laconia.

The Shapes.

As for shapes, it is hard to speak very definitely with no authority but

a mass of small sherds. Yet those restored in Fig. 2 are certainly vouched

for, and have been chosen as typical. Larger vases, such as hydriae and

amphorae, no doubt existed, but no such fragments remain as to permit of

better portraiture than may be found in any illustration given by Wide.

The so-called kothon (Fig. 2, a) occurs very seldom. A noteworthy point is

the frequency of pierced semicircular projections instead of handles, on the

smaller bowls (Fig. 2,k).

So much for the general characteristics of the style. 1 There are,

however, some distinctions to be noted between the pottery from the

Acropolis and that from the site of Artemis Orthia.

The chief difference lies in the large proportion of slipless ware on

the Acropolis ; whereas by the river it forms not more than 7 of the

whole, on the hill it amounts to more than So . It is of course a natural

consequence of this that the sherds with hard red clay and shining gla/.c

arc far more numeious on the Acropolis, being about 13 of the whole.

In the matter of patterns it is to be remarked that on the Acropolis

only about 50
c

of the sherds show a decoration in parallel lines alone,

while these form nearly 70 of the yield at the Orthia site ; but it is the

pattern of concentric circles (Fig. I, )i, o) that most clearly marks a

difference between the two sites. So rare at the temple of Artemis as to

be almost negligible, on the Acropolis the circles come next to parallel

lines in frequency. All the other patterns mentioned above occur at both

sites with about the same frequency, zigzags, rows of lozenges and

irregular blotchy lines (Fig. I, a—i) being much the more common. Both

sites also arc alike in the scarcity which they show of such patterns as

triangles (generally hatched), thick upright serpentine lines, chevrons

and splotches of paint (Fig. I, /, s, r) ; while the quatrefoil, and the 'running

1 There are some sherds of Geometric ware in the (museum of Taranto, found in tin.

excavations of the Scnglio del I'onito, which bear all the marks of the I.aconian style.

° *



Fig. 2.—Shapes of Geometric Pottery. (Scale about 1:4.)
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dog ' pattern occur only in isolated examples. Neither the swastika nor

the circles joined by tangent lines, ever occur. The only sherds showing

any kind of panelling are from the Orthia site, but there are not more than

two or three.

Fragments of large jugs, or amphorae (which often have the circle

pattern) seem more frequent on the Acropolis, and the same is true

perhaps of large coarse bowls. The pyxis (Fig. 2, r, />), on the other hand,

is not a common shape there, but at the Orthia site it is found more often

than any other, fragments of the bottoms and lids of this kind of vase

being most familiar.

In view of another fact, that at the Orthia site a large quantity of

pottery belonging to the period of Oriental influence succeeds to the

Geometric ware, while very little indeed of such has been found on the

Acropolis, is it possible to draw any conclusion from the differences just

described ?

The Amyclaion site, where first in Laconia Geometric pottery was

found, also has very little slipped ware. On the other hand the hard

red clay and coarsely applied gleaming paint form a very large proportion

of its yield, so much so that that may well be^ called the 'Amyclaion'

style. The fact that Minoan pottery 1 has been found here makes it conceiv-

able that the ' Amyclaion ' style is the earliest form taken by the

Geometric ware in Laconia. Then the larger proportion of such sherds

on the Acropolis, indicates that this deposit may show an intermediate

period between that at the Amyclaion and that at the site of Artemis

Orthia. An explanation of this would be that towards the end of the

Geometric period offerings on the Acropolis dwindled, while their

numbers swelled at the Sanctuary of Orthia. This supposition is perhaps

borne out by the scarcity of Orientalising ware as yet found on the Acro-

polis. Orientalising pottery is not unknown at the Amyclaion, yet the bulk

of the Geometric pottery seems early. Possibly the building of the famous

throne swept away the remains of the succeeding periods.

The evidence for these suppositions is not of the best, yet it is hard

to suppose that the clear differences between the deposits on the Acropolis

and at the temple of Artemis Orthia arc merely local, seeing that less

than a mile separates the two sites.

1 S.M.C. p. 225.
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The earliest division of the period would then show red hard clay,

and gleaming paint laid coarsely on, with a greater fondness for hatching,

and for a pattern of triangles, than was shown subsequently ; this is

the style of the Amyclaion ware. This was succeeded by a rather finer

ware, and less coarse style of painting. Concentric circles then found

favour on the larger vessels ; this marks the deposit at the Chalwioikos.

Subsequently the desire for a lighter ground and greater contrast with the

paint caused the use of slip to become almost universal ; the circles fell

out of fashion, and a decided preference was shown for the pyxis form
;

this is the stage represented at the Sanctuary of Orthia.

B

H H

Fig. 3.

—

Geometric and Proto-Corinthian Ware. (Scale i : 2.)

Fig. 1 shows a selection of patterns arranged in order of frequency,

taking both deposits together, from the top of the page downwards. Some

of the very scarce sherds with figures are shown in Fig. 3 (from the Orthia

site Geometric level, except B and C). It is noticeable that, contrary to

what would be expected, most of these (A, D, E, F, arid H) occur on the

ware without slip. Can it be that they belong to the earlier manner? It is

hard at first to think the vase A can be Geometric, but it finds a parallel on

a larger scale in a sherd from the Amyclaion in the Sparta Museum. 1 The

interesting point is that the interior markings seem to be made by incision.

F is interesting as a possible example of Artemis ttotvuz drjpcov in the

Geometric period. There is undoubtedly a figure to the right.

1 S.M.C. p. 245, 798^2).
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Fig. 4 shows the result of a successful piece of patchwork. This

amphora is one of the largest vases of which remains have been found at

Fig. 4.—A Geometric Amphora. (Scale about 1:5.)

the temple of Artemis Orthia, and seems rather exceptional in the

variety of its decoration, but the most interesting point lies in the handles.

Fig. 5.

—

Geometric Ware from the Chalkioikos. (Scale i : 3.)

It is not a case of a double handle. The handle reaching to the rim on

the left had no smaller handle under it, and the uppermost point to the
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right is actually the rim ;
so that there, too, there was no second handle

Such an inequality must have produced a very odd effect. The vase has

slip, and is probably rather late.

The two fragments from the Acropolis shown in Fig. 5 are without

slip.

Sub-Gkomktric.

There are some sherds, chiefly in the deposit at the Sanctuary of

Orthia, which present a somewhat different aspect. They come mostly

Fig. 6.—Sub-Geometric Ware. (Scale 1:2.)

from good-sized vases and have the white friable slip ; if it be possible,

extra carelessness marks them off from the bulk of the pottery. Besides

parallel lines, chequers, and a more complicated form of maeander, a new

pattern of squares containing dots seems to be a favourite. The com-

paratively high levels at which they occur (often with sherds of Orientali-

sing style) and the definite touches of a later influence on some of

them are reasons for assigning them to a Sub-Geometric period, corre-

sponding perhaps to the Proto-Attic. The later date of some at least
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of them is proved by the style of the heads which ornament them in

relief (Fig. 6, C). These much resemble the terracotta figurines found

at the same levels. A and E in Fig. 6 arc sherds found in 1906 at

the Hcroon by the river, and at the Orthia site near the temple ; both

seem of much the same period. A may be local, but is in very bad

condition, the siip having frayed very much. E is certainly not local,

and seems perhaps later, for it has purple (shown in F"ig. 6 by shading).

The profile heads are very reminiscent of the Melian class. 1 So

to a less extent are those on the fragments B and D, which must be

put down to this period. B is one of the few later sherds found on the

Acropolis, while D is from the Orthia site.

Proto-Corinthian.

During the Geometric period foreign trade seems hardly to have

touched Sparta ; no traces remain of imported ware except for one notable

exception. This consists of a small, but well distributed proportion of the

fine ware first called by F'urtwangler Proto-Corinthian. The sherds are

of very fine clay, usually of a pale buff colour, without slip, and very

thin, the general thickness being about a millimetre and a half. The

paint, which washes off easily, is, as a rule, a light brown-red, though

sometimes it is a pale brown, and, rarely, a dull black. It is applied

usually in parallel horizontal lines of extraordinary fineness and finish.

Rows of short vertical lines often bound the rim, and a ray pattern

rising from the base is regular. Upright zigzags also occur. Few of the

vases of which sherds have been found can have stood more than *o8 m.

high, and their form was apparently restricted at Sparta to the skyphos,

the pyxis, the aryballos, rarely the conical high-necked jug. 2

Neither in fabric, nor in style, can this pottery be said to be local

to Sparta, and it appears to have been imported during the Geometric

period, but towards its close ; for, up till now, one sherd only has been

found on the Acropolis (Fig. 3, B), and at the Orthia site out of sixty-

three trays in which it occurs, in thirty-two it was found with Geometric

ware alone, in twenty-four with a mixture of Geometric and Orientalising

1 J.H.S. xxii. p. 46 ; Walters, History of Ancient Pottery, i. p. 301.

- v. Hoppin, The Argive Heraeum, ii. p. 126.
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ware, while only in seven trays does it occur without any accompanying

Geometric.

In my opinion it is a style more akin to the Geometric than to

any other. The birds shown in Fig. 3, B and C (B from the Acropolis,

C from the Orthia site) are, I think, definite on this point. The potters

who worked in this style when they made, as they must have made,

large vases, made Geometric ware. The constant ray pattern is the

first trace of the influence which produced the later Orientalising style.

Now the evidence of the excavations suggests that this ware was first

imported into Sparta before that influence had touched the Spartan

potters. It seems reasonable, then, to look for its place of origin on a

spot likely to feel an outside influence at an earlier date than Sparta.

The Argolid might be such a spot : from the quantity of the ware

found at the Heraeum, it is possible, but it does not appear for what reason

the Argolid was particularly susceptible to the new influence. Corinth, a

locality more likely to feel such influence, is excluded by the fact that only

one fragment of Corinthian ware was found at the site of Artemis Orthia.

The name Proto-Corinthian, which suggests a period rather than a locality,

seems therefore, still the best.

Orientalising.

The best sherds of the Orientalising period, those richest in figures,

birds and animals, were found in 1906 in Trench B, underneath part of the

Roman amphitheatre. Last season's excavations were directed towards

clearing this building, and subsequently digging down in the arena, and

within the temple, so that the region round Trench B was left untouched.

Later the possible deductions from the finds of 1906 will be discussed, but

it is too early to speak definitely of the pottery found in this, which is

apparently the richest region (at least in the later, more developed ware),

until next season's excavations have produced more material ; but in 1907

the temple and arena produced abundant material for the study of the

earlier period of Oriental influence, and two contemporary styles, both

apparently local, stand out.

A. The one contains a good proportion of vases with hard clay

covered simply with black, or dark brown paint, while others are decorated

with bands and thin lines of purple and white, added over the black. The

thin lines are usually near the rim, while the broader bands lie generally on
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the bod)- of the vase. The vases are mostly small (none stood apparently

more than '12 m. high) and show three main shapes (Fig. 7, a, d, c). They

ma)- be looked upon as the prototypes of those miniature votive vases which

were first found in any quantity at Angelona, 1 and were turned up in vast

^

i

^=V

I
Fig. 7. —Shapes of Orientalising Waue.

numbers last season in the temenos on the road to Megalopolis.- At the

Orthia site both are found together at the same levels.

1 B.S.A. xi. p. S3.

2 v - § 9i PP- 170 ff. , Fig. 2. Quite 10,000 were found here, both of black glazed, and

unglazed ware. Some of the better specimens show added white. There were in all 39 types,

of which 23 are represented by unicme specimens. The type C furnishes nearly 50 per cent.,

the types A and B 20 per cent., and 17 per cent, of the whole. Here the types D and F have

few representatives, but F, which never is glazed, is found more often at the Orthia site. The
stratification there shows that they began with the seventh century, but it was not possible to

find any trace of change or development among the masses deposited in the vineyaid. The
clay is the pink local product.

K
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R The other style is also confined to small vases (Fig. 7, c, (/, c,f).

It seems probable that as the new influence first shows its effects in the

small Proto-Corinthian vases, so here, when this style began, the

Geometric style still continued for the larger ware, though modified

gradually into the Sub-Geometric. In any case the change of style was

not utterly sudden, and naturally a period of transition exists, in which

these two styles are found together with Geometric and Sub-Geometric

ware.

The same pink clay and white friable slip found in the Geometric

ware arc characteristic of this style. The slip is perhaps rather thinner, and

at times more creamy, but substantially it is the same, and with the clay,

fully establishes the local character of the ware. It is a change of style

merely, not of fabric.

The typical skyphos (Fig. 7, e) has its base decorated with a purple

circle, within which, if space permit, is a cross pattern of four triangular

arms, and a square centre. The projecting flange of the base is black, and

above comes a purple band, above which black rays run up the sides

almost to the shoulder, where they arc bounded by a second purple band.

The actual shoulder is black, and the rim is decorated with two rows of

small dots, between which are two stout lines joined by black squares.

This rim pattern is particularly characteristic, but is known also on

Cyrenaic ware. 1 The shape c has rays rather thinner and only over the

belly. Above the waist comes a broad black band bounded above and

below by purple. The rim pattern is the same as on the skyphos.'2

Many fragments have been found of bowls (Fig. 7,/). These are low,

and ranged perhaps from 20 in. to '30 m. in diameter. The ware is thicker,

averaging about 005 m. in thickness as against 002 m. to 003 m. in the

other shapes. Ribbed bolster-like projections seem generally to have

served for handles. At this stage the inside is regularly black, and the

broad rim is ribbed and channelled on its upper surface. The outside has

the usual slip, and decoration in black and purple, in which the only note-

worthy point is the number and delicacy of the rays which cover most of

the surface, bounded by a line and a purple band, at the foot and rim.

When figures occur they supplant the ray pattern, and are chiefly birds of

1 E.g. Bohlau, Aits ionischen and italischen Netrofolcn, \>. 126, I'l. X. 6, 9.

- It is interesting to note that two such vases exist complete in the .Museum of Syracuse,

Sab XII. They are from Meg.ira Hyhlaea.
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the swan species. Inci-ed lines are freely used, except on one example,

and added purple. One piece shows a deer. There are no rosettes, or

ground ornament of an}- kind.

The sherds shown in Fig. 8 (a, c, and d) arc all of local origin, as

Fig. 8

—

Orientalising Pottery. (Scale 3:4.)

the clay and slip show. The sphinx vase (a) is, however, quite except-

ional ; the fragments were found in the temple dispersed among sherds

not only of the classes A and B, but also of Geometric ware. The rim

shows a tongue pattern in brown, black and purple, inside as well as out.

The sherds form the upper part of a vase of the shape c (Fig. 7). The

K 2
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inside below the rim is covered with a brown paint. Outside, below a band

of chequers in purple, white, and black, was a procession of warriors.

Their helmets in red-purple and features (part of another head is not

illustrated; recall those on the pithos found in 1906 at the llcrodn, 1 and

also a common type of lead figurine. Part of the right-hand warrior's

draperies arc drawn in added white, while the cloak of the other is in

purple and black. Incised lines mark out the details. More interesting is

the sphinx on another part of the vase, perhaps over the handles ; she is

drawn in incised lines, and the ground was then filled up with added

purple, leaving her figure in the brown-black paint, with which this part

was covered. The design below the sphinx is not clearly distinguishable.

The sherd illustrated at c (found in a similarly mixed stratum in the

temple) was part of a little round cup, which is likewise unique. On it,

within a circular panel, which itself stood out from the vase, is modelled a

winged figure in rapid motion accompanied by a mouse. The whole was

covered with slip, and painted in the usual manner. The figure's wings

arc purple, and she wears an upper garment of black, below which appears

a purple tunic. Unfortunately the fragment is very much worn. In view

of the many winged figures among the lead figurines, this perhaps is to be

considered an Artemis rather than a Gorgon. The sherd might perhaps

be thought to add confirmation to Wide's interpretation of the epithet

/Mvaia (on the lines of Apollo o-fiu>dev<i) as applied to Artemis at a shrine

on the way from Sparta to Arcadia.-

The bird on the fragment d is very typical of the style. Fig. 9 shows

a fragment with a lion and part of a deer ; the pale grey clay, and lack

of slip make this sherd a puzzle.

Another characteristic rim pattern which seems confined to vases of

the shape r (Fig. 7),Xa very common shape) consists of a purple line from

which a row of black leaves branches out above and below. This pattern is,

however, I am inclined to think, a slightly later development, for it was

found mostly in 1906 in Trench B, and under tne bank in the region

marked ' New Wall' on the plan of the Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia, :1 at

levels where was no Geometric ware at all. Here, too, a tongue and dart

pattern appears not only both inside and outside the rim of this shape ot

1 B.S.A. xii. PI. IX.

- Wide, l.akonische A'n//c, p. 11S. 1 owe this suggestion to Mr. \\ .ice.

• :

/.'..V../. xii. PI. VIII.
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vase, but also on the rims of the bowls (Fig. 7,/), smooth now, and with slip
;

while the inside is ringed, at least round the edge, with purple and black.

One piece even shows traces of a figure scene. With these developments,

as I am inclined to think them, the slip appears to become thinner, harder,

and yellower ; more serviceable, but less attractive than that of the typical

«••••«• ••*••» ## •

Fn.. 9.—A Vase <>f Orientalising Style. (Scale 2:3)

ware. Further excavation in the region of Trench 13 should give more

information on the relation between the two.

The pottery from Trench B, and the uppjr part of French A is very

interesting. In the first place there is the ware just described, which

differs from, yet is evidently connected with, the typical ware B, as the

1
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results from the temple and the arena have revealed it ; the fragment

with the deer, mentioned above which belongs to this fabric, was found

here. Next there is a small group of sherds with reddish clay, no slip, and

figures, animals and birds, with added purple, and incised lines. The style

is similar to that of the birds on the typical ware, but the fabric is different.

May these be looked on as still local, yet considerably later in date, well

down perhaps into the sixth century ? Finally there are a certain number of

fc'i*##*&•&*# C «*# ;

6

Fig. io.—Vase Sherds of Cyrenaic Style. (Scale 2 : 3.)

sherds (some few were also found in the arena and temple last season)

which bear the lotus and pomegranate pattern so well-known on Cyrenaic

ware. Two of these have figure scenes (Fig. 10). That with a Gorgon's

head and white-faced figure on the right, judged from the general style and

especially from the drawing of eye and ear, is undoubtedly Cyrenaic. So

also is the other (of which the inner side is also shown) with a figure

carrying what appears to be a fish. These seem, however, of later date than

most of the pottery under consideration, but other of the sherds with these

patterns look earlier.
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It is no new thing to find Cyrenaic ware associated with Sparta,

which indeed has been suggested as the original home of the style, though

opinion has now turned definitely in favour of Cyrene. 1 But both the

black and the purple paint, and the slip, too, in what I regard as its

later form, of the typical ware B, very much resemble the Cyrenaic

fabric ; the rim patterns both of leaves and of dots are another point

of resemblance, and the style of the birds is very similar. Moreover

the Arkesilas vase has a rim pattern of white and purple lines on black,

not unlike the style described under A.

Now the local origin of the style B is proved by the continuity of

the clay and slip with the preceding Geometric ware. The question

arises whether it is possible to consider the Cyrenaic ware as, after all,

local to Sparta. No definite answer can yet be given, for the Cyrenaic

ware has not, up till now, been found in sufficient quantity to justify the

claim. Yet, in spite of the absence, on the typical local ware, of the lotus

and pomegranate patterns most characteristic of the Cyrenaic style, the

resemblance between the two is striking.

It is too early to formulate a theory, but it does not seem impos-

sible, in view of the legends concerning the foundation of Cyrene, that

this resemblance is to be explained by supposing that the Cyrenaic

style was originally founded en that prevailing at Sparta. Close trade

relations would explain the presence of Cyrenaic ware proper at a later

date, and also the points of likeness discernible between it and such

Spartan works of art as the archaic hero-reliefs, which, together with

the peculiar sigma on the Arkesilas vase, first led to the thought that

Laconia might be the birth-place of the style.

One fragment only of Corinthian ware has been found. It shows a

lion with the head full face. In the field is an incised rosette.

(Fig. 8, c).

To talk of dates in the matter of pottery is always hard, but it

seems reasonable to consider the deposit at the Orthia site as ranging

over two centuries and a half to three centuries. Thus the lowest

deposit of pottery would mark the close of the Geometric era extend-

ing over the eighth century, the end of which would be marked by the

introduction of the l'roto-Corinthian ware. The early years of the seventh

1 Cf. Studniczka, k'yrau, pp. 9 fT. ; Milchhnfer, Anfiinge der Kunst in Griechcttlmui^ pp. 1S1 IV. :

Klein, Eitplitonios, p. 77.
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century would be marked by the Sub-Geometric period and the beginning

of the Orientalising style, which lasted perhaps for nearly a hundred

years, developing in the earlier half of the sixth century into the style of

which the few sherds with reddish clay are the only examples yet discovered.

To this period also the imported Cyrenaic ware must be assigned.

It is very possible that the deposit of Geometric ware on the Acropolis

goes back even into the tenth century. These conclusions, drawn from

an independent study of the pottery, agree very well with the indications

given by the excavations as a whole, described above by Mr. Dawkins

in § 4-

J. P. Droop.



LACONIA.

I. EXCAVATIONS AT SPARTA, 1907.

§ 7.—Tin-: IIikkun of Atiikna Chalk ioikos.

(Plate V.)

History and Nature of the Sanctuary.

SUIDAS, 1 under the heading XaX/eiot/cos, explains as follows: 'The

Athena in Sparta ; cither because she has a brazen house ; or on account

of her (its ?) stability ; or because it was founded by Chalcidian exiles from

Kuboca.' Hesychius- adds as synonyms j^aXKrjBdvij, xaXtcivao*;. In

Euripides :f we find xa^K°7rv^°'i as an epithet of the goddess. These

variants are in themselves sufficient to contradict Suidas' two alternatives.

The noteworthy feature about the sanctuary was its bronze decoration, and

thus the name is descriptive of the sanctuary rather than of the goddess.

It is not a cult-name, and represents no religious aspect of the goddess ; in

fact there is good reason to suppose that it is not even the original name

of the sanctuary that crowned the Acropolis of Sparta, but one acquired at a

subsequent restoration. The earliest writer using the name is Thucydides.4

In the Damonon inscription/' on the other hand, which must be dated

before 430 B.C., Athena is called HoXtovxos, or Guardian of the City, a title

which has a much older sound, and is given by Pausanias 6 as an alternative

1 Lexicon , sub voce. - Ibid.

3 Troades, 1 1 1 2, a.ndn/10/. ; also schol. ad He/. 228, 245.
4

i. 134.
5 l.C A. 79 ; S.A/.C. 440 and pp. 175 ff. infra.

ri
iii. 17. 2. The epithet x **' 01* * seems to have been at first variable (of. the reference- to

Euripides and Aristoph. Lysistrata, 1300, 1320), and only subsequently to have been definitely

adopted.

1 *
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name. In imperial times we can distinguish two separate cults of Poliouchos

and Chalkioikos 1

The sanctuary is described by Pausanias 2 in his account of Sparta:

according to him it was founded by Tyndareus and his sons, but remained

incomplete until the time of Gitiadas, a local artist, who made the image

of the goddess and the sanctuary itself. The date of the sanctuary,

therefore, as known in classical times, depends on the date of Gitiadas, a

question which once loomed large as the subject of controversy. Our data

are provided by two passages of Pausanias 3
: in one of these he says that

tripods with statues beneath them, were set up in Amyclae after the capture

of Ithome in the First Messenian war ; in the other, that two of these

tripods were the work of Gitiadas, and one of Kallon of Aegina. We know

from an inscription 4 that Kallon worked on the Acropolis of Athens about

500 B.C. The accepted date of the end of the First Messenian war is

about 700 B.C. To account for this discrepancy some authorities 5

postulated a blunder in the text of Pausanias, while others 6 held that

Kallon's tripod was added at a later date. The more generally accepted

view, however, is that of Schubart 7 and Brunn,8 that Pausanias confused

the capture of Ithome in the First Messenian war with the same event in

the Third, and that the date of the tripods, and consequently that of

Gitiadas, fell about the middle of the fifth century.

Attractive in itself, this view involves, however, grave difficulties.

Kallon was a member of the school of Dipoinos and Skyllis, and belongs to

the late sixth century in art history
;
Quintilian 9 says of him ' Duriora

Callonis, minus rigida Calamidis, molliora adhuc Myronis.' It is difficult

to imagine him a contemporary of the Pheidian Zeus. Still less does the

work of Gitiadas appear to belong to the artistic milieu of the fifth century
;

the reliefs of the Chalkioikos, as described by Pausanias, compare closely

with the throne of Apollo at Amyclae, the work of Bathykles the Magnesian,

1 Cf. an inscription (S.'i/.C. 544) referring to separate priesthoods.

2
iii. 17 2.

:i
iv. 14. 2; iii. 18. 8.

4 Loewy, I.G.B. p. 22, No. 27.
5 Walz, Heidelb. Jahrb. 1845, p. 397; Schorn, Stadien der gr. A'tinstler, p. 195; Thiersch,

Epochen der bild. A'unsl, ii. p. 33 ; Sillig, Cat. Artijicum ; Hirt, Bbttigers Amallhea, 1. 261 ;

Miiller, Arginet. 101.

6 Welcker, AY. Schrift. 1833, iii. 533; Bursian.y^;-^. / Phil, lxxiii. 513.
7 Schubart, Zeitschr. f. Alt. Wiss. 1845, 2.

** Brunn, Gesch. der gr. A'tinstler, i. 87.
9

xii. 10. 7. Cf. also Paus. vii. 18. IO, where he is coupled with Kanachos, and ii. 32. 5, where

he is called a pupil of Tektaios and Angelion.
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or with the chest of Kypselos, or the Francois vase. His place seems

rather to be among the Orientalising craftsmen, whose work at Sparta fell

in the late seventh and early sixth centuries, and is abundantly illustrated

by the finds from the Orthia Sanctuary. Moreover the evidence of excava-

tion makes the fifth century date of Gitiadas impossible. Exactly corres-

ponding to the story of Pausanias, we find in the sanctuary two clearly-

defined strata: an early Geometric stratum, and a second 'classical ' stratum

starting with b.-f. pottery sherds a,nd a few remains of the Orientalising

period, and containing bronze statuettes that cannot be later than the middle

of the sixth century. We connect these strata respectively with the original

foundation and with the restoration of Gitiadas, so that the lattcr's date

must be put back at least a century.

Neither Gitiadas nor Kallon, therefore, could have made tripods at

Amyclac at the end of the First or of the Third Messenian War. It is

more possible that the offering of the tripods had some connection with the

Second Messenian War, which probably came to an end about 630 B.C.,

but even so, the offering must have been made at least eighty years after

the end of the war, if both Kallon and Gitiadas were concerned in their

construction. 1

Another question arises from Pausanias' account of the bronze reliefs

in the sanctuary. Gardner and Imhoof-Blumcr '- suggest that they were on

the dress of the goddess, while Murray 3 and Overbeck 4 held that they

decorated the walls of the shrine. The coin on which the former theory

is based does not really afford very strong evidence, since the dress worn

by the statue appears similar to that of the lead figurines found at the

Orthia Sanctuary, which are clearly wearing ordinary dresses. A small

bronze statuette of Athena from the Chalkioikos (Fig. 3J resembling a

xoanon in shape, shews no traces of bands of relief. On the other hand

we discovered a large number of bronze plates, mostly in the last stages of

decay, and a great quantity of heavy bronze nails, some still in position

through the plates, which seem to prove that bronze plates were applied to

1 Collignon, Hist. Sculpt, grcc. i. 228, and Overbeck, Gesch. d. griech. Sculpt, i. 71, are both

inclined to favour a mid-sixth (.entury date for (iitiadas, and to connect him with Bathykles and tin

orientalists. It certainly seems much more probable that the tripods were made by Gitiadas alter

the Second Messenian War, and the Chalkioikos built afterwards in the lieginning of the sixth

century. In that case Kallon's tripod was added later.

1 Num. Comm. Pans. p. 58, PI. N 13.
;; Hist. Gr. Sculpt.- i. 38, 88.

4 Op. cit. p. 228. '' U.S.A. \ii. p. 323, Fit;. 3a and c.
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the walls of the shrine. None of these shew traces of relief, but doubtless

the sculptured pieces only covered a portion of the whole surface, and would

be the first to attract the eye of the spoiler. Examples of such decoration

are not infrequent in the Orient. Perrot * instances the Gates of Balawat,

and in Greece itself we have the Treasury of Atreus at Mycenae."- The

custom naturally arises, as Murray 3 has pointed out, from the habit of

overlaying wood, and is not likely to have originated in a stone country
;

its use in the Hieron of Athena is a good example of that strong Asiatic

influence in early Spartan art so 'remarkable in the finds from the Orthia

Sanctuary.

The locus cltxssicus for the sanctuary of Athena Chalkioikos in Greek

literature is the tragic story of Pausanias as told by Thucydidcs 4
: the

flight of the fugitive king to the ot/aj/xa, or little shrine, standing in the

sacred enclosure ; the mother's condemnation ; the walling-up of the door

and slow agony of the dying man ; finally the removal from the enclosure

to prevent pollution. 5 Afterwards there was the parallel story of Agis.6

In later times we have frequent mention of the enclosure as a parade-

ground, or rallying-place from the reign of Archidamus 7 in the fifth, and

Agesilaus 8 in the fourth century, to the later troubles of the disastrous

reign of Nabis. Polybius 9 mentions an annual festival at the Chalkioikos

with a procession of armed youths and a sacrifice by the Ephors. This is

probably the
'

' KQdvaia referred to in the inscription of Damonon, 10
in which

case horse-races were held in connection with it. After the Roman

conquest of Sparta we have no further news of the sanctuary until the

visit of Pausanias, 11 who saw it intact in the second century A.D. ; it was

still the chief sanctuary of Sparta, and some imperial inscriptions 12 contain

notes enjoining duplicates to be set up in it. At a later period its place

must have been usurped by the revived cult of Artemis Orthia. At

some period later than the date of Constantine, it fell into complete decay,

for we find the enclosure being levelled and houses built upon it.
13

1 Pe rot and Chipiez, Hist, de i'Art, ii. 620, PI. XII. Fig. 307.
2 Pans. (x. 5. 11) mentions other bronze-covered buildings in Greece : the chamber of Akiisios,

and the third temple of Delphi. He also speaks of two bronze chambers at Olympia (vi. 19. 2).

3
loc. (it. supra. 4 Ibid.

3 Other references are to be found in Polyaenus, viii. 51 ; Pint. Parall. 10; Diod. xi. 45 ;

Aelian, V.H. 9. 41 ; Corn. Nep. Pans. iv. 5 ; Chrysermus Corinthius, Persica ii.

6 Pint Agis, 16. 7 Plut. Apo/h. Lac. Archid. 6. s Ibid. Ages. 8.

9 I'olyb. iv. 22, 35 ; Livy xxxv. 36.
10 I.G.A. 79 ; cf. also p. 179.

11
iii. 17. 2. l2 S.M.C. 440, 217 k; B.S.A. xii. p. 442.

1:l Cf. infra, p. 145.
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There are also stories of the sanctuary earlier than the time of king

Pausanias : Lycurgus 1 was another of those who fled to Athena for refuge,

and there is the fine story of the escape of Aristomcnes 2 from his captors,

and dedication of their shields in the sanctuary. The sanctuary of these

stories cannot have been the Chalkioikos of Gitiadas, but the earlier

Poliouchos shrine, which must have existed on the Acropolis hill from the

earliest occupation of the site.3

Unfortunately our excavations, so far as the} - have proceeded, throw

little light on the shrine itself. Of the original building we have practically

nothing left except the south wall of the enclosure and parts of the west

and east walls. 4 From the account of Thucydides/' however, we gather that

the shrine itself was a small roofed building large enough to accommodate

the statue of the goddess and not much more. His words arc as follows :

—

' Pausanias ran towards the sanctuary (to lepov), since the enclosure (to

repevos) was near. He then entered into the small building (otKtjfia)

which belonged to the sanctuary (o rjv rov lepov) that he might not be

exposed to the open sky : when he was dying they led him out of the

sanctuary (eV tov lepov).' A writer so careful as Thucydides in the use 01

words affords excellent authority for the different meanings of these three

words, oitcr)p,a, lepov, Tep,evo<i. On this subject there is a most instructive

note in Arnold's u commentary on this passage, illustrating the difference

between vaos, lepov, and Tep,evo<t, by means of passages from Herodotus. 7

The vao<i was the actual building, in this case deserving only the term

o'Ur)p,a, though we find the word vao<; used in some passages. 8 The lepov

was the vaos and its enclosure, the sacred place which need not contain an

actual vaot but was sacred in itself. The repevos was, strictly speaking,

a much larger area including, in some cases, dependent farms and groves,

the domain of the temple. The words are not always strictly distinguished, 1 '

but in the passage of Thucydides they bear their true meaning. The

sanctuary of Athena, then, was represented by a small building containing

1 Pint. Lye. 5 ; Apoph. Lac. Lye. 7 ; Para//. 10.

- Pans. iv. 15. 5 ; Polyaenus, ii. 31. 3.

3 Other references are collected in Frazer, Patisatrias, note ad A><:

4 Two Doric capitals were found, one in the excavation and one built into a Byzantine wall,

but their connection with the oTk-jjjuo of the sanctuary is uncertain.
5 he. til.

'' Arnold, Thucydides, ad he. • ii. 112. 3; iv. 161. 4; vi. 79.
8 Paus. iv. 15. 2, story of Aristomene:- ; Plut. Para//. 10.

' In the passage from the Para/le/a quoted above, there is an erroneous use of riutvos.
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the image, situated, with an altar, as we learn from elsewhere, 1 in an

enclosure, and forming altogether the sacred lepov. Outside was a relievos

of indefinite extent in which, as we know from Pausanias, several other

dependent shrines and iepd existed.2

The usual phrase for the sanctuary of Athena at Sparta is the Hieron,

as for that of Asklepios at Epidaurus, i.e. the sacred spot was not primarily

a temple, but an enclosure in which the various votive offerings were

set up.'

Account of the Excavation.

The Hieron of Athena lies on the western spur of the Acropolis

hill above the ancient theatre; the descent on three sides is very steep, and

approach was only possible from the east. The refievos must have

occupied the whole of this summit, but we are unable to determine

its eastern limit. On the summit of the hill there is no soil at

all, and only on the west and south, where the construction of the

theatre and the Byzantine wall has formed a barrier to denudation, is

there any accumulation of earth. The western pocket of earth thus formed

is of a later date and less promising, but between the summit of the

hill and the retaining-wall of the theatre a good deal has been uncovered,

and more remains to be done.

Work commenced on April 3rd with 4 men ; on the 6th we had

16 men employed; on the 16th the number was reduced to 12. Three

more days with 4 men completed the season's work on the site. The

plan (Fig. 1) shews the extent of the work. A large retaining-wall,

2520m. long, running from west to east was first excavated, and parts of

two returns running northward from the extremities. These walls (shewn

in black on the plan), of which the western branch is represented by

very fragmentary remains, are part of a rectangular enclosure, the rest of

which has disappeared owing partly to the shallowness of the soil,

and partly to the diligence of wandering masons.

The southern arm of the wall, which is in one place preserved to

1 Plut. Apoph. Lac. Ages. 8.

- Cf. Paus. iii. 17. 2 and Plut. Apoph. Lac. L.ycurg. 7, Idpvaaro Iv t<? tJJs x- t «/*«'»'«• Uphv
,

\Qr\vas, 'OirriWtTiv npooayoptvffas.

3 e.g. Polyaen. ii. 15.
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a height of i '45 m., is shewn in Fig. 2. It is built of large roughly-

trimmed polygonal blocks without mortar, and resembles in construction

the sixth century temple of Artemis Orthia. At a later period this wall

served as a rctaining-wall for a platform on the summit of the hill, on

which houses were built, and it is largely due to this that an)' ancient

remains have been preserved at all. Originally, however, it was probably

only a boundary-wall for the sacred enclosure. It belongs to the second

period of the sanctuary, the restoration of Gitiadas, but is dug down about

Fig. 2.

—

South Wall ok Sanctuary (Outer Fack

•30 m. into the Geometric layer, which stretches down to the rctaining-wall

of the theatre.

This Geometric layer, which is indicated in Fig. 1 by a dotted

surface, consists of black carbonized earth full of fragments of Geometric

potter)- and occasional pieces of bronze. Inside the sanctuary-wall these

fragments are small, and the stratum is thin and not very sharply divided

from the 'classical' stratum above it, but outside the wall it is sharply divided

from the red earth above it, which is practically devoid of any objects

at all. Here, too, the pottery fragments are much larger. At one point,

inside the wall (K in the plan), there is a deposit of grey carbonized earth
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containing nothing but bone-fragments. This must be the debris of

an altar, and from its depth we can assume that the altar belonged to the

earlier sanctuary. The extent of this Geometric stratum has not yet

been determined, but the sherds found are very numerous and appear to

be earlier in date than the Geometric pottery from the Orthia sanctuary.

The second or ' classical ' period of the sanctuary is marked by the

upper stratum of reddish or brownish earth, which extends all over the

area contained by the wall, but only attains a considerable depth in the

pocket found inside the wall.

The northern part of the enclosure produced practically nothing but

terracotta heads and statuettes of a late Roman type; among them several

examples of an Artemis clad in a skin with a dog by her side, which have

also been found near the Orthia Sanctuary. The centre was mostly

occupied by tile-fragments, among them several tile-stamps of importance, 1

including five bearing the name of Athena Chalkioikos, which gave the first

evidence of our successful search. A bronze statuette of Athena was also

found in this region, and some smaller bronze fragments. The main

source of the discoveries described or enumerated below was, however, the

space immediately inside the enclosure-wall. The stratum was as deep in

places as one metre, and rested in the western part on virgin soil, in the

eastern on the Geometric stratum. It can be dated by the objects found

in it as early as the middle of the sixth century, and probably represents

a portion of the accumulated debris of the sanctuary from the time of the

restoration of Gitiadas to a late Roman period.

This latest period is represented by the various walls and plaster-floors

with pot store-chambers, which now occupy the surface of the site. These

are shewn by hatching in the plan. The walls are built with mortar, and

contain fragments of ancient marbles, e.g. the continuation of the

Damonon inscription described below.*2 A terminus post quern for this last

period is provided by numerous Constantinian coins found near the

surface
;

possibly a Christian settlement grew up on the ruins of the

sanctuary of Athena. The enclosing wall was at this time embanked

from within, and a platform made covering the few remains of the ancient

sanctuary that we have found.

Only one of the walls shewn in the plan in Fig. 1 seems to be

ancient. This is marked C-D, and lies well within the Geometric stratum,

1 Cf. pp. 29-34, 37, 40. - Cf. p. 17.

L
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and near the mass of grey altar-debris. It is built of rough stones without

mortar, and may form part of the earliest altar of Athena.

List of Principal Finds in Upper Stratum.

1. Statuette of a Trumpeter (Fig. 3). Found at a depth of 80 m.

Height "131 m. : head "02 m., trunk 042 m., legs '069 m. ; length of foot

•017 m. ; breadth : shoulders '035 m., hips *022 m.

Fig. 3.— Bronze Statuette of a Trumpeter.

The figure stands upright with both knees slightly bent, and the left

foot a little to the front. The feet, which have no marks of attachment to

a base, are bent slightly upwards. The left arm hangs by the side, the

hand holding a tubular object, now missing (diam. 0015) in a downward
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and outward direction. The right arm is bent upwards to the mouth,

where it held a larger tubular object (diam. '003) pointing a little upwards.

This could only be a drinking-vessel, or some form of trumpet, and, as the

lips are tightly compressed, it would seem to be the latter. The trumpeter is

bareheaded, with hair gathered in a roll round the back of his head and in a

crimped fringe in front. The surface of the head is quite plain. The left

ear is rather larger and higher than the right. Traces of a knobby wreath

or plait of hair appear about the fringe. The forehead is receding,

making an angle with the nose, which is prominent at the end. The face

has a bony structure with marked brows and cheekbones and chin ; the

lips are thick, and the mouth droops at the corners. The neck is short

and thick and the shoulders disproportionately broad. The surface of back,

chest, and stomach shews careful rendering of the muscles, while the

inflation of the chest and flatness of stomach suggest the action of blowing.

The figure exhibits marked gluteal depressions, and exaggeration of the

muscles of the calf. The surface is blue-green in colour, and the patina

is a little worn, but not so much as to interfere with the fine effect of this

little masterpiece of Spartan Art. In style the figure resembles the

sculptures of the Olympia pediments, and can be dated without hesitation

in the middle of the fifth century.

The presence of a trumpeter as a dedication in Sparta is perplexing
>

because the Spartans marched to battle to the sound of flutes, and made

no use of trumpets for martial music. 1 In archaic Greek art also the

representation of a trumpeter is exceedingly rare.2 There is a much

damaged statuette in the British Museum,3 representing a man playing on

a long instrument of trumpet type, but I know of no close parallel to the

Spartan statuette.

2. Statuette of Athena (Fig. 4). Height * 122 m.

Found at a depth of 50 m. Top of head, toes, and most of arms

missing. The goddess stands upright, with legs close together and arms

stretched outwards, probably holding spear and shield. She wears a large

helmet covering the nape of the neck, and a long close-fitting tunic girt

1 Thuc. v. 70; Aristot. in Gell. i. II. 19; Plut. de Musis, 1140c, Inst. Lac*2T,%K, Lycurgus 21 ;

Dio Chrys. xxxii. 380 M; Polyaenus, i. 10; Lucian, de Salt. 10; schol. ad Pind. P. ii. 127; Cic.

Tusc. ii. 16. 37; Val. Max. ii. 6. 2.

2 There are several trumpeters on r. -f. Attic vases of this date.

3 Cat. of Bronzes, No. 223.

L 2
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round the waist. There is also an incised line under the bosom, which is

shewn by a slight swelling. Two locks fall on each shoulder, and the rest

of the hair in an oblong mass on her back, marked by horizontal incisions.

The tunic is decorated, in front only, with small incised circles, in three

regular vertical rows. The eyes arc two deeply incised circles, and the

mouth two parallel incised lines. The patina is a light green, and is in

perfect preservation. The archaic character of the figure is shewn not only

by the rough workmanship, but by the shape, which resembles the early

Fig. 4.—Bronze Statuette of Athena. (Scale 3:5.)

xoana figures, such as the so-called Samian toiso from the Acropolis of

Athens. 1 The figure is treated strictly as the combination of four planes,

and the profile of the back is shewn without any consideration of the

covering draper}-. The front, on the other hand, betrays no appreciation

of the bod} - behind the draper}-. There is thus a mixture of style in the

treatment, which suggests an earl\- archaism. It is possible that we have

in this statuette a copy of the actual statue of Gitiadas, who, working in the

1 'E0. 'Apx- 1S8S, PI. 6.
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early sixth century, would yet make a hieratic statue in imitation of the

earlier xoanon. The top of the head is fiat as if cut off.

3. Statuette of Aphrodite (?) (Fig. 5). Height -135 m. ; height

without headdress 119 m.; head without head-dress -022 m. Found at

a depth of '60 m. The left hand is split into four pieces.

The goddess stands upright with legs close together and arms by her

side as far as the elbow, then bent upwards on the bosom, and carrying

Fig. 5.

—

Bronze Statuette of Aphrodite (?). (Scale 3 : 5.)

spherical objects which are perhaps apples. She is clad in a tight-fitting

Doric peplos girt round the waist, with 6 vertical folds behind ; the overfall

covers the bosom in front, while the back piece falls over the arms, and

covers the shoulders, giving the appearance of a tippet from behind.

She wears a necklace, and a headdress consisting of a cylindrical object

lying on a basket, the whole -oi6m. high. The hair falls in a pointed

mass to the waist behind with wide horizontal divisions, and is confined by a

1 1
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semicircular band in front, below which six spiral curls lie on the forehead.

The eyes are raised ovals with incised pupils under raised eyebrows, the

nose is long, and the mouth has full lips curved upwards in ' the archaic

smile.' Chin and ears are heavy. The body is shaped like a pillar

with two small holes at the ankles, and a large hole beneath the figure for

attachment to a base. The patina is blue-green, the surface well preserved.

There is no decoration on the dress. The figure belongs to the late

archaic period, perhaps the middle of the sixth century, and seems clearly

Ionian in style, making a most striking contrast with the Athena just

described. The soft heavy features and archaic smile, as well as the head-

dress and the fruit-motive, stamp its oriental character. The statuette

shews some resemblance to the statue of Cheramyes in the Louvre. 1

Besides these three statuettes, we also found a statuette of Athena,

086 m. high, belonging to a later period ; of a negress, *o88 m. high, also

of later origin ; of an armed Aphrodite, -12 m. high, perhaps of the fourth

century; and an archaic male statuette, -072 m. high. There were also three

bulls, a lion, a horse, and an owl in bronze, and a series of bronze

bells, some inscribed with dedications to Athena. The smaller bronze finds

included pins, rings, handles, ornaments, and the usual apparatus of a

Greek sanctuary. In the Geometric stratum were found a horse, a bird,

and several fibulae, besides smaller fragments.

A Panathenaic Amphora was our most important find in pottery

(Plate V.).

Found at a depth of '40 m. to
-6o m.

Height (restored) about "53 m.; diameter of neck -16 m. ; largest

diameter of vase, '34 m. ; diameter of foot about 'iom. Missing: one handle

and parts of inscr. ; black panel under missing handle; lower part of vase

with exception of one piece of ray-pattern and two pieces of foot.

This b.-f. vase was found in fragments, but after careful restoration,

about two-thirds of it have been put together, including nearly the whole of

the four-horse chariot which forms one of the scenes. The vase is of the

finest workmanship, and bears comparison with any now in the museums

of Europe in material, in preservation,, and in painting. One side

shews the traditional representation of Athena Promachos clad in long

tunic and aegis, and bearing spear and shield. On the latter is a siren in

1 E. Gardner, Handbook, p. 112, Fig. II.
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white colour. The goddess faces to the left, and stands with left foot advanced

between two pillars with Doric capitals, on which stand cocks. Along the

left-hand pillar runs the inscription TON AO]ENEOEN AOUO[N written

vertically, but not Kiov-qhov. Athena's dress has no ornament, but the

folds are indicated by incised wavy lines. The shield has a rim with

a decoration of dots. The comb and wattles of the cocks are purple. The

crest of Athena's helmet was probably cut off by the rim below the neck

of the vase.

On the other side there is a spirited rendering of a four-horsed chariot

just arriving at the goal, which is shewn by a white pillar with blunt top

on a square white base. The four horses are grouped in a way traditional

in b.-f. vases of the period, and the chariot, which is hidden all save the

wheels and the front rail, is shewn in perspective. The charioteer is clad in

a long white sleeveless tunic with purple cross-bands over the shoulders.

Though in profile, his eye is fully shewn. He grasps the reins and a

long goad in his left hand. His outstretched right hand is hidden behind

the horses' necks. Owing to some confusion in the artist's mind the goad

and reins appear to be passing behind his body, and have no visible

connection with the reins shewn on the horses' necks. The charioteer's

hair and beard and the horses' manes are decorated with stripes of purple,

and there are purple dots on the breast collars. It is noticeable that the

artist, perhaps to produce a better composition of the legs, has endowed

one of the horses with a fifth foot. The neck of the vase is decorated with

the usual double honeysuckle pattern, with alternate black and purple

tongues below. A band of black rays decorates the lowest part of the

vase above the foot, which consists of a simple curve.

This vase has one unique feature of great interest in the form of a

scratched inscription in large letters below the painted scenes. Unfortun-

ately the break occurs across the middle of the inscription, but this

much can be read with certainty.

T . . . 7A®AN A! AS . . . t . . . radavaiai (Plate V.).

There is room for about three letters between the two t's. The

inscription must have been scratched on the vase by the winner after his

return from Athens, on the occasion of the dedication of the vase in the

Brazen House. It was in every way suitable that Athena's prize from

Athens should be dedicated in her house at Sparta, but it is remarkable,
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since there are only a few instances known of Panathenaic amphorae

being dedicated in a temple. They are usually found in tombs. 1

The clay is most carefully kneaded, the pink surface being absolutely

even, and the black having turned in firing into a lustrous dark green.

Comparing its execution and style with the vases in the British

Museum, it would seem to fall in date between B 133 and B 135 of

the catalogue numbers.2 The latter, with the biga in profile, seems a

little older. B 131 and B 136 seem rather later. In execution B 133

is very close. We may therefore date the vase, in all probability, in

the second half of the 6th century, a date which agrees with the evidence

of the inscription.

Other Panathenaic Amphora Fragments.

The fragments of this vase were all found in one spot near D
in the plan. Two other fragments of somewhat similar material were

found a few yards to the N.W. One of these has a piece of aegis,

and the other, part of a pillar. They therefore belong to a Panathenaic

amphora, but as the first vase possesses the duplicate piece of aegis, and as

it is impossible to locate the pillar fragment in it, they clearly come from a

second vase.

Other fragments were found outside the sanctuary wall to the E.

Among these we found the following fragments of a third vase similar

in size, thickness and material to the first : parts of Athena's feet ; waist

with purple girdle and back bit of aegis
; n of inscription by left hand

column ; arms and part of dress of white-clad bearded charioteer with

purple cross-bands, holding reins in two hands and heavy curved goad
;

parts of three horses' heads ; large wheel of chariot seen full, and A of

scratched inscription below it ; three large bits all black, and smaller black

pieces ; one handle. As the wheel is in profile, this third vase may be

rather earlier than the first. It is interesting to find traces of a similar

scratched inscription.

A fourth vase is represented by three fragments of much thicker clay :

1 J.H.S. ix. 1888, p. 222, a fragment found in the temple of Aphrodite at Paphos ; B.S.A.

1896-7, p. 193, fragments at Eleusis ; Fouillcs de Delphes, v. part 2, p. 158, Figs. 655, 656, small

fragments at Delphi. The fragments found on the Acropolis at Athens were probably dedications

also.

*-' Catalogue of Vases, Vol. ii. pp. 99, 100.
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handle with part of left pillar and cock; front left foot of Athena;

black piece from below.

Of a fifth vase two fragments remain, much thinner than the others
;

right-hand cock and pillar fragment ; small fragment.

A sixth vase is distinguished by its very coarse black glaze ; one

fragment with roughly cut inscription Al.

The seventh vase is distinguished by bad firing, which has left all the

red parts grey : piece of Athena's shield with neck, part of aegis and plait

of hair ; two horses' heads ; two bits of wheel of chariot shewing body of

chariot, and piece of white tunic of charioteer driving to right
;
piece

of thick palmettc.

These seven vases can be easily distinguished. 3 and 4 both

shew Athena's left foot. 7 again is separate, as 3 has its own wheels,

while 4 is much thicker than 7. The glaze of 6 is quite unique, and 1 and

2 were found in a different place. 5 is so thin as to be in a class of its own.

All the fragments, however, seem to be on the same scale as No. 1, and we

can therefore restore at least seven amphorae of about the same size.

Each had probably its scratched inscription. They all seem to belong

to the latter part of the sixth or beginning of the fifth century.

From these vases we can assume that it was the custom of the

Spartans not to keep their prize vases like the Greeks of Cyrcne and Magna

Graecia, but to dedicate them in their own Athena temple.

Other potter)' fragments comprised b.-f., r.-f., black-glazed, and

Hellenistic ware, but no very large pieces were found, except the greater

part of a b.-f. kantharos with a decoration of ivy-leaves. Of the

Orientalising period a very few sherds were found above the Geometric,

outside the inclosure, but inside, the only representatives of the period

were a considerable number of miniature vases. A large number of black-

glazed sherds bore scratched inscriptions, mainly dedications to Athena.

We also found a series of terracotta votive bells, doubtless a cheap variety

of the bronze type.

Bone and Ivory.— 1 knife handle, 1 disc with incised circles, 4 needles,

2 strips with ribbed decoration, 1 small bone tube, 2 fragments of bone

rings, 1 bone reel, 2 ivory dice.

Lead Figurines.—83 wreaths, 1 woman, 3 warriors, 1 sceptre (?), 1 palm

branch, 1 5 animals (mostly deer).

1 1 #
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Iron.—Half a double axe, "125 m. long,
-o8 m. greatest breadth; spear-

head, -15 m. long, "027 m. greatest breadth.

Marble.—Part of a child's torso, and lower part of a statuette (4.6 in. high)

of Athena. These are both of Roman date.

Miscellaneous.—Steatite whorl ; small bar of electrum ; small Byzantine

lead seal
; 3 glass beads.

The architectural fragments include two large Doric capitals and two

pieces of painted and incised terracotta, probably an antefix and part of

the sima, of the sanctuary.

Guy Dickins.



LACONIA.

I.—EXCAVATIONS AT SPARTA, 1907.

§ 8.

—

The Tombs.

(Plates VI., VII.)

Between the Acropolis hill of Sparta and the northern limits of the

modern town lies a stretch of level ground, the greater part of which is

covered with olive trees. In the middle of this area (General Plan,

K 14 and 15) are a series of four tombs, of which two found undisturbed

and one empty belong to the Hellenistic age, while one, now unfortunately

almost totally destroyed, appears to have had a greater antiquity. This

line of tombs lies along the southern limit of what we suppose to be the

site of the Agora, and is thus in the heart of the ancient town. The

conspicuous ancient building known as the Tomb of Leonidas lies a short

distance away, and the discovery of tombs so close to it, and of a form not

greatly dissimilar, opens once more the question of its purpose. It will

be necessary to make further trials in this neighbourhood, which may be

an extensive necropolis.

At Sparta burial within the walls was permissible, a circumstance

unusual in Greece but paralleled in other towns of Dorian origin.

Plutarch informs us of Lycurgus 1
: iv rf) troXec daineiv tovs petcpovs teal

ir\rj(TLOv €%eiv ra fivjj/xara rwv tepcov ov/c eKooXvae. The same custom is

noted by Polybius 2 in the case of Sparta's colony Tarentum. Timolcon

was buried in the agora of Syracuse,3 and Brasidas in that of Amphipolis,'

1 Lycurgus, 27. - viii. 30. 3 I'lut. Timakon, 39. * Thuc. v. 11.
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an Athenian colony, it is true, but then in the act of abjuring its

Athenian sympathies. At Megara a similar freedom was enjoyed. 1
It

appears that in the earliest times intramural burial was practised at

Athens also,2 while on the other hand at Dorian Sicyon,'5
it was strictly

forbidden.

The ordinary Greek view of the pollution caused by cemeteries,

especially in regard to neighbouring sanctuaries, is well illustrated by

Fig. i.—Tomb A.

Thucydides' account of the purification of Delos by the Athenians.4 As a

rule, Greek burial-places were outside the walls of the towns, e.g. the

Kerameikos at Athens, the necropoleis of Tanagra, Myrina, and Cyrene, or

the lonely rock-tombs of Lycia.

Ancient burials found previously in our excavations at Sparta 5 have

1 Paus. i. 43. 3.
2 Plato, Minos, 315 D.

3 Plut. Aratus, 53) v6/xou ovros apx<*iov, fir/ifva OdirTtaOat rti\iwv ivT6s, 2<rxi/pas re t$ vnuw

SfifftSaifiovias irpo<Tov<rr)s.

4 Thuc. iii. 104 ; cf. also Cic. ad Fam. iv. 12, the well-known passage relating to the burial of

M. Marcellus. 5 B.S.A. xii. pp. 281, 293.
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been jar-burials, or simple interments under covering slabs, and the

elaborate architecture of the tombs now in question is rather surprising.

Plates VI., VII. with plans, sections, and elevations, and the illustrations

accompanying this article give a good idea of their massive construction.

Tomb A is built against a sloping bank of hard virgin soil ; its

threshold is at a depth of two metres below the present surface, and it is

clear from its elaborate facade that it originally fronted on an ancient road

or open space. The sides, on the other hand, shew little finish, and were

probably invisible. The tomb would therefore have originally appeared

as built into a wall of earth.

A number of tiles found outside and below it, suggest that it

had once a tiled roof, in which case it must have been intended to

present the appearance of a small Hcroon. In the south gate of the

Byzantine fortress, not far from these tombs, we found a small pediment

made of a single block of stone about one metre long, with three small

holes at either end for the fastening of acroteria, and an inset on the top of

the gable for the same purpose. In the museum * exist several anthemia,

with the corresponding piece cut out underneath, obviously intended to fit

into such pediments. It is highly probable that our tombs had similar

pediments, and that the many antheinia in the museum originally were

used for this purpose. The tombs at Megara appear to have been

similarly constructed,'2 to pkv aw^ia yfj Kpinnovai, Xidov 8e iiroiKoho/xriaavTe^

KptjTrlBa Kiovas e(piard(Tt, ical eV aitToi<; eirtdrjfia ttolovctl kclto, tovs deTovs

jidXicna iv toI<; vaots, €irc<ypap,p,a Se aWo p,ev iirtypdcpovcnv ovhev, to 8e

ovofia icp' avroi) ical ov iraTpoOev inreiirovTes tceXevovcri top veicpbv yaipetv?

Herodotus 3 mentions a Heroon also at Segesta.

At Sparta, we learn from Plutarch,4 no man's name might be

inscribed on his tomb unless he died in war, no woman's unless she had

been a priestess.

The Spartan tombs, despite some points of resemblance, must be

clearly distinguished from the rock-graves of Cyrene or Etruria, which

developed into the columbaria of Roman cemeteries. These were real

houses of the dead into which the living could enter, with shelves inside

for the reception of the small sarcophagi holding the cremated remains.

At Sparta, on the other hand, the tombs were used for ordinary

1 Cf. T(xl and Wace, S.M.C. No. 665. - Paus. ii. 7. 2.
3 v. 47.

4 Lycurgns, 27.
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inhumation ; they contained two or three burials, but the corpses were

stretched out without coffins, and surrounded by the objects buried with

them, thus occupying the whole of the available space. Once filled, the

monuments could not to be entered by the living.

The best preserved of the tombs discovered is Tomb A (Plate VI.

and Figs. I and 3). This is oblong in form, and built of large blocks of a dark

soft stone ; there is no floor and the lower corpse rests on the virgin soil.

The orientation is E.N E. and W.S.W., the head lying at the eastern end.

Fig. 2.

—

Tomb B.

Three courses of the southern long wall are preserved, and two of the

northern ; there is no bonding by cramps or mortar, and it seems likely that

the whole tomb was imbedded in a bank of earth. The facade consists of

a very large block of stone as foundation, filling the entire width of the

tomb and carefully dressed in front ; upon it lie two courses of marble

slabs, the lower adorned with a simple moulding ; two more small marble

slabs rest on the edges of the top marble course, serving presumably as
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socles for the antae of the walls, which were probably coated with stucco.

Between them was the threshold, the two marble slabs that form it being

secured by an iron cramp. There are no traces of a hole for the door-post.

The upper courses of the side walls are set back a little from the lower

course ; on the shelves thus formed rest stone slabs separating the upper

and lower burials. A description of the contents of the tomb follows.

The skeletons and vases of the upper burial were disordered, but this was

due to the fall of the earth consequent on the destruction of the roof, and

not to rifling. In front of the tomb was a solid bottle-shaped stone pillar

Fig. 3.

—

Tomb A. Contents of Upper Burial.

like part of a balustrade, '525 m. high; its connection with the tomb is

doubtful.

Tomb B was discovered empty, and the complete absence of bones or

sherds suggests that this was due rather to its never having been used

than to robbery. It was perhaps never even completed, as no tiles

were found near it. This tomb is of a different type from Tomb A
(Plate VII. and Fig. 2), being much wider, and having no marble courses

;

on the other hand the moulding of the stone courses that take their place

is continued round, on to the long side on the north. The orientation is

E.S.E. and W.N.W. with the entrance on the eastern side, where we find a

large square hole for the door-post. The large cramp-holes in the wall-
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courses shew that the wall was intended to carry more strain. This tomb

therefore probably stood free, and was not imbedded in the earth. It also

Fir,. 4,

—

Western End of Tomb C

Fig. 5. —South-western Compartment of Tomb C.

has a floor of large slabs extending under and beyond the walls. The

threshold was 2'6o m. below the surface.
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Tomb C (Plate VII. and Figs. 4 and 5) shews a further variety

in construction, since it is a double tomb ; in other respects, however, it

closely resembles Tomb A : its orientation is the same, but here the

entrance is on the opposite or eastern side ; it also has marble courses in

its facade, and an upper and lower burial separated by slabs. There is a

further division of the upper burial by a thin cross-slab at the western end.

The western end is embedded in virgin soil like the eastern end of A, and

there arc no traces of bonding; the contents also, and the tiles were >imilar.

The threshold is 250 m. below the surface.

The northern wall of this tomb has entirely disappeared, and with it

the contents of both upper and lower burials of the northern division.

Probably this was due to the chance discover)- of the top of the wall and

the subsequent removal of all the stones, but this leaves the preservation of

the rest of the tomb unexplained, since the disturbance of the upper burial

in the southern division is due not to rifling, but. as in the case of A, to the

fall of earth from above. Both B and C shewed traces of a covering of

stucco inside, previous to the interments.

In another pit near Tomb B traces of a fourth tomb were found : this

had walls of rough blocks, and seemed to belong to an early period,

but later Roman and Byzantine foundations built above it had almost

totally destroyed it. Between and above the blocks of the tomb were found

vases of all periods, Geometric, Orientalising, red-figured, and Hellenistic,

with lamps, Megarian bowls, and loom-weights.

No grave-reliefs of the usual kind were discovered in or near the

tombs. A relief fragment found above Tomb C appears to belong rather

to a dedication to the Dioscuri. Above Tomb A part of a small marble

statue of Aphrodite was unearthed, but it is of Roman workmanship, and

can have no connection with the tomb.

A marble child's head of very late Roman style was found at a point

near the path in L 15, and some human bones suggested the existence of

another tomb ; but there is the shaft of an ancient well here, and the

various objects found were probably thrown down it. Among these was an

earthenware bowl with very inferior black glaze.

The vases contained in these tombs are all of the Hellenistic period.

In Tomb A there was an upper (Tomb A I.)
1 and a lower burial (Tomb

1 The different burials are referred to by these numbers in the description of the vases below.

M
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Fig. 6.—Pottery from Tombs A and C. (Scale i : 3*.

Fig. 8.—Pottery from Tombs A and C. (Scale i : 5.)
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A II.): in the upper there were at least two skeletons and in the lower

only one. We must naturally assume the lower burial to be the earlier.

Of Tomb C, which was a double tomb, only one half was intact. This

contained three interments : there was a lower burial (Tomb C I.) as in A,

with one skeleton only ; the upper burial consisted of a small compartment

at the west end, with one skeleton (Tomb C II.) and of the main interment

(Tomb C III.), which contained at least three skeletons. Probably there

was originally only one interment in the upper tomb, and when later it was

desired to make other interments, the skeleton and vases belonging to the

earlier one were collected into this small compartment. Thus we have

three stages of Tomb C : (I.) the lower burial, (II.) the compartment, (III.)

the main upper burial ; and of these I. is the earliest and III. the latest.

We may tabulate the contents of the tombs as follows :

The different interments are arranged in what we hope to shew is their

chronological order ; the two points which are assumed are that the small

cpen lamps (Fig. 6, h) are earlier than the half-closed type (Fig. 6, f) ; and

that the short, large-bodied lekythoid amphorae (Fig. 7, k) are earlier than

the long narrow type (Fig. 7, c).

I. LAMPS.

Small Open
Type. Latkk Half-clcMlO Tvi'K.

r . , 'i.i No handles,
Fig. 6,^. lotal.

Fig. 6,/
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I Slack. Kcd.
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III. <>l HI-'.R \ ASKS.

lomb V I.
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• hie mug, and a few -herd Two jui;s ( Fig. 6, /).

One mns ( Fig. ?,_/).
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6. „)
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Two mugs (Fig. S. ,). Six jugs (Fjtf. 1 ;')

Two trefoil oillocb

(Fig. 6
:

//).

Tomb Clll. ... Two skyphoi with white 01 red One -kyi hos (Fig. 1 ). of F.ight jugs (Fig. 6. fi) One mug.
and incised patterns (Fig. 10). gray ware. < Ine conical vase (Fig. One bowl (Fig. 7./).

Two saucer bowls (Fig. 8. «). One cuu. 7 //). One kylix.

One do. half-closed (Fig. ). Four plates, or dishe

One bowl
One di-h.
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Miscellaneous Finds.

Tomb A I.

Tripod, with lion-shaped legs (cf. Fig. 7, (/, .v), two of the legs only.—Stopper

of red clay.—Megarian bowl (Fig. 9), inscribed (|)IAoKA€oC.—One Satyr's head

lamp (Fig. 6, d).

Gold bracteates imitated from Sicyonian coins 1
:— one small double, dove

to r., border of dots ; one small double, dove to 1. : one small single, dove to r.,

border of dots.

Silver earrings, two small.

Silver coins, illegible and small, two.

Fit;. 9.—Mkc.arian Bowl kkom Tomk A 1.

Tomb CI.

('•old bracteates, one small double, dove to r., border of dots.

1
v. B.M.Cat. Peloponnesus, l'ls. VII., VIII., IX. Bracteates of this type from Kretria are ii

the National Museum, Athens, Nos. 12170, 12426; in the same collection arc a larjje numbei >'

bracteates imitating other coins, such as the later tetradrachms of Athens and the type- o)

Lysimachus. A collection of bracteates in the British Museum contain-; many imitations <-t

Corcyraean coins,

1 2
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Tomb A II.

Relief-lekythos, Aphrodite on swan (Fig. 7, b).—Fragment of Megarian bowl

inscribed CCOCIMoC
Tripods : one complete (Fig. 7, a), and one leg with a figure of Nike, from

another (Fig. 7, g). One Satyr's head lamp (Fig. 6, d).

The neck of a flask-like vase.

Two loom-weights, one pyramidal, one round.

Gold bracteates, one large double, dove to r. all in wreath ; one medium
double, dove to 1. all in wreath; one similar, but with dot border; one large double,

dove to r., double border of dots.

Beads : one lentoid amber bead, two small glass beads, and one paste bead.

Fig. 10.

—

Skyphos from Tomb C hi.

Tomb C II.

Lower part of seated male terracotta statuette.

inscribedCOJCIMoC.

Tomb C III.

Fragment of a Megarian bowl

Lamp : one of black ware with three spouls (cf. Wiegand-Schrader, Priene,

Fig. 56?); base of red-black plate with roughened ornament round centre

(cf. ibid., p. 396, 3/;).

Loom-weights : one pyramidal and one shaped like a double cone; one
whorl. Also fragments of large bowls of coarse black ware.

Gold bracteates : two medium double, dove to r., border of dots and wreath;
four large single, do., do. ; two medium single, dove to r., border of dots ; one
medium double, dove to 1., border of dots and wreath ; one small single, do., do.

;

one medium single, do., do. ; one small double, dove to 1., border of dots ; two
large single, dove to 1., border of dots only ; one medium single, blank.

Coins: Laconia, AL. one, cf. B.M.C. Laamia, 62 ; Obv. Head of Sparta to

1. ; Rev. Dioscuri on horseback charging to r. ; below them AA, and underneath

eni €ypyk
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As regards the chronological order which we have given to the

different interments, a glance at the first table shews that according to our

arrangement the small open lamps gradually give place to the larger half-

closed type. Similarly in the lekythoid amphorae the long narrow type,

which is at first relatively scarce, is later very common, while the short

large-bodied type becomes almost extinct. The results given by this

arrangement of the interments tally with those obtained by noting the

proportion of red to black ware, whioh with this arrangement also gradually

increases. When we turn to the third table and consider the relations of

the black glazed ware, the pink-surfaced unglazed vases and the fine red

glazed ware, we see that in the interment that comes first on the evidence

of the lamps and the lekythoid amphorae red glazed ware is entirely

absent. In the third interment (Tomb A II.) it occurs, but compared with

the good black glazed ware and the pink-surfaced ware it is rare. On the

other hand in the fifth interment it is quite as common as the other two

kinds.

Now the latest burial in Tomb C III. is dated by the coin of Eurycles,

who ruled Laconia under Augustus : that is to say the terminus ante quern

is the end of the first century B.C. There were, as we have seen, in the

tombs five different interments, and in two interments there was more

than one skeleton. So when we consider the development of the vases

found, we may not unreasonably assume the period covered by the burials

to be about 150 years. This dating back from the time of Eurycles gives

us the first half of the second century B.C. as the date of the earliest

interment. In general these vases resemble the unpainted ware from

I'riene which is dated by Zahn to the third and second centuries B.C.1 We
see from these tombs, if our dating is right, that this class of pottery was

still used at Sparta till the end of the first century B.C., when we recognise

in the fine red glazed ware the beginnings of terra sigillatar It is perhaps

a little surprising to find that at Sparta the small open type of lamp was

still in use during the second century; at Priene 3 and Pergamum i only

the half-closed type occurs during the Hellenistic age. We also remark

that the black glazed ware with ornament rendered by incisions and white

1 Wiegand-Schrader, Prieiie, p. 428.

- This at l'riene began early in the first century B.C., op. cit. p. 447.

s Op. cit. p. 458, Fig. 558.
4 Conze, Kleinfundc atts J'., p. 13.
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paint, of the kind attributed by Watzinger to the third century,1 and

Meo-arian bowls as well, continued in use in Sparta as late as the end of the

second century B.C. at least ; but from the evidence before us it does not

seem possible to assign to the vases from these tombs a date earlier than

that we have already indicated.

A. J. B. Wage.

Guv Dickins.

1
.-////. Milt. 1901, pp. 6S-102.



LACONIA.

I.—EXCAVATIONS AT SPARTA, 190;.

§ 9.—A Sanctuary ox the Megalopolis Road.

PAUSANIAS 1 in his description of Laconia noted two sanctuaries

within a short distance of Sparta on the road to Arcadia and Megalopolis

The modern bridle-track leading in the same direction past the villages ot

Kastania and Leondari crosses the Acropolis hill, and emerges into the

plain of the Eurotas about a quarter of a mile from the iron bridge on the

Sparta-Tripolis high road ; it then passes between a shoulder of the hill

Analipsis and the vineyards on the right bank of the river. We may

assume that the ancient road followed the same course, at any rate for

some miles from Sparta, since any other direction would entangle it in the

network of low hills and torrent-beds stretching from the river to Taygctus

itself.

In the vineyard- of Stratios Bomborcs, about fifty yards to the east ol

the road, a large number of miniature vases and occasional terracotta

figurines have been found yearly during the spring vine-trimming, and the

surface was littered with fragments on my first inspection of the ground

in 1906. Besides these obvious traces of ancient occupation there were

stories of other and richer finds made on the site : thus I was told th.it

valuable bronzxs had been discovered here twenty-five years ago, and that

slabs of marble were still occasionally unearthed in digging.

1 l'aus. iii. 20. S. The statue of Athena Tarea ami the sanctuary of Achilles.

- N 8 in the General l'lan.

1 2 •
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A certain spot was pointed out as the nucleus of the hoard of miniature

vases, 1 and work was commenced here with four men on March 27th. Four

days sufficed for the necessary operations. A pit was sunk on a low

embankment between two vineyards, and from the surface downwards the

ground consisted of a tightly packed mass of the miniature vases referred

to above. As soon as we got below the actual surface of the vineyard, the

colour of the soil changed from brown to black, and we struck a burnt

5 METRES

Fig. i.»—Plan of Sanctuary. (Scale i : 200.)

stratum "50 m. thick containing an admixture of charred bones. The

vases were more tightly packed as we descended. In this burnt stratum

was a wall,
-20 m. below the surface of the field, composed of irregular blocks

of stone piled together roughly without mortar ; its height, which was

greatest in the spot where we first struck it, was i
-

50 m.

1 Some of the main types of these vases are shewn in Fig. 2. They are discussed by

Mr. Droop on p. 129.
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Further excavation along the line of the wall revealed its plan as

shewn in Fig. 1. It proceeds in a south-westerly direction from the

nucleus of vases for 1850 m., but then its direction changes, and it meets

a cross-wall running north-west to south-east. The depth here amounts

only to "50 m., and the whole of the soil has been disturbed ; there is no

trace of the burnt stratum, and the walls are built more carelessly of

smaller stones. Miniature vases are here only found on or near the surface,

where they have been scattered during agricultural operations. Thus we

may conclude that these walls, and the others marked by hatching in the

plan, were built at a later time, and have no connection with the original

wall, which is shewn black in Fig. 1. The antiquity of this wall is, I think,

established by the clear stratification of the soil, which has remained

undisturbed owing to the coincidence of the embankment with the

line of the wall. It will be noticed that the wall bends in a south-easterly

direction at its northern end, enclosing the nucleus of the vases, which

extends over a space of not more than four square metres. Close to this

wall, on its outer, i.e. northern and eastern, sides were found fragments of

tiles, usually with a black or brown glaze on one side, which correspond

with those found together with Orientalising pottery at the Orthia

Sanctuary. 1 In the same stratum of that sanctuary were found also

considerable quantities of miniature vases. 2

Trenches were made in all directions on both sides of the wall, but

there was only one find of any consequence, a fragment of a Doric column

made of a very coarse stone, originally covered with fine marble stucco.

It was found on the line of the short arm of the wall a few metres from its

termination. On restoration the column would be '32 m. in diameter, with

20 flutes "052 m. in width, and a slight entasis of about "005 m. in the '47 m.

of height preserved. The stucco exists in small patches on three of tie

four surviving flutes. Elsewhere we found the soil disturbed, and the

occasional fragments of wall shewed no coherence and no signs of

antiquity.

The results of our investigations, therefore, go to shew that the

ancient wall and its return are the only surviving remains of an ancient

precinct. In this precinct stood some erection of which we possess a

fragment in the piece of a Doric column. The scale of this fragment

1 B.S.A. xii. p. 32.'. - B.S.A. xii. p. 329.
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points to an altar, or small shrine, such as would be suitable for a Ileroon. 1

The charred earth and the bones exist as evidence for burnt sacrifice, and

in the myriad vases, the terracottas, and the lead figurines we see the

Votive offerings of the shrine, numerically enormous, but of the cheapest

and most ordinary description. Doubtless man)- a traveller from Sparta to

Megalopolis halted to offer his gift at the wayside shrine, and the great

number and small value of the offerings are an eloquent tribute alike to

the piety and the poverty of the Spartan wayfarer.

As to the date of the sanctuary, the discover}- of a few Hellenistic

Fig. 2.—Miniature Vases from Sanctuary. (Scale i : 2.

)

fragments of pottery suggests that it survived as late as the third or second

century B.C., while the general character of the miniature vases, the tiles,

the lead wreaths, and fragments of Orientalising pottery shew, I think,

that the heyday of its reputation corresponded with the Orientalising

stratum of the Orthia Sanctuary, viz. from the middle of the seventh to

the middle of the sixth century B.C.

It is impossible to say with certainty, in the absence of an inscription,

1 For examples of Heroa of this type cf. Wace and Hasluck in B.S.A. xi. p. 89 ; Roscher,

ii. pp. 2493 seqq.
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whether we should recognise in this sanctuary the sanctuary of Achilles

seen by Pausanias, but its position and character offer no difficulties to the

attribution of the name.

The following is an inventory of the objects found in the angle of

the wall.

1. Miniature Vases :—whole, about 4000; damaged, about 8000.

2. Terracotta figurines : 8, of very poor quality.

3. Lead figurines : 44 crowns, 1 palm-branch, 3 warriors, 1 lad)- with

high head-dress.

4. Miscellaneous objects : 1 small lead saucer, 3 large lead discs ;

'

5 lumps of iron, 3 bars of iron,- 1 iron instrument ; 2 loom-

weights ; 1 rubbing-stone; 1 small bone disc ; 2 small terracotta

discs.

5. ' A tray-full of bone fragments.

6. Three baskets-full of tiles.

7. Pottery fragments ranging in date from Orientalising to

Hellenistic.

8. Part of a Doric column.
Guv Uh kins.

1 Probably for securing iron or bronze cramps and dowcl-

- Perhaps currency.



LACONIA.

I.—EXCAVATIONS AT SPARTA, 1907

§ 10.

—

Inscriptions. 1

New Portion of the Damonon Inscription.

The beginning of Damonon's votive slab, which was found by

Leake in the Monaster}- of the Holy Forty ("\yioi Tecra-apuKovra or

£3PgSS !

USk*

W
1

I wish to thank Mr. A. M. Woodward for a number of suggestions of which he has most

generously allowed me to avail myself in the present article. Mr. Woodward hail the advantage

of visiting Sparta in the autumn of 1907, when he made several discoveries in connection with the

inscriptions, which were then in the Museum. I have acknowledged his chief contributions as

they occur.
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*2.apdvTa) and is now in the Sparta Museum, is one of the best known

and oftenest discussed of early Laconian inscriptions.

The following are the chief references. Leake, Travels in the Morea,

ii. 521 and Plate 71 (end of vol. iii.). A better copy, Dressel and

Milchhofer, Atli. Mitt. ii. 318. Facsimile in Roehl, I.G.A. 79 and Imagines'1

x. n. 16, p. 28 ; Fick, Bess. Beitrdge, iii. 12F ff. ; Collitz-Bcchtel, iii. 4416;

Roberts, Introd. to Gk. Epigr. i. n. 264 ; Tod, Sparta A/us. Cat. n. 440.

(Other references, none of them of much importance, are given by Tod

and Roehl, //. c.)

The end of this part of the inscription has suffered somewhat since

the early copies were taken. We print Dressel-Milchhofer's version beside

what now appears on the stone.

Dressel-Milchhofer. Present State.

~aDeeni^7/been v ma'///////7 35 tadeenikabeenyma" 35

//.//" P A T/fl/A ikoNU. ./if I ////I!/
nPAT A IDoN Do/

////// " B I A K A i K E A E X M j //////// B I A K A I K E A E X M I /

/////////Ai-:BA ' ////EN//////// if/ A£B*. \ EN *

/////////E »////*/////////// N

//
////7////"oN l ////\////// 40

The accepted restoration of the last few lines (due to Fick, /.c.) is as

follows :

35 rdSe ivUahe 'Kvvfia - -
\

[ha] TrpaT[a yuv]aitca)v, A |

- - ijhia

ical Ke\rj% jxi |
- - a«? ha - - €v v |

- - 40 [e'j'hji;-

/9[eo]f[Ti hi7T7r&)t]

Alternative Readings.

38 ? ha[/u,a] £v\iicr\\. 40 ? \jcr)V 'A/>]tofT[t']a[<?].

This was thought to refer to victories of a woman, Enymacrita (?),

there being evidence that Spartan women did at times take part in chariot

racing. But in the light of the new fragment this view must be given up.

There is no possible doubt that the two stones belong together ; the

lettering is the same, the same marble is used, and the measurements agree.

The portion already known is '235 m. wide, 16 m. thick. The details of the

new stone are as follows.
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Slab of whitish marble, yox -2$ X 17 m. Broken above and below.

Letters
-o 1 1 m. found in the foundations of a late Roman building on

the Acropolis, in the ruins of the temple of Athena Chalkioikus.

The numbering from the beginning of the whole inscription is added.)

DOAlTOi Bo\tXo\i' Kal ho k£\>]!; pid$\

AMEPAlBAMAENlKON (tfiepwi ha fid it law.

KAIPAPPAPONI AENIKE tat Wapirapmna ivUt}

ENYMAKPATlDASPAlDAS 'EwutucpaTtSa? iralBas 45

ITADlONKAlDl AYACN 5 <tt iBiov Kal BiavXov

KAlDOAItONKAIBOKE *«< BoXixbv Kai ho **[*»/£]

MIA?AMEPA?BAMA /"'as dfiepa? hapd

ENlKE KAlDAMONON ivUtj. kci\ Aapuivwv

ENlKEPAI£IONEN evUi] iraU l<ov €v 50

r \IAAOtO£TADlONKAI IO {Ta)utF6xa> ardBiov Kal

AYAON Bi](a)vXov.

•JDAMONONENIKE *](«)» ba/uovw evUi]

:.AI£I0NAI8>EBIA (7r)aU Imv \i$tjhia

i!TADlONKAlDlAYAON ardBiov Kal BiavXov. 55

KAlDAMONONENlKE 1
5 Kal Xapwvwv ivitci]

P AISIONM AAEA TEIA irals la>v MoXeuTeia

^TADIONKAIDIAYAON tndBiov koX BiavXov.

KAlDAMONONENlKE ""*' Aafidtvav evUt)

PAICIONAIXEBI A iraU iwv \i0tjhia 60

£TADlONKAlDlAYAON 20 (ttuBlov Kal BiavXov.

KAlDAMONONENlKE Kal Aafimvatv ivUi]

PAiSIONPAPPAPONI A iraiq lew Wap-wapoina

STADlONKAlDl AYAON aradiov real hiavXov.

KAIA0ANAIACTADION Kal 'ABdvaia ardBiov. 65

BYPODEEtEMENEECnOPO 25 \\virb Be "Exefievtj e<j>opo[v]

TADEENIKEDAMONON rdBe ivUr) Aapcovrov,

A®ANAIAENBEBOBAI£ WSdvaia eVh^what?

BlPPOI£AYTO£ANlOtlCN luWo<« avrbs dvioyiw

KAIBOKEAEXMiAt /«ii ho *-e'\>/£ /i/«s' 7°
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AMEPACBAMAENlKEKAl 30 duepa<; ha fid evUrj, nai

BOBYIO££TADlONBAM A ho huto<? ardhov hafta

EN IKE BYPODE ivitcrj. hv-rrb £e

EYIPPONEchOPONTADE Evnrwov efyopov rdoe

ENIKEDAMONONA0ANAIA ivUr) Aa/xwvwv, 'Addvaia ?$

ENBEBOBAI£BlPPOI£ 35 ivhrjfivhai? hiWots

AYTOCANIOtlCNKAl avrbs dvioxiwv teal

BOKEAEXMI ASAMEPAS ho teeXrj^ (lias duepa?

BAMAENIKEKAIBOBYIOS hap,a evUrj, /cal ho hi/to?

CTADIONBAMAENIKE ardSiov hafia ivitcrj. 80

BYPODEAPIZTEE(t)OPON 40 hvrrb Be 'Apiary tyopov

TADEENlKEAAMONON rdSe ivUr) Aaawvcor,

ENTAIAAOyOENBEBOBAl? iv Tata f6x0 evhr)/3cbhai<;

lPPOI£AYTO£ANIOyiON h]i7nroi<; avrbs dviox'^v

AIBOKEAEXMIASAMEPAS ic]al ho Kekrjl; p,ia<t dfiepa? 85

AM AENIKEKAIBOBYIO? 45 h]aua ivUr), /cat, ho huibs

£TADlONKAlDlAYAONKAI crrdSiov teal SiavXov teal

DOAItCNMIACAMEPA? SoXixbv fiids dfxepaq

ENlKONPANTE£BAM A iv'uewv irdvre<; haad.

BYPODEEtEMENEE(()OPON hv-rro Se 'Exe^em? ecpopov 90

TADEENlKEDAMONON 50 rdBe eviicr) Aauwvuv,

ENTAIA/^OtOENBEBOBAIS iv TaiaFoxco iithy/3dihai<;

ZllPPOISAYTOt ANIOtlON (h)iTnrois avrb<; az'to^W,

A,nODYIO££TADlONKA K](al h)o (h)vibs ardhiov tc{a)[l - -

Although the new portion does not make an exact fit with the bottom

of the old stone, yet from the shape of the ends it can hardly be doubted

that they must have gone quite close together. Lines 35-38 may be restored

as follows :

—

TaSe ivitcahe 'Evvua( tc)[paTt&- 35

a?] (7r)pa.T[o9 Tr\ai{h)oiv oo(\\lxov

Ai6)j]hia teal KeXijl; ut(d)[s

duep]as ha(ji)[d] iv[iKai](v). $$
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The following restoration of the broken part between the old and the

new stones is due to Mr. Woodward.

It must first be remarked that the shape of the broken ends of

the stones requires us to supply at least one line between 1. 40, the last

line on the old stone, and the first line on the new stone, which will

therefore be 1. 42.

[For lines 39 and 40 we have little to help us to a restoration : the

letters still visible on the stone are only N under BA of ha/ia, and traces of

a curved letter, cither B D ® °r P before it, separated by one letter now

undecipherable. This led to Kick's conjecture ivhrfftoyvri hiTnrayi : to retain

these letters in this order, I would suggest [*ai e0q](/3)[a>]i/, the present

participle of i<pr)j3av> ' to be an e<pr)fio<;
'

: it is not possible that ivhrjftwvTi

hi7nro)t could stand here, as the passage alludes to victories in foot races, and

further, when a victory won by the /ceX.^ is mentioned, there is no allusion

to the age of the horse in any other case. 'Ecptjftwv also gains point from

the use of nalSa^ and naU Icov below. Then, to retain the conjecture of

Dressel-Milchhofer for line 40, 'Apioi/Tta?, the space between e(f>r]8(ov and ev

'ApiovTiaswiW exactly be filled by the name 'Evv/j,a/cpaTL&a<;; to complete line

40 I suggest dvL/crj, and for the missing line ardhiov teal BiavXov kclL, which

gives uninterrupted sense, and supplies a line of required length for the gap

which exists between the two stones. The repetition eviKtj . . . evUcov is no

obstacle to this restoration : the grammatical standard throughout the

inscription is not high, and we have a similar repetition oiivltcq, ivUeov below

in lines 45 and 48 (86-89). This restoration does not claim to be certain,

but it employs the letters'seen at any time in lines 39 and 40, and supplies

a line to fill the gap between the two stones.

The restored text will now read :

—

rdhe evi/cahe 'Evufia(tc)[paTi8- 35

a<>] (7r)pa,T[o<> 7r]ai(B)(i)v 8o(\)[i%bv

Ai07]~\hia /cal Ke\rj% /«(a)[?

dnep]a<i ha(/x)[a] iv[itca)](i>).

tea) €4>v¥J3)[®i]v ['Ei'VfiatcpaTt-

Pas ii>
'

A](pi)oi'(T)[i](a)[<i ivinr) 40

[ardbiuv tcai 8iav\ov tcai\

ho\L-^o{v) [/cat ho tceXrjf; p.id<;

k.t.x. A.M.W.]
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From the occurrence of Enymacratidas, evidently Damonon's son,

later in the inscription, there can be little doubt about supplying the name

here. Thus the theory of the woman falls to the ground. It is of course

possible that more lines have been lost, but the restoration above gives a

satisfactory sense.

Ylparo? iraihwv probaby means that Enymacratidas was the first boy

to win such a series of victories. This view seems likelier than to take

the phrase as a variant of the title 7rpaT07rd/j,7rai<; in the Orthia inscriptions.

It will now be convenient to give a summary of the whole

inscription :

—

1-5. Metrical dedication.

6-34. Damonon's victories in chariot-races.

35-49. Victories of Enymacratidas, son of Damonon.

49-65. Victories of Damonon as a boy.

66-end. Victories of Damonon and Enymacratidas at the same

contests.

As to the games where these victories were gained a good deal can be

said, though many points remain uncertain :

—

1. 'Ei/ TaiaFox^- (a) Damonon won four times in the chariot-race,

1. 9. It is probable that lines 83, 92 do not refer to fresh

victories, but only add extra details, {b) Damonon, as a boy,

won the Stadium-race and Double-course, 1. 50. (c) His son

won Stadium, Diaulos, and the Long Race, 1. 86, (d) also the

Stadium (and other events?), 1. 94. (e) A horse-race, 1. 85. It

is not stated that either of them rode the winning horse. He
may have been owned by the family and ridden by a hired

jockey.

The contest was held in honour of Poseidon, as we gather from

Pausanias.1

2. 'AOdvaia. (a) Damonon won four chariot-races, 1. 10 (two of these

with young mares, 11. 68, 75, evhrif3<t)hai<; Wnnroi?). (d) Damonon

as a boy won the Stadium-race, 1. 65. (c) His son won the

Stadium race twice, 11. 72, 80. (d) A horse-race twice, 11. 70, 78.

1 Paus. iii. 20. 2. For the meaning of Tomoxos cf. Roberts, op. cit. n. 264. Yaiao\a> is of

course genitive.

N 2
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The reference can hardly be to the Panathcnaic games. These were

thronged by the best athletes from all Greece and one family could

scarcely have gained so man) - victories in face of such severe competition ;

moreover the rest of the games here mentioned seem to be Laconian (with

two exceptions) and it would be far-fetched without the mention of Athens

to suppose a reference to the l'anathenaic games in this one case ; ' "and we

should expect Wavaddvaia.

3. 'KXevhvvia. Damonon won four times with his chariot, I. 11,

and again four times, I. 31. Here eight victories seem to be

meant. In the first four Damonon drove his own team (of

full grown horses),-' in the others he drove evhrjfiojhai hi-mroi.

This contest was in honour of Elcusinian Dcmctcr, whose sanctuary,

according to Pausanias, was near Tavgctus. ::

4. Woholhaia lle\et. Damonon won seven chariot-races, and seven

horse-races, 1. 12. [Since hafid seems to mean that ever)- time

the chariot won the horse also won.—A. MAY.]

5. IlohoiBaia (~)evpiai. Damonon won eight chariot-races, 1. iS.

On these games, in honour of Poseidon, cf. Roberts I.e. The places arc

Ilelos near the Eurotas mouth and Thuria in Messenia.

6. 'Ev Apiovria^. Damonon won eight chariot-races and eight horse-

races, 1. 24. Enymacratidas won the Stadium, Diaulos, Long Race, and

horse-race, 11. 39 (C It is uncertain where this contest was held. 4

7. Wapirapovia. (a) Damonon as a boy won the Stadium and

Diaulos, 1. 62. (/>) Enymacratidas won the boys' Stadium, the

Diaulos, and the Long Race. The horse-race was won at this

same meeting, 11. 44-4S.

The Parparonia may have been held in Argolis, as the following

passages suggest: Ilcsychius. Wiipirapo^- ev ro aywp ijyero teal X°P 0i

'laraino, and Pliny (iv. 5 (9. 17) Monies (sc. Argolidis) Artcmius,

Af>isantits
t

Asicrion, Parparus. In whose honour they were held is

uncertain.

1 The finding "f a l'anathenaic vase on the site (cf. p. 150) can hardly affect the conclusion

here drawn.

- This i-- n<> doul'i the meaning of twi avrw (-= iuvrov) TtOpiinrwi ; ci. Roberts, /.<.

I 'a us. in. 20. 5.
' Cf. Roberts, ibid.
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8. Ai07jhia. Damonon, as a boy, won the Stadium twice, and the

Diaulus twice, 11. 53, 59. Enymacratidas won the Long Race

and horse-race, 11. 35 ft-

The Lithcsia were no doubt held in honour of Apollo Lithcsius, who

seems to have been worshipped on Cape Malea. 1

9. MaXedreia. Damonon as a boy won the Stadium and Diaulos, 1. 56.

Although it would be most natural to refer this contest to Cape Malea

there seem to be good grounds for understanding it otherwise. Two

inscriptions, one from Prasiac,2 the other from Sclinus 3 in Laconia, mention

a deity Maleatcs. These places, supposed to be represented by the modern

villages of Leonidi and Cosma, are nowhere near Malea. It is therefore

most likely that these games were held in E. Laconia, in honour of Maleatcs.

Whether he was in any way connected with Malea is uncertain. Maleatcs

was an ancient deity of the lower world, worshipped at Epidaurus, in

Attica, and elsewhere ; afterwards he seems to have been expelled by the

cult of Apollo, or identified with him.4

The dialect of the inscription shows the usual features of fifth century

Doric : the use of h for intervocalic a is seen, e.g. in eVhrj/tfwhats = evijftcoaais,

from €VT)f3d(o.
r
' The form Icov from eifii seems to be new to Laconia.

The Date of the Inscription.

On epigraphical grounds we find that our stone is later than the

Bronze Serpent inscription,7 which has AR, and probably later than the

Laconian dedication at Olympiad which has ^ and may belong to

464 H.C. On the other hand the lettering is more ancient than the

inscription from Tegca I.G.A. 69, which has (if Fourmont's copy can be

1 Stcpll. I>vz. Aidriaios- u'AttSWuv iv rep MoAta (\it)w) vpuffiipvuftos £k( t. Iroin llii- S.

Wide (Lak. A'it/t,; 71) gathers that A. Lithesiu.s had a shrine on Malea, hut other views sue

held : cf. Roscher, Lex. s.v. ' Lithesios.' The matter is really uncertain.

- Wide, op. -it. 71 ; fi.C.II. i. 357.
:1 Wide, 70, B.C.H. ibid.

4 Cf. Wide, op. tit. 91.; Roscher, s.v. 'Maleatas.' [l'ausanias mentions a shrine or altar of

Apollo Maleatcs at Sparta (iii. 12. S). lie is also known at Troe/en (/. G. iv. 950, 1. 31).—A. M.W.I
"' On these words cf. Roberts' note, op. tit. p. 265. Pausanias (vi. 2. 2) says lint 'foals" were

not entered at Olympia until 384. But the text is rather uncertain (cf. Frazer's note d,t /<',.), ami

of course they might have run in races elsewhere in Greece long before that date.

G Ahrens, Diah Dor. 323, has only &v and iwv in pies. part. [Other forms of this participle

Itiiv from eljui are given by van Ilerwerden [Lexicon, s.7\ elfii). lie 1 moles lovras, etc., fi<>m

Orchomenos, hut nothing parallel from Laconia.—A.M.W.]
: I.G.A. 70.

s I.G.A. 75. Made daring Helot Revolt of 464 If.

1 3
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trusted) riNA, and which is older than 416 B.C. The closest likeness to

our inscription is seen in the grave of a warrior slain at Mantinca (I.G.A.

add. 77 b: date thus c. 418), and in the manumission stone, B.M.I, cxxxix. 1

The latter probably dates before 431, as will be seen below.

On the historical side the evidence is very scanty. Three Ephors

occur in the inscription, and as none of them are found in Xenophon's list

for the years 43 1-404, 2
it is clear at the outset that the stone must date

before or after the Peloponnesian war. Nothing seems to be known of

Kchemenes and Euippus ; an Aristeus is mentioned in Thucydides 3 as a

Spartan noble sent to Brasidas in 423, and an Aristeus occurs in the

manumission document I.G.A. 83 as Ephor, but to identify our Aristeus

with both these men would be rash. It is by no means certain that the

Ephor in the manumission deed is a Spartan magistrate and not a temple

official. 4 Again, the lettering of the manumission B.M.I, cxxxix is

certainly earlier than that of I.G.A. 83, and as neither of the Ephors

appears in Xenophon's list it would be most natural to put the former

before 431, and the ephorate of Aristeus after 404. Thus, as our inscription

has much the same lettering as B.M.I, cxxxix, we can hardly identify our

Aristeus with an Ephor who held office after 404 ; on the other hand our

Ephor may quite well have been the envoy to Brasidas. If the present

stone related to victories won not long before 431, there is no reason why
it should not have substantially the same alphabet as we find in 418.

The fact that Damonon and his son won long as well as short foot-

races, points to a fairly early date before very special training had come in.

This was introduced by the runner Dromeus, whose date is probably the

middle of the fifth century. Consequently our inscription would belong

rather to the middle than to the end of that century.

From the Sanctuary of Artemis Ortiiia.

The first year's trials showed that a great many inscriptions had been

built into the north-east part of the foundations of the platform of the

Roman theatre. This part of the masonry was not touched in the second

season, so that the stones now to be described were all found loose in the

1 Cf. Roberts, op. cit. No. 265 a. The other manumission documents, ibid. b, c, d, are later.

- Xen. Hell. ii. 3. 10. 3 Thuc. iv. 132. 4 Cf. Roberts, ibid.
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earth, and their small number, compared with the first year's harvest, does

not lessen the likelihood, or certainty, of unearthing far greater riches when

the most hopeful point of the ruins is reached.

As before, nearly all the inscriptions relate to the Boys' Contest, and

seem on the whole to bear out the views taken about it. It is now clear

from 57 ' (2501), that a boy could win the Moa, Keloea, and Kattheratorin

in the same year. The mention of Bpeirdv)) in 63 (2507) strengthens the

theory that the prize was a sickle.. The musical nature of the match is

shown by the use of v/xvot6(k)[ov ?] and ev<f>6o(y)[yov ?] in 50 (2492).

\\paT07T(iv7rat>i in 56 (2562) is a variant from Trparoirai'i and TrpaTOTrap,-

TraiSoip, but docs not help to show their exact meaning. From 63 (2507),

1. 5, it may be gathered that the winner was crowned with bay, besides

getting a sickle. A new formula for the Deputy-patronomus is seen in

53 (2500). One or two Eponymi are found who were not known before.

49. (2489). Front of top of slab with carved pediment : bluish

marble, 17x11 X 04. Letters 02 h.

ATA£ 'Aya(0)[r}]
\
rvX [r)].

TYX

50.(2492). Slab -12 x 09X -

o8. Letters -oi h.

EY({)0O,

YMNOTOK
AMBPOTOI

TAPYNOI

5 rAYTTT^N

This is clearly a metrical dedication relating to some musical contest

(cf. B.S.A. xii. p. 361, n. 5), but a restoration is hardly to be attempted :

we can trace 1. 1 eu(f>do(y)[yov ? --,1.2 vp,voto(k)[ov ? - -
, a poetical epithet

of a musician,-' 1. 3 a/x^poro(v) - -, 1. 4 doubtful, I. 5 y\vnr{6)v.

' The numbering in each group of inscriptions is carried on from the last year's article. All

measurements are given in metres.

- [A late word used by Nonnus, D. 26. 204. —A.M. W.]
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51. (2493). In front of Temple: in whitish marble, -25 x "26 x "03.

Letters '03 h. Lower end of socket for sickle.

IC

. NAPT dvidr)/ce]v 'Apr[ep,/.8t

3EIA 'Op]((9)eta.

52. (2497). In the earth: front of top of gable-topped slab: greyish

marble, -i6x '15 X '04. Letters -015.

Ar-AGH TYX" \\<yaejj Tvx[y]-

53. (2500). S.W. of Temple: blue marble, '26x'09X ,

o8. Letters

02 h. Trace of socket.

TPoNOMa>C€UMYKoYPra> eVi Tra\rpov6p.(ii Sea) Av/covpyo)

€11 M6AoYM.€NO>TAPnATPoN €Trip.e\ovp,ev<o rap irarpov-

iUfM"P*T^A [ofiiap] (EL) Me/i. Up(aTo\)[da>]

Lycurgus is no doubt the Eponymus of C.I.G. 1244 and S.M.C. 215 :

he would belong to the Antonine age. Pratolaus may be the same as

the P. M. Pratolaus, Deximachi f., in C.I.G. 1261, where he is Eponymus.

For the Deputy-patronomus cf. B.S.A. xii. 371.

[In line 1 we probably have in %i(o a genitive of the Grecized Seius.

—A. M. W.]

54. (2499). Probably built into Roman masonry : grey marble, -o8 x

07 X "03. Letters 01 h. Very bad late lettering.

HN ? to TTaihuco\v p,(o[av

NMW 'Apr]efiiTi ['Opdeia

6MITI [clvedrjKev].

55. (2521). In arena: greyish marble, '13 x "13 X 025. Letters 02 h.

[ftoaybs

KKlXIAAC fiL]KKiXioB(o)[ne-
DNEmr v](co)v errl {irJaTpo-
n MflMA x

i/](o)/i«u M. A(v)[p(V\ia>)

'KPATH Uaa\(i)KPdTn[p ? - -

[Antonine Age.—A. M. W.]
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56. 2562). Roman pavement before Temple: gable-topped slab of

limestone, -40 X '28 m. Back left rough. Letters -OI75-02 high, with

florid apices. Socket for sickle.

HPAKAIAAIFTA

KflNIOYAAMO
KPATlKAIENfTPA

TonANnAiZEni
MNAIIZTPATOYNI
KA 1AZTO

MAI
<ON

'HpaK(X)i6a<i lla-

KWl'LOV Aap,o-

Kpdn Kaaev irpa-

TOTTdVirCLL^ t"7Tt

yivaaiaTpdrov vi-

K('iaa<; ru

7r]'a)t8i-

(X)ov - - -

The Eponymus seems to be new.

[For Kaaev and irpaToiravrrai^ cf. B.S.A. xii. 388, 390. The form

TrpaTOTTavTTai<i with v instead of p. is unknown elsewhere.—A. MAY.]

57. (2501). In earth near Temple: bluish marble, "375 X '37 X "OS-

Broken through ; socket for sickle and trace of carving.

.inHOOPOP
^^ANdSYNE
iAhbopttom

ET1DTEAT-!FTQMHKo6^
iFErrinxrpoNOMQK^
AtKANTQWFlKWIO^H

PXTOPINMQANKUvOIXNAP
ITEMITIBOPBEAXMEHKEin1

['Aya0j) Tvx\rr

[N](ei)/ct](p6pop

(Sr)e(pdv(o, crvve-

cp^fBop Hop..

['A/?] t)aroTcXi)p tco ~\lr)vo<f>d-

[vrf\p, eVi TTinpovopLW KX.

[' A/3](a)(TtcdvTC0 veiKaap Kaaat/-

paropiv, p.wav. KeXolav, Ap-

Tep.tTi VtoipOea di'eo-t]Kei>.

The name of WfitiaicavTos is known at Sparta C.I.G. 1306 {where it is

spelt with a double a). This belongs to the end of Trajan's reign, and if

the present Abascantus is the same, our stone would be Hadrianic.

[The elaborate archaisms, resembling eg. S.M.C. 21c), 220. suggest a

date nearer the end than the beginning of the second century. Abascantus

might thus be grandson of the man in C.I.G. 1306.— A. M. \\ .]

1 3
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5<S. (2510). Near Temple: gable-topped slab of whitish marble,

51X27X05. Letters 013 h. Socket for sickle.

"HBKAAY^lOCCUUCl KPATHc\
nroAYGYRroYyio(! BoYAror

AYcfKPAToyceKiAYTON Ne»
KACACToTTAlMKOM KAooh
pAtoPjujm XNeoH xeMo?

Ti/3. KXauSto? XwaiKpaTr}^

UoXvevKTOv vios, fiovayos

fjitKCXi^ofievdyv tov eVi

Avai/cpa-Tow; eviavrbv vet-

K(iaa<; to iraiBtKOv KaOdrj-

paropuov dvidrj/cev 'Op-

6eia.

The rare form © for E occurs also in S.M.C. 380.

The Eponymus is no doubt the bearer of that office in S.M.C. 718.

[C. Julius Lysicrates : see B.S.A. xii. p. 359. KaBOrjpaTopicov : the -uov

ending is without parallel ; the &> is probably a mistake for o.—A. M. W.]

59. (2517). In earth inside Pier VII. : whitish marble, '26 x 1 2 x 045.

Letters -02 h.

MNAS Mi>ao-[iKpaTr)p ?

KAAAIK. Ka\\iK(p)[dTeop ?

BOYArC /3ovay(6)[p pi-

K I X I ZO Ki)(L^o[pL6va)v iirl

IOYAIH 5 'lovXiay

NElKAA vei/(da[p - -

APT El 'ApTe(p,)[iTt BopOea.

As there is no trace of the socket remaining and no indication of the

length of most of the lines an exact restoration is impossible. Probably

lines r-3 adjoining the blade of the sickle were shorter than 4-7. The
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winner may be Mmawy, or Mracricn-paTo?, or 'SlvaaiKpdTrj<i, all three names

being known at Sparta ( S.M.C. 207, etc).

60. (2519). In Arena: red marble, 'iQXiHx'OS. Letters 015 h.

Tenon at bottom and trace of socket.

? . .

v
A\](*a<r)-

(to)<? "Ayi8t

RNIKRETO «*(«„); W«tfa)S to

TrAJAlAOH 5 Tra^^o*
RETfolAHM^ AreXoiai/ /jl(ik)[i-

A^TETMrT 'ApTefxirlt'Opdeia.

The name in 11. 1,2 is a safe restoration. In 1. 4 -a- or perhaps -a<r-

must have been left out by mistake. ^ Lines 2-5 arc whole: the following

lines were longer, and from the shape of the stone there would, I think,

have been just room for the word 'Qpdeia at the end. The date may have

stood at the beginning. K for kchtcv, though common in other classes of

inscriptions, has not occurred before in the present series.

61. (2566). Arena in front of Temple, in the layer of sand. Its

position so low down is quite exceptional and must be due to some local

disturbance of the stratification. Black-veined white marble, broken all

round. Letters 'OiS h.

N OPANAPONI -op \\vhpovi[Kov

OPMIKIXIA fioay]6p fit KixtB[Bo-

U,N6ninA p.ev\a>v eVt 7ra[rpo-

(1)C€KCTCD v6fi\(o Si/caTO) [ II o/x 77-771-

IACIKPATHP 5 (O '0](i/)ao-t/c/3aT>7p [vikc'i-

ACCHPATO ap [K](a)<T<rripaT(6)[ptv

'II " P 'ApreKfim B)[opdeia.

For the unusual form of the genitive 'OvaaiKpc'niip cf. Nos. 55 and 57

and B.S.A. xii. p. 365, No. 12.

[In line 1 'AvSpovUou may be safely restored, but we have no clue for

restoring the name of his son. The Patronomus in lines 4 and 5 is very

likely S. Pompeius Onasicrates, who, though unknown as a holder of that

office, is known from Lc Bas-Foucart 168 b as dyopavop,os\ <md from C.l.G.
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1357 as High-priest of the ' Scbasti ' : in S.M.C. 243 he is honoured with a

statue. These inscriptions agree with the archaisms of the present

inscription in fixing his date, in all probability, in the reign of Marcus

Aurelius.—A. M. W.]

62. (2561). Face downwards on Roman pavement before Teirrple, E. :

gable-topped slab, complete with tenon below. Size '36 x "25 x "04.

Letters "025 h.

4>IAOCTPATOCn <£>i\6<TTpaTos II-

ACIKA60CNIKAC AC acri/cXio*; vi/cdo-as

TOnAIAIXONM(i;AN to TraiBi-xov ficoav

P66 1

A

'Op0eia.

This stone to judge from its appearance might belong to the first

century B.C., but the victor cannot be identified with certainty.

. Inscriptions from Various Sites.

40.
1

(2537). Round building : bluish marble, '2/ x 31 X "09. Letters

025 h. Complete above and on r.

\AlKPAToYITEPoN -- Ka](X)\iKpaTov<i yepov-

II • KAITTPESBYI to?] - - t? /eai Trpeo-fivq

ToNEFFlAriAoZ tov iirl "Ay180$

ZAZAEKAITAI iviavTov] - - ^a? Be /cal to?

TTAZAZ 5 irdaas.

Agis is Eponymus in C.I.G. 1249, ii. 13, 1266. For the phrase with

eviavTov cf. 58. (25 10), p. 186. It would seem that a good many letters are

lost in every line. The inscription apparently gives the career of a

magistrate, irao-as agreeing with a word like dpx<i><;- Perhaps 7rpea/3v<;

[awapxias] is to be restored in line 2.

41. (2511). Fragment of base of bluish marble, *56x'33X'5i.

Letters -05 h. Built into the wall of the ruined Church of S. George, above

the Castania road near Sparta.

1 The numbering is carried on from B.S.A. xii. 476.
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K/

BOA.
TAIK/
TATOZEI

TAIET
DIAZ

EN

*(\) - -

y3oa(7)[o? - -

Tas k - - -

tcitos e(7r)[t -

. . . ras i(7r
y
[l

evv](o)t'a$ - -

No doubt the base of an honorary statue ; a superlative may have

stood in 1. 4. At the end the common formula may be filled in.

42. (2559). Part of a sepulchral slab, found by the house of

Psychoguios, near the Magoula road.

(j)IAo

AXA
€TH

aa\{a)\a -

43. Sparta Museum (No. 847J, from house of Icidvv^ <i>iKLwpi)<;,

'OS09 Eua<yye\i<r/j.ov. Base of bluish marble, "32 x "42 x "19. Letters 04 h.

Stone unbroken above and on left side.

HTTOAII

HAAKEAAIMC
J

NIHNKAAYAIOK I

APIZTOBOYAO
TYMNAZIAPXON)
(f)!AOTEIMni

J

TYMNAI'APXH

rj AaK€&ai/u,(o)-

vlwv KXavSiov

'ApiaTo/3ov\o[i']

<yv/xraa laptop

(piXorel/JLoo's

yup.iiacr(i)apx>]-

[aavra] - -

This is no doubt the Tib. CI. Aristobulus, Eponymus in S.M.C. 62J
and 204, who lived in Hadrian's time.

The office of Gymnasiarch was of the nature of a public burden l

; but

the title of perpetual gymnasiarch was purely honorary. 2

1 Cf. Boeckb, C.l.G. i. p. Gu. - S.M.C. Introd. § i!S.
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44. Sparta Museum (No. 863). Found at <\>peyya (Epidaurus

Limcra). Grave-slab of bluish marble, '19 x "20 x 06. On the front, a man

wearing a toga ; on the back, a gorgon's head. Very poor work. Inscription

above. Letters 01 5 h.

ArAODKAHXAi 'Aya0OK\f), ^ai/oe.

PE

45. Sparta Museum (No. 848). Finding-place unknown. Greyish

marble, $$ x 28 x "

1 5. Letters 05 h.

4AYPZI M(dpKo^) Avp(/)\ios) Z(i)) - -

\6HNA CA)6r]v(a)--

It is uncertain whether this was a dedication, or part of a list of names.

46. Sparta Museum (No. 858). Round plate of greyish marble:

diam. 28, thickness 03 : on the back, a Byzantine carving, representing an

eagle holding a hare ; the plate was cut regardless of the inscription on the

other side. Letters '025 h.

Nb - - - (*£') - - -

^nC€NCAM (cra)<? eV Sa/j.[oa-aToi<;

PATCYOMei^ <TT]paTev6fie(v)[o<:

TITOYCnCPCA *]("")» to ^"> n«'paa[<? diro

rKATAPXHC 5 ti)](?) Karapxns. 1

As the stone is cut away all round, we cannot tell the length of the

lines, so that an exact restoration is hardly possible.

This stone clearly records the death of a Spartan soldier in one of the

wars against the Parthians. As the lettering seems to be late, it is most

natural to think of Caracalla's expedition about 214 A.D., in which the

Spartans had the honour of serving as free ' allies.' Several other

inscriptions relating to this war have been collected by Wolters 2 (At/i.

Mitt, xxviii, 291). They are:

—

Le Bas-Foucart, 183 b. 'Ai>Ti7raTy)o[<? p,vaTa]ya)y6<i dvb ©e[pa7r-

vu>v ] (TTpciTevadp,[evo<; Kara \\epaoiv\

1 Mr. A. f. I!. Wace has kindly helped in the restoration of this inscription: to him I

owe 11. 4, 5.

- lioeckh and others thought of M. Aurelius' l'arthian war ; but Wolters has clearly proved

their reference In Caracalla's. Cf. S.M.C. 245.
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C.I.G. 1253- *S€tKO/c\?)<; veo<i, 8t)p,6aio<i, i<TTpare{y)p.ivo>i h\<; icaTa

\lepcr[o)]v.

C.I.G. 1495- AioaKopa xaipe,€Tr) /3i<o<ra<i el'tcoai kcll t'£, aire\6(t)v he et<?

ri)v evTv^ea-TaTrjv <rvvp.ax^a.v tjjv Kara IIe[p]crtoy /cat 67rar'e[p]^o/i.e/'09 eV

lepairoXi €Te\evT)](T€v.

P. Woltcrs, /. r. (from Sparta). Map/to? Aup^Vios "A\e£u? HeWo?
(TTparevcrdjX€vo<i Kara Wepaatv err} j3i(tiaa<; \'.

It appears that Caracalla raised two volunteer regiments at Sparta for

his eastern campaign, and called them Xoxos Aa/cavi/cos and Xo^o^

\hravaTi]<;. The matter has been discussed by Wolters and by Prof.

Bosanquet, 1 and it seems in every way likely that we have before us another

monument of the same war.

47. Monastery of "Ayioi TeaaapdfcovTa, near Sparta. Fragment built

into refectory wall. Letters *02 h.

CIimAMAI.

TniETTEMOY rcoi eV e/xov

rP rAc[>OI P ypa<f>oi - - -

A A KE A AIM Aatce&aip,[ovia)v £<popoi<i kcu

TAITTO 5 Tat 7ro[A.6i - -

This inscription, which seems to belong to the Hellenistic age, may be

the letter of some prince to the city of Sparta. After TP (1. 3) there seems

to be a later clamp-mark.

In the same monastery Leake copied an inscription 2 which is built

into the wall of the small chapel. Perhaps the above was plastered over

at the time of his visit, and hence not noted.

The Stamped Bricks.

The trial pits in the neighbourhood of the Theatre have yielded a

large number of bricks, all seeming to belong to the same building. This

was the <TKr)voQr)Kr) or store-house, in which the wooden stage and other

properties belonging to the theatre were kept. Although no trace of such

a building was found in the excavation,3 yet the finding of these bricks,

1 B.S.J, xii. 316 ; cf. Strabo, viii. 5. 5 ; Herodian, iv. 8. 3. There was a certain humour in

Caracalla's act in founding a Aoxos n<Toi/aTTjs, when Thucydides, correcting Herodotus, declared

that such had never existed (cf. Thuc. i. 20. 3, Hdt. ix. 53).

2 Travels in the Morea, iii. Plates, No. 72.
:) Cf. B.S.A. xii. 404.
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which were very numerous near the SAY. angle of the theatre, suggests its

whereabouts.

The bricks fall into several classes : the most valuable give the name

of the eponymous magistrate,, the building for which the bricks were

meant, and the makers name. The Eponymus is Callicratcs, who is

already known, and belongs to the first century B.C. 1 The contractors are

Nicaston, Philicus, Clcon, Zcno, Cerdo, Hermogcncs, and l'rasion (?), who

arc not known in any other connection. Some of the bricks bear the stamp

3i O 3 7Aq*lAA>Ohn3
TYPE I a

TYPEl6 TYPEld

TYPE U TYPE 5 6/

*A fLUHS q3
TYPE 'IC £Prw N AH' *A( '^ N 0<;

Ti YE 3

T ^ P E 4

lJRick Stamps.

of Athena, and must have come from the works of .Athena Alea, which

made tiles also.-

Thc letters seem to have been stamped after the making of the brick,

and the stamp was probably wooden/' In some cases it seems to have

slipped or even to have been applied twice, the resulting impression being

1 S.M.C. No. 205. - U.S.A. \ii. 347.
' The rvnus luXivos Kfpa/j.i5wi> at Dclus (/>'. c'.//. 1SS2, p. 4S, 1. 172) seems 10 have been a

stamp of tliis sort.
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illegible ; this shows that the letters were not cut in the mould itself. 1

What proportion of the total number of bricks used was stamped is uncer-

tain. Although only one Eponymus occurs, and many of the bricks are

undated, the style of lettering allows us to refer them all to the first century

M.C. That various contractors should have delivered bricks for the same

building is by no means unlikely.

Type 1.

(d)

Z03TAS>JIAAA>lin3

( ;̂
) 2A>lHeOHA>lZ 165 Thickness -05. IAIIOAAAA id)

I

\

ua3A* . S3

to

(a) \Ltti KaWi/cpaTeos. b) — /cavoOij/ca^. (Y) 'Ep ywvas) KXewv.

(d) Aa/j,6(Tiat, SC. tt\lv6ol.

The letters are stamped in relief on a sunk surface
; on side (c), however,

the stamp is hardly sunk at all : the writing runs from the right. This

peculiarity was most likely owing to the carelessness of the stamp-cutter,

who forgot to allow for the reversal. The complete stamp, though it does

not occur on any one brick, may be reconstructed with certainty from the

examples given below.

Forty-nine fragments seem to belong to the present type, though some

might equally well fall under one or other of the next classes. The

restoration is obvious.

Same Stamps, but not on same sides of Brick.

20/8. 0) 2

////s*IAAA>lin3 (0 ////2AXH90

2082. (a) ///7AS>nAAA>hn3 (0 ////aXH9C //'//

1 As may have been the case at Elatea (Paris, ElatJe, 116). Paris supposes that single bricks

bore parts of an inscription, which, when the bricks were built into the wall in proper order, would

read continuously (ib. 117), but there is no sign of this at Sparta. Other examples of stamped

bricks are given by Paris, ib. 110; Richardson, up. Waldstein, Argive Heraeum, i. 218. 4; cf.

B.S.A. xii. 344 ft. Most of them contain the word Srj/xoViox, and often the contractor and the

Eponymus.
- I am unable myself to see any trace of the ep. Eud/xepos (B.S.A. xii. 346) on the fourth side

of this brick, which appears as the reading in the inventor).

O
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2103. (") Zo3TAS>|IA//// (<0 ZA^HeOHA*!
2112. (c) 2*>IH//////a>I2 ('OIAI20MAA

7;/V 2.

The type of S.M.C. 71 2 recurs in two examples. It is in every way

like Type 1, only on side (r) either Z»/y&>i> or 'E/». Zijvav is found. In S.M.C.

712 (a) and (V) should denote, as here, the /tf/zg" sides of the brick. The

new examples arc :—2250. Whole brick 33 x '165 x 05. (V |/inHH[l]

2243. //;/HS S3

The restoration is of course epiycova?) Z>ji'cov = redemptor Zeno.

Type 3.

This type is already known from S.M.C. 535, which is a whole brick-

.

The normal size of the half bricks seems to have been "35 X'i6x'05. The

same stamp is sometimes impressed on more than one side.

llXii'tfoi ha/jioaiai gkcivo- Lateres public! sccno-

t))'}Ka<i- eVi KaWiicpaTeos, thecae : patronomo Callicratc,

epytova NtKaairovos. redemptore Xicasionc.

Type 4.

No complete bricks were found belonging to this class. The stamp,

however, may be reconstructed with certainty.

eVi KaWiKpdris- fyiXiKOS' hapoaiav ' sc. irXivdov) atcavodij/ca<;.

The examples are :

—

2106. - 7rt KaWi/c - - ^iXt/c - hanoaiav (Ticavo - -

2 106 A. - - \i/cp<iTi<; ^iXiKO'i I
- - ar atcai otfijicas.

2107 ((J)- eVt Ka\\ - -
J

hapocrlav a - -

(/>). - - - iXiko^
I

- - dtj/cas.

2IOS (ti). t7r< KaWiKptiTis- *!> - -
I

ha/joaiai' ctkcivo - -

2207. <j <t>[\(i) -
;

- - odi'j - -

2219. - , KaXXi(xp<i - -
j

- - (av) a/c(a) -

2242. - puTi? (Pi - -
1 - - l' (TKClVoO - -

0002. - Kpivrfi lViXi/c -
I

- v crKavodt'/K - -
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KaWt/cpaTis is cither a dialectic or a mistaken form of the genitive of

KaWiKpt'ni]?, 1 no doubt the same magistrate as in Type 1. <1>1\ikos is the

contractor's name.

Type 5.

(<0

AAMoIIAI

->

(b) ZKAN06HKAZ JL EdMorCNHC (rf)

KAAAIKPATHZ

GO

The reconstruction here is uncertain, as the only complete brick (21 12)

is much worn : it reads (a) A A •'••"•:>;
,

(b) ZKAN///A (0 K'AAAiKPATHZ,

(/0 t:d:v:'- f€NHC The other apparent examples show only one side.

They are: 2266. EdMoT€NHC. 2267. EdMore////. 2301. EdM////. The

lettering is very much like that of Type 1.

Type 6.

The following fragments may perhaps be classed together, the stamp

having been (a) KAAAIKPATHI, (b) ZKANO0HKAC, (c) AGANAZ,
{d) AAMoZlA.

2075. KAAA////- Another side twice stamped, but illegible. 2101

and 2101A. (a) KAA////. (c) ////ANAZ- This brick measures at least

•35X -

32, thickness -05, letters -oi h. 2217. Complete: '33X"i6x -

c>5.

(a) KA///7, (c) ////ANAZ, (d) AAMoZ////- 2238. ////AMoZIA. 2263.

AOANAZ. 2120. ////.N06HKAC. 2300. ////AMoZIA.

The following is found only on one brick—stamped on two sides.

2119A. EPT(j;NAnP//// • Perhaps 'Epycopa Up[a]aicovo<i.

ZIHNoZ

1
I can find no parallel for this form anywhere.

O 2
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2254. Another single example reads

CinAS3>l 13 'VApycovas) KepSwi>.

2236. The last is uncertain. 23 1113.

1 I. J. \V. 'J ILLYARD.

Additional Notes and Inscriptions from tiii; Sanctuary of

ARTEMIS Ortiiia.

63 (2180+2507 + 2508 \. Broken slab of white marble : width 40 m.
;

original height at least 50 m. ;
thickness 05 m. Letters -02 m. high

;
socket

for sickle. 2180 consists of 9 lines, complete on 1., and was found, broken

through, in Trench 15 in 1906. 2507 and 2508 were found close to the

same spot in 1907, in the earth near the entrance to arena : the latter does

not join either of the other pieces but is obviously part of the same

inscription. 2507 is complete above and on the r. : 2508 is complete

on r. only.

nAPEriAN - - 'Op0€t](fii) hpeird v)[rjv

o|A KPATHZ/^ ra K€\]oia Kpa,T}]o-(a)[<;]

HENHTAOEni va]ioi ev rjyaOem

ENoMHPAAABHN dt)tc]ev opijpa \af3u>v.

ZYNITe4>oMAIAA(J)NH| %vvaT€(pofiai ddcpv^i 5

ZoAoElAEITolZir^Ar 01 ^ aoXoelSei rolai (ftoayols

)

TElIAMENni/ 'YeiaapevoH

nAIZINAPIZT

^AEKriAN
I * tn - - (idov) - - IO
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L. 2. olA is apparently the end of the word containing the name of

the contest : it can only be the accusative neuter plural (for this use cf.

viKtiv to traiht-^ovy passim in these inscriptions). We must therefore read

Ka(\]ola or ra /re\]ofa, as no form of either pa or KaddiipaTopiov could end

in -ola, and further there is room for only four or five letters before the o.

The use of the plural is unparalleled. Ta /ceXjota seems preferable; we

have only one instance of the word being spelt with any other form but

Ke\- for the first syllabic, namely Kat\[i]]av in S.Jl/.C. 221.

L. 3. No]wi is almost certain.

L. 4. - er6/u,7]pa is puzzling : it may (1 ) be the end of drjxev opijpa : we

certainly need some verb to govern 8pe7rdv7]v, but the transition from d^icev

to crvvarecpofjiat in the next line is very harsh. It must, however, be admitted

that the metrical dedications in this series should not be judged by a high

standard. Or (2) the reading may have been 6i)k h'6/itjpa. In this case

euofiijpa, which is not known elsewhere, would be connected with 6p^pos\

and, like it, mean security: Sfirjpa 8t86i i<u = i

to give securities,' is found

in Lysias, Or. xii § 69 ; Polybius, iii. 52, §5. but we should have expected

it to mean here something like ' prize.'

L. 5. T£vv<rT€<f>(o is not known elsewhere, but avo-aTe(pavova9ai means

' to be crowned together with somebody' {vide L. and S. s.v.). We thus learn

that the victor and his fellow ftoayoi, were crowned with laurel. Teia-afievtoi

is perhaps a dative of the agent : he may have been patronomus of the

year, or the man to whom the victor was xdacv, or the official in charge of

the games. There is a patronomus of this name in one of the inscriptions

of this scries {U.S.A. xii. p. 364, No. 10), to whom Charixenus is K/iaev : his

date, however, is uncertain. Or his name may be in apposition to /3oayoi<;,

and the word following may have been another proper name in the dative,

with the conjunction omitted. The letter after the name was either £, A,

X, or A : the a's on this stone have conspicuous apices, but this has none.

L. 6. HoXoetbei, i.e. like a croAo?, is the natural sense, but a laurel like

a round lump of iron, the usual sense of the word, is, to say the least,

inappropriate. If a stood for 0, as it often does in archaistic Laconian

inscriptions [cf. civear/Ke, Bcopaea, k.t.X. in this scries], a #o\o?-likc laurel is

not impossible as a synonym for a wreath of laurel, though the inference

would be that the wreath was a dome-like erection.

L. 9. There is room for only four or, at the most, five letters before -.

perhaps aurbs (or irpcoTo 1;) 8' eV ttuvtwv.

1 k
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L. 10 seems to give us traces of - - i&ov : further restoration is impossible.

L. 12. tcos - - We cannot complete this line, but it is

certainly not the ending of line 8, as there is no trace of a join ; so we must

take [ajedXov as the end of the fourth hexameter line of the poem, which

thus consisted of four (or more ?) couplets : the middle of this line may

have been wv owe<pr)(3o<; . . Further restoration seems hopeless unless

other fragments are found later.

64 (2563). Two fragments of greyish marble, one with part of gable-

top and complete on left, the other with remains of socket for sickle.

Letters "02 m. high with large apices : found together in arena below base IV.

These evidently belong to the same inscription but have no joining surface.

(1) APIZTOKP 'Apio-Toic{p)[dTq<; ? 'Apt- Aristocrates

^T^a aT(o8)[dfiov] CA)u(ae)[r(i)t Aristodami, Anseti

[/cdaev iirl] iraTp[o- comes, patronomo

[vopou M€va]\KiB[a - Menalcida

(2) vN^i_

TATP
\KIZ.

These restorations are speculative but consistent. ''ApiaTOKpdri]^

and 'Apio-ToSa/jLos occur in inscriptions of the first century B.C.

In 1. 2 *Ava€To<i is a reasonable conjecture, as he is a patronomns in

S.M.C. 201, which seems to belong to the same period ; /cdaev-ship is

alluded to as a rule immediately after the victor's name.

L. 4. AKl A must be part of some such name as Me^aA/aSa?, and a

patronomus of that name occurs in C.I.G. 1262, of which Boeckh says

' titulus est e vetustioribus.'. This inscription would thus seem to be one

of the earliest of the series.

65 (2153). Blue marble, -

i8 m. x '09 m. x "02 m. ; broken on all sides.

Letters 015 m. high. Found in earth north of Pier VI.

€KCTO [2]e/ca-To[9 Hofnrrjio<; Sextus Pompeius

HNOdp [M]^^o^>[ar?;? fioay- Menophanes, dux

PMIK [o]p fu/c[i)(iZofi6- puerorum decennium

o)N6r [v](co)v i(7r)[l - - patronomo--
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The names are probable restorations in the light of C.I.G. 1369, where

S. Pompcius Menophanes, son of S. Pompeius Theoxenus, is mentioned :

this man may be the victor here, or, if we restore [6 Seiva M]y]vo(p[di>ov<i],

a son of MT]vo(f>avi}<i y
possibly Pompcius Aristoteles Menophanis f. (No.

57, above). In any case this inscription would belong to the latter part

of the second century A.I).

Notes on Inscriptions already Published.

The following notes and corrections, made after further examination

of the scones themselves in the Museum, should be added to the

inscriptions from the Sanctuary of Orthia published last year (B.S.A. xii.

pp. 358 sqq.)

No. 5, 1. 9. For apeT<x<; read SpeTravov, which is of course the object

of eOero.

No. 6, 1. 2. For TOYCTOYIOY read TOYCTOYPOY - - i.e. rov

'Pov[(f>ov] : we may now restore [KaXXtKpd]rov<; rov
r

Pou[0of] from C.I.G.

1240, and so have about twenty-one letters in each line, which would leave

room for about eight letters for the victor's name after 'Vovcfyov : there is

thus no need to suppose any contraction. KeXolav would fill up line 3

better than /xoyav, but the change is unnecessary. Callicrates seems to

belong to the second century A.D., probably to the reign of Antoninus

Pius.

No. 12, 11. 1 and 2. The construction seems rather to be this— o Seiva,

^ovX/Slco Adrccovos tco 'ApiaToreXyjp o"ure'0>//3o?, k.t.X. i.e. ' synepJiebns of

Fulvius Laco the son of Aristoteles '
: <Twe<f)i]fto<; seems to take the genitive

case, as in No. 57 above, where Nicephorus is synephebits of Aristoteles

son of Menophanes. There seems no rule as to whether avi>e(f)))/3o<;

precedes or follows the name to which it refers.

No. 15. 1. 1. Onasicleidas son of Philostratus seems to occur in C.I.G.

1246. Fourmont's copy gives <J)I AOZTATOY< , and Boeckh altered it t<>

(biXo/cpdrov^, which occurs lower down in the same inscription. The real

reading may very well be <b| AOZTP ATO Y<, i.e. Onasicleidas son of

Philostratus, himself son of Philostratus. If so, the victor may be the man

in question, who was Ephor in about the time of Hadrian; for he has as

fellow-ephor Damonicus, whose father Damocles is Nomophylax under

C.J. Philocleidas in C.I.G. 1237: this patronomatc is dated by Boeckh
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earlier than Nerva's reign ; by Lc Bas-Foucart (173 a) several years later,

{vide also B.S.A. xii. p. 456). If Damoeles held office about 100, his son

may reasonably be supposed to have been Ephor a generation later. Thus

Onasicleidas was probably Ephor in the reign of Hadrian, and victor at the

Sanctuary of Orthia somewhere about the year 100. We have his whole

cursus Jionorum in C.I.G. 1258, which is unfoitunately too mutilated to shed

any light on the subject of dating.

Nos. 29, 30. These fragments join in spite of the fact that the letters

in No. 30 are appreciably larger than those in 29, which fits on above it

:

there is, however, nothing to add to the proposed restoration.

PROSoPOflRAPIItCAL EVIDENCE FOR THE DATING OF THE

Orthia Inscriptions.

With regard to the dating of these inscriptions we cannot arrive at

any great degree of accuracy. No. 64, from the evidence of the names it

contains, and No. 62, from the quality of the lettering, seem to belong to

the first century B.C. The others, so far as they are capable of being dated,

seem to belong to the second century A.D., and in no case to be earlier than

the reign of Antoninus Pius. This year's excavations have confirmed the

conclusions formed last year with regard to these inscriptions, namely

that a deliberate selection was exercised in taking these stones for

building purposes : none of those which were found in 1906 built into the

masonry seemed to date from a later period than the end of the reign of

Antoninus Pius : the three stones which were found built into the

pavement (Nos. 2482, 1 2561, 2562) apparently agree with this conclusion,

though their dating is uncertain.

It is noteworthy that no stone has been found built into the masonry

or the pavement in which either the names M. Aurelius or any of the

more conspicuous archaisms occur (such as appear, e.g., in Nos. 21, 32, 57).

We can hardly hope to arrive at any exact dating for these inscrip-

tions on internal evidence alone ; but where the names of victor or

Eponymus are also found in lists of magistrates, or in records of a

1 There hardly seems sufficient evidence for dating 2482 to the age of Aurelius, as was

Mr. Tillyard's view (B.S.A. xii. p. 377), for Menecles, the patronomns who was Koiarev to the victor,

is probably the man of that name who belongs to the year 97 or 98 A.D., and Eudamus may well

have been contemporary : further, in spite of the bad lettering, it is not certain that Sosinicus must

be M. Aurelius Sosinicus, nor that Primus must be a late second century name.
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magistrate's airsus honoruiu, in many cases we ma)- arrive at a very fair

degree of accuracy. To assist towards a solution of some of these

difficulties, I have tried to establish as far as possible a definitely

dated list of the patrimonii during the Hadrianic era, drawn almost

entirely from the Laconian inscriptions in vol. i. of Boeckh's C.I.G.

The most valuable of these inscriptions for this purpose is C.I.G. 1241

(S.M.C. 204) ; the first part of this inscription deals with the career of

Agathocles son of Stephanus, and" is a good example of the cursits

honorum ' of a distinguished Spartan citizen. There is no means of

ascertaining the time that elapsed between his tenure of each office, but we

have in any case the safe supposition to go upon that they arc recorded in

the order in which he held them. There is no need to discuss these offices,

which are full}' dealt with by Mr. Tod {Joe. cit.), but the order of the

patronomi under whom he held them is as follows : Pnsicrates, Scidectas,

Julius Charixenus, Seitimus, Aristobulus, Aphthonctus, Atticus, Aristoni-

cidas, Alcastus. It was during the years of his i7nrap^ia and dyopavofxla,

i.e. in the years of Seidcctas and Seitimus respectively, that Hadrian paid

his two visits to Sparta. Diirr'2 shows that in all probability these took

place in 126 and 129 A.I). : we have thus these two patronomi dated for

certain, and Julius Charixenus to one of the intervening years 127 or 12S.

On the lower half of the same face of this stone we have a list of

magistrates, which docs not assist towards a solution of the present

problem. But on the lower part of the right-hand side we have the career

of a man whose name is lost ; his first office was held under a patrouomus

unfortunately unidentifiable, as only 09 is left on the stone ; then

follow these names of patronomi under whom he held his subsequent

offices :— Lysippus Philocharini f, Memmius Pius, Caius Julius Kuryclcs,

Seipompus. Seitimus, Tib. CI. Aristobulus. Seitimus is presumably the

man mentioned in the first part of the inscription, so we may be certain

that the other five patronomi were earlier than 129, and indeed earlier than

126, unless we adopt Seipompus as patrouomus for the year between 126

and 129 not allotted to Charixenus, as I am inclined to do. We have then

the following facts established already, namely that Pasicrates, Lysippus

Philocharini f., Memmius Pius, and Euryclcs were earlier than 126, the year

of Seidcctas, that Charixenus and another man, possibly Seipompus,

1 Vide Tod in S.M.C. Introd. § 22.

1 Die Reisen des A'aisers Hadrian, pp. 59, 70. 71. But vide postscript t" thi- article.

1 i *
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occupied the years 127 and 128, and that Aristobulus, Aphthonetus, Atticus,

Aristonicidas, and Alcastus were later than 129, the year of Seitimus.

The most interesting of these names is Atticus, for whose date we

have other indirect evidence of considerable value : he is the father of the

celebrated Herodes Atticus, and not, as Boeckh suggests (C.I.G. i. p. 607),

his son. The latter appears to have been patronomus at Sparta towards

the end of the second century A.D. in the mutilated inscription C./.G. 1256, 1

but was not born till after the date of our present inscription. We can

further establish a terminus ante quern for the date of Atticus' tenure of the

patronomate, for in I.G. iii. 478 we find his son Herodes inscribed as

hereditary priest, in a dedication to Hadrian : this means that Atticus had

died and Herodes had succeeded to the priesthood while Hadrian was

still alive. Atticus therefore died before the date of the death of Hadrian

in the summer of 138, i.e. early in 138 at the latest, and cannot therefore

have been patronomus later than 137. But we know from the inscription

under discussion that Aristobulus and Aphthonstus were patronomi between

129 and the year of Atticus' tenure of that office : therefore we can state

confidently on the present evidence alone that Atticus' patronomate was not

before 132, and not later than 137. Other epigraphical evidence for his

tenure of this office will be mentioned below.

The other patronomi of these few years are also well known in other

inscriptions : Aristobulus is known as a patronomus, besides the mention

in the present instance, in C.I.G. 1243, where he occurs in a mutilated list,

after Lysippus and before Aphthonetus : he may also occur in C.I.G. 1265

(also damaged), and is mentioned in S.M.C 627. In C.I.G. 1358 he is

mentioned as <j)i\oT€ ljiu>s yv/dvaaiap^aavra tcai ra a\.\a iroXnevofievov

/caXux;, but we have no indication of the date either of his tenure of this

post or of the erection of this honorary inscription.

Aphthonetus is likewise known in several inscriptions : he is patronomus

in S.M.C. 211 and C.I.G. 1243, besides the present inscription, and occurs

in a long list of persons whose functions are unknown, in S.M.C. 208. He

must be distinguished from M. Valerius Ulpianus Aphthonetus, whose

victory at the sanctuary of Orthia when a boy, is recorded in S.M.C. 410.

The next name after Atticus is Aristonicidas, but there is no reason

to suppose that he followed necessarily in the next year : his name is also

1 For his career vide Klebs. Prosopographia Imperii Komaiii, s.v. Ti. CI. Appius Atilius

Bradaa Regillus Atticus.
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possibly found in C.I.G. 1258, where, if we accept Boeckh's restoration, it

occurs as patronomus in the cursus /wuorum of someone unknown, between

Lysippus son of Mnason and Damo - - son of Philocrates. The former is

known to us in C.I.G. 1242, where the list of patronomi afforded us by the

career of Sosicrates son of Epaphroditus is as follows : Lysippus son of

Philocharinus, Pius, Mermogenes, Lysippus son of Mnason, Nicephorus.

The first two of these patronomi, it will be remembered, are found in our

present inscription {S.M.C. 204), and were shewn above to be earlier than

126. Further we know from C.I.G. 1258, above, that Lysippus son of

Mnason is earlier than Aristonicidas, and from C.I.G. 1242, that he was

himself preceded by Hermogencs. In connection with these inscriptions C.I.G.

1243 becomes important, for there we have Aristobulus appearing between

Lysippus and Aphthonetus. Aristobulus, we saw above, cannot be later

than 135, as Aphthonetus held office between his year and that of Atticus
;

so Lysippus cannot be later than 134. Hermogenes who precedes him

cannot be later than 133 ; but we have also a terminus post quem for his

year in the date of Seitimus, who held office in 129. We have no names to

insert between these last two mentioned, but now that we have fixed the date

of Hermogenes to one of the years 130-133, the other patronomi of the end

of Hadrian's reign can be settled more accurately. The terminus post quem

is the more satisfactory method of reckoning these dates, and we may now

proceed to put them in order. Hermogenes' year is not before 130, that of

Lysippus Mnasonis f. not before 131, that of Aristobulus, who in C.I.G.

1243 is between Lysippus and Aphthonetus, not before 132, that of

Aphthonetus not before 133, and that of Atticus not before 134. We
know that Aristonicidas and Alcastus held office later than Atticus, so

their earliest possible dates will be 135 and 136.

Alcastus is known to us from several inscriptions, and he belongs to a

distinguished Spartan family, 1 several members of .which held high offices.

An inscription found two years ago at Sparta (B.S.A. xii. p. 463, No. 17

(2128)) tells us that he went on an embassy to Lucius Caesar in Pannonia :

this no doubt is Hadrian's adopted son, who died in 138 and was only

adopted late in 136. As the embassy presumably went to congratulate

him on his adoption, Alcastus must have been away from Sparta during

1 Vide Le Bas-Foucart, 174; B.S.A. xii. p. 463, No. 17. The Alcastus in B.S.A. xii. p. 372,

No. 32, is grandson of the Alcastus of our present inscription ; as such he appears al»o in

C.I.G. 1351.
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the end of the year 136 and part of 137. In the latter year he can hardly

have been patronomus, but whether he went to Pannotiia as representative

magistrate for 136, or was elected after his return, must remain uncertain.

Other patronomi who belong to this period and call for brief mention

are Damo - - son of Philocrates, who held that office some time after
#

Aristonicidas {C.I.G. 1258). He may be the man whom we find below as

going through the cursus honorum which is recorded on the upper part of

the side of our present inscription, where I have conjecturally restored his

name as Damocles, son of Damocles also called Philocrates.

Nicephorus, whom we find in C.I.G. 1242 as patronomus later than

Lysippus son of Mnason may be the Nt/c^opo*? 'ApiaTofiovXov who is

vofxo<f)vXa^ under Cassius Aristoteles in the lower half of the first part of

our present inscription. As Aristoteles cannot fall within the Hadrianic

era I have not discussed his date, but if this Nicephorus is the same man,

his patronomate would fall considerably later, in fact hardly before 150:

but as Nicephorus is not a very rare name about this time, we need not

necessarily identify him with the son of Aristobulus.

With regard to the patronomi of the earlier part of the Hadrianic era

our chief information is to be found in the upper half of the inscription on

the side of the stone we have been discussing. We have there the cursus

honorum of - - - o/cXrjs (- - o/cXiov?) tov [(b^XoKparow; ; the stone is

damaged, and [<f>t] is a conjecture of Bocckh's : but it is not impossible

that there was room on the stone for teal before <l>t - -, in which case a

tempting reading will be [Aa/^o/cA.77? {[Aap,]o/cXeov<;) tov [/cat <Pi]Xo/cpaTov<i,

a name which occurs in C.I.G. 1246 and 1366: this restoration if correct

will, I think, justify us in restoring Aa/u,o[/eA%] <£>t,Xo/cpa.Tov<; in C.I.G. 1258,

which I mentioned above. The patronomi mentioned are (adopting

Boeckh's restoration of the names) Aristocrates, Pratolaus (or Pratonicus),

Dionysius, Caesar {i.e. Hadrian), Lysippus.

Aristocrates is a common name among Spartan magistrates about this

time ; but we cannot positively identify him.

Pratolaus, if he is rightly restored, would be probably P. Memmius

Pratolaus, who is known in S.M.C. 254, and possibly the patronomus of

that name in C.I.G. 1261 : according to the genealogical table drawn up by

J. M. Paton {Transactions of the American Philological Association, 1895,

p. 39), his younger brother was P. Memmius Seidectas, whom we may

assume to be the patronomus of the year 126.
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Pratonicus might be the man whose son appears in S.M.C. 372, as

one of his colleagues there is [Lysipjpus Philocharini f. ; Pratonicus, if

patronomus here, would be an old man, as his son was already holding

an important office, the awap-^ia, several years before the patronomatc of

Lysippus Philocharini f, which, as I hope to show, we can date to about

120-123. But I am inclined to restore Pratolaus, as he comes of a family

which is well known in Spartan lists of magistrates.

Dionysius is not identifiable. Kaia- in the text is no doubt Kalaap,

i.e. Hadrian : for his tenure of the patronomatc at Sparta, cf. S.M.C. 374 ;

Le Bas-Foucart 286 b. In the former a patronomus named Lampis is

mentioned as preceding him, and in the latter we have J. Charixenus and

P. Memmius Damares also mentioned as patronomi: but as this inscription

does not record a cursus honorinn, we cannot be certain whether these two

men held office before or after Hadrian. A terminus post quern for

Hadrian's patronomate is presumably 117, the year of his accession:

further accuracy in determining his date is difficult. If we accept the order

of names in Le Bas-Foucart 286 b as certain evidence, Hadrian was later

than Charixenus, and therefore later than 127, for we saw reasons above

for placing Charixenus in that year Tor possibly 128). But there are

indications on the other hand that this date is too late : we saw above that

he precedes Lysippus in our present inscription ; but there are two men of

that name who were patronomi about this time, the sons of Philocharinus

and Mnason respectively; further we know from C.I.G. 1242 that the

former held office several years before the latter. I am inclined to think-

that the former is the one who is mentioned as coming later than Hadrian,

and thus his year will fall at least four years earlier than 129, on the

evidence of the lower half of the inscription on the side of our present

stone, where four names separate him from Seitimus, whose date

is 129.

If, as I suggested above, Seipompus be put in to fill the year either

127 or 128, the latest year possible for Eurycles will be 125, for Memmius
Pius 124, for Lysippus Philocharini f. 123, and thus for Hadrian 122.

How many years earlier than these dates these patronomi held office is

uncertain ; but the suggested date for Hadrian is more reasonable than if

we dated him just before the other Lysippus, i.e. about 130. It is not

likely that Sparta would wait until nearly the end of his reign to make
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him patronomus: he was Archon at Athens indeed in 112 (I.G. iii. 550 ,

l

and it is possible, but not at all likely, that he held his Spartan

patronomate before his accession in 117. It seems more natural to

suppose that he was elected to it soon after that date and that it did

not involve necessarily that he should be present at Sparta at all during

his year of office.
-

From the citrsus honormn of Agathocles we have only one patronomus,

Pasicratcs, earlier than 126, the year of Seidectas : his year is hardly likely

to be earlier than 120, as there is not much likelihood of such a prominent

citizen as Agathocles, destined for so many posts of importance, having to

wait six years or more between his tenure of two offices. We may, I

think, date his year to about 122 at the earliest, in which case he might

have held office between Hadrian and Lysippus Philocharini f. This would

put back Hadrian's latest possible year to 121, that of Dionysius to

120, that of Pratolaus (?) to 119, that of Aristocrates to 118: here we

may insert Lampis, who, as we know from S.M.C. 374, was earlier

than Hadrian. The only other name to account for is that of P. Mcmmius

Damarcs in Le Bas-Foucart 286 b, who is also Fphor under C. J. Fudamus

in the first list of magistrates recorded on our inscription, below that part

which records the career of Agathocles. He may well have been Fphor

after he was patronomus, but we have no clue to the date of his tenure

of either office, except the inscription alluded to above, where he is

mentioned together with Hadrian as patronomus : he may then have held

this office shortly before, or after, the year 120, which is roughly the

year 1 would assign to Hadrian. The year of Fudamus we have no

means of settling, and it may fall later than the Hadrianic period.

It will be convenient to sum up in tabular form the conclusions

arrived at with legard to the dating of these patronomi.

A. Those whose order of succession is more or less certain :

—

Aristocrates—not later than ii8a.1>.

Pratolaus „ „ „ 119.

1 An inscription from Delos enables Dilrrbach to prove that this fell in the year 111/2 of the

Attic calendar (A'. C H. 1904, p. 180).

- Weber {Untersitchungen zur Gesi/i. d. A'ais. Had) ianus, p. 188, note 671) thinks that

Hadrian's tenure of the patronomate must be dated to a year when he was present at Sparta, but

there is no reason why he should not have held such a magistracy in his absence.
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Dionysius—not later than 120 A.D

Hadrian

Lysippus Philocharini f.—not later than

Pasicrates—not before 120, but before

Memmius Pius—not later than . .

C. Julius Eurycles— not later than

Seidectas

Julius Charixenus

Seipompus—probably .

Seitimus

Hermogenes—not before .

Lysippus Mnasonis f.—not before

Ti. CI. Aristobulus

M. Ulpius Aphthonetus .

Ti. CI. Atticus

Aristonicidas

C. Pomponius Alcastus .,

121.

122.

126.

124.

125.

126.

127 or 128.

127 or 128.

129.

130.

131

132.

133-

134, and not after 137.

135-

136.

B. Those also belonging to this period, whose dates we cannot fix :

—

Lam pis
(

P. Memmius Damares
|

C. Julius Eudamus

? Damocles Philocratis f.

Cassius Aristoteles

Nicephorus

earlier than 121 A.D.

after 136 A.D.

We have only two inscriptions from the sanctuary of Orthia which we

may with any confidence date to the years of any of these patronomi,

namely S.M.C. 783, which belongs to the year of Atticus, and B.S.A. xii.

p. 365, No. 12, which belongs to that of Aphthonetus. But it is strange to

find a considerable difference in style between them ; the former is quite

free from archaisms, which abound in the latter : this cannot, however, out-

weigh the evidence set forth above for their agreement in date, and we must

conclude that the archaistic style for these dedications was as yet rare

at the end of the Hadrianic era, though a generation later it seems to have

been the rule rather than the exception.

A. M. Woodward.
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Since these notes were written Dr. von Prcmcrstein has kindly called

my attention to a note of Wolters (At/i. Mitt. 1903, pp. 294, 295 which

points out that Hadrian's first visit to Sparta is to be dated almost certainly

to 125, and his second to 128.. This view is followed by Weber ( Unter-

suchungen zur Geschichte des Kaisers Hadrianus, p. i<S8, note 671", and

though it docs not affect the validity of the conclusions stated above, it

necessitates that all my dates of patronomi in the above table and else-

where throughout the article should be put back one year earlier. Thus

the dates of Scidectas and Seitimus will be now 125 and 128 respectively,

and so forth.

A. M. \Y.

Inscriptions CoriEn by Fourmont.

As in the first season, several inscriptions copied by Fourmont in, or

near the Late Roman walls have once more been brought to light.

2543. C.I.G. 1344. ' Spartac prope turrim oricntalcm.' From trench

along south side of the wall. Reading : 1. 2 ^ almost worn away. L, 3

likewise. L. 4 K likewise; this line ends TTAPATOII (not riATHI) = Trapa

toU [e.£-.'Pa>fiaioL<i\. L. 5 now reads ~TEK AIIFFOYAHZ = • re kq\

(T-rrovht^. L. 6 the letters ZAE!£ are worn. L. 7 I^ no longer seen.

L. 8 the first Y has vanished.

2545. C.I.G. 1433. ' Iuxta portam oricntalcm.' Found ib. undamaged.

2546. C.I.G. 1347. 'Spartac prope turrim orientalem.' Found ib.

Boeckh's corrected reading is substantially right. In 1. 2 read ON not (n);

in 11. 6, 7 ENEKEN should be read: in 11. 13, 14 the reading is certainly

TH^mriOYAIOY.

2 553- C.I.G. 1304. ' Xtj} TovSein/, iuxta fontem.' Found in trench

west of South Gate. Surface much damaged, but traces of all the letters

are preserved, except in the first word ot 1. 3.
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AHOAIZ

t.ayphaionbhponkaizapa

N M 4> KHNnNnPEIBYS
ATAOOKAHZC^IAinnOY

5 ANTHNlOindpEAinN

ZEYZinnOZTYNAAPOYZ

4>IAOKPATHZKAEANAPOYrPA +
MNAZHNAYZinnOY

Cf. Lc Has-Foucart on the problems connected with the man to whom

this inscription refers (note on inscr. 173 b). Foucart, after fresh exami-

nation of Fourmont's copy in his MSS., reads [M. AiXiov \vpt']X]i[o]v

[Ou]r]pov Kalcrapa, and attributes it to Marcus Aurelius, after his adoption,

but before he became Emperor. But the stone, on which the name,

though- damaged, is almost certain, does not justify this alteration, and,

as it stands, the man mentioned is not known : it is possible, but hardly

likely, that a mistake was made by the graver.

2555 A. C.I.G. 1249. ' Inter theatrum et turrim meridionalem.'

Found in trench west of South Gate. Col. I. II. 4, 5

4>IAoNEIKl

A I k.t.X.

L. 13 rPMMATEYZ (A omitted by the stone-cutter). L. 1 5 APISTHN.

Below this there are two vacant lines, then the following, omitted by

Fourmont

:

AHMoSioS
(hlAoAECn

. ToC

i.e. h]fx6(Tio<; \
<&i\o8ecnr\[o]To<i. The same man recurs in C.I.G. 1239, ii. 1. 9

and 1276, 1. 5 {infra).

Col. II. 1. 2 KPATOYCTOY-3TOY L. 4 TIBKA k.t.X. L. 5 an iota

appears at end of line. L. 7 MAYMWK ACENfXlo Y L. 9 TIMoTE-

AHC<F,IK£T L. IO NoMo<J)NN|iECB L - l 3 MAKlWNoC k.t.X. L. 14

end KEEN L. I 5 end TENN AloC L. 20 ADdpDPDI k.t.X.

Col. III. 1. 1 ib&tllllll/ 1: L. 2 for |< read jr.. L. 4 for r^ read j*

L. 9 for c read R L. 1 1 for [a read [a L. 1 3 at end for r read 5^
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L. 15 for EYAAMIAA read EYAAMIA L. 17 for (h read
(J)

L. 18

EniXAPAKoZR L. 19 EniAPlSTol£AoYIEf L. 27 rfNoMorl)

LI. 28. 29 NIKH(J>oPoIAPI L. 31 NoModpYAAZ
ZToBoYAoYEni

Col. IV. 1. 1 end AAK L. 2 end AAMo L. 3 KPAToYZ
L. 6 AAM0KPIT0Z L. 10 AAMoKPATlAI L *6 TTAEIZToZE
L. 17 NoS AP Li lines 15 and 17 there are small holes cut in the

stone, perhaps for clamps.

-555- CI.G. 1239. ' Spartae prope turrim magnam ad orientalem

plagam sitam.' Found ib. (The tower here mentioned flanked the South

Gate.

This inscription now appears to have been continuous with that last

given, the style of writing and the use of contractions being the same in

both.

Col. II. of this inscription goes below Col. IV. of CI.G. 1249. The

following corrections arc needed in Fourmont's reading :

Col. I. 1. 2 NoMocj) L. 3 for M read r*| (= IIo7r\t'>9 Me^./x<o?), for (b

read <}> L. 4 nAKXPYZoroNZ L. 5 for dp read § L. 6 for TON
read ToPI/ L. 9 for KAI read KAE After 1. 11 Fourmont has omitted

(line 1 1 \ (blAoKAEIAA L. 14 add I at end of line. L. 15 for |~A read p
L. 17 K:pdpYAAZ L. 18 AmNoOET, L. 20 EYPYKAEION L. 21

(hlAQZENIA

Col. II. 1. 9 AHM0II0Z
Col. III. 1. 3 YNEdphBoZA L. 5 end ft ( -- yepovo-ias) L. l2for^EAP

read Z E *P L. 1 5 for C read ft

Boeckh's interpretation can be corrected in line 5, the sense being

really as follows: (»)eoU. Ei/ri/^o?, [<r]vi>e(pi]fio<i [A]idpov<; to[v] BpovTov, ye-

povaias tV« Kao\ WpiarmeXovq, k.t.X. The letter after (Tvvecfyrjfios seems to

have been A or A or A. Amp*/? occurs in S.M.C. 393, and is a safe

restoration here. He is not known elsewhere as Patronomus.

2536. CI.G. 1276.) Both ' Hrf) TovSevp, iuxta fontem '

: both found

2556 A. CI.G. 1257. j ib. The stones join.

In 1276, I.7 the reading given is certain: the chisel seems to have

slipped in 1. 8. In 1257, 1. 4 besides the ornaments at each end there were

probably letters before £ now lost.
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10

10

(j)YAAZ<AMA

PANTOIAH
MEA
4)iAOAEznoroz

OIKONOMOI

ATAGOKAHSAPIoZ

KAEOZEn|nPATo

NlKdKAIIEPEYZ

OYPANIHNEf

ETTIAMONIKIA

rBOEninoAYE >/

'(TCYmPOPANO

MOiEniozazi

HKPATOYZ^

EninAii

KPAToYZN

NOMOchYAA^I

inilKPATHZ

<h|AOYMENOY

okaiihzpa

ToS »

C. I. G.

1276

C.I.G.

1257

- - [yp-

(afifiaro)-

<pvXa% 'Apu-

pavros A>7-

fiea.

5 fyiXoSecnroTos 5

OlKOPO/uLOt;.

,

AyaOoxXi)^ '

A

pi(cn)o<a>-

/cXiowi eV( UpaTu-

vlkov Kai iep€v<;

IO Ovpaviwv, e<f>op(os) IO

eV) AapovifCtBa,

y{papp,uTevs) /3o(vXfj<;) iirl IloXve(v)-

(ktov), (dy)opavo-

pos €tt(j) lov\(iov) Hwai-

I 5 KpUTOVi.

- - - a - -

eVt Uacri- 5

Kparovs i'(e(i)Tepov ?).

i'opo<f>vXa^

20 "ZLciHTiKpa-nis

<$>iXovpivov

6 /cal XoocrTpa- IO

TO*.

C.I.G. 1245. 'Stj? Yovhkvy propc fontem.' Now built into house of

Spiros Ermilios at Parori near Sparta (south of Mistra). Greyish marble,

now covered with whitewash, -41 x 24 x 18. Letters '03 h. Lines 11-end

are lost ; the rest is much mutilated and reads:

' BOY A

E()>OP

"TflAAinN

XAPHI-*,

P 2
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5 VAGOKAH
nOAYHEI

MOYATlIOZ

KAINO

FIOYAIO^

IO AAMONF/V/

C.I.G. 1444. In church of " Xywi (~)eo&(opoi
y

Trypi ( ' TpeTrrij '

:

Fourmont). This stone is now broken into four pieces, and the top right-

hand coiner is missing. But in spite of this and of the surface of the

stone being damaged in several places we can correct several letters of

Fourmont's copy, though the middle letters of each line arc irrecoverable.

L. 4. There is no trace of | before the first A.

L. 6. The second letter is p. it is separated from the by a flaw in

the stone.

L. 10. The reading is K Al AZK AHTTIOY. The last letter is plainly E.

I J. 11, 12. The stone is badly damaged, but there seems to be a

vertical stroke after T1A at the end of the line ; of line 12 we have only

1 1 ... I A <_ ... . and traces of the A I of n A E I A I Z.

L. 13. The reading is TOYATnNO. We can safely restore tov

a7&)j'o[<f]
I

twv (T€fi(v )[o ? TJuTWi) Alo<tk[ov] peioov instead of to [6"] aywvo-

[OtTtv] of Boeckh, for which there is not room.

L. 16. The last letter is certainly n not 0.

L- i/- Z[ndpP]ONEZTATHZ is the right reading.

H. J. \V. TlLLVAKIh

A. M. Woodward.

Three New Z(j) a IPEIZ- Inscriptions.

In a previous volume of the British School Annua/ 1
I published the

epigraphical texts recording the victories of the Spartan afpaipeU. Three

fresh inscriptions belonging to the same series have since been discovered,

and I am enabled to publish these, thanks to the courtesy of the Director of

the School and Mr. Tillyard. To Mr. Wace I am indebted for much kind

1 X. pp. 63-77.
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help: the description of the Dioscuri relief on No. 1 (below) comes from his

pen, and to him I also owe a copy of No. 3, of which I have not myself

seen the original. Of the other two stones I took copies and squeezes

while visiting Sparta in the spring of 1907.

1. On a gable-topped stele of coarse, dark local marble, formerly

built into the house of Tewpyux; Kouto-t/?, now the prefecture : brought

into the Sparta Museum on March 23 (April 5), 1906: Inventory No. 844.

Broken at bottom, but otherwise complete except for the top and right

hand corners of the gable. Height 74 m. ; breadth '46 m.; thickness 12 m.

In the field of the gable is a round object, in all probability a ball (cf. B.S.A.

x. p. 70, Nos. 9, 10). The upper part of the stele bears a relief (see below).

The letters are large and somewhat clumsily engraved, with very slight

apices. Copy and squeeze.

EnifTATPONOMOY 'Etti irarpov6p,ov

MNAZnNOZZ(f)AIPEI Miw&wk, <r<paipei[<;]

niTANATHNOINElKA UtTavarcov 01 vet/cd-

lANTESTASHBAS cravres Ta? &>/3a'c,

5 nNTTPEIBYS 5 a>v irpeo-fivs

AAEZAZXPYZEPHTOI 'AXefa? XpvaepcoTos

r>AAM|A*ypprinn -- o8apt&a$ Yopyi[^Tirov
]

The surface of the stone is much worn and some of the letters are very

indistinct, but the reading may be regarded as certain except in the case of

the last line, half of which is broken away. Two or three letters are lost

before -oSaptSas, but in the latter case one must have been an 1 : [<£>i\]-

oSapi'Sa* or [Tip]o8ap,i8a<;, for instance, would suit these requirements.

The last name may be ropyi[TnriBa].

yivdacov occurs as eponymous Patronomus in C.I.G. 1241 ( = S.M.L.

204 1 col. i,l. 25 l and 1291. This is the first certain mention of the obe of

the Pitanatae, though the word ma)- be restored with some probability in

B.S.A. x. p. 64, No. 2, and we have two inscriptions of a certain Faioy

'A/3/&0? 'AyaOayyeXos \\navd-n)$ {C.I.G. I425, 1426).

The formula of this inscription, omitting to mention the /3iBvo^ and

^/a/3eTj;?, is simpler than that of any other text of the scries with the

exception of Collitz-Bechtel 4478 ( = B.S.A. x. p. 70, No. 10).

' A second copy of this 1st is inscribed on a stone at l'arori, Alh. Mill. ii. 435, No. (>.

1 5
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On the relief Mr. Wace sends me tine following note:

'Above the inscription is a representation of the Dioscuri in low and

rather flat relief (see inf.). They stand facing one another in exactly

symmetrical attitudes, wearing ttTXol and carrying long lances. Their only

garment is a chlamys, which hangs loosely over the elbows and passes

behind the back, leaving the body quite nude. Their hair is long and

curly. A tall amphora with a conical lid stands on a square base between

Z<j)AIPEII Relief.

them, while above it, and apparently resting on its handles, are the 86/cava.

These consist of two vertical joined by two horizontal beams in the middle

and at the top. The uppermost horizontal beam, which projects beyond

the vertical ones, is decorated with an egg between two snakes. In the gable

above the relief is a round object, obviously the ball of the a^aipeis,
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which was to be seen on the relief described by Ross 1 and also appears

at the top of No. 2 (sec below).

This representation of the Dioscuri can be grouped with other reliefs

of them discussed in the introduction to the sculpture in the Sparta

Museum Catalogue, pp. 113 ff. The fact that the Dioscuri wear triXoc

shows that the relief cannot be earlier than the late fifth century B.C., 2

while to judge from its style, it is not earlier than the second century B.C.,

and may even be later than the first century A.D.3 Of the attributes of

the heroes we have here the funereal amphora, which refers to the

legend that they were buried near Sparta,4 and the 86/cava. This is

the third known representation of these TraXaia tmv Atoa/covptov

ufpilpv/iara; 1 the others being on the Argenidas relief at Verona' 1 and

another relief at Sparta. 7 Here, as in the other two reliefs, we have snakes

in connexion with the 86/cava, and this relief seems to confirm the

arguments advanced in the Sparta Museum Catalogue that the Dioscuri

were worshipped as dead heroes. If the images of them which the kings

carried to war s were the 86/cava, it seems that they could be divided ; but

from the reliefs this does not appear possible. In any case, the connexion

of the twin heroes with the two kings of Sparta seems to support the

theory of the mythological origin of the Dioscuri, the beh'ef that the

twins were lucky.

'

!)

From the mention of the eponymous Patronomus it is possible to

date the inscription approximately. C.l.G. 1291, which belongs to the

same year, is as follows :

[Nop.o<pvXa *]e<> [e']7rt Mvdcra)v[o<;]

[u)v 7r/3e]cr/3[i/]<? r. [TjouXio? - -

[-._._ A]a/io/cpiTo - - -

and the appearance here of the praenomen and nomen Caius Iulius shows

that it must belong to the very end of the first century B.C. at the earliest.

But C.l.G. 1 241 (= S.M.C. 204) will lead us to place it even later. The first

five lines of that inscription must belong to about 140 A.U., for Agathocles

1 Arch. Aufsiilze, ii. p. 659 (= B.S.A. x. 69, No. 9). The inscription suffered severely in the

tire which de>troyed the first Sparta Museum and the relief perished: see Le Bas-Foucart,

Explication, p. 100.

-' Fuitw angler, ap. Koscher, i. p. 1 172. ' Cf. S.M.C. Nos. 201, 202, 203, 356.
4 Alcman,//-. 5 : Pindar, Nem. x. 56: Homer, //. iii. 243, Od. xi. 301.
5 Plutarch, Dt /rat. amore, ad 1'nit. * S.M.C. p. 1 13, Fig. 14.

7 S.M.C. Xo. 588, Fig. 68. H Hdt. v. 75; cf. Rawlinson's note ad loc. " S.M.C. p. 116.
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had been dyopavofios in the year of Hadrian's second visit to Sparta,

uj. 129 A.D. (1. 10), and had subsequently been Ephor, Senator for a second

time and Secretary of council. The relation of the lists which follow (11.

16-34) to Agathocles' cursus honorum is obscure, but these lists must

belong to about the same time, and this dating is borne out by the

occurrence in them of the names Publius Aelius Onesiphorus (1. 21), and

Publius Aelius Nicandridas (1. 27), which are not likely to have been borne

before Hadrian's reign. Now Philocles, who is Ephor in one of these years,

is referred to as Mvd(a(ovi) kcu Avo-ip.(d^(oi) fcd(o~i<i) (1. 25). If, as I believe,

this Mvdawv is the same as the eponymous Patronomus of our inscription,

it is hard to avoid the conclusion that his year is to be placed at the close

of the first, or in the first half of the second, century A.D.

2. On a large stele of coarse local, marble, found in the ruins of a

windmill at the place called 'AepopvXos, north of Magoula : now in the

Sparta Museum (Inventory No. 837). Height 1*13 m. ; breadth '445 m.
;

thickness '1 2—17 m. Complete except at the foot. On the upper part of

the stele is a gable with acroteria in relief: in the field above this are

representations in relief of a ball with an oil-flask and a wreath to right

and left respectively (cf. B.S.A. x. p. 70, No. 10). Copy and squeeze.

'E7ri 'Ayado/cXeovs tov

[K]Xeo(pdvrov—(iiihuov

Be—ziev(ovo<i tov—Hei>[o]-

F.niArAOOKAEOYITOY
AEO<J)ANTOYhBIAYOY

AEhZENHNOZTOYhZENc
ZTPATOY"AIABETEO^

5 4>IAEPnTOITOYOEOZENw
idpAIPEIZAIMNAEHNOINlK
ZANTEZTAZi ZHNrPE
EnATAOOZinKPATOYZ
Z T P A T H N ~TTZA E

10 TTPATONIK^S; ^fnNTO
OTENI IZTOK^I
MOKPATHZZHTinNOZ
iIKAPXOZATAGONIKOY
TPITHNK

15 AchPOAEIZIOZAPIZTHNOZ
ZHAOZ/ TAGONIKOY
EYTYXOZ<MEN/NZL
ZHTHP Z'-AOHI ON r

(TTpdrov—8ta/3eTeo[? Be]

5 QiXepwTos tov ©eo^et'ofi'],

cr<paip€i<; AifjLvaewv 01 vik[t]]-

aavres rds [&)/3a]<?, wv 7rpe[cr](l3vs]

'TLirdyaOoi; Ztotcpdrow;

^rpuTtov

10 TlparovLKos - - otpwvro^si]

. . . oyeii\8a<; ' Ap\icrroKpa\j^-

[Ti]/xo/cpaTr)<i 1,(otL(i)vo<s

[N]t/ca/3^o<?
'

AyadoviKov

TptTCOV (TpLTOOPOs)

I 5 'A<f>po8ei(TlO'i 'Apl(TTCOVO<i

ZtfjXos [ A]ya0ovi'icov

Ei/Tf^o? <C.Mevdv8p[ov]

^(OTrjp[l . .]? K[tt]#7)[*']oi/[T09]
'Aya - -
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The formula is the usual one. It is tantalizing that the stone is

broken off after the twelfth name and gives no evidence as to the number

of members in a team of acpatpeis. The 4>t\ep&)<? Qeogevov of 1. 5 may be

the same as T. 'lovXios <t>f\ep&>? (")eo^euov, who appears as 7rpicr(3v<; i<p6p(oi>

in the year of Claudius Aristoteles (C.I.G. 1243), and father or son of

(")eu^ei>o<; ^iXeplotos {S.M.C. 208). In that case this inscription probably

belongs to the second century A.D. None of the other acfaaipels of this list

occur, so far as I know, elsewhere. In 1. 18 we may restore 1a)W)p[i^o]<i or

2ltoT»7p[/6fl]^ : the name Ka#^/coj/To<? I restore from C.I.G. 1239, 1240, where

a certain Net ki]§op09 Ka$ijfcovTo>i appears in a list of vop.o<pvXatce<;. The

readings of the latter part of 11. 9, 17 arc very uncertain.

3. In the Sparta Museum (Inventory No. 873): found on the land of

Lcopoulos General Plan, J 14). On a gable-topped stele of bluish local

marble broken on the left and at the bottom. Height 63 m.; width

•35 m.; thickness 11 m. From a copy made by Mr. A. J. B. Wace.

E7ri Trarpovopou] IxXauStov

/3t8vo]v 8e Kavivi-

IO

KAAYAlc-Y

YAEKANINI
BETEolAE
/ 9PAIYBoYAoY
lolAPXAIol

3INEIKAIANTEZ
nIHPEZBYI

>AIMI0Y
HPoY

"FoY

ov KvTropov(?) Bia]/3ereo<i Se

aureTrajyeXTOv] fypacruftovXov

- - - - o-<paipei]s 01 up^aloi

NT
607ro\etrcoj' (?)] (0)1 vei/caaavTes

ra<i ei>/3a? - - 6i]v irpeo-fivs

['E](p)aap,iov

--------- [o8]oopov

10

TTOV

The letters are well and clearly engraved, with very slight apices. The

formula of the inscription is, so far as it can be restored, of the usual type.

In 1. 1 ['E7rt Ttfiepiov] KXavBiov or ['E7rt Tift.] KXavSiov might be restored,

but the length of the line is, I think, determined by 1. 4 as restored, and

this points very strongly to ['E7rt irarpovopov] KXavStov as the reading of

1. I. Perhaps it will not be too bold to conjecture Wpaaihov at the

beginning of 1. 2 : this, at least, is the only known name of an eponymous

Patronomus which has the Roman nomen Claudius prefixed and consists

of eight letters, the number which is to be expected if 1. 1 is rightly

1 5 *
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restored. 'Attikov {S.M.C. 783 : cf. C.I G. 1241, 1245) and telavov (B.S.A

xii. 364, No. 11) are too short, while 'Apio-TOTeXov; (C.I.G. 1243) and

'ApuTTofiovXov (S.M.C. 204, ii. 32) are too long. Claudius Brasidas appears

as eponymous Patronomus in C.I.G. 1259 (c ^- 1286: B.S.A. xii. 374,

No. 36). In 1. 3 iLv-rropov can be restored with tolerable certainty : the

name Kavivios is found in Spartan inscriptions only with the cognomina

Eviropcx; (C.I.G. 1240) and 'Apiarovifcos (C.I.G. 1278), both members of the

same family, and the former name has exactly the required number of

letters. In 1. 4 avTCTrayyeXrov is a certain restoration from B.S.A. x. 63,

No. 1 ; 66, Nos. [5,] 6. The vacant space of about five letters in 1. 5 is

puzzling: perhaps we should restore vecoTe., abbreviated for vewrepov

(S.M.C. 204, i. 34). I can offer no suggestion for filling the blank in 1. 7, as

the word avi<pehpoi, which is otherwise most suitable (B.S.A. x. 63 ff,

Nos. i, 2, 3, [4], [7], [8]), is too long unless abbreviated. 1 In 1. 6 I have

restored NeoiroXeiTwv from B.S.A. x. 63, No. 1, 69, No. 9 as the only obe-

name which is sufficiently long to fill the required space. The phrase

crcpaipeis 01 up^alot is without parallel in the other inscriptions of the series,

and there is no evidence enabling us to interpret it with any confidence.

Marcus Niebuhu Tod.

1 Or possibly the line is drawn in at each end, as in No. 1, I. 5 (above), and there is no word

lost between ijSas and S>v.
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LACONIA. •

II.—TOPOGRAPHY.

§ I.—GVTHIUM AND THE NORTH-WEST COAST OF THE LACONIAN

GULE.

I PROPOSE here to discuss briefly the topography of the triangular

district which is bounded on the west by the range of Taygetus, on the

east by the sea from the mouth of the Eurotas to the Bay of Skutari,

and on the north by an imaginary line drawn from the mouth of the

Eurotas due west to Taygetus.

Geographical Characteristics.

This district can well be discussed by itself, since geographically it

is distinguished in a marked manner from those which adjoin it on the

north and south, while on the west it is entirely cut off by the barrier of

Taygetus. The Plain of Sparta to the north, though surrounded by

mountains and hills, is itself almost flat ; the Gythium district is covered

by spurs which run down from Taygetus and is watered by copious

streams, which have here and there formed small but fertile plains, some

inland, but the majority on the sea border. In the Plain of Sparta the

streams drain into the Eurotas, in our district into the Laconian Gulf.

On the south the district is sharply divided from the Peninsula of

Taenarum or Matapan by a barrier of hills running down from Taygetus

into the sea, just south of the Bay of Skutari. At this point runs the

only important pass in the southern part of Taygetus, which must have

served in antiquity, as at the present day, as the chief road of communi-

cation with the cities of the east coast of the Mcssenian Gulf. The
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Peninsula of Taenarum is distinguished from the Gythium district by its

more mountainous character and the absence of fertile lowlands.

Gythium.

The modern town l
is built along the foot of the hill of Kumaro

'Arbutus ' (the ancient Larysium), partly on a shelf of land which projects

into the sea, partly on the steep side of the hill itself, and partly on the

southern edge of the plain which lies to the north of it, now called Palae-

opolis, the site of the ancient city. Except for a few scattered houses and

the mill on the seashore, there was, until the last few years, no extensive

building on the ancient site. Now, however, there are several factories,

the public buildings, and a number of small houses in the plain of

Palaeopolis.

Gythium is connected with Sparta by a well-constructed road which

enters the town from the north-west, following the course of the Gythium

River, unlike the ancient road, which entered the Plain of Palaeopolis

from the north.

Gythium possesses an inner and an outer harbour. The outer harbour

is formed by the Island of Cranae, which is joined to the mainland by a

mole ; the inner harbour is formed by a mole running out due north from

the shelf of land on which the main part of the town is built. The outer

harbour has a depth of from eleven to twenty fathoms, the inner from

one-and-a-half to two fathoms. Along the whole length of the town,

1 200 metres, a mole has been constructed, which has driven the sea back-

in many places to a distance of thirty to forty metres, on which space

numerous houses and the road have been constructed.

The simplest method of dealing with the topography of Gythium -

1 Population in 1889, 3686; in 1896, 4061.

- References to Gythium in ancient authors: Paus. iii. 2l.8ff. ; Strabo, vii. 5. 2 ; Thuc. i 108,

iv. 53; Xen. Hell. vi. 5. 32; Polyh. v. 19. 6; Scylax, 47. 6; Lycophron, 98; Pomponius

Mela, ii. 3. 5 1 ; Liv. xxxiv. 29, xxxv. 27.

Bibliography: Leake, Morea, i. 244 ff
.

; Curtius, Pelop. ii. 268 ff. ; Bursian, Geo*. 144 145 ;

Phillipson, Pelop. 216; Boblaye, Pechere lies, 86 ff. ; Walpole, Memoirs Relating to Turkey. 57 ff.

;

Ross, Wanda ungeit, ii. 231-235, 238; Le Bas, Voyage Arch. Itin. 25, 26; Wyse, Sir T., Travels,

i. 40 ft".; Stephanopoulo, Voyages eti Grcce, chs. xxii.-xxv. ; Patsourakos, J. TlpayfiaTtia irtp\ tov

apx*i"v rvOfiov (Athens, 1902) ; Bull, de Con: Hell. xv. (1891), 654; Rev. Arch. 1845, 206-217;

Ath. Mitt. i. 151-157 ; TlpaKTiKa tjjs 'EA.A. 'Apx- 'Et. 1891, 27-35;
'

E(P-
'APX- '891, 5564;

185 204.

Maps and Plans: Pritish Admiralty Chart, Plan of Gythium (1902): Le Bas, Voyage Arch.

PI. 26; Curtius, Pelop. taf. xii.; npanrtKa, loc. cit. (Theatre).
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seems to be to take the account of Pausanias 1 in connexion with the

existing remains, and then to describe other features of the site and

neighbourhood.

A.—Existing Remains mentioned by Pausanias.

The Agorar

' In the Agora are statues of Apollo and Herakles, and near them is

Dionysos.3 On the other side is Apollo Karneios and the Temple of

Ammon and a brazen statue of Asklepios and his temple, which has no

roof, and the fountain of the god and the shrine of Demeter 4 and the

statue of Poseidon, Upholder of Earth.'

It was therefore a large open space adorned with temples and public

buildings. Several indications help to fix its position : firstly, south of

the theatre and parallel with the foot of the Acropolis Hill are traces of

a long marble building, now mostly covered up ; beyond this, and near

the Church of the Panagia, is a public well, which may mark the site of

the sacred spring of Asklepios. This spring was, according to Pausanias,

on the same side of the agora as the Temple of Apollo, and it was just

at this spot that the inscription relating to this temple was found."' We
thus have some indication of the position of one side of the agora.

Secondly, between this line and the sea and parallel to both, Mr. Skias

found part of a marble epistyle and stylobate, together with a Corinthian

capital, three metres below the surface. It was at this point that the

Table of Liquid Measurements,7 now at Athens, was found ; this, like

the similar table found in situ at Pompeii,8 must certainly have stood in

the agora. We thus have indications of the position of the east side of

the agora, which must therefore have covered a large space south-east of

the theatre, with its west side along the foot of the Acropolis Hill.

1
iii. 21. 6-22. 2.

- Ibid. iii. 21. 8-9.

3 For the cult of Dionysos at Gythium see B.S.A. x. pp. 181-182.

4 For the cult of Demeter at Gythium see ib. pp. 180- 181.

5 C.-B. 4567 ; Le B.-F. No. 243.
6 E<p. 'Apx- I.e.

7 'E<p. 'Apx- i- P- 378 ; Le B.-F. No. 241 b ; Hultsch, Metrologie, pp. 537-539 ; Rev. Arch.

1872, p. 297 ; ib. 1903, p. 27.

8 Mau, Pompeii, pp. 92-93 and 340.
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The UvXai KacrTopiSe*;. 1

'There too are what arc called "the Gates of Castor."
'

The use of the word trvXat in the plural to signify a pass, as in the

case of Thermopylae and the 'irv\at t/}? Kt\iKta<i, seems to point here

to some narrow defile rather than the gate of the city. The ancient road

from Sparta to Gythium entered the town from the north, as we gather

from Pausanias.- At the point where the plain begins to open there is a

narrow defile between the abrupt cliff and the sea, and here must have

been the gate referred to by Pausanias. Pausanias, who speaks of only

one gate, would naturally mention the Spartan gate as being the most

important, and Castor was a typically Spartan deity. I would therefore

place the ' Gates of Castor ' just where the road from Trinasos enters the

plain of Palaeopolis.

The Ancient Acropolis.

'On the Acropolis is a temple and statue of Athena.' :!

The hill on which this stood lies to the west of Palaeopolis, and rises

to a height of about fifty metres. It is now covered with olives and

narrow terraces sown with corn, which have been mainly constructed of

ancient blocks and scits from the theatre. The temple of Athena was

probably situated where are now the ruins of a small Christian shrine
;

several large ancient blocks of marble are still to be seen here. Athena

is represented on the Imperial coins of Gythium.

The Sanctuary of Zeus Kappotas.

' About three stades from Gythium is an unworked stone ; they say

that it was while seated on this that Orestes recovered from his madness.

For this reason the stone was called Zeus Kappotas (the Deliverer) in

the Dorian tongue.' 4

Near the modern Gymnasium, at the side of the Sparta road, is an

abrupt face of reddish stone some ten metres high, cut into the side

of the hill of Kumaro and now called YleXexrjTo. At a point about four

metres above the level of the neighbouring road is the rock-cut inscription

Motpa Ato? Tepao-Tuy. 5 It was cut by hammering with a round-pointed

instrument, which made dot-like incisions.

1

I'aus. iii. 21. 9.
"-'

iii. 21. 4 and 22. 3. •' l'au>. iii. 21. 9.

J //. 22 1.
:
' C.-K. 4563.
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The distance from this spot to the centre of the ancient site agrees

well with the ' about three stades ' of Pausanias, and it may, I think, be

regarded as certain that this inscription marks the site of the sanctuary

of Zeus Kappotas. Tepao-rtcx? must then be regarded as the official title

of the god, Ka7T7Tft>Ta9 as a local popular epithet. The spot as figured by

Lc Bas-Waddington shows a rocky platform at the foot of the cliff, which

perhaps was the ' unwrought stone ' mentioned by Pausanias.

The Island of Cranae.

' The Island of Cranae lies in front of Gythium.'

'

The Island of Cranae or Marathonisi lies at right angles to the

southern extremity of the modern town, about a kilometre distant from

the ancient site ; it is now connected with the mainland by a mole. The

surface is extremely rough, and there are no traces of ancient foundations.

Two sarcophagi, of which one still remains on the island and the other

has been removed to Athens, have been found here. A small cutting

instrument of Melian obsidian, which I discovered, seems to show that

the island was inhabited at an early date ; as is also indicated by the

Homeric story'2 that Paris and Helen fled hither from Sparta and took

ship for Troy. There may well have been a small skala here at a very

early date.

The Migoninm.

' Over against the island (of Cranae) is the temple of Aphrodite

Migonitis on the mainland, and the whole of this place is called the

Migonium. They say that Alexander {i.e. Paris) built this temple.' 8

Opposite and to the north-west of Cranae, lies a shelf of land forming

an isosceles triangle, of which the east and west sides measure 500 metres,

and the north side 180 metres. This space is bordered on the west by the

abrupt slopes of Mount Kumaro, on the north by the sea. It is now

entirely covered with buildings and forms the oldest portion of the modern

town and contains the principal churches. Here, and here only, can the

Migonium have been situated, since on no other site opposite Cranae

—

that is between Palaeopolis and the modern village of Mavrovouni—could

there have been found sufficient flat space to build a temple. Further, the

Larysium (see below) is described by Pausanias as 'above the Migonium.'

1 Pans. iii. 22. 1.
B Paus. I.e. ; Horn. //. iii. 445.

:i Paus. iii. 22. 2.
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and this triangular space is the only flat ground between the hill and the

sea, for north and south of it the cliffs fall abruptly into the sea. It is

possible that the Metropolitan Church of H. Georgios occupies the site of

this temple of Aphrodite, since in digging the foundations of the houses

adjoining it, some ancient foundations were discovered and a statuette,

which was carried to Cythera, then under British government, and

there sold.

With this triangular space of ground, which we have identified with

the Migonium, may be connected the well-known rock-cut inscription

MrjSeva dTroaTpvdecrdai k.t.X.,1 inscribed on the face of the cliff 330 metres

to the north. The sea in antiquity must have washed the btse of this

cliff, but has now been driven back by the construction of the mole, the

depth of water in front of which at this point, varies from four-and-a-half

to six feet. The inscription is cut at the commencement of a path leading

along the face of the cliff, above and parallel to the present road along the

mole, by which it has now been replaced. It is reasonable to suppose that

the ancient road from the town to the Migonium led along this rock-cut

path on the face of the hill, and that here, at the entrance of the sacred

precinct, which was regarded as beginning at this spot, this inscription

was cut to warn the worshipper not to pollute the sacred inclosure. There

can have been no thoroughfare in antiquity along the east face of Mount

Kumaro, for the road to the Plain of Bardounia was elsewhere (see below,

Public Stairway), and the modern road to Mavrovouni had to be blasted

out of the face of the cliff.

The Larysium Hill.

' Above the Migonium is the hill called the Larysium, sacred to

Dionysos.' 2

The modern name of this hili is Kumaro ; it rises immediately above

the town to a height of 186 metres, and is crowned by the little church of

H. Pantes. The hill is very steep and rocky, and the only spot where any

cultivation would be possible, is on a small plateau at the head of the

ravine which runs down to the sea immediately opposite the island of

Cranae. Here must have been situated the shrine of Dionysos mentioned

by Pausanias.3 Its position would be exactly ' above the Migonium,' as

1 C.-B. 4564, C.l.G. 1469. - Paus. iii. 22. 2.

3 1'aus. I.e. says that grapes grew here ; hence the necessity of finding a site where there would

be Mifficient soil for cultivation.
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Pausanias describes it. There are traces of ancient quarries on the north-

east slopes of the hill.

Other Remains on the Ancient Site oe Gythium.

The Theatre.

The theatre, which was cut out from the cast slope of the Acropolis,

has been fully dealt with by its excavator, Mr. A. Skias. 1

The Harbour and Existing Remains on the Sea-Shore.

On the shore immediately east of the Acropolis and near the mill of

Mulakos are extensive Roman remains, the most important being a long

building now partly covered by the sea, and a fine mosaic. Here, as in

many other parts of Greece, a considerable area of what was dry land in

antiquity has now been covered by the sea ; at the present day a number

of various buildings can be seen extending under the sea, amongst them a

thick wall of poros blocks, roo m. by 30 m., which must mark the

beginning of an ancient mole. It is said to curve round to the north-east

and would have afforded the necessary protection from the cast wind.

Curtius 2 saw traces of the 'excavated harbour' mentioned by Strabo, in

a marsh on the shore, but Mr. Skias has proved by trial-pits that there is

not sufficient depth of earth down to the living rock for this to have been

possible. Hence in antiquity there must have been an inner harbour

entered from the north and protected by a breakwater and an outer port,

as at the present day, under the shelter of Cranae.

Immediately east of the theatre Mr. Skias found the ruins of a

colonnade, consisting of a stylobate twenty-one metres long, with two

bases of Ionian columns and part of the epistyle. This was probably a

colonnade in connexion with the theatre, as is the case at Athens and

elsewhere.

Roman Remains at Palaeopolis.

The most important lies in the valley north of the Acropolis Hill, and

consists of several brick vaults, decorated with fan-shaped moulding of

stucco ; it was perhaps a bath.

Remains of fortifications of the same period can be traced in several

1 npattTiKo., 1891, pp. 71 fif. and Plan, to which add ff.S.A. x. p. 180.

- Pelop. ii. pp. 268 AT. ; Strabo, vii. 5. 2.

Q
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places ; by the Church of the Panagia arc the remains of a considerable

tower, still standing to the height of about four metres. A similar tower

also stands on the south-west of the summit of the Acropolis Hill,

together with some remains of walls. That so little remains in situ is due

to the fact that the growth of the modern town has given rise to a great

demand for building-material, and every available stone has been carried

off.

Cemeteries.

The most important burial ground of ancient Gythium seems to have

extended along the valley which runs at right angles to the sea, from the

south corner of the site, and through which the Gythium river flows. It

was along this valley, where the Sparta road now runs, that the ancient

way led to the plain of the Bardounia River, as I shall presently show

(sec below, Public Stairway"). The construction of this new road has laid

bare a number of tombs, both rock-cut and artificially built up, and

numerous inscriptions have been found here. In one tomb on this road

1'rofcssor Patsourakos found a tcnacotta of archaic type, with long hair

and hands extended at the side, 08 m. in height. He has also found what

seems to have been a private burial ground on the hill of St. Elias, just

north of the site.

Near the shore to the north-west is an underground tomb of Roman
brick.

' The Apella!

A short distance from the ancient site, north of the Sparta road and

west of the Church of H. Triada, is an open space of semicircular form.

The chord is formed by a flat rock about 300 m. high, artificially

smoothed, with a square block cut out of the top of it in the centre, so as

to form a kind of bona. The greater part of the arc of the semicircle is

formed by the natural slope of the north side of the Acropolis Hill and a

small spur which runs out from it. This, I think, ma)- have been the

ancient Apclla or place of assembly : being situated just outside the town

and in an open space near an important road, it is in a position such as

would be naturally chosen for such a purpose.

The Aqueduct.

The discovery of the ancient aqueduct is due entirely to the zeal of

1'rofcssor Patsourakos of Gythium. The water was taken from the
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Bardounia River at a point some sixteen kilometres north of the town,

below the village of Strotza ; the water-course was constructed partly by

rock-cuttings and partly by building; in the latter case it has generally

disappeared. At first for some kilometres it follows the course of the river

at a higher level. At one point, some two kilometres from where it leaves

the river bed, is a splendid piece of tunnelling, room, high, 77m. broad,

and 1600 m. long. At the mouth of this tunnel is a rock-cut relief of

Herakles leaning on his club in the attitude of the Farnese figure ; unfor-

tunately it is much damaged. The rock is a bluish marble ; the figure is

•52 m. in height, the right hand, the elbow of which is bent, holds the club,

which rests on the rock. The left hand apparently rests on the rock. The

face is partly destroyed, but it was evidently bearded and turned slightly

to the left ; the muscles are insisted on, particularly those of the chest and

thighs. The depth of relief varies from "04 m. to "03 m.

Leaving the Bardounia River the aqueduct turns to the south-east and

passes the village of Koutoumou, and in the last part of its'course follows

the line of the Sparta road along the hills to the left of it. At a point

about two kilometres from Gythium, where it doubles round a ravine, there

was until last year, a very finely preserved rock cutting, 375 m. high and

'63 m. broad, which has now unfortunately been quarried away. The

aqueduct ends in a reservoir at the back of the Acropolis Hill. This

consisted of three long vaulted chambers lined with cement, two of which

are still tolerably well preserved; they each measured 3370m. in length,

640 m. in width, and in some places the walls, which are a metre thick,

still stand to the height of 400 m. Subterranean channels are said to be

traceable leading in different directions to the town. This reservoir is

built of brick and is certainly of Roman date, but the aqueduct itself must

go back to Greek times. A proof of this is to be found in the fact that it

doubles round a gorge, where a Roman architect would certainly have

constructed it on arches.

In connexion with the relief, the modern peasants tell a curious talc.

4 Herakles and another prince both fell in love with the daughter of the

king of Gythium. As the price of her hand the king commanded each to

fulfil a task in a given time. Herakles was to bring water down from

Taygetus and his rival was to build the city of Gythium. The competitor

who finished first was to wed the lad) -

. Both finished at the same minute

and demanded the princess's hand. The question therefore had to be

1 6 o 2
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settled by a duel. Hearing of this the princess came upon the scene of the

duel, and being unwilling to be the cause of the death of either of the

benefactors of her father's city, slew herself between the combatants.

This talc seems to be a modern version of the story told by Pausanias, 1 that

Gythium was founded by Herakles and Apollo after they had fought for the

tripod and had become reconciled.

The Public Stairway.

The road leading out of Gythium to the west has already been

mentioned in connexion with the tombs which lined it on either side. It

was the road leading into the rich plain of Bardounia, which must have

supplied the town in antiquity, as it does at the present day. This road

followed the line of the modern Sparta road for about a kilometre along

the valley of the Gythium River, as far as the modern cemetery. At this

point, where the Sparta road turns off to the north, the ancient road

ascended a steep spur of the Larysium Hill. Here it can still be traced,

though much destroyed by a modern mule-track. It was provided with a

stairway for foot-passengers and a roadway for wheeled traffic, both cut in

the solid rock. At a point half-way up the hill, fourteen steps are preserved,

together with part of the roadway; the steps are 102 m. long, 54 m.

broad, and "i8 m. high ; the roadway is 1'62 m. in width. At the top of

this flight seven steps are carried over a slight depression on a large block.

There are further traces of the ancient way higher up on the brow of the

hill. It must have been a work of enormous labour and expense, which

was no doubt compensated by the ease with which provisions could be

brought into the town.

The Plain of Bardounia.

The rich alluvial plain which extends from the foot of the Larysium

Hill to the hills round Passava must have always been of considerable

agricultural importance, and so naturally contains some traces of ancient

buildings. The most important of these lies on the right of the road from

Mavrovouni to Passava. Here on the north slope of a hillock, have been

discovered two unfluted columns and a number of carefully hewn blocks,

perhaps the remains of an ancient shrine. Further inland in the district

now called Voethi, are remains of Roman masonry in several places,

1
iii. 21. 8.
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marking, no doubt, the sites of villas of inhabitants of Gythium in the

Roman epoch. The church of H. Ioannes at Voethi is apparently built

of ancient blocks, either found on the spot or brought from Gythium or

Las. If the former is the case, we might perhaps identify the place with

the ancient Hypsi mentioned by Pausanias, 1 where was a temple of Artemis

Daphnaea. Pausanias describes the place as 'thirty stades inland (rrpo-

eXOovn) from the hill of Knakadion (at Las), and in the territory of the

Spartans.' I am inclined to think that Hypsi must have lain rather

towards the slopes of Taygetus, possibly in the neighbourhood of Scamnaki,

but I could hear of no ancient remains in that district.

Note on a Head in the Museum of Gythium.

This head, which was discovered built into a wall to the south of the theatre,

is unfortunately seriously damaged, the mouth and lower part of the face

having completely perished. The material is white coarse-grained marble ; a piece

on the right side was set on with a dowel ; the scale is life-sized. A rolled fillet is

passed round the head, and there are traces of attachments for a bronze wreath
;

the hair consists of short curls, under-cut with a drill. The forehead is high and

the bar across it strongly marked and well modelled ; the eyes are deep set, widely

opened and ellipsoid in shape, a heavy bar of flesh overshadows them and descends

as far as the outer corners on either side. Short whiskers descend to the level of

the middle of the ears, which are well modelled. The head has nothing of the

wistful and strained expression of the Scopaic heads from Tegea, and approaches

more nearly to the style of Lysippos, as represented in the copy of his portrait-statue

of Agias discovered at Delphi. It is probably a work of the third century, and

since it was found so near the site of the ancient agora it is an attractive theory

that it may have belonged to one of the cultus-statues seen in the agora bv

Pausanias, possibly that of Apollo. 2

The only other object in the Museum which calls for remark is a small

statuette of very inferior workmanship, representing a draped and seated human
figure with a ram's head. It was found at Kdtrones, the ancient Teuthrone, and like

the similar herm from Las (see below) doubtless represents Apollo Karneios.

The Sea-Coast from Gythium to the Mouth of the Eurotas.

The ancient road from Gythium to Sparta, as has already been

remarked, followed the line of the sea-coast to Trinasus. The first point

of interest along the sea-coast to the north-east of Gythium are the ruins

1
iii. 24. 8 ; the name is used in the dative, "Tifois, so that the form of the nominative may

have been
t-

Y<f/a or"Yif/oi.

2 Paus. iii. 21. 8.
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of the mediaeval fort of Kaki Skala. Beyond this lies another broad

valley in which are considerable ancient remains. At the foot of the rock

of Kaki Skala is a large cave, and just beyond, a copious stream of brackish

water flows into the sea. A little further to the east arc the remains of a

large building on the sea-shore, consisting of two walls at right angles to

one another, one side being 22*00 m. long, the other 3800 m., but broken

or buried in the sand in part of its length ; between these two walls lies

part of a large unfluted column, 4.7 m. in diameter. The walls, which

only just appear above the sand, are formed of a mixture of small stones,

brick or tile, and mortar. Further to the east, also on the sea-shore, are

more traces of Roman masonry. Above the shore is a long sandbank

covered with low bushes of lentisk, out of which rise numerous remains of

Roman masonry ; the bank is obviously due to the fact that the sand has

collected round these buildings. Among these remains the most remark-

able is a structure containing two vaults, one higher than the other ; it

rises to the south to a height of nearly 300 m., on the north to about

3*50 m. Another long building lies close at hand. North of the sandbank

the ground is extremely marshy and contains numerous remains of earlier

construction. The ground-plan of one of these measures 23*00 m. in

length and 1400 m. in breadth, and stands to the height of "25 m. ; it

is constructed of large limestone blocks, most of them more than 1 00 m.

by '50 m. ; the limestone is full of small holes and fossil shells. North-west

of this, at the foot of the spur which runs back from Kaki Skala, is

another group of remains : here a terrace has been constructed, sub-

stantially built of small stones, mortar, and tiles. The rock rises steeply

behind it. A few metres further north is a rectangular building of the

same material, 1600 m. by 1 roo m. ; the walls are a metre thick with

substantial buttresses on the west side. On the hill to the east of the

valley in which these remains lie, are extensive ancient quarries.

Opposite to the last spur which runs down to the sea before the plain

of the Eurotas is reached, lie three rocky islands which give its name to

the ancient fortress of Trinasus. 1 This was first identified by Leake in a

circuit of walls measuring about four hundred metres in circumference ;
as

Pausanias describes it, it was a fort rather than a town, intended no doubt

to control the ' Helots ' who tilled the plain of Hclos from which, as

1 Pan-, iii. 22. 3.
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some have held, they took their name. 1 The fort of Kaki Skala further to

the west probably served the same purpose at a later date.

East of Trinasus stretches the vast plain formed by the alluvial

deposits of the Eurotas. At this point the ancient road to Sparta turned

north to the inland site of Croceac.-

Aegiae.

The ancient Acgiae :f was thirty stades from Gythium and to the

right of the ancient Sparta-Gythium road
;

4
it has long been identified

with the existing remains between Koutoumou and Limni. The site

is now known as Palaeochora, and lies about eight kilometres from

Gythium. There are considerable traces of Roman, and slight traces of

Hellenic masonry on the slopes below Koutoumou and amongst the vine-

yards in the plain. Here has recently been discovered a sarcophagus of

white marble. It is worked on three sides ; in front is an Eros holding a

garland which hangs over the horns of a bucranium on either side and

extends round to the ends, where it terminates on the horns of two more

bncrania.

The River of Bardounia flows to the west of the site, and to the south

is the marshy pool which gives the name of Limni to the district. The land

all round is marshy and the peasants have recently attempted to drain it by

cutting ditches, and have thus been able to reclaim part of the land for

growing maize. The marshiness is probably due to the fact that the

outlet to the south into the Bardounia River has become silted up ; in

antiquity there may well have been a small lake with a stream running

through it ; the marsh was probably the site of the Lake of Poseidon

mentioned by Pausanias. Of the temple of Poseidon, which stood by it,

no traces arc to be seen, but in the Byzantine church of II. Dcmctrios, on

the further bank of the river, are two fine Ionic columns with capitals,

nearly three metres high, on which Byzantine capitals have been super-

imposed, while an ancient architrave has been incorporated in the screen.

These and the ancient blocks of which the church is built, may well have

come from the temple of Poseidon.

1 Strain), vii. 5. 4. - Pans. iii. 21. j. ; Cuitiu-. /Wop. ii. 266.
:; Hum. //. ii. 5S3 ; Strabo, vii. 5. 3; i'aus. iii. 21 5; Ross, U'aiiilcruit^tii, ii. 2 2\) ; Bobl.iyc.

Ktchenhes, 85; Curtius, Pclop. ii. 276; Bursian, Geogr. 11. 229; Leake, /Wop. 170.
1

I'aus. loc. cil.

1 6 •
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Pausanias and Strabo identify' Acgiae with the Homeric Augeiae, and it

is highly probable that there existed an early settlement which dominated

the rich upper plain of the Bardounia River. Near at hand on the right

side of the modern Gythium-Sparta road are mounds, apparently artificial,

which are pointed out by the natives as the tombs of the ancient kings of

the district. Aegiae can never have been a place of any importance, and

was probably little more than a small agricultural town.

The Site of Las.

The town of most importance in the neighbourhood of Gythium to the

south was Las. 1 Pausanias speaks of two cities of the name, the ancient

city then in ruins and the town of his own day in the plain near at hand.

The former stood on the hill of Asia, and is said to have given the

Dioscuri their epithet of Lapersae, ' Sackers of Las.' The distance given

by Pausanias of thirty stades from Gythium, agrees well with the distance

from Gythium to the Hill of Passava,2 and here, incorporated in the east

wall of the Frankish fort, are fifty-five metres of polygonal masonry rising

to a height of about two-thirds of the mediaeval wall. They are of an

entirely different character from the rest of the wall, many of the blocks

being over a metre long and a metre high ; in places mortar has been inserted.

They were first noticed by Leaked They are certainly to be identified

with the remains of the Las spoken of in the Homeric poems, which

was in ruins when Pausanias visited the site. It is just such a position as

would be chosen for a' Mycenaean ' fortress-city, being situated on an almost

impregnable rock, near the sea and with a good water-supply close at

hand, and dominating the fertile plain now called Vathy. It also

commands the road to the important pass further south through Taygetus,

and would thus keep open the connexion with the east coast of the

Messenian Gulf and the Messenian plain beyond. It is interesting to find,

here as elsewhere, that an early fortress-site was reoccupied by the Franks

1 Bibliography of Las : Horn. //. ii. 585 ; Paus. iii. 24. 6 ; Strabo, vii. 5. 3 ; Lycophron, 93 ;

Scylax, p. 17 ; Thuc. viii. 91 ; Steph. Byz. sub. voc; Livy, xxxviii. 30 ; Curtius, Pelop. ii. 273 ft".;

Boblaye, Recherches, 87 ft".; Leake, Morea, i. 255 ft"., Pelop. 174; Bursian, Geogr. ii. 147.

2 For a description of Passava see R. Traquair, B.S.A. xii. pp. 274, 275, and Plan,

p. 263, Fig. 3.

3 Loc. cil.% Traquair, B.S.A. loc. cit., seems to think that this masonry belongs to an earlier

mediaeval castle.
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under historical conditions which closely resemble those of the Homeric

Age.

The site of the later foundation of Las has been a subject of much

controversy: Pausanias l says that it lay between the hills of Ilium, Asia,

and Knakadion, that it was not more than five stades from the river Smenos,

and that its water supply came from the spring of Galako near which

stood the Gymnasium. Now south of the hill of Passava is a little plain

lying among three hills of which Passava is one. Here several statues

have come to light, including a small bronze of Pan and the marble herm

of a ram-headed deity which Dr. Schroder '-' has connected with the cult of

Apollo Karneios. Here too at the foot of Passava Hill is a copious spring

of water, and near it the remains of a large Hellenic building of fine poros

blocks. These I would identify with the Spring of Galako and the

Gymnasium, and the whole site with that of the newer foundation of Las.

There are considerable remains of other Hellenic and Roman buildings in

the neighbouring fields and vineyards, and in digging the foundation of a

little khan some two hundred metres from the spring, the remains of a

Doric building and an inscription were discovered. 3 The modern name of

the district is Khosiari.

The distance of this site from the river of the Turkovrysi, also agrees

well with the distance, 'about five stades,' which Pausanias gives from Las

to the Smenos. The Turkovrysi (and not the Bardounia River further

east) is certainly the ancient Smenos ; it rises in Taygetus and reaches

the plain of Vathy after passing through a wild glen under the precipitous

north side of the hill of Passava. The description of the water of the

Smenos as ' very sweet,' given by Pausanias, agrees exactly with the

account of the water of the Turkovrysi given me by a peasant in the plain

of Vathy.

On the sea-shore of the bay of Vathy are remains of Roman masonry,

half buried in the sand, which mark the position of the ancient harbour.

The religious cults of Las, which are well illustrated by its imperial

coinage,4 are in the main those of Gythium. A noteworthy exception is

1 Loc. cit.

2 Alh. Mitt. xxix. (1904), pp. 21-24; xxx - (1905). PP- 4oS - 4°9 (similar ram's head of Roman

date from Zurich).
8 B.S.A. x. p. 187, No. 18 ; Mr. A. M. Woodward, who visited the site in 1907, was shown

amongst other small objects a fine bronze Corinthian pin-head.

4 B.M. Cat. Pelop. PI 26; Leake, Num. Hell. p. 60; Mionnet, Supph pp. 234, 235.
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the worship of Artemis Dictynna, whose temple, according to Pausanias, 1

stood on a headland to the right of the mouth of the Smenos. It must

therefore be placed on the promontory which forms the west extremity of

the Gulf of Vathy. The cult is interesting, since it skives a connexion with

Crete, where on a headland in the north-west of the island facing towards

Laconia, stood the most famous shrine of the goddess.

The Ska-Coast from the Gulf of Vathy to the Bay of

Skutari.

As has been remarked, the temple of Artemis Dictynna must have

stood on the headland to the south-west of the Gulf of Vathy. Near this

headland stands the village of Ageranos, and in front of its principal church

lies a large Ionic column which may have once belonged to this temple.

The name Ageranos almost certainly represents the ancient name Arainos,

mentioned by Pausanias,"2 where was the tomb of Las, the mythical founder

of the town that bears his name. It is therefore probable that this tomb

stood on the same headland as the temple of Artemis, though probably

somewhat to the west of it.

Further south-west lay, according to Pausanias,3 the river Skyras.

This is certainly to be identified with the Dhikova, which flows into the

Bay of Giorganos, the next inlet south-west of Vathy. At its mouth

Pausanias places a shrine of Zeus. 4 North of the river-mouth at a place

called Kamares, are the ruins of a splendid group of Roman buildings. The

ground-plan of about half the original structure can still be traced, and

covers a large area. The front facing the sea has entirely perished, but the

walls behind, still stand to a height of eight metres. There are some

remains of another Roman building about two hundred metres inland,

probably the villa of a wealthy Roman.

The Bay of Giorganos is bounded on the south-west by the promon-

tory of Pagania, beyond which lies the deep Bay of Skutari.

1
iii. 24. 9. - iii. 24. 10.

:!

iii. 25. I.

4 Mr. Woodward sends me the following note :
' Close to the Roman building I found three

Ionic capitals, of which two were smaller and poorer in style than the other ; also marble blocks

and a piece of Ionic cornice of fairly good style ; they may have belonged to the shrine of Zeus.'
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The Bay of Skutari probably the Site of Asixe.

The site of Asine has been the subject of some discussion. That one

of the numerous towns of that name was situated in the neighbourhood of

Gythium, is clear from the ancient authorities ; it is mentioned by Strabo, 1

and Polybius.'2 I think that Thucydides 3
is certainly referring to the

Laconian Asine and not to the Messenian, where he mentions it in close

connection with Helos, as having been attacked by the Athenians from

Cythera ; it must therefore have been a place of some importance at the

time of the Feloponnesian War. It is not mentioned by Pausanias, and

this fact has given rise to the theory, held by Curtius and others, that

Asine was merely another name for Las, derived from the name of the

neighbouring hill of Asia. This is, I think, impossible. Though the two

places are clearly near one another, they were quite distinct, as is shown

by the fact that Strabo 4 mentions them separately. The Laconian Asine

lay on the sea-coast between Taenarum and Gythium
;

5
it must also have

occupied a strong defensive position, since it was unsuccessfully besieged

by Philip of Macedon. I have no hesitation in placing it at the modern

Skutari. Firstly, the position is a strong one and near the sea
;

lastly

there are distinct traces of Roman buildings near the sea and a number of

ancient blocks and columns built into the modern village. The silence of

Pausanias may be accounted for by the fact that he turned inland from the

River Skyras to Pyrrhichus fKavalos),7 and thence doubled back to the

shore of the Laconian Gulf at Teuthrone (Kotronais),8 thus missing the

Bay of Skutari.

The Gythium District in Greek History.

Little has at present been discovered which throws any light on the

history of the district in the Early Age of Greece. The only traces of the

period are the polygonal masonry at Passava (Las) and the obsidian found

at Cranae ; we have further the evidence of the Homeric Catalogue of the

Ships, that there was an early settlement at Aegiae. There may have

been some trade in the purple of the Laconian Gulf at an early date, and

1
vii. 5. 2. - v. 9.

:;

iv. 54.
4 Loc. cit. and \ii. 5. 3.

'' Strabo, vii. 5. 2.
' ; Polyb. v. 9.

7 B.S.A. x. p. 160. * Paus. iii. 25. 4.
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in all probability the quarries of green porphyry were worked at a very

early date, and the marble at Croceac l (Ali-Bey, near Levetsova) brought

down the western bank of the Kurotas and shipped from a point on the

coast at, or near, Gythium.

In the Classical Period we are on firmer ground. The growing power

of Sparta found in the north-west corner of the Laconian Gulf its most

natural outlet to the sea ; the Gythium district thus acquires at once a

military and a commercial importance. A small port may have existed at

Gythium at an earlier date, but it was not until the late sixth and early

fifth centuries that historical conditions encouraged the foundation of great

sea-ports. When the growth of Spartan power necessitated a fleet, Gythium

was naturally chosen as the naval station, since it is the nearest point

on the Gulf which has any natural advantages, being protected on the

south by Cranae and on the west by the Larysium. In the fifth century

her enemies recognised that here lay the most vulnerable spot in the land

empire of Sparta, for a power that had command of the sea. In 455 B.C

Gythium was attacked by the Athenians under Tolmides and the docks

were burnt;- thirty years later the whole district was laid waste by

Nicias, who had his base on Cythera.3 In 370 B.C. Gythium must have

been a well fortified town, for Epaminondas besieged it unsuccessfully, 4

and in 215 B.C. it was attacked by Philip V. of Macedon/' In 195 B.C. it

fell before the Romans under T. Ouintius Flamininus ; it was at this time,

as Livy° tells us, a strong and populous town, well provided with means of

resistance.

In the second century B.C. the cities of Southern Laconia formed a

confederacy independent of Sparta, with their headquarters at Taenarum
;

they obtained special privileges under Augustus and numbered twenty-

four cities under the title of the Eleuthero-Laconian League. By the

time of Pausanias their number had dwindled to eighteen, but the existing

remains, which mainly go back to the Imperial Epoch, point to a high

pitch of prosperity under the empire. The marble quarries of Croceae and

the purple fisheries of the Laconian Gulf were doubtless a source of wealth.

Inscriptions of the period are numerous, and the plenteous coinage of

Gythium and Las under Severus and Caracalla indicate commercial

prosperity in the early third century A.I).

1 Paus. iii. 21. 4; Philippson, Pelop. 215 and 387. - Time, i. 108.

:;

lb. iv. 54.
4 Xen. Hell. vi. 5. 32.

a Polyli. v. 19. 6.
B xxxiv. 29.
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When the power of Rome waned and the centre of government was

transferred to Constantinople, the control over south-western Laconia was

relaxed and the inhabitants, as was natural in their isolated position,

relapsed into barbarism. The centre of trade changed from Gythium to

Moncmvasia on the east coast of the peninsula of iMalea; trade being now

with the East rather than the West, this change saved the proverbially

dangerous journey round Cape Malca.

Edward S. Forster.



LACONIA.

II.—TOPOGRAPHY

$ 2.—Taenarum and Southern Maina.

WRITING in the year 1S17 Sir William Gell l says: 'The southern

district of Maina has never been thoroughly explored by any English

traveller except Leake.' After nearly a century has elapsed this

remark is still practically true. Pouqueville, Boblaye, and Le Bas ha\c,

among others, given us accounts of their travels in French. German

research is represented by such names as Bursian, Curtius, Weil and

l'hilippson, but with a single exception no account of the district has

appeared in English since Leake's. The work in question was published

in 1S69, and is an edition of a selection from the diary kept by Lord

Carnarvon on his travels in Maina and other parts of Greece, in the

year 1 839. References to archaeology arc, however, few and far between

in its pages, and it docs not profess to aim at completeness, since Lord

Carnarvon, who penetrated, it is true, as far as Taenarum, returned, as he

went, by the track on the west coast, leaving the east coast of the

peninsula unvisitcd. In connection with the survey of Laconia by the

British School I travelled in Maina in April, 1907,'- and in the follow

-

1 Itinerary of tin- Morca, p. 238.

2
I wish to record my thanks to the following for their hospitality and mlier services:

Professor Gregorakcs of Gythium ; Messrs. Prasitakos and Kyriakoulakos of Pyrgos, Perimenes of

Gerolimena, the light house superintendent at Cape Matapan, the deniarch of Lagia, Mr. Mano-

lakos of Kotrones, and especially Mr. Stathios Malevres of Kouloumi, who gave me much inter-

esting information about the customs, traditions, and dialect, as well as the antiquities of his

neighbourhood.
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ing notes attempt to describe the geographical features and remains of

antiquity, of the district south of an imaginary line drawn across the

peninsula from Areopolis on the west to Skutari on the east coast.

[.—Geography.

Southern Maina l from Gythium to Cape Matapan, the ancient

Taenarum, is a peninsula about twenty-five miles in length and nowhere

more than ten in width. Its backbone is formed by a continuation of the

main chain of Taygetus, which terminates on the south in Cape Matapan

itself. In several places its peaks are more than 3000 ft. in height,

but several low passes lead across it. The most practicable of these tracks

leads from Gythium to Areopolis and the harbour of Limcni, crossing the

river Turkovrysi close to Fort Passava and bearing thence west-south-west.

Another easy route leads from Kotrones on the east coast to Kavaios, the

site of Pyrrhichus, where it splits into two ; that on the northern side of the

wide ravine, at the head of which Kavaios stands, leads in a north-westerly

direction to Areopolis, while that on the south side leads south-west to

Pyrgos. There are other, less frequented tracks further south. The

aspect of the country on the western slope of the chain differs consider-

ably from that on the eastern ; on the former there is a flat shelf of

cultivated land varying in width between one mile and two, and ending

abruptly in cliffs perhaps three hundred feet high, intersected in places by

narrow bays. Typical of these is Limeni, a fair harbour, at which several

Greek steamers touch every week, and in former times the port of the

town of Oetylus. On the eastern slope, however, the hills run down to

the water's edge ; vegetation is sparse, and the soil very full of stones.

There is no harbour worthy of the name between Kotrones and Porto

Quaglio,'2 a distance of fully twelve miles. Between the former place and

Gythium two rocky spurs run out eastward from the main chain ; the

southerly one terminates in Cape Stavro, that to the north in Cape

Pagania ; the former constitutes the northern and eastern side of the bay

of Kotrones, the latter does the same for the bay of Skutari. North of

Cape Pagania the character of the east coast changes ; the spurs of the

main chain of hills do not come down so close to the sea, and one finds

fertile plains thick with oaks, olives, and fruit-trees reaching to the water's

1 See map : the coast-line and contours are taken from Philippson's map of the Peloponnesus.
2 On Greek maps it appears as Tlopro Kcu'o.
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edge, well-watered by the rivers Dhi'kova, Turkovrysi, and Passava,

and separated from each other by rocky promontories. Except for a few

acres of vines close to Kyparisso (the site of Kainepolis, vide infra), this

is the only part of southern Maina which produces wine. The entire

district along the east coast between Skutari and Cape Matapan is really

wild, with the exception of a rich upland plain of corn-land to the south of

the village of Lagia, and the tracks deserve all the hard words said of them

by Frazer,1 Philippson,'2 and others. In this southern part the country is

badly off for water ; every village has its wells and an occasional cistern,

but all the river-beds were dry and springs seemed very scarce.

Travelling in Maina is not so bad as it has been painted by those who

have never done any ; on the west coast, the road from Limeni as far as

Gerolimena and for a mile or two beyond has been made with considerable

care, but is not intended or used for wheeled traffic ; in fact, there is no

wheeled vehicle of any sort to be found in Maina south of Gythium. But

on the east coast, with the exception of a driving road leading from

that place for about three miles in the direction of Passava, the roads are

apparently left to take care of themselves. Hospitality, however, is no less

ready than elsewhere in Greece ; Ka/co/3oiAi'a,3 as far as I could see or hear,

is nowadays an undeserved description of the extreme south of the

peninsula ; certainly there was no trace of evil intention towards strangers.

I gathered that the vendettas are practically things of the past, and though

the Mainiote towers are still prominent in every village, a man's house is no

longer his castle in the literal sense. Bloodshed is probably no commoner

than elsewhere in Greece, though the loughness of the country enables

many of the guilty to escape justice.

II.

—

Ancient Sites.

The most satisfactory method will probably be to describe these in

the order in which I visited them. From Gythium I travelled via Kosiari

to Areopolis, and after a brief visit to Oetylus, back to Areopolis again and

thence via Kavalos to Pyrgos. Mr. E. S. Forster had covered this ground

three years before and nothing fresh had turned up at any of these places

since his visit. 4

1 Apud I'ai^anias, iii. p. 396. - Der Peloponnes, i. p. 224.
:! There is some cloubt as to the origin of the name, which is given sometimes, incorrectly, I

think, as Kaxofiovvia., vide Leake, Peloponnesiaca, p. 171.

4 B.S.A. x. p. 158.
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Pyrgos.

This does not seem to have been an ancient site : the inscription {vide

infra p. 260) partially copied by Leake in 1805 and apparently unnoticed

since, was probably brought from elsewhere.

KOULOUMI.

About four miles south of Pyrgos is the village of Kouloumi, consisting

of a few scattered houses close to the main road from Areopolis to

Gerolimena. Here was undoubtedly an ancient site, as there are several

traces of antiquity to be found among the terraced cornfields which descend

to a shallow ravine to the south-west of the modern village. In the north

wall of the church of "Ayios Ta^idpxn?, which stands in this depression, I

saw a grave-inscription {vide infra, No. 1, p. 259); there were also several

small worked marble fragments built into this church, and lying near it ; none

were in situ, but they seem to have belonged to the sill-course of some

ancient shrine. In the fields close to the church were several fragments of

ancient bricks and tiles, and I was shewn a small votive vase, from the

same part of the site, in coarse reddish clay with dull brown slip, similar in

style and purpose to those found in such numbers at Sparta in 1907,

but interesting as being of ' hydria ' shape, which is unknown there.

On the bare stony plateau to the west of this depression there were a

number of sculptured fragments l indicating the existence of one or more

sanctuaries, but I could see no walls. A few minutes' walk southwards

from here brings one to a large round opening in the ground, due to

natural causes, measuring perhaps fifty metres across and twenty to thirty

deep. It apparently has no outlet and the bottom is planted with fine trees.

This is alluded to by Aldenhoven.2 Almost on the lip of the hole on the

north-west is a rock-cut relief, "67 m. high, representing Herakles (Fig. 1).

Its attitude resembles that of the rock-cut relief near Gythium described by

Mr. Forster (see p. 227), but the proportions are slenderer and the workman-

ship more careful. In both cases we have the cult of Herakles close to a

1 (a) Broken male torso life-size : local marble (white, with grey veins and patches) ; round

dowel hole for head, r. arm missing, and 1. arm below elbow ; upper 1. arm covered with cloak

hanging from shoulder in front and behind, roughly rendered in deep folds. From proportions and

muscular type probably a Herakles, standing with the body inclined slightly to r. Surface much
weathered by exposure, date probably 3rd century B.C. (6) Fragment of drapery, similar treat-

ment in similar marble, badly damaged, possibly legs of standing female figure, life-size. Other

fragments were of similar marble and even less recognisable.
2 Itindraire de CAttique et du PtHoponnese, p. 343.

R
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natural cleft in the ground, and it seems as if he were worshipped as a god

of the nether world, to which these holes were regarded as entrances : the

prominence of Herakles in the myths of Taenarum, ' the mouth of hell,' is

too well known to need more than a passing allusion in this connection. I

saw no remains of buildings on the site, and the only other object of

interest was a small sculptured slab (probably funerary) in high relief, at

the house of Mr. Malevres ; this represents a standing male figure clad

in a long garment reaching below the knees, but it is broken away above

Fig i.— HkraklesKei.iek at Kouloumi.

the hips : height originally about 25 m. of whitish-yellow (not local)

marble, probably Roman work.

Close to Kouloumi is the village of Vamvaka, about a mile to the

east of the road ; here is an inscription {vide infra, No. 9, p. 265) copied by

Leake, which may well have been brought from the site at Kouloumi. We
get no clue to the name of this site from any classical author : even

1'ausanias fails us here, as he seems to have travelled from Caenepolis to
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Oetylus by sea ; so its name must remain a problem, and, apart from its

interest for us owing to its cult of Herakles, we cannot claim for it any

great importance.

Messa.

Two miles to the south-west of Kouloumi is the striking little

promontory of Tigani, the ' frying-pan '

: the ' pan ' itself is crowned by a

little Venetian fort, and the ' handle', joins the mainland a bare mile to the

west of the modern village of Mezzapo. In this neighbourhood Leake 1

places Messa, one of the earliest settlements in Maina, whose existence we

hear of in Homer (//. ii. 582), where it is described as iroXvTpt'jpoir.

Pausanias also would lead us to look here for Messa, as he locates it between

Hippola (for the site of which vide infra) and Oetylus. He must, however,

be mistaken in saying that it is 150 stades from Messa to Oetylus, and

there was probably some confusion in his mind. Distance by sea is much

harder to estimate than distance by land, and there seems little doubt that

Pausanias went from Cacnepolis to Oetylus by sea. Strabo'2 somewhat

surprisingly says that Messa cannot be identified, that possibly there never

was such a place, and that the name ma)' be merely an abbreviation for

Messcnia. Further evidence is afforded by the name of the modern

village Mezzapo, for it is not unusual to find the ancient name surviving

almost unaltered, as we do at Oetylus, at Hippola (the modern Kipoula',

and at Taenarum itself. And TroXvTprjpwv is to-day the correct description

of the cliffs in this neighbourhood, which are honeycombed with holes in

which nest countless pigeons and sea-fowl. Of the ancient Messa I saw

nothing : there arc some ancient blocks built into the Venetian fortress at

the end of the promontory, and Leake :! thought he saw traces of an ancient

road descending beside the bed of the stream which runs into the

little bay close to the modern village, but I failed to see where this was,

and the exact site must remain uncertain. Nut improbably the Homeric

fortress stood where the Venetian one now is, and the town on the bay t<>

the east of the little headland.

About two miles south of the stream just mentioned stands the town

of Kitta, now the capital of a demc and famous in Mainiotc song and

legend as Kirra TloXinrvpyos ; it still boasts more towers than any other

village in the district and travellers in the early part of the

1 Travels in the Moiea, i. p. 2S7. - %-iii. 5. 3.
- ;

Loc. tit. i. p. 307.

17 K 2
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last century all heard that in it the blood feud raged more fiercely than

elsewhere in Maina. It possesses no antiquities, but in a ruined church at

Nomia half a mile to the west, I saw some inscriptions {vide infra Nos. 10, II,

p. 265) ; these however probably came from Hippola, which is only about two

miles to the west, as Nomia does not seem to have been an ancient site.

Hippola.

On the top of the narrow rock)' ridge which on the west descends

abruptly into the sea in the cliffs of the ' Thyrides,' and on the east to the

plain about 150 feet below, are a large number of rough walls of the local

stone, a coarse kind of grey marble, which contain many roughly squared

blocks. These are especially noticeable a short distance to the north of the

highest point of this ridge, which is called '0-7-77? aipcuas to /cdarpo. Some
of these blocks may be ancient, but I could see no trace of ancient

foundations. At a point almost due west of the modern village of Kipoula

I found a number of potsherds lying on the surface of the soil. The peasants

told me that they turned them up in large numbers when they dug on the

spot. A handful or two collected at random proved on examination to

contain Geometric Laconian sherds of the Orientalising style, black-figured

sherds (of which 3 belong to Kylikes), and Hellenistic pottery of good

quality, as well as black-glazed fragments common to all these periods, but

there were none at all which seemed to be of the Roman age. Here then

we have good evidence of a sanctuary site, in more or less constant

use for the whole period from the Geometric down to the Hellenistic

age. The local name for the site is "Ava> Hov\a, and it is in all

probability the site of Hippola. Pausanias tells us that it was in ruins

in his time, but the cause or date of its overthrow is unknown. It appears

on an inscription found by Mr. Forster at Leuctro (B.S.A. x. p. 177) as a

member of the Eleuthero-Laconian League, but otherwise its history is a

blank. We read in Pausanias that there was a shrine of ' Athena

Hippolais' here, and it may well have been her sanctuary that stood on

the Acropolis; if the inscription at Nomia also came from here (No. 11),

we have evidence that Hippola also possessed a cult of Eileithyia. There

seems to have been a settlement of some sort here in Roman times, in

spite of Pausanias' evidence to the contrary. In the modern village of

Kouno, close to Kipoula, I was shewn several coins found in the
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neighbouring fields, which included specimens of the Laconian series of

the first century B.C. and of Antoninus Pius, and Roman coins of Faustina,

Lucius Verus, and Constantine the Great. There were also fragments of

brick and tile in the fields near the village, but no architectural remains or

inscriptions. If the ancient town was overthrown by an earthquake, for

instance, a new settlement may quite well have sprung up in the plain

below, and Pausanias coming round by sea, would only have seen the ruins

on the Acropolis.

The imposing rock-wall known to antiquity as ' Thyrides ' terminates

to the south in the cape now called Kafio Ypoaao ; this projection shelters

on the west the insecure harbour where there has recently sprung up the

busy little village of Gerolimena.

Caenepolis.

About two and a half miles to the south-cast is the site of Caenepolis.

There is no doubt about its identification ; the distance from Cape

Taenarum agrees well with that given by Pausanias {he. cit.) of forty

stades, and there are numerous inscriptions recording dedications by

* the city of the Taenarians ' and the Eleuthero-Laconian league, of which

we know from Pausanias it was a member. The site consists of a hill

rising sharply from the beach to a height of about ioo feet ; on the

west side it descends steeply to a dry river bed which runs nearly

due south and ends in a little creek, and on the north to the plain, in

terraces built up with enormous walls of loose stones sometimes four feet

thick and eight high, not used to enclose anything in particular, but

chiefly, it would seem, to baffle progress and clear the soil for cultivation.

On the west bank of the river bed and close to the beach is the ruined

church of "Ayia YlapacrKev/}, of which the east end consists of ancient

blocks; here, I think, we may locate the temple of Aphrodite mentioned

by Pausanias as eVt daXdcrar}} In the west end stands a statue-base with

a dedication to the Emperor Gordian (C./.G. 1322). On the top of the

hill is the ruined church of Koc^o-is t>}<> Havayia<i, by the west entrance of

which are the inscriptions in honour of Lakon and Tanagros (C./.G. 13S9,

1394). Into the south wall is built a fine cornice block from, apparently,

1 This identification is uncertain, no two writers atjree on the point ; Bursian puts the /xtyapoy

of Demeter here and the temple of Aphrodite on the top of the hill. Weil puts the latter at the

church of rod Iwrrtpos, which 1 could, not find at all.
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an Ionic shrine : length 320 metres. This may well have been the site of

the ' /xeyapov of Demeter' alluded to by Pausanias : there are no ancient

foundations visible, but it is hard to believe that such a large block of

marble could have been carried far, for building into a church in later times.

Weil says that he saw distinct traces of a theatre cut out of the hill on its

east side, but I was unable to see them. North of the church last

mentioned, is that of "Ayios IleT/oo?, now likewise in ruins ; buried among

its debris I was able to see the inscription to Lysicrates. 1 Whether there

are other ancient blocks here it is impossible to say. Leake saw numerous

inscriptions built into the walls on the hill, but after considerable search I

could only see one {C.I.G. 1 32 1 ) ; the only other traces of antiquity, apart

from a few minor inscriptions, all previously published, are an old road

leading up the hill from the river bed, and a small Ionic capital built

into the chapel of "Ayios Xapa\a/z7ro?.

There seems no doubt that Caenepolis, or the ' city of the Taenarians,'

does not date further back than Roman times. Pausanias 2 tells us that it

was formerly called Taenarum ; this may be a mistake on his part, for we

know that the town on the cape itself, the site of the temple of Poseidon,

was called Taenarum, and there are hardly likely to have been two towns

of the same name so close together. If he is right, we must suppose that

the older Taenarum beside the temple was more or less abandoned, and

that a new town was built and called Caenepolis subsequently, though at

first Taenarum. In any case Taenarum is not one of the towns in the list

of members of the Eleuthero-Laconian League ; which lends colour to the

view that the ancient town had lost its importance by the time of

Pausanias. Caenepolis shews us by its inscriptions that it continued to

flourish during the first three centuries after Christ.

VATHIA.

From the little village of Kyparisso at the eastern end of the site of

Caenepolis I went to Vathia, to enquire for the two inscriptions said, by

Bursian, to have been brought here from the temple of Poseidon at

Taenarum. Unfortunately they have disappeared, and I could see or hear

nothing of them. The only object of antiquity to be seen was a small

relief of grey marble built into the church of "k^ios ^irvpihodv over the

1 Collitz-Bechtel, No. 4596.
2

iii. 25. 9.
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door. Its height is about 20 m., breadth about '12 m., and it represents

Athena standing facing, her right hand on her spear, the left hanging by

her side. She wears a crested helmet and long chiton, but no breastplate

or aegis. The workmanship, as far as I could tell from the badly

weathered surface, is poor, and may be Roman.

From Vathia the distance is about two miles to the isthmus separating

the actual promontory of Taenarum from the rest of the peninsula. The

aspect of the rocky hill side, rent 'into fantastic shapes by some great

upheaval of nature, cannot fail to impress anyone who sees it, but one soon

passes through this wild spot and emerges on to the grassy ridge which

separates the modern rnrbours of Porto Ouaglio and Marinari ; the actual

isthmus is little more than half a mile across at its narrowest part, and at

its highest point rises to 445 feet.

ACHILLEUS AND PSAMATHUS.

The literary evidence as to these two harbours is considerable, though

somewhat confusing, but I think that there is no doubt that the former is

to be identified with the modern Marinari, the latter with Porto Ouaglio.

Strabo 1 says: 'after Taenarum on the way to Malea comes Amathous/

by which he must surely mean Psaimthus, and Scylax 2 says that they

'are back to back and between them the sanctuary of Poseidon runs out

into the sea.' The scholiast on Ptolemy is utterly confused, and Pausanias

is not clear, but with the aid of Strabo and Scylax it is hard to see how

they could be otherwise identified with any degree of probability.

Pouqueville is the first to place them correctly, and he is followed by

Bursian and Curtius : Leake, followed by Gcll, put Psamathus correctly

at Porto Quaglio, but Achilleus at Vathy, an unsafe little creek between

Porto Quaglio and the site of Taenarum : Aldenhoven and Kiepert follow

Boblaye in putting Achilleus at Marinari, but Psamathus at ' Kisternais,'

and the French map puts the former at Porto Quaglio and the latter at

Vathy.3 These can in no sense be described as ' back to back.' Achilleus

does not seem to have been an important harbour at any time,4 but may
have been convenient for anyone who wished to sail from Taenarum into

1
viii. 5. 2. - Periplta, c. 46.

3 Frazer io his note on l'ausanias iii. 2j. 4, cites all the references and gives the correct

identification.

4
I was told on the spot that it is very little used now, and quite unsafe in westerly winds

1 7 *
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the Messenian Gulf without rounding the cape, no easy task in certain

winds. We gather from Stephanus of Byzantium, 1 quoting Artemidorus,

that there was a city named Psamathus as well as a harbour : no remains

of it can be seen, though Boblaye saw broken columns and other traces

of antiquity 2 on the south side of the bay ; but a feature of considerable

interest is a row of tombs high up on the ridge of the isthmus to the

south-west of Porto Quaglio. These, of comparatively recent discovery,

date from the Hellenistic period, and consist of a long row of small holes

cut horizontally into the rocky hillside, running roughly south-east and

north-west ; the largest measures perhaps two metres high and three wide,

with an entrance large enough to enter if one stoops ; the smallest is less

than half this size and could only contain a skeleton in a contracted

position. They numbered about twenty to twenty-four in all, and

approximated generally rather to the smaller than the larger of the two

sizes. One, however, was different in style, being built of regular courses

of grey poros stone, with internal measurements of about 280 metres in

length, 70 in width, and 2 in depth ; its style and shape resembled the

tomb excavated by Mr. Dickins at Sparta in April, 1907 (B.S.A. xiii.

p. 155). From the sherds lying about in some earth not completely

excavated, one must attribute them to the Hellenistic age ; more accurate

dating is unfortunately impossible under the circumstances, as I was

unable to see the majority of the small objects found in them. One broken

inscription was visible {vide infra, No. 4{a), p. 260), which has no particular

value, and I heard of, but could not see, another, which was said to be on a

marble slab with two roses in relief on the top, and to read below Kiao-dftos

Kvrrpios. I do not publish it among the inscriptions below, as my
informant was uncertain as to the spelling of the name and ignorant of

the letter forms. The pottery 3 does not call for a lengthy description.

These graves may well have been those of some of the mercenaries whose

presence in the promontory of Taenarum is often brought into prominence

1 s.v. VafiaOovs.
2 Recherches, p. 89.

3 I saw no complete painted vase : one, with neck missing, was a tall-necked, wide-bellied

jug with ring foot, with yellow bands round the top of the shoulder and a design like an Irish harp

in yellow on the shoulder, all on a fine matt-white slip. For these vases seeZahn's list in Wiegand-

Schrader, Priene, pp. 399, 400. There is also one in the museum at Chalkis, and one in the

Chateau Borely at Marseilles, both unnumbered. One striking sherd was of good black glaze

with a white band across it and on this band a crimson maeander pattern. The unpainted ware,

which predominated, was typical of Hellenistic sites.
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in the events of the third and second centuries B.C. That a Cypriote

should be among them would not surprise us.

Less than a mile to the south of these graves one sees on the left the

creek of Vathy, and a mile further on is the site of Taenarum.

TAENARUM.

From the head of the creek at Vathy to the lighthouse at the extreme

point of the cape, is a distance of 'two miles, all but 250 yards; almost

exactly halfway between these two points is the little bay which was the

harbour of the ancient Taenarum. It is known both as Porto Kisternais

and Porto ton Asomaton, the former from the number of rock-cut cisterns

on the site, the latter from the little chapel ' Twv 'Affw/ittTwc,' the only

prominent feature of the site. The bay measures at a rough guess a

quarter of a mile across ; a low rounded hill some fifty feet high projects

a short distance into the bay on the north and is crowned with the chapel

in question. Along the sides of the bay, and extending as much as 300

yards to the south-west, are traces of the ancient city. The large number

of rock-cut houses, as well as of rock-cut cisterns testifies to the importance

of the site in antiquity. These is no masonry preserved in any of the

houses, which probably consisted of unbaked brick. Thirty or forty

metres north-east of the chapel, I found a small staircase cut out of the

rock, with steps (measuring no m. in width, depth -35 m. from back

to front, height about -30 m.) leading from one room up to another.

On the western slope of the hill are traces of a rock-cut road with a width

of 180 m. extending for a distance of several metres. Close to this,

and not far above the water's edge, are some of the larger houses, one of

which was at least 12 metres in length. In the matter of domestic

architecture the most interesting find was a mosaic floor, in a large room

about six metres square, situated 200 metres or so to the south-west of the

bay. It consists of a geometric design in dark blue marble tesserae with

a white background, edged with small red bricks set vertically in mortar.

It is slightly damaged, but the design can be reconstructed. Other tesserae

of different colours were lying about the neighbourhood.

Temple of Poseidon.

The principal evidence from ancient authorities as to the temple is

briefly this : Strabo tells us that ' Taenarum has a Temple of Poseidon in
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a grove ; near to it is a cave through which Herakles, they say, dragged up

Cerberus from Hades.' 1 Pausanias says ' on the cape is a temple resembling

(aireitcaa-fiivos) a cave, in front of it is an image of Poseidon. . . . Herakles

drew up the hound of hell here .... but no road leads underground from

the cave."2 From Thucydides 3 we gather that the temple was in two

compartments, or more, for when Pausanias went to Taenarum to see his

servant, who had fled here for sanctuary after giving information against

him, their conversation was overheard by the Ephors hidden in the other

part of the building. Finally Pomponius Mela 4 says 'the promontory of

Taenarum has on it a temple and cave of Neptune, similar to what was

described as the Acherusian in Pontus, both in appearance and in its legend.'

Various emendations have been suggested for the word (aTreucao-fievos) in

Pausanias, and certainly, a ' temple like a cave ' is not easy to understand

or to bring into relation with the other passages. We may in any case infer

that the temple and cave were close together, and alike sacred to Poseidon.

Now in the west side of the small shallow ravine which runs into the

harbour to the east of the chapel-crowned hill, there is a natural cave in the

rock, of irregular shape and measuring perhaps ten metres from back to

front, and rather more in width. It is dark, damp, and dirty, and as

Pausanias says, has no path leading downwards through the floor. Close

to this cave it seems we must look for the temple. Curtius,5 thinking that the

north wall of the little chapel consisted of ancient blocks in situ, would

identify it with the site of the temple ; but Bursian,6 who points out that the

jointing of the stones is comparatively modern, would locate the temple

in the ravine inself. All the joints of the stones of the north wall that I

examined had mortar in them, and this, coupled with the fact that the

church is thirty or forty metres at least away from the cave, leads me to

agree with Bursian's view. For a view of the wall see Fig. 2. In the

ravine itself, and immediately west of the entrance to the cave, are distinct

traces of an oblong building of good Greek masonry, almost buried in the

shingle of the beach, for the blocks which are visible are not more than two

metres above the sea-level. At the north end alone are there any blocks

in situ ; these consist of the remains of two courses of wall built of poros

1 Strabo, viii. 5. i.
a Pausanias, ii. 25. 4.

3 Thucydides, i. 133.
4

ii. 3. 49.
5 Peloponnes, ii. p. 283. Leake, op. cit. i. p. 297, had come to ihe same conclusion.

6 Ueber das Vorgebirge Tainaron, p. 777.
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blocks. The only stone which I could measure was of these dimensions:

length 1*05, breadth 90, height 40 metre. Of the south wall nothing

remains, but there are loose blocks of the same material lying scattered about

the east side. Both sides of the building seem to have abutted on the rocky

sides of the ravine, which have been cut away perpendicularly for a few

centimetres above the ground-level. Hursian, who saw more of the walls

than is visible to-day, gives the dimensions at 19 x 16 metres ; but the inner

walls to which he alludes have quite disappeared. If, as is not improbable,

there was an opening in the west wall of the temple leading directly into

Fig. 2.—Ancient Blocks in wall ok Chapel at Taenarum.

the cave, this might have given Pausanias the impression that the temple

resembled a cave. I could see no traces of pottery or votives of any

kind, but it appears that about fifty years ago peasants found a deposit

of bronzes here; 1
if the cave and temple site were completely cleared

it would not be surprising if other small objects came to view, though the

depth of the soil is very small. I could see nowhere any traces of columns

or other architectural marbles that might have belonged to the temple, but

1 Bull, deir Inst. 1857, p. 155. Frazer (apul Pausanias, iii. 25. 4) has no authority for

saying that one represented Arion.
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it should be mentioned that one or two of the blocks in the north wall of

the chapel resemble in material and in dimensions those in situ in the

ravine ; the majority of those visible in the photograph are much larger.

Excavation might prove that some of the blocks at its western end, now

very much overgrown with brambles, were those of an ancient building

in sitit, and Bursian x says that in front of the church he saw traces of

polygonal foundations.

A Shrine in Ant is.

The only other ancient masonry I could see, consisted of an oblong

building of large poros blocks, on a terrace of the hill to the extreme west

of the site. Some of the stones were of considerable size, one measuring

over two metres in length ; in no case are there more than three courses of

masonry in position, and as the terrace has collapsed at one corner, bringing

down the foundations with it, it is impossible to tell exactly what its plan

was. It is built of irregularly-laid squared blocks and is apparently to be

attributed to a later date than the best period of Greek architecture. It may

very well have been a shrine in an/is: excavation might enable one to recon-

struct its ground-plan, but there are no remains of columns or entablature to

be seen. We have no clue to the identification of this building in any ancient

writers ; in fact the only building at Taenarum, except the Poseidon temple,

which is alluded to at all is the ^•vyjoironirelov^ which, if indeed it was a

building at all, we may imagine was close to the mouth of Hades.

Inscriptions.

All the inscriptions seen at various times at Taenarum have absolutely

disappeared, but I saw one (apparently unpublished) cut roughly on a

boulder on the beach on the west side of the bay, recording a dedication to

Dionysos {inf. No. 3 (a), p. 259) This is of interest as giving us a new cult

at Taenarum, but of no great value ; it does not seem to have been a base of

any sort, and to dedicate a boulder, particularly in Maina, involves no great

act of sacrifice. The building last mentioned may have been sacred to

Dionysos, but it is not warrantable to attribute it to him on the strength of

the inscription alone.

Returning from Taenarum, after a stiff half-hour's climb uphill from

the north end of the isthmus, one finds a spring of good water and beside

1 Loc. lit. - Plutarch, De sera minimum vindicta, c. 17.
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it, a square rock-cut room measuring six metres each way. This may be the

spring alluded to in Pausanias x
' in which one could see reflected the ships

and the harbours,' but probably not, though one gets from it a fine view

over the harbours of Psamathus and Achilleus ; he seems to have meant

some spring near the actual temple, but I was unable to find one. After

one-and-a-half hour's ride, mostly through a rich upland plain of corn-land,

one reaches Lagia, the capital of the deme of the same name. Here there

are no antiquities to be seen, but about two miles to the north-west are rich

quarries of rosso antico, first identified by Bursian 2 who saw undoubted traces

of their having been worked in antiquity, in particular a rock-cut road near

to them high up on the steep slopes of the hill of the Prophet Elias. They

are opened again and are being worked, but not regularly, by the 'Marmor'

company. Two miles and a half to the north of them, is the interesting

site of Kourno, first discovered by Boblaye.

KOURNO.

With Mr. Forster's kind permission I include his notes made when

he visited the site three years ago.

' The site lies on a rocky edge of a promontory overlooking the

Laconian Gulf, rising to a height of about three hundred metres above the

sea, three-and-a-half kilometres south of the village of Nymphi. The nearest

habitation is the now half-ruined monastery of Kourno, remarkable for

the copious stream which gushes out of the rock immediately below it. In

front of this fountain are what appear to be the remains of an ancient

cistern, built of large blocks of the local marble and still standing to the

height of several courses. It was probably thesource of the water supply

of the ancient town to the south.

The plateau on the top of the promontory is covered with ancient

remains, which are far more numerous than th? French explorers imply ; the

most important are the two temples (Fig. 3 a, b) of which elaborate plans and

elevations are published by Le Bas.s These two temples both lie to the

1
iii. 25. 4.

- Bursian (op. cit.) discusses the problem whether these are the quarries alluded to in ancient

writers ; see also Philippson's geological note on them : Peloponnes, i. p. 267.

3 Bibliography ; Boblaye, Recherches, p. 89 ; Curtius, Pelop. ii. p. 277 ; Bursian, Geog. ii.

p. 149. Plans: Le Bas, Voyage arc/n'ologique, Architecture, II. i.-ii. (N.B. Apparently Curtius

merely copies the account given by the French explorers.)
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north of the ridge which forms the backbone of the promontory and

intersects the plateau on which the site lies. The most numerous remains lie

to the south of this ridge, but it is difficult to distinguish the separate

buildings : the ground-plan of what seems to be a small shrine in antis

(3*17 by 304 m.) is noticeable; the walls arc 27 m. thick, and a block of

the threshold is 104 m. in length, 55 m. in height, and 45 m. in depth.

To the south-east of this is a large structure, about 15 m. square. The

masonry is preserved to a height of five courses at the south-east corner.

Fig. \j, b.—Ground-Plans of Temples at Koukno.

At the north-west corner of this building is a hole two-and-a-half metres

square, apparently a cistern.

Just west of the small shrine is the rock-cut relief figured, but not

described, by Le Has (Mon. fig. pi. 96). The face of the rock on which it

is cut measures 44 m. in height, ro in. in length, divided into three panels

respectively -

22, 24, and -28 m. broad. The right hand panel represents

a male figure, 33 m. in height, standing on a pedestal "05 m. high. He is

clad in a chiton, which is fastened over both shoulders and extends almost

to the knee : in his risjht hand he holds a staff with a large head, his left
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arm is bent at the elbow and the hand rests on the hip. The central panel

represents a headless seated female figure, 36 m. high, holding a large

cornucopiae with both hands against the left breast. The third panel has

been completely destroyed.

It is difficult, owing to the roughness of the work, to decide the

subject and the date of this relief. It seems to me most probable that the

male figure represents some Roman Emperor, while the female figure is

perhaps a Tyche. The third panel contained quite a small relief, perhaps

a shield or a trophy of arms. A small open space surrounds the relief,

partly rock-cut and parti)' of masonry. Behind is a shaft running at right

angles into the ground, apparently a tomb. To the south there appear to

be the remains of some houses.

As regards the probable date of the site, the relief seems to point to

Roman times ; there are, however, no traces of either brick-work or mortar.

Hence it would seem to go back to Greek times, or, if it was a purely

Roman settlement, the abundance of material supplied by the bluish

marble of which the rocks are made, and the inaccessibility of the place,

prevented the importation of the usual building materials of the Roman
epoch. The temples, according to the French explorers, ' belong to the

time of the decline of Greek architecture.'

It is difficult to imagine why such a site should ever have been chosen

for a town. It is possible that the temples were built first, perhaps

in connection with the fountain of Kourno, and that the town afterwards

grew up round them.

No inscriptions on the site give any clue to its name : it might possibly

be the town of Aegila, which is mentioned by Pausanias (iv. 17. 1) in

another connection, while Pliny (N.H. iv. 8) mentions a 'Sinus Aegilodes
'

on the Laconian Gulf. Further, while Pausanias states positively that

Aegila was in Laconia, he did not himself visit it, and we know from his

Laconica (Bk. III.) that he did not visit the coast between Taenarum and

Teuthrone.

Owing to the fact that there is practically no soil, it is unlikely that

excavation on the site would be of any use.'

E. S. F.
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Le Has' elaborate restorations of both temples cannot be accepted

without hesitation ; in the first place his measurements appear to be

inaccurate in almost every case, and secondly, Bursian, who visited the

site soon after, questions his restoration of the larger temple as peri-

style, and is of opinion that, like the smaller one, it was in antis.

My own measurements support Mr. Forstcr's as against either those of

Bursian or Lc Bas. Complete accuracy in details is impossible, owing to

the mass of fallen material that covers the stylobate everywhere. Only if

this is all cleared and examined are we likely to be in a position to make

satisfactory attempts at restoration, or even to determine for certain to

what period the building belongs. I do not doubt that Le Bas is right in

attributing it to the decline of Greek architecture ; if we are to differentiate

at all, I should say that the smaller temple shews the more careful work-

manship of the two.

Tkutiiroxe.

Rather more than five miles north of Kourno is the village of

Kotrones, on the bay of the same name, which Leake {op. cit. i. p. 277) is

no doubt right in identifying as the site of Teuthrone. We know from

Pausanias that it was on the sea-coast, distant 150 stades from Tacnarum,

and that he embarked here after visiting Pyrrhichus. It never seems to

have attained to much importance and its name is not found in any other

classical author. lie tells us (iii. 25. 4) that it possessed a shrine of

Artemis Issoria and a spring. The small rocky promontory called Skop;i

which runs out into the middle of the bay is covered with mediaeval

masonry, evidently, from the scale of the walls, a castle of some importance.

It has one or two ancient blocks built in, one having a large 'A ' cut on it,

probably a mason's mark, beside the chief entrance. Close to the

southernmost point is a small bisin cut out of the rock (measuring

206 x 1385 x no metres deep) ; at the bottom it is cut out into a narrow

channel, and the upper edges have traces of mortar round the outside. Pos-

sibly it was built up with courses of brick to give extra depth when used as

the reservoir for the fortress in Byzantine or Venetian times. This may be

the actual spring (now dry) to which Pausanias alluded, and it welled up

through the rock. Close to the beach, N.W. of the spit of shingle separ-

ating the promontory from the mainland, peasants found several years ago

the remains (to judge from local descriptions) of a brick hypocaust ; this
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had all been covered up again and not destroyed. Xear this spot I was

shewn a marble relief representing Artemis, dug up by a native a few

days before my visit. The stone is "64 m. high, 30 m. in width ; the height

of the goddess herself is 33 m. ; she stands facing, her right hand hanging

by her side, her left arm bent at the elbow, and holds some object at the

level of her breast. Behind her is a hound vigorously rendered, with his

right fore paw raised, lifting his head towards her left hand. She wears a

long clinging garment reaching to her feet, with a short peplos over it

ending in carefully rendered folds which run across from her waist on the

right to the left hip ; her left knee is slightly bent, and her weight evidently

thrown on to her right foot. The relief is low and the surface flattish ; her

face is weathered away and one cannot distinguish what she holds in her

left hand. In style it seems to belong to the third or second century B.C.

It is interesting to remember that the shrine of Artemis Issoria is the only

one mentioned here by Pausanias ; this might be a further guarantee if any

were needed, that we had here a representation of that goddess. The

inscriptions seen here at various times have all disappeared, and the only

other object of antiquity to be seen was a slab from a Doric entablature,

consisting of a triglyph and metope l built into the wall of a house at the

E. end of the village.

Skutari.

About 3 miles north of Kotrones, after crossing the steep ridge which

terminates on the south-east in Cape Stavro, one descends through a forest

of pine and oak, and reaches the village of Skutari, delightfully situated

at the head of the bay of the same name, which marks the northern limit

of the area described in these notes.

Bibliography of Ancient Authors.

(1) Geographical and Topographical References.

Messa. Homer, Iliad, ii. 582 ; Strabo, viii. 5, § 3 ; Pausanias, iii. 25, § 9.

Hippola. Pausanias, iii. 25, § 9.

1 The dimensions were: metope, '13 m. wide; triglyph, -14 m. wide, *22 m. high, "285

high from bottom of 'guttae' over all. The building this came from, whether it was the

shrine of Issorian Artemis or not, must have been on an unusually small scale, for these measure-

ments are very little more than half those of the entablature from the smaller temple at Kourno.

S
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Thyrides. Strabo, viii. 2, § 2 ; 4, § 4 ; 5, § 1 ; Pliny, iv. § 56. Pausanias, loc. cit.

Caenepolis. Pausanias, loc. cit. ; Ptolemy, iii. 16, •£ 9.
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187, Acharnians, 509 (and schol.) : Lycophron, Cassandra, n 06; Apollonius,

Argonautica, i. 102 (and schol.): Palaiphatus, Ilepl uTrt'o-Ttui', p. 59;
Apollodorus, WiftXioOijKrj. ii. 5, § 12 ; Pediasimus, § 30 (these three in MytOlo-

graphi Graeei) ; Scymnus, Periegesis, II. 512-514; Vergil, Georg. iv. 467;

Seneea, Hercules Furens, 662 ; Plutarch, De sera minimum vindicta, c. 17,

Sept. Sap. conviv. c 1 7 ; Pausanias, he. cit. ; Dio Chrysostom, Orationes,

xxxvii. p. 297 ; Aulus Gellius, xvi. 19 (for story of Arion 1
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Thucydides, i. 12S, i. ^ 55, vii. 19 ; Polybius, iv. 34, v. 19, ix. 34 ; Diodorus Siculus,

xvii. 108, xviii. 19, x\. 104 ; Plutarch, Lives, Phocion, c. 29, Cleomcncs,

c. 22, c. 3S, Antony, e. 67, Pompey, c. 24, A^is, c. 16 : Polyaenus, vii. 47 :

Suidas, s.w. air itnr a a e, Tat vapor.
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ences), Amsterdam, 1661; Coronelli, La Morce, pp. 41 sqq. 16S7 : Stephan-
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Expedition Seientijique, pp. 435 .w/</. 1836: Fiedler, Keise durch Griechcnland,

i. pp. 340 .sr/y. 1840 : Aldenhoven, Ltineraire de I'Attique et du Peloponnese, pp.

^42 .*>/</. 1841 ; Curtius, Peloponnes, ii. pp. 277 sqq. 1S52 ; Bursian, Ueber das
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graplue von Griechcnland, ii. pp. 148 .<>/</. 1872 , Eord Carnarvon, Reminiscences

of Athens and the Morea, passim, 1869: Ee Bas. Voyage Archeologique, ii.
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1

I have nut thought of trying to collect all references to Arion.
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43> 44) l893J Philippson, Der Peloponnes, pp. 225 s</</. 1891 ; Fra/er, Com-
mentary on Pausunias, iii. pp. 392-399, 1898 ; Weil, Ath. Mitt., i. pp. 158-172,
1876, Bull. deW Inst. p. 154, 1857.

III.

—

Inscriptions from the Maina.

Inscriptions Hitherto Unpublished.

1 (a). In north wall of church of "A^ios Ta^urp^?/? at Kouloumi, one-

and-a-half hours south of Pyrgos, on rectangular block 63 x 22 m. Letters

6'5 cmm. high.

£PATU> 'EpaTw

XAIP€ Xa^e -

2 (rt). Lying in the churchyard of "Ayto? JlavreXeijfiojv at Nomia.

Poros block broken on all sides, 27-5 x 15 cmm. Letters 2 5 — 3 cmm. high.

|££TOTE Perhaps ['A/aJiao-TOTe'fX?;?]

A £ [£;/o-]a9 [er>?]

The reduplicated a occurs frequently in such names : cf. WpcaaTu-

<pdi>t]<; in C.I.G. 1638, 'Apfo-o-ro/tXi/v C.I.G. 1 2 1 1. For 'A/3<<rTo-reX»7<? as a

Laconian name cf. Roehl, I.G.A. $5, S.M.C. Xos. 204, 212,446.

3 (rf). On a boulder about 80x40 cmm., on the beach at Kisternais,

the ancient Taenarum. Letters 7-9 cmm. high, roughly cut, and surface

much worn.

EAHSIHS [M]eA,»7<m/s

AIONVSOI Aiovvawi.

'E\t}<tit)<} is not a known name, whereas MeXi/o-t'/j? (i.e. Me\j/cu'«?\ an

easy restoration, gives us a common name : there is plenty of room for an M
on the stone, and the opening letters of both lines are very faint, so it may

18 s J
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quite likely have disappeared. This gives interesting evidence of a cult of

Dionysos at Taenarum, hitherto unknown.

4 (a). From a grave of Hellenistic date on hillside above Porto

Quaglio. Marble slab complete on left side and beneath. Height "28,

breadth "24, thickness '074 m. Letters about 2.5 cmm. high.

KaK

Xaiper[e.]

The shape of the p is striking, but the reading is unmistakable.

Previously Published Inscriptions.

The following is, I believe, a complete list of the published inscriptions

from Southern Maina : references are given to the works in which they are

most easily accessible. The majority of the stones are no longer visible.

I could only find seven of all those seen at various times on the site of

Caenepolis {infra, Nos. 14, 15, 16, 18, 21, 22, 35). Of the inscriptions

from the Poseidon temple at Taenarum, all seem to have disappeared

except two (Nos. 46 and 47) which are in the British Museum, and two in

Athens {infra, Nos. 49 and 50). Those from other sites in Maina have

fared better, though at Kotrones I could hear nothing of those seen there

by Le Bas {infra, Nos. 52-55). The inscriptions are arranged according to

the sites to which they belong, or the places where they were last seen,

described in the order in which I visited them. Those still existing are

marked with an asterisk.

At Pyrgos

:

1. Le Bas-Foucart, 278 c

2* Leake, Travels in Morca, vol. iii. No. 29. This stone had not

apparently been seen since Leake saw it. His copy runs as follows :

—
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' At a church near Py rg°. m Mesa Mani.

u)N€ct>opa) .... noN

AriO . . . XAIPEN

NATOC .... HMINYneP

TOANTirPA(|)ON . . €P

. . . M6NIAACOnO

. €A€YTHK^NYOCe

. . MCNCniCHMCON

. ATAA€A€IZAC€NO

THCZCJHC€Cl)c()POCY

TOYTOMO . ONIAI

OTITOKO . IONTO

followed by about twenty lines much defaced.'

When I found it, it was built into the church of "A7to? To^ap^)/?

(rebuilt since Leake's day out of the material of the ruined 'Ayca ^Slaplva,

which had stood on the same site), and served as lintel over the door. I

had it removed, and it now lies inside the church, which is about a mile S.E.

of the village of Pyrgos. Both sides have been cut away and on one has

been cut a Christian cross in relief. Leake's copy is full of mistakes and

omissions.

Total length of stone 1.30 m., width 18 m., depth '27 m. Letters on

grave-inscription above, •015-03 m. high; on long inscription 01-015 m.

high.

nE f o

fAc T ° t

n n p

1

- - €pO - -

- T<X<? TOT

- cwnr -

Xteu?
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^TV»'Nt4 i
,ol '< '

BJAn0AvlCni

"AnONtl %AIP€IN TOVrc

«AAToCnAPH^iNYnorc
TDANTirPA^ ^ £P

TeMYTHK€MTOce^r
t/NAACNCniCHM^N
AAATAA€£>IIAC€ NO/
THCZWHCCW^POCY

10 TOYTO/^ONoHBAPY
OTlTOKOlNONnOAl
HpnAHTAlA^A°TI

\QONtPMA HENnOAE
ONOYir6HEON£J

15 MoIEirENNHoHN
-EniTYr^ANotv\EN
A mNA,nonPnTH
i£lAI*NBlOYNHni
^NAPfciNEiiTHPh

20 EA n\A 1 noAiTOYnA
iaNEAkineizthN
IIMEAIANMAAAONO-
"TONEYrENHKAII
aaoyKEAAXIIT°N

25 orniKP YnoTEp

TAroYllTETONEA.
rpkAWAlKAIlMA
"p|YON°YTACnoYA

30 rAAKENHnoAINTA
THNEAn\MnWT
EKATToN^PMEPof
AHONnAHNHMgJ
MToNAMA^-=-ANT

35 NMAPANG£NTA.T°N
HONT0NA?MWNIA
NOnTONENI PA . Ax

rA NTAT°NTOVA.T0
"vrMENToYIEnAlN^-

40 AiME®AnoiHEAl0A
kAlOYEA^^OZE
ANTAMENAMA°'NA
rPA4>HNEX0NTA0

.

>M ENIAANEYA^EP
ac TATENAANAkHPYZ/:

jM^TOlYNnAOEr
INHTAI

- (e)aT&>i> ecpopoi kcu a 7ro\t<> II — [ojv €<f>6pot<;]

[teal T]a iroXei yaipeiv. tov y(e) -

- yu.aTO? 7rao' 77yu.ii' uTnryej/yoa] - -

- (1/) to dvTiypa<pov ep[poia6e.]

- [A]ap.app,evtha<; 6 tto[\itt)<;] -

- \re\re\evrriKev vbs F,v(a)[pepov] -

- [t]<wi/ p,ev iirio-rfpcov (a) - •

- para he o7£a<? iv o(X)

- rr)<; %(or)<; o~a)(ppoo~v(v) -

- tovto povov (3apv[vope6a] - -

- OTl to tcotvov 7ro\(e)[tT?7J>] -

- rfpiraarat, dXX' oti -

- [dy]adov epp,a pev 7r6A,e[&><»] -

- ovovs yovkoav hi -

- /xo? iyevvrjdr) v -

- . iTnTvyyd.vop.ev -

- a . . . i(ov diro 7rpcoT7/[(f]

- o7a<? teal ftiov w)tt[iov] -

-p.lv hotciv i<TTrjp(r])[p,evov ?] -

- iXirihi ttoXitov ira —
- ($)) dveXKiv ei<? rrjv - -

e](Tr)ipe\iav p.dXXov o - -

- tov evyevrj /cat (e) - -

-ah' ov/c eXdyiaTov - -

- (V)o<? Trifcpov TTorepip) - -

- dpa% . . H H Eua/i(e)[oo] - -

- 9 dyovai re tov ea - -

- [7r](e)p Kal troXi teal Ihia - -

- [?7re]pt vov ovtco cnrovh[aiov] - -

- \ecr\r)a\Kev rj iroXcv ra - -

- tt)v i\7Tiha iroXn - -

- e/caaTOv yap p,epos - -

- d^iov, irXrjv 77 pucrd[ydpoiiiro<i Tii^'/j " "

- v tov dpa dp^avT(a) - -

[a^](«) p,apavQkvia tov - -

- vov tov 'App,rjvta —
- vov tov ev . p - a(v)[Ta] ? - -

- (o~)avTa tov tov A . to - -

.- u? p.ev toi><? eVa/i/(o)[f9 ov/c dv] - - -

- \hv\(v)alp.eda Troitjcraada^i] - -

- [Bi\icaiov$' hto eho^e (t) - -

- [dvhpi,]dvTa p,ev dp,a olvd[v0y eaT€<pav(i)p,ei>ov] ?

- [i7ri\ypa(pr)v eyovTa o£)[t<w]

- [A.ap.ap]p€Vihav Eua/zep(o)[u]

- TaTeva dvaKt]pv^a(i)

- iva to avvirade<i - - [(pavepov ?]

(y)ii>rjTat.
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Of the names in the grave-inscription I can make nothing. The

lettering is rough and uneven, and it may be considerably later than the

long inscription which is below. Owing to the mutilation of the stone

very little restoration is possible : we are unable to tell its original width

and have no evidence for the exact length of any line. The stone contains

apparently a short letter from one city to another, occupying the first four

lines and covering a long enclosure, which is a copy (dvTiypa<f>ov) of a

resolution passed by a town council or similar body, on the occasion of the

death of an illustrious citizen. The name Damarmenidas is only known in

one other instance, C.I.G. 1389, where he is mentioned as iiri^e\ovfX€vo<i at

the erection of a statue at Caenepolis to Caius Julius Laco by the Eleuthero-

Laconian Confederacy : this may well be the same man, in which case this

inscription would belong to the first half of the first century A.D.

{vide my note in B.S.A. xii. p. 372). Nothing in the letter-forms goes

against this conclusion.

Notes.

The inscription presents the unusual feature of a change in the letter-

forms : in line 12 and subsequently (except for C once in line 29) C

becomes £ ; in line 11 £ becomes £ ; and in line 14 Cl) becomes n. This

may be due to a change of engravers. The substitution of 1 for et in

£/£a? (1. 8), Bokiv (1. 19), avi\Kiv (1. 21) etc. may be paralleled in inscriptions

of every period, though it becomes more common in texts of the Roman
age : vide Jannaris, Hist. Greek Grammar, § 34. Further A and H are used

indifferently in feminine terminations ; in lines 21 and 31 we have tijv, in

lines 1 and 2 a and ra.

Line 1. Unfortunately the names of both the cities are irrecoverable.

I think there are traces of an £ before - - ariov, in which case our choice

is not very wide ; it might be YvOecnwv or 'XfteaTwv. The recipient city

might be lYrrhichus, which was only about three miles distant from where

the stone was found : the second letter of the name is quite uncertain

however. It seems certain that the letter opened thus

—

arwv ecpopoi ica\ a

7ro\<9 IT - - usv ecpopois /cal ra 7r6\ei yalpew (cf. S.M.C. 241, 262.).

L. 4. £P may be abbreviated for, or may be the beginning of, epptoafle,

which closes the letter, the sense of which is ' we are sending you the

enclosed copy of our proceedings on the occasion of the vote of sympathy

1 8 *
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passed on the death of Damarmenidas.' (For this use of eppcoaOe cf.

Dittenberger, Sylloge- 253, 1. 15, 278 1. 19, etc.)

L. 6. JLvafiepov can be restored from 1. 44. As a Spartan name it

occurs in C.I.G. 1260, S.M.C. 205, 206, 207 and Einjfiepos in C.I.G. 1244.

L. 10-13. The general sense probably is ov 7rept(?) tovto fiovou

ftapwofieda on to koivov TroXeirrjv ovra> cnrovhalov (in private life)

ripnao-Tai, a\\' on out(o$ ayadov epfia TroXeox; [i.e. ' in his public

capacity'].

For r)pnrao-Tai cf. Euripides, Androni. 661 : in 1. 11 after ito\ I seem to

see traces of the G on the stone : Tro\(e)[iTT)v] as object of rjpiraaraL seems

a satisfactory restoration. "Kpfia 7rd\e&><? is borrowed from Homer, where

it occurs //. 16. 549, Od. 23. 121 : cf. also Plato, Legg. 737 A.

L. 14-17. Restoration seems impossible. In 1. 17 we perhaps have

some participle, but the first four letters are practically undecipherable.

L. 26. Of the middle of the line I can make nothing, but the z
after ap,a and the two H's are certain.

L. 28. - €p is probably oirep or wairep : icai tto\l kui Ihia is an unusual

variant for /cat /cotvjj koX Ihia.

L. 32. The general sense would seem to be :
' for each part [of his life]

was worthy of [admiration], but that misanthrope fate snatched away from

us one who no sooner had begun his career than he withered away, one

who not only ' . . . .

L. 35. \ is almost certain to be the end of afia to balance apa in the

previous line.

L. 36-38. Seem to contain a catalogue of his achievements. NON
may be the ending of fiovov or of the accusative of an aorist participle

middle. AIMHNIA - - or AIMHNIA - - or APMHNIA - - are the only

possible variants: the first letter is not A, and the second seems to be P.

It is hardly likely to be an allusion to Armenia, which is written 'Apfievia

in Greek.

L. 37. Seems to be an aorist participle active, but here, as in the next

line, the surface is too damaged to restore safely.

L. 39-41. Evidently the sense is ' we could not praise him in sufficiently

high terms.'
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L. 41-47. The ending ran somehow as follows: 'wherefore it was

resolved . . . both to set up a statue crowned with vine-shoots, with this

inscription :
" to Damarmenidas son of Euameros (for his many virtues"),

and also to communicate this our resolution [? to his children] in order that

our sympathy towards them may be manifested.'

L 42. - avra is almost certainly dvSpidvTa, and olva - -
, which is quite

certain, is presumably olvdvdrj or oivdvQais : the inscription perhaps ran '77

7r6\t? A.afxap/j,€viBau Kva/xepov dpeT?)<i ep€tca' . .

L. 45. Ta.T€va is unintelligible, unless conceivably [77/909] rd reicva from

which the K has been omitted by mistake.

L. 46. (pavepov or some such word may safely be supplied. 1

At Charouda, S.W. of Pyrgos

:

•3. Le Bas-Foucart, 278 b ( — Collitz-Bechtel, 4585), vide note in

B.S.A. x. p. 159.

*4. Ibid. 278 a (= » 4586).

*5. Ibid. 275 (= " » 4587)-

At Kavalos (Pyrrhichus) :

*6. Le Bas-Foucart, 249 (= » » 4580).

•7. Ibid. 250 (= » " 4581).

•8. B.S.A. x. p. 167, No. 3.

At Vamvaka :

*9. Le Bas-Foucart, 278 f.g. This is, as Leake said, all on one stone,

though Le Bas edits it as two separate inscriptions.

At Nomia

:

•10. Collitz-Bechtel, 4583. (Weil in Ath. Mitt. i. p. 162.)

Though the stone is badly weathered, my squeeze showed that Weil's

copy is not correct. I reproduce the two copies for comparison.

1
I wish to thank Mr. M. N. Tod for much valuable assistance in the elucidation of this

inscription.
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(i) Weil.

PEPIAAAEXOIPPAZIONMIIL

AABIPAAEX

nANIPAnAA

XAIPE

(2) A. M. IV.

riEPIAAAEXOiriPA: I^NXAIPE

NABiriAAEX XAIPE

riANKPATIAA

XAIPE . . . AEXAIPE

TlepiXa Ae^ol Upd^iov XaLPe

N aftLira Ae^[ot] Xa^P€

Uav/cpaTi&a

Xaipe . . . \e ^alpe.

Na/3t7ra (= Na/9tir7ra) is the undoubted reading, though not a known

name.

*i i. Collitz-Bechtel, 4584 (Weil, foe. cit.).

Above the heads of the figures in the relief I read EX ... . / I OS.
Weil does not transcribe them, otherwise his copy is correct.

At Cyparisso (Caenepolis) :

12. C.I.G. 13 1
5.

13. Ibid. 13
1
7.

*I4. Ibid. 1 32 1.

"15. Ibid. 1322.

*i6. Ibid. 1389.

17. Ibid. 1393.

*l8. Ibid. 1394.

19. Ibid. 1483.

20. Le Bas-Foucart, 256 a ( = C.B.

4595)-

*2i. Le Bas-Foucart, 257 ( = C.B.

4596).

*22. Ibid. 266 ( = C.I.L. ili. 492).

23. Ibid. 267.

24. Ibid. 268.

25. Ibid. 269.

26. Ibid. 270.

27. Ibid. 271.

28. Ibid. 272.

29. Ibid. 273.

30. /#/*/. 273 a.

31. 7#zVj?. 273 b.

32. Ibid. 263 b.

33. Ibid. 259.

34. Leake, Travels in Morea, iii.

No. 30.

At Alika (North-west of site of Caenepolis)

:

*35. Le Bas-Foucart, 264.

36. Pouqueville, Voyage de la Grece, Vol. v. No. 9 ( = C.I.G. 15 10).
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At Vathia, N.E. of Cacnepolis :

37. Le Bas-Foucart,255 a(= C.-B.

4590).

At Kastraki, S.E. of Vathia

:

39. Le Bas-Foucart, 273 c.

40. Le Bas-Foucart, 273 d.

At Kisternais (Tacnarum)

:

42. C.I.G. 141 2.

43. C.I.G. i486.

44. C.I.G. 1493.

45. Collitz-Bechtel, 4574 ( = Ath.

Mitt. xvi. 140).

*46. Collitz-Bechtel, 458S. Now
in British Museum [vide Newton,

Gk. Iusers, in B.M. 139].

*47. C.I.G. 1498. Now in British

At Kotrones (Teuthrone) :

52. Collitz-Bechtel, 4582 = (Le Bas-

Foucart, 255).

53. Le Bas-Foucart, 254.

38. Le Bas-Foucart, 25 5 b( = C-B.

459^ •

41. Ibid. 273 c.

Museum [vide Newton, Gk.

Iusers, in B.M. 146].

48. Collitz-Bechtel, 4589 (= Le

Bas-Foucart, 255 c).

*49. Collitz-Bechtel, 4591. Now
in Athens [vide B.C.H. iii. p. 96].

*50. Ibid. 4593. Now in Athens.

51. Ibid. 4594 [vide A.E.M. 1897,

p. 88].

54. Ibid. 243 d.

55. Ibid. 253.

Arthur M. Woodward.



MEDIAEVAL FORTRESSES OF
THE NORTH-WESTERN PELOPONNESUS. 1

Karytaena.

Thk Castle of Karytaena- was built by Hugues Bruyeres de Cham-

pagne and his son Geoffrey in 1254. The Barony was one of the twelve

original fiefs of the Morea, and from its position, guarding the fertile

plain of Megalopolis against the inroads of the wild highlanders of Skorta,

the castle must have been of the greatest importance. By the year 1278

the family of Bruyeres was extinct in the male line and the Baron)- had

passed to the house of Brienne. In the will of the Princess Isabelle

of Achaia, in 131 1, the castle of Karytaena, along with Beauvoir and

Beauregard in Elis, is assigned as dowry to her younger daughter

Marguerite; it was, however, captured by the Greeks in 1320. After

Mohammed II. 's invasion of the Morea in 1458 we find Karytaena included

in the list of towns which opened their gates to the Venetians under

Bertholdo d' Este. There still remains, built into the wall of the Panagia, a

Sicilian coat of arms of the seventeenth century (Plate VIII.). The fortress

was garrisoned by the Turks and later was held by Kolokotrones in the

War of Independence.

The Castle stands on a very imposing rock at the head of the plain

of Megalopolis, surrounded on three sides by the river Alpheius (Plate

1 See B.S.A. xii. pp. 259-276.
- I have particularly to thank Mr. W. Miller for help in the historical notes. He has not only

made valuable suggestions, but has very kindly permitted me to read in proof his forthcoming book

The Latins in the Levant, and to take from it much material, without which many of the

architectural problems would have remained unsolved.
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VIII). The town stands on the ridge between the castle and the moun-

tains and on the southern face of the rock. The entrance, on the southern

side, is by a long and involved road passing through at least three out-

works. Of the first, only traces are left ; at the second the road passes

through a gate with a flanking tower into a small square fort, on the north

side of which, against the rock, is a small cross-planned church. The

central dome is supported within, on two columns and two square piers,

between the latter of which is the Eikonostasis. The capitals of the

columns are carved with an elaborate though rather meaningless pattern

ofguillochc and bosses.

From this fort the road seems to have turned completely round and to

have led up to the castle gate, but all traces of the walls which must have

supported it are gone. At the gate is the third outwork, a simple court

enclosing the entrance, flanked on the east by a large square tower, set

above which are still three machicolations and an empty panel which once

held the escutcheon ; the central court is entered through a large vaulted

chamber with a guard-house, still partly vaulted, on one side.

The castle is very long and narrow (Fig. 1). It terminates to the

east in a rounded point, and the walls, following the irregularities of the

rock, widen towards the west, forming a long triangle. It has evidently

been much altered at various times, and the only building of which the

walls remain is that against the western wall, a rectangular hall with large

windows, from which, however, all the dressings have been removed.

This is evidently the building to which Mr. Tozer refers (J.H.S. iv. p. 220) as

showing traces of trefoil arches. The windows and door are now mere

shapeless holes and the general appearance of the building, both in plan

and masonry, is late. The arches seem to have been originally segmental,

but have been broken into their present slightly trefoiled shape by the

removal of the 'dressing' stones. The main walls of the Castle are of

rubble with bricks and with large stones at the angles, there is a distinct

line of rebuilding towards the top, but the lower parts are probably

Frankish. The upper parts still show a few traces of battlements loop-

holed for musketry and a few embrasures for the cannon, of which one or

two are still lying about.

The churches in the town have all been modernised. Built into the

wall of the Panagia is a seventeenth century Italian coat of arms

surmounted by what looks like an ecclesiastical hat of dignity (Plate VTIL).
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Mr. M. Rosenheim has been kind enough to identify this coat as that of

the Albamontc family from Sicily. Inserting the tinctures, which of

course arc absent in the carving, it reads {de gules) un soldi (d'or) se levant

derriere line montagne (d1

argent) monvante de la pointe. It is the one

witness of Italian influence at Karytaena.

Kalamata.

Kalamata was one of the first conquests of the Franks in 1206, and

was used by them as a base for their further operations. Later it was

granted to Villehardouin and became the hereditary fief of his family. Here

Guillaume II. de Villehardouin, fourth prince of Achaia, was born in 121 8,

and here he died in 1278. In 1304 it was granted to Guy de la Roche on

Fig. 2.—Plan of the Castle of Kalamata.

his marriage with Maud of Hainault, but the family became extinct on his

death in 1308, and in 1338 we hear of its being refortificd by Nicholas

Acciaiuoli (Buchon). In 1347 it was assigned by Robert to his wife Marie

de Bourbon, widow of Hugues IV. King of Cyprus, along with other estates.

On the Greek reconquest of the Morea it passed into the hands of

Constantine, afterwards last Emperor of Byzantium, and was captured by

Mohammed II. in 1458. Towards the close of the Turco-Venetian war

which followed on this invasion we hear of its being burnt by the Venetians
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to prevent its falling into Turkish hands. Subsequently in 1659 and

again in 1685 it was taken by the Venetians and, after its second capture by

Degenfeldt in Morosini's campaign, was ruined.

The present plan is in three parts (Fig. 2), the keep, the inner

fortress, and an outer court. The keep is a very solidly built structure of

large square stones, and is much better built than the other walls, indeed

several of the vaults are still standing. It is situated on the highest point of

the hill at the north end of the inner fortress, overlooking the precipice on the

west and the outer court on the north (Plate IX.). The inner fortress, an

oblong court, communicates with the outer bailey by a vaulted gatehouse on

the east side. The walls of the outer court encircle the central buildings on

the north, east, and south ; they are Venetian and closely resemble the town

walls of Monemvasia, even to the little domed sentry-box at the northern

end. Above the entrance is a slab with the Lion of St. Mark, badly worn,

but still recognisable. It is very probable that the Prankish Castle

included only the existing keep and inner fortress, and that the outer court

is an addition of the Venetian occupation of 1659.

Clarenza, Katakolo, and Castel Tornese.

On the large peninsula known in classic times as Chelonatas and lying

on the north-eastern coast of Elis are the ruins of three castles—Clarenza,

a corruption of the Prankish ' Clarence,' on the north ;—Pontikocastro,

' Rats' castle ' or ' Beauvoir,' on the south, above Katakolo ; and Clairmont

or Chlomoutsi, called later Castel Tornese, in the centre.

Of Clarenza only a few fragments remain, sufficient however to show

that it must have been one of the largest castles in Greece (Fig. 3). It

is some 480 metres in length, as compared with no at Karytaena, and is

broader in proportion. The line of the walls is now marked only by a

mound and to the western and landward side by a deep ditch, here necessary

owing to the level nature of the site. It had a gate to the south and one

to the east, both still marked by fragments of the wall, and on the

steep northern side was perhaps a gate communicating with the sea. At

the southern end are the ruins of an early building with a large circular

arched window, decorated with a notched ornament in brick.

The remains of Pontikocastro at Katakolo are slightly more extensive,

but are so overgrown with bushes and thistles as to be very difficult of
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examination (Plate IX.). In plan the castle is an irregular rectangle

(Fig. 4) crowning the top of the hill, which though steep, is nowhere

precipitous. The entrance, at the southern end, passed through a large

square tower beneath the pointed arch which is still standing. At the

northern end is a second large tower square at the base and having the

angles rounded off above. The masonry of this tower is of squared ashlar,

with tiles in both horizontal and vertical joints ; elsewhere it is of the

usual rubble. Within are a number of cisterns, cut deep into the rock,

and a few fragmentary walls. The keep may have been at the southern

end, but the ruins arc not sufficient to decide this point definitely.

The castle of Chlomoutsi stands on a considerable hill, steep but

not precipitous, and commands a view both of the whole peninsula and of

the great plain which stretches back from the coast to the mountains

(Plate IX.). No finer site could have been chosen from which to guard

the most prosperous of the Frankish possessions. The buildings consist of

a large keep with a courtyard on the northern side (Fig. 5). The keep

buildings are for the most part in two stories, a low basement and a lofty

hall, evidently originally floored in wood and covered by a pointed barrel-

vault in cut masonry, and enclose an irregular hexagonal court, from which

broad stone staircases lead up to the various rooms. The vault is

strengthened at intervals by flat unmoulded transverse arches supported

on pilasters, built quite independently of the vaults and not bonded into

them in any way. The doors and windows are mainly in the inner wall

and were covered by semicircular or segmental arches, principally the latter,

though, as usual, the 'dressing' stones have been torn out. The masonry

of the walls is of rubble with a few tiles.

In spite of its ruined state the principal hall on the southern side

is still most impressive (Plate IX.). It measures 750 metres in breadth

by some 46 metres long, and from the floor to the top of the vault 7 metres.

The door, with its double external staircase, was in the centre with

windows on either side of it. Opposite was a great fireplace whose back

of brickwork and great vent, a metre square, in the vault above, can still

be seen, but the hood and jambs which completed it have disappeared ; on

either side of the fireplace are arched niches. The hall is divided into five

bays by transverse arches with an irregular bay at the east end.

On the north side a large hall extended over the entrance. It

terminates in an apse and may have been the chapel, though there are no

T
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traces of decoration. The remaining rooms are similar to the hall but
smaller, and in some are brick fireplaces of the same type ; at the east end,

however, there is no basement. This part may have been used as a store,

or as stables. The only cistern in the keep is a very large one under the

.great hall.

Fig. 5.—Plan of Castel Tornesk.

At the east end of the court a stair leads up to the flat roof over the

vaults, a broad and level platform suitable for artillery, or engines of the

largest kind ; the battlements remain only in part and are of a very simple

type ( Plate IX.). Beside the staircase are the remains of a watch tower
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rising to a considerable height above the rest of the building. This tower

is the one feature which is not shown in M. de Neovin's drawing. 1

There are only two flanking towers on the keep, both placed, rather

curiously, on the side enclosed by the outer court. This court is attached

to the northern and north-western sides of the keep and is very irregular

in plan. The entrance, by an elaborate gatehouse on the north side,

is in two parts, the outer covered by a dome, the inner open above and

provided with a portcullis for which' the grooves can still be seen at either

side. The only tower on the enceinte is that placed in the centre of the

long north side ; it was evidently considered necessary here, to defend so

long a stretch of straight wall.

The houses and barracks for the garrison were built against the outer

wall ; little more than the foundations are now left, but the brick backs of

the fireplaces still show on the walls. In the centre of the court, between

the entrance and the keep, is a square building with a circular projection on

one side, probably the mosque shown on M. de Neovin's drawing. On the

outside, the walls have in places the familiar Italian form with a torus

and long slope to the base, so well shown by the walls of the Castle of

Corinth (Plate VIII. . A small masonry glacis has been added at numerous

points both to the enceinte and keep walls.

The history of the three castles is necessarily closely interwoven, and

they may with convenience be considered together. In 1210, when Robert,

the claimant to the Principality on the death of Champlitte, arrived at the

port of S. Zacharias, later known as Clarcnza, he was told that Villc-

hardouin was at Vlisiri or La Glisiere, a castle near Katakolo.- No
remains can now be identified with this castle, but the Castle of Clarcnza

was not yet built, nor had the town received its Frankish name. In 1217

Geoffrey II. built a great fortress at Clarenza, which took three years to

construct and was called Clairmont or Chlomoutsi,' and here a mint was

established by William de Villehardouin, whose coins bore the inscription

de Clarenaia. From these coins, known as tournois from their being

originally minted at Tours, was derived the later name of ' Caste 1 Torncsc.

From the earliest times Clarenza was a town of great importance. The

Minorite church of S. Francis is mentioned in the Chronicle as a meeting

place of the High Court of the Principality, and the town is spoken of as the

' See below
, p. 277.

'-' Chronicle of the Alorea, 11. 201)0-2437.
;

Ibid. II. 2631 57.

19
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first town in Achaia and as an important trade centre. When the wife

and daughter of the Emperor Peter of Courtenay put in to Katakolo on

their way to Constantinople, we hear that Geoffrey de Villehardouin invited

them to the adjoining castle of Pontikocastro. 1 This identifies the ruin

above Katakolo with this castle of Pontikocastro or Beauvoir. In 1278

the list of castles ordered to be handed over to Charles I. of Naples includes

Chlomoutsi and Beauvoir. In 131 5 Ferdinand of Majorca landed near

Clarenza, routed the force sent to oppose him and followed up his success

by capturing Pontikocastro, though had the existing powerful fortress of

Castel Tornese been built, we should have expected its capture to be

noticed rather than that of the smaller fortress above Katakolo. Further,

in consequence of having married her daughter to Ferdinand, Marguerite,

Lady of Akova, was at this time imprisoned in 'Chlomoutsi' by Nicholas

Mavro and her deliverance must have been of some account with Ferdinand.

On his defeat at Manolada in 13 16 we read that he was urged to escape to

Chlomoutsi, which was evidently in his hands, but, being killed, his head

was next day displayed before the gates of Clarenza, which shortly

afterwards surrendered. 2 Throughout this account there seems to be some

confusion between Clarenza and Chlomoutsi.

In 1324 John of Gravina 3 received the homage of the barons at

Clarenza, and in 1364 the list of the Achaian Baronies owned by Marie de

Bourbon includes Chlomoutsi and Katakolo. In 1391 Clarenza and

Belveder (or Pontikocastro) were in the hands of the Navarrese. In 1427

Constantine, who had married Carlo Tocco's niece Theodora and had

obtained Clarenza as her dowry, fixed his court at the castle of Chlomoutsi.

The town of Clarenza was captured by the Catalan galleys sent to the

relief of Patras when that town was besieged by Constantine, but was at

once sold back to him, wh?n he ordered its destruction, lest it should again

give foothold to an enemy.4
•

In the lists of 1463 and 1467 Chlomoutsi appears as ' Chiaramante ' ;

in the former list with a garrison of eighty men. In 1471 it is given as

Venetian, but after 1479 Venice had no possessions in this part of Greece. In

1620, however, it was captured and partly destroyed by the knights of Malta.

1 Sathas, Mftj/xfia 'EAArji/j/c^s 'Iffroptas, i. p. xxxiii.

- Libro de los Fechtos et Conquistas del Principado de la Morea ; see Miller, op. tit. p. 254.

:; Schluniberger, Numisinatique, 31.

4 Phranzes, pp. 122-139, 144-558; &pj]vos t7>s KovffravTivoviroKfws, 11. 52-62.
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Coronelli, after Morosini's campaign, speaks of Clarenza as ruined,

and gives a drawing of Castcl Tornese ' following the drawing of M. de

Neovin, aide-de-camp to Prince Maximilian.' This renders the castle

quite accurately enough to be recognizable as the present building in the

centre of the Peninsula, and shows that no alteration has taken place since

then. In 1825 it was finally dismantled by Ibrahim Pasha.

Architecturally the existing remains of Clarenza and Pontikocastro are

quite distinct from those of Castel Tornese, and belong evidently to an

earlier period. At Pontikocastro the northern tower is built of large

squared stones with flat tiles or bricks in both horizontal and vertical joints ;

at Clarenza the one considerable fragment which still stands shows the

typical Byzantine brick dentil ornament. The masonry in both is a

mixture of stone and brick, and in neither do we find cut masonry without

bricks. The chancel of St. Sophia at Andravida, built in the early days

of the Frankish occupation, is an excellent example of the mixed style

adopted by the invaders ; the walls are of purely Byzantine type of cut

stone with tiles in the horizontal courses, and support true Gothic ribbed

vaults with a rubble infilling. No vaults now remain at Pontikocastro, but

the masonry of the northern tower is of the same type as that of the

church. The mixed rubble walling is paralleled at Geraki, where it dates

from 1254, and is found in the walls of every Frankish castle.

The general masonry of Castel Tornese is of very large, strong

rubble with but few tiles, and the splendid barrel vaults are of cut and

polished stone with unstructural transverse ribs applied underneath. In a

Gothic castle these ribs would have been moulded, or at least chamfered ;

here they are square and rest on simple chamfered impost blocks of

rather Byzantine type. The few remaining arches at Castel Tornese are of

cut stone, without any attempt at brick ornamentation, and are struck to

the low segment of a circle, a form quite unknown to either Gothic or

Byzantine architecture. The late Renaissance churches of Monemvasia,

however, arc roofed with similar pointed barrel vaults and have segmental

arches in cut masonry without tiles. 1

In plan also Castle Tornese differs from the typical mediaeval castle

of Greece. The monumental character of the hexagonal court, the

double external staircases to the principal rooms on the piano nobile, the

1 U.S.A. xii. |). 271, and Plate III.
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wooden floors to these rooms, the numerous and well constructed fireplaces,

and above all the method of forming a courtyard by great surrounding

halls, in place of building on houses or rooms against the external enceinte

wall, all these points indicate a date not earlier than the fifteenth century.

At the same time the lofty walls crowned by battlements in place of

embrasures, prove that the castle was built previous to the full development

of cannon fire. The castle of Bracciano in Italy, built in the fifteenth

century, shows such lofty walls with the Italian torus and sloping glacis,

here surmounted by elaborate machicolations. At the Turkish castle of

llissarlik on the Bosphoros, built about the year 1400, we have a closer

parallel. Here the lofty walls are flanked by large solidly-built towers of

rubble masonry with a glacis and plain battlements which have sloping

copes, and are pierced with loopholes in the same manner as those of

Castel Tornese (PI. IX.). Over the gatehouse we have already mentioned

a dome ; this is of cut stone and, like the vaults, is built without tiles.

Similar domes are found over the little sentry-boxes and on the late

churches of Monemvasia. They are quite unknown to pure Byzantine

architecture.

In the historical accounts the distinction between ' Clarenza ' and

' Castel Tornese ' or ' Chlomoutsi " is exceedingly difficult to unravel. The

mint, from which Castel Tornese took its name, issued coins inscribed

dc Cl'irenzia ; and early accounts of conquests, or lists of castles in the

Peloponnese, record the capture or surrender of two fortresses—Pontiko-

castro and Chlomoutsi—and of the town of Clarenza. Now the remains

at Clarenza are those of a very large fortress ; they cover an area about

thirty times as great as Pontikocastro, and are surrounded by a well-marked

ditch. It is difficult to imagine that such a castle, built, as the remains

show, in the early years of the conquest, could have remained unchronicled,

and it seems certain that here we have the castle of Chlomoutsi which

Geoffrey II. spent three years in building at Clarenza. Here too were

coined the 'tournois' with their quite accurate inscription. It is quite

probable, that the present ruins are not only those of the castle of

Chlomoutsi, but mark also the fortifications of the town of Clarenza. The

position, on the very beach, is well suited to a seaport, and the name

Chlomoutsi, Clairmont, or Castel Tornese, may have been more especially

applied to the fortress whose walls still stand in great fragments on the

cliffs overlooking the sea. Such a castle, placed here at one end of the
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town enceinte and in close communication with the sea, was indeed an

integral part of the defences of a mediaeval town.

We read that Constantine settled at Chlomoutsi in 1427, and in 1430

destroyed Clarcnza. His work of destruction must have included both

town and castle ; indeed at this time he perhaps also ruined Pontikocastro,.

which is heard of no more. The need of a stronghold more removed from

the attacks of sea-rovers may then have led to the erection of the present

' Castel Torncse ' on its commanding'site. The architectural evidence will

hardly permit us to date it earlier, and we shall see that at about the same

time Patras was strengthened with walls of similar type, the last efforts of

Constantine to hold his own against the Turkish deluge. It is not

probable that the castle was built by the Turks, for in 1463 the Turkish

garrison numbered only eighty men, and it is unlikely that they built so

large a fortress only to hold it with so meagre a force.

The evidence both of history and architecture seems to show that the

ruins above Katakolo arc those of the castle called Pontikocastro, Beauvoir

or Belveder. The large ruin at Clarenza is that of the mediaeval town

with its citadel Chlomoutsi, Clairmont or Castel Tornese, whilst the castle

in the centre of the peninsula is the second Castel Tornese, built probably

by Constantine in the second quarter of the fifteenth century.

1'AIR AS.

At the time of the Frankish invasion the hill of Patras was already

fortified and was captured by Geoffrey dc Champlittc. The Barony

was assigned to Guillaume Aleman, who pulled down the Archbishop's

palace and even his church, to use the materials in the castle walls, where

fragments can still be seen. As a seaport the town was second only to

Clarenza and, after the destruction of that town, became the leading city of

Achaia. The Barony early passed from the Aleman family and the

town was governed by the Archbishops under various suzerains. In 1408.

Venice rented Patras from Archbishop Steven Laccaria at an annual rent

of 1000 ducats, and again in 141 7, we find a Venetian Governor here for

two years. In 1426, we learn from an inscription now built into the keep

door that Archbishop Pandulph Malatesta restored the church of St.

Andrew inside the fortress, which had been destroyed by Aleman ; in 1429.

the town opened its gates to Constantine, but not till 1430 did hunger

1 ° *
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compel the castle to surrender. Murad II. captured and sacked the town,

but, though he breached the walls, he was unable to take the castle.

In 1458 both town and castle finally surrendered to Mohammed II.

The castle (PI. VIII.) consists in a keep with a central citadel and a

large courtyard ; the walls show signs of at least two rebuildings. The

lower walls of the keep, and particularly those of the northern side of

the court, are full of fragments of classic buildings, whilst the upper

part is of rubble and in places is smeared with plaster. On the east

wall of the keep are the remains of stone corbels which must originally

have supported the hoards or huchettes of the Frankish castle.

Fig. 6.

The entrance is on the south side by a fine vaulted gatehouse,

the sheeted iron doors are still in use, and above the arch is a little htuhette

on two brackets. The western end of the court, and particularly the

south-western tower, are fine examples of Italian fortification ; the tower

is octagonal, with the usual torus and batter at its base, and is built in

irregular courses of well cut stone. On the outer face is a little Italian

niche, now empty. The defence is in two stories, a battlemented rampart

above, with under it, a range of chambers and loopholes.

The plan is typically mediaeval (Fig. 6) and is probably very little

changed from the castle so ruthlessly constructed by Aleman, to whom we
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may attribute the greater part of the keep walls and the northern wall of

the court. To Italian influence arc due the notched battlements, and

at some time in the fifteenth century an extensive reconstruction must

have taken place which included the upper parts of the keep walls, the

gatehouse and the southern and western walls of the court, with their

octagonal towers. These are very carefully built of cut stone and without

bricks, and it may be suggested that both here and at Castel Tornese,

we find the efforts of Constantine to defend Achaia against the Turks.

The later Turkish repairs are easily distinguishable by their plastered

surface.

Patras is in some ways the most interesting of the Greek castles
;

it is still in fairly good preservation and has never been completely rebuilt,

unlike so many of the famous Frankish castles whose sites are now marked

only by crumbling Turkish walls.

At Kalavryta, nothing remains of the castle of the Tremouilles but

a few stones on the summit of the magnificent rock which towers over the

little town (l'l. IX.). The castle must have been large and well-nigh

impregnable, but now even the ground plan cannot be distinguished.

Ramsay Traquaik.

Note on the Armorial Insignia in the Church of St. George,

Gekaki. 1

The armorial insignia existing at the church of St George, (ieraki, may he
grouped in three categories : I, carved shields over the door of the church and at

the apex of the shrine within ; II, insignia (?) upon the exterior of the frame or

shrine ; and III, the shield borne by Joshua in the painting within the latter.

Concerning I, it is a legitimate inference that arms placed so prominently
exemplify either the builder of the church or his successors and, possibly, a family

allied with one or the other. But the scanty data embodied in the Nivelet pedigree,

as known, and the fact that Western armorial records may be searched in vain for

arms answering to the name so spelt, 2 are against a direct verification of either

shield. As regards the shield at the apex of the shrine's gable, however, there arc-

grounds for supposing that we have here the arms of Nivelet. Regarded in the

light of thirteenth century methods of cadency {i.e. of means employed to difference

the arms of various branches of a house by the superimposition of labels, bends, or

• > B.S.A. xii. 265 9.

- The Flemish house of Nivclies, which might conceivably have furnished an ancestor to the
harons of Geraki, bore argent </ cross git/i's.
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bordures upon the shield common to all members of a house) the possibility that

this is a coat so differenced and that, consequently, its prototype was merely

lozengy? becomes at once apparent. If this process of authentic armorial evolution,

or its possibility, be admitted in this case, the kinship of the Gerald shield to that

of another house, its name having a strong likeness to that of Nivelet, follows.

In Key's edition of Du Cange's Families d'Outre-Mer (pp. 570-1) are various

recorded occurrences in the Latin Orient, of the name Neufville or Neuville from

the twelfth century: Gui de Nova Villa (1168), Eustache de Neuville (end of

twelfth century), Baudouin de Neuville killed at Adrianople, 1205, whose daughter

married Robert de Courtenay, emperor of Constantinople ; Pierre de Neuville, who
fought at Mansurah (1250), a messire de Ne'viles, butler of the kingdom of Cyprus,

whose wife died 1393, and the form Nevile. Most of these are found in Cyprus,

whence also Johannes de Nivillis (1390), and two monuments to individuals

which appear to be the only published armorial records of the Neuville in the

East. These monuments are portions of engraved sepulchral slabs in the church

of the Austin Eriars (now the Omergheh mosque) at Nicosia. They are repro-

duced in Major T. J. Chamberlayne's Lacrimae Nicossienses. 2 The first bears the

effigy of 'Noble chevalier Moseignor Johan d' Nevii.es, noble seignor
Darsuf qui trepassa lan mcccxc,' etc. His shield is lozengy. The
second, a mere fragment, has the head and shoulders of a younger man, with the

date 1403, and the arms Lozengy a label of three points— the difference of an elder,

or only son, in his father's lifetime. It is interesting to compare the variants of

these Eastern Neufvilles' surname with those of the English Nevilles. 3 The
( 'ypriote Nivillis suggests the latinisation of a vernacular itself corrupt ; the same
might be urged for the original Nivelet.

Upon the frame or exterior of the shrine are (II) A crescent between six stars,

and a fleur-de-lys between four rosettes. That these are armorial is, in the writer's

opinion, doubtful. But assuming the latter to be the Angevin lily, and dis-

missing its accompanying rosettes as mere enrichments or space-fillings, the

cause of its representation at Geraki, and the light thrown thereby upon the date

of the work, result as follows. In 12C7, Charles I. of Anjou, king of Sicily,

became suzerain of Achaia. In 1270, Philip of Anjou, his third son, married

Isabelle de Yillehardouin, heiress of Achaia. He died in 1277. A second,

lengthier and more effective .period of French supremacy commenced in 1294,

when Philip, prince of Taranto, fourth son of Charles II. of Naples (titular of

Sicily), received from his father the suzerainty of Achaia, etc., upon his marriage

with Thamar Angela (d. 1308), daughter of Nicephoros Angelos, despot of Epirus.

Philip of Taranto died in 1332. Though the writer is unconvinced as to the

existence of any connection in fact between the heraldry at Geraki and that at

Altamura, 4 (see B.S.A. toe. cit.), there are enough similarities between certain of

the insignia at both places for an explanation of the same to be desirable. The

1 Whether simply lozengy, i.e. with the lozenges perpendicular, or lozengy in bend, the lozenges

slanting obliquely downward from the shield's right top corner, as at Geraki, is not very material.

The Geraki shield would he blazoned Lozengy in bend . . . a bend . . . The vagaries of armorial

design beyond ils normal western and northern limits, as to a lesser degree within them, must be

acknowledged by every armorist.
'-'

I. PI. X. No. 150, and PI. IX. No. 137, pp. 45-47, 1891.
:; See p. 1 of the pedigree in Drummond's Noble British Families, vol. ii. They include the

form ' Neuvill/V'.'
4 The citation of the Angevin architectural details in Altamura is otherwise important, how-

ever, in view of the fact that until the seventeenth century the Greeks had three churches in that

'ity. See Schulz's Denkmiiler, i. i860, and Serena in A'asseg/ia Pitgliese, xix. 1902.
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arms upon the facade at Altanmra group themselves into two periods. Those over

the great door Semee of flenrs-dedys a label of three points (Anjou), impaling a
cross potenre betiveen four crosslets (Jerusalem); and Semee of flenrs-dc-lys a label of
three points and a bend (Anjou-Taranto), impaling a cross fietnvcu four bezants,

each between four, and charged with one, cross (Courtenay of Constantinople)- -

exemplify, respectively, Robert ' (of Anjou), king of Naples and Jerusalem (1309

43), and his above mentioned brother Philip, of Taranto, titular emperor of

Constantinople (d. 1332) in right of his second wife (1313-4°) Catherine, daughter

of Charles, count of Yalois, and of Catherine, heiress of the Ccuitcnay emperors.

The second group of arms at Altamura dates some two centuries posterior to the

foregoing ; they represent the triumph of imperial resumption of the patronage of

the Altamura archpriestship. In the centre is the great shield of the Emperor
Charles V.; on the left the arms of the thirty-third prelate and court nominee,
Vincenzo Avila Salazar (1550-57) ; on the right a shield ensigned by a coronet:

Cheeky of fifteen (in five rows of three), for 1'edro de Toledo, second marquis of

Yillafranca, the contemporary viceroy and captain general of Naples. What
gives an air de famille to the cheeky shield and the shrine insignia at (ieraki are

the banners which, according to Spanish armorial usage, surround it in a trophy.

These are emblazoned with crescents and stars (or rather, singly : a crescent, a star,

four crescents, etc.), and represent the ensigns captured by the viceroy's early

fifteenth century ancestor, the first count of Alba, in warfare with the Moors.

The early history, as an emblem, of the stars and crescent moon in connection

with Byzantium, has yet to be adequately explored, so also has to be fixed the

exact period in the later middle-ages when a star, combined with the crescent of the

Moslems, came definitely to be associated with their creed.'2 The (ieraki crescent

with six stars bears a close resemblance to a standard captured, according to a
sixteenth century Spanish writer,'' by Alfonso VIII. of Castile from the
' Muramolin ' or Almohade sultan at the victory of Las Navas de Tolosa, in 121 2,

which bore : a crescent (its points downwards) between five stars. But, even if the

Spanish tradition be correct, it is at least open to doubt that Moslem insignia

would have been employed in the decoration of a thirteenth centurv Christian

church. It is consequently impossible to decide definitely the character of the

(ieraki crescent and stars. The cheeky shield, over the door of St. George, must
also, for the present at least, remain unidentified ; it is a common bearing, and its

verification would depend finally, in any case, upon tinctures ; these are unknown.
The insignia (III) upon Joshua's shield, in the painting within the shrine, belong
to the very curious class of fictitious arms assigned during the armorial age to

scriptural personages, saints, mythical and national heroes, impartially, but by no
means always consistently. 4

A. Van dk Put.

Mr. \V. Miller of Rome has been kind enough to investigate the dates of the ambo
in Bitonto Cathedral and of the Falcone tombs in S. Margherita, Biseglio,

monuments which are of particular interest as they closely resemble in style the

1 The great portal dates from his reign. See Schulz, etc., he. cil.

- Some of the materials for the question are to he found in Artin Pasha's Contribution a Fetude
1 tit hlason en Orient, 1902.

:l Argote de Molina, Nobleza del Andalusia, 1588.
4 Some examples of arms attributed to Joshua are : three bulls' heads ; a lion's head ; the

sun ; the sun in glory, winged and darting thunderbolts, etc.
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work at Geraki. The Bitonto ambo bears the inscription ' Hoc opus fecit

Nicolaus sacerdos et magisler anno 1229.' The chapel of S. Margherita at

Biseglio contains three Falcone tombs, of which one is said to have been built in

1 246. The particular tomb which so closely resembles the Geraki shrine is un
dated, but belongs to the same period. Both are given by A vena, Monumenti delP

Italia Meridionals. 1903. Plates >9, 87.

Jehan de Nivelet founded the castle in 1254 and, as l'achymeres is almost

certainly right in stating that Geraki was surrendered along with Mistra and
Moneimasia to Michael VIII. in 1263, the shrine which bears his arms must have
been built in the intervening nine years. In any case the Nivelet family left

(leraki, for Jehan established himself later at Nivelet near Vostitza, on the Gulf of

Lepanto, and died there in 126S.

The church w.ns evidently built before the shrine, yet over the door is a coat
' cheeky, which can hardly be a mistake for the ' lozen^y' of Nivelet. Equally

difficult is it to imagine anyone but the lord of the castle placing his arms in this

prominent position, and we seem driven to assume the existence of some
Frankish knight who established himself here between the conquest and 1254. The
fleur-de-lys in this case cannot be the Angevin emblem, as Charles I. of Anjou was

not crowned King of Sicily until 1266.

The monuments are of peculiar interest as being amongst the \ery few remains

of the first Frankish Barons of the Peloponnese.

Ramsay Traouair.
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The following notes are the results of several journeys in the district

between Brusa and Mihallitch, which, in spite of its accessibility, is

archaeologically ill known.

They deal with :

—

1. The Byzantine Churches of Triglia and Syge.

2. The Byzantine fortresses: Caesarea Germanice, Katoikia, Koubouklia.

3. Besbicus-Kalolimno.

4. Inscriptions.

(1) The Byzantine Churches.

(a) Triglia : S. Stephen, Pantobasilissa, Medikion, Pelekete.

The village of Triglia lies about two hours (12 kilometres) west of

Mudania on the high-road recently built to connect the latter with

Mihallitch. The place is picturesquely situated at the opening of a short,

narrow valley to the Sea of Marmora, and almost surrounded by steep hills

wooded with vines, olives, and mulberry-trees. Triglia boasts about 1,000

houses, the population being almost entirely Greek. A stream, bridged at

frequent intervals, bisects the main street, from either side of which a

disreputable crowd of decrepit wooden houses crawls up the hillside. There

is no natural port, though in fine weather the Mudania steamers sometimes

call at Triglia on their way to or from Constantinople ; but a Greek

writer of forty years ago 1 speaks of ruins in the sea which may be remains

1 KKfiLyvnos Kal nairaSoTrotKos, Bi mix a. 1867, p. 43 . . . aw^ovrai -rapa\iuis iroAA.ec

ipdiria ivrbs rwv daKaiaiaiv vhiraiv. As far as I could gather from enquiries at Triglia these

remains are slightly east of the village.
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(i) S. Stephen :

Colonnade of Forecourt.
1,2 s. Stephen :

Capi i ai. of N.E. Con mn.

(j) S, Stephen: South Wall. (4) Pantobasilissa : South Side.

Fig. i. - Churches of Triglia.
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of a built port possibly belonging to Caesarca Gcrmanicc. 1 Triglia was

certainly inhabited in ancient times, to judge from the fairly numerous

inscriptions found there.

-

The village is, however, chiefly noteworthy for its numerous monast-

eries, frequently cited in the Synaxaria* round which probably the modern

village has gathered. My attention was first drawn to them by a scries of

articles entitled Wtp\ tivcov ap^aioTarcov \lova)i> iv \ii0uvia ' by M. Tr.

Kvangelides, a native of the place. The author, whose chief interests seem t<>

be historical, gives a somewhat inadequate account of the most remarkable

architecturally of the surviving churches, now the mosque of the village.

This building he calls (on what authority I do not know) Mori} tov

Xi]vo\ukkov '
: a monaster)- of this name is cited several times by the

hagiographers*', in one record as ir\r)o-iov MvpXeia^ (Mudania), which is

curious, if the monaster)- stood in Triglia, itself a monastic centre of some

importance. The church is called by Evangelides and Klconymos mov
tov dylou ^r€(pdvov,' but the dedication appears to have been to the

Annunciation.8
It is probably the saint's name which has given rise to the

identification with XijvoXa/c/cos, which was founded by a 6 a 1 o •? Srefyavos

about 720-20.'-' "Ay 1 os Xrecpavos lived under Leo the Armenian (813-820) 10

and is called ijyovfievos Tpiy\eta$. Evangelides identifies the fiovi) TpiyXei'av

with the existing church of Pantobasilissa : it is at least possible that the

present mosque really bore the name.

Of the history of the ^building we know only that it was converted

' See below.

- Cf. B.C.H. xvii. 545 ff., cf. wiii. 592 (2). Evangelides identities il with Bryllion (Stepli.

Byz. s.i\) in n A o t cd v, x. 159.
:
' See especially the Synaxarium Cons'politanum, M. J. Gedeon'.s B u fa ur 1 v v 'Eopro-

\6ytop, and Tr. Evangelides Bioi t a> v '\yiuiv (Athens, 1895^.

4 Triglia and Syki certainly existed in the fourteenth century, being marked mi the Catalan

(1395) and other maps. Triglia is mentioned earlier by Cantacu/.enus (i. 45, ii. 34).

2«tt}/>, xii. (1889), 93-96, 154-157, 275-281; cf. IXKaroov, x. (1889), 274-286; Wep:
TpiyXtias apx aiov BpvKXiov, by the same author. The monastery of Meiikion (see

below) is the subject of a special study by A. Herges in Bessarioiie, v. 1 1899), 9-21.
8 M. J. Gedeon, JZy y pa <p o t A I 8 t k a\ K t p d n 1 a, p. 27.

' Kleonymos, p. 43, 07101; ~2.Tt<pdvov r) t o v BaPtais 'P v a k s : the latter is certainly wrong,

as the monastery tov Badeus 'Pvaxos was dedicated to the Saviour and still exists behind the

village.

8 The two names are of course not incompatible. Similarly the monastery founded by

Theophanes on Kaloliirtno is called indifferently tov aylov Qeocpdvovs after its founder or Sanfipjf

after the dedication.
;i Gedeon, Bd(. 'E p t o A 6 y 1 o v, Jan. 1 1

.

"' Acta SS. Mar. 26, B v f. 'E o p t u A 6 y 1 v, Mar. 26, 27, Sept. 3.
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The northern anta with its cap marks the original extent of the colonnade

on this side. The southern anta is not original, and there was probably an

extra bay in this direction : a cap of similar style and dimensions lies in the

street opposite the church ; the asymmetry implied by this restoration is

followed out, as will be seen from the plan, in the church itself, the southern

aisle being consistently broader than the northern. The colonnade forms

the western side of a narrow open court, in front of the church. To the

latter access is gained by a plain round-headed doorway with tile

voussoirs : a similar doorway, now blocked, opened from the north end of

the court. The simple narthcx, roofed with a barrel-vault running north

and south, communicated originally by three squareheaded doorways with

the main body of the building : the lateral doorways are now blocked.

The church itself is a fully-developed example of the cross-in -square

type. The dome is carried by four monolithic columns of dark-brown

marble ; these have caps of the same general type as those in the colonnade

but more deeply undercut, and with double abaci : the capitals have been

repeatedly whitewashed, which has blurred the sharpness of the outlines.

The eastern pair bear on their upper abaci the following monograms :

North-cast Column.

W. E. S. N.

Fig. 3.—Monograms from Capitals of S. Stephen, Trigi.ia.

They should probably be read :

{North-east column) Kvpie fiorjdei
|
too BovXw Ni]\/ctjra

\
TrarpiKuo.

{South-east column) \piare fto-qdei \
avXrjTiKw

|
Mt%a^\

[
TrarptKcw.

U
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At the ends of the transepts, especially in the southern one, are plainly

visible two slender columns built into the wall ; these originally supported

a triple arcade which is easily seen from within and from without in the

southern wall. The columns have capitals of a rather heavy cushion-

shape, carved with an intricate surface-pattern in very low relief without

undercutting : in the soffits are traces of mosaic. These arcades

probably gave access to low side-chapels, the gable of the transept being

pierced to light the church. 1 Similar arcades are frequently used in the

churches of Constantinople, generally to connect adjoining churches:

Mefa Jami (Panagia tov At/9o?) is probably the best instance.'2

For the date of the church our only evidence, apart from that of the

building itself, is the inscription of the north-eastern capital, which con-

tains the name of a Niketas Patricius. If this refers to the saint of

that name 3 and he was concerned in the building of the church, the

date may be placed with certainty between 780 and 813 A.I). Niketas

Patricius lived under Irene, who shewed him special favour, and the

succeeding iconoclastic emperors Leo the Armenian, Michael, and

Theophilus, who persecuted him, so that 813 (the accession of Leo) is

a probable latest date. It is also in accordance with what we know

of the history of the Triglia foundations : Chenolakkos, as we have

seen, was founded a hundred years earlier, Pelekete in 700, Medikion

about 780, while the monastery of Triglia certainly existed under Leo

Armenius.

External evidence, therefore, is in favour of the date given by the

monogram. As to that of the church itself, the plan might well be a

century later, resembling as it docs that of churches like Mefa Jami in

its early form (first half of tenth century). It is certainly posterior in type

to the Kocmcsis at Nicaea (c. 750;, which shews the last remnant of

the basilican plan in its division into nave and aisles, as opposed to the nave

and transepts of the final cross-in-square type. On the other hand, the

atrium at Triglia is an early feature, and the carving of the capitals (which

we have no reason to doubt are original) might be even earlier than

1 The tile arch in which this window was set is plainly visible in the outer face of the southern

wall.

~ The arcade here seems to have opened on a colonnade along the south side of the church.
:: Syua.v. Cf>. Oct. 6. Two local saints of the name are known, Niketas, bishop of Apollonia

(Mar. 20) and Niketas, llegoumenos of Medikion (Ap. 3) ; both, however, lived at about the same

lime as Niketas F.Uricius.
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the proposed date : moreover, though the plan is essentially identical

with that of Mefa Jami, there are in this latter both added refinements

in the plan and essential differences in the elevation, notably the external

subsidiary domes. It does not, then, appear unreasonable to accept the

date c. 800 ; thereby classing the church among the earliest of the fully

developed cross-in-square type.

The parish church of Panagia Pantobasilissa (Figs. 1,4) now measures

about 2000 by 9/00 metres, but the' three western bays of the nave were

•
1 _ !•

"

• I

""
"

I t
"

=

t^sszip^

Fig. 4.

—

Sketch-Plan of Pantobasiussa. (Scalk i : 300.)

added at the restoration of the church after the earthquake in 1 S 5 5

.

The original church was of the cross-in-square type with three apses

(the central rectilinear) and a nave extending two bays west of the

small dome, which in its present form seems to date from the rebuild-

ing. The old walls are of rubble, tile being used for vousso/rs. The

central apse is decorated with three niches segmental in plan, the side

walls divided by shallow blind arcades into three compartments: the

2 U 2
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voussoirs of the central arches are treated with alternate stone and tile,

those of the side arches with plain tile. The now vanished western

wall was similarly divided, and the single doorway flanked by shallow

niches. 1
' Take it on the whole,' says Covel, 'and it seems a very pretty

model ' : his sketch plan is given below.

The columns inside have old caps, Corinthian and Byzantine-Ionic,

evidently taken from earlier buildings ; some are reversed to form bases.3

A panel of black, white, and grey opus sectile pavement shewn in Covel's

sketch 4 still remains.

3— —O—• •—6—• »~C
a
r S

D O O d

O

A B

Fig. 5.

—

Sketch-Plans of Churches, (A) Pantobasilissa, 2 (B) Pei.ekete,

in 1676 (Covel).

The church holds its panegyris on August 18, and is famous

for its cures of cripples : patients incubate three days' fasting.

Two monasteries near the village—Medikion and Pelekete—deserve

notice rather for their history than their architecture. Of the former, also

called tS)v ayfov Harepcov,5 Httle need be said here. Its history is discussed

1 ' On the side to the west are on either side the door a shallow neech, and over these are

arches in the wall from pillaster to pillaster ' (Covel, B.M. Add. MS. 22, 912 f. 266).

2 a, &, y, 8, shew the space covered by the dome ; e, £ windows.
3 One of the columns supporting the dome—the north-eastern—is reputed to be of an artificial

and semi translucent stone : it is really of very ordinary granite. Many 'lords' have attempted

(in vain) to steal it, as it contains gold. For this reason, presumably, I was forbidden to complete

my measurements of the interior of the church.
4 ' The floor hath been all finely tessallated : in the nave remaine many pieces ; one pane is

very entire where I have placed it, of black and white marble.' Covel, loc. cit.

8 Also 'Ayiou 'Sepyiov rov MtiSikiwvos (Acta Nicetae, Ap. 3).
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at length by Herges 1 and the building has suffered so much by fire "and

consequent reconstruction that it retains hardly any architectural features.

It stands about a quarter of a mile behind the village (near the high road),

and is inhabited by an abbot and a reader. The monastery is entered by a

gateway defended by a rough machicoulis : the arch is of stone and tile

alternately; above the door is the inscription -f 1801 Kara firjva Maiov
\

dv€K€via$t] etc /3<i0pov
I

?; irapovcra Mcovr) tov Mc8ikiov.

The church itself stands in a court : it is a rough barn-like building

with a long nave divided from the single (north) aisle by piers of

masonry - ; the apse retains its semi-circular seats. On the south side is

a chapel with remains of a pavement in opus sectile. The interior of the

church is not without impressiveness, due mainly to the gloom and the

array of old gilded pictures on the screen.

The monastery t>}<? UeXe/cijTrj*;, dedicated to S. John the Divine,

stands about three miles west of Triglia close down by the shore and

backed by the wooded undercliff. The monastery is mentioned frequently

in the Synaxaria 3
: it was founded in 709 and burnt under Constantinc

Copronymus. Covel saw it in 1676 when there were twenty monks ; it

then belonged to the patriarch. 4 The church was domed and triapsidal.

It is now a poor modern building, having been damaged and repaired after

the earthquake of 1855 and burnt and rebuilt in 1880: a fair amount of

old detail, including fragments of a marble pavement, a Byzantine cornice

and some old capitals, has been used in the reconstruction. It is tenanted

by a single priest. A rock-hewn hermit's cell near the church explains

the name of the monastery.

1 Bessarione, v. 1899, 9-21, where 780 is given as the probable date of the foundation. Other

references are to be found in Acta SS. Apr. 3 and May 4 ; Theod. Stud. p. 1317 (Migne) ; Mich.

Pselli, Ep. 29; N«os 'E \\r) v o /J.V7) now, iii. 382, No. 13 {Sigillicn, 1657); Sathas, M € <r.

Bi)3A. iii. 601 (do. 1674).

- This is also the plan given by Covel's rough sketch : he found twenty -five monks there.

Add. MS. 22,912 f. 266.
;i Mar. 17 (S. Theosterictus), 28 (S. Ililarion), Apr. 1 (S. Macarius), cf. Anal. Boll. xvi.

(1S57), \\osqq. (Aita S. Macarii) ; cf. also Theod. Stud. Ep. ii. 146; Migne, Pair. Gr. C. 1165

{ J'ita S. Stephanijimioris).
4 Sathas, M * <r. Bi£A. iii. 587, cites a sigillion of 1652, Tlepl twv xwP^y Tp«7Aios xal

'EA«7
/
uii' on (rrai/poTTJ^ia ««Vt /coi ov\\ uiroKtlfxtva. T<p Upoucrrjs. The metropolitan of Brusa,

however, claimed the title of TpevAias in 1658 (Evangelides) and in a patriarchal sigillion of 1657

Triglia is biroKtifiivrj rfi fj.t\Tpoiti\tt Upov<rt)s (N «' n s 'E \ A7j v ftp r\ fiw v, iii. 1906, p. 382,

No. 13): but the freedom of the monasteries Pelekete and Medikion is vindicated by later

sigillia, Sathas, M t<r. B 1 £ A. iii. 594 (1658), 601 (1675), respectively, that of Pelekete again

in 17SS (=.tvo<pavT)s, i. 333) and 1794 (Nf'os 'EWrjyofivhfiwi', iii. 39S, No. 76).
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(b) Syge: Church of the Archangels.

Syge 1
is a coast-village half-way between Triglia and Mudania. It

contains about 350 houses, of which twenty-five are Turkish : the Turks

here, as at Triglia, speak or at least understand, Greek. The village is said

to have grown up round the monastery of the Archangels which is its chief

attraction.2 According to popular tradition some children of Constantine

Porphyrogenitus, who was then staying at Brusa, lost their way at Syge and

were guided by local monks, for whom the emperor out of gratitude built

the monastery. An inscription, said to be a copy of an older one now lost,

was placed in the church at its restoration in 1818 : it runs as follows:

—

+ ovtos 6 6elo<i vaos tcov TrafAfieytcrToov Ta^iap^
\
wv aveyepdr) to 7rpa)Tov

iirl t>]<; ftacrtkeias Ka>v\o~TavTivov tov Uop(f>vpoyevvt]Tov Kara to e
\
tttciko-

aioarTOv 6<ybor}KOo~Tov eVo?, aveKaiviad
\
r) Be eirl tt}? fiacnXelas KeoixxTai/-

tLvov tov Yla \XaioXoyov /caTa to ^iXtoaTov TeTpateoatoaTov T€
|
craapaKoaTOv

oyBoov 6T09, r)Br) Be olvoiko
\
Sopbi]0rj eirr) [sic] t% KpaTatas fiaaiXelas tov

k
I

paTacoTaTov ical eva-TrXay^viKWTaTov ava
\ ktos %ov\Tav Maj^/xovT tov

/3' Bia TTp\0Q-KVVr\T0V XaTtOU KCLTO, TO XlXlOaTOV 0KTaKo\crL0O-T0V BitCCLTOV

oyhoov eVo<? apyiepa \TevovTO<$ tov TcavteponTaTov p,r}Tpo7roXiTov
\

ayiov

Tlpovo-r]<; Kvpiov YlavapeTov 81a
\
crvvBpofir)<i Ttov evcreftwv

\
yjpto-Tiavdv.

The church (Fig. 6) lies among the houses of the village not far from the

sea, on a site sloping sharply to the south and east. The exterior especially

has suffered from repeated repairs and the only noticeable features are the

two domes. The main dome was repaired in 18 18 by the restorer of the

church of the Sepulchre at Jerusalem 3 and retains no detail of interest

:

it has a low drum lighted by twelve windows. The lesser dome is

octagonal.

Of the original church (780 A.D. according to the inscription) remain

only the compartment roofed by the great dome and the single apse, the

latter extensively buttressed. On the north side of the dome a triple arcade,

1 The correct spelling is Suktj, but as this word has an obscene significance in Turkish, 2wy»7 is

the form in use.

- The village, church, and an aytaa^a with healing powers are mentioned by Wheler (p. 213),

and some particulars of the church are given by Charles MacFarlane (
Turkey and its Destiny

(1851), ii. 87). A single inscription (funerary) is recorded by Evangelides, zLtvo<pivr)s, i. 332.
:! After the fire in 1808. His name was Comnenes of Mytilene (Willis, Holy Sepulchre,

p. 156).
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supported on two columns with simple cushion caps, opens on a chapel

of S. Charalambos (Fig. 7), which owing to the steep fall of the ground from

N.W. to S.E. is much higher than the main body of the church. There

appears, however, to have been originally no corresponding chapel or

gallery on the south side, the original south wall shewing only a slightly-

recessed arcade of a decorative character.

Fig. 6.—Sketch-Plan of the Church of the Archangels, Syge. (Scale i

The second domed compartment forms a narthex to the west of the

first. It is not even approximately in the same axis and can hardly have

been part of the original building. The dome is supported by four arches

resting on engaged columns : the latter have cushion caps with crosses or

other simple designs in low relief. On the south wall of this narthex is

the inscription before mentioned, on the north the miraculous picture of

2 *
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Fig. 7.

Syge : Chapel of S. Charalambos

Fig. 8.

Kete : Hexagonal Tower of the Fortress.

Fig. 10.

Kalmlimno: The Bay and Village.

.."W^^R: - **'' -^N:-

Fig. 11.

Kaloi.imno; Marble Pavement in Church of
Metamorphosis.
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S. Michael and that of S. Gabriel ; the pictures are placed in recesses

formed by columns supporting a blind arcade of masonry.

On the western side of this dome has been built (181 8) an irregular

quadrangular cxo-nart/iex, from which open, north a cell for the confinement

of violent patients, and south a modern porch (1862). The latter again

gives access east and west to the street and communicates by a bridge with

the church-house across the street, which contains lodgings for pilgrims

frequenting the panegyris (September 6).

An upper floor surrounds the church on three sides : north and south

are the chapels of S. Charalambos (before mentioned) and S. Nicolas, both,

in their present form, of modern date, and west a spacious women's

gallery. The floor is approached by (a) a door from the street level on the

north side of the church, (b) a staircase from the west end of the church

proper, and (c) by a staircase from the outer porch.

The church is a religious centre of some importance as well as an

architectural monument. It is one of the most frequented pilgrimages of

the district and has a great reputation for its miracles of healing, especially

in cases of brain trouble. Patients usually incubate forty days in the

church (at any time of the year) using the exo-narthex for the purpose
;

during this period the)' keep to a fasting diet—thin soups, etc.—and are

exorcised more or less frequently, according to their means, by the priest.

From my own observations it appears that a certain amount of liberty is

allowed during incubation ; the patient pays his devotions to the pictures

and takes part in the services. Violent patients are chained in the dark

cell opening off the exo-nartfiex. MacFarlane in his interesting notes on the

church l mentions cases of its use by Turks in search of cure.

A curious ex-voto hangs on the staircase leading from the porch to the

upper chapels : this consists of a suit of leather-jacket, trousers, and boots,-

all in one piece, and a hat of the same material ; the suit is called

€vhvfxaala tou dyiov Tagiapxov and is believed to be worn by the Saint

when he appears to sufferers/5

The conception of S. Michael as a healer is widely spread and of

old standing. There are several cases where he certainly succeeded to

1

I.oc. cit.

- Boots are a regular offering to S. Michael in Lesbos : B.S.A. ii. 151.
:1 This is especially interesting as the only hint I have heard of apparitions in this or the

neighbouring churches.
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the cults of Apollo, Asklepios, and other healers. 1 We may cite the

definitely healing shrine of Pythia Therma in Bithynia 2 and Poeman-

enum in Mysia, where Aristides 3 speaks of a shrine of Asklepios, and

Acropolita 4 of a church of S. Michael. In the Brusa district, the

churches of S. Michael at Tepejik 5 and Ulubad on the Rhyndacus 6 are

both incubation-shrines. In this region the only competitor of

S. Michael is the Panagia,7 who presumably succeeds a female pagan

deity in popular estimation.

(2) The Byzantine Fortresses.

(a) Caesarea.

The town of Caesarea Bithyniae is known only from casual references

in Pliny,8 Ptolemy,9 Dio Chrysostom,10 Hierocles, and the Acta Sanctorum,

and from coins. 11 Pliny and Ptolemy state distinctly that it lay inland, Dio

describes it as a small place near his native Brusa. The route of

S. Quadratus 12 mentions it as a stage between Apamea (Mudania) and

Apollonia ad Rhyndacum (Aboulliond), which gives a further clue to its

position. A rather rhetorical passage in a Life of S. Niketas 13
(c. 824) refers

to its fortifications, healthy position, and fertile territory, 14 and shews that

1 Deubner, de Incubatiane, 65 ff. ; M. Hamilton, Incubation, p. 139 ; cf. W. Lueken,

Michael, pp. 74 ff.

2 Procopius (de Aedificiis, 316) speaks of a church of S. Michael and a hospital there

(apxayye^ov r4/i€Vos xal t£>v voffovvrwv avairavar-fiptov), and the name Pythia is sufficient warrant

for the assumption that Apollo was the original patron of the baths. Some description of Pythia

Therma (Kouri near Yalova) is given by G. Makris (T b Karip\l, p. 61) and M. Gedeon in

H(o\6yos (Constantinople, Sept. 1887, No. 5490). The church retains its dedication.

3 Sacr. Semi, iv (i. 503, Dind.). 4 P. 37 B.

5 Hamilton, loc. cit. 222. The church at Tepejik is modern, but a cell has been specially

built off the south aisle for violent lunatics. Another instance of this function of S. Michael can be

cited from Nenita in Chios where (in 1638) madmen were brought to regain their sanity at the

church of the Taxiarchs (see inf. p. 345). I was told in Chios this year that though the

Anargyri and the Panagia were now the chief healers of the island, S. Michael was still credited

with such powers at Nenita.
6 Hamilton, 218.

7 She has healing shrines at Kapu-Dagh (succeeding Dindymene ?), at Kurshunlu (succeeding

Placiane) especially for eye diseases, at Kios (Ua^apiwTio-aa), and at Triglia (see above).

8 N.H. v. 143.
9 v. i. 14.

10 Or. xlvii. p. 546 R.

11 The best view of the coinage is given in the Recueil des Monnaies Grecques d'Asie Mineure,

i. 2. 280.
12 Acta SS. May 9.

13 Acta SS. April 3.

J4 These details are given by the version published by T. E. Evangelides in his Bioi rwv
'Ayiwv. The text runs: Kaiodpeiav r)]u iv Bidvvia iravra iaaaiv ws inrfpf^rjpTifj.4vr]v tuv

ir\r]<rioxu>pwv iro\tcov teal oiovtl airor(Tfj.y)fiivT\v Hid re rb rov iro\lfffJ.aros b\vp<>)rarov koI wpaiov koI

Sta rb tov aipos tCKparov na\ i\tvOtptoi> koI ital rb Kara Kaipovs rwv iiriKapniaiv a.<p6ov<i>Tarov.
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the point on the coast nearest to Caesarea was Triglia, since the saint, a

native of Caesarea, making for the sea, came to the Monastery of

Medikion.

The fairly well defined position thus obtained harmonises well with

the evidence of some coins of Caesarea bearing the legend Kaiadpeias

repnaviKf}<;-''0\v/j,Tro<;,
1 but is at variance with that of others which bear

the type of a galley under sail 2 or in harbour.3 We can only conclude

that the town lay at some distance from its port, if the port or town were

not on an inland lake.

The most likely site known to me is Tachtali,4 which lies in a

healthy and well-watered position on the northern spurs of Olympus, over-

looking a plain barely separated from that of Brusa by a low ridge/'

This village lay on the old road between Smyrna and Brusa,

as is shewn by the routes of Thevenot,'' Covel,7 and Tournefort.s It has

been visited in more recent times by Hamilton,9
J. A. R. Munro,10 and

myself (1907), and now contains about two hundred families, of which half

are Turkish-speaking Greeks. 11 Munro found there several inscriptions,

including the third-century elegiacs in honour of a Cornutus called

dpcirrrjpa fiovawv /cal Xoywv Koap,i]Topa v2 and an epitaph of a bishop

John :

13 there was a bishop John of Caesarea Bithyniae in the sixth

century.14 Further, there exists in the village street a corner of the basement

of an ancient building constructed in well-cut blocks of granite laid in

1 Imhoof, Mon. Gr. 439, where the coin is attributed to the Germanicia Commagenes : this is

corrected in the same author's Gr. Miinzen, p. 73 [597]. I bought a coin in Brusa with the legend

Kaiaapems rtpnayiKTJs irpbs 'O. (Recueil des Monit. cfAsie M., PI. XLIV. 3 = No. 3, p. 281.)
2 B.M. Catal. {Bithynia), No. 7.

3 Ibid. No. 2.

* The derivation of Tachtali from takt ( = throne) and aali (= sublime), which gives some

colour to the theory of the ancient importance of the place, is nevertheless erroneous ; the name is

really from takta=plank ; Kleonymos (BtOvpiKa, p. 97) says the inhabitants are wood-cutters.
5 At Besh-Evler. 6 Ed. 1657, i. 285. 7 B.M. Add. MS. 22, 912.
8

ii. 191. 9
i. 78(Tartali). 10 J.R.G.S. 1897, 154.

11 This implies probably that the village dates back before the Turkish conquest. The later

(but still old) settlements of immigrant Greeks retain their language : the Turkish-speaking Greek

villages of the district are Ainasi, Anachori, Dansari, Derekeui, Miletler, Yailajik.

12 J.H.S. xvii. 268 (1). The inscription was first copied about 1670 by Faulkner of Smyrna, who

gave his copy to Covel. It is bound at f. 73 of Add. MS. 22, 914 with the note Taken at Tachtale

on a Greeke church wall named St. Teodoro : Covel remarks that he was unable to find

Mr. Faulkner's inscription. Cornutus is mentioned in C.I.G. 3671 : he seems to have been a

Cyzicene, probably therefore not the Pro-praetor (Waddington, Fastes, 123).

13 J.H.S. xvii. 269 (3). I was unable to obtain a fresh copy, as the bath where it is, was

occupied by women.
14 Lequien, Oriens Xt. I. 628.
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courses apparently without mortar. Many similar blocks arc to be seen

built into the fast-vanishing remains of the Byzantine castle, which is also

in the village itself; the only recognisable feature is a vaulted passage

opening by a tile-arch on to the street. There are two granite sarcophagi

with the usual garland-and-label design in the village fountain, and many

more are said to have been found with these ; built into the church and its

court is a great quantity of Byzantine detail.

The ideal solution of the inland-port difficulty with which the coin-

types of Caesarea confront us would be to suppose that the town had a

harbour at the east end of the lake for the export of timber ; as, however,

the lake is two hours and a half distant, and the lake and river route,

always devious, would be further hampered for Caesarea by the competition

of Apollonia, it seems more rational to suppose that Caesarea shipped

from Triglia, which is shewn by the life of Niketas, mentioned above, to

have been the nearest point on the sea-coast.

(b) Katoikia, Kete.

In the plain below, is the important Byzantine fortress of Kete, about

a mile south of the Brusa road. The fortification is an irregular hexagon

in form ; the long south-western side, which measures about 130 metres,

contains what appears to have been the only gate. The wall is about 6 ft.

thick, and built of rubble with irregular bands of tile : stone and tile

alternately are used to vault the arch of the gate, which is flanked by small

square towers. Elsewhere the towers arc irregularly placed and vary in

form ; one is hexagonal (Fig. 8), at least one triangular, and several

of horseshoe form. The construction resembles the fortress of Ulubad

(Lopadium), which is said to have been built by John Comnenus, the

castle at the opening of the Balaban-derc on the Sangarius, and the walls

of Philadelphia (Alashehr). It is very well preserved ; breaches are com-

paratively insignificant, and for long stretches the wall still stands to nearly

its full height. Kete, which is mentioned only once in history, viz., at its

capture by the Turks in the early years of the fourteenth century, 1
is called

KaroiKia by Pachymeres. It was obviously not a strategic point, but rather

designed as a refuge for the people of the surrounding plain.2

1 G. l'achy, 417 B (1305 Muralt). Von Hammer gives the date as 1307 (immediately before the

capture of Besbicus). The first may have been a temporary occupation.
'-' Cf. Pachy, loc. cit. yvvaia. ko\ waiidpta ir\rjdos fivptov xpbs rb <ppovpiov iptvyovra.
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(c) Koubouklia.

A third fortress of the district mentioned, like Kctc, only once by

Pachymeres at its capture by the Turks is Koubouklia. It was betrayed

in 1308 by a garrison of Catalan mercenaries sent from Lopadium to

defend it by Macrcnus. 1 Very scanty remains of it— little more than the

name kastro—exist in the village of Koubouklia,2 which stands about a

mile north of the Brusa road at the western extremity of the plain of

Caesarea. The village, like many others in the district, claims to be a

settlement of Peloponnesians ; the date of its foundation is placed in the

reign of Sultan Suleiman ' the Magnificent ' (1520-66).

(3) Besbicus-Kalolimno.

Kalolimno, the ancient Besbicus, is a narrow hammer-shaped island

about six miles long, lying north and south opposite the mouth of the

Rhyndacus (Fig. 9). The northern end, which forms the head of the

hammer, is high, rising at one point to an elevation of 680 feet. The rest

of the island slopes gradually down to the sea westwards from the low

cliffs of the eastern coast, and, though for the most part treeless, is fertile

and cultivated (Fig. io).3

The island is first mentioned (as Bvct/3l/co<;) in the tribute lists of the

Delian league, as paying a modest contribution of 3,000 drachmae.

Various legends accounted for its origin :

4 Stephanus quotes from

Agathokles a myth representing it as a loose rock with which giants

attempted to block the mouth of the Rhyndacus ; their attempt was

frustrated by Persephone, who fixed the island fast and gave it the name

of a giant. The introduction of Persephone and the obvious debt of the

story to the story of the blocking of the harbour Chytus at Cyzicus. 5 stamp

the legend as of comparatively late origin. It is probably based on an

etymology of the name Bvo-fiifcos from ftvw.

1 G. Pachy ii. 380 B <ppovpi6v tj Kara rip Mvaiav ri}V iv 'OAvfiirtp to KouBouxAtta AtyotAfvov.

- The word Kou&ovic\ia is the Byzantine form (surviving in modern Greek) of the Latin

Cubicula. The village is better known by its Turkish name, Giubekler.
3 A geological sketch of the island is given by Texier, Descr. de tA.M. ii. 155-6, Asie Mineure,

(/.' Univers, xii. 135-6). Pliny regarded it as an island detached by an earthquake from the

continent, N.H. ii. 204 (Natura) . . Besbicum Bithyniae avellit. Dioscorides {Mat. Med. v. 135)

and Belon (p. 176) refer to the island as a place where the mollusc aXuvivtiov was found.
4 s.v. BfffBticos. 5 Ap. Rh. i. 989 ft".
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An older legend is that preserved by the Scholiast on Apollonius
Rhodius' lines :

AW' ore Srj Mvcra)i> XeXirjfievoi ijireipoto

Puvda>ct8a<; irpo^oa^ fjteya r r)piov \lyaiwvo<i

Tvruov vire/c <$>pv<yirj<i irapefierpeov eicropoaivre?, 1
etc.,

i MOt

Fig. 9.—Kai.olimno Island. (From Admiralty Chart 844.)

describing the course taken by the Argonauts from Cyzicus eastwards.

According to the Scholiast the ^piov Alyateovos marked the place where
1 Arg. i. 1 164 ff.
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Aigaion was overwhelmed {KaT€irovTiad^)by Poseidon. Arrian says 1

that the tomb of Briareus, a hill also called after Aigaion, was shewn near

the Rhyndacus ; from it flowed a hundred springs called the ' hands of

Briareus.' The last makes it clear that no artificial tumulus was meant,

but a natural hill. Anyone who has sailed in these waters must recognise

that some mention of the island is necessary in a description of the

Argonauts' course, and Apollonius' account is here full of local colour.

Aigaion, therefore, was probably the Eponymos of the island mentioned

in the Persephone legend. The later name Besbicus is said to have been

that of a Pelasgian - hero who settled in the island and with the help of

Herakles drove out the rest of the giants.*

We have no further record of Besbicus in the classical period : it next

appears under the name Kalonymos 4 in the middle of the eighth century,

when it was colonised by the historian Theophanes from his monastery of

Megas Agros on the mainland opposite. 5

The monastery of the Metamorphosis founded by Theophanes is the

only church of interest on the island. It is situated in a prettily-wooded

valley near the west coast, about three-quarters of an hour from the village.

Of the original church remains only the fine pavement of coloured marble

{opus sectile) which occupies the greater part of the nave (Fig. 11). The

1 Frag. 42, at)fj.a St avrov SfiKvvffOai Kara tov 'PvvSaKOV troTa^hv ov iropfSai QaKaaffrfs \6(pov Tiva

«ai rovrov iiriKaKfioOai Alyatwvos Kal awo tov \6<pov tovtov irt'Sa/cas tuSiSoi'ai knarhv koX ravras

KaKuaOat iraXa.fj.as Bpiapeai.

- Aigaion also was said to have come from 'Pelasgian' Euboea (Schol. Ap. Rh. i. 1165),

and we may surmise that the population was of the same stock as that of Scylace and Placia on the

mainland. A dedication to ' the Hero' after the Thracian manner was found in the island by
Evangelides (fi.C.H. xxiv. 874 (14) from s.tvo<pavris, i. 327), where are ten other inscriptions copied

by him at Besbicus.

3 Steph. By/.., Schol. Ap. Rh.
* The type of name seems euphemistic, possibly implying a popular derivation of BeV/Sixos

from /85e'a> or some such word. It occurs first in the seventh century, Jo. Ant. fragg, in F. Hisl.

Cr. v. p. 3S. The later authors waver between Kalonymos and the modern Kalolimnos o\

Kalolimiona ('fair haven'). Randolph and the Sailing Directions for Marmora mention the

name Papa ('the Pope's Island' in Cove!) evidently from the number of monks : it is, however,

possibly Besbicus which is referred to by Lupa/.zolo (1638, B. M. Lansdowne MS. 792) as one of

the Symplegades . . .
' isola del Papa a quale fu datto da esso Sanm° la maladicione che non

pro.lucesse alcuna cosa, che cossi sta sin hora.'

5 See the various Vitac Thcophanis prefixed to de Boor's edition : there are considerable

remains of the monastery tov Meya\ov 'Aypov (navayta Kapa Aa7) half an hour west of Kurshunlu ;

it is the ' castle ' marked on Pococke s and Chevalier's maps, and Carabella's ' temple of Neptune
'

(AYr. Arch. 1879, 202). The church is a ruin, though here also are remains of an opus sectile

pavement. The place has been described by T. E. Evangelides (B101 t £ v 'Ayiwv) and

W. Judeich (Sit:6. /V. Akad. 1898, ii).
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building itself is probably of the sixteenth century, and of very rough con-

struction, though the interior with its gilded screen and dim wall-paintings -

is effective. The church is divided into a flat-ceiled nave and lean-to aisles

by three plain built piers : the easternmost bay is taken up by the chancel.

The pier-arches of the aisles are lightened by slightly-pointed windows,

but there appear never to have been galleries, if we may judge from the

level of the corresponding windows in the outer walls. The plain narthex

at the western end gives access to the north chapel of S. Demetrius. A
porch on the west and south and various monastic buildings, all of the

roughest, complete the group.

In 1308 the island was taken and sacked by the Turks under

Kara Ali,3 from whom it takes its Turkish name Emir Ali Adassi

(Imrali). In the fifteenth century it was uninhabited.4 The Turkish island-

book of Piri Reis (c. 1520)'' speaks in the text of three villages on the

island, and marks four in the map.' 1 Covcl ' in 1677 speaks of two

villages, Kalolimno and Arnaut-Keui or Albanitochori (Albanian village;
;

Luke 8 in 1682 of 'two or three villages, the chief, Liman Keuy.'

Kalolimno, on the north-eastern bay exists ; the name of the ' Albanian

village ' still survives at the south end of the island, though the Albanians

have gone " and their place is taken by a small settlement from

1 It was already 'of old ffabrick ' in Luke's time (16S0).

- Amongst them is the figure of the founder holding a conventional domed church : the

original church was probably domed, to judge from the design of the pavement.

:i Von Hammer, Gesch. Osm. Reichs, i. 180.

4 Cf. Buondelmonti ( 1420) § 63, 'ad dexteram Calonimon insula videtur in montibus posita

nimis : ct quia olim per omnem Graeci dominabantur, tunc temporis haec erat habitata : nunc veto

in desolationem redacta est et indotnita animalia vagantur per earn.' Martelli (c. 1489, B.M.

Add. MS. 15,760 f. 39 r. ) is slightly more explicit :
" Calonimon et ipsa angusta et deserta insula

sequitur, vel 1110ns pot ins editissimus in mari, in quo oppidum olim fuisse vestigia datarant. Nunc

vero omnino deserta insula, ambitus P.M. XVHF, indomitis ferisipie animalibus tantum pervin."

His map, which bears no relation to the real shape of the island, shews a conventional castle and

ruins on the northern bay : this and the statement about the vestigia are probably borrowed from

Buondelmonti*s map ; Bordone (1528) also probably draws on the same author, when he calls the

island ' tutta montuosa e da bestie posseduta ' f. LXII. v.

5 See the notice in .-////. Mitt, xxvii. 418 {(.

K Quoted by Mordtmann, Aus/and, 1856, p. 650. ' Die Insel Emir Ali hat ein rothliches

Ar.sehen wie Tenedos, und hat 18 Miglien im Umfange. Sie hat drei Dorfer unci ist gut

umgebaut.' Gerlach also {Tiirkisches Tagebuch* p. 255) speaks of it (' Calominum ') as 'von

etlichen Dorfern bewohnet ' in 1576.
' B.M. Add. MSS. 22, 912 f. 29 r.

8 B.M. Hat I. MSS. 7021 f. 419 r. B. Randolph {Archipelago, 1687, p. 67), generally a

first-hand authority, says the island was uninhabited, but Covel and Luke both landed.
'J Already in 1S35 when Texier visited the island (A ur. di fAsie Miinure, ii. 156).
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Kalolimno : a third village site, S. George, now deserted, is pointed out

just south of the monastery of Metamorphosis.

The island thus seems to have been colonised under the early

Sultans, possibly by Albanians, but the language is no longer spoken. 1

The population is now assessed at two hundred 2 families (all Greek

except the mudir and one or two other Turkish officers) chiefly resident in

Kalolimno; they pay in taxes 52,000 piastres,3 most of which goes to the

support of the Shahzadeh 4 mosque at Constantinople. The island is

administratively under Brusa and ecclesiastically under Nicomedia. The

greater part of it is under cultivation, the chief crop being onions which

are exported : the silk-industry is small and mulberries only beginning

to be planted ; the wheat grown in the island does not suffice for the

population, and wood is imported from the Kara-dagh : there is fairly

regular communication by caique with Mudania and Panderma.

(4) Inscriptions.

Tachtali.

1. In the yard of Hadji Mehmetoghlu Sherif. Two fragments

apparently of the same inscription, though there are no points of

contact. Letters about "04 m. high.

(a) 0365 x O49 m., entire on left side :

+eiK/-

eeOKTlCTGO deoKTi<na> . . .

(blAOXPHCTOIC <t>i\oxp(i)<TToi<; . .

MNHMHAAYT /xv-q/jiT) h'avr . .

KAKINHNOX ?

TAYTHNA6/ ra^r-qv 5'
. .

1 Evangelides (in n\a.T(ov, x. 83-9) mentions as peculiarities of the Greek spoken, the ' liquid
'

(vyp6v) pronunciation of p, and the use of a ch sound for x- The true Greek descent of the

inhabitants is defended by Chourmouzes ('H vricros 'AvTiyovrj, p. 54, note) on the curious ground
of their frequent quarrels.

2 Luke says no persons paid Haratch at 10 dollars each ; for population Mordtmann, (1854)
gives 100 houses, Chourmouzes (1869) 80-90 houses, Evangelides 2,500 persons.

3 Mordtmann gives 19,564 p. land-tax, 17,000 tithes, 6,000 head-tax, 1,200 fisheries and
shipping, 1,000 silk, 750 wine, total 46,414.

4 So Luke : I ascertained that the revenues still went to a mosque at Constantinople but was
unable to discover its name.

X
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(/>) 0'39 high, broken all round :

3YCeOIC€(|)AnA(jL)ei ? Trp€a\ftv<; ecu? e<parr\oi6[^

' M API ATOIC0M0ZYI *"«"] Mapia -rot? 6fi6ty[%i

~>YT0)CHNA2I ATF ovtqx; tjv d£ia - -

\ZIAKAIZO)HTe agio, tcai &(v')Te[<;

\(j)ANIZI (stop) d<f)av^(e)i

">"ef|>ANOYClN a]re<pavovariv.

Characteristic letters in both fragments arc the round £ with disjointed

cross-stroke and N with curved cross-stroke. The sloping lines of M and

the angular cross-stroke of A have vertical continuations downwards.

Koubouklia.

2. By the church. Large bluish marble altar with rough mouldings

top and bottom, broken in two pieces. Letters '04 m.

(a) UJ^AAlOieiCAY . . . ft) <t>a8i(o Elaav[pi-

(/>) XW\ xw (
? )

YTOYAMAAO a\inov 'Afxa^((o)[v-

lAlCWCIAHMOC [8t ^axJi&rifios

CN -ICAAKIMOIKA ev - (-<r)
'

A\/etfto(v) ku[t-

CCl r YAC€NTeiMHC €<r(ice)va*€v T€ifif}<i

A I IN X\ lKp)lv -

3. Ibid. Large block with face 1 57x055 m. Letters 04 m.

nAriYAoz n«Vu\o5 [rio\u-

AAMATH EA((> Bd/j.a (?) to5 [ttS>A<£[«5

ZHZANTIE H fradvTi e[T]i/ . . .

m h n m

h

s KvvDpn* [x"Plv -

4. Built into a well-head in the lower part of the village. Bluish

marble slab, much worn. Letters irregular, about "03 high.

TC n n o o«AKu; Te[t/*](o0)[e](o?) «(a)i 2a>-

KPAT EIM >epdT[ri<; Ka\ T]«/a[o*-

AHC ^-V
1
* [

T(P &€lv i T(j> dhe\-~\

(bwMI IN <f><» P-[i>VM<t X"p\ iv -
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5. In a private house. Altar 076x0-37 x 0*40 m. (thick), rough

moulding top and bottom. Letters 025 m. high.

AriOAAWNIC AiroXXwvU

TON A NAP A tov avhpa

(Relief of man ploughing

with two oxen.)

DAIAECTONriA"EPA iralhes top irarepa

SIMON NN-IM-C Ovj]]aifiov fivfow

NEKEN -t]v€K€P.

6. At fountain twenty minutes from village. Stele of coarse grey

marble, 058 x o -

5<S m., with rounded top, acroteria at sides, and 'tang' for

fixing. Above is a relief of man on couch to 1., woman seated to r., all

within a frame of spiral ornaments. The man holds a snake (?) in his right

hand. Below (letters
-02 03 m. high).

IEKOYNAOSKAIIOYAIOI ?,e>covv8o<; teal "\ov\io<

TnrTATPlIEKOYNAn tc3 irarpl Ze/covv&a)

HSANTIIEMNniETH ffiaavrt ere/Ai/cw? er>)

OE XAIPETE oe'- xaipere.

Tcpcjik\ near Brusa.

7. In the south wall of church of S. Michael, inside. Stele 070 x045 m.

with reliefs : (a) Banquet with two reclining figures and two servants.

id) four persons standing, the centre pair male, the outer female, flanked by

two subsidiary figures, (c) death-bed scene : rough late work. Below,

letters, *02 m. high.

I0ENHMHNAKAIMENANAPE ? %a>]a-04tni Mrjva ical MevavSpe

A second line below is illegible owing to the position of the stone in

the wall.

Dcmirdcsh, near Brusa.

8. In private possession. Stele 073x053 m. with pediment and

acroteria and relief of seated woman: various objects (Gorgoneion, kalathos.

distaff, etc.^) in field (Fig. 12). Below, letters 025 m. high.

2 1 X 2
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AlAIOCArAGnNKAIAIANHEAniAl
THEAVTOVTYNAlKlMNH t>

MHCXAPIN . ZHCACETH . AE ^>

S> XAIPEnAPOAEITA ^

AcXio<i 'Ayadwv K.ai\iavfj 'FiXttiBi

ttj eavrov yvvaitcl fivij-

fir)<; yapw . ty)<rdo(r)) errj \e\

Xalpe, irapohelra.

Fig. 12.—Stele at Demirdesh.

9. In north wall of church (Koi/j,r)<rt<; (deoTOfcov) high up. Stele with

reliefs of (above) banquet and (below) two bulls and a plough. Between

the reliefs :

0¥ZZIO_xl . . . . £ ? BoXjoiWto? . . .

THAAE t«3 aBc[\-

APIN
m

X\<*PIV -

F. W. HASLUCK.



EXCAVATIONS AT THEOTOKOU, THESSALY

(Plates X, XI.)

«§^
Fig. i.—Theotokou, Plan of Site.
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TllEOTOKOU lies at the south-eastern corner of the Magncsian penin-

sula, a little to the north of the bay of Kato Georgi. 1 The site itself

is the seaward end of a narrow valley, where a small brook discharges into a

little cove just to the north of a hill called Kastro (Fig. i). Here there

stands a small chapel built in 1807, and dedicated to the Virgin. In the

walls of the chapel itself are several ancient blocks, and north and south

of it traces of walls arc visible. Immediately to the west is a large mass

of ruins formerly covered with brushwood ; round these stand six fragments

of Doric columns, and a seventh lies in a cornfield some distance to the

Fig. 2.— Metoi-e and Trigi.vph Blocks.

west : an eighth, which was seen here, has disappeared. This place, the

traditional site of Sepias,- was first visited by a local gentleman,

Theodoros Zirghanos. In 1905 Mr. Wace came here while exploring the

Pelion district of Magnesia ;

:: and in 1906 Dr. Arvanitopoulios visited the

1 See ihe map given \nJ.Il.S. 1906, p. 144.

- Tewpyiahw, 0ecr<raA.ia.'-' p. 137. * J.H.S. 1906, pp. 147, 14S.
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site, and cleared part of a wall north of the chapel, where lie found two

triglyph blocks (Fig. 2) by a late tomb. 1

Naturally enough the presence of the Doric architectural fragments

led all three travellers to believe that either under the modern

chapel, or below the mass of ruins there existed the remains of a Doric

temple. It was hoped that an excavation on this site might bring to light

inscriptions which would solve the topographical difficulties as to the site

of Sepias.2 Although Theotokou is the traditional site, it seems exceedingly

likely that Sepias was not here, but near the foot of Mount Pelion at Cape

l'ori.
5 Dr. Arvanitopoulios, on learning of our desire to excavate, most

courteously and unselfishly surrendered his claims on the site in our

favour. The excavations, during which we employed twenty-four men.

took place in June 1907, and lasted nearly three weeks. Neither the

Doric temple, nor any inscription to solve the topographical difficulty was

discovered, although many traces of Greek occupation were found ; but we

unearthed an early Byzantine church, and some interesting Geometric

tombs.

1.

—

The Architectural 4 and other Greek Remains.

We searched the whole site for the expected Doric Temple. Our

pits were spread over the field between the chapel and the brook

(Fig. 1 j, and over the field to the south of the chapel ; wc also made a few

trials on the north or left bank of the brook, but only found traces of late

houses.

As stated above, seven drums of limestone Doric columns were found

on the site (marked on Fig. I with Roman numerals) : these vary in length

and circumference as shewn in the following table, all have twenty flutes, and

were perhaps once covered with stucco.

1 n^a/cTiico, 1906, p. 126; cf. Al/i. Mitt. 1906, |>. 369 ; Arch. An.. 190;, ]>. 114: Am.
/oitrual Arch. 1 907, p. 87.

- J.H.S. 1906, p. 145.
1 See the map in J.H.S. 1906, p. 144.
4 Our wannest thanks are due to Dr. Dorpfeld for the kind assistance lie has given u- in this

connection.

2 1.
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(J.) part of a Greek building (Fig. 4): this consists of the angle of a well-

built wall resting on a foundation of large blocks ; all the rest has been

destroyed by the torrent. The wall, which is 44 m. thick and 50 m. high, is

built with large polygonal blocks on the outside, and on the inside with

small cut stones laid in irregular courses ; the angle measures 93°, but the

wall may have been slightly displaced. On the outside there is a row of

rough slabs laid against the blocks, as if to protect them. This wall may
quite well have been part of a small temple, and the columns and triglyph

blocks might have belonged to it, for they, as we have seen, formed part of

Kig. 4.

—

Grekk Building at Theotokou

a small building. If this actually was a temple, we may assume it to have

been distyle in antis, or, more probably, tetrastyle prostyle. Round it we

found many fragments of good Greek tiles, and some curious cut blocks of

soft limestone, one of which is seen on the right in Fig. 4.

To the west of this building we found (Fig. 1, R) a long row of large

blocks (65 m. wide) well fitted together, with a short return at its southern

end : these were obviously a foundation, for they have no substructure.

Nothing remains to indicate the character of the superstructure, if it ever

existed. In making further trials here we discovered Tombs B and C
(Fig. 1), and also some poros blocks similar to those mentioned above.
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Another Greek wall was found a little to the south of the modern chapel

(l: ig. i, P.). This had a return at its west end, which was set at an acute

angle to it. It was 75 m. thick, and built with rather rough blocks in

irregular courses. It may have been a terrace wall ; by it we found five

fragments of painted antefixes (Fig. 5), which resemble some from Aegina,'

and may be attributed to the fifth century P.C.

Some trials were made on the Kastro hill, the Greek occupation of

which is proved by black glazed and occasional Geometric sherds, but,

owing to the extensive denudation and rapid encroachments of the sea.

nothing of importance was found. In a trial pit sunk under the nave of the

Byzantine church we found a fragment of a late moulded antefix, and

a black glazed sherd with the letters IC in white paint on it.

Fig. 5.

—

Painted Antefixes.

During the excavation we found three Greek bronze coins : one of the

Magnetes (B.M.C. 3), one of Thessalonica (B.M.C. 58), and one of Corinth

[B.M.C. $&?>)? There is no doubt that there was a Greek town at Theoto-

kou, but the absence of any inscription leaves us still in doubt as to its

name ; in any case there are very serious objections to identifying it as

Sepias, which we believe should be placed at Cape Pon'.3

1 Furtwangler, Aegina, PI. 4S.

- Other coins were : silver, a denarius of Faustina the younger (Cohen1
, 164); bronze, small,

one of Constantine I (Cohen 1

, 337), one of Constantius (apparently Cohen 1
. 222), one of

Theodosius I (Cohen 1

, 49) and five illegible specimens of the fourth century.
: SeeJ.H.S. 1906, pp. 145. 146.
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2.

—

The Byzantine Church.

When \vc cleared away the brushwood from the mass of ruins to the

west of the modern chapel (Fig. 1 ), and began to sink trial pits, we soon

found walls, loosely built with mortar, and mosaic pavements. This we at

first thought might be a late house, but it soon became obvious that we had

to deal with a large earl)- church, the best preserved part of which we were

able to free from the debris that filled it, and to determine the main lines

of its plan (PI. X. 1). We cleared the apse, the west ends of the nave (A)

and the northern aisle (B), the narthcx fC), the square room (E), and the

Via. 6. —West end or (111 rch ii;n\i hif. N'okiii.

porches (D, F) ; the other walls were traced by trial excavations. The

church is not orientated due east, but 6o
c
east of north. We enter from the

west between two columns, of which only the bases survive 1 (Fig. 6), into

a porch (Plate X. 1, F) with a mosaic floor. The whole of the west side is

not open, but the columns are set between two short walls. The mosaic

floor (PI. XI. F) has been badly damaged, but its general arrangement is

1 They arc '31 in. in diameter, and of a dehnseii Unman I'mic t\pe.
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distinguishable. 1 There is a wide border of rope pattern (PI. XI. C, c) all

round the floor. Within this is a narrow belt of white edged with deep blue :

in this frame are set forty eight squares- containing different patterns, of

which seven are shown on PI. XI. F, and separated from one another and

from the border by another wide belt of rope pattern, similar to that shewn

in PI. XI. D.

To the east of F we enter a similar porch or exo-narthex (PI. X. I, D)
;

the west side of this was probably exactly like that of F, although we

only found one column in situ, which is of the same type and size as those

in F. In excavating the narthex (PI. X. I, C) we found a column, which

by its measurements seems to fit this base (

: the column is 209 metres high,

is unflutcd and has a plain collar at top and bottom. Round the upper

collar is a much damaged inscription, which reads thus :

—

dc / inoevnepe 3\yt

It is a votive inscription, but we cannot venture on a restoration ; we

can only recognise in the first letters a proper name, and understand the

formula as [6 helva] - - - iyio<; vwep ([vx*)? • • k.t.X.]. This column we

re-erected on the base between F and D (Fig. 6), and placed on it a broken

capital found near it, and similar to that in the centre of Fig. II. This

exo-narthex D is practically a reduplication of the porch, but inside

its western wall is a long doorstep. The mosaic of the floor is illustrated on

PI. XI. D : the four central squares contain birds similar to that given on the

plate, and the six southern squares have floral or geometric ornamentation

like the porch or narthex (PI. XI. c and F) ; the six northern panels are

much damaged, and coated with a layer of mortar too hard to remove

without harming the mosaics.

From the exo-narthex D we enter the narthex C (PI. X. I, A) through

two doors ; the steps inside (see the inset on PI. X. I, I) shew clear traces of

the bolts and pivots of double doors. As the porch and exo-narthex

already described were both open to the west, these doors arc the two

1 In the ground plan on Plate XI. F, square I is in the north-east corner.

2 Twenty-one squares are destroyed (1, 3, IO, II, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26, 27,

32 > Hi 34> 35> 3°); squares 6, and 41 44 all contain birds similar to Plate XI. c, 9 ; 31 and

46 shew a pattern like Plate XI. C, a ; 4, 37, and 39 are like 40, cf. Plate XI. K, but the tree

shewn, l>ears apples, not pears ; 22 is like Plate XI. C, 19 ; 5 and 48 have a chess-board pattern
;

7 is decorated with ivy leaves similar in style to Plate XI. C, d ; 2, 13, 30, and 45 have patterns

resembling Plate XI. C, 6, 16, 17 ; and that of 47 is marbled.
:: Upper diameter '28 m., lower '31 in.
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main entrances to the church. The narthex is much narrower, but

larger than the porch and exo-narthex. Its mosaic floor is in very

good condition (PI. XI. c). The main composition is not placed in the

centre, and this compelled the designers to fill up the south end with

two different patterns (PI. XI. C, a, b). The two doorsteps also lessen

the room available for decoration ; but the spaces between them are

filled up with a wavy pattern of ivy (PI. XI. C, d). The main mosaic consists,

as in F, of a series of twenty panels surrounded by a rope pattern

{PI. XI. C, c) ; nine of the panels are illustrated in PI. XI. c. Five of the

others (squares 4, 5, 11, 12, 14), have a bird similar to number 9; one

has a pattern like PI. XI. C, a, another has a large and elaborate flower,

Kig. 7.

—

Carved Slabs from the Ahse.

and the remainder all have various geometrical patterns similar to those

illustrated. In the south-western corner of the narthex there is an opening

for a room to the west, which probably had some communication with the

chamber entered by the door at the south end of F. As the wall between

F and D continues beyond them to the south, there were probably two

small rooms to the south of F and D connected by a door ; from the second

of these there is an entrance into the narthex and also a passage round its

end into the southern aisle. Opening out of the north-west corner of the

narthex there is a small square room (PI. X. I, E), the entrance to which

was closed with a door, judging by the traces remaining on the step. The

floor has a most elaborate mosaic (PI. XI. E). This might be conjectured

to have been a baptistery, but there is no trace of any basin in the centre.
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On the east side of the narthex there are three openings ; one into the

north aisle (B), the mosaic floor of which is rather carelessly executed

(PI. XI. B) ; another, closed by a door, into the nave, and a third into the

southern aisle. The nave ( PI. X. I, A) had a very elaborate mosaic floor : the

greater part is unfortunately destroyed, but that preserved in the north-

western corner (PI. XI. A) is a fine example of good and careful work.

At the end of the nave is a small apse, in which the altar base, a triglyph

block from the temple, still stands erect. The apse was apparently separated

from the rest of the church by a screen, the foundations of which still

remain ; it is also possible that there were openings through the thick

walls into the eastern ends of the aisles. In clearing the apse and the

east end of the northern aisle a large number of fragments of carved

slabs, perhaps from the screen, were found Fig. 7); with them was a

piece of an inscription, which reads :

—

en/ - -

O0HKA- -

N0NA6N -

'A
SA 161

It is unfortunately too fragmentary to be intelligible.

The walls between the nave and aisles still stand to a height of about

half a metre. In a church of this type it is natural to expect that the

nave and aisles would be separated by arcades, therefore we must assume

that here, as in the basilica at Olympia, 1 and that at Aladja Kisle- near

Myra, the columns did not rest on the floor level, but on a low wall.

Of the decoration of the walls, which are largely built of good Greek-

blocks, we found only one trace, a small piece of painted plaster on the east

wall of the narthex, but the debris in the church contained much

decomposed plaster. Besides the objects mentioned we found in the

narthex and exo-narthex three other Byzantine capitals (Fig. 8), one

complete and one broken window jamb, the tops of two small columns, a

late column base, and the upper half of another column (several of these

fragments are seen resting on the walls in Fig. 6).

' Olympia, ii. p. 94, l-'ig. 5^. - Strzygowski, Khinasicn, Fig. 31.
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There were apparently other buildings connected with the church, for

the western wall of F extends some distance to the north till it meets a

thick cross wall, which shews signs of having been repaired (Fig. I, S).

Between it and the brook are ruins of a domed building, and to the west

and north we found plentiful traces of walls
;
probably there was in

connection with the church a monastery or some kind of inn for priests and

pilgrims.

As regards the date of the church we fortunately possess a terminus

ante quern. Of the six Byzantine coins found in it, five are of the type

usually attributed to John Zimisces, 1 but the sixth is far more important.

It is a follis of Justin II and Sophia, struck at Nicomedia in the sixth year

Fig. 8.— Coi.l'.mn Capitals found in the Wkst End ok the Church.

of their reign, 570-571 A.D. -; therefore our church must have been built

before that date.

Now its mosaics have much in common with late Roman mosaics of the

third and fourth centuries :
3 there are no pagan mythological subjects, but

with the colourless patterns of birds, flowers, and geometrical designs 4 there

appear the chalice (PI. XI. F, 17), and the peacock (Tl. XI. a), the Christian

1

Cf. Sabatier, Monn. Byz. ii. PI. XLVIII.
- Cf. Sabatier, op. cit. i. 225, 21 ; we have to thank Mr. Wroth of the British Museum for

identifying the coin.

3 Daremberg-Saglio, iii. pp. 2108-21 13. The technique shews the intermixture ofpavimetitnm

Icssellatum and vermiculatum characteristic of late Roman days (op. tit. p. 2123) : but that the

date of our mosaics is comparatively early, is shewn by the careful work, and the rich choice of

colours.

4 Similar to those in floors of the Roman baths near the Arch of Hadrian at Athens, Gardner,

Ancient Athens, p. 504.
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symbol of immortality. 1 In this the Theotokou mosaics rather resemble

those of Santa Costanza at Rome.2 On the other hand they have no purely

scriptural subjects, such as appear in Christian art from the fifth century

onwards ; in style also they are quite unlike the Justinianic work at

Ravenna. Therefore the earliest possible date for the church seems to be

the fourth century, and the latest according to the coin of Justin II and

Sophia is 570 571 A.D., and since the mosaics resemble late Roman rather

than purely Christian work, we may assign the church to the fifth

century A.n.

If we may venture to assume that the arrangement of the porch and

exo-narthcx with columns, is derived from the atrium, it will then be seen

that this church possesses the two characteristics of Strzygowski's

' Hellenistic ' basilicas,3 an atrium and columns to carry a wooden roof. Of

this group those most like our church in plan, arc the basilica at Pergamon 4

and that at Gul-bagtche,5 which also has the side rooms that are so marked

a feature at Theotokou. We have already pointed out that there probably

were arcades between the nave and aisles, and these with the columns

of the porch and exo-narthex indicate a wooden roof.'
1 In any case the

walls are too thin ('65 m. thick), and too loosely built to have carried

vaulting. So we may group this church with Strzygowski's class of

4 Hellenistic ' basilicas, and assume that it had a wooden roof covered with

tiles. It is interesting to compare the plan of our church with that of the

Panagia at Lai near Neochori," (PI. X. II), about a day's journey from

Theotokou. This is of the same basilica type, but has no porches or side

rooms. Unfortunately only its foundations remain, so that no further

information about it is obtainable ; but the occurrence of another example

so near Theotokou is remarkable. This large church seems to have been

ruined at a comparatively early period, and to have been afterwards

partially restored and used for some other purpose ; the door from the

narthex into the nave, and that from the porch F into the room to the

south were blocked up, and a wall was carried out to the west to extend

1 St. Augustine, De Civ. Dei, Ixxi. 4.

2 Kraus, Geschichte d. Christlichcn Kuitst, i. pp. 406, 424, cf. Daremberg-Saglio, iii. p. 2123.

3 A'leinasien, p. 56.

* Strzygowski, op. cit. p. 46, Fig. 30 ; dated l<> the fourth century a.i>.

s Ibid. p. 49, Fig. 35 ; dated earlier than the seventh century A.l>.

6 Cf. the basilica at Olympia, dated to the fifth century A.n., Kraus, op. tit. i. p. 341.

1 J.H.S. 1906, p. 152.
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the south side of the same porch. We also found traces of a late wall

built across the exo-narthex, and the outside wall to the north seems to

have been repaired and strengthened. 1 Perhaps to the same period belong

the earlier walls round the modern chapel, which seem to have been part

of a church ; amongst them we found three gold coins of Manuel I

Comnenos,- and a large block bearing on one side a cross and A and CJ,
:{

and on the other an elaborate pattern of interlaced circles. By them arc

also three graves, apparently Christian. We thus see that the Christian

occupation of the site seems to have been continuous from the fifth century

A.D. to our own day.

3.

—

Tombs of the Geometric period.

In the search for the temple three tombs were discovered. One of

these, (A) lay below the two western standing columns, the other two

(B,C) under the foundations in the south field (Fig. 1). All three were

approximately of the same period, namely the Geometric period of the

early Iron Age ; all were built of slabs and none showed traces of burning.

Tomb A.

This tomb was built of four slabs, one along each side, and measured

roughly 150 m. x *68 m. ; it was roofed with three slabs i
#40 m. beneath the

surface, and floored with gravel resting on rough stones ; in it were four

skeletons, of which, judging from the size of the bones, two were male and

two female. The bodies had been placed one above the other with the

legs bent and drawn slightly up.

Eighteen wheel-made vases were grouped at the head and foot of the

tomb (Fig. 9), of which six are shewn in Figure 10. There are three other

jugs like a and r, two more bowls like d, three other cups like e, and four

more high-handled bowls like f} The beaked jug b stands by itself, and

seems quite out of place, the clay is biscuit coloured, and it has no paint.

The jugs are all of very hard clay covered with dark bluish-grey paint,

1 All these are marked on the plan (PI. X. 2) by oblique lines.

'- Sabatier, op. cit. v. PI. LV. 5 ; we also found a bronze coin of Leo V and Constantine VII,

Ibid. op. (it. PI. XLII. 13.

3 The other half of this block is built into the south-eastern corner of the modern chapel.
4 For this shape v. Wide, Geometrische I'asen, p. 58, Fig, 116; Poulsen, Alh. Mitt. 1901,

P- 33-

V
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Fig. 9.

—

Tomb A after the Removal of the Rooj Fig. ii.—Vases prom Tomb A.

( Scale 1:4.)

^^
d t f

1 : . 10. -Va&es 1 rom Tomb a. (scau about i :S.)
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round the body are two or three unpainted lines; two are mended with

lead rivets which still hold on one, though the other has partially collapsed. 1

Fig. 12.— Hronzks, etc. from the Tombs. (Scale 2:3.)

Of the type/, one is in soft dark bluish-grey clay unpainted, the others

in buff clay with decoration in brown-black paint ; two are unpainted, one
1 To the references given by Vollgraff for this practice (B.C.H. 1906, p. 37) may be added

fahrb. d. Inst. 1907, p. 83, Fig. 4 ; Korte, GorJiou, pp. 192, 193, Nos. 79 and 82. An example

has recently been found at Sparta.

2 2 Y 2
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of which shows a reddish slip. The type f is uniformly painted with

latticed squares. (Fig. II, a). The serpentine line occurs again on a vase

of the type d. The other vases, except for that shown in Figure I \,b, are

completely painted over.

In this tomb were also found four fibulae and nine rings (Fig. 12,

a, d, e,f). The fibulae a and e, with a second example of the type e, were

found on a level with the shoulders, the fourth, d, was by the waist. The

rings were for the most part found on the fingers in four groups, in positions

indicating that two hands were bent upwards towards the head, while two

are at the level of the waist. Of these, three are complete rings, while three

are bands rolled into a ring and overlapping ; the other three are

fragmentary.

Tomb B.

The single slab which roofed this tomb was 1*40 m. beneath the

surface. The tomb was built of six slabs about 07 m. thick, one for each

d < / .

Fig. 13.

—

Vases from Tombs B and C. (Scai.k about i :8.)

side, the floor, and the roof. The sides were "49 m. high, and were set in

gravel, the space between them and the bottom slab being filled by small flat
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pieces of the same stone ; the tomb measured 126 m. x 56 m., but the side

slabs were longer and overlapped the ends. It contained only one

skeleton in the same attitude.

In this tomb were found six vases, of which five are shown in Figure 13.

The sixth was like/; vases b and d stood by the foot, the rest by the head
;

vase r, which is unpainted and of buff clay, was inside e, a vase of blue-

grey to slate-coloured clay, with a small excrescent cup by the side of

one handle.

The other vases are covered with a hard incrustation which makes the

ornament difficult to discern, but b shows traces of latticed squares, and,

Fig. 14.—Pattern on Vase krom Tomb B. (Scale i 14.)

by the rim, groups of short slanting lines ; while / and its fellow, and e

(which shows reddish clay as against the buff of the others) arc decorated

with brown paint over the major part, with a field on the shoulder

containing groups of concentric semicircles. The decoration of f is shown

conventionally in Figure 14.

There were also remains of three pins with bronze heads and iron

shafts (Fig. 1 2, /i, /), the bronze head of another, and parts of the iron shafts

of two more. Two of these were found close by one shoulder, one near the

other shoulder, one on the breast, and two at the waist ; two still keep a

fragment of coarse linen, set firm by the corrosion of the iron shaft.
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From the position of the finger bones it seems that the arms were bent

upwards ; one iron ring, and one bronze ring (Fig. 12, k, m, it) were still on

the fingers. A second bronze ring and fragments of a third were also

found. Fragments of an iron blade were found near the left hand ; round

the middle is preserved the upper part of the sheath, perhaps of leather,

while traces of the lower part of some thinner material show lower down

(Fig. 12, i). Here, too, were found the remains perhaps of a fibula of iron

(Fig. 12, g). As with the pins and the iron ring, part of the linen in which

it was pinned still adheres to it. A grey whorl (ht. •019m., diam. at base,

•026 m.) was also found.

Tomb C.

This was a child's grave, and measured 73 m. x '36 m. ; it was built

of four slabs, roofed with a fifth, and floored with gravel. All the bones,

except a fragment of the skull, a rib, and a finger-bone had rotted away.

One jug with trefoil lip (Fig. 13, a) similar to the jugs of Tomb B stood at

the foot of the grave. A fibula and a ring of bronze (Fig. 12, b, c) and an

iron pin were found ; from the positions of these, the hand which wore the

ring was probably folded across the breast, on which the fibula was pinned.

The most interesting feature of this group of vases is the presence of

the beaked jug (Fig. 10, b) with vases undoubtedly Geometric in style. In

this connection two similar groups of vases must be considered : the one,

discovered by Prof. Tsountas in 1899 in some tholos tombs near the village of

Marmariani to the north-east of Larissa,1
is now in the Pre-historic room

of the National Museum at Athens. The style of these vases is very

similar to ours, but perhaps more varied. High-handled bowls with latticed

squares and broad serpentine lines occur. There are also two unpainted

beaked jugs, like Fig. 10, b in shape,'2 and four with Geometric patterns,

three of which much resemble Fig 10, /"in ornament and in shape, but that

the back of the neck is sliced off and the handle is low. The pointed beak

of the fourth, on a neck that curves right back from the belly, seems to be

drawn fresh from the preceding Bronze Age.

The other group comes from two tombs in Skyros. 3 It will be seen

that c and f in Mr. Dawkins' figure find parallels in Tomb B, while our

1 npaKTiKa, 1899, p. 101.

2 Three not dissimilar beaked jugs, unpainted, were found in the upper strata at Sesklo.

belonging to the Bronze Age, Comptes Rendns, Cong. Int. d. Anln'ologie, 1905, p. 207.
3 Dawkins, B.S.A. xi. p. 79, Fig. 3.
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beaked jug, to which Mr. Dawkins' vase b is very similar, lay in Tomb A
with vases of the most pronounced Geometric character.

Prof. Tsountas' vases were found in tholos tombs, and this, with the

continual presence of the beaked jug, suggests that the whole group of

vases should be placed at the very beginning of the Geometric Era when

its style was still rudimentary. That they belong to this period, the types of

the fibular found in Tomb A (itself, if a distinction can be made, the

earliest of our three tombs) are as strong an argument as the iron-shafted

pins and iron knife blade of Tomb B, and the iron in Prof. Tsountas'

tombs. 1

The rudeness of the fabric recalls that of some Cretan Geometric

ware. In both cases it seems due to lack of development : there the style

had not crossed the sea in full strength; here in North Greece it may be

thought that its originators themselves had not yet developed it to the

perfection which it reached in the southern styles, of which the Dipylon

ware may stand as a type.

A. J. B. Wac.K.

J.
1'. Droop.

1 Reference should l>e made t<> a vase very similar lo Fiy. 13,/ found near Ilalicarnassus in .1

tholos tomb, which also contained fragments of iron weapons, Paton, J. U.S. 18S7. p. 69, Fig. 6.

2 2 •



A STATUTE OF AN ATTIC THIASOS.

The following inscription, 1 which was found in the Pciraeus, was

acquired by the British Museum in 1906. My warmest thanks are due to

Dr. Cecil Smith, Head of the Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities,

for his kindness in giving me permission to publish it and supplying me
with a copy and squeeze which have greatly facilitated the task.

5e Tt<? A

I

^NAI Karaa-

\iaTA tiov diacr-

[(otwv elav Be Tt]<> ai/Ttov d7roytyvr)T-

[at, <f>pdo-]ei rj vo[<i rj i) 7r]aTTjp rj (0)9 av otKeioTar- 5

09 et tov Otdaov, tov &' a7royi(y)vop,evo(v) levat eV e-

yjfyopav teal avTovs Kal tovs <f>l\.ov<; diravTas. Kal a-

v Tt? dSiKrjrai, (f3)or)0eiv Kal avTovs Kal rot"? </>/-

(X)ou<i cnravTas, oVty? av irdvTes elSwcriv otl real

et? tovs Beou? ev(o-)e/3ov/u,ev Kal els toi"? <f)t\ov<; ' ra- IO

(v)ra Be ttolovo~iv avTols 7roWa Kayadd /cal eyyov-

ot<i Kal irpoyovoi^. eireiBav 8e Kvpaxroxri tov vo/j,-

ov 01 diaaoirai firjdev eivai tov vop.ov KvptcoTep-

ov • elav 8e Ti? irapd tov vo/hov r) eliret rj Trpd^ei, tca-

Ttjyopiav avTod eivac twl /3ou\o/J.ev(oi tiov 0iao~(OT<o- I 5

;/, Kal av eXet, avTov TifxaToocrav avTov KadoTi av 80-

Kel TO)L KOIVCOI.

1 1'art of this paper was read in substance at a meeting of the Oxford Philological Society.
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I.

The letters are small, about '005 m. in height, but the)' are not crowded

together: the average number in each line is thirty-eight. The writing is

marked by the carelessness of its execution : no pains are taken to make

the depth and thickness of the straight strokes uniform or to make the o
and O real circles. In many cases strokes which should join fail to do so,

so that, e.g., a N consists of three separate strokes. Actual errors are

common : OC is written for 09 (1. 5), APOTlKNOMENOI for airoyiyvofievov

(1. 6), EOHOEIN for /3ot]0elv (1. 8), etc.

It is not possible to determine the date precisely from the letter forms,

but these seem to point to the half century from 325-275 B.C. The outer

strokes of the £ show no tendency to become horizontal, those of the M
are not yet vertical, the 3E still has the vertical stroke, and the horizontal

bars of the E are, or at least are intended to be, of equal length.

With this dating the orthography of the inscription is in accord. Four

peculiarities deserve mention :

(1) 'Exfofjiiv (1. 7). In Attic inscriptions of the classical period the

preposition i/c before %, <f>
or 0, whether alone or in a compound, may either

remain unchanged or become % (Meisterhans, Gratnm. d. attischen

lnscliriften*, p. 106): e.g. in an inscription of 329 B.C. we find ex4>o[pij(ravTi]

and €K(f>epovai (I.G. ii. add. 834 & i. 75 and ii. 5.834^. ii. 80). But no

instance of the change from k to x ls known to occur after 292 B.C.

(Meisterhans 3
, loc. cit.).

(2) MrjOev (1. 13). The forms ovdefc, fi-qBeis do not appear at all until

378 B.C., but they gradually gain ground, until by 330 they are the

dominant forms. From 300-60 B.C. they are the only forms which occur,

but in the Imperial period the old spelling reappears and the forms with 8

are three or four times as numerous as those with 6 (Meisterhans 3
, pp. 258 f.).

(3) Eldv (1. 14). In the fourth and third centuries B.C., but especially

between 350 and 300 B.C., ei often takes the place of a simple e before a

vowel (Meisterhans 3
, pp. 45 fif.) Eldv is not found before 387, but occurs

several times after that date. The form dv is very rare in Attic inscrip-

tions, though common in the literary prose of the fifth century

:

Meisterhans (p. 256) quotes two instances from the fifth and three from

the fourth century, the latter all in the same decree. Our present

inscription adds two instances (11. 7, 16).
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(4) The substitution of ei for y in el (I. 6), etVet »/ irpd^ei (I. 14), eXe*,

oo/cet (1. 16). This spelling first occurs between 380 and 370 B.C., rapidly

increases in frequency until by 300 it is the normal form, and gradually

falls out of fashion from 200 R.C (Meisterhans :i

, pp. 38 f.).

II.

§ 1 (11. 4-7). ' [A nd if any] of them decease, [notice shall be given} either

by his son [or his or] his father or whoever of the society is his nearest

relation, and both themselves and all the friends shall attend the funeral of the

deceased.'

The first three lines are too mutilated to be capable of certain restor-

ation. In 1. i we have probably - - eldv]Be ri<t, as in 11. [4,] 14 : the last

letter of the line is |~, I, fl or J.

Lines 4-7 regulate the procedure to be followed on the death of a

OiaadiTi)^. Information is to be given 1 by the nearest relative of the

deceased - both as to the fact of the death and as to the time of the funeral.

Without such notice it would not be possible for the members of the society

to attend the funeral, as the following clause directs them to do. We may
note the use of the somewhat euphemistic diroyLyvoyicu (11. 4, 6), instead of

a7ro6vijaK(o : it occurs again in a decree of an Attic 0i'aao<; passed in

278-7 B.C. praising certain officials because eTn/xef^eX-nvrai twv diroyevo-

fi4va>v fcaXoi)? xal <j>i\oTifuo<; fDitt. Syll.'2 727, 14) and in Thuc. ii. 34. In

1. 5 the restorations vo[<;] and [7ra]Tijp are certain : what came between them

is doubtful, d8e\(f)6<i, of which we most naturally think, being too long for

the available space. I conjecture vcovo<; ' grandson,' but Professor Wilhelm

objects that ' vcovos would involve too great an age for the member of the

diaaos : it is better to think of middle-aged or even young men as members

and the role that a ^Tnp may play in the case is, as it seems to me, quite

possible.' On the other hand, however, it maybe argued: (1) that the

1 The restoration (ppda]ti, which I owe to Professor Wilhelm, exactly fills the required space

and agrees with the extant letters ; it may therefore be regarded as certain, though the use of the

future indicative in place of the imperative is curious.

2 The meaning of tov Oidaov (1. 6) is not quite plain. I have taken it as equivalent to Oiaaan-tjs

£>v, and think that it was probably added because a statute of a Qiaaos was of course binding only

upon members of the society. Or could diiaov be an engraver's error for 6tacr(wT)ov, ' whoever is

the nearest relative of the (deceased) member'? Cf. Hdt. v. 5 <r<pa£(Tcu vwb tov o1kt}ioto.tou suvttis.

iii. 65 T(T(\fVTTIKe Virb TUV kdlVTOV OtKrltOTOLTCilV.
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Greeks would have written iraTrjp >/ fi/jTr/p, not p->)T))p r) Trarjjp : (2) that

the words tou Biaaov, if I have interpreted them rightly, point to the

mention of male relatives as more probable : (3) that if females appear at

all, we should expect Ovydr-qp side by side with ^'jTr/p : (4) that to be a

grandfather docs not necessarily imply a very advanced age, 1 and there is

nothing improbable in supposing that diaawrai continued their membership

all through their lives.

We may note the curious phrase (1. 7) vat aiirovs icai tou? $>l\ov<i

airavTas, which recurs in the following line. The ai/rovs can hardly have

any other reference than to the members of the society, the diaacoTat : but

who are the cpiXoi ? Three possible explanations suggest themselves :

(1) They arc the friends (taking the word in its ordinary, non-technical

sense) of the diacrwrat. Hut the society could hardly attempt to frame a

rule binding upon so large and so vague a body, a body, moreover, which

lay entirely outside its own boundaries. The use of the term inravras

shows the reference of the word to be narrower and more specific.

(2) They are the friends of the deceased in the first case, of the injured

man in the second. The same objections apply to this interpretation,

though not to the same extent : statutes of a society arc binding merely

upon its own members, while once more the application of the word (pi\oi

is too vague and indefinite.

(3) The word <pi\oi has a technical sense and denotes a specific

number of definite persons who, though outside the full membership of the

diaaos, possessed a qualified membership and were bound by its statutes.

They would, if this interpretation is correct, correspond to our ' associates.'

This explanation seems to me to meet the difficulties involved in the two

which we have discussed, but it must be admitted that the hypothesis rests

upon a very insecure foundation, and that if such an institution were at all

widespread it might have been expected to leave very much clearer traces

in the mass of extant inscriptions dealing with societies of every kind. The

word docs, indeed, frequently occur,- but apparently as the full and regular

title of the members of certain clubs.

1 In this case, however, we have to assume thai the grandson wa-^ old enough to be a member
of the society, which does, it is true, imply that the grandfather was an old rather than a middle-

aged man.
2 Uoeotia, />. C.II. xxii. 246 (Acraephia) : Macedonia, Denkschr. ll'ieu. Akad. 1869, 167 ft".

No. 42 (Dcuriopus?) : Thera, l.G. xii. 3, 1027: Hithynia, C.I.G. 3751 (Nicaea) ; Arch. Air.. 1903,

39 (Pnisa) : Ionia, Mourr. k. Bij8A. ii. 40 (Smyrna) : Lydia, Kontoleon, 'Ar*'/(5. lirtyp. i. 47 (Chasan
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§ 2 (11. 7-12). ' And if anyone is wronged, both tJiey themselves and all

the friends shall render aid, in order that all may know that we shoiv piety

both to the gods and to the friends : and if they do this let many blessings

eomc upon them and their descendants and their ancestors'

All the members and ' friends' of the society are bound to render aid

if one of their number is injured : the phrase recalls Tliucydides' description

of the oligarchical clubs aitrep €TuyXai/ou Trporepov iv ttj 7r6Xei ovaai

eirl StKai'i Kal ap^ais (viii. 54), save that here the object is purely defensive

and there seems to be no political aim. What is most striking here is the

absence of any practical directions as to how aid is to be rendered. For the

phrase (I. 9) O7r«o<? civ naures elBaxriv ktX. which is copied from similar

expressions in state decrees see Ziebarth, Grieeh. Vereinswesen, p. 187,

Wilhelm, 'E<£. dpx- 1905, pp. 235 ft., Nos. 9-1 3.

The phrase evcrefiodfiev . . . 7rpo? tovs (piXovs is another example of the

loose and inaccurate use of words which marks the document. EiW#em
is very frequently commended in Attic honorary decrees, but it is always

felt or exercised towards the gods or some specific god or sanctuary, and

some other word— evvoia, dpenj, kt\.—is introduced if merits towards men

are mentioned. I know only two instances of evaefteia used in reference to

human beings, 1 both of which occur in decrees of corporations : in one

(Ditt. Syllr 730) a certain Chaereas is commended and crowned aperrjs

ev€K€i> Kal €v<Te/3y]a<i eis T€ t<z? Beds Kal tovs opyecovas, while in the other, a

decree of a Coan society, two men are praised iiri re rdi aipeaec Kal evae-

/3et'at di> eyovri ttoti tos deo<; Kal to<? SafioTas (Ditt. Syll.'1 735). In both

these cases, however, a second word is linked with evaefieia and makes the

construction less harsh.

The absence of a verb in the next clause is noticeable, though the

meaning is quite clear. The avroU of 1. 11 seems to include all those

referred to in the previous phrase avrol Kal ol <j>L\oi afravre*;. The
invocation of blessings upon the irpoyovoi of zealous members of the

society is curious, for the word can hardly refer merely to living

Karan): Phrygia, J.H.S. xvii. 286 (Ancyra) : Mysia, Inschr. v. Perg. 562 (Pergamon) : Cilicia,

Movix. k. BtB\. i. 135, No. 55 (Seleucia)
; J.H.S. xii. 229 (Canytelideis) ; ib. xi. 240 (Castabala.

Hieropolis) ; Humann and Puchstein, Reisen in Klcinasien, p. 398, note 2 (Nicopolis ad Issum).

But in a number of these examples it is very doubtful whether the word refers at all to membership
of a society.

1
I exclude, of course, references to Roman Emperors.
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ancestors but must surely include the dead. Hut perhaps it is not fair

to analyse too closely a phrase of this sort.

§ 3 (11. 12-17). 'And when the members have ratified the statute,

nothing shall override the statute : and if anyone shall either speak or act

contrary to the statute, he shall be liable to accusation by any of the members

voho wishes, and if he convict him let them punish him as seems good to the

society.'

The statute did not come into force until passed at a formal meeting

of the society : cf. Ditt. Syll.'1 J}2. 44 to><i>v tytjcpcov, at? e&oxei ToSe to

Boyfia Kvpiov elvai, e^i'}KOv[ra], at? Be ovk e&o/cei, ovBep-ia. \\ ith the phrase

fitjOkv elvai tov vofiov KvpicoTepw \vc may compare the fuller statement in a

financial bond from Arcesine (Amorgos), Ditt. Syllr 517. 41 t»)v hk avy-

ypa<pfjs Ttjaoe [<a]p.o\6yii<rav 'A/OAr[tern']et<? p.i]8ev elvai Kvpuorepov. p->jre

VOfiov p-7)T€ yfr)j[(f>]iap.a pa'/Te B[6yp,]a [p,tj]Te aTpaTi]yov fiijre dp^i/v aX\a

tcpivou\o-]av 7) ra ev tt)[l crvyy]pacf)t')L yey[p\a/j.p.[eva /x»/Tf aWo puadev kt\.

Cf. [Dem.] xxxv. 13, 39, and Dittenberger O.G.I. 326 (=C.I.G. 3069) 34

SeBo^dai tois W.TTa\icrTal<; fcvpwcrai )iev tov iepbv vo/xov kt\.

The word TipbaTwaav in the final clause (1. 16) has an unusual

meaning, to which I know no parallel. Tip,d(o in Attic legal phraseology

denotes ' to assess,' ' to award,' as for example in the phrases ti/auv tt)v

fiXdfojv, T7)v hiK7p\ tt)v d%iav t>7<? #\a'/3»/<?. Or again it may take a dative

of the person and a genitive of the penalty, e.g. rifidv tlvl davdrov or Tip.au

tivl 8e'/ca Ta\di>TO)i>. But Tip.dv civtov, as here, is remarkable, not to say

incorrect : avTov might be omitted, as in Plato, Laws, 843 B tiplutw to

SiKaaTi'jpiov tl dv her) Tvdo-yeiv . . . tov i)tt>]0€vtci, or it might be changed

to irepl civtov as in the law quoted by Demosthenes xxi. 47 ?; ijXiai'a

TifxaTW Trepi ai)Tov otou dv Bo/cfj df;io<; elvai iradelv ?/ diroTelcrai.

Grammatically, of course, it is possible to take Tip-aTwaav in its usual

sense, translating ' let the thiasotae honour him {i.e. the successful

accuser) in whatever way the society determines,' but this rendering seems

to me to be much less probable. The whole sentence is so carelessly

constructed, especially in the frequent alteration of the grammatical

subject, that the loose use of a single word need not surprise us.

For punitive powers exercised by similar societies we may compare

the instances quoted by Zicbarth (Das griech. Vereinsivesen, pp. 171 ff.)

:
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the punishments imposed usually took the form of a fine, often accom-

panied by exclusion from the society. The amount of the fine might be

left to the discretion of the members, as is done here, or a limit might be

fixed. Cf. I.G. ii. 610 (a law of dpyeowes in the Pciracus) 13 iav Si tis

etmji rj eTriy{rri<J)[(Tr)i irapa rovhe rbv vnpov, 6<pei\€T(o [P1
] SpaXfia*; t/}< deux, o

T€ eltroov Ka\ 6 €7Tiyfri]<piaa<; teal /xrj fxerecnaj ainwi twv kolvwv.

III.

We have before us the latter part of a law (vofxos, 11. 12, 13, 14) of a

society 1 called a OLaaos (1. 6: OiaaCoTai, 11. 3, 13, 15). How much of it is

lost we cannot say, but the dimensions of the stone show that the

document cannot originally have been a very long one. That the Peiraeus

was the headquarters of a number of societies of op^ewves, Oiacrwrcu,

ipaviar'ai, etc. is proved by the numerous decrees and other inscriptions

referring to them which have been found there.- As no mention is made

of the deity in whose honour this society is named, it cannot be identified

with any of the previously known Peiraic diacroi ; but it is worth noticing

that these—to judge from the extant inscriptions—seem to have flourished

especially at the very end of the fourth century B.C. and the beginning of

the third, just at the period at which we have dated the present statute.

Though decrees of such societies are frequent, the number of their

extant laws is small. Ziebarth gives the following list {op. cit. p. 145):

A. Those which have entirely survived :

1. Noytto? (in form a decree) of a Theran family association.

I.G. xii. 3. 330.

2. No/io<? of the Iobacchi. Ditt. Syllr J^J.

3. No/io<? ipavHTTcov. I.G. iii. 23 ; re-edited with a greatly

improved text and valuable commentary by A. Wilhelm,

Serta Harteliana, pp. 231 ff.

1 The locus classicus for the subject of the Greek societies is E. Ziebarth, Das griech. Wrcins-

-veseii ( Preisschriften der fiirstlich Jablonowski'schen Gesellschaft zu Leipzig, xxxiv. ), Leipzig, 1896.

The epigraphical materials are collected and arranged geographically by J.
( >ehler, Zum griechischtn

Vereinswescn, Vienna, 1905. Important additions have since been made by Wilhelm, 'A-n-iKa

^7j<p/<r/xoTa in 'E<pij/j.. apx<*io\. 1905, 215 ff., Nos. 9-15-
3 Ziebarth, op. cit. pp. 36 f

.
; Oehler, op. cit. pp. 7 f

.
; C. Schaefer, 'Die Privatkultgenossen-

schaften im Peiraieus' in Jahrb. f. klass. Alterluni. exxi. 417 f.
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B. Those of which important fragments have survived :

4. 'Jepos i/o/io? {I.G. ii. 610) of opyewves in the Peiraeus, and

decrees partially altering its constitution (id. 624).

5. Beginning of the iepbs v6fio<; of the NiKOfid^etov at

Chalcedon. Michel, Recueil 1008, Collitz-Bechtel 3051,

Ditt. Syll? 595.

6. Fragment of a law of fivarat at Tomi. Mouo*. kcu B</3\.

v. 47, A.E.M. vi. 8, No. 14.

7. Decree, equivalent to a law, of 2a/3/3aTto-Tat, found near

Elaeussa Sebaste (Cilicia). J.H.S. xii. 233, Ditt. G.I.

573-

Our present inscription unfortunately fails to give us much fresh

information. Of its two enactments which have survived, that which

enjoins mutual assistance is too vague to be illuminating, while that which

refers to the burial of members covers familiar ground. 1 There do not

appear to have existed in the Greek world burial societies similar to the

collegia funeraticia of the Romans, societies, that is, whose sole aim was to

secure members a tomb and a becoming funeral, for which purpose regular

subscriptions were levied.2 Yet the majority of Greek societies apparently

undertook certain duties connected with burial amongst their other duties,

and this certainly did not rank among the least important of their

functions. Some possessed their own burying places, 5 but much more

frequently the tombstone only was furnished from the funds of the koivov?

or again, as in the present case, the association rendered honour to the

dead by taking part in the funeral and in its attendant religious cere-

monies." Further, in some cases the society procured the recognition of

its deceased members as ' heroes,' and wc meet with associations, the

1 The clause, however, requiring that notice be given of a member's decease is, so far as I

know, unique. The question of the honours paid by Greek societies to their dead members is best

treated by Wilhelm, Serta Harteliana, 231 ft, and Ziebarth, op. cit. 17 f.

- Ziebarth, loc. cit.

3 E.g. the Koiva 4pavi<TTwv of Alopeke (Wilhelm, loc. cit.), Kamiros (I.G. xii. 1. 736= Ditt.

Syll.- 746), and five elairui of Cos (Paton-Hicks, Inscr. of Cos, Nos. 155 9).

* Instances might be cited from all parts of the Greek world, referring not only to religious or

semi-religious Biaaoi and avvohoi, but also to trade-gilds, etc.

•• E.f. Kaibel, Epigr. grace. No 153, 1. 1 1 ; Ditt. Syll.* 737. l$Q ft, 729. 46 ff.; Inschriftni

vou FergaHton, 374 b, 24.
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main object of which was the proper performance of the heroic cult of the

deceased. 1

In many of these points apt parallels may be drawn between the

ancient Greek tcoiva and the mediaeval English gilds.- In the latter too we

have in most cases the same religious background, and in almost all of

them provision is made for succour being given to those who needed it, and

certain rites performed at the funeral of a member. Thus, for example, it

is enacted in the statutes of the Gild of St. Leonard, Lynn (Toulmin

Smith, p. 50):

' There shal no brothir ne sistir sene othir in prison, th l he shal

comyn and vesyten hym, and comfordyn hym in his powere.'

The Gild of Berwick-upon-Tweed orders that (Toulmin Smith, p. 340)

:

' If a brother is charged, on a matter of life or limb, outside the

borough, two or three gildmen shall help him, at the cost of the gild,

for two days ;
' etc.

while the Gild of Garlekhith, London, makes provision for a weekly

payment if 'any of the forsaide bretherhede be enpresoned falslich by

enme, other by fals conspiracie, and haue noght for to fynd hym with,

etc' (Toulmin Smith, p. 5).

Of the many enactments of English Gilds dealing with the burial of

deceased members, that which comes nearest to the^terms of our present

inscription is one of the Tailors' Gild, Norwich (Toulmin Smith, p. 35):

1 And also it ys ordeyned, be alle the bretheren and sisteren, that

what brother or sister deye, the ferndes of the dede body sshullon

whet the Alderman to seyn ; and he ssal sende forthe the bedel

to alle the bretheren and the systeren, that they bien at the derge

of the body and also at messe and offeren etc'

Very similar is the statute of the Gild of St. Leonard, Lynn (Toulmin

Smith, p. 50), already referred to

:

' Alle-so, if any brothir or sistir deye, the aldirman shal comand

the Oficere to warnyn alle the bretheryn and sisteryn to bryng the Cors

1 E.g. I.C. iii. 23 ( = Wilhelm, Serta Harteliana, 231) ; l.G. ii. 630 ; Ditt. Syll.- 893.
- Toulmin Smith, English Gilds: The Original Ordinances of more than one hundred Early

English Gilds. London, 1870 (Early English Text Society, 40). My attention was drawn to

these parallels by Mr. C. T. Onions.

Z
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to th c chirche, w 1 waxc brcnnend, and thc vvaxe for to brcnne in the

tymc of seruicc.'

So also it is ordered by the Gild of thc Palmers, Ludlow (Toulmin Smith,

p. 194), that

1 Services for thc dead shall be duly attended by all thc brcthcren

and sistcrcn.'

Thc actual cost of the funeral, however, is usually borne by thc gild only

in cases of poverty : thus in thc statutes of the Gild of Berwick-upon-

Tweed (Toulmin Smith, p. 340 § II) we find it enacted :

' Whoever dies without leaving means enough to pay for becoming

burial rites, shall be buried at the cost of the gild.'

Marcus X. Ton.



SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES ON BRITISH
MUSEUM MANUSCRIPTS RELATING TO

LEVANTINE GEOGRAPHY. 1

(a) The Isolarii.-'

To some additional notes on this series I have appended the

accounts of Chios given in the three unpublished Isolarii, as samples of

their style and scope. Chios is chosen as being the native island of Lupaz-

z.olo, the most important of the three authors.

Add. 15,760. Insularium Henrici Martelli Germani. (c. 1489)

To this MS. belongs the note on Thera wrongly attributed to Arundel

93 in B.S.A. xii. 198 : it cannot safely be taken as referring to the effects of

the 1457 earthquake,3 since the whole work seems to be a compilation, the

text being for the most part an abridgement of Buondelmonti's, while the

maps draw on this and other sources: for example Chios Civiteis (f. 35 z>so.)

1 See Ji.S.A. xii. 196 ff.

2 To the list of authors of Isolarii given on p. 197, note (2), should be added the names of

(«. C. Solis (1596), Coronelli, and Laudivius da Vezzano, whose Geographia Insularum (c. 1475)

dedicated to Cardinal Ammanati of l'avia is mentioned in his letter on the fall of Caffa (Giorn.

J.igitstico, ii. 1875, 137 ff. ). No MS. seems to be extant. The island maps in Kosaccio's Viaggio

are derived from an earlier (c. 1571 ) series by G. F. Camocio (B.M. Maps, S. 132).

3 That this was a volcanic occurrence, and not (as Fouque, Santoritt, p. II, Philipp^on,

Thera, i. 66) a mere landslip, seems to me clear from Pii ii. Commentarii (Francfort, i6i.i\

p. 29. ' Turn quoque [at the time of an earthquake at Naples] & in Egeo pelago insula emei^it,

nunquam antea visa ;
parva circuitu, verum alta supra aquas quadraginta cubitis : arsitque diebus

aliquot donee flammae defuit bitumen.' The occurrence is elsewhere commemorated only by ihe

ambiguous contemporary inscription at Scaros (Ross, Inseln 201, Pegues, Santoriu, 13S) and the

note in a MS. of Buondelmonti dated 1465 ' hie ab annis VIII. circa nata est insula in longitudine

unius galee videlicet in 1458' (Thera i. p. 6).

2 3
Z 2
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does not occur in Buondelmonti, and is more than an enlargement of the

city as shewn in the map of the island.

There is curiously enough no hint, either in text or map, of the taking

of Constantinople, though the time of writing is fixed at about 1489 by the

occurrence of that date in the map of the world.

(/ 34) Chios Insula continenti asie uicina. p.m. xvii. ambitur passibus

centum & uiginti quattuor milibus : estque fere oinnis montuosa quam-
quam satis culta & arboribus masticis inprimis ferax, a quibus nomen
accepisse dicitur. quoniam chios lingua sirica, mastix latine interpretatur :

Nam & Plinius earn scyros appellat, & antea phenicem, oduam, oleandron,

Giaron, uocitatam asserit. Est autem sita in conspectu eritre Vrbis,

. (™>.) & montis Tmoli asie Cin|giturque egeo, Icarioque pellago, habet ad

orientem qua continentem spectat portum tutissimum capacissimumque
nauigiorum omnis generis, cum oppido eiusdem cum insula nominis :

& iuxta planitiem fertilissimam, deinde delfini portum amplissimum cum
arce contra quern in mari turris sancti Stefani surgit : & ad septentriones

alium maximum portum quern cardamile appellant : iuxta quern pululat

uberrimus fons. Nao dictus : ad occasum uero planitiem cum oppido

Volisso, & deinde portum alium desertum litimena dictum. Sequitur

mox & alius portus lacte dictus, cui uicinum esse asserunt sepulchrum

homeri, uatis quo precipue illustrari insulam, auctor est Plinius. & ad

meridiem deinde habet portum alium cum arce quern amiste uel sancte

Anastasie appellant. Porrigitur autem insula uniuersa a meridie in

septentriones, & superiorem partem quam apomeream Greci dicunt

septentrionalem, inferiorem uero quam cathomeram appellant meridionalem

habet. quarum inferior humiliores colles habet arboris lentisci plenos, que

masticem ueris tempore stillant, quibus arboribus omnino caret apomeiea
superior regio : habet hec insula in mediterraneis complura oppida

atque arces, quarum nomina sunt Menedatum : s. helena : Perparea :

cardamile : Volisso : Vicum : piccium : Pigri : Ricouera, Calamot. habet

etiam plerosque editissimos montes, Vt. s. helie . Sancti Angeli : Ague :

& Sancti Georgii, huius insule ouidius meminit dicens . Protinus egides

rapta minoide chion Vela dedit : comitemque suam crudelis in illo littore

destituit, deserte 1 & multa querenti. 2 Amplexus & opem liber tulit : utque

(/ 35) peremni
|
sydere clara foret Sumptam de fronte coronam Inmisit cejo

tenues uolat ilia per auras, habet hec insula promontorium Aruisium a

priscis dictum, a quo aruisia uina optima denominata sunt, de quibus maro
in Daphni, Vina nouum fundam calathis aruisia nectar, & horatius etiam

meminit in sermonibus.

Add. IO,365. Isulario .. de Antonio Millo. (c. 1581)

The volume is a presentation copy to ' Zuane Benbo Dignissimo

Provedidor De Armada Padron et Signor Mio Colendissimo ' and bears his

arms on the cover. The text of Add. 10,365 is preferred to that of Julius

1 Sic. - Sic.
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E. 1 1., as being in the author's own hand, or at least that of the draughtsman

of both series of maps. Julius E. II. shews considerable variations.

(j. 3i> ) Sio isula molto ben populata da la parte di leuante sie una Cita Con
il suo porto entrando in ditto porto Coslatiui piu al molo che al diamante 1

piu ala parte di tramontana sie il porto dolfino qual sie uno bonisimo
porto li Capise ogni groza da qui partito si troua il Cauo di la isola

uoltando trouati la Cardamila qual fa perfetisimi uini et sie uno scholgio

Con bon sorzitor per uaseli picholi uoltando la ditta isola ala parte di fora

di la isolla trovati la uale di chrio nero bonisimo sorzitor ma per

instade. intrade piu a lostro trouati il "porto di san stefano Con bonisimo stacio

si da una parte Come da l'altra le naue uano ala banda di tramontana

nela prima uale Con prouase ala buora et trouati bonisima auqua da
beuer poi uenendo a lostro trouati il Capo di maseria uoltando al sirocho

tino al Cauo biancho sie tuta dirupata et cenza porto et di rinpeto

al Capo biancho sie il scholgio uenetticho alargo m 4/ da Cauo biancho

andando in tramontana troui Cauo di san todoro et poi Cauo di mastici

et Cauo di santa lena et ui richordo che da Cauo biancho fino al porto

dolfino per tuto sie bonisimo sorzitor per ogni uaselo et qui nase il

uero mastice da questa ala parte di lasia minor sie il pasagio et nel

mezo dil Canal uno scholgio ala parte di tramontana sie le isole dite

agnuse. El circhuito di la isola di sio sono m n. 1 10.

Lansdowne 7 9 2. Isolario di Francesco Lupasolo. (1638)

With regard to the author's identity I could* find no mention of him

in the Latin church registers at Chios, and the name no longer exists there.

Examination of the text reveals a rather detailed knowledge of the

ecclesiastical communities in the islands, especially Latin.'- The author

mentions Bordonc (1528) several times as an authority.

(/. 6orw.) Scio, nel mar egeo circonda 120 milia nobile e leggiadra Isola e poco

tempo che fu presa da l'ialis l'Anno 1566 uiuente Sultan Salin secondo

dalle mani di Giustiniani Gentilhuonrini Genuesi che l'haueuano hauuta

da Michel Faleologo in premio del socorsf) portatoli nella guerra do

Venetiani, e assai montuosa, et sassosa ; con tutto cio produce d'ogni cosa

in abbondaza et saporito, et sopra il tutto il uino, che in ogni parte

e adimandato uino d'Homero filosofo greco, e tanto nominato : anzi

secondo l'opinione de molti uogliono che sia Nato in un uilaggio di Scio

detto anauato se bene gli Smirniensi contesero molto con gli Sciotti,

pretendendo che fusse Smirneo. Sin al giorno d'hoggi uicino al mare

1 Shewn l>y the map inJulius e 1 1. to he the name given to the southern mole of the harbour.

-' Since writing the above I find in M. Giustiniani's Scio Sacra (Avellino, 1658, pp. 4, 18) two

references to a Relatione mandata alia Sacra Congrcgationc del/a Propaganda Fede mil' ano 1639

sopra la Visita dill' Arcipclago by Francesco Luppazzolo (sit') da Monferrato. The first of these

references contains a quotation which suggests that this Relatione was the MS. mentioned by

Thevenot (ed. of Amsterdam, 1727, i. 307) as the source of his information on the Chiutc

villages.
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e distantc dalla Citta tie milia in circa, si uede un gran sasso di forma tonda

sopra del (male detto Filosofo faceva per suo diporto la scola conforme

l'attestono tutti gli habitanti, quiui fanno spesso pescaggione che pero

(/ 60 dicono
|

\Map of Chios] a cotesto loco sabega, la Citta fu prima 'situata

sopra un monte detto pethodo nel qual loco habittauano gente heremitica,

la sua chiesa era adimandata Incoronata che pur al giorno d'hoggi

cossi si dice et e posseduta dalli Padri dominicani gia 3cfo passati

come appare da un loro anale, dietro al sudetto monte verso Ponente tra

le rocche e boschi e situato un monasterio di monaci greci il numero di,

ioo, con il loro Abbate creato dalli medesimi monaci ogni 3 Anni,

(/ 61 vso.) e fu fatto fabricare da Constantino Monomacos ueramente
|

e fabrica

Reggia per l'eccelenza delli marmi porfori l- pitture a Mosaico il quadro

della B.V. che si adora fu trouato in quel loco sotto terra et e dipinta

sopra un pezzo di legno qual figura si conserua molto bene, li monaci

hanno bellissimi paramenti concernenti al culto diuino, Reliquie hanno

un pezzo del legno della Sta Croce, un deto di S. Gio : Batta et una

mano del loro primo fondattore e tutte cite rinchiuse in una Cassetta

mediocre di Argento Masizzo. il monasterio e fabricato in forma di

fortezza dottato di molte Intrate che cauano dalli Poderi che in diuersi

lughi del Isola hanno, quali sono coltiuati et gouernati dalli medessimi

monaci portando poi le uetoalie al monasterio con 80 muli che il

monasterio mantiene, uiuono in comune e mangiano in un refettorio

longo 80 piedi, quando detti monaci passano a miglior uitta sono sepeliti

fori del monasterio in una Chiesa dedicata a S. Lucca e gli pongono cosi

uestiti sopra un grada di ferro quali Cadaueri alcuni si mantengono
Intatti, e dicono che per essere scomunicati non si disfanno, In cotesto

loco concorre molto popolo e da diuerse parti massime il giorno 1

di Pascua cioe il terzo giorno perche fanno una processione solenne

con tutte le reliquie et Imagini e cio basti di questo monasterio. Nel' Isola

sono situati in circa 70 uilaggi 22 de quali sono detti Casali della

Mastice perche in tutti cotesti sono gli arbori di da Mastice, e rendono

ogni Anno 100 cas ce di da quali sono 80 oche l'una, li principali uilaggi

sono Cali Massia, Mesta, Nenita, Catharati, Vono, et Pirgi con Volisso

quali doi sono sotto al patriarcato di Conpli. e non al Arciuescouo di Scio

e sono adimandati Stauropij, Volisso ha un castello che fu fatto fabricare

da quel gran Capiiano Belissario, qual Castello fu difeso una uolta dalle

donne quali in segno di tal difesa portano pendenti al orecchie a guisa

(/. 62) d'Archi e nel petto una rotella di Arg'°
f

II Vilaggio detto Elata e

un loco doue li uilani di esso usano a domesticare pernici et in gran

numero, quali uanno a pascolare fuora in campagna lasciandole andare

con le saluaggie e poi con un sol fischio che il uilano manda fuora

subito ritornano al suo pastore, cosa molto diletteuole da vedere ; in

un altro uilaggio detto di Santa Elena si uede una Capella

fabricata in una rocca tutta uacua dentro della quale da una ponta

di detta distilla continuamente una gociola d'Aqua adimandata dal

uolgo Aiasma cioe Aqua Santa benche questa e fabula, poiche quel la

e caggionata dalle pioggie che imbeuerano la rocca, e dalli uapori che da

una gran ualle tutta nubilosa e Aquosa per le aque che quiui corrano, che

nella d'
1
grotta assendono, & e seruita q

,a Capella da doi monaci greci, li

1 Su.
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uilani di cotesto loco credono fermamente che un corpo morto non
disfacendosi in 40 giorni si conuerte in spirito foletto, detto da greci

/3op/3dAa/cas la niedessima oppinione hanno molti altri uilaggi, Alia spiagia

del mare uerso Maestro tramontana in un loco detto Coronia e una fonte

di aqua solforea calda quale e adimandata aqua santa per la sua uirtu

poiche oppera nel corpo humano beuendola, come qualsi uoglia medecina,
discosto quatro in cinque milia in c* dal uilaggio di Cardamila doue
e una Campagna fertilissima et di doue ne esce il uino di Homero, con un
porto amplissimo se bene per uaselli e meglio stare dietro a un scoglio detto

Margaritti cinque milia distante, si uede una fonte grandissima adimandata
Naos Naos e quiui era fabricato un tempio tutto di marmi di color di Cenere

di inestimabile bellezza e grandezza quali erano tutti congionti con[

(/ 62 vso.) ferro e piombo ma li uilani per cauare cotai metalli l'hanno spezzati
st» EUa tutti. Si uede poi il monte detto di S to Elia quale e il piu eminente di

tutta l'lsola, e di quiui si scopre Tenodo che e discosta 200 milia in circa,

ha una chiesa nella somita et nel mezzo una fonte di perfettissima aqua
quale inaqua tutti li giardini et Campagne del uilaggio di Gambia loco

situato tra le rocche e monti doue sono ualli profondissime folte de Arbori
di pini saluaggi quali sono da Turchi tagliati per fabricare galere et barche.

Vicino alia Citta e una pianura beliss"
11

e spacciossissima tutta piena de
fabriche a guisa quasi di una noua Citta, doue li Cittadini uanno a

recrearsi nella staggione calda et quando il Contaggio si fa sentire,

attorno a detto Campo et Cardamada sono situati molti Vilaggi di

mediocre grandezza e di ogni Commodita, come thimiana Niocori,

Carchios, et altri con un monasterio nouamente fabricato da Papa Minas
sto Minx con 80 monaci, di molte Intrate et adimandato Santo Minas ; sopra un

Colle molte Ameno che scopre tutta cotesta Campagna e una fonte di Aqua
Cria nrisi fredissima adimandata Cria urisi in greco et una torre poco discosta da
Crina q

,a fonte detta Crina che fu fabricata dicono nel tempo di Constantino
Imp. che pur al giorno d'hoggi e feudo della Sultana di CoApli benche
posseduta da alcuni Sigri

detti Reccanelli Giustiniani, tutti li nominati
uilaggi sono habittati da greci con molte chiese et Preti che le gouernano,
Nella Citta sono doi Parti Greci, una Turchi et una Itagliani tra quali sono
molti cassate nobili e deriuate da Giustiniani, le chiese de lattini sono
assai bene seruite dal Vescouo et suoi Preti, essendoui anco monasterij

2

(f'°6

a
)

nt
' ^e Pac* r i Zocolanti dedicato a S. Nicola, di Padri Domi|nicani dedicato

Doiuinicani a San Sebastiano de Padri Giesuiti quali fanno le scole si come altre buone

s°c'n%'"!',
oppere pje dedicato a Santo Antonio de Padre Capuccini detto. S. Rocco,
et la Capella perche seruono a doi lochi, e fanno ancor loro la scola et altri

essercitij salutari a quelle anime, In tutta cotesta Isola uogliono che ci sia

60 milia anime in tutto e ben uero che e habittata da gran numero de
forestieri che da altre Isole quiui uengono, il gouerno temporale e tenuto

dalli turchi, cioe un Bei, et un Cadi cioe giudice . la medessima Citta

e ben tenuta, polita, piena di ogni uitto necessario et libera a tutti il Porto

buono nel quale sono sempre Galere perche molti bei quiui sono maritati

et del proprio loco Attorno al Isola sono altri bonissimi Porti e si fanno
anco la guardia in ogni loco per galere e Vaselli, la terra ferma da Scio non
e discosta piu di 18 l milia in circa, Mettilini 60 et Smirne 100 . fuori

della Citta et dentro ci sono belissimi Giardini folti d'Arbori di Neranturi

2 3 #
' Alteredfrom 28.
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e lemoni quali nella prima uera rendono suauissima fragrantia gli huomini
sono Ciuili et le donne molto cortese leggiadre et alegre poiche li sentite

sempre cantare, sopra l'tutto sono honestissime, e se si dicesse alcuna

cosa di esse in materia del honore non se li deue dare Credito poiche non
sara Cittadina ma si bene straniera quali alcuna uolta si danno in preda
al uitio, uestono polito e s'Inghirlandano laChioma tutta de fiori e calzano

scarpe e pianelle di Veluto, il parlar loro e tutto in plurale per essere in

greco piu ciuile se bene hormai e corrotto con 1'Italiano. Dara ques'
dacciodei Isola in circa l'Anno per le gabelle che tiene della seda, sale, uino, Pece,

taule, et Mastice cioe scriuania, con le decime de Armenti cento millia

Reali, ci sono molti mercanti, et gioventu che attende al arte delli

(f.63vso.) damaschi, Rasi et capiciole essendo in c" iooo telari
|
sono usciti da quest'

Isola molti huomini e Prelati uirtuosi con un Cardinale che fuil

Giustiniano et al giorno d'hoggi sono cinque Vescoui e doi Arciuescoui,

di Smirne et Naxia si come altri che forsi non mi sovengono, e per

souenimento delli Infermi la Citta e ben prouista de Medeci ecc" speciali

et Cirugichi, come anco per le Campagne diuerse herbe medicinali, lochi

di recreatione e di Caccia sono diuersi, e saluaticine come pemici, qualie,

Colombi, Galinazze, lepri, et altre simili non mancano ; Pessi x In Abbon-
danza, et saporito, Came poi non mancano giorni che non si ucida 10 capi

de boui e montoni di modo che gratia del sig
re non manca a quest' Isola

ogni bene tanto spirituale come temporale che cossi piaccia a S.D.M. di

mantenerla. Amen.
Vilaggi principal! del Isola di Scio nella Parte soprana done non e

Mastice. Cardamila fa 500 anime in circa .8. preti e .3. chiese nel

uilaggio, fuori sono molte, con una fonte copiossissima uicino al Porto

detta Naraulaca. Vilette ordinarie sono, Pitios ; Amades ; Yichi ;

Cambia ; Spartonda, ta Marco—Pispilonda, Fitta, Calandra, Coronia,

Cheramo, Nenita, Santa Elena, Melanio ; Parparia, Pirama, Yolisso

uilaggio principale di 1500 Anime 40 preti e moltiss"' e Chiese con il

castello di Belissario, quel gran Capitano che vinse gli uandali, trionfo

de Persi, libero piu uolte l'ltalia da Barbari, e finalmente in premio de
suoi sucessi, gli fu d'ordine del Imperatore cauato gli occhij e doue da la

Virtu fu fatto chiaro, dal Inuidia fu fatto cieco riducendosi poi in Roma,
dentro a una Cappanuccia, nella piu freq

te strada di cotesta Citta

adimandaua elemosina, dicendo, Viendante da un quatrino per l'amor di

Dio, poco discosto da q'° uilaggio ui e situato un monasterio greco con

20 monaci di molte Intrate et dedicato a San Gio Batta et uicino alia

(/• 64) Marina e una chiesola detta Santa) Marcella eretta in un Campo nominato
Varuariso, quale Vergine fu per miracolo conuertita in sasso, dal quale

ogni anno nel giorno della sua festa che li uilani in questa fanno, si

uede dalle mamelle distilare latte questo caso non e di fede con tutto cio

quel popolo cossi afferma et la causa della sua conuersione fu perche il

proprio padre la seguiua per uiolarla et essa non uolendo acconsentire

prego Iddio per tal conuersione. II rimanente delli altri Vilaggij sono
Sieronda, licilimiona, Anauato, Augonima, Caries, Vestarcato, San Giorgio,

Elata, doue domesticano le pemici, Pirgi loco doi mille anime, 60 preti

e 30 chiese Mesta, uilla con un Castello molto ben situato di 300 anime,
Calamoti, Vessa, Armolia che ha un Castello sopra un monte molto alto

1 Sic.
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adimandato Apolieno, Nenita di 1500 anime 30 chiese e 40 Preti con

doni picoli monasterij uno di donne et uno di huomini, si come una chiesa

detta Tasiarchi doue portono tutti li forsenati per riceuerne la sanita,

Catharacti, con un Castello, di 1500 anime 20 preti e 16 chiese, Vono
con castello, Didima, Oxsodidima, Dafnes, Tholopotami, Merninghi,

Calimasia, di 2500 anime 30 chiese e 40 preti, Niocori, Thimiana,

Carchios, Daffnona, et altri che non mi souengono. Mi usci di memoria
nientre trattauo di Sciodi memorare li monasteri di monache greche quali

sono. S. Giacomo, con 100 monache, S. Simeone con 100, S. Elia,

officio delta s. Isidoro, S. Giorgio, Ioiditria, S. Constantino si come del officio della

Z"/ia. misericordia quale raccoglie molte elemosine, et con quelle mantieniene li

figlioli naturali che alcuna uolta sono sopra le porte delle chiese portati

;

si come per sepelire li poueri et fare altre oppere pie ce poi la Confrat'a

della Cosacia molto ben officiata da quelli fratelli essendo anco arichita

( /. 64, no.) da mold privileggi da sua sanu [illustration of Sciote costumes}.

Qui finisse il discorso del Isola di Scio al Incontro di Eolida

Provincia del Asia Minore Metrodoro et Cleobolo l'adimandorano Chia,

daChione Ninpha/alcuni dalla Neue, si come anco Machrin, fu anco detta

Phijthiusa et il loco di Eolida e hoggi detto Capo Bianco, si come da

altri Natolia et Perama le su dette figure l'una e il modo che uestono

le uilane del Vilaggio di Voliso con tutti li circonvicini et Parte soprana,

l'altra e il modo che si uestono le gentildonne e Cittadine della Citta.

{b) The Sherley Papers.

By permission of the Archbishop of Canterbury I am enabled to

publish the following notes on the Lambeth MS. 514.
1 The volume is a

small quarto of ninety-two pages, of which seventy arc written, chiefly on

recto only : it is entitled on the back ' Discours of the Turkes by S' Tho

:

Sherley! The text begins without title or other ceremony. ' There be

tow sortes of turkes, the naturali and the rcnegadoc,' and proceeds to

discuss the State of Turkic {ff. I 11), Turki trade (12-14), Turki

wronges (15-18), Embassadors in Turkic (19-20), Constantinople (21),

Troye (23), Ncgroponte (24), Thessalonica (25), Turki fortes (26), Cipriis

(2j), Candi (28), Millo (29), Zante (30), Corfu (32), after which certain

towns in Italy and Germany, presumably those passed by Sir Thomas on

his homeward journey;- the text ends 'they will elect the archduke

Maximilian whoe is the most esteemed man of that house, though he bee

not much reputed.'

A certain amount of the material concerning the Turks is published

1 Cf. M.S. A. xii. p. 209, note (i).

- On his outward route he touched at Ceos (Geo) and an unnamed island near by, where

he made a piratical descent and was captured. lie was taken thence as a prisoner to Negropont,

and so overland to Constantinople.
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by A. Nixon in the rare contemporary pamphlet ' The Three Brothers.' 1

The Turkish towns and islands described are considered from a military

point of view, Sir Thomas's politics being violently anti-Turkish, probably

on account of his well-deserved imprisonment and the example of his

brothers who aided the Persians in their wars with the Turks. The sections

on Constantinople and Melos given below are typical.

(/ 21) Constantinople is the greatest citye, that euer I sawe, it is within the

walles as bygge as 2 of London, Westminster, and all the rest of the

subvrb. It standeth vpon a necke of lande, in the vttermoste limittes of

Thrace, and is the end of Evrope that waye. It is a iuste geometricall

triangle, and is 3 wayes environed with the sea. The 4th lieth vpon a

playne towards Andrinople. It hath in it 30 gates and 2 fortes, at eache

end one; the one at the easte, and that is the Seralia, where the Create

Turke keepeth his courte, his concubines, and eunches, and there the visiere

bashaw kepeth his courtes of justis. The other is in the west, and is

called the 7 towers, soe named bycause there are 7 greate towers vpon
the walles of it. Neyther of these places, nor the citje it self bee

(vso.) fortefied with anye arte, but with huge stone walles builte after
|
the olde

fashion. The 7 towers and that parte of the citye whyche lieth to the

lande, haue 3 walles (and so haue moste of the townes of Greece), the

other sides, to the sea, are but singlye walled. This towne is mutche
ruined : and divers streetes on the southe side are vtterlye defaced

and there is come grounde where wer wonte to bee houses. There are

fewe fayre buildinges in it, onelye theyre churches, and of them 2 exeede

all the rest : the one is Sultan Soliman his monument, the other that

whiche was St. Sofie's churche in the christian tyme. The Christians

enhabitte in the west ende of the towne, the Jewes in the northe and
northe easte parte, and the Turkes in the reste. There are in this city

5 Christians for one Turke. The entrans into this citye is garded with

4 stronge castelles, 2 vpon the streyghtes of Scuderett, 4 mile from

(/ 22) Constantinople at the entrans into the Blacke Sea, auntientlye called

Pontus Euxinus, the other 2 are at the entringe in of the streyghtes of

Gallipoli, 100 leagus from Constantinople.
(/.29) Millo is one of the delicatest ilandes that euer I sawe, full of

fruitefull vallys and pleasant hills. The people are curteous and
kinde. They are tributary subjectes to the Turke, but haue no
garrison, nor anye Turke emongest them but onelye a Cadi and his

Cadi is a man : there are 2 brave and exellent harboures, whereof the porte of
i u dirt' • * •

Millo is capable^ of 1,000 shyppes; the entrans into it is streyghte

and maye easelye bee fortefied. The other is called Argentiere,

and is between 3 ilands, Millo, Argentiere and Cephano, whereof
Argentiera hathe some fewe inhabitans, the other none. Millo is well

able to maynteyne a garrison, bycause it payeth 10,000 chikinoes 2 by the

1 London, 1607 (B.M. Printed Books, G6672) : cf. especially the three pages on the 'Manners

and Fashions of the Turkes.'
2

I.e. Sequins, Zecchini : at f. 12, vso. we find that ' chikinoe is 7 shillings & six pens

starling.'
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yeare to the Turke, and yett it is not half soe well inhabited as it mighte

bee yf the Christians had it. There are 2 bishoppes in Millo, the one

Latin and the other Cireeke.

(pse.) This ile of Millo (beside wyne and come) hath a mine of siluer,

great quantitye of brimmestone, a myne of calamitte, roache allum, and

boale armoniacke : and divers exellent bathes both moiste and drye. But

they dare not vent anye of theyre mynes for feare of the Turkes ; bycause

they are nowe free, and doe onelye pay a tribute, but yf the Turkes

knewe this wealthe they were vtterlye ruined. The ritches of this ile will

serue to mayneteyne more than the thirde parte of the chardge of an

armye yf it bee well vsed. All the ilande yeeldeth salte peeter in greate

abundans and soe doeth all Greece in generall. The porte of Argentira

will bee easelye fortefied with small chardge and then the islande is

impregnable.
F. W. Hasluck.

ERRATA.

[The •following list of errata in the former article is for the most pail due to the untiring kind-

ness of Mr. J. A. Herbert.]

P. 198 (Arundel 93): Refer to Adil. 15,760 the words * In the Thera map . . . Therasia '

:

(1. 2 of title to Sloane 3843)70/- 'Thuana' read ' Thuaena.'

P. 199 (1. 3 of title to Add. 10,365) : for ' 1581 ' read ' 1591.'

P. 203 (Add. 8624) : The date is really after 1 660 and before the partition 01 Poland : (heading of

Vitellius A. xx. ) between ' Constantinopolim ' and ' mira ' insert ' illam egregiam civitatem.'

P. 204 : for ' incurvatum ' read ' incarnatum ' : (Burney 213) transpose ' Tanam ' and ' Tanaym.'

P. 205 (Sloane 2742): for ' ff. 12' read '
ft". 5— 1 1 : (Harl. 3408) delete the first 'n* in

' Constantinopoli.' Some part of this Relation seems to have been published by Alfonso

Chierici, ' Vera Relatione della gran citta di Costantinopoli, . . . cauata dal uero originale

del Sig. Domenico Hierosolimitano, Bracciano, 1621' (Inaccessible to me: cf. Bibliothlque

Rhodocanakis, No. 427).

P. 206 (Harl. 1599) : for 'voyage faict ' read ' voiage faicte' : (Add. 10,130) for ' 1664' read

'1663.'

P. 207 (Sloane 2439) : for ' Wild ' read ' Wylde.'

P. 210 (Sloane 3985) : insert ' f. 1-80 b : (Sloane 2945) insert ' ff. 1-42 b.

P. 211: for ' Seliori ' read ' Selivri ' : (Add. 22,912) for ' ff. 75 ' read '
ft'. 74 b.

!

: for ' ff. 247
'

read ' ff. 249.'

P. 213 (Add. 6269) for ' ff. 36-46 ' read ' ff. 38-49 b : add ' Imperf at end.'

F. \V. H.



THE PAGAN ELEMENT IN THE NAMES
OF SAINTS.

THE early strife between Christianity and Paganism has recently been

reflected in a prolix discussion of Survivals. The Church is accused of

sheltering Paganism in her rites and tenets by disguising heathen practices

and beliefs under Christian forms, while the vindicators of an independent

Christianity reject as false or inadequate the analogies drawn in support

of this accusation. The aim of the present paper is to examine one

section of these analogies, that is, those which arc founded on resem-

blances between the names of saints and of pagan deities.

It is well known that temples were transformed into places of Christian

worship, and that pagan images were used in the new religion, after the

barricade of hatred and persecution had been broken down. In the fourth

century conversion came to be a collective and political event, and the

converts, instead of throwing off their old beliefs through conviction, were

inclined to adhere to the established traditions and practices ; with the

result that a certain amount of confusion arose in the development of

the new religion. It has often been stated that the policy of ecclesiastical

authorities at this time was to conciliate converts by an avoidance of

excessive novelty, and that, with this end in view, they gave them back

tfieir old gods to worship under the form of saints ; thus systematically

encouraging the survival of Paganism.

An examination of legends, attributes, and functions attaching to the

saints of the Greek Calendar affords many reminiscences of paganism.

It is natural to find succession in the matter of functions, for the needs

of the people remain the same. They had their Asklepios, and they must
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tiave their Cosmos and Damian to heal them ; or the sailors, no longer

permitted to believe in the protection of Poseidon, transfer their faith to

St. Nicholas, and in this sense he becomes the successor of the pagan god.

Wc find also another kind of transference, which cannot be explained in

this way : legends and biographical incidents, belonging to the pagan

literature, are ascribed to many saints in an undisguised fashion. Well-

known examples of this transference are given by Usenet-

,

1 and to these

another may be added. St. Niketas, whose festival is held on 3rd April,

is depicted
"
2 as mounted on a horse with white wings, which carries him

through the air. Two legends 3 are told of him, according to which he

conveys a girl back to her family ; and on the rock beside the chapel in

Crete is shown the mark made by the horse's hoof, when the saint alighted

with the girl. The rider with the winged horse is clearly a reminiscence

of Bellerophon and Pegasos, and this is borne out in an interesting way

on Mount Helikon : the chapel of St. Niketas, 4 where his chief festival

is held, stands on Helikon, not very far from the fountain of Hippokrene,

which was made by the stroke of Pegasos' hoof. In such a case as that

of St. Niketas it is easy to understand the reason for the pagan survival.

The new generation kept up their fathers' stories, but told them of their

own heroes, the saints.

There are, however, other instances in which the pagan clement is more

complicated. The Greek Calendar contains names which directly suggest

the gods of ancient Greece ; and when, as occurs in several cases, other

points of contact with the pagan name-god are presented in characteristics,

attributes, or legendary history, the Church is credited with the appropria-

tion of the god and the transformation of him into the saint. In this

theory great weight is laid on evidence derived from nomenclature, the

significance of which has been misinterpreted by those who, like Gruppe/'

state succinctly that St. Dionysios was made out of Dionysos. The case

of St. Demetrios has also often been quoted in this connection. The

derivation of the name from Demeter is taken in conjunction with the

1 Sintjluthsagen, pp. 1 08 ft".

- Polites, napaSoo-eir, ii. 798.
3 SprrUt, Travels in Crete, i. p. 342.

4 R. M. Dawkins, Emmanuel Coll. Magazine, xv. No. 1, p. 5.

h Griech. Myth. ii. p. 1654. ' Dann (IV. Jahihundert) ist man freilich weiter gegangen, und

hat entweder aus dem alten Gott kurzweg einen Heiligen gemacht wie den heiligen Dionysios aus

Dionysos, oder aber einen in der Legende oderauch im Namen irgendwie entsprechender Heiligen

an die Stelle des Gottes geseLzt.'
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fact that St. Dernetrios is the popular patron of Greek husbandmen and

shepherds, and the protector of agriculture in general. The functions of

the Earth-Mother are perpetuated in him, and his festival in October, just

before sowing-time, has great importance in the land of peasant-farmers.

All over the country, at Eleusis as in every other district, his churches are

found ; but, before it could be maintained that St. Dernetrios was given to

the new converts as representative of the banished Demeter, it would be

necessary to find some general recognition of his place and powers, and

this is wanting to the argument. The Synaxarium l gives the story of a

young martyr bearing the common name of Dernetrios, who was put to

death at Rome on October 26th, but there is no hint of any connection

with agriculture. Further, the city of Salonika, where Dernetrios is honoured

as patron, does not recognise in him any such attributes. The agricultural

side of St. Dernetrios belongs, therefore, to popular local tradition.

Although the theory that this saint had his origin in Demeter must be

set aside, the coincidence of name and attributes demands explanation.

Consider any district in which new converts were being trained in the

beliefs and practices of Christianity. Before conversion they had believed

in other gods and prayed to other patrons ; their new priests taught them

to worship saints, amongst whom might be one bearing a name similar to

that of some pagan patron, for such names as Apollonios or Dernetrios

had long been in common use. Round the pagan deity the people had

gathered legends, and special powers had been attributed to him, the

memory of which was still living ; these came to be transferred to his

namesake by a natural imaginative process on the part of the people.

It is another question whether the Church did her best to suppress this

tendency, or made it her policy to encourage it. This blending of Pagan

and Christian by reason of similar nomenclature may at first have been

purely local, according to the sphere of the pagan predecessor's influence,

but, as the popularity of the saint increased, the conception of his powers

would also spread.

With reference to this theory the chief examples of pagan nomen-

clature in the Greek Calendar must be examined. The case of St. Dionysios

has been cited by Gruppe,2 by Bent,3 and by other writers, as an instance

of a saint directly evolved from a god. In the Synaxarium there are three

1 Synaxarium Ecchsiae Constant'inopolilanae, Oct. 26th.
'-' Griech. Myth. ii. p. 1654. 3 The Cn lades, p. 338.
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chief saints of that name, the patron of /akvnthos, the Areopagite, and

the monk of Meteora. No one of these can be connected with Dionysos

on grounds similar to those which are presented in the case of St. Hippo-

lytos
;
who, like the son of Theseus, was dragged to death bound to wild

horses. 1 Popular practice and tradition afford two cases on which state-

ments of a connection have been based. First, to the north of Athens lies

a district called Dionyso, which can be identified with the deme Ikaria,'-

where tradition located the first reception of the Athenian god Dionysos.

There Chandler found a chapel dedicated to St. Dionysios,3 and an ancient

inscription relating to a victory. Rangabe 4 supposes this to be a case of

saint succeeding god, taking the inscription as referring to a local Dionysiac

celebration. The fact that neither at the time of his own visit, nor in later

years,5 was the chapel known under the designation of St. Dionysios,

combined with the vagueness of the ancient inscription, considerably

weaken^ his hypothesis, and no succession can be satisfactorily asserted.

Any traditions which may have existed about a local worship of St. Dio-

nysios should perhaps be accounted for, not by an original supplanting of

god by saint, but by a later confusion on the part of the people arising

from the name of the district, which is clearly derived from the

pagan god.

The second case occurs in the island of Naxos, the legendary home

of Dionysos and one of the chief centres of his cult. There Bent c found

that St. Dionysios was widely worshipped., and was connected in popular

legend with the origin of the vine. The modern Naxian story" is told

about a journey of the saint from Mount Olympos to Naxos. He noticed

an herb by the way, and first planted it in the bone of a bird, then in the

bone of a lion, and lastly in the bone of an ass. At Naxos he made the

first wine with its fruit. The intoxication which followed the drinking

of this wine had three stages ; first he sang like a bird, then felt strong as

a lion, and lastly became foolish as an ass.

The fact that the saint is said to have been travelling from Olympos

connects him with the monk of Meteora of the twelfth century, who has

1 Synaxarium, Aug. loth. 'O Ba<ri\tvs . . . (k4\(V(T( Ktvdpais avrbv {'IwiroAvrov) (TtSypais

IxaoTLywdrji'at ko\ Tmroir kyplois irpocrBfdrjvoLi v<p' wv iir\ no\ii avp6fxtvos rtf Ottfi rb irvtvfj.a irapfbwKev.
2 Papers of the American School at Athens, v. 48.
3 Travels in Greece, p. 161. 4 Antiqnite's Helleniqnes No. 985.
5 Papers of the American School at Athens, v. 48.
6 The Cyclades, p. 338.

7 Polites, napa56<rets, i. No. 175.
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a monastery on the mountain, and is believed by tradition to have rid the

district of bdrs. 1 This monk presents no distinguishing Bacchic charac-

teristics ; the connection in popular tradition is purely local, and of a

later date. The Naxiotes long cherished the established legend of their

wine god, for they still make the ' wine of Dionysos,' and learning of a

saint with similar name, they attached to him the attributes of their old

god. This is not a case of transformation of the pagan deity into the

saint ; the coincidence is due to the perpetuation of name and story by

popular tradition, which tends to unite old and new. A similar confusion

occurs in Cyprus, where the summer festival, a fair on the water, is

popularly called the festival of Aphrodite. The name of the pagan

goddess is attached by the people to this modern celebration only because

of the long-standing tradition of the island's chief cult, which is thus

perpetuated in name.

Another instance of this pagan nomenclature is quoted by Bent.-

St. Artcmidos is worshipped on Keos as patron of weakly children.

Bent identifies the saint as a Christianised Artemis, to whom belonged

protecting powers over children, animals, and vegetation in general. The

popular practice is the only reason, apart from nomenclature, for connecting

the saint with Artemis, but the Kcan custom is a common one through-

out Greece. At Chalcis, in the church of St. Klias within the fort, I

found that the women of Kuboia go through a similar ceremony: in a

case of illness the mother brings her child, dressed in black, to the ikon

of the I'anagia, strips him, and after leaving him one da)- in the church

she dresses him in fresh white clothes, anil leaves the black garments

in the church. It would be easy to multiply examples of this practice,

which is one mode of the transference of disease. It docs not pertain

exclusively to the cult of the Kean St. Artemidos ; he merely shares it

with other patron saints, to whose chapels mothers with ailing children

have recourse, and that is not sufficient ground for the assertion that

the attributes of Artemis kourotrofihos have been transferred to St.

Artemidos.

St. Eleuthcrios also bears a name which is believed to indicate pagan

origin, and he has often been connected with Kileithyia, the goddess who

presided over childbirth. Schmidt ! asserts that there can be no connection

1 I'olitcs. t>/\ tit. i. No. 19S. . - The Cyelades, \>. 457.

* Das Volkskben dtr Neugrieihen, p. 2S, note 7.
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between the names owing to their dissimilarity ; but other forms of

Kileithyia are Kleutho or Eleuthyia, 1 a fact which makes the resemblance

indisputable. In certain districts St. Elcutherios is regarded as the patron

of mothers, especially in cases of childbirth. At the small metropolitan

church of Athens his feast is popularly celebrated by crowds of worship-

ping women, who bring propitiatory offerings to his ikon ; in Crete- also,

the saint is popular under the same aspect. This function of St. Elcutherios

is local ; no ground for it is given in the life of the saint, and in other

districts the same powers are attributed to the Panagia, or, as at Arachova,

to St. Stylianos.3 Popular tradition and local practice may again be held

responsible for the coincidence of name and function, and this view is

supported by our knowledge of the ancient cult. Crete is the traditional

birthplace of Kileithyia,4 and from Crete the cult was brought to Athens,

where there were at least two sanctuaries of the goddess. From the

topographical indications of Pausanias it seems probable that one of these

temples stood near the site of the small metropolitan church, near which

has been discovered a dedication to Kileithyia.5 In these districts, where

Kileithyia, who, like the saint, shared her functions with other goddesses,

was especially worshipped as patroness of childbearing women, the converts

probably attributed her powers to the newcomer with similar name. This

suggestion represents the connection between the Pagan and Christian

worship in a totally different way from the statement that a new saint

was made to take the place of the god.

The case of St. Klias, the conjectured successor of the sun-god

Helios, has received widest notice. For this the saint's popularity must

be held accountable. It would be difficult to find any spot in Greece from

which one could not descry on a prominent hilltop a little white chapel

dedicated to him, where at least once a year, on the 20th of July, a service is

held. This hilltop saint is believed by the peasants to be lord of sunshine,

rain, and thunder. In several ways these powers are indicated in his

worship ; the site of his chapels is the place where the sun shines longest

from its rising to its setting, and where rain is first seen and felt. The date

of the festival, during the most intense heat, points to a propitiation of the

sun-god, while the character of the popular celebrations confirms these

1 Roscher's Lexiion, s.v. ' Eileithyia.'

2 Byhilakis, Neug. Leben, p. 2. * Schmidt, Volkslebeu, p. 28.

4 Pausanias, i. 18. 5.
5 Frnzer, Pausanias, ii. n. 177.

A A
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ideas. On the island of Kastellorizo, 1 for example, the festival of St. Elias

is celebrated by the performance of a rain-charm wrought through the

imitative magic of vicarious drenching. In the morning all the children

throw each other into the sea, and later on old men and young join with

them, until no person clad in dry clothes can walk through the streets with

impunity. Those who resist arc dealt with by strong fishermen. This

compulsory bathing continues till Vespers, and then the bells call the

drenched multitudes to church. The town itself looks as if a heavy rain-

storm had fallen. And then the dwellers on that island, where drought

causes the greatest suffering, pray to St. Elias for a good wet season. In

certain other districts the saint is honoured by a fire-festival or sun-charm,'-'

by which the quickening process of the sun-fire on vegetation is represented,

and supplications are made to St. Elias for sunshine for the crops Thus

on his feast day, the summit of Mount Taygetos, dedicated to St. Elias, is

the scene of a great bonfire, 3 which the village-; of the Spartan plain take as

a signal for similar celebrations on their part. Throughout the land, at all

times of need, prayers for rain or sunshine arc offered to this saint.

In this modern St. Elias, the nature-saint of the Greek Calendar

credited with power oxer the elements, is embodied the popular conception

of the biblical prophet who brought rain to the famine-stricken land,

called down fire to consume his own sacrifice, and was in the end taken up

in a chariot of fire with horses of fire. To converts, who had previously

worshipped the sun-god with his four-horse chariot of fire, the name and

attributes of the saint would suggest Helios, and it seems reasonable to

attribute to this association of pagan ideas the development of that aspect

of St. Elias which corresponds so closely to the conception of the old gods

of nature. Further, the representations of the saint, by their strong

suggestion of pagan pictures of the sun, point aiso to some interdependence.

For instance, in the little church of St. Elias on the summit of the pass

between Eivadia and St. Luke's monastery is a rough ikon 4 depicting the

saint's ascent to heaven in his chariot drawn by flaming horses, which

might well pass for the sun-god in his course through the heavens; and the

same is true of a relief in the Louvre."'

1 'E<TTi'a, 1SS9. p. 63. - Frazer, The Golden Bough, pp. 245 stj,/.

"
I'oliles, '0"HAioj koto toi/j hrjawSets fivdovs, p. 45.

4 R. M. Dawkins, op. cit. xv. No. 1, p. 5.

' Keinach, Catalogue des Mnse'es dn Louvre, i. p. 117.
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Any connection between St. Elias and Helios is denied by some

writers 1 on the ground that the popularity of the two cults does not

correspond, and that the distinguishing characteristic of St. Elias, his

hilltop worship, docs not belong to Helios. Hut the fact that St. Elias

is more widely worshipped than Helios ever was, does not exclude the

possibility of a connection ; for, as in other cases, the assimilation may at

first have been purely local, according to the districts where Helios was

known. Then the conception of this nature-saint, popular through his

usefulness, would spread abroad, and chapels would be built for him, not

only where altars of Helios had stood, but in all parts. Yet so far from its

being the case, as Delehayc 1 states, that ' the cult of Helios was, in the end.

almost completely absorbed in that of Apollo,' the sun-god actually

gained in importance during "the last centuries of Paganism, the time

when Christianity came into contact with the old gods. Helios was

connected with the great god Mithras,- and Constantine :! gave strong

support to the cult. Further, while we have no evidence that Helios was,

as a general rule, worshipped on mountain summits, his cult on Mount

Talctum +
is important, for it is probable that that peak of Taygetos is

identical with Mount St. Elias. Talctum rose above Hryseae, a village

located between Sklavochorioand Hagios Joannes, on which Mount St. Elias

now looks down. There is thus a probability that here the cult of Helios

was succeeded by that of St. Elias on the hilltop ; and the example of this

important centre would certainly be imitated in other parts of the country,

by the building of chapels for the saint on similar sites. The influence of

Mount Carmcl would also be considerable ; that mountain became known

as Mount St. Elias, and behind the high altar in the chapel is shown the

grotto in which St. Elias is said to have dwelt. Pilgrimages to this place

have always been made, and on return home pilgrims would in many

cases piously erect a local Carmel, dedicating the chapel to the saint.

Hut it is surely of minor importance whether the situation of his

churches is to be attributed to pagan influence, or, according to peasants'

traditions, to the chasing of the prophet by Mahomet, -" or to an alleged

1 Schmiili, /'us Volkslcben, p. 39; Pelehaye, Lt'gcndcs Hagiographiqiiis, p. 197.

- (iruppe, Grit'ch. Myth. p. 1596, note I.
3 Ibid. p. 1647.

4 Frazcr, Pausanias, iii. 20. 4.

' Polites. napaSofffts, i. No. 20S. 'Mahomet was pursuing St. Elias and eould overtake him

on the level ground, hut lie could not follow him to the hilltops. So the ^aint found a refuge there.

For that reason there are his chapels on all the hilltops."

2 4 A A -
1
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distaste for the sea on the part of the saint, 1 or to the Bible' story.

Delehaye 2 finds the last to be an adequate explanation, but he agrees

that St. Elias may probably have succeeded some pagan divinity of

unknown identity. Since, apart from the hilltop characteristic, the evidence

points to the influence of Helios coming through both the nomenclature

and attributes of the saint, there is no reason for seeking a connection with

some other pagan god. The case resembles the preceding instances, with

the difference that the saint suggested the god not only in name but in

story, and the influence of this similarity gave outstanding importance to

his powers as lord of the elements—a point of view which might be

admitted by Delehaye, for he allows the occasional influence of pagan

ideas. 3

These arc the chief examples of modern Greek saints, whose nomen-

clature points to the presence of some pagan element. Their character

has developed, and received distinguishing features in the course of time,

under the influence of prevailing pagan beliefs attached to the former gods

with similar names. The inherent paganism is due to the same power by

which superstitions and legends are perpetuated, the natural imagination

of the people, and not to any policy of conversion adopted by the church.

Mary Hamilton.

1 Ibid. i. No. 207. ' St. Elias had been a sailor, but left the sea repenting of the evil life he

had led. Others say he left because of the hardships he had suffered. He determined to go where

it was not known what the sea or boats were. Shouldering an oar, he went on asking people what

it was. When he came to the top of a hill he was told it was wood. He saw that they had never

seen boats or the sea, and he stayed on the hilltops.'

3 Delehaye, op. tit. p. 197.
:! Op. tit. p. 19;. 'Je ne veux point nier que parfois la devotion populaire se soit laisse

impreguer en certains endroits du souvenir encore vivant des anciennes superstitions, et qu'elle ait

souvent profondenient modifie la physionomie de certains saints.'



DAMOPHON OP MESSENE.— II.

(I'l ATI- XII—XIV.)

§ i. -Tin-: Restoration of the Group at Lycosura.

Ol'R information as to Damophon's work at Lycosura is derived

partl\- from Pausanias, and parti)' from the actual remains of the group.

All the existing fragments have now been collected together in the newly-

erected museum at Lycosura, and the gratitude of archaeologists is due to

the Greek Archaeological Society, and to Dr. Kavvadias, the Ephor-

General of Antiquities, for the opportunity thus afforded of seeing all the

fragments together under one roof. During the last summer M. Kaloudcs

has added to his many services in the cause of Greek archaeology the

partial restoration of two of the colossal members of the group, under the

direction of Dr. Kourouniotis, Ephor of Antiquities for the Western

Peloponncse. I am personally indebted to the Greek authorities for the

opportunity of studying the fragments before, during, and since this

restoration, and of publishing the results of my observations. The

conclusions arc in man)- cases the result of the suggestions of

Dr. Kourouniotis, whom I have to thank most heartily for the loan

of most of the photographs illustrating this article, and also for the

whole section dealing with the technical construction of the group. The

drawing in which our ideas arc embodied is the work of Mr. Ogilvie of

Cairo, who spent ten days with me in Lycosura this autumn for the

purpose of making it.

From Pausanias l we gather that four figures were represented :

1

Vlii. 37. 3 6 Qtwv 8e aura to a^yaA/UOTa, AcVirotra «al j; A7j,uT)TT)f> Tt Ka\ u dpovos iv u Kadf^oirai,

Kat rb i<no$rifia to viru toIs trottiv eariv kvbs u/uoiws \i9ow Ka\ <if'7( rwv (iti 77; ttitiiiTL ofre 0*0a a
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Dcmetcr and Despoina seated in the centre on a large throne, while

Artemis stood on Dcmctcr's right hand, and Anytos on Dcspoina's

left. The same writer further states that Artemis held a torch in her

right hand and two snakes in her left, that she was clad in a deerskin

and had a quiver on her shoulder, and finally that a hunting dog was

King at her feet. Demcter, he continues, held a torch in her right

hand, and laid her left upon Despoina ; the latter held the sacred basket

on her lap with her right hand and a sceptre in her left. The group was

completed by Anytos, the Titan, in the guise of a warrior. Demeter,

Despoina, their throne and their footstool were all carved out of a single

block of marble. Under the images were represented the Kouretes, and the

Korybantes in relief upon the pedestal (Plate XII).

Although in such a fantastic detail as the legend of a single block of

marble, 1
it does not take more than a glance at the remains to see the

error of Pausanias, we have no reason to doubt his statements as to the

position and attributes of the statues, which must be taken as the basis of

any restoration.

We are presented with three factors in the group : on the left

(adopting the spectator's point of view) a statue of Artemis, in the centre

the two great goddesses seated on a single throne with a footstool under

their feet, and on the right a statue of Anytos.

In commencing our restoration it is first essential to consider the

elpyaarai napd rbv dpovov ov5ti> io~Tiv krepou \tdjv irpoatx* 5 <ri5ijpy Kal k6aAtj, aAAa ra vdvra

iarlv tls Aidos. ovtos ovk tcTeKOfj.10 Or) acplaiv 6 Aidos, aAAa Kara u\f/iv bvtlparos Atyovaiv ai/rbv

t'ltupeiV ivrbs rod ittpifiohov rr)v yr)v bpv^avns. tw 5« ayaAfxaroov iarlv (Karipou fxiytdos Kara, to
^ AQr^vriffiv lx.ya.Ana /xaAiaTa ttjs Mrjrpds - Aa/j.o(pwi>Tos 8e Kal Tat/Ta tpya. t) /xtv oiiy Ar)fxr)Tr)p 555a

iv 5e£ia (pipei, tj)v 8e kripav x iL ?a i^'Bi^AriKtv iirl ttjv Aioitmvav r) 5e Aiairoiva aKi\irrpbv re Kal

(tjji') Ka\ovfntvr)v KiaTTjv iiri to7s yovaaiv *X«'- T ^ s Se exerat rV ^ € £'? (
TVS /ciffTTjs). rov dpovov 8e

(Karipiudiv 'ApTf/xis fxtv irapa rrjv Arjfj.r]Tpa 'icrrriKev afx-Trex /^*"7! 8ep/tO iAa<pov Kal iirl twv w/xu-v

(paptrpav txovo
~a

i
6J/ ^ 6 to?s x e P ffl TV l

xiV ^-afxiraSa *X«', T V ^ e Spaxovras Svo. trapa 5e ttjv"Apreuiv

KaTaKtiTat kvwv, oiai Orjpeveiv eitrlv i iriTT]5eioi. irpbs 5« rr)s Ae<nro'ii>ris tu> ayaA/xari iaTTjKev "Aivtos

aXVh"1 ^TAia^ivov 7rapexo u€I/os ' 'J'W' 8e ol irtpl rb lepbv rpa<pr,vai ttjp Atoiruivav inrb toxi
'

Avvtov,

ko.\ tivat raiv Tirdvcov icaAouuivcvv ical jbv "Avutov. Tiravas 5e irpwros is Troirjffiv fo~r)yayev"O
i

uT)pos,

Beobs elvai ff<pas inrb tQ KaAou^xivw Taprdpw- ical tariv iv "Hpas opKcp to tirr/. trapa Se 'Ofxripov

'OvofxaKpiros irapaAafiuii' twi> Titolvwv rb bvo^ia Aiovvaw Tf avviBr/Ktv opyia. Kal tliai tovs Tiritras to!

Aiovxiaif rwv TraflrjjuaTaiv f'7roi7)(r«r avTovpyous. to. /xiv 5fj is rbv 'Avvtov inrb 'ApKaSocv Aiytrar

Ai)fj.r\Tpos 5e "Aprefiiu Buyaripa elvai Kal ou Atjtovs. uvra Aiyvmioov rbv A6yov AiVxi'Aos e5('5a|er

EiKpoopiwios robs' EAArjvas. ra 5e is Kovprjras, outoi yap inrb rwv ayaA/xarcov mvoiriwrai, Kal to is

Kopv^avras iirapyaaij.ivovs iirl rov fiddpov, yivos 5« o'iSe aAAoiuf Kal ou KovprjTfS. to ex tovtovs

napirjLLi inifTrdfityos.

1 Cf. also Pliny, Nat. Hist, xxxvi. 37, for a similar story with regard to the Laocoon. The
falilc k also related of the Farnese hull.
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pedestal or basis as it exists at present in the temple of Lycosura. Fig. I

gives a plan of this basis. It is shaped like the top of a T with the

vertical shaft measuring 385 m. in width, and 1*26 m. in height, from front

to back, and the horizontal wings 2
-

275 m. by 240 m. The total width at

the back is 840 m. These measurements refer to the foundation course

on which the moulded pedestal stands. 1 The mouldings are shown in

B.S.A. xii. p. 119, Fig. 7. The total height of the basis as at present

existing is 142 m. It is constructed of a core of roughly hewn reddish

blocks with a good limestone facing all the way round. The top surface is

much damaged (cf. Fig. I, and the illustrations in B.S.A. xii. p. 112,

Figs. 1 and 2), but the highest slabs remaining of the core are flush with

the top sill-course of the limestone facing.

:, .,? ? 4 i.

Fig. 1.

—

Plan of Bask of Statues in Temple at Lycosura. (Scale i : 100.

The top of this pedestal can hardly have been the actual surface on

which the statues stood: in the case of the seated figures the throne and

footstool would conceal the rough stones, but the side-figures would stand

on a parti-coloured base, and even if they were provided with square

plinths of their own, the red stone would still appear between them and

the central group. Moreover, if the throne rested directly on the present

surface, one would expect large dowel-holes for fixing it, but no signs of

holes or insets appear on the actual preserved surface. We may therefore

take it for granted that a thin marble or limestone slab extended all over

the basis and served as the plinth of the statues. Its convenient shape

1 The top of the existing basis is set back about 'iS m. from the outside of the ha*e course.

The top of the restored plinth would he set back about 25 in., so that the total width of the top

of the back would only be about 7'<Jo m.

2 '. *
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would account for its disappearance, but just at the back of the temple is still

to be found a fragment of a gcod limestone slab which may have formed

part of it. In the restoration we have given this slab a thickness of 08 m.

We have no definite evidence for the width of the throne or for its

depth from back to front. The shape of the bisis, however, shews that

the central projection was intended for the

feet and footstool of the seated figures, and

so it is natural to construct the throne as

rather wider than the upper surface of this

projection. A width of 385 m. provides

comfortable accommodation for the sitting

figures, while leaving a proportionate space

for Artemis and Anytos. As to the depth

of the throne, we have made a line, drawn

through the centre of the back pait of the

basis from left to right, pass through the

centre of all the four figures, and have regu-

lated the position of the throne and of the

footstool to suit the two goddesses seated in

that position.

When we come to the height of the

seat and the construction of the throne we

tread on firmer ground. The slab of marble l

reproduced in Fig. 2 is clearly part of the leg

of a throne ; a reference to other thrones

leaves this incontestable. The museum at

Lycosura contains several other fragments of

this description, in particular one which is

precisely similar in scale and design, but has

the addition of a rosette above the palm-

There is also a similar rosette, and a fourth

fragment with palmette and no rosette, besides some small fragments.

A comparison with other thrones and couches'2 shews that the legs

Fig. 2.

—

Lower Half ok

Throne- Leg.

ette appearing in both.

1 Figured in />'.6'..-/. xii. p. 116, Fig. 5.

8 Several examples of thrones and couches may be seen in Furtwangler's Vasenmakrei,

eg. Plates 4, 5, 20, 84, 88, and 90. Cf. also C. L. Ransom, Studies in Ancient Furniture,

Chicago. 1905.
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were usually made of two such marble slabs, joined at the narrow end and

decorated with rosettes on the upper half only. All our fragments are

on the same scale:- thus we have at Lycosura the fragments of two

throne-legs, each consisting of two slabs of equal size. None of the

fragments can belong to back legs, because all have slots at the back-

clearly destined to receive the cross-bars from back to front. It is possible

that the back legs, being practically invisible to the spectator, were not

sculptured with similar detail. The slots arc not identical in width, but

the complete one on the back of the half leg shewn in Fig. 2 is nl -shaped,

the vertical arm measuring 47 m. by 09 m. and the horizontal arm '16 m. by

10 m. ; the vertical arm is in the centre of the throne-leg. The fragment of

throne-leg with the rosette is broken off oS m. from the top, and shews

Fig. -Plan of Seat of Tiikonf.

across the break the marks of two cramps and a dowel-hole, probably used

for attaching the seat to the legs. We must imagine the cross-bars of the

throne filling the vertical slot up to the bottom of the horizontal arm, and

then a tenon attached to the seat fitting into the horizontal slot. The scat

thus rests on the cross-i>ars and is attached to the legs by the tenons,

and by cramps 08 m. thick, which arc flush with the surface both of seat

and of leg.

The plan of the throne would then be represented by the drawing in

Fig. 3. The thickness of the seat is '2$ m. and its top is 170 m. above the

plinth of the statues. The width of the top of the legs is '35 m. and their

thickness 11 m. Three small fragments of marble, also 1 1 m. thick, shew

a double volute pattern with an acanthus between, which on restoration also
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attains a width of 35 m. ; these are accordingly placed, in the restoration,

on the top of the legs, since their appearance is well suited to this position.

Several thrones, e.g. that on the ' Persian ' vase in Naples, 1 have a similar

ornament above the leg with a moulded cornice above it, and finally a

fantastic creature of some kind to support the arm.

Fig. 4 shews a fragment which can only belong to the back of the

throne. We see a slab of marble covered with hanging drapery on both

sides, with part of a cornice-moulding at the bottom, and part of a rect-

angular hole in the middle of it. Superior modelling and traces of colour

Fig. 4— Fragment of Back of

Throne. (Scale i : 20.)

Fig. 5.

—

Tritoness from Lycosura.

shew that the side visible on the left in Fig. 4 is the front, and the other view

the back. The cornice-moulding only appears at the back, being covered

by drapery in front ; from this we see that the piece belongs to the left'side

of the back as seen by the spectator. The cornice-moulding, when restored

so as to have the rectangular hole directly over its centre, attains the

1 Furtwiingler, op. (it. Plate 88.
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significant width of "35 in. It is therefore without doubt the cornice-

moulding above the volute ornaments on the back leg, and the rectangular

hole is intended for the attachment of the arm to the back of the throne.

The cornice is 15 m. high and is 56 m. below the hole. We have therefore

•56 m. in front between the cornice and the arm, and this space is just filled

by one of the Tritoncsses from Lycosura in the Athens Museum which

measure 52 m. in height (Fig. 5); the "04 m. is supplied by a low plinth.

Between the seat therefore and the arm in front, we have the volute orna-

ment 24 m. high, the cornice '15 m. high, and the Tritoncss 56 m. high,

in all 95 m., which puts the arm in a very suitable position.

There are also traces of a cushion which covered the seat of the throne.

This appears at the bottom of two pieces of the throne-back, and also in a

separate piece. It varies in thickness up to about 20 m. and where actually

depressed by the figures may be calculated at about 10 m. Allowing

therefore 170 m. for the height of the seat and *io m. for the cushion, we

get a total sitting height of 180 m. for the Great Goddesses, and if a

proportionate allowance is made for the length of their legs, there is a

remainder of about "65 m. for the footstool, which does not seem excessive

when compared with other examples. 1

Of the back of the throne three large pieces exist. One of these has

been alluded to already, the left-hand side, as viewed by the spectator,

shewing the attachment of the arm. From this piece we see that

heavy drapery was hung both behind and in front of the throne-back.

Traces of paint shew that it was coloured blue. It is worked with

care, since it was visible outside the figures. The drapery is an end piece,

and has a tassel at the corner. On its right side are the marks of three

cramps, the lowest near the top of the cornice, and the other two respectively

40 m. and '85 m. above the first. With these correspond exactly three

cramp-marks on the left side of a high fragment of drapery 1*89 in. by 55 m.

which is shewn in Fig. 6. This piece is clearly an adjoining fragment of

throne-back. It is worked deeply but roughly in front and has smooth

shallow folds behind. There is no surface actually joining with the first

piece, since the cramps were |—{-shaped and the break occurs across the

1 .E.g. a seated Zeus from Solunte, Sicily (Reinach, Repertoire, ii. p. 14. 1), or the coin of Klis

shewing the Olympian Zeus (Gardner and Imhoof-Blumer, Nwii, Comin. Pans. p. 20). Cf. also

a r.-f. vase from Anzi in St. Petersburg [Stephani, Comptes A'eudus, 1862, l'l. VI. 3; Blunmer.

Geivcrbe tind Kiinste, iii. p. 224, Fig. 36].
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long arm. Most of tin's piece was hidden by the body of Demeter. At a

height of 142 m. above the seat there is a dowel-hole right through it, which

must have carried a rod to support the torso in front ; at the corresponding

place in Demeter's back there are traces of a similar hole. Another piece

at Lycosura 96 m. high and 153 m. wide (on the right in Fig. 6) also comes

from the back' of the throne, and was near the high piece, but not actually

adjoining, as two dowel-holes on its left side have no corresponding incisions

in the high piece. This third fragment has the same smooth shallow folds

behind, but in front is quite smooth where hidden by the body of Demeter,

Fir.. 6.— 1>.\CK OK TlIKONE RESTORED, SHEWING TIIKEE EXISTING PIECES.

only shewing some transverse folds where it would be visible between the

two goddesses. On its left side it has a long narrow tenon projecting, which

was evidently attached in some way to Demeter's body. The backs of all

these pieces are worked homogeneously and shew the outside of the cushion

below the falling drapery, which proves that the throne was conceived of as

having an open framework and not a solid panel behind. The thickness of

this framework is 15 m., but with the draper)' it amounts to about '20 m.

The high piece docs not reach to the top of the throne. Judging from
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the folds there is about 40111. more to be supplied. Tin's would give

the throne-back a height of about 230 m. above the scat, and the whole

throne a height of about 4 111. (13 feet), the top coming about half-way up

the heads of the seated goddesses. The estimated width of the throne.

3<S5 m., is confirmed by the drapery behind, since, when drawn out, the

folds cover just about the requisite amount of room for that measurement.

By means of the arms we have accounted for two of the sea-monsters

in the Athens Museum. Three of these arc Tritonesses of similar

dimensions and appearance, while the fourth is a smaller and differently

shaped Triton. For the third Tritoness we may imagine a position

under the throne-arm half-way between back and front, or perhaps on the

footstool, while the Triton is most suitably accounted for by making him a

finial on the back of the throne as shewn in the restoration. 1 We have no

recognizable trace of the footstool, and so its shape is arbitrary. Two pieces

of cornice-moulding, one of which was figured with the throne-leg in B.S.A.xii.

p. 1 16, have no other possible position in the throne, and so I am inclined to

attribute them to the footstool, but there is no evidence for the conjecture.

The language of Pausanias - suggests that perhaps the footstool was

covered with figures in relief representing the Kourctes, in which case it was

probably a long solid block as shewn in our drawing. Fig. 6 shews the

throne by itself restored on the lines laid above. The three existing

pieces are distinguished by a dotted outline and by deeper shading.

We may now proceed to Demeter and Despoina. Pausanias gives us

the general outline of their pose. Demeter was on the left of the throne,

as seen from the front, with a torch in her right hand, and her left hand

1 aid on her neighbour, while Despoina held the sacred basket on her lap

with her right hand and grasped a sceptre with her left.

The fragments in Lycosura allow us to reconstruct this group with

considerable certainty. It is primarily to be remembered that the scale of

the Great Goddesses is at least half as large again as that of Anytos and

Artemis, so that there cannot be confusion in pieces of any considerable size.

Two large fragments of a torso are proved by the direction of the

folds to belong together, and the large head in the museum at Athens can

1 A close parallel to our throne is to be found in the illustration of a bronze from Naples in

Keinach, Repertoire, ii. p. 257, 6. It is published in Niccolini, iii. 72, PI. 2.

- vnb tSp aya\n<xTvv— this might also mean on the cross-bars of the throne, as in the case of

the Zeus at Olympia ; but the figures would hardly be visible in this position.
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safely be attributed to the same figure from considerations of the angle of the

neck, though there is no surface actually joining. Thus we have one goddess

restored down to the lap. From the torso-fragments we see that this

figure has the left arm extended horizontally from the shoulder, and the

right lowered near the body. The head is inclined towards the left shoulder,

and the body sways slightly in the same direction. There is no trace of

embroidery on the veil or garments of this figure.

Fig. 7.

—

Statue uk I)emetek RESTORED AT LYCOSURA.

On the other hand there exists a fragment of lap with traces of a

large object resting on the right thigh, a right arm with hand holding a

basket, and a fragment of veil on the right side of a head, all of which are

distinguished by the presence of embroidered drapery with an identical
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pattern. Mead fragment, arm, and lap all clearly belong together, and they

cannot belong to the other figure, because (1) the same part of the head

ahead)' exists in the other figure, (2) the arm and lap cannot be made to

fit. Therefore we have here the basis for the restoration of our two figures,

the figure with the basket and the embroidered drapery being, as \vc know

from Pausanias, Dcspoina, while the figure whose torso can be entirely

restored is Dcmetcr. Fig. 7 shews the goddess as restored in the museum

a. 15.

Fig. S.— A. I.rri Hand of Demeter
is. Rii.it 1 Foot ok Axytos.

at Lycosura. The position of the left shoulder shews that her left arm

rested on Despoina's shoulder. Of this arm we have no remains, but there

is an open left hand on the scale of the two figures, which cannot be

Despoina's, as the latter held a sceptre in her left hand. This hand i-;

shewn in Fig. 8 A. We see from it that the arm and not the hand rested on

Despoina's shoulder, and therefore it must be her right shoulder and not her

left, since the arm would not reach so far. Judging from Dcmeter's

shoulder and hand therefore, we can safely restore her left arm as resting

with the forearm just above the wrist on Despoina's shoulder, and the hand

as hanging loosely open in front. Confirmation of this form is provided

by the drapery on Despoina's right arm (cf. Fig. 9), which is drawn across
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the arm in straight folds caused by the presence of Demctcr's left arm

pulling them tight on the shoulder.

It is further apparent, from the line of Demctcr's right shoulder and the

drapery hanging from it, that the right arm was not raised from the

shoulder, but hung as far as the elbow close to the side. This right arm is

fortunately preserved, and since we possess Despoina's right arm, there is

no doubt as to its identity. The arm is bare ; it is bent at the elbow

nearly to a right angle, and the half of the'upper arm next to the bod) -

is

cut away to allow the presence of the body drapery. Thus the pose of

this arm is fixed as that given in the drawing. A piece of the wrist also

exists, but the hand holding the torch has disappeared.

Fiu. 9.—Right Arm ok Desvoina.

To Demcteralso belong the right thigh and left knee shewn in Figs. 7,241).

This is proved by the fact that the lap-piece belonging to Despoina is

covered with embroidered drapery which must have hung below her knees.

while the left knee referred to shews no embroidery. From these leg

pieces we see that Demeter was wearing only a single garment which fell

in a deep lap between her legs ; it would also seem that her legs extended

nearly straight out in front of her, and the left shin, at any rate, descended

fairly straight from the knee. There are also remains of a pair of bare

feet of colossal scale which belong to her. Other fragments of a left foot on

the same scale shew a foot wearing a sandal, and taking into consideration

the greater elaboration of Despoina's drapery, it seems practically certain
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that the sandalled foot belongs to her and the bare feet to Dcmctcr. These

feet arc shewn in Fig. 10. They are cut off sharply at the back, so that

probably the actual remains arc all that projected from the bottom of the

drapery. Both feet lie flat on the ground.

Two other pieces belong to Dcmcter, a twisted piece shewn under

the torso in Fig. 7, which comes from her lap, and a large piece with an

end of drapery, which cannot be placed elsewhere than as the end of her

veil on hei left side just above the scat.

Fig. 10.—A. Fragments ok Left Foot of Despoina.

B. Feet of Demeter.

C. Feet of Artemis.

From the fragments described above we see that the goddess was clad

in a simple Doric chiton without diplois or kolpos, pinned twice on the

shoulders, as shewn in the restoration, and girt with a belt round the waist, of

which so small a portion survives that its decoration, if any, cannot be

recovered. Her feet were bare. Her long hair, drawn back in rolls over

the head, fell in two locks upon her shoulders and is confined by a circlet,

the upper edge of which is studded with little holes, still containing

B B
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remains of bronze. 1 These remains undoubtedly belong to a diadem of rays

such as is frequently seen in representations of Demeter on vase-paintings.

At the back of the diadem a veil fell in simple folds behind her back.

Actually her back is hollow and the veil stops at her shoulders, but this

would not be visible from in front. The ends of the veil fell on each side

of her body. The end on her left side preserved in the museum is shewn

in the drawing. We have also the actual tip of the veil on her right side

lying on the cushion, in the cushion fragment mentioned above. The

restored torch is copied from the Eleusinian relief in Athens.

ismm-

Fill. II.—A. ll< AG.Ml-.NT ok Head am> Veil UK DESI'UINA.

15. Li-. ii IIam> ok DtsroiNA.

There arc no traces of colour visible on this statue. The eyes were

not inserted like those of Artemis and Anytos, but arc sculptured in the

marble ; the pupils arc indicated by incised lines.

Dcspoina is unfortunately represented by very few fragments. These

consist of the following :
—

A fragment of head and veil (Fig. I I A).

The right arm , Fig. <j).

The lap close to the bod)- (Fig. 12).

1 Eighteen of these holes now exist, but when the head was intact tlicie were probably twenty-

one. They are 035 m. to '<
'5 in. apart, ami the bronze .-pikes vary from ooj in. to 'OoS in. in

iliaiv.e'.er.
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Pieces of neck shewing veil and chiton (Fig. 13).

The left hand with the sceptre (Fig. 1 1 B).

Part of the left foot wearing a sandal (Fig. 10 A).

Several pieces of embroidered drapery (Figs. 14, 15 and Plate XIV).

The nose.

From these fragments we gather the following evidence as to pose.

F"rom the fragment of lap it appears that the thighs started out straight

from the body, and that the embroidered drapery fell over the knees.

The flatness of the left foot suggests that the position of the feet was

regular and symmetrical with the position of Demeter's. The right

arm actually exists holding the basket, and we can see the marks of

its attachment on the right thigh. The left held the sceptre, and the

existing hand (Fig. 11), with thumb and forefinger (which is broken and

Fig. 12. —Lap ok Despoina.

invisible in the illustration) along the axis of the sceptre, proves that if the

sceptre were a long one and therefore held vertically, not horizontally, the

hand must have been raised in the manner shewn in our drawing. The

evidence of analogy in favour of a long sceptre l
is strong enough to make

this position practically certain, apart from an argument with regard to the

drapery which will be adduced later.

From these fragments we see that Dcspoina was clad in a chiton with a

small embroidered border round the neck (Fig. 13), and with short sleeves

which were confined with strings under the armpits (this appears from the

1 Cf. the many scenes on the late Italian vases shewing Demeter and Korc enthroned.

2 5 li H 2
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fragment of sleeve on the existing right arm). She also wore a circlet like

Demeter, but her hair did not fall in long locks ; it seems to have been

confined in a handkerchief like that worn by Peitho in the Parthenon

frieze (cf. Fig. 11). Over the circlet fell the veil, part of which is seen also

in Fig. ii. This veil fragment shews the same pattern that is on the

arm drapery, the drapery on the lap, and the large fragment in the Athens

Museum, and it therefore appears that all these pieces, and others more

fragmentary in the Lycosura Museum, belonged to a great embroidered veil,

and neither to the chiton, which shews a different pattern, nor to a

himation, of which no traces exist. Fortunately the existing fragments

enable us to decide the appearance and position of this veil : it was

apparently a long narrow strip with two embroidered borders worked

Vv
Fig. 13.—Neck Fragments of Despoina shewing Chiton.

on both sides. The piece in Athens shews the veil doubled over so as to

bring both borders close together ; where it appears on the lap of the goddess

it is also doubled. Here we see the whole pattern and the fringe of the

upper border, while the lower border is to be restored as falling over the

knees, and thus affording a good view of its wonderfully minute workman-

ship. The veil is bunched together on the right thigh under the basket,

and the upper fold (for that is all which appears on the arm) is turned over

the hand and brought up tightly folded over the arm as far as the shoulder,

where Demeter's hand again fastens it down. We then see the upper fold

pattern on the piece going over the head, so that we have to imagine only

the upper fold as doubled over the hand, while the lower fold hangs behind
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the back. We therefore have the veil, in so far as it covers the head, right

side, and lap.

The position of the Athenian fragment is next to be considered.

The peculiarity of this fragment is that it was clearly visible from two

opposite sides, as appears from the minute character of the workman-

ship. The only mark of attachment is a narrow groove running up one

of the narrow sides. It has been mentioned that this piece is folded so as

to exhibit both bands of embroidery ; now on the lap, the upper

Mb

fir

—«%

Fig. 14.

—

Fragments of Destoina's Embroidered Vkii.

embroidery band passes flatly over the thigh and would fall in a vertical

fold, whereas the folds of the Athenian fragment are horizontal. The

fragment therefore cannot be placed here, but must belong to the left-hand

side of the veil after it has passed over the head. From the neck fragment

(Fig. 13; we see that the veil passed behind the shoulder and therefore

behind the left arm, so that the only position in which the Athenian

fragment could possibly be visible would be if it were caught up by the left
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hand holding the sceptre, or hung from it. In this position it can be

pushed forward from the group so as to be clearly visible from three

sides.

Now on examining the fragment we have seen along one narrow side

a straight regular groove, whose diameter, "075 m., agrees with that of the

fragment of sceptre in Despoina's hand ; furthermore the fragment is so

bunched together at the top as to suggest that it was held above by

a hand ; also it will be found impossible to let it merely fall over the wrist

in any way which will preserve the shape of the Athenian fragment with the

two bands horizontal instead of vertical : the drapery then must have been

gripped by the hand. It cannot be held by the lower part of the hand

between sceptre and palm, (1) because there is no trace of drapery on

the existing hand (Fig. 1 1 B and C), and (2) because the groove of the

^^^^^^^1*i*w.

Fig. 15. —Fragment ok Embroidered Veil from Despouna's Right Akm.

sceptre does not run regularly right up the drapery, but leaves it a little

way from the top, i.e. there was something between the sceptre and

the top of the drapery. This something can only be the hand itself

holding the sceptre and an end of the drapery between thumb and first

finger, in such a way that the end lies in the palm under the sceptre,

while the drapery hangs over the back of the hand. A glance at Fig. 1 1 C,

which gives the back of the hand, shews that the hand is cut away and

has two holes for the insertion of dowels. This is for the purpose of

affixing the drapery, which will fall over the back of the hand, and then

spreading, fall round the sceptre. This is actually the only way in which

it is possible by experiment upon a model to produce the exact appearance

of the folds on the Athenian fragment.

The veil therefore is drawn as falling in a wide sweep from the head,

with the end caught up in the left hand as described.
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No traces of colour survive on the Athenian fragment, but the head-

piece in Lycosura shews traces of red, and the handkerchief which appears

in the same piece was also coloured red (Fig. 1 1 a) The pattern of the

embroidery on the border of Dcspoina's chiton is different, being a band

of lyre-shaped ornaments separated by rosettes (cf. Fig. 13). A further

detail of her costume is the sandals, which are of the same type as

those worn by Artemis (cf. Fig. 10 A and c), and were coloured red also. The

Fig. 16.—Restoration of Group without Plinths for Side Figure

sceptre which is needed to complete the restoration of the central group is

copied from the Eleusinian relief in Athens.

We have therefore now accounted for the central group and their

throne and can turn to the attendant figures, Artemis and Anytos.

These, as we know from Pausanias, stood on Demcter's right and

Dcspoina's left respectively. The fragments shew that they were on

a much smaller scale, the height of their heads being only 46 m. as compared

2 S *
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with 67 in. in the case of Demetcr. This head measurement gives them a

total height of about 370 m. (just over 12 feet), which is practically equal

to the sitting height of Demetcr and Despoina. Thus, if all were standing

on a level, their heads would be about the same height. But, as we have

seen, Demeter and Despoina have the advantage of a footstool 65 m.

high. We are therefore at once faced by the question whether the side

figures stood on the plinth on which the throne rests, or were elevated

by bases to a height nearly proportionate to that of the seated goddesses.

This question is really almost settled by an experimental drawing like that

shewn in Fig. 16. When the attendant figures arc placed so far below the

Fig. 17.— (?) Plinth Block lying near Temple.

throne, the difference in scale produces in them an effect of exaggerated

diminutivencss, which is wholly unconvincing. On the other hand, if

their heads are raised to an actual level with those of Demeter and

Despoina, an unwieldy base is required, and a top-heavy effect is produced

in the group. In the restored drawing we have adopted a via media,

and placed the attendant figures on low bases about "40 m. high. It is not

impossible that a block found near the temple (Fig. 17), and corresponding

to our drawing in height, is part of such a basis. On the left side a

sinking may be observed, which suggests that the block was a basis for a

colossal statue.

Assuming then the existence of a basis of this kind for each of the
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attendant figures we may proceed to the restoration of the statues

themselves.

As to Artemis we know her costume and attributes from Pausanias :

—

a deerskin and quiver, a torch in the right hand, two snakes in the left,

and a hunting dog at her feet. In existing fragments Artemis is the

richest of all the four figures, and we are able to reconstruct her position

with practical certainty* We possess her head, three fragments of her

neck, a large part of her torso, and of

both arms, both knees, a piece of her

left shin, and both feet. The evidence

of these fragments is as follows : the

right foot is flat, and the knee bent,

while the left foot is raised on the toes,

and the knee is nearly straight. This

gives the position of the right leg as

standing forward with the knee slightly

bent, while the left leg is being drawn

after it, i.e. we have really a momentary

pose in arrested motion and not a posi-

tion of re.«>t. This is confirmed by the

agitation of the draper}-, and the position

of the himation, which will be referred to

later. Of the torso enough is left to fl

reconstruct the draper)-. The head turns i\

towards the left shoulder. Of the right

arm we have part of the shoulder shew-

ing angle of arm to bod)-, and part of

the upper arm shewing the angle of the Fu

elbow, also the right hand holding the

torch. The left arm exists entire from below the shoulder to the wrist, and

part of the hand holding the serpents is also preserved : dowel-holes on the

lower arm shew that the serpents were coiled round it.
1 Fig. iS shews

1 Hitzig and Hliimner, Pausanias, vol. iii. p. 252, in a note on \iii. 37. 4, suggest a ix>ssi-

bilitv that Uie hand holding the snakes belongs to Dcspoinn, while Artemis -held not snakes hut

darts, &K»vTa.s Suo instead of SpaxovTas 5uo. In answer to thin we may explain (1) that Pespoina's

right hand holding the cista is perfect enough to shew that she held nothing more; (2) that the

Fragment found, and probably holding snakes, is shewn by its scale to belong to Artemis ; (3! that

dowel-holes on the arm shew that the object or objects held in Wtemis' left hand curled round hci

lower arm.

1% Artemis at Lycosura.
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the restored head and torso in the museum of Lycosura, and our drawing

shews the pose as adduced above. The only point not certain is the exact

width of the stride. This has been restrained as far as possible, to avoid

too much discord with the peaceful character of the rest of the group.

The hair is treated in rolls drawn back from the forehead and

confined under a ring {Melonenfrisur). The eye-sockets are hollow, and

the eyes were inserted. The head of Anytos shews the same feature.

One of the neck fragments shews the junction of the neck and right

shoulder, and on the latter appears part of a mass of drapery, for which we

have further evidence on a piece of the upper part of torso and left

shoulder. This mass of drapery can only be the one end of a himation,

of which the lower end is visible passing round the right hip towards the

front of the body. The arrangement of drapery on the torso shews two

edges of drapery below the belt, and yet more drapery hanging below.

This presents practically an impossible arrangement of a single chiton
;

detailed examination, however, shews that the two folds below the belt are

of a different material from the third fold below them. This is particularly

clear on the right-hand side of the figure, where we see quite plainly the

marks of a hairy hide, and, though the surface is much worn, the same

marks can be followed right round the figure on these two folds. The

third fold on the other hand, and the drapery above the belt are quite

smooth. The interpretation therefore of this garment must be that the

goddess is wearing a simple chiton girt with a belt, and a folded skin,

the deerskin mentioned by Pausanias, round her waist, attached to or

secured by the belt itself. It should be carefully noted that none of the

skin appears above the belt so far as the surface is preserved. Below the

skin on the right hip appear the horizontal folds of the himation coming

round to the front ; this must fall on the right leg, and then probably

between the legs to the ground.

In this connection we must consider a statue from the Despuig

Collection at Majorca 1 (Fig. 19). This statue, about whose sex there

is some dispute, represents a figure in the attitude of our Artemis, and

reproduces with considerable similarity the curious feature of the folded skin

above the Doric chiton. It seems probable that it is a conscious imitation

1 Bover, 23 ; Hubner, 715. Figured in Reinach, Repertoire, vol. ii. p. 312, No. 5. Restorations :

the head, both arms from above elbow, both legs from above the knees to the lower part of the

shin, and all of the dog save one paw.
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of the pose of Damophon's figure, and, as we have the himation falling

over the right thigh in a manner similar to that of the Artemis, we

may push the resemblance further and conclude that the remainder of

the himation fell in a similar fashion between the legs to the ground.

The fragments of our left leg shew that no drapery touched it ; therefore the

drapery cannot have been blown across both legs, and we can only explain

the himation fragment on the right hip, by some arrangement similar

to that given in the drawing. It cannot be denied that its appearance

is distinctly clumsy, but it serves at any rate one useful end, that of

strengthening the pose of the figure and reinforcing the rather slender

n
i

'
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been restored from a comparison of dogs on various grave stclai in Athens.

There arc no traces on the torso of the strap necessary for the quiver;

there is, however, room for it to pass from the right shoulder under the

left breast above the existing fragments, and then to be secure 1 under the

belt.

Finally we come to Anytos, the Titan who stood on Despoina's

left hand in the guise of an armed man. As to his position we have only

three factors to build on : his head was turned somewhat over his right

shoulder, his right foot (Fig. 8 P») was raised at the heel and therefore

probably drawn back, and his right arm was bent at the elbow. In order

Fig. 20.— A. and l;. Shoii.dkk Fragments ok Anytos.

C. Kuwir Hand of Akti-.mis.

D. Left Hand of Artemis.

to balance the group, it is essential that his left rather than his right hand

should be raised, and if we make him hold a spear in a typical warrior's

attitude, it should be on the opposite side to the drawn-back leg or Spielbein.

We therefore restore him with right arm bent, resting the hand on the hip,

and leaning his left arm on a spear. This provides a suitable equipoise

for Artemis, while the converse of the attitude would destroy the symmetry

of the group.

As to his costume we arc in a better position for restoration. We
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possess several fragments of an elaborate cuirass, while pieces of his right

shin and right foot are bare. This shews that he wore neither greaves

nor sandals.

The two fragments of shoulder pieces shewn in Fig. 20 (a and li) were

at first thought to belong to Despoina, but as we possess a piece of her

neck shewing her embroidered chiton, and as furthermore her hair was

confined by a handkerchief, we are compelled to attribute them to Anytos.

Artemis and Demctcr arc both out of the question, the former, since

her hair was short, and the latter, since her chiton was plain and her

shoulders both exist elsewhere. These pieces therefore belong to Anytos,

and are part of his cuirass. The material of the cuirass was probably intended

Fig. 21.—Fragments of Anytos' Kilts.

to represent leather, since we have two pieces from the stomach region

which reproduce the muscles of the body ; but these two shoulder pieces

rather suggest metal work. We should therefore perhaps recognize in

them shoulder plates used for fastening the front and back pieces, and not

the actual surface of the cuirass. Eleven pieces in all survive of the

kilts of the cuirass, some of which are shewn in Fig. 21. There were

two small fringes under the cuirass, and below them a large fringe, the

estimated length of the kilt reaching to a little above the knee. The
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cuirass, drawn out on this model, takes a form which is easily paralleled

among examples of Hellenistic armour. 1

Finally among the important fragments at Lycosura is a large piece

of drapery (Fig. 22) complete at its right edge but continued upwards on

its left side. At the back is a large tenon for affixing it to some figure,

while on the right side and round on to the back, it is so well worked as to

suggest that it was seen from the right side as we look at it in Fig. 22, i.e.

it hung on the right side of some figure, and was probably carried up

Fig. 22.

—

Part of Anvtos' IIimation.

behind the back to the shoulder. Since this fragment can by no possible

arrangement be attached to any of the other three figures, it has been

1 E.g. the cuirass of Alexander on ihe equestrian bronze in Naples. A good example of a

similar cuirass is to be found in a warrior's torso from I'ergamon (.-////. Mitt, xxvii. 1902, pp. 152,

153). For this reference I am indebted to Mr. A.J. U. Wace. A thin slab exists at Lycosura

shewing parts of two horses in relief. This may be part of an embossed pattern on the cuirass,

and is represented in that position in the restoration. It is too small to restore the subject with

certainty.
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placed on Anytos' right side in our restoration, supported by his

hand, which fitted perhaps into the hollow space above the drapery, while

the tenon fitted into his hip. The other end probably rested on his right

shoulder. It cannot be maintained that this position is altogether happy,

but it seems the only position possible, and again it does add to one of the

smaller figures that solidity which they sadly need in comparison with the

seated group. Anytos' spear is wholly conjectural, and a balance to

Artemis' dog might also be found by placing a helmet at his feet.

We have made use in this restoration of every considerable fragment

at Lycosura (Plate XIII). A large number of smaller pieces, mostly frag-

ments of drapery, remain unaccounted for, but not one of them suggests

a change in our restored group, and a position could be found for all of

them among the voluminous garments of the Great Goddesses. 1

Fig. 23.

—

Small Fragmkxts found at Lycosura.

Two further objects noticed by Pausanias are the Kouretes represented

under the images, and the Korybantes sculptured in relief upon the

pedestal. It has already been suggested that the Kouretes were carved in

relief upon the footstool.*2 There are a number of small figures and limbs

in a fragmentary condition at Lycosura (Fig. 23) ; some of these have

1
It must, however, be admitted that no place has been allotted to two cornice pieces. There

is no room for these pieces on the throne, but they might conceivably serve as supports to the

footstool. There is a square dowel-hole existing on their upper surface set diagonally to their

long axis.

'-' Hitzig and Rliimner, op. cit. p. 253, suggest that we should read virlp t&v ayaX/xiruiv, i.e.

on the top of the throne, since Pausanias separates the Kouretes from the Korybantes on the basis
;

but the top of the throne was covered with drapery snve the two corners, and they do not consider

the possibilities of the footstool.
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probably no connection with our group, while some are perhaps part of these

reliefs. The differences in scale of the fragments shew that we have to

deal with several different classes of objects. As to the second remark

that the Korybantcs were sculptured in relief upon the base, it is probable

that Pausanias was mistaken : at any rate a careful examination of the

blocks of the front of the base now standing in the temple reveals no sign

of the necessary dowel-holes for affixing the reliefs. Either by the base

Pausanias means the narrow plinth on the top of the base, which might

have had a small running frieze of the character described, or else he was

misled in the dim light of the temple, and took a painted frieze for

sculpture.

It only remains to consider the group in connection with the temple

as a whole. The total height of goddesses, footstool, and basis amounts to

about 5 80 m. or 590 m. (about 19 feet). In the restoration by Lykakis l

of the elevation of the temple at Lycosura, this height would cause their

heads actually to touch the roof of the temple, while their sandals would be

considerably above the line of sight of the spectator. This arrangement

certainly seems very clumsy, but the restoration of the group cannot be

materially lowered in height. On the other hand Lykakis' restoration was

made on the assumption of a fourth-century date for the temple. Taking

180 H.C. to 190 B.C. as the more probable date,2 we should be allowed a

greater height of column in proportion to diameter, and consequently a

greater height for the temple itself. There need be no difficulty therefore

in fitting the group into the temple, but its immense size and height

above the spectator cannot have produced a wholly favourable impression.

Guy Dickins.

§ 2.

—

The Mechanical Construction of the Group. (Fig. 24.)

One imagines that Pausanias derived the story about the single block

of marble, from which the group of Demeter and Despoina was constructed,

from servants of the temple who were in the habit of playing on the

credulity of tourists in order to enhance the miraculous nature of their

sanctuary. We have already seen that both throne and statue were

1 Cf. UpanTiKa, 1896, p. IOI, PI. 4. - Cf. my former article, B.S.A. xii. p. 109.



Fig 24.—A. Uiter Part of Torso of Demeter.

B. Small Fragment of Drapery with Tenon for Insertion.

C. View of A from underneath.

D. Lower Part of Torso of Demeter viewed from above.

C C
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constructed of many independently worked pieces joined sometimes by iron

and lead dowels and sometimes probably by cement, the very methods of

construction in fact specifically denied by Pausanias.

The torso of Demeter as restored in the Museum of Lycosura is

constructed of three separate pieces : the head, the upper part of the torso,

whose lower edge, now broken away, originally reached as far as the belt,

and the lower part of the torso from the belt to the seat. The upper edge

of this lower piece is flat, and has a hole in the centre (Fig. 24 I)) with a

diameter of 025 m. and a depth of 10 m. ; this hole served for the insertion

of a pin connecting the lower part of the torso with the upper part

(Fig. 24 C). Unfortunately the lower edge of the upper part is not

preserved : the lower surface of the lower part is also broken away except

for one small piece on the left side, from which we sec that it was flat and

sloped slightly inwards, thus giving the present inclination of the body.

Demcter's head and neck were also made in a separate piece and fixed on

to the torso with an iron dowel, of which wc still see the hole on the top of

the torso fragment. The arms were also separately worked, and the right arm

was attached to the body with two metal dowels which fitted into the two

large holes visible below the shoulder in Fig. 24 A. These holes, "48 m. and

•38 m. in length, extend at divergent angles into the bod)- from a common
larger hole on the surface. The surface of the body on this side was also

worked in two planes to accommodate a similar division en the arm.

Further support was provided by two small rectangular holes on the front

and back of the shoulder, also visible in Fig. 24 A. The left arm did not

need so much support, since it rested on Despoina's shoulder ; we find there-

fore only one dowel-hole in the armpit, '32 m. deep and 04 m. in diameter,

and a smaller hole with a little lead still remaining in it, on the

shoulder.

Only small portions of the legs exist, so that we do not know how

many pieces were used in their construction, but the preserved front half of

the right foot (Fig. 10 r>) is made separately with a deep narrow hole for

attaching it to the legs. Even small pieces of folds or of hair were worked

separately and fitted into the statue. This we can tell from the slots on

each side of Demcter's torso : that on the left is 20 m. long and 04 m.

deep, while its width is 1 1 m. above and 08 m. below. There are similar

slots in the head, and into these slots fitted pieces like that shewn in Fig.

23 B, which is made with a tenon at the back.
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The few fragments that we possess of Despoina shew that her statue

was similarly constructed: the preserved fragment of her lap (Fig. I2)ismade

separately with both sides worked for attachment, and fitted with dowel-holes,

two in front and one behind. The right arm was attached by means of a

wedge-shaped tenon on the inside, which dovetailed into the shoulder.

The drapery in Athens has two dowel-holes on its upper surface for the

attachment of the hand and drapery above it.

Only the front of the statues is'sculptured, the back being flat at the

sides and deeply hollowed in the middle. This is visible in Fig. 24 C and D,

where we see the thick upper part of the torso hollowed out rectangularly,

and the lower part with a smaller circular recess. The heads of Artemis and

Anytos are similarly hollowed at the back. This hollowing is probably

due to the wish to make the fragments lighter, and we might therefore

conclude that the statues were not made in Lycosura but elsewhere,

perhaps in Megalopolis when Damophon was working there, and hollowed

out in this manner to make them lighter for transport.

The statue of Artemis is similarly constructed with large horizontal

fragments fitting together and fastened with metal dowels : on the left of her

torso the surviving fragment is cut for attachment to another piece, and has

a large dowel-hole for the connecting pins ; her feet and arms are also made

separately. Both sides shew hollowings for the insertion of the arms and

hanging sleeves ; the right shoulder is pierced by a large hole, and the left

arm, which exists nearly entire, has a hole going right through it (43 m.

long) from the place where it fits on to the body to about the middle of

the upper arm on the outside. The iron dowel protrudes through the hole,

and would have been visible had it not probably also served for attaching

one of the encircling snakes. The right shoulder shews four holes, of which

some served for fastening the arm, and some probably for attaching the end

of the himation which rests on this shoulder. The right hand holding the

torch is a separate piece, and the torch is cut off above and below the

hand ; it is bored right through and has three small holes on the outside above

the fingers, which were perhaps for some metal attachment. Probably the top

and bottom of the torch were added in bronze, and only the part actually

held worked with the hand. This would account for the complete boring of

the existing piece. The middle and third fingers of the left hand seem to

have been broken in antiquity and joined afresh, or else even the fingers

were made separately, since they have little dowels fitting them to the

2 6 C C 2
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hand. In the palm is a whole system of holes presumably used for the

attachment of the snakes.

The left foot is separate, and has a hole pierced right through it,

which serves to attach the foot both to the leg and to the plinth. In the

right foot even the back was separate from the front and dowelled to it,

but this might also be due to an ancient break. On the top of the

foot behind the latchet of the sandal is a small hole, which probably

served for an ornamental addition.

This separate working of the fragments of the feet of Artemis, and

the thinness of the dowels attaching them to the rest of the statue, shew

more clearly how necessary to the stability of the figure was the clumsy

fall of the himation between the legs. Artemis was also hollow and

unworked at the back of the torso like the two Great Goddesses, and

her head was hollowed at the top, but her legs and feet were completely

worked.

Anytos has fewest surviving fragments, but they seem to shew that

his statue was made in a different way from the others. The pieces of his

cuirass-kilts, which are shown in Fig. 21, are only "04 m. or "05 m. thick,

and are mostly made in narrow pieces. They are in several places pierced

right through with small holes ; the central piece of the cuirass with the

horses is also a thin plate. We must conclude from this that these plates

were nailed on to something, and this suggests that the torso of the statue

was built up on a framework, which was probably of wood, for the sake of

lightening the weight of the colossus : the statue of Anytos is in fact an

example of acrolithic or chryselephantine technique, i.e. the fixing of

thin plates on to an inner framework. We know from Pausanias that

Damophon made acrolithic statues, 1 and his work at Olympia 2 must have

accustomed him to chryselephantine work. It is in fact probably due to his

customary use of such technique that we owe not only the construction of

Anytos, but the general employment of wedges, tenons, and dowels for

quite small fragments, which is so noteworthy a characteristic of the

Lycosura group. The torches, sceptre, and spear were presumably of

bronze, but it is remarkable that the fragments actually held in the right

hand of Artemis and the left of Despoina are made of the same piece of

marble as the hands. We can only conclude that the shafts above and

1 The Eileithyia of Aigion, vii. 23. 7 ; Kore and Aphrodite at Megalopolis, viii. 31. 1-3.

2 iv. 31. 6.
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below were added in bronze, since even if such thin marble shafts could be

made, they would not be strong enough to carry the weight which rested

on them.

K. Kourouniotis.

§ 3.—Damophon's Style. (Figs. 25-28.)

We arc better equipped for the study of Damophon's style as artist

and sculptor than for that of well nigh any other of the Greek masters,

since in the Lycosura marbles we possess originals by his hand that stand

in the same relation to Damophon as the Hermes of Olympia to Praxiteles.

Hitherto criticism of his style has been confined practically to the three

heads and the drapery in the Athens Museum, but we can now find in the

restoration of the whole group a wider basis for discussion.

The primary criticism already suggested of the disproportionate

scale of the group and the temple in which it stood, was not perhaps

so forcible in ancient times as it would be to-day, for the Olympian Zeus

and many other colossi must have been open to the same charge. It is

curious that we should find at the two epochs in Greek history connected

with expansion and conquest, the period between the Persian and Pelo-

ponnesian wars and the period of Alexander, a similar fondness for

statues of colossal scale : the great bronze colossi of Tarentum and

Rhodes repeat the chryselephantine wonders of Athens and Olympia.

There is perhaps a good analogy for a similar revival in the time of

Damophon, when we remember its historical importance—the last triumph

of political liberty in Greece owing to the overthrow of Sparta and

pacification of the Peloponnese by the victory of the Achaean league.

The poverty of the age could afford neither gold, ivory, nor bronze, but

the marble and acrolithic statues of Damophon reflect the temporary

peace and prosperity of the early and middle second century.

Damophon, as we see him in these remains, appears in a double light,

a maker of colossal statues, and a fine engraver of decorative detail. It is

curious to find two such different traits combined in one artist, and our

admiration is divided between the author of the marvellous embroidered

veil of Despoina, and the carver of the colossal heads of Anytos and

Artemis, in which there is a true conception of just size and proportion.
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As Daniel x has admirably pointed out, these heads shew no blank

spaces : they are not ordinary heads reproduced to three times the size, but

they are really large heads worked as it were by a giant's hand. Then on

the other hand, we can see in the author of the drapery a wood-carver, or

an engraver, almost a gem-cutter, working minute details with complete

coordination, and never losing sight of the effect of the whole.

Another main characteristic of the Lycosura group at once impresses

itself on the spectator: the author was really at home in acrolithic work.

He was accustomed to carve marble heads and extremities with care and

skill, but when it came to the torso the sculptor gave place to the

decorator, and the material ceased to be properly understood. While the

three heads preserved to us all shew a mastery of material and of

execution, the two restored torsi of Artemis and Demeter display a

lamentable falling-off in artistic skill. The confused drapery and unwieldy

width of the former, the hollow chest and impossible bosom of the latter

are apparent at once. Moreover, the very fault so successfully avoided in

the heads, that of mere formless size without corresponding filling of the

surfaces, is disagreeably prominent in the heavy shapeless arms of Demeter

and Despoina and in their fat colossal hands. The feet on the contrary

shew a more attractive style.

The torso of Demeter gives us the most abundant material for

criticism of Damophon's style in drapery. Making all allowances for

the present condition of the marble, it is impossible to overlook the flat

uninteresting treatment of the body. This appears perhaps more

conspicuously in the side view of the statue (Fig. 25). Graver faults

are also to be noted, which seem to imply that Damophon worked without

much use of a model : Demeter's breasts are placed too far apart, and are

too small for the scale of the figure; both hands of Artemis and Despoina's

left hand have the fingers in impossibly contorted positions (Figs. 1

1

and 20) ; Artemis' knees are too small for her size, and her waist and upper

right arm too large. When we come to artistic faults of composition, our

indictment is even graver. The fall of drapery between Artemis' legs,

which it seems impossible to explain away, appears intolerably clumsy.

The method which Despoina adopts for displaying her embroidered veil by

holding it up on her sceptre is more naive than artistic, and the drapery on

1
J. U.S. xxiv. 1904, p. 41.
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Anytos' right side seems out of place. Finally the group inevitably suffers

from the unfortunate difference in scale between standing and seated figures.

Artemis is particularly liable to criticism : while the other members of the

group rest in hieratic repose, her drapery makes it essential that she should

give the effect of arrested motion, and the contrast tells most unfavourably

on the harmony of the whole ; moreover, the

deep cutting and agitation of her drapery is

in direct contrast to the slight cutting and

superficial treatment of Demeter's.

At the same time, while criticising

Damophon's technique in the rendering of

broad lines of drapery, we have to admit his

mastery of detail. His treatment of the

surface of Demeter's torso with the thin

clinging folds of the chiton on the surface of

the neck is quite effective. Artemis' hands,

despite the impossible position of the fingers,

have a smoothness of surface and delicacy of

outline that produce a most happy effect,

and all the fragments of feet are carved with

strength and precision.

The mere mechanical difficulties of erect-

ing a colossal statue-group are so great that

it deserves the highest praise merely to sur-

mount them. While, as we have seen already,

each statue is made of a veritable patchwork

of marble pieces, sometimes in the most im-

probable places, we know that the finished

effect was so good as to make possible the

legend that the whole group was carved out

of a single block. The mere support of colossi like Artemis and Anytos,

or of a heavy mass like the drapery in Despoina's left hand, needs a

mechanism that cannot always avoid an appearance of stiffness, and

it must be borne in mind that the dim light of the cetta of the temple

at Lycosura would hide many deficiencies of technique, and that details

like distorted fingers would hardly appear in a group whose feet were

higher than the heads of the spectators.

2 6 »
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Finally, all criticism in detail of this as of other Greek works of art

has to take account of the missing colour, of which we have traces

on Despoina's veil, on the sandals, and on the drapery of the throne-

back. A great deal of the effect of the group must have been dependent

on the treatment of the coloured surfaces.

One detail of Demeter's drapery is worthy of special comment : the

presence of folding creases over the lower part of her chiton. This realistic

detail is a trustworthy clue for date, as it only becomes common in the

Hellenistic period. 1

Before quitting our detailed criticism of Damophon's work, it is

necessary to regard him in his second capacity as a stone-carver of

minute detail, and to consider at greater length the embroidered veil of

Despoina (cf. Plate XIV).

It consists, as we have seen, of a long strip with two borders, on which

there are the following friezes of embroidery.

f
A frieze of long triangular rays.

„ ,, alternate eagles and thunderbolts.

., „ an olive spray.

,, ,, Nereids, Tritons, and marine monsters.

k
A fringe of tassels.

A frieze of Nikae carrying censers.

„ „ „ an olive spray

„ „ „ dancing and playing beasts in human

clothes.

I A border of maeander pattern.

Of these friezes only four call for any comment,

I. Eagles and Thunderbolts.—The origin of this pattern as a

decorative element is probably to be traced to coin-types,2 which hardly

occur earlier than 300 B.C. In Arcadia itself we find it on coins of

1 Cf. Lucas, ' Reliefs der Neptunbasilica in Rom, ' Jahrb. xv. 1900, p. 4. The earliest known
examples are the statues of Mausolos and Artemisia in the British Museum. It is a marked feature

of the drapery on the Pergamene frieze and the altar of Artemis Leukophryene at Magnesia. A
good instance of a single statue is the so-called Zeno in the Capitol Museum ; cf. Helbig, Fiihrer,

i. p. 360.
9 B.M. Cat. Peloponnestis, Megalopolis, p. 189, PI. XXXV. 12, B.C. 234-146; Laconia,

p. 121, before B.C. 250; Argos, p. 145, B.C. 228-146. Thessaly to Aetolia, Dyrrachium, pp. 68,

72, 75, B.C. 229-100 ; Leucas, p. 174, after B.C. 168. Macedonia, Thessalonica, p. m, B.C.

168-88. Thrace, Byzantium, p. no, B.C. 300-271. Pontus, passim, first century B.C.

In the upper border -

In the lower border
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Megalopolis after B.C. 234, and it is a common element of decoration in

Hellenistic times.

2. Marine Monsters.—The origin of this type is perhaps to be traced

to the great group of Skopas afterwards removed to Rome, 1 though in

isolated instances like the Nereid monument in the British Museum it

attains a greater antiquity. We may trace roughly three different styles

of representation corresponding with three epochs in art -history : the first

may be called the ' classical ' period of the fourth century to which belong the

fragments from Epidaurus in the Athens Museum attributed to Timotheos

;

here we find a simple and direct representation of natural forms. To the

late Hellenistic and Graeco-Roman period belong such works as the

Munich frieze,2 the frieze from Thermopylae in the Athens Museum,3 and

the small frieze on a colossal sandal in the Palazzo dei Conservatori in

Rome,4 where we find fantastic monsters introduced, and the drapery of

the earlier Nereids exchanged for semi-nudity. Finally, a great number of

friezes of imperial date display composite monsters with the heads of

rams, bulls, and lions attached to fish-bodies, and completely nude Nereids

and Erotes. The Lycosura drapery appears to fall in the second of these

classes.

3. Nikae carrying Censers.—We may trace the decorative use of

Nikae from the time of the Nike temple on the Acropolis downwards.

Censers, however, similar to those carried on the drapery hardly occur

earlier than the beginning of the fourth century
;

5 in Hellenistic times they

are of very common occurrence. A variant to the Nikae is provided by

the heavily draped figure shewn in Fig. 14 A, which is a common type in

sculpture from the latter part of the fourth century.

4. Dancing Beasts.—This frieze is undoubtedly the most peculiar and

interesting of all. It should first be carefully noted that the figures are

beasts in human clothes, not human beings with animals' heads. Their hoofs

and paws are clearly visible ; and thus we cannot find an exact parallel in

cults like those of the Bear Maidens at Athens or others in which beast

skins are worn by human beings.6 It is, however, interesting to note that

1 By Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus ; cf. Pliny, Nat. Hist, xxxvi. 26.

2 Brunn, Beschreibung der Glyptotek, No. 115 ; Furtwangler, Intermezzi.
3 Ka£/9a5/a*, TAi/irTa rod 'EBvikov Movatiou, No. 221.
4 Ilelbig, Fiihrer durch Rom, i. p. 412, No. 614.
5 Coin of Epidaurus, B.M. Cat. Peloponnesus, PI. XXIX. 18, 322-240 B.C.; coin of Zakynthos,

ibid. PI. XIX. 15, about 390 B.C. 6 Cf. an article by A. B. Cook in/.H.S. xiv. 1894, p. 81.
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at Lycosura itself a number of terracotta figurines were found which seem

to represent human beings with animals' heads. One of these is shewn

in Fig. 26. They were found by M. Kourouniotis near

a small altar on the slope above the temple. 1 The con-

dition of the terracottas is not good, but it does seem

that the body is intended to be human and not animal,

and therefore the parallel is not complete. In fact I

know of no exact parallel to the figures on this frieze.

The various beasts represented, from the left on Plate

XIV, seem to be a pig dancing and clapping his fore-

feet together, a ram dancing, a donkey dancing, a fox

or bear playing the pipes, a ram dancing, an indeter-

minate animal carrying something, perhaps a lyre, a

horse carrying a lyre, a dog playing on the pipes, a

fox or wolf dancing, and a ram dancing.

Fig. 26.—Terracotta There seems to be no significance in the choice
Statuette from Ly- .... . .

, , . . ..
,

cosura (Scale i: 2.) °' animals, since they are neither exclusively wild

nor exclusively domestic ; the ram is three times

repeated, the goat and cow are absent. The only explanation of this

curious frieze that occurs to me is that the original worship of the

temple of Lycosura was that of the Mistress, a primitive Arcadian goddess

particularly connected with animals—hence the epithet Uorvca Or^pSiv—

,

and that in the substitution of the Eleusinian cult of the Great Goddesses

from Megalopolis some relic of the earlier animal goddess has been preserved

by the artist, in this frieze of dancing animals. Animal cults were frequent

in Arcadia, and especially in this region of it—witness the Black Demeter

of Phigalia and Horse-Poseidon of Thelpusa. This relic of an older ritual

looks curiously out of place with the formal Nikae and Nereids of an

otherwise normal Hellenistic scheme of decoration. The other four

friczes of the drapery are too common an element of decoration to

require comment.

The use of heavily embroidered draperies seems to belong to the

earlier and later stages of Greek civilization rather than to the fifth and

early fourth centuries. Thus we find these draperies on vase-paintings of

1 Penlrizet, B.C.H., xxiii. 1899, p. 635.
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the sixth century, such as the Francois vase, 1 and also on the late Apulian

vases with complicated scenes in Hades.- But the embroideries of the two

periods can be clearly distinguished : the earlier garments have bands of

decoration all the way down, with heraldic animals and human figures

predominating, or, turning to sculptured examples like the Acropolis

marbles, geometric borders of complicated maeander patterns. The later

vases shew decorative designs of vegetable and floral p itterns, and

garments heavily embroidered on the borders just like the Lycosura

drapery. During the strictly classical period the reaction in favour of

simplicity led to the decorative use of heavy folds of soft material instead

of embroidery, and it is only after the growth of luxury attendant on the

conquests of Alexander that it was gradually reintroduced.

At the same time it is likely that the sacred peploi of the gods

retained their magnificence of decoration. Acrolithic statues as well as

primitive xoana were frequently clothed in real garments, and some of

Damophon's own statues may have been intended to wear them/1 It is

highly probable that we ought to regard the veil worn by Despoina as a

definite imitation of one of these hieratic garments, since the technique is

by no means suitable to a colossal marble statue
;

4 the execution is too

minute to have produced a proper effect as a member of the group. The

original image of Despoina at Lycosura was probably a rude xoanon clad

in an actual peplos like the Athena Polias of Athens and, when the group

of Damophon replaced her, the tradition of the drapery was strong enough

to demand its reproduction in marble. The beasts perhaps figured more

largely in the original robe.

Such a tour de force in marble is hardly consonant with the ordinary

canons of Greek art, but the Hellenistic age delighted in such victories

over material. A good parallel to our drapery is a bed-valance from

Pergamon in the Museum of Berlin,5 but the closest resemblances are to

be found on late vases.G

We may now turn from detailed criticism of the technique to broader

considerations of the pose of the statues.

1 Cf. Furtwangler, Vasenmalerei, Pis. 1-3, 1 1 — 13.

- E.g. op. cit. PI. 10 ; or the Persian Vase in Naples, Pis. 88 and 89.
3 Particularly the Eileithyia of Aigion ; cf. below, p. 400, note 1.

4 It may have been influenced by the Kore at Megalopolis, which we know was acrolithic.

5 Reproduced in C. L. Ransom, op. cit. PI. 4.
6 E.g. Furtwangler, op. cit. PI. 20, a krater from Falerii.
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One of the first thoughts that will occur to the critic on seeing the

restored group at Lycosura will be the remarkable resemblance in the pose

of the two central figures to the so-called Demcter and Persephone of the

East Pediment of the Parthenon (Fig. 27). There arc some natural

differences: the Persephone of the Parthenon is turned slightly to the left

and sits higher than Demeter in order to follow the line of the pediment.

The representation too is more lifelike, and the pose of the legs and feet

more varied ; still in the actual position of the arms and the bodies there is

ic 27.—Demeter and Persephone (?) from East Pediment of Parthenon.

more than fortuitous resemblance. If we compare the folds of Demeter's

garment, we see not only an attempt generally to realize the effect of the

soft clinging stuff, but an almost identical arrangement of folds. Realizing

the necessary changes in translating a pediment group into free sculpture,

and in altering two subordinate, figures in a picture full of movement to

two chief figures in solemn hieratic repose, we shall be inclined to recognize

in the Lycosura group a direct adaptation of the Parthenon marbles.

This suggestion does not present any inherent improbabilities

Damophon was not a merely local sculptor, his work was scattered all
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over the western Peloponnese, and he was of an eminence sufficient to be

chosen as the restorer of the Olympian Zeus. It is therefore quite natural

to suppose that he had visited Athens. Furthermore, as the restorer of

Pheidias* masterpiece, he must have been thoroughly imbued with that

master's style, and indeed many critics l have recognized Pheidian

tendencies in his work; Demeter's torso in particular, shews a definite

endeavour to reproduce the clinging draperies in which the great master

delighted. In the Hellenistic age this reaction to Pheidian traditions is a

far more natural phenomenon than it would be in the fourth century, when

the tendencies of preciosity and realism were only beginning their

popularity. The second century may well have looked back on the

achievements of the last century and a half with weariness, and longed for

a reaction to a larger and simpler style, but in the heyday of Skopas and

Praxiteles snch a tendency is almost incredible.

Reactionaries in art are almost bound to follow earlier models with

more complete imitation than followers of a style which is developing

normally. Such a deliberate imitation therefore as the pose of the great

goddesses should not lead us to regard Damophon as a mere imitator, an

archaizer on the lines of Pasiteles or the Graeco-Romans. The heads which

fortune has bequeathed to us arc sufficient in themselves to prove his

originality as an artist. Daniel - has aptly remarked about them: 'We
feel that nothing quite of this kind had been done before.' In fact the clue

to Damophon's position as an artist rests on this fact, that he was genius

enough to be weary of the stale old work that succeeded the great masters

of the fourth century in Greece. The mainland was hardly touched by the

new influences that produced the great art-schools of Rhodes, of Pergamon,

or of Alexandria. The artists of Hellas continued to work in the worn-out

paths of Skopaic, Praxitelean, and Lysippian tradition. Damophon is really,

so far as we know, a solitary phenomenon. Though not the exponent of any-

new style in art, he at any rate reacted against the degraded ideals of his

contemporaries, and attempted to reintroduce a larger and broader style, in

some sense similarly to the English Pre-Raphaelites.

Anytos is too fragmentary for us to speculate with certainty on his

prototype, but Artemis again shews the dependence on an earlier type that

we have noted in Demeter and Despoina. The pose of our statue is

1 E.g. Brunn, Gesch. der gr. Kiinstler, i. p. 291 ; Ernest Gardner, Handbook, p. 403.
2 J.H.S. xxiv. 1904, p. 49.
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accurately reproduced by a coin-type, of which the best example is on a

coin of Pcllcnc l (Fig. 2<S a). The goddess is moving forward with the right

leg, the knee of which is bent. She holds a short torch in her outstretched

right hand, and in her lowered left hand a bow. A deer and possibly a dog

i
i

f { I y

B

A. Coin of 1'ki.i.knk.

(Caracalla—B.M.)

R. Coin of Aigiox.

(Commodus— Paris.)

I'lG. 28.

I). Coin of Aigiox.

(Sept. Sev.— Locbbecke.)

C. Coin of Aigiox.

(Cmiiraodus— Berlin.

)

1-*. Coin of

MESSEN K.

(Auton.— Paris.)

G. Coin of

Messene.

(Auton.—B.M.)

H. Obverse <»i same
coin.

t. Coin of Aigion.

(Ant. Pius—B.M.)

O. Coin of Aigion.

(M. Aurel.—Paris.)

I. Coin of Mega-
lopolis.

(Caracalla— Paris.

)

are at her feet. She has a quiver on her shoulder and an ornament of

some kind, perhaps a crescent, in her hair. She wears a doubled chiton

1 P.M. Cat. PeifiJ-omtcsiis, PI. VI. iS.
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girt with a belt and high boots. This coin-type of Artemis is quite distinct

from the other known types at all approximating" to the Lycosura statue,

which fall into three classes :

—

(i) Huntress Artemis with bow in left hand, drawing an arrow from

her quiver with the right hand, and running forward with or without a stag

at her side. This is a common coin-type, 1 and is best known in sculpture

by the Artemis of Versailles, which perhaps reproduces an original of

Strongylion. (2) Artemis Phosphoros carrying a torch in both hands, a

comparatively small class.- (3) Artemis Phosphoros carrying a torch in

each hand. Besides several examples on coins,'5 this type is common on

Apulian vases. 4

These three types are all represented in sculpture and are

undoubtedly derived each from a common original. Our Artemis and

the types of the coins of Pellene and Corinth have also a replica, as already

mentioned on p. 379, in the statue from the Despuig collection shewn in

Fig. 19. It can hardly be supposed that this statue is a definite copy of

Damophon's work, in spite of the resemblance in details, since Lycosura is

too obscure and remote to have had many sightseers. We should probably

rather conclude that the coins and the two statues had a common origin in

an earlier and more widely-known type.

It is thus probable that three at any rate of the Lycosura figures owe

their pose to earlier models.

We have now dealt with all that actually remains of Damophon's

handicraft. His activities were not, however, confined to Lycosura only,

and it may not prove unprofitable to examine the coin-types of the various

cities where he worked, in case we may obtain some idea of the other

sculptures from his hand.

1 -E.g. coins of Thrace, Lydia, Lycaonia, Galatia, Lycia, Caria, Troas, Mysia, Alexandria,

Ionia, Bithynia, Attica in the B.M. Catalogues.
2 B.M. Cat. Peloponnesus, Lacedaemon, 59 ; Thessaly to Aetolia, Acamania, 13, 14 ; Attica, etc.

Athens, 508, 509, 573 ; Troas, etc., Mytilene, 198 ; Lycia, etc., Selge, 35 ; Corinth, Corinth, 643.
3 B.M. Cat. Central Greece, Tanagra, 61 ; Attica, etc., Megaris, 47 ; Ionia, Ephesus, 393

(with long chiton) ; Mysia, Apollonia, 25 (with long chiton), Barium, 106, 113.
4 E.g. Furtwangler, op. cit. PI. 10.
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§4. Other Statues by Damophon. (a) At Aigion}

(1) Asklcpios and Hygieia. (2) Eilcithyia.

(1) Asklcpios and Hygieia.—There is a coin-type- of Aigion shewing

these two deities, in which we should probably recognize the statue group

of Damophon ; the figures occur both separately and together, but in all

representations a snake-entwined altar provides a connecting link. The

group consists of Asklepios in profile facing right, seated on a high-backed

chair without footstool, with left hand in lap, and resting the right on a high

sceptre—a pose almost exactly the converse of the Despoina at Lycosura.

A wreath is thrown over one corner of the chair-back. The god is clothed

in a himation which falls over the left shoulder and is gathered round the

hips leaving right arm and torso bare. Standing opposite and facing him

is Hygieia with left hand on hip, and the right extended towards an altar

placed between the figures round which a snake is coiled. She is clad in

a long short-sleeved high-girt chiton, and a himation over left shoulder and

round hips with a fall over left arm nearly to the ground. The god is

bearded, but Hygicia's hair seems to be short. The drawing is of course

on too small a scale to base any discussion of detail. What is of special

interest is the fact that the pose of the Asklepios is almost precisely that

of the Asklepios of Epidaurus, as we see it in coin-types, or in the small

reliefs from Epidaurus in the Athens museum; 1

Thus we find Damophon again making use of an earlier type for the

position of his figure. In the drapery too there seem to be suggestions of

the Olympian Zeus, whose himation also fell over the left shoulder, leaving

the torso nude. In the Hygieia no well known type seems to be repre-

sented, but we can study the pose more easily in a statue formerly in the

Palazzo Borghese. 4 The head and arms of this figure are restorations, but

the drapery of the torso is a precise rendering of the coin-type, and the

original right arm was in the same position. The snake, part of which is

genuine, is an addition to the type. The statue with its high girdle

and himation is reminiscent of the Hestia in Athens, and suggests a

Hellenistic type.

(2) Eileithyia.—This figure was an acrolithic xoanon covered with actual

1 Pausanias, vii. 23. 57. 2 AT
uw. Comm. Fans. R. ix, x, xi, Fig. 28, B, C, C 1

, D.
3 Cf. also a small relief in the Capitol ; Helbig, Fiihrcr durch Rom, i. p. 332, No. 511.

4 Arnclt-Amelung, Einzelverkatif, No. 490 ; Matz-Duhn, Ant. Bihhv. in Rom, 859.
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drapery. Two coins of Aigion l with figures of pronounced xoanon type

almost certainly reproduce this statue. The descriptive passage of Pausanias

runs : teal rats X€Pai rV /X€v e? *vdv eKTerarai, rfj Be ave-^ei BaBa. !Ll\ei0via

Be eitedcrai Tt? av elvai BaBas oti yvvai^lv ev tea) ical irup elcrtv ai taBlves.

The restoration of 8a? after eKTerarat seems natural especially in

consideration of the plural BaBas in the following sentence {N.C.P. p. 83).

To this description the two coins correspond, though one has a peculiar

head-dress. This does not, however, seem to me to be a mural crown, but

a band of plumes or feathers of some kind.

The coin throws very little light on Damophon's style except that it

serves as an example of an acrolithic xoanon. The pose of such figures

was entirely a matter of convention.

(b) At Messene. 2

(1) Mother of the Gods. (2) Artemis Laphria. (3) Asklepios and his sons.

(4) Apollo and the Muses. (5) Herakles. (6) City of Thebes (and

Epaminondas). (7) Tyche. (8) Artemis Phosphoros.

Three of these statues are perhaps represented by coin-types, the

Artemis Laphria, the Asklepios, and the Tyche of Messene.

Artemis Laphria.—A coin of Messene 3 bears a figure of Artemis

shewing some resemblance to those of Patrae which are usually taken

to represent Artemis Laphria. This resemblance, however, does not extend

to detail, since the right hand of the Messene figure holds a spear instead of

resting on the hip, and there appear no traces of a bow in the left hand.4

If, therefore, this coin does represent the statue of Damophon, it is clearthat

he made considerable alterations in the pose of his prototype.

Asklepios.— It seems quite legitimate to connect the Asklepios of

a Messenian coin 5 (Fig. 28 g) with the statue of Damophon, which would

naturally be among the most prominent in Messene. The bearded god is de-

picted with his weight thrown on the left leg, and holding in his right hand

a snake-entwined staff. The left hand folded in his himation rests on the

hip. The himation falls over the left shoulder, and is drawn tightly across

1 ATnm. Comm. Pans. R. vi, vii, Fig. 28 E.
2 Pausanias, iv. 31. 6, 7, 10. 3 Num. Comm. Pans. P. iii, Fig. 28 F.

A much greater resemblance exists to the possible Artemis Agrotera of Megalopolis ; cf.

Num. Comm. Paus. V. ii.

Num. Comm. Paus. P. i.

D D
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the body below the breast. This type is common on Messcnian coins, and

may be found at Asine, Cyparissa, and Las. Its presence in these cases is

doubtless due to the Messenian statue, but it is also found in Orchomenos,

Corinth. Thessaly, Athens, and Megara, and later becomes a cult-type

spread over the whole Greek world. 1 A change in the type is that the

god begins to lean more on the staff, and his himation is tucked into his

armpit to make the position more comfortable. This is a typical

Hellenistic variation on an older cult-type, and is to be observed in

sculptured replicas also.-' Damophon apparently preserved the older type

in his statue, as we might have expected.

The Tychc of Messcne.—On the obverse of the coin just men-

tioned is a head,'8 which we might for that very reason naturally con-

nect with Damophon (Fig. 28 II). This supposition is strongly confirmed

by its character. The treatment of the hair in rolls with locks falling

on to the shoulders, the veil, and the thin chiton are strongly reminiscent of

the Uemetcr at Lycosura, and the large deep-set eyes and pouting lips

are typical characteristics of our artist. Of Damophon's statues at

Messene, three alone would be suitable for this coin-type, the Tyche, the

Mother of the Gods, and the City of Thebes. The latter may, however, be

left out of consideration, as there would be no reason for its appearance

on a Messenian coin. Of the other two, the Tyche of Messene is the

more likely, since Kybelc is usually shewn on coins at full length without

a veil, and is rarely found in Greece, and never in the Peloponnese.

The crown worn by the goddess is quite unlike any other representa-

tion of a mural crown, but can hardly be anything else. At the same time

it is quite possible that this coin represents the statue of Messcne herself,4

a chryselephantine statue probably by another artist.

(c) At Megalopolis.

One more work of Damophon is represented by a coin-type, and also

by a large series of existing statues.

On a coin of Megalopolis 5 we see a herm of Herakles clad in a lion's

skin, with right hand folded under the skin across his breast, and the left

1 Cf. B.M. Cat. Peloponnesus, Attica, Corinth, Actolia to Thessaly, passim.

- Cf. Reinach, Repertoire, ii. pp. 31-33.
'' Num. Comm. Pans. P. ii.

4 Cf. Pausanias, iv. 31. 11.

5 Num. Comm. Pans. PI. V. 6, Fig 28 I.
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holding the lion's head at the left hip. We have good reason for con-

necting this with the statue of Herakles as an Idaean Daktyl, 1 which stood,

according to Pausanias, at the side of the Demeter, in the great group of

Demeter and Kore at Megalopolis.- The statue was about a cubit high.

The argument for connecting the coin with the statue of Damophon is as

follows :—the coin-type is reproduced by a large number of statues, which

are for the most part also of diminutive size;'5 further, there was a

connection between these statues and gymnasia, as is proved from their

appearance in athletic reliefs. 4 Statues of Idaean Herakles were also

connected with gymnasia.5

The immense popularity of this kind of Herakles herm, probably

the commonest form of Herakles herm in existence, renders it very

unlikely that the small statue of Damophon was the prototype. The

number of sculptured replicas is very large. These fall roughly into two

classes : an earlier type, to which the Megalopolis coin belongs, best

exemplified by a small rosso antico figure formerly in Sparta, 11 and a later

type, of which an excellent example is a small bronze in the British

Museum. 7 The earlier class has the head erect with short hair, the later

the head leaning over the left shoulder, with long hair and a very large

lion's skin. Furtwangler attributed the original of the Spartan statue to

the school of Lysippos, and there is a very considerable resemblance in

the head to the statue-type of Glykon, preserved to us in the Farncsc

Herakles. The later type is an ordinary Hellenistic variation, like the later

type of the Asklcpios. Here again we find Damophon adopting the earlier,

not the later type.

After examining, therefore, Damophon's works, both existing and

conjectural, we find reason in almost every case for supposing that he

followed an existing type ; at the same time his heads are distinguished by

a vivacity and naturalism that shew no trace of imitation.

1 Cf. Preller, Gr. Myth., fourth edition (Robert), p. 653 ; Lobeck, Aglaof>hamus, ii. 1156.

- viii. 31. 5.

:1 The following are a few examples. Berlin, A/us. Cat. 187 ; Rome, Capitol, Bottaxi i. 1

(reversed) ; Rome, Vatican, Chiaramonti, 542 H and C, 225 ; Venice, Gerhard, Ant. ftiidtv. 113, 2 ;

Troy, Schliemann, Troja, p. 238, Eig. 125.
4 Cf. Relief in Berlin Mus. Cat. 784 ; also Anc. Marbles in Great Britain, p. 386, No. 260.

1 Viz. at Elis, Pans. vi. 23. 2 ; and at Sikyon, Pans. ii. 10. 7.

'' Formerly in the possession of A. Kalomiros and figured in Roscher's Lexicon s.v. Heracles,

ii. 2170; Ath. Mitt. ii. 343, 83. There is a second rosso antico herm of the same type in the

Sparta Museum now. Cf. Tod and Wace, Catalogue, p. 160, No. 286.

' From Ilalicarnassus. B.M. Cat. Bronzes, PI. XXX., No. 1291.

2 7 I) 1) J
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Further we know him as a maker of colossal statues, and at the same

time as a painstaking engraver of minute detail. He combines excellence

of finish with elementary mistakes in modelling, flat and uninteresting

drapery with accurate and careful treatment of the extremities, and lifelike

facial expression with clumsy and stiff poses.

His work contains so many contradictory elements that it becomes of

great interest and value, but the main reason why the Lycosura sculptures

must always retain a great importance, is that we see in them the last

artistic effort of free Hellas before the decay that attended the Roman
dominion.

Guy Dickins.



THE EARLY AEGEAN CIVILIZATION
IN ITALY.

It may be well to begin by defining the period with which this paper

attempts to deal. It is the whole of the Neolithic period in the Aegean,

together with that part of the Bronze Age which is prior to the appear-

ance of the style of pottery to which the name Mycenaean was, and is still

usually given. With this true Mycenaean period, corresponding to Late

Minoan III in Crete, we are not here concerned. Suffice it to say that in

various parts of Italy and Sicily, vases, bronzes, and other objects have

been found which must have been imported from some centre of this

Mycenaean civilization. What is more difficult is to find proofs of

connexion between Italy and the Aegean previous to this date, i.e. during

the period covered by the eight metres of Neolithic deposit on the Palace

Hill at Knossos, and by the succeeding Minoan periods down to, and

including Late Minoan II.

Just as the researches of Orsi in Sicily have proved the connexion of

Sicily and the Aegean in Mycenaean times, so the excavation of South

Italy, still in its infancy, has provided considerable evidence of close

connexion between Italy and the Aegean in much earlier days. And here

two questions, which must be kept quite distinct, arise : firstly, what

evidence can we find of the importation into Italy and its islands of

Aegean products ; and secondly, can any parts of Italy be said to have

partaken of Aegean civilization in the full sense, i.e. can we say of any part

of Italy that it formed a unit in the Aegean civilization in the same sense

that Paros or Melos did ?

Let us begin with the first question as being the easier. There have
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been found in Italy painted vases which are of Aegean workmanship. A
few years ago Prof. J. L. Myres published in Alan x a vase now in the Peel

Park Museum at Manchester. This vase, which is a Schnabelkanne of the

usual Aegean type, is said to have come from South Italy, though there is

some uncertainty on this point. Prof. Myres mentions two more vases of

the same type. ' The others,' he says, ' are (i) the vase in the Louvre (Salle

D. 5), which was definitely acquired in South Italy
; (2) the vase in the

Fitzvvilliam Museum at Cambridge, which comes from the Leake collection,

has a similar history, and is retained by Prof. Ernest Gardner in the

Italian section.' Other painted vases which are undoubtedly of foreign

origin have been found in Liguria and in Apulia. These we shall have

occasion to examine more closely later.

It is, however, in Sicily that the strongest proofs of this early

connexion have been obtained. In 1904 Orsi drew the attention of the

International Congress at Rome to the number of Mycenaean products

found in south-east Sicily, and at the same time hinted at a pre-

Mycenaean connexion.'2 In 1907 he followed this up with an article in

the review Ausonia? in which he gave in full the evidence relating to the

pre-Mycenaean period. It is necessary to bear in mind that Orsi divides

the pre-historic age in Sicily into five periods, Sicanian or Neolithic, and

First, Second, Third, and Fourth Siculan. The First Siculan is an

Eneolithic and Early Bronze culture, while the Second Siculan is the period

of true Mycenaean (L. M. Ill) imports, and does not here concern us. The

graves of the First Siculan period usually consist of a chamber of circular

plan hewn in a face of solid rock, preceded by a wide and short dromos, or

padiglione, open to the sky.4 In one grave found in the ravine called Cava

Lazzaro near Modica, the sides of the dromos, which is shaped like a

segment of a circle, are ornamented with a series of pilasters cut in the

solid rock, four on each side of the door of the burial chamber. 5 The

pilasters are connected by semicircular arches, and the arch joining the two

central columns forms a span above the door. Six of the pilasters are

adorned at the top with a sculptured circle with its centre marked,

and three are also marked down the front with a fish-bone pattern. A
1 Man, 1902, paragraph 96.
2 Atti del Congresso lnternazionale di scienze sloriche, Roma, 1 904, p. 97.
3 Ausonia, 1907, p. 5.

4 See, for example, Bullettint di Pa'etnologia itahana, vol. xviii. pp. 1 sqq. and 67 sqq.

5 Orsi in Ausonia, 1907, p. 7.
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somewhat similar arrangement of pilasters was noticed by Orsi in two

graves of the same period at Cava Lavinaro l in the same district. No
other trace of such architecture is found in graves of the First Siculan

period, and the circle is unknown as an ornamental motive on the pottery

of the time. It seems therefore natural to see the hand of a foreign artist

or at least the reflexion of a foreign influence. This is supported by a

further piece of evidence from the cemetery at Castelluccio. In two of the

graves the large stone slabs used to close the entrance were roughly

ornamented each with two pairs of opposed spirals in relief.2 The spiral

again is a motive unknown in work of the period in Sicily, and points to

foreign influence. The arrangement of the pattern recalls the gold work

of Troy and of the shaft-graves at Mycenae. Whether this parallel has

any chronological value it is hard to siy, as we are unable as yet to divide

the First Siculan period into definite sub-periods. All that we can affirm

with certainty is that the graves in question are older than those which

contain pottery of L. M. Ill type. It would be interesting to know

whether the pilaster ornamentation of the dromoi has any close parallel in

the Aegean ; up to the present I have been unable to find one.3

Almost more remarkable than this funeral architecture is the occurrence

in the First Siculan period of several beautifully worked objects of bone.

Six of these come from the cemetery of Castelluccio 4 and a seventh from

the cavern of Lazzaro 5 in the Cava Lazzaro mentioned above. They are

about 12 cm. long and of semicircular section. The convex side is carved to

show a row of bulb-shaped projections, and the whole is decorated with

finely incised ornament. In workmanship these objects are unlike and far

superior to anything else found in graves or habitations of this period, and

must be imported. At the time of their first discovery Orsi pointed to an

exact parallel from the second city at Hissarlik. This makes it highly

probable that these bone objects, whose use is unknown, came from some

part of the Aegean. The fineness of the work makes it impossible that

they should be Sicilian.

So much for the presence in Italy and Sicily of Aegean imports

1 Orsi in Nothie degli Stavi, 1905, p. 432, Fig. 18. - Bull. Pal. xviii. Tav. vi.

3 Excepting, of course, the Treasury of At reus, where, however, the pilasters are only two. ami

the scale is immensely greater.

4 Bull. Pal. xviii. Tav. iv. , Figs. 1 and 2 and pp. 7, 8.

5 Orsi in Ausonia, 1907, p. 6, Fig. I.

B Schliemann, Ilios, Fig. 564.

2 7 t
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and possibly of Aegean workmen. Can we go any further than this ? Can

we show that any part of Italy or Sicily had a civilization running

on parallel lines to that of the Aegean, having perhaps a common source

with it?

Whoever has examined the pre-historic records of Italy must have

been struck by the clear distinction which can be kept throughout, between

the north and south parts of the peninsula, a distinction which becomes

more striking when Sicily is included in the southern portion. The great

lake-dwelling culture of the Bronze Age was practically limited to the

north, though its influence affected a great part of the peninsula. It

was not until the very end of the Bronze Age that the terremare folk

pushed down into South Italy, 1 and even then it is very doubtful whether

they survived there. The so-called ' Siculan ' pottery, the punctured

incised ware of Matera and Pertosa,2
is confined to South Italy and

is unknown in the north. In the Iron Age the Villanova culture, with its

characteristic cremation burial, stopped short in Latium, and never reached

Campania or Lucania, though many of its products permeated South

Italy.3 Mycenaean and early Greek influences affected the south more

than the north, although the former reached the head of the Adriatic 4

and the latter acted strongly on Etruria. These examples, which might be

added to, shew the distinction between north and south in the Bronze and

Early Iron Ages.

Can a similar distinction be drawn in the Neolithic period ? An

examination of the pottery of the period seems to shew that it can.

As typical of the earliest Neolithic remains in North Italy we may take

the earliest hut foundations of Reggio-Emilia
r>

and the settlement of Alba

Cuneo c
; and as representative of South Italy we may take the settlements of

Stentinello 7 and Matrensa in Sicily.8 The method of decorating pottery-

most usually employed at A-lba or in the Reggio district is the application

of strips of clay in relief: the strips are often laid horizontally round the

body of the vase, and sometimes vertical strips are added so as to form

1 l'igorini in Bull. Pal. xxvi. p. 17.

2 Monumenti Antichi, vols. viii. and ix. See Bull. Pal. xix., Figs. 14 to 24, for examples.
:i Papers of the British School of Rome, iv. p. 285.
4 Cf. the Mycenaean vases from Torcello. Dawkins \nJ.H.S. vol. xxiv. p. 125
5 E.g. Calerno and Alhinea, Bull. Pal. i. pp. 101 sqq.

6 Bull. Pal. xix. p. 162. 7 Bull. Pal. xvi. pp. 177 sqq.

8 Material unpublished in the museum of Syracuse.
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a kind of rough net-work pattern on the vase. The strips are usually

pitted with the finger-tip or slashed across with the nail.

This type of ornament is not restricted to the localities mentioned.

It occurs in practically all Neolithic deposits in North Italy—some of

the best examples come from the Grotta all' Onda in Tuscany 1—and

it lasts on into the Encolithic and Bronze Ages. In Sicily it is completely

absent in the Neolithic period, while in later times it is quite rare, and

is seldom marked with the finger in the Northern fashion. Its place is

taken by the Stentinello ware, a fine grey-brown pottery, carefully

incised with geometric patterns which are filled in with a white sub-

stance. The regularity of some of the designs on this ware led Orsi to

examine it very minutely '-' and to discover that the process used was

not always incision, but often impression by means of specially pre-

pared implements. The distribution of this ware in Sicily seems to

be limited as yet to the cast part of the island and especially the

south-east. It occurs in open settlements at Stentinello and Matrensa,

and a few fragments have also been found near Paterno, near Cafano,

in the Syracusan caves of La Scggia and La Scorosa,3 and finally in

the Grotta Corruggi near Pachino. Pottery of the same type occurs

on the Italian mainland at Molfetta near Bari,4 at Matera, and in the

Tremiti Islands off the peninsula of Gargano."' There are also in the

museum of Tarentum several sherds marked as coming from the Piazza

d'Armi in that city. It is true that the mainland pottery differs in some

respects from that of Sicily : there is not the same orderly horizontal

arrangement of the design that is so conspicuous at Stentinello, or more

particularly at Matrensa, and the ornamental elements are not always the

same, nor do we, in Italy, get the white filling in the incisions. But

in both cases we have the combination of incision and impression, the use

of mechanical means to produce the effect, and of carefully prepared clay

and further, although there are some ornamental elements on the mainland

which arc not to be found at Matrensa or Stentinello, several of these occur

elsewhere in Sicily. Thus the motive of Fig. 1 n, which is common at

1 Hull. Pal. xxvi. Tav. v.

- Bull, Pal. xvi. pp. 188- 191.

3 Von Andrian, Prahistorische Sttidien atis Sicilitn, Taf. v. Figs. 5, 6, it, 14, 15, 16.

4 Mayer, Le Stazioni preislorichc di Molfetta, Tav. iv., v., vi., vii.

5 Bull. Pal. xxxiii. pp. I s</q„ Tav. i. and ii. A single fragment from the Vibtata valley,

now in the Museo Preistorico at Rome, closely resembles the Tremiti examples.
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Matera and Molfetta l
is to be found in Sicily at Paterno, and in the Caves

of La Seggia and La Scarosa,2 while the motive of Fig. 1 b is common to

Matrensa and Molfetta. In fact the smaller finds in Sicily form a link

between the pottery of Stentinello and Matrensa on the one hand, and that

of Molfetta, Matera, and the Tremiti Islands on the other. That is to say,

all this early Neolithic ware of Sicily and south-west Italy forms, despite

local differences, one single series with a single origin, and is sharply dis-

tinguished from the North Italian pottery. It is true that both incision and

very elementary impression were used in North Italy, but the schemes were

entirely different from those of the south, and the workmanship far inferior.3

What I chiefly wish to suggest is that this South Italian pottery, which

we may for the sake of brevity call Stentinello ware, belongs rather to the

Aegean than to the Italian series. This hypothesis is supported by an

examination of its distribution, its forms, and its ornament. The localities

in which Stentinello ware is found have already been given ; they are

precisely those parts of Italy which lie nearest to the Aegean and which

are most likely to have enjoyed the early Aegean culture. It is well to

add that a few fragments bearing the well-known Molfetta tremolo pattern,4

Fig. 1. c, have been found in one of the caves in Cape S. Elia in Sardinia

and in the cave of the Arene Candide in Liguria.5 It is significant that

these localities are both known from other evidence to have had some

connexion with the Aegean in quite early times. Liguria for example has

furnished numbers of shells which do not occur in Ligurian seas at all, but

come some from the Atlantic, others from the Indian Ocean, while others

again are common in Sicilian or Sardinian waters or on the African coast.

Besides this the Arene Candide cavern contains a few objects of obsidian,

which point directly to the south. The wide range of Ligurian connexions

is clearly exemplified by the finding in the caves of pintaderas, objects

found in places so far apart as Moravia and the Canary Isles.6 It is also

notable that though the daggers of copper of the Eneolithic period in

Upper Italy may be classed under a small number of fixed types, the

Pollera cave in Liguria and that of S. Bartolomeo in Sardinia have

1 Mayer, op. cit. Figs. 88, 89, 91.
2 Von Andrian, op. cit. Taf. v. Figs. 6 and 15.

3 The difference may be well observed in the pottery from Toscanella Imolese now in the

Museo Civico of Bologna.
4 Bull. Pal. xxvii. Tav. v. Fig. 5.

5 E.g. Bull. Pal. xix. Tav. i. Fig. 2. Other examples of impressed ware from Liguria are to

be seen in the Museo Preistorico at Rome. 6 Bull. Pal. xxix. p. 228.
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> ielded daggers of shapes which will not fit into the scries, and therefore

point probably to foreign influence. 1

To come to the question of vase-forms. Fig. 2 a is a reconstruction by-

Mayer of a vase found at Matera, and covered with ornament of type

Fig. 1 a. This will at once be recognised as an Aegean shape, with close

parallels at Hissarlik, in the Cycladic cist-graves, and above all in the

Fig. 2.

—

Aegean Vase-shapes found in S. Italy.

Neolithic burial found by Mr. Tod at Hagios Nikolaos in East Crete-

Fig. 2 b is Mayer's reconstruction of a vase commonly found in the hut-

foundations of Molfetta. This has an exact parallel—even to the holes in

the neck— in a vase from the early tholos at Hagia Triada in Crete.3

1 Bull. Pal. xxvii. pp. 84-5, and Fig. 124 ; and xxiv. Tav. xvii. Fig. 2.

2 B.S.A. ix. p. 341, Figs, la and 2c.

3 Memorie del. A'. 1st. Lombanlo di scienze e Icttere, Milano. vol. xxi. 5, p. 249, Hates

VIII. and IX.
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Fig. 2c is a form well-known in Hissarlik II , in the Cyclades, and in the

Neolithic deposit at Knossos. It occurs at Molfetta. At Molfctta occurs

the rectangular or boat-shaped vase, 1 which has parallels in the Neolithic

ware of Knossos 2 and later, in a painted vase from Basilike 2 (E. M. III).

Finally in the museum at Molfetta is preserved,3 without precise notes as

to its origin, a bifurcate handle similar to those so common at Knossos in

the Neolithic deposit.

Unfortunately the Stentinello pottery was in such a fragmentary

condition as to give little clue as to shapes, and the material from

Matrensa, which includes nine complete vases, is not yet published, so that

it would hardly be fair to give sketches of it. Those who have seen these

vases, however, will bear me out in saying that in type they are thoroughly

Aegean, and have few affinities with the pottery of Upper Italy.

Finally we have to consider the question of ornament : Wosinksi's

voluminous work 4 has proved that the white-filled incised ware has such a

wide distribution and appears in so many different periods, that its

occurrence both in Sicily and in the Aegean is a fact from which no

inference can be safely drawn ; but he who will compare the decorative

elements at Stentinello and Matrensa with those of Neolithic Knossos

will not fail to notice the striking resemblance. In both cases the

ornament is carefully arranged in a horizontal system, due regard being

given to the contrasting of plain and ornamental surfaces ; sometimes a

single ornamental element is used alone on a vase, sometimes several

elements are combined. In both cases we may note a passion for covering

the broad handles with ornament. The punctured and incised ware found

in the upper metres of the Neolithic stratum at Knossos is practically

unknown in Sicily. Petersen figures one example from Stentinello.

In order to get a striking idea of the similarity between the two wares

it is well to compare Plates 6, 7, and 8 in Bull. Pal. xvi. with J.H.S. xxiii.,

Plate IV, and/.//.S. xxi., p. 96, Fig. 30. The Sicilian ware from Matrensa

offers further parallels, and I have therefore thought it best to give sketches

of the decorative motives common to the Cretan and the Sicilian wares.

Numbers (a), (b), (V), and (</) of Fig. 3 are examples which shew how in

both wares the ordinary line was embroidered to give finer effects, while (e)

is a more unusual form of (b), common of course to both types of pottery.

1 Mayer, op. cit. Fig. 45.
2 In the Candia Museum.

3 Mayer, op. cit. Fig. 40.
4 Die inkmstierte Keramik.
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Number f is a very favourite motive, admitting in both wares of further

ornamentation. The zigzag line is used both at Knossos and in Sicily,

either alone or in parallel series, as in (g). In (//) we have the common

motive of singly-hatched triangles—a dog-tooth-ornament. Figure i is a

particularly valuable parallel. It is usual in vessels with a clearly defined

but low neck ; around this neck runs some simple horizontal scheme, as for

example a band of straight lines, while below it spring parallel lines set

vertically, or aslant, sometimes in groups of ten or twelve. The compari-

sons here instituted were made directly from the sherds themselves in the

museums at Candia and Syracuse. The illustrations as yet published arc

not entirely representative of either material, and the comparisons will

therefore appeal most to those who have a first-hand acquaintance with one

at least of these types of pottery.

The Stentinello ware of South Italy might in the same way be

compared with the Cretan, though I doubt whether the relationship is so

close in this case. We shall merely note that the stamped triangle motive,

so common in the white incised ware of the cist-graves, is found at Molfetta 1

and in the Tremiti islands.2 It is only fair to add that it also occurs on a

vase found by Brizio two years ago outside Bologna, and by him

considered to be Neolithic, and also in the village at Toscanella. Both

these examples may, however, be of Bronze Age date.

In the light of all this evidence and bearing in mind the break between

North and South Italy, we are surely justified in saying that South Italy

belongs to the Early Aegean circle of culture, or at least, that in origin the

civilization of South Italy lies close to that of the Aegean. We are not as

yet in a position to point to the original home of this civilization. We find

it settled in Crete at a very early date, and we can trace its evolution there

through a long period; in South Italy we are only permitted to catch

glimpses of it at isolated moments. Without wishing to enter on the

dangerous ground of ethnology we may say that there is no reason to

prevent the earliest South Italians from being of a different race, or branch

of race, from those of the North. It is significant that at Molfetta there are

two distinct settlements, one superimposed upon the other, the earlier of

which contains Stentinello ware, while the Inter shews typical North Italian

ware with ornament consisting of relief-strips of clay. :{ May this not be

1 Mayer, op. (it. Tav. vii. Figs. 8 and 14. - Bull. Pal. xxxiii. Tav. i. Figs. 3 and 4.

' Mayer, op. tit. pp. 11 7- 11 9.
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due to the advance of a different people or tribe from the North? We can

certainly trace the relief-strip pottery down to Molfetta across the valley of

the Vibrata.

So far then \vc have tried to shew that the South Italian early

Neolithic culture was intimately connected in origin with the Aegean and

more especially the Cretan. Towards the end of the Neolithic period

Italian pottery undergoes a complete change. In almost all parts of Italy

and in Sicily and Sardinia appears pottery of the so-called dolmen type,

ornamented with incised bands, and having as one of its most typical forms

the Glockenbedier or bell-shaped cup. 1 The origin of this ware need not

detain us here ; suffice it to say that in Sicily it is found in cave-dwellings,

and not, like Stentinello ware, in open settlements, and that, as in South

Italy it overlies and perhaps replaces Stentinello ware, so in North Italy

it overlies relief-strip ware. The appearance of this pottery in Italy is an

event to which there is no parallel in the Aegean.

Let us now advance a stage, leaving the Neolithic period and coming

to the earliest age of metals in the Aegean. This stage is marked in

Crete, in the Cyclades, at Aphidna, Chaeronea and elsewhere, by the

appearance of painted pottery. In Crete no change of people seems to

occur, and we see painted ware developing gradually from white incised

ware, using the same designs and obtaining much the same effects. In

Sicily too the early metal period is marked by the appearance of painted

ware, but we are as yet unable to trace its development from the

Neolithic incised pottery. What we see is a fully developed style : its

beginnings are unknown to us. It is well known that Orsi attributes the

Neolithic and the Eneolithic periods in Sicily to different branches of one

people
;

3 the earlier he calls Sicani, and the later Siculi. Petersen denied

this change, pointing out that very many of the decorative elements in the

painted ware are derived from the earlier incised ware,4 and Dr. Mackenzie

has recently supported this view.5 The ethnological question need not

detain us here, and I shall only remark that anyone who will read

Petersen's article will be convinced that the painted ware preserves much

of the tradition of the incised ; but there are a number of new decorative

elements to be accounted for, and above all we have to explain the intro-

1 For examples see Von Andrian, op. cit. Taf. iv. Figs. 4, 5, 7.

2 Mackenzie, J.H. S. xxiii. 165.
:i Bull. Pal. xvi. 197.

4 Rom. Mitt. xiii. 171-191. 3 B.S.A. xii. p. 229.
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duction of paint. The latter gives little trouble. We know that just

previous to this date paint had begun to be used for vase decoration in

several parts of the Aegean. Couple with this the fact that the only part of

Italy to adopt it was Sicily, the nearest point to the Aegean, and the

inference is obvious. It is not absolutely certain however. The use of

paint may have arisen spontaneously in Sicily, but we have no evidence as

yet to prove this. It is true that in the cave of Cala Farina Orsi found rough

incised sherds with bands of red paint on them, but he himself admits the

possibility of their being mere imitations of painted ware at a time when

the latter had already developed. 1 Thus the mere fact that paint was used

for this Sicilian ware gives us no certain clue to its origin.

Let us turn to the ornament. Here it is natural to ask whether

Crete had any influence upon Sicilian painted pottery. We cannot

answer the question with certainty, but two facts are worthy of note :

firstly, not a single sherd of Cretan or Early Aegean painted pottery

has ever been found in Sicily. This is of course quite indecisive and

may be contradicted by new discoveries ; indeed, if we could find

an unrifled cemetery of Period I. in the neighbourhood of a fine

harbour such as that of Syracuse, round which so many settlements of

Period II. were built, we should in all probability find Minoan pottery

there. Secondly, the Minoan period to which Siculan I. is parallel is one

about which we know little as yet. The excavation of Knossos and

Phaistos yielded no complete scries of Early Minoan pottery, and though

the gap has been filled to some extent by discoveries in the east of the

island, and in particular by Mr. Seager's work at Basilike, it would be

dangerous to say that the scries even approached completeness. All we

can say is that the Early Minoan pottery as yet found shews little affinity

with the Sicilian, and affords no particle of evidence for a common origin

or for the derivation of the one from the other.

It was in reading Prof. Soteriades' report 2 of his excavations at

Chaeronea and Elatea that I was first struck by the resemblance of the

decorative elements of his painted Neolithic pottery to those of the painted

ware of Sicily. The, as yet unpublished, Thessalian painted pottery from

Sesklo and Dimini, now in the museum at Athens, also presented analogies

with the Sicilian. Desiring to get first-hand evidence on the question, I

1 Bull. Pal. xxxiii. pp. 16, 17.
a Ath. Mitt. 1905, pp. 113 sqq.
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went up to Chaeronea, where Prof. Soteriades' pottery was at that time

lying in an improvised museum. The excavator himself, though suffering

at the time from fever, received me with the greatest kindness, and, in

addition to giving me much information about his work, went through

many baskets of sherds with me. This examination confirmed the theory

already suggested by the articles in the Mitteilungen, that the North

Grecian and Sicilian decorative schemes had much in common. It must

be stated, however, at the outset, that there is one very important

difference : the Sicilian decoration is almost always arranged vertically

(Hoernes' Rahmenstil), the vase being divided into vertical 'frames' and

each holding a complete and separate ornament ; the Chaeronean pottery

is mainly decorated in the horizontal sense (Hoernes' Umlaufstil),—that is

to say, the ornament is grouped on the vase in horizontal bands.

Whether this is invariable or not, I am unable to say, as I saw the sherds

before any attempt at restoration had been made. Nevertheless, this

great distinction between the two series of pottery docs occur, and it

would be more than foolish to try to pass it over. The Thessalian pottery,

however, which has certain affinities with the Chaeronean, is often orna-

mented in the vertical sense (Rahmenstil).

Having admitted this distinction, let us examine the points of

similarity. Anyone who is not familiar with the painted ware of the First

Siculan period may refer to the illustrations in Bull. Pal. vol. xix. Tav. 5,

6, 7, vol. xxiii. Tav. 1, and vol. xxiv. Tav. 20, 21, 22. The clay is impure

and of a yellow-grey colour. It is covered with a coloured slip, either

•cream -yellow (passing into dirty white at Castelluccio) or dark brick-red.

On this slip are laid geometric designs in black or dark brown with the

-occasional addition of white. The colours are matt, but the whole surface

has a slight hand polish. There is no sign of the use of the wheel.

Anyone who will trouble to turn up the plates I have mentioned, more

especially those in vol. xix., will at once perceive which are the

commonest ornament-motives at Castelluccio. Some of these are, so far

as I know at present, quite without parallel at Chaeronea, as for example

Fig. 4 a, b, c. These may well be developments of the local Siculan style

;

other motives, however, are less peculiar to the island.

In both the Siculan and the Chaeronean ware two methods of

ornamentation stand out pre-eminent, the use of doubly-hatched surfaces

and of the chess-board pattern. Orsi thinks that these are patterns natural

E E
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ancl even inevitable in pottery which is essaying to imitate the technique

of rush- or wicker-work baskets. 1 Even admitting that such a derivation

would account for the independent appearance of these two patterns in two

localities, it does not take us very far, for in both places the two ornaments

are used in very similar combinations. Note, for example, the fondness of

the Siculan pottery for using both patterns side by side on the same vase,

e.g. Fig. 5, a (after Orsi, Bull. Pa/.), and compare the daring example from

Elatea in Eig. 5, b (after Sotcriades, Ath. Mitt.). Compare, too, the

scheme of the two opposed triangles in the latter figure with the Siculan

example in Fig. 5, c. In Eig. 5, d is one of the commonest of the Siculan

decorative schemes, two doubly-hatched bands cutting at right angles, the

outside lines being thickened. A similar scheme is usual at Chaeronea,

where the same thickening of the outer lines is to be noted. Above all

should be observed the curious irresponsibility sometimes shewn in both

wares in the arrangement of the design. Thus in Eig. 5, /; three small

zigzags are attached to the base of the chequered triangle, with which they

arc entirely out of keeping, while in another example from the same place

the zigzags are replaced by V-shaped appendages. It is surely more than

a coincidence that precisely the same ornament is treated in a precisely

similar manner in Sicily (Fig. 5, a). Further examples may be added.

The ornament shewn in Fig. 5, e is common in Chaeronea ware, while in

the Syracuse museum there are three Siculan examples from Grotto

Lazzaro, Paterno, and Cala Farina. The tremolo Eig. 5,/ appears in both

wares in the same thickened form, and similarly placed in a vertical

position. Finally the flag ornament of Eig. 5, g may be mentioned : the

example given is Siculan, but in the Chaeronea ware it appears in a

similar scheme, formed by producing the sides of a triangle at its apex.

In addition to these resemblances it is to be noticed that the colour

scheme is much the same in both wares. The most typical Chaeronea

ware is decorated in dark red on a light yellow ground, while the Siculan

ware is in brown on a similar background. The brick-red background

sometimes found in Sicily is at Chaeronea used only in monochrome ware.

These similarities in small detail are too numerous and striking to be

overlooked. They at least lead us to consider very seriously the possibility

of a real connexion between the ware of Sicily and that of Chaeronea.

1 /hi//. Pat. \\\. 44.
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Have they a common origin, or did one borrow from the other ? The
first question we cannot answer— we know too little of the Neolithic

pottery of the Balkans to speak of origins. There is no doubt that the

pottery of Sesklo and Dimini is clearly connected with that of the Tells

of Bulgaria, 1 and that the Chaeronea ware is distinctly related to both,

but we can get no further. Abandoning this question as unanswerable

in the light of present knowledge, can we find any evidence for the use

of Chaeronean models in Sicily ? Though no fragment of such pottery

has ever been found in Sicily, there is a probability that such importation

did take place, and for this reason. At Molfetta about 120 sherds of

imported painted ware were found, and others of a similar type occurred

at Matera. Dr. Mayer, writing in 1904, assigns these fragments, in part

at least, to some school of Aegean vase-painting as yet unknown to us

elsewhere ;
- but since the discoveries of Chaeronea and Thessaly I think

we can affirm with comparative safety, that most of the sherds come from

some part of the Balkan peninsula, and that some at least arc actual

Chaeronea ware. Of this latter fact I was able to satisfy myself by

comparison with a couple of Chaeronean sherds which Prof. Soteriades

had kindly given me. Much of this Molfetta ware resembles more closely

the Thessalian series, and comes without doubt from some part of the

Balkans. Several of the Matera pieces exhibit all the appearances of

Chaeronea ware. If these vases come from the Chaeronea district, they

must have come by sea up the Gulf of Lepanto and across the Adriatic.

Unfortunately we do not know the distribution of Chaeronea ware. In

the hope that it might extend westward to the Adriatic coast of Epirus

I spent a few days searching for it in Aetolia, but without success. None

of the many peasants I questioned had ever found or seen coloured

vases. Nevertheless the fact remains that in quite early times there was a

large trade in painted vases across the mouth of the Adriatic, and it

seems almost impossible that this trade failed to reach Sicily. Assuming

that it did so, we have an explanation of the appearance of Chaeronean

motives in Sicilian ware. This, however, is not a demonstrated conclusion,

but only a probable suggestion.

It should be noted that the only other locality in Italy where painted

pottery is found is Liguria, where two of the caverns :{ have yielded

1 B.C.H. 1906, pp. 360 sqq. - Mayer, <?/. dt. p. 141.
3 Viz. della Pollera and dell' Acqua.
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a few imported fragments, too few to give any idea of their origin. 1
It

is significant that it is in the Ligurian cases that we found Stentinello

ware and other evidence of Aegean affinities.

Before leaving the question of potter)' there arc two or three small

points to notice. One of the commonest forms in the Siculan painted

series is the hour-glass cup of the type given in Fig. 6. This, as Orsi

has pointed out, is precisely similar to the shape from Hissarlik given in

Schliemann's I/ios, Fig. 1080. We may add that the similar form with

only one handle, also common in Sicily, is known

in the Cycladic graves at Siphnos. Again, Sar-

dinia has yielded two vases which are of the

Aegean Schnabelkanne type."2 This form is un-

known in Italy, and connects Sardinia at once

with the Aegean. The island would form a

natural stopping-place on a voyage from the

Aegean by way of Sicily to Liguria. Together

with these forms must be noticed an anthropo-

morphic vase from the Pulo at Molfetta, showing

a rendering of the human face,3 and recalling the

similar vases at Hissarlik.4 The occurrence of this

vase is the more remarkable as the plastic art developed very late in

Italy
; it therefore points without doubt to foreign importation, though the

particular vase in question may be a native imitation.

A strong confirmation of the connexion between Italy and the Aegean

is afforded by the finding in several places of small clay idols representing

human figures. It must be remembered that the idol, which plays such a

great role in early Aegean civilization, is entirely foreign to that of Italy.

Apparently the terremare folk were the first Italians who had any con-

ception of the plastic reproduction of animal forms, and even they may
have derived their ideas from foreign models. If, therefore, we can find

idols in Italy the fact will be the more significant.

At Stentinello were found three pieces of plastic work. Two represent

animals, while the third appears to be a human torso. 5 It is cylindrical

in form, flattened at the shoulders. There is no reason to regard these as

Fig. 6.— Siculan 'Hour
Glass' Cup.

1 Only two, so far as I know. One is figured by Montelius, Italic Centrale, vol. i. Plate 117.
2 Mon. Ant. xi. Tav. xviii. Figs. 16 and 18, a Mayer, op. n't. p. 83, and Tav. iii. Fig. 21.
4 Schliemann, Ilios, Fig. 157. •' Bull. Pal. xvi. Tav. vi. Figs. 9 and 14.
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imports, and it is very probable that the plastic art was part of the original

heritage of this folk long before they reached Sicily. As far as we can

judge from the remains, this idol conformed to neither of the two early

Aegean types, the so-called ' island ' idol and the Thessalian.

At Villafrati ai Colli near Palermo, were found 'small painted idols

along with bichrome vases.' The material has never been properly

published, but it is clear from the presence of painted vases that it belongs

to the First Siculan period. I was unable to find the idols in the Palermo

museum, where they are said to be. Petersen describes them as ' zwci

mykenische idoletti! His figure is, however, too small to help, and as a

matter of chronology it is difficult to see how true Mycenaean idols can

occur in Siculan I. But whatever the date of these figures, they point to

the Aegean, while, if they really were found with painted pottery, they

must be of quite early period.

In the cavern of Arene Candidc in Liguria were found two idols. 1

The work is rough, probably native, and the types are not obviously quite

Aegean. As we have, however, already seen reason to connect Liguria

with the Aegean, the presence of the idols becomes significant.

Upon the idols from the terramara at Tarentum we cannot insist, as

they may be of true Mycenaean date, copied, as Quagliati suggests, from

Mycenaean models. It must be added, however, that they conform to

neither of the well-known painted types, and that Mycenaean idols were

not found in the same stratum, but only in the stratum lying above and

sharply separated from it.
2

Thus the evidence of the idols supports the idea of Aegean connexions

in Sicily and Liguria at least.

In conclusion, I wish merely to recapitulate my main contentions,

which are three in number. Firstly, that South Italy and Sicily were, during

the Neolithic and Early Metal period, in direct communication with various

centres of the Aegean civilization, using the word in its widest sense.

Objects were imported into, and perhaps imitated in, various parts of Italy,

including the South-East coast, Sicily, Sardinia, and Liguria. The places

most strongly pointed to are Hissarlik, the lower part of the Balkan

peninsula, and perhaps Crete, and one is inclined to suggest a trade

route from the Aegean up to Sicily, Sardinia, and Liguria. Secondly, the

earliest civilization of the Neolithic period in South Italy is of an Aegean

1 Figured by Issel in Liguria geologica e freistorica. - Xot. Scav. mj<>o, p. 418, Fiy. 3.
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rather than an Italian type, and presents considerable affinities with that

of Crete in particular. It is possible that both have a common origin

and are due to branches of a single people. Thirdly, as in the Aegean so

in Sicily, though nowhere else in Italy, the Early Metal period was marked

by the appearance of painted pottery. Much of the design is native,

derived from wicker-work, but some seems to point to the Balkan* penin-

sula, while the technique was probably introduced from elsewhere in

the Aegean.

T. E. Peet.



CRETAN PALACES AND THE AEGEAN
CIVILIZATION. III.

IF we summarize the ethnological evidence from excavation set forth

in the previous paper it is to the following effect :—Notwithstanding all

the local deviations that appear on the surface, there is no essential

distinction of race underlying the civilization reflected by the remains at

Tiryns and Mycenae, and that in Crete in the latter part of the Late

Minoan Age. This period is represented by the remains of partial

occupation of the royal buildings and by the finds from the cemeteries of

the same period at Knossos, Phaestos and elsewhere in Crete. On contem-

plation of the finds belonging to this period, nothing is more striking than

the uniform fact that there is in the regular sequence of development no

real break as yet with what preceded. This is true, notwithstanding the

inevitable processes of decadence that had now set in.

The evidence for this continuity has been brought together so con-

vincingly by Dr. Arthur Evans in his publication of the Knossian tombs

of this period that there is no reason here to do more than summarize the

results. 1 Dr. Evans adduces as a positive phenomenon the continuity

with the culture of the Later Palace Period. This is revealed in the vase-

forms in clay and bronze and their decoration. It comes out further in a

striking manner in the bronze sword-types. The negative phenomena are

of quite as startling a character. There is an entire absence of (a) cremation.

(b) the fibula and (c) iron. There arc further no continental types of (a)

vases, (b) swords. There is in the third place the complete non- existence

1 Sec 'The Prehistoric Tombs of Knossos,' Archaeologia^ 1905, 1-172. [Separately:

1>. Quaritch.]
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of any known type of bronze body-armour, such as (a) breast-plates,

(6) greaves, (c) shields. This means, ipso facto, the entire absence of the

continental types of bronze body-armour associated with Achacans and

other peoples of Hellenic race. We have in conclusion the general fact

that all these phenomena, which are negative for the latter part of

the Late Minoan Age, begin suddenly to become positive in the

post-Minoan era.

People of Mycenaean Race in Crete.

If now we compare this evidence with that derived from the mainland

of Greece, we shall find a parallel phenomenon there. This is a fact of

very great importance towards an understanding of the probable trend of

events after the destruction of the Palace at Knossos in that wider context

of Aegean history which takes in the mainland of Greece as well as Crete.

In order to understand these events we must study certain causes which lie

outside the general context of Mycenaeo-Aegean history itself. These causes

are to be connected with the migrations from the north of peoples of Hellenic

race. The Achaean people, who appear in story as the earliest of these

Hellenic tribes to enter the Peloponnesus, might very well already be not

far from the gates of Tiryns and Mycenae at the time of which we speak.

A necessary consequence of these movements southwards was a concomi-

tant emigration of the earlier prehistoric inhabitants of the land to the

islands of the Aegean ; since the persistent and continuous action of those

migratory incursions from the north must have forced them from their

homes on the mainland. It is in this way that we can best explain the

mainland Mycenaean type of the late palace at Phylakopi, to which

reference has already been made in this connection. 1 The late Mycenaean

megaron again, discovered by the Italians at Hagia Triada in Crete itself

(as has been already suggested), fits in so well, not only in period, but

in its Mycenaean type of construction, with that which was previously

discovered at Phylakopi, that there can now be no further doubt as

to the common source whence both were derived.'2

A curious concomitant phenomenon of the time, observable at Melos

as at Knossos, may here serve to confirm the probability that the same

causes were operative at the destruction of the Minoan palace of Knossos

1 B.S.A. xi. 220, 221, Eig. 4.

- Ibid. 220, and note 3. Mem. r. 1st. I.omb. vol. xxi. Ease. v. 238-40.
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and at the building of the Mycenaean palace of Phylakopi. 1 The pottery

found in the Melian palace is not distinguishable from that of the

same period that occurred in the cemeteries of Knossos belonging to

the latter part of the Late Minoan Age succeeding the destruction of

the Cretan palaces. The Phylakopi pottery is clearly not of the native

Melian fabric ; and the origin of its manufacture is conclusively proved to us

by the Mycenaean character of the palace on the floors of which some of it

was found. In strong contrast with this later phenomenon is the equally

undoubted fact that the imported pottery of a previous era proved quite as

clearly to originate for the most part in Crete. The influence, however,

of Crete was now at an end, and the same Mycenaean movement into the

Aegean which accounts for the palace at Phylakopi, explains at the same

time the destruction of the palaces at Knossos and at Phaestos, and

the cessation of political relations between Melos and Crete. No doubt

the primary motive which led these people of Mycenaean race in the

direction of the Archipelago and Crete in the first instance, was their natural

feeling of kinship with the people of the Aegean and their expectation

as emigrants to find among them a new home. They apparently met

with resistance in Crete as in Melos ; otherwise the destruction of the

Palace of Knossos and the sack of Phylakopi at this time would probably

not have occurred. When once they succeeded in removing the ruling

dynasties, they seem to have settled down among the people of Crete

in the period of decadence that followed, fraternizing with them readily,

as with people of their own kin. What happened in Melos and in Crete is

symptomatic of what must have been the general trend of events in

different parts of the Aegean as far as the Anatolian littoral from Rhodes

to the Dardanelles, at a time when Pelasgian emigration on a large scale

was the order of the day. It is thus we can best explain the curious

phenomenon of an apparently absolute dead-level of uniformity in

the archaeological finds of the time, especially the pottery, in centres

so far apart as Crete and Rhodes or Melos and the Argolid. But this

is a phenomenon that is sure to present itself at a period of emigration

on the part of peoples that have passed the zenith of their creative powers

in the arts. These arts, in the new centres of life in such circumstances,

and apart from the stimulus to change which external influences provide,

1 See now Dr. Arthur Evans, Saipta Minoa, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1908, 48-9. Dr.

Evans has kindly allowed me to peruse the paged proofs of this work.
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are sure to exhibit in a gradually intensifying form all that tendency

to a stereotyped dead-level of efficiency which had already been thoroughly

learned in the old centres of their life. With the inability to create

new ideas of art and life is coupled the slavish adherence to inherited

tradition and custom in both. Nothing new is produced and nothing old is

changed

!

It is in view, then, of such a general movement of Pelasgian emigration

that we can best explain the otherwise inexplicable references in ancient

writers, from Herodotus to Strabo, to the presence of Pelasgians in different

parts of the Archipelago, including Crete and Rhodes, as well as on the

coasts of Asia Minor. The archaeological evidence for this Pelasgian

invasion of the Aegean and of Crete provides moreover the best solution

of one of the puzzles in the often cited passage in the Odyssey 1 referring to

Pelasgians among the other inhabitants of Crete.2 The objection that the

passage in question is a late one, since it also mentions Dorians as well as

Achaeans in Crete, does not touch this interpretation, while it explains the

mention of Pelasgians alongside of Eteocretans and Cydonians, which

otherwise remains inexplicable. The conclusions of philological investi-

gation tend similarly towards confirming the independent results of

archaeological research. These conclusions are to the effect that an

immigration of Pelasgians into Crete preceded that of any occupation of

the land by Achaeans and Dorians. In this connection must be mentioned

the important researches on the philological side of the problem that are

now being carried on with such interesting results by Dr. Richard Meister."'

And Dr. Meister promises, in a later instalment of his investigations, a

weighty argument in support of the tradition that the earliest immigrants

from the continent into Crete were Pelasgians. 4

1 t, 170 ff.

2 Probably this is partly the reason why Prof. Ridgeway in 1895 (J.H.S. xvi. 84-5) formed

the opinion that the Eteocretans must not he held responsible for the Minoan Civilization. In The

Early Age of Greece, 87-8, 202-3, the same authority, writing in 1901, gives the Eteocretans

a part of their due while still keeping the prime of the Minoan Culture in reserve for the Pelasgians.

These are thus, however, made to appear on the scene much too early to square with the

nrchaeological facts.

:! See ' Dorer und Achaer ' von Richard Meister, Abhandlungen tier Philologisch-Historischen

Klasse der Kbnigl. Siichsischeii Gesellschaft der IVissenschaften, Band xxiv. No. iii. 64. See now

also Burrows, The Discoveries in Crete, 205.
4

It may interest Prof. Ridgeway to know that these researches find linguistic support for the

tradition preserved in Strabo 10. 4. 6 and Diodorus 5. 64. 1 ; 80. I, to the effect that the original

Cydonians of West Crete, in contrast with the immigrating Greeks of a later time, were autoch-
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I have already spoken of the people represented on the Warrior Vase

and on the painted stele of Mycenae as being very probably of Achaean

race. 1 They wear, as we have seen, a costume which comes definitely

into the general category of early Hellenic dress. And it docs that in

the one respect in which, through the absence of the loin-cloth, the early

costume of the Greeks appears in contrast with that of the true people of

Aegeo-Pclasgic stock, wherever these are represented. The assumption

underlying the opposed view apparently is that the Achaeans imbibed,

even to the details of dress, all the salient features of Mycenaean culture.

That is to say, they gave up the most necessary parts of their own

northern costume in favour of the southern loin-cloth of African origin

of the prehistoric people. One can put the supposition in another form

and say that the conquering people from the north adopted all of a sudden

the dress of the conquered people from the south. The situation is

grotesque. Yet the supposition in question, strange as it may appear, is

just what the supporters of the Achaean hypothesis not only demand but

require, if they are to make people of Achaean race the builders and

decorators of the later palaces in Crete. Otherwise, though there is not,

and could not be, a scrap of evidence in support of such an idea, we have

to suppose that these good Achaeans chose to dress themselves in one

kind of costume, while they represented themselves on the walls of Cretan

palaces in another. The hypothesis in question, however, demands not a

mere practical joke of this kind, but a complete and sudden transformation

of those Achaeans from the north into persons who in dress and manners

of life cannot be distinguished in the smallest way from the real people

of the land. This only goes to strengthen the view of those who maintain

the following thesis : viz. that when people from the mainland of Greece

appear for the first time (before the end of the Late Minoan Age) on the

thonic in Crete. They were, therefore, on this view not Arcadian settlers of Pelasgian race, as

Prof. Ridgeway {op. cit. 202) would have them, but natives of the land like the Eteocretans of the

east end of the island.

1 Tsountas {loc. cit. 11) considers, without deciding either way, the possibility that the great

similarity between the procession of warriors on the vase and that on the stele may have been due

to their having been both copied from an older painting. After the publication of this stele and

the vases found along with it, it is a disappointment to find Walters, History of Ancient Pottery,

i. 298, si ill believing, as regards the Warrior Vase, in Pottier's supposed 'good grounds for showing

that it also is to be reckoned as Proto- Attic' The good grounds lie more with Ridgeway, Early

Age of Greece, 313-15, who, working from the ethnological side, has yet managed to hit the mark

as regards the general context to which the vase ought to be assigned.
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stage of Aegean history, these people differ from those of the islands

only to the same extent as the Mycenaean palaces at Phylakopi and at

Hagia Triada differ from the Late Minoan palaces of Knossos and of

Phaestos. They differ, however, not nearly so much in dress and habits

of life from the peoples of the islands as the Achaeans of the Warrior

Vase of Mycenae differ from the Cretan Harvesters of Hagia Triada or

the Melian Fishermen of Phylakopi. This is the true reason why the

Pelasgian influence, which is so apparent in the type of late Mycenaean

palaces in the Aegean, is so little marked as a real contrast in relation to

what went before it in those more industrial arts of daily life, of which we

have the remains in the finds of the period. The continuity of Minoan

culture appears as surviving into the era cf decadence which followed the

destruction of the Cretan palaces ; this was only natural, because, in the

era immediately preceding the Pelasgian migrations into the Aegean, the

Mycenaean civilization of the mainland of Greece in its general aspects

was one with the Minoan culture of Crete. 1 This happened, not merely

because Mycenae stood under the dominating influence of Crete at an

earlier age, but because the Aegeo-Pclasgian civilization rested upon more

intimate relations of kinship, going back in the last instance to a common

origin of race. We may in this way expect as a matter of course a

continuity of development in the era of decadence ;
but it would be

inexplicable on the hypothesis of an invasion by people of Achaean race

at this period.

Achaeans in Crete.

In the period which immediately succeeds the destruction of the

Minoan palaces of Crete there is no real break in the continuity of historical

development: this interruption, as we have seen, is proved by excavation

to have taken place at the end, rather than at the beginning of that period.

On the other hand, Phylakopi in Melos and Hagia Triada in Crete show

that people of Pelasgian race were then present in the Aegean, and equally

clearly that people of Achaean stock did not appear at this stage on the

scene of Cretan history. If, as against this evidence, it is affirmed that

our supposed Pelasgian immigration into the Aegean was really an

Achaean invasion of Crete attributable to this period, such an invasion

: Dr. Evans's comparative study of the finds from the Zafer Papoura cemetery at Knossos,

already referred t<>, has brought out results that are all in the direction of this general conclusion.
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would still be too late to account for the Achaean construction of the later

palaces in Crete. At the same time, an)' attempt to assign to a still earlier

period that Pelasgian immigration into the Aegean involves the further

difficulty, that this must in any case be regarded as having preceded the

Achaean invasion of Crete. Nothing results more clearly from the data

than that the doings of Pelasgians in the Aegean and in Crete must be

kept altogether distinct from those of the Achaeans, whether the evidence

considered be archaeological or philological. And when these doings arc

so kept distinct, the historical sequence is inevitable, that it was the

Pelasgians who first appeared upon the scene, and that after them came

the Achaean people as the first pioneers of Hellenic settlement in Crete. 1

The continuity observable in the post-palace finds from the necropolis

at Knossos with what went before it at an earlier era has been already

remarked upon. In glaring contrast with this continuity is the sudden

incursion of un-Cretan and continental types in different industrial arts so

noticeable in the finds from the tombs of the immediately succeeding era.

If now our view is right regarding the racial affinities of the people who

appear on the Warrior Vase of Mycenae, it can hardly be an accident that

a continental type of vase which has no previous history in Crete itself

should begin to occur all at once in its fully developed form in the tombs

of this period to which we refer. This phenomenon is all the more

remarkable for the following reason. The tomb-types and some of the

burial customs still show a remarkable continuity with the past. On the

other hand, something new in burial ritual is found to have supervened

which marks an absolutely new beginning in funeral custom in Crete.

This is the practice of cremation. This rite on the mainland of Greece we

know as emerging for the first time with the first appearance of people of

Aryan race in the land. In Crete again the practice of cremation was

absolutely foreign to Minoan burial ritual, and, as Dr. Arthur Evans has

pointed out, no instance of it occurred in the post-palace necropolis at

Knossos. The occurrence of the practice in the later era to which we now

refer is all the more striking when taken in conjunction with the appear-

ance of the continental-looking objects, inclusively of the amphorae of the

type of the Warrior Vase. The coincidence moreover only gains in

significance through the verified fact of the intrusion of such objects and

customs into the same tomb with other burials that still preserve Minoan
1 See Scripta Minoa, 54-5.
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tradition into post-Minoan days. The fact of a very significant coalescence

of two racial strata, an earlier, Minoan, and a later, Hellenic, is thus proved

to demonstration. The earlier and Minoan strata represent the element

of racial continuity into a later time, in contrast with which the later

Hellenic element (represented by the practice of cremation) is seen

supervening as something absolutely new.

In this connection very great importance attaches to the group of two

tombs discovered by peasants at Mouliana in East Crete, and published

by Dr. Stephanos Xanthoudides, Ephor at the Museum of Candia. 1

Dr. Xanthoudides himself draws attention, in the case of one of these

tombs (A), to the significant coincidence of inhumation with cremation.

This in the circumstances could only mean a coalescence of racial influences

in a sequence in which the later practice of cremation is seen supervening

on the earlier custom of inhumation through the intrusion of a foreign

element which could only be Hellenic. 2 The finds show the same

coalescence of racial influence. Thus the stirrup-vase, which is so

characteristic of the Late Minoan Age in Crete, and was so frequent in the

necropolis of Knossos, occurs here in a late degraded form in the same

general context with kraters of the mainland type of the Warrior Vase of

Mycenae.' This ceramic contrast becomes still more significant, when we

learn that in Tomb A at Mouliana a krater of this type was found to

contain the cremated remains of the ' Geometrical ' burial. In contrast

with true Minoan and Mycenaean tradition in ceramic art, the krater in

question shares, in common with the Warrior Vase, the peculiarity of

introducing human beings into its representations. And here the crude

un-Minoan character of the drawing does not conceal the iact that these

men are as little Mycenaean in their aspect and equipment as the men of

the Warrior Vase themselves.

Once, however, we have got thus far, we need not be surprised to learn

that fibulae and continental types of swords in bronze are found in those

tombs ; nor that the remains of a sword and a dagger in iron occurred in

1 See 'E<pr)fjitpU 'ApxcuoKoytKri, 1904, 21-50.
2 As Dr. Xanthoudides says : rj fjLtyaKvripa ai)fiaala tuv ra<pov tovtov tyKtirai (Is roxno, ort

iraptTTipridrioav iv aurif tea) to Svo a v

a

ttjfxara rrjs TO®fjs SjjA. «al y kclvois ko! 6 lvTa.tpiaoft.6s. (col to

KTtpltTfiaTa be to tvptdivra Iv t$ TacfHfi avi]Kou(Ttv (is bto irAjjcrio^oucras niv xpov0^°')/lK >̂s K0̂

htaaravpovfxivas tv nipti 0AA0 biaKtKpifxivas iiroxas, fjrot rr\v rf\fvralav fj.vKt]vaiK^v koi ttjv

y(u>ntrpiKT\v.

3 See 'E®. 'Apx- Fig. 6, Plate III. 1.
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connection with the cremated remains of Tomb A, and that a fragment of

iron from some similar object was found in Tomb B. 1

The phenomena of survival which at first sight seem so misleading

tell a similar story. A very good illustration is furnished by the chamber-

tomb at Milatos recently published by Dr. Arthur Evans.'2 In discussing

this tomb Dr. Evans remarks upon the significance of the presence in it of

a 'new form of bell-shaped amphora with two handles which survives into

the Geometrical Period.' On some of these vases we have a recrudescence

of marine decorative motives that seem to bring one back once more to

Minoan times, did one not consider the general context in which the

marine motives occur. Most of the vessels, such as the stirrup-vases and

the pedestalled cups, are very late Mycenaean, and the cylinder-necked

amphorae, with their foreign build and un-Cretan make and set of handle,

though probably of local fabric, fall outside the genuine Minoan sequence.

They belong to a series whose immediate antecedents are to be sought

on the Mycenaean continent of Greece. The class of amphora in question

is indeed rather what may be called ' sub-Mycenaean ' than Mycenaean.

On such a type of vase the motives based on the octopus and triton-

shell are themselves only an unintelligent echo of similar designs on the

latest Minoan pottery, as represented by the finds of the period of partial

occupation at the Palace of Knossos.3

An essential moment in the process of survival appears in the fact

that these motives pass over into the new period with those types of vessels

that have themselves survived from an earlier era.

As a typical instance we may take the well-known survival of the

stirrup-vase into an era so Hellenic as to be separated by centuries from

the earlier Minoan development. The survival in question took place

alongside of the survival into the new era of the old race itself. This is

well illustrated by the history of the tombs at Mouliana and at Milatos,

to which reference has been made. Thus the recurrence of the octopus-

design on a stirrup-vase from Tomb B at Mouliana in company, as Dr. Evans

has pointed out, with bronze swords of the late continental type, shows

us the process of survival already fully accomplished. Once that end of

1 Ibid. 29-31, Fig. 7 ; 47-9, Fig. 11. For the iron, 38, 49.
2 The Prehistoric Tombs of A'/iossos, 93-103, Figs. 104a, 104*$; and for the pottery, Figs.

105, 106.

3 Ibid. Figs. 105 A, 106 J.
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development has been attained, it no longer matters, in the contincntally

modified environment of the later time, what such motives really mean, or

on what kind of vessel, native or foreign, they now appear. It is hard

indeed to say whether the artist who painted the foreign-looking Milatos

amphorae knew in the least that he was really painting octopus and triton-

shell. The checker pattern again, which is substituted for the head of the

octopus on the larnax from Tomb B at Mouliana, is so far removed from

nature that we see at once that the painter in this case could not have had

the remotest idea what he was doing.

The occurrence of this checker pattern itself, however, in a context so

carl)- as that of the Mouliana tombs is of very great importance. Taken

in connection with the general context in which it occurs, it disposes at

once of a favourite theory of Diimmlcr's. This theory is to the effect

that the appearance of such Geometric motives on ' Mycenaean ' pottery

tends to show that, before the end of the Mycenaean .Age, the potter)- of

the period had come under the influence of the Dipylon style !
' lie cites

as instances in point the motives in Furtwanglcr and Locschcke, Mykenische

Vasen, x. 63 A, r» ;
xxxviii., xv. 96; xxx., xxxiv. 340, 341. Now the

checker pattern of 341 is only distinguishable from that" of the Cretan

larnax by the f.ict that it lacks the crescents on the light-ground checkers

which characterize the latter. That the crescents do not constitute an

essential distinction is shown by the fact that a one-handled spouted mug

from the Cave of Dikte has a checker pattern which answers ex ictly to

that of the Mycenae fragment.- Vet the mug from Dikte is probably of

earlier date. Later than all these examples is a krater from the

Geometric cemeteries of Knossos with an exactly similar checker panel. :1

This vase itself, derived as it is from the type of the Warrior Vase, stands

very early in the Geometric series. On the other hand it would be

difficult to assign to it so early a date as would bring the class to which

it belongs into direct contact with pottery of the same scries as that to

which the larnax from Mouliana belongs. We can never bring it so far

back as to put the checker pattern of the Mouliana pottery, not to speak

of the checker pattern from Dikte, into a derivative relation to that on

the Geometric vases. The occurrence, morevcr, of a vase with a similar

checker panel in the late Minoan III. cemetery of Phaestos removes all

1 'Zum aeltesten Kunsthandwerk, ' Ath. Mitt. xiii. 28S-94. - H.S.A. vi. Fig 31.

3 Ibid. p. 84, Fig. 26.
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remaining doubt as to the priority of the motive to any possible Geometric

influence. 1

The evidence then from Mouliana, supported by that from other

sites, enables us to say that most, if not all of the examples brought

forward by Dummler to support his theory inherit direct the traditions of

the Mycenaean repertory of ornament. And when in course of time

these traditions come under foreign influence, this is not in the first

instance Geomctiic and Dorian, but only quasi-Geometric post-Mycenaean,

and yet pre-Dorian. In a word, it shows Mycenaean ornament under

Achaean influence.

Dummler, however, was not content with general conjectures as to the

supposed derivative character of much of the latest Mycenaean ornament.

It will only be doing justice to the rare speculative insight of an archaeologist

all too early lost to science, to emphasize the fact that he was on the right

track in one important respect. His views tended towards the conclusion

that the purely Mycenaean character of much of the pottery belonging

to Furtwiingler and Loeschcke's 4th Class could not be maintained.

It is in respect of his particular views as to the immediate Geometric

character of all pottery that is no longer Mycenaean, that reservations must

be made. Thus, for example, in respect of the Warrior Vase itself,

he does not hesitate to attribute to Geometric derivation the peculiar type

of double-handle with the conjunction between in the form of a horned

beast's head in relief. This vase, however, on the contrary, only affords

evidence that the type of double-handle in question had a much earlier

history, which is probably to be connected genetically with traditions

of bronze work going back to the Mycenaean Age. The double-handles

still preserve a reminiscence of twisted horns in bronze ; and the original

signification is not altogether disguised by the fact that the potter in

his treatment of the features seems hardly conscious any longer that he is

rendering the head of a horned animal.

The finds from the tombs of Mouliana have, however, a generic

importance, in so far as they now enable us to bring into its true context

the very late pottery that has recently been accumulating, as a result

especially of the excavations of the British School in East Crete.'2 One

1 See Mon. Ant. Line. xiv. Tav. XXXVII. I.

- For this pottery see B.S.A. viii. 289, Fig. 2 ; 303, Fig. 19, with cogent appreciations by

Mr. R. C. Bosanquet in the relative text. Further, ix. 317-20, Figs. 17-19.

F F
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very significant outcome of the study of these finds, notably by Mr. R. M.

Dawkins, has been to separate off from the category of what has been

called Late Minoan III. at Knossos a still later class designated as Late

Minoan III. b. Now it is rather enlightening to find that this later class in

East Crete has characteristics which enable us at once to bring it into one

general context with pottery that is already post-Minoan at Knossos. Thus,

for example, of the vase shown B.S.A. ix. 319, Fig. 19, and the similar

type in the B.S.A. viii. 289, Fig. 2 Mr. Dawkins very aptly notes ' that

the shape of these two bowls is in fact almost the same as that of the big

geometric vases that have been found containing burnt bones.' l It is

thus all the more interesting to find a similar shape in Tomb A at

Mouliana, together with an analogous vase of the big type, not yet

Geometric, which was referred to above as containing the remains of

the cremation burial of the same tomb.- To summarize then the results

obtained from the study of this pottery, the following facts come out.

Firstly we have the very significant negative phenomenon, that the pottery

in question does not occur in the Late Minoan III. cemetery of Zafer

Papoura at Knossos, nor is it found in the necropolis of the same period

at Phaestos.3 In the next place there is the significant positive phenomenon

supplied by the fact that it recurs in deposits of the same period as the

finds of the Mouliana tombs. Lastly we have the equally significant

fact that, in a wider context, this late pottery turns out to be of the

same general character as Furtwangler and Loeschcke's 4th ' Mycenaean '

style.

The absence of the kind of pottery referred to in the two crucial

instances of the Late Minoan III. cemeteries at Knossos and Phaestos is a

phenomenon of very grave significance. Taken in connection with many

other indications of ethnic disturbance of a serious character at the end of

the Late Minoan Age, it indicates a break in the continuity of develop-

ment in which a racial displacement is seen standing in a causative relation

to corresponding displacements in the social organisation of human

institutions. One of the concomitant phenomena was the abandonment of

1 B.S.A. ix. 320.
2

'F.<p. 'Apx- '9°4> fr'g- 6, No. 4, and PI. III. 1. This vase has a pale powdery wash instead

of the hand-polished buff clay slip of Minoan and Mycenaean ceramics. The cremation krater with

checker pane], already referred to, from the Geometric cemeteries at Knossos {B.S.A. vi. 84,

Fig. 26), exhibits a still later, now Geometric, phase in development.
:I Mon. Ant. xiv. 557-65, Figs. 42-7.
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old burying grounds for new ones. The contrast with this break in

continuity is all the more striking when it is remembered that both of these

cemeteries themselves, though already laid out before the destruction of

the Cretan palaces, continued still in use to the end of the Late Minoan

Age. Far, however, from there being any sign of discontinuity at this

time with the phenomena of earlier development, the remains throughout

the whole area of the Aegean sphere of influence show that the era of the

Late Minoan III. cemeteries of Crete is the period of the widest distribution

of Mycenaeo-Aegean art. In complete harmony with this phenomenon

again is the significant fact that in the test-case of Egypt, pottery of

the Late Minoan III. class is no less conspicuous by its presence than that

of the following era is by its absence. Furtwangler and Loeschcke's 4th

' Mycenaean ' style is entirely lacking in Egypt. This phenomenon again

can only mean that the orderly trade-relations of the Aegean with the

great outer world of Egypt and the East were now at an end. The

displacements, which the very peculiar circumstances of discovery enable

us to conjecture in the internal social and political affairs of the Aegean,

have their necessary consequences in the arrest of all commercial

intercourse with the world at large. The primal originative cause of all

these connected phenomena, it is now very clear, can only be sought in a

profound change of current in the general trend of events : so very marked

a change can hardly have been caused by anything less significant than the

appearance for the first time of people of Achaeo-Hellenic race on the

stage of Aegean history.

The phenomena of change in the Mycenaeo-Aegean world outside

Crete receive an illustration from the finds hardly less significant. The

bearing in this connection of Furtwangler and Loeschcke's pottery of the

4th style, to which the Warrior Vase also belongs, has already been

touched upon. This bearing is still further confirmed by the corresponding

character of the pottery found in the same tomb with the Warrior Stele

of Mycenae, which itself is contemporary with the Vase. 1 This pottcry

again, with its decadent reminiscences in ornament and style of the

Mycenaean of the previous period, is of the same kind as that found

1 For this pottery see 'E<p. Apx- 1896, PI. II. 6, 7, 8. The type of vase S, however, is

un-Mycenaean in origin. It recurs as far afield as Enkomi and Curium in Cyprus in a context

which is no longer Mycenaean. See Excavations in Cyprus, 34, Fig. 66, 1222, 1246; 72, Fig.

124, 31. This vase is referred to again on page 79, Tomb 31, 'two-handled lekythos (suh-

Mycenaean).' The type-affinity with the Cypriote ' l'ilgerflasche ' is very apparent.

2 9 F F 2
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elsewhere, notably^iriKCretc, in tombs containing the earliest instances of

cremation, of the fibula and of the use of iron. 1 The occurrence of the

fibula in the latest tombs of the Lower Town of Mycenae to which the

Warrior Stele also belongs is a corresponding phenomenon in a very early

phase. The fibulae of Mycenae are of the most primitive fiddle-bow

type, whereas those of Mouliana have already got arched bows. The only

sense of sequence which can be conjectured in the phenomena is the

natural one which would make the fall of Mycenae somewhat anterior

to that of Knossos. Once, however, we pass away from the great centres

of Mycenaeo-Aegean culture, the contemporaneity of events on the large

scale can only be established in a general sense which does not include

the proof of every sequence in detail. Thus, for example, if we take the

necropolis at Salamis excavated by Kavvadias, without a detailed

publication 'before us it is difficult -to say whether the finds as a whole are

earlier or later than those of Mouliana in Crete. The provisional report of

late stirrup-vases coincident with the practice of cremation and the

presence of fibulae with arched bows like those of Mouliana would seem,

however, to establish the general fact of contemporaneity in the two sets

of phenomena. And Kavvadias is probably not very far from the truth

in his general conclusion ' that the cemetery of Salamis belongs to a transi-

tion stage between the Mycenaean and the Homeric epochs.' 2 Deposits,

however, like those belonging to the lower town of Mycenae explored

by Tsountas, in which occurred the fiddle-bow type of fibula, must be put

distinctly earlier than those of Salamis and of Mouliana. 3 In these the type

of fibula with arched bow already occurs, and this is typologically later than

the other.

Reference has already been made to a ceramic series from East Crete

which was assigned by the excavators to a sub-class succeeding the Late

Minoan III. pottery of Knossos. This series, as we saw, it is now possible

1 See 'Etf>. 'Apx- 1888, 1 19-180, PI. IX. 1, 2. The true sequence in the phenomenon of the

first appearance of such fibulae is probably brought out by the fact of the occurrence of one of

these two examples (No. 1) in the dromos of one of the tombs. Ibid. 148, Tomb 29. There is a

curious indirect parallel to this phenomenon in the occurrence in one of the niches of the Isopata

Tomb at Knossos of a stirrup-vase of the same post-Minoan character as those from Tomb A at

Mouliana. See The Prehistoric Tombs of Knossos, 141, Fig. 122, and compare with 'E<£. 'Apx-

1904, 27, Fig. 6, 2 and 3. Tomb A at Mouliana was the one which contained the cremation

1< rater, the fibulae with arched bows and the fragments of an iron sword and knife.

-' Tsountas and Manatt, The Mycenaean Age, 388. For the Salamis fibulae see page 164.
:; For the Mouliana fibulae see 'E<p. 'Apx- loc. cit. 30, Fig. 7.
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to relegate to the same general post-Minoan period to which belong the

finds from the tombs of Mouliana. Now, as it happens, this series includes

an amphora ! which is of the same type as the Cypriote amphorae

with human representations. On the other hand its garbled decoration

is much less Minoan than that of the similar octopus amphorae from the

Milatos tomb. That the Cypriote amphorae again could on occasion

be as quasi-Mycenaean as the earliest post-Minoan Cretan ones is

shown by many examples that have come out in the excavations in

Cyprus. 2

There is an interesting phenomenon of repeated occurrence that

emerges on consideration of the class of pottery to which belongs the

Warrior Vase of Mycenae. This is the appearance of human representations

in vase-painting for the first time, as contrasted with the true ceramic

usage of the Aegeo-Mycenaean Age. Such representations are absolutely

unknown in any pottery of the late Minoan Period in Crete, down to the

close of the era represented by the Late Minoan III. cemeteries of Knossos

and Phaestos. This phenomenon makes the sudden emergence of such

themes in the immediately succeeding era all the more remarkable. Of

this the cremation krater of Mouliana is no less striking an illustration

than the Warrior Vase of Mycenae itself. The representation of such

subjects may be regarded as all the more significant if it be allowed that

the Warrior Vase, as well as the painted stele of Mycenae, goes back

to a common original in wall painting. That would clearly mean that

there was a new influence at work in breaking with the earlier tradition.

In the true Mycenaean era no such representation in ceramic art is known,

though such models as those afforded by wall-painting on the grand scale-

were quite as readily available as in the later time.

The models at hand were, however, not confined merely to wall-

painting, since the gold cups of Vaphio and the steatite vases of Crete,

such as those with the Harvesters and with Gymnastic and Bull-lighting

scenes discovered by the Italians at Hagia Triada, exist to show that there

were more direct examples for imitation. Yet these afforded no impulse

1 U.S.A. ix. 319, Fig. 18.

- For specimens see Excavations in Cyprus, 37, Fig. 65, 1088
; 40, Fig. 69, S76 ; 4S, Fig. 74.

1 147, 1 149. The fibulae of the fiddle-bow type found at F.nkomi in Cyprus seem to be a bilk

later than those from the tombs of the lower town of Mycenae. See A. J. Evans, ' Mycenaean

Cyprus as illustrated in the British Museum Excavations, 'Journal of the Anthropological Institute,

vol. xxx. 204, and Fig. 3.
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whatever, even to mere copying on the part of the potters of the

time. 1

The contrast in this respect with the practice of a later time comes

out with all the greater impressiveness, since at first sight it would seem

that it was otherwise in one well-known instance, that of Cyprus. The

exception in this case, however, is more apparent than real. The well-

known kraters and amphorae with human representations that excavations

in Cyprus have so constantly yielded from the time of Cesnola onwards, can

hardly now, in the light especially of Cretan discovery, be assigned to a date

so very much earlier than the cremation-krater of Mouliana and the

Warrior Vase of Mycenae as would put them into the true Mycenaean series.

The wonder only is that the contradiction in which some of the finds

appear with the real characteristics of the era to which they were supposed

to belong did not become at once patent to the more recent excavators in

Cyprus themselves. Now, however, that we have got the very definite

results afforded by the Late Minoan III. cemeteries of Crete, there can

scarcely be any further doubt that the objects found with such amphorae

and kraters, of whatever kind, belong more to the era of the Mouliana tombs,

than to that of the Zafer Papoura- cemetery at Knossos. The type of both

the amphora and the krater in question are as conspicuous by their absence

from the Late Minoan III. cemeteries as they are by their presence in

the burials of the immediately succeeding era. The amphorae of Milatos,

and cremation-kraters like that of Mouliana, answer completely in shape

to the amphorae and kraters with human representations from Cyprus. The

krater from Mouliana, the Warrior Vase from Mycenae, and the Cypriote

kraters with human representations, while agreeing completely in type, are

in entire correspondence with one another in the one characteristic of

human representation ; and herein they appear in complete contrast with

the ceramic usage that was found to occur in the case of the Late Minoan

III. cemeteries of Crete. It is true that all the Cypriote pottery found in

the same context as the fiddle-bow type of fibula is earlier than the

deposits of pottery in Crete and elsewhere, which went along with

the fibula with arched bow. That observation, however, only shows

that it is already possible to detect a sequence in the later develop-

] The Fishermen Vase of Phylakopi is a rare exception which, however, probably owes its

uniqueness to the fact that it is not really a vase at all, but a lamp-stand which possibly imitated a

prototype in some more precious material. See Excavations at Phylakopi, 123.
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mcnt. 1 But it affords no justification whatever for regarding the earlier

pottery as still really Mycenaean and the fiddle-bow fibula as a mere

early importation affected as a modish curiosity of attire by a people

not accustomed to its use.

The vase from Curium, Excavations in Cyprus, 73, Fig. 127, has a

representation with women in Mycenaean dress which is unique. In this

case it is not possible to say whether the representation imitates an older

wall-painting or is an illustration of contemporary daily life when the

prehistoric race of Greece although already under Achaean influence was

still in the majority and Mycenaean costume was still in vogue.2

Into the same post-Mycenaean period as the tombs of Mouliana

come most of the finds from the burying-place of Thunder Hill at

Kavousi in East Crete excavated by Mrs. Harriet Boyd Hawes. 3 The

excavator herself observes of the decoration of the pottery that ' curved

lines are still preferred to straight, indicating a time not long subsequent

to the Mycenaean.' 4 The fibulae are of the same arched bow type as those

from Tomb A at Mouliana. 5 The iron sword from the house-settlement of

the same locality probably affords a clue to the type of that indicated by

the iron fragments from the Mouliana tomb. 6 It is thus impossible not to

agree with Mrs. Hawes when she concludes that ' all indications justify us

in assigning the house and tombs of Thunder Hill to the sub-Mycenaean

epoch, transitional between the Bronze Age and the Iron Age.' On the

other hand a somewhat later use of the cemetery is shown by the

fact that though some of the finds, as said, seem to be contemporary with

those of the Mouliana tombs, others again are so late as to come into the

same category as those of the tombs of Courtcs described by Lucio Mariani

in the American Journal of Archaeology, 1901, pages 302-314.

It is unfortunate that no metal objects were yielded by the tombs

of the necropolis of Erganos near Lyttos explored by Halbherr. 7 Yet

1 Many of the Cypriote vases are, it is true, of the same type and of similar decoration lo the

latest vases from the Late Minoan III. cemetery at Knossos, but that is only what was to have been

expected at the transitional stage.

- See J. U.S. xxi. Ill, note 3, 112, Fig. 6. Compare Journal of the Anthropologist!

Institute, vol. xxx. 201-2. See also Scrip/a Minoa, 64, 67-71.
:) A.J. A. 1901, 132-136, Pis. I., II.

4 Ibid. 135.
3 Ibid. 136, Fig. 2. Compare The Prehistoric Tombs of Knossos, note /'.

B Ibid. 137, Fig. 4. 'The iron sword (Fig. 4) is of an early pattern following close after the

Mycenaean' (p. 136).

7 See A.J. A. 1901, 270 281, Figs. 5, 6, 7.

'I
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here again the general character of the pottery makes it sufficiently clear

that this cemetery comes into the same category as the tombs of Milatos,

Mouliana, and that to which belongs the Warrior Stele of Mycenae. Thus,

for example, the stirrup-vases figured in the American Journal of Archaeo-

logy, 1901, PI. VI. 1, 2, have more than an outward resemblance in

type and style of decoration to the stirrup-vases from tomb A at Mouliana. 1

Again, the rows of loops on the shoulder of the stirrup-vase, ibid. Fig. 3,

recur on a vase which was found along with the Warrior Stele of

Mycenae. 2 The foreign character of the Erganos vase Fig. 4 is, however,

quite unmistakable. The shape of the vase and the peculiar set of the

handles are as un-Cretan as the general style and distribution of the

ornament.3 Dr. Evans, indeed, calls attention to the ethnological significance

of the occurrence of this cinerary urn in one tomb ' with the remains

of crouched skeletons and late stirrup-vases. No metal objects were

found in this tomb, but it is safe to say,' he adds, 'that the cremated

remains belong to the beginning of the Iron Age.' 4

If further work of the same kind as the American excavations at

Kavousi be undertaken, we may expect interesting new results as to the

sequence of ceramic types in the period of which we speak. At Kavousi

we see a spirit which is probably Geometric supervening on a Hellenic

type of culture which there and at Mouliana is not yet Dorian and yet is

no longer Minoan or even Mycenaean. The human subjects which

constantly recur on the pottery of this time, and which are found in regions

as far apart as Mycenae, Crete and Cyprus, bespeak the marvellous new

interest taken by these people in human exploits of an heroic nature ; and

their conditions of culture correspond with that which is represented for

us in the Epics of the Homeric Cycle. The fact that there is an

ethnological stratification preserved to us in the Epic is only natural when

we see that there is a stratrfication of racial elements represented in the

tombs of the period. The old prehistoric people, with their great religious

and artistic tradition, and their heritage of marvellous story, do not all

1
'E<p. 'Apx- 1904, 27, Fig. 6, 2, 3.

- 'E<p. 'Apx- 1896, PI. II. Fig. 8 ; compare also from Tomb B 43, Fig. 10, and the stirrup-vase

from the south niche of the dromos of the Royal Tomb of Isopata at Knossos, Prehistoric Tombs

of Knossos, 141, Fig. 122.

'•> This is true although, as Halbherr points out, the checker pattern on this vase has still ;i

reminiscence of 'the floral decorations on a portion of the Mycenaean urn of Milatos' published

by Orsi, Mon. Ant. i. 209, PI. II. Figs. I and 2.

4 Prehistoric Tombs of Knossos, 134, note /'.
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at once disappear from view on the appearance of the new folk from

the mainland. If they fraternised first with people of Mycenaean race

the>- could fraternise now with the new conquerors of Mycenae. In the

modified environment of the later time the old elements of culture are

transformed to new uses, and the old stories with a difference are told

again in the new language of Achaean Greeks. 1

Dorians in Crete.

It is not as yet possible to indicate in more than a very general way

what were the successive phases in post-Mycenaeo-Minoan ceramic

development that preceded the final dominance of the Geometric style in

Crete. We can only say definitely that the pottery which comes into the

same context as that found with the Warrior Stele of Mycenae is as jet

entirely free of the Geometric spirit. This is true of the pottery from the

Milatos tomb, as well as of the Cypriote pottery from Enkomi and elsewhere.

This again, through its introduction of human scenes, has affinities of its

own, as we have seen, with the cremation kiater of Mouliana in East Crete.

All this potter) -

is still entirely pre-Geometric. On the other hand at

Thunder Hill in Kavousi wc found that pottery like some of that at

Mouliana was found in the same burying-place with later types, which

again come into the same category as the early Geometric ware of Courtcs.

The final stages in the pre-Geometric development we arc not as yet able

to define, but on the other hand we can definitely say that the pottery

of Courtes is already purely Geometric in spirit.

The tombs of Courtcs themselves, notwithstanding the at first sight

puzzling appearance of the stirrup-vase among pottery types so essentially

foreign as the generality from these tombs, clearly belong to a later age

than the 'Achaean' tombs of Mouliana and the early post-Minoan

elements in the burying-place of Thunder Hill at Kavousi already referred

to.- The foreign ' Geometric ' spirit in the style of decoration now

thoroughly dominates vessels so native in type as even the stirrup-vase.

With this post-Achaean wave of influence, the Minoan spirit, which was

still so closely echoed in the carl)' post-Minoan tombs of Mouliana,

1 Compare Siiipta Minoa, 54-5.
2 Compare for the presence of the stirrup-vase at Courtes, Mr. T. V. Droop, 'Geometric I'uttery

from Crete," in I^.S.A. xii. 5S.
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Milatos and Erganos, as to give rise to a certain amount of chronological

ambiguity, has now become all but obliterated. 1 It is now, perhaps, not

too venturesome to conjecture that nothing but the Dorian invasion of

Crete could account for so emphatic a change as this.

In this connection it is to be regretted that the researches at Courtes,

owing to the opposition of the Turkish authorities at the time, had to be

made under circumstances so difficult as to render quite impossible any

detailed exploration of the cemetery, such as could have led to an inventory

of tomb-groups. It is thus all the more fortunate that the explorations

made under changed and much more favourable conditions by Mr. D. G.

Hogarth at Knossos in 1900 led to the discovery of two find-groups from

Geometric tombs, which enable us to put a large proportion of the finds

from Courtes into their true context.

Nothing is more striking about the Knossos find-groups than the

already strongly Geometric character of the decoration of the vases, and

this feature they have in common with the pottery from Courtes. Further,

however, when we come to details, we find that certain characteristic types,

native and foreign, belonging to the Knossos groups, recur at Courtes.

Thus the stirrup-vase with Geometric pattern from the Knossos group,

B.S.A. vi. 84, Fig. 26, 1, behind, answers to the quainter, provincial

Geometric type from Courtes, Amerian Journal of Archaeology, 1901,

PI. VIII. 1-3. The foreign wine-decanter with trefoil lip from Knossos,

Fig. 25, behind to the right, is identical in shape and decoration with

Courtes, VIII. 8. The similar smaller type of oinochoe, again with

trefoil lip and Geometric pattern such as hatched triangles, is equally

common to the Knossos group and to Courtes. *The animal vase with

Geometric pattern from tomb-group, Fig. 26, at Knossos, is matched by

the similar askoid vase from Courtes, ibid. Fig. 1, and so on.

The krater in the middle of the group in Fig. 26, from Knossos, is an

interesting descendant of the type of the Warrior Vase of Mycenae, and if

we were not on the watch for differences of style and context we might be

tempted to put it into one group with the ' Achaean '-looking ' Hunter ' krater

from Mouliana ; but its higher narrower shape and its strongly marked

1 For the survival of Mycenaeo-Minoan decorative motives into the Geometric period see Sam
Wide, ' Nachlehen Mykenischer Ornamente,' Ath. Mitt. xxii. 233-58. Nothing but a new informing

spirit, acting in a medium not itself in direct touch with the old forms of the Minoan repertory,

could have imposed so strong a stamp of altered individuality on the many instances cited by Wide

in this important paper.
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Geometric decoration, in the environment in which it occurs, relegates it to

a later era, when people of Dorian race were already in the land. 1 Nothing

could make this clearer than the angular maeander decoration on the

shoulder of the jar which forms the centre of the Knossian group, Fig. 25,

with its thoroughly Doric character.

A comparison of the respective finds makes it apparent that the latest

elements of the burying-place of Thunder Hill at Kavousi come into the

same period as the Knossos groups and the earlier finds from Courtes.

But this sequence and connection in the phenomena need not surprise

us, since from the important Beehive Tomb of Rusty Ridge, in the

same region of Kavousi, we have a group of vases in which the

Geometric spirit of the Dorian colonists of Crete is seen already at its

prime. 2

Meanwhile, at Knossos itself, occasional discoveries of an important

character in Geometric pottery have been made from time to time while

we were on the look-out for Minoan tombs. These chance finds afford

eloquent indication as to the rich harvest to be expected when the

Geometric cemeteries shall have been systematically explored. One such

find, made in our last campaign, has been described by Dr. Evans in the

Times for July 15, 1907. This consisted of a large and interesting series

of Geometric vases and other objects from two rock-cut tombs discovered

about a mile to the north of the Palace. A startling peculiarity of some

of the vases was their polychrome decoration in matt unfixed colours

—

an evident survival of the old Minoan tradition. The vases referred to

were, however, entirely of the same type and decorative style as others

that were in the usual dry, matter-of-fact monochrome technique in glaze

paint. The polychrome vases, like the monochrome ones, were cremation-

urns of the same type as the Geometric jar from Mr. D. G. Hogarth's

excavations illustrated in B.S.A. vi. 83, Fig. 25. This coincidence of

type makes it clear that the two sets of vases belong to the same stage in

Geometric development. That this stage is a fairly early one is shown

by the presence of the stirrup-vase in the same context as the poly-

chrome jars referred to, and again among the vases excavated by

1 Compare the equally ' Geometric ' but probably still later krater of this type from Patela,

near Malevisi, published by Orsi, A.J. A. 1897, 252, Fig. 1. The same vase, A/on. Ant. -vi.

Tav. 12, 60 (Mariani, p. 343), and Wide, Ath. Mitt. xxii. 244, Fig. 14, 14a.

- See ibid. 143-150, especially Pis. III., IV., for the most important vase of this tomb-group.
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Mr. Hogarth.1 Dr. Evans assigns the new finds 'to a period about

«Soo B.C., when a Dorian settlement of a large part of the island was

already an accomplished fact.'

From this assignment it is a far cry to the period and context claimed

for the vases by Prof. Ridgeway.- ' The continuity,' he says, ' of the older

style of decoration, as well as of the "stirrup-cup vases," can be much

better explained, if the new tomb belonged to the Achaean lords of

Cnossus, who had overthrown the Minoan dynasty.' From what has gone

before it will be seen that this is impossible. The Achaean people, we

believe, did put an end to the Mycenaeo-Minoan power, but it was not

the)' who overthrew the Minoan dynasty at Knossos. On the other hand

these Achacans, as we saw reasons to conclude, did not produce the

pottery and other objects of the Geometric type found at Courtes and

in the cemeteries at Knossos to which reference has been made. To
them rather must be attributed the much earlier post-Mycenaean and

yet prc-Geomctric ware represented for us in typical examples by the

tombs of Mouliana. The true relation of earlier and later in the post-

Mycenaean period will never be understood unless we sec that there is

a considerable interval between Late Minoan III and the civilization

represented in one of its earlier phases by the Geometric pottery in

question. This interval becomes obliterated if we regard Geometric

pottery like that from Courtes as immediately succeeding the Mycenaean

style of Late Minoan III. The subjective process, however, which

abolished the interval, becomes a grievous error if, with Ridgeway, we

assign this Geometric pottery to the Achaean people themselves. But

it is still worse, though more consistent, if the interval is then bridged

over from the other side by making the destruction of the Cretan Palaces

take place at the time of the Dorian migration. Phis is what Doerpfeld

does.' His reason for doing so is, of course, that he makes the Achaean

people, not the representatives of early post-Mycenaean culture, but

of the civilization represented to us in the later Cretan Palaces. The

Achaean people arc thus no longer available for the role we have assigned

to them in post-Mycenaean history, and this part is accordingly played

' U.S.A. \ i. 84, Fig. 26, left-hand side behind. Tiie vases illustrated in Fig. 26, and those

shown in lig. 25, are from two different tombs, but as the same ceramic types recur in both, the

pottery as a whole forms a single series.

- ' Who were the Dorians?' in Anthropological Essays presented to Edward Burnett 7'ylor, 30O.
:; 'Die Kreli>chen I'aliisU',' Ailt. Mitt. 1907, 602.
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by the Dorian immigrants into Crete. In the course of this process of

reasoning, however, not only is the Dorian migration into Crete shifted

back into a period in history with which it has nothing to do, but the

destruction of the Cretan Palaces is made to take place, not at the end

of Late Minoan II., but towards the close of Late Minoan III. 1

Duncan Mack en zi e.

Komi;, March 190S.

' Ibid. 597, 602.

( To be continued?)





ANNUAL MEETING OF SUBSCRIBERS.

The Annual Meeting of Subscribers to the BRITISH SCHOOL at

ATHENS was held in the rooms of the Society of Antiquaries, Burlington

House, on Tuesday, October 29th, 1907, Prof. Percy Gardner in the

Chair. .The following Report on the Session 1906- 1907 was submitted

on behalf of the Managing Committee :

—

During the Session 1 906-1 907 excavation has been carried on continuously

at Sparta, and has resulted in important discoveries. Progress has been made in

the survey of Laconia, and various outlying sites have been explored.

The Secretary, Mr. J. ff. Baker-Penoyre, having, according to his original

agreement, obtained leave of absence for one year, is undertaking an extensive

journey through Greece, the Aegean Islands, and Asia Minor. Early in the year

1907 he visited the School at Athens, and his consultations with the Director have

resulted in various improvements. The knowledge and experience he is gaining by

travel will undoubtedly be of the greatest use to the School. During Mr. Baker-

Penoyre's absence his work is being carried on by Miss Katherine Raleigh.

The Director delayed his journey to Greece after the Annual Meeting of 1906

in order to help in the distribution of the duplicates from Palaikastro. Reaching

Athens at the beginning of November he paid a short visit to Crete with Mr.

Woodward in Jan. 1907. The remainder of the session was spent in Athens, and

at Sparta in superintending the excavations, which, owing to their great interest

and importance, left no time for explorations in other parts of Greece. The

Director read papers at two of the four open meetings which were held during the

session. The Director wishes to record here his obligations to the Greek

Government and especially to Dr. Kavvadias and Dr. Stais for assistance given, as

in previous years, towards obtaining photographs and carrying out various other

commissions for correspondents.

Assistant Director and Students.—Mr. F. w. Hasluck, M.A., Fellow of

King's College, Cambridge, arrived in Athens on Nov. 22, 1906, where, besides

fulfilling his ordinary duties, he prepared two papers for open meetings and worked
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;it his book on Cyzicus. On Feb. 25 he loft for Brusa in Bithynia. Ho determined

with probability the site of Caesarea Germanica, and identified two Prankish

Castles, Koubouklia and Katoikia, near Brusa, returning to Athens on the 11th

March. An expedition undertaken by Mr. Hasluck on March 30 in the company
of the Secretary to visit Hellespontine sites was unsuccessful owing to had weather

and other difficulties. Nicomedia, the Sangarius bridge, Magnesia, Sipylum

and other places were visited. A fresh start was made on June 1 dnd three islands

were explored, viz. :

((/) Marmara (Proconnesus), whore unrecorded walls of Hellenic date fix the

site of the ancient capital. It also contains the marble quarries of Palatia, a

castle and a Byzantine monastery, St. Nicholas iv rrj Vtiia.

(/>) Pashaliman (Haloni), where Mr. Hasluck squeezed dnd copied the boustro-

phtdon inscription discovered by M. Ge'de'on in 1894, and reported it to the Museum
at Brusa for removal.

(c) Kalolimno (Besbicus), an almost unknown island, where the Byzantine

Monastery of St. Theophanes retains the fine marble pavement of the original

9th century church. An expedition to Chios resulted in the discovery of some

Latin inscriptions, fragments of armorial sculpture and has reliefs probably of the

1 5th century a.i>.

Mr. Guy Dickins, 15. A., of New College, Oxford, was in Athens from October

1006 till March 1907. working at his paper on 1 )amophon of Messene (published

in Vol. XII of the Annual) and writing reports of the excavations at Sparta. The
Acropolis catalogue was also taken in hand, and good progress made. In March

Mr. Dickins went to Sparta with the Director and was engaged in excavating the

Sanctuary of Athena Chalkioikos. the Hellenistic tombs and other parts of the site.

Marly in June Mr. Dickins spent five days at Lycosura with MM. Kourouniotis

and Kaloudis, to consider the project of restoring Damophon's group of statuary.

On returning to Athens, Mr. Dickins resumed his work on the catalogue of the

Museum on the Acropolis and on the results of the year's excavations in Sparta.

Mr. J. P. Droop, B.A.. of Trinity College, Cambridge, travelled in the south

of Italy during November and December 1906 in search of Messapian inscriptions.

He then investigated pre-historic Sicilian pottery in the Museums of Sicily. After

some study of early bronzes and pottery at Athens Mr. Droop went in March to

Sparta and worked at the excavations there till June. Afterwards he and Mr.

YVace spent a fortnight in Thcssaly excavating an ancient site on the Magnesian

promontory.

Mr. Jerome Farrell, B.A., Mellow of Jesus College, Cambridge, arrived in Athens

in October 1906 and made some preliminary studies in the National Museum. He
visited Aegina, Mpidaurus, Tiryns and Mycenae, but his work was interrupted by

illness and he was obliged to leave for Switzerland. During the summer months

he attended the late Prof. Murtwangler's lectures at Munich.

Mr. Walter George arrived in Athens on October 11, 1906, visiting museums
in Germany on the way. After working in the Acropolis Museum and travelling

in the Argolid, Mr. George went to Egypt and worked at Cairo, Medinet-Habu, and
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Abydos. After leaving Egypt lie visited Salonika in April and a complete and full

survey of the following churches was made :—S. Demetrios, S. Georgios, Eski

Juma, and the Holy Apostles. Mr. George made some very careful and detailed

drawings of the Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia at Sparta, and finished them for

publication on his return to Athens, where he also worked on the Odeion of

Herodes Atticus, finally leaving in July for Olympia and Sicily. The excellence

of Mr. George's work has been of the greatest advantage to the School.

Miss Mary Hamilton, B.A., St. Andrews, who held a fellowship from the

Carnegie Trust for the Universities of Scotland, came to Athens in November

1906. Her special subject of study was :—The festivals of the Greek Church and

their connection with the ceremonies of the Ancient Greeks. Miss Hamilton spent

the winter in Athens, reading in the Library and attending the various church

festivals which took place in the city. In April she travelled in Rhodes, Thera

and Sparta, and visited various monasteries in Laconia, and the Monastery on

Mount Ithome in Messenia. Next year Miss Hamilton means to study the same

subject in Magna Graecia.

Mr. T. E. Peet, B.A., of Queen's College, Oxford, arrived in Greece in January

1907, and spent three months in the study of pre-historic Aegean antiquities. In

March he went to Sparta, where he watched the excavations and studied pottery and

bronzes found in 1906. He visited Knossos and the Museum at Candia, and left

for Italy in May. Mr. Peet's main object was to ascertain what relations existed

between the Aegean and various parts of Italy during the pre-historic periods.

Mr. H. J. W. Tillyard, B.A., of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge

(who held a grant from the University of Cambridge Craven Fund and another

from his College), arrived in Athens in February. In the National Library

he studied a 13th century manuscript of Greek Church music. On March 8

Mr. Tillyard spoke at an open meeting on Votive Inscriptions from the Sanctuary

of Artemis Orthia. He also read a paper at the American Students' Verein.

At Sparta Mr. Tillyard took charge of the inscriptions found, and the eventual

publication of most of them was entrusted to him. He visited the Monastery of

"Aytoi Teo-o-apaKovra, where he copied the chief inscriptions and collated a MS.,

containing an 'Eyxa-ptSiov of Byzantine music. After some further study in Athens

Mr. Tillyard passed three weeks at Mt. Athos investigating MSS., visited eleven

monasteries and collated the text of the hymns of Casia found in fifteen MSS.

He also procured in Greece specimens of building-stones for an exhibit of the

Geological Museum at Cambridge.

Mr. A. J. B. Wace, M.A., Fellow of Pembroke College, Cambridge, travelled

in Greece during November 1906, visiting Monemvasia, Epidaurus Limera,

Asopus, Helos, the Hyperteleatic Sanctuary, Krokeae, Geronthrae and Sparta. At

Bezani, the most probable site for Helos according to Boblaye, there are three sites

where remains of pottery or inscriptions etc. have been found and where trial

excavations might be made. This could not be done in the autumn of 1906 owing

to the heavy rains. In the gorge known as 'crro Bodova near Molai, Mr. Wace

examined two possible sites for the Hyperteleatic Sanctuary, one on the right and

G G
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one on the left bank of the torrent. At the higher site an inscribed statue base

and a piece of inscription have been found. At Sparta, some time was occupied

in work at the Museum and in writing reports on excavations. January and

February were spent in Athens in the preparation of papers for the Annual and in

studying the Hellenistic period. During March, April and May, Mr. Ware was

working on the excavations at Sparta, tracing the line of the city wall, making trial

pits (by means of which some Hellenistic tombs were discovered) and assisting in

the clearing of the Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia. Mr. Wace made a short journey

to Boeotia in March, and in June he and Mr. Droop excavated the site of the

supposed Greek temple at Cape Sepias in Thessaly.

Mr. A. M. Woodward, B.A., late Classical Demy of Magdalen College, Oxford,

holding a grant from his College, arrived in Greece in October 1906. During the

winter of 1906-7 he studied in Athens and visited the Peloponnese and Crete. From
March to May 1907 Mr. Woodward assisted in the excavations at Sparta with the

exception of a short time spent in topographical researches in the Southern district

of Maina. These form part of the scheme for the exploration of Laconia and will

be published in the forthcoming Annual. Mr. Woodward worked at the literature

dealing with the antiquities of Maina and began to study the Spartan inscriptions

of the Imperial Age from the point of view of Prosopography.

Excavations. Thessaly near Bromyri.— In 1905 Mr. Wace observed some

remains of a Greek building close to the chapel of the Theotokos near the

promontory usually identified as Cape Sepias (J.H.S. xvi. p. 148). Five drums

of stuccoed poros lay on the ground, and three others stood in a row as if on a

stylobate. A triglyph block was found there last summer by M. Arvanitopoulios.

It was therefore conjectured that the foundations of a Greek temple would reveal

themselves. Mr. Wace and Mr. Droop began the excavations with twelve men on

June 10, 1907. The standing drums proved not to be in position and the stylobate

could not be found. On the cliff to the S.E. are remains of a Greek settlement.

Four archaic painted antefixes were found. The cliff is much corroded, and it is

suggested that the temple to which the fragments belonged once stood on the cliff.

Four 'geometric' tombs came to light. All contained skeletons (one of them

a child's). Other contents of the graves were fibulae, rings, iron pins with bronze

heads and eighteen vases similar to a group from Thessaly now in the National

Museum, Athens. The floor mosaic of a church of the 4th or 5th century and

two Byzantine columns were found during the search for the temple.

Sparta, Plan of Work.—The chief task planned for this summer was the

complete exploration of the precinct of Artemis Orthia, containing two strata,

belonging to periods before and after 700 B.C. It was also intended to continue

the tracing of the city wall, to attempt to locate the Agora and at the same time to

go on sinking trial pits at various points.

Mr. A. J. B. Wace was present continuously. He conducted the work on the

city wall, worked at the Hellenistic tombs and trial pits, and helped with

classification in the museum.
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Mr. G. Dickins was present nearly all the time. He conducted the operations

at the precinct of Athene Chalkioikos on the Acropolis and at the small sanctuary

north of the town. He also worked at the Hellenistic tombs and the trial pits.

Mr. J. P. Droop was also present nearly all the time and devoted himself

mainly to drawing and museum work on the finds from the Orthia site.

Mr. H. J. VV. Tillyard was present for five weeks and worked at the inscrip-

tions found on the spot.

Mr. T. E. Peet was present for a short time and studied the finds.

Mr. A. M. Woodward helped to direct the sinking of the trial pits and then

proceeded to Maina in continuation of the scheme for the exploration of Laconia.

Mr. W. S. George undertook the architectural study of the buildings at the

Orthia Sanctuary, and is preparing a set of drawings, plans, sections and

restorations.

The Director was present throughout, except for nearly three weeks in April.

His special work was the excavation of the Orthia Sanctuary, which was suspended

in his absence, Mr. W'ace being left in charge.

Much of the success of the excavations is due to the energy and diligence of

the students of the school.

Gregorios Antoniou again filled the post of foreman. Mr. Sejk was

surveyor, Mr. Bagge draughtsman and Tannis Chassarakis of Palaikastro, mender.

The results of the excavations are here summed up according to locality, taking

the new discovery last.

Sparta, Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia.—The Roman theatre (the 'Circus' seen

by Leake in 1830) has been completely excavated. The general plan, including

entrances and steps leading to the seats, can be reconstructed from the remains,

and Mr. George, whose architectural skill has been of the utmost value, is preparing

drawings of the restoration. This theatre was built in the 3rd century a.d. to

accommodate the spectators who came in great numbers to view the contests in

honour of Artemis Orthia. The background was not formed by a proscenium of

the usual kind, but by the steps and front of the actual temple of Artemis, that is

to say, of the 6th century temple which was standing when the theatre was built.

There was an older temple, which must have been ruined and covered up before

the 6th century temple was constructed. The altar contemporary with this older

temple has been laid bare, and it is hoped that next season the foundations of the

building itself will come to light. They must lie, in part at least, under the Roman
theatre. Some archaic remains were found in the surface of the soil, which is

mounded as if over the ruins of a building.

The arena of the theatre and the interior of the 6th century temple have

been cleared down to the solid earth, with the result that three strata can be

distinguished. At the top is the Roman stratum in which stands the Roman altar.

Below this lies a thin Hellenistic stratum containing remains and ashes, and in this

stratum is a Hellenistic altar, immediately below the Roman one. The deepest

stratum is a metre thick, and contains a large altar in very good preservation made

of roughly-dressed stones. The altar stands near a fragment of cobble pavement.

10 c, <; 2
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and was surrounded by charred remains. It probably corresponds in date to the

earliest temple conjectured to exist below the soil.

The rest of the lowest stratum consists of a mass of objects ranging in date

from the 9th to .the 6th century b.c. This archaic deposit has been dug with great

care in separate sections mostly by the use of small knives. Each section has been

separately removed, stored and recorded. The evidence thus obtained as to the

evolution of Spartan arts and handicrafts is so complete and interesting that it fully

justifies the amount of labour involved. Pottery was found here ranging from

Geometric through Protocorinthian to a style closely allied to Corinthian. There

were also found terracotta und lead figurines, small bronzes and, most important of

all, carved ivory in the form of plaques and of figures in the round. One of the

plaques represents in relief a ship with crew and rigging, and is dedicated to Orthia.

These objects, the cobble pavement below them and the altar must be dated

between the 7th and the 9th century b.c. The temple of the same period has yet

to be found.

The temple which has been found should probably be assigned to the middle

of the 6th century B.C., and to it may be assigned a fragment of a lion's head,

brightly painted, and other scanty remains of archaic sculpture in poros stone.

The temple seems to have been rebuilt in Hellenistic times, and to this recon-

struction we assign the Hellenistic stamped tiles found at a higher level.

The general course of the wall of the city has been determined by means of

the stamped tiles made for it, though few stones remain in situ. It included within

its circuit all the villages of ancient Sparta.

A small temenos in the flat land north of the town was uncovered. It con-

tained, in a very shallow deposit, about ten thousand small unpainted vases. It is

probably a Heroon.

Sparta, Sanctuary of Athena Chalkioikos.—The Brazen House of Athena on the

Acropolis of Sparta was a temple coated with bronze plates in which Gitiades had

fashioned the deeds of the gods and heroes. Athena Chalkioikos took her name
from this temple. The temenos where the Brazen House stood was surrounded by

a colonnade and included other sanctuaries (Paus. III. 17). Within the temenos

Pausanias of Sparta took refuge as a suppliant and was there starved to death.

This famous sanctuary was identified when the first trial pit was sunk on the

Acropolis of Sparta, on April 4, 1907. The discovery of a roof-tile with the stamp

'AOrjvas XclXkioikov left no doubt, and two more have since come to light. Other

finds are :

Eight bronze bells, two of them bearing votive inscriptions, a 6th century bronze

herm clad in something like chain-mail, nine bronze statuettes, among them a very

beautiful figure of a trumpeter of good 5th century work and in excellent

preservation, one of the finest things ever found in Laconia. Also a Panathenaic

amphora, an archaic inscription dealing with athletic victories and a fragment

belonging to the Damonon inscription already in the Sparta Museum. A rich

deposit of Geometric pottery has been struck, but only partly cleared, the bulk of it

being left for next year.
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The actual Brazen House is much destroyed, though fragments of the capitals

shew that it was in the Doric style. A few bronze nails survive and some bronze

plates, which when cleaned may prove to be decorated with incised designs.

Inside the temenos two other small structures have been found. Probably both

are sanctuaries. All three buildings have been cleared out, and at this point the

excavations are left for another season.

Publications.— Vol. XII of the Annual is unusually full and varied. Mr.

Xanthoudides has contributed an article on 'Cretan Kernoi,' Mr. G. Dickins gives

the first of two articles on I )amophon of Messene, Dr. Mackenzie has a paper on

Cretan Palaces and Mr. Traquair supplies the results of his investigations of

mediaeval fortresses. The valuable labours of the Editor and Sub-Editor are

acknowledged below.

Open Meeting's.— Four open meetings were held. The papers were as

follows :—

Dec. 14, 1907.—The Director : The Year's work of the School.

,, ,, ,, Mr. F. W. Hasluck : Two Seventeenth-century Englishmen in

the Levant.

Feb. 1, 1907.—The Director : Late Minoan tombs at Palaikastro.

„ „ „ Mr. A. J. B. Wace : The walls of Sparta.

Feb. 15, 1907.—Mr. G. Dickins : The date of Damqphon.

,, „ ,, Mr. F. W. Hasluck : A Roman bridge on the Asepus.

March 8, 1907.—Mr. H. J. W. Tillyard : Votive Inscriptions from the shrine of

Artemis Orthia at Sparta.

,, ,, ,, Mr. A. J. B. Wace : Greek fortifications in the southern

Sporades.

The Library.—

Accessions.—The Librarian is glad to record the acquisition of 153 books and

82 pamphlets, exclusive of periodicals. This is a marked increase on last year's

figures. Acquisitions of special interest and importance are :— Chantre, Mission en

Cappadocie, Ionian Antiquities, vol. ii,
1 Jowett's Plato, Sathas' Mvv^cia 'EXA^i/ays

'Io-Toptas. The list is the more remarkable as expenses have been deliberately

kept down with a view to purchasing one of the large series of photographs of

sculpture.

Gifts to the Library have been unusually numerous : they include a donation

of £5 from Mrs. P. P. Hasluck (spent on Sathas' Mvrjfxela and pamphlet-cases

mentioned below) and various books from the following Societies and

individuals : '-'

—

1 Presented by the Society of Dilettanti.—G. A. M.
- This list only includes books actually received" in Athens up to date.
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(a) Learned Societies, etc. :

—

Archaeol. Survey of India, British Museum Trustees, Egypt Expl. Fund,

French Ministry of Public Instruction, Soc. of Hellenic Studies, Roy. Society of

Literature, Universities of Athens, Belgrade, Cambridge (Univ. Press), and Upsala.

The generous grant of books made last year by the Oxford University Press has

been safely received.

(b) Publishers :—

Messrs. Maclehose, Macmillan, Geo. Newnes and the Soc. for Promotion of

Christian Knowledge.

(c) Authors :

—

Dr. B. Apostolides, Prof. R. M. Burrows, Messrs. C. C. Edgar and J. \V. Evans,

Dr. A. Fontrier, Mr. P. Giannopoulos, Dr. E. Freshfield, Mr. J. Gennadios, Prof.

C. Gourlay, Miss M. Hamilton, Messrs. T. Kandeloros, P. M. Karales and Th.

Kleronomos, Miss G. Lowthian Bell, Dr. B. Niese, Dr. B. Philios, Dr. N. G.

Politis, Sir William Ramsay, Dr. J. Rendel Harris, Sir Rennell Rodd, Dr. D. M.

Robinson, Miss K. L. Sharp, Prof. Spyridis, Messrs. A. J. B. Wace and S. C.

Zavitzianos.

(d) Other donors :

—

Mr. A. E. Bernays, Prof. R. C. Bosanquet, Canon Church, the Director,

Mr. D. G. Hogarth, the Librarian, Miss Pesel, Mr. M. N. Tod, Mr. F. Tuckett.

Exchanges :—Exchanges have been arranged with :

—

' Melanges de la Faculte Orientale,' ed. R. P. Jalabert, College S. Joseph,

Beyrout, Syrie.

' Metnnon : Zeitschrift fiir die Kunst- und Kulturgeschichte des alien Orients]

ed. Freih. v. Lichtenberg, Berlin, Siidende, Lindenstr. 5.

Binding.—40 volumes have been bound, exclusive of periodicals.

Loans.—About 350 books have been borrowed from the library, largely by our

own students : seven foreign students and eighteen persons unconnected with the

Schools have also borrowed books.

Shelf Catalogue.— In the course of the present session, a shelf catalogue of

books has been drawn up, which has already been found very useful for checking

purposes.

Topographical Index.—A card catalogue of books bearing on Topography and

Local History has been arranged in subject order for ready reference. This at

present contains about 1400 cards representing the books, pamphlets and articles in

collected works on these two subjects contained in the library : a beginning has also

been made in the long task of ranging with these the titles of topographical articles

in periodicals. It is intended eventually (1) to make double and treble entries of

important works of travel which touch on more than one district, and (2) to add

concise itineraries to the titles of books describing travel over large areas. If in

the future the index is enlarged to cover the contents of the other school libraries,

it might become sufficiently valuable as a work of reference to merit printing.

Pamphlets.—The pamphlets have been finally arranged in cases specially made,

the cost being defrayed out of Mrs. Hasluck's donation. They are now classed
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according to subject matter, like the rest of the library, are easily accessible, and

present an orderly appearance.

School Grounds and Buildings.—The Lawn Tennis-court which was

planned last season has now been made. It is to be used jointly by the British

and American Schools, and is situated in the temenos, mostly on the American
part. The Athens Lawn Tennis Club kindly sent their man to construct the court.

It was only necessary to cut down one tree, and a little careful planting will make
it a good feature of the garden.

Early in the session a laundry and a larder were added to the Director's

house in accordance with Prof. Bosanquet's suggestion. The building consists of

two rooms erected against the wall that separates the garden from the road. The
addition was much wanted and is very useful.

Of the suggested scheme for improving the ' Old Library ' part has been
carried out and part has been left for a future occasion. A parquet oak floor has

been laid, a new door supplied, the walls have been coloured. A new grate of

larger size, which, it is hoped, will adequately warm the room, is being ordered,

and the fireplace will be tiled.

The roof, which was not quite watertight, has been mended.

Acknowledgements.—The British School wishes to express its gratitude to

the authorities of the Greek Government, especially to Dr. Kavvadias, the Ephor-

General, and to Dr. Stais, Director of the National Museum, for facilities granted

for excavation at Sparta and other places, and for permission to photograph, to Sir

Erancis Elliot, K.C.M.G., H.B.M. Minister at Athens, for his unvarying kindness

and support, to Mr. Graves, Consul-General at Salonika, and Major Stephen, of

the International Gendarmerie stationed at Cavalla, for facilities procured on behalf

of the Secretary and of the School, and finally to all friends of the School in

Greek lands.

Work for the Session 1907-8.—The Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia should

again be the chief scene of excavation. The earliest temple remains to be

discovered. In order to do this it will be necessary to remove part of the Roman
building, and no doubt many objects will be found under its foundations.

The sanctuary of Eileithyia was quite near the Orthia temenos, in which, this

year, some tiles stamped with the name Eileithyia were found. The sanctuary will

probably come to light when the earth round the Roman building is cleared.

There is work for one or two seasons on this site.

The layer of Geometric pottery at the Chalkioikos site should be dug out, as it

seems very promising.

Eor the purpose of locating the Agora, fixing other points of topography and

making fresh discoveries, the work of sinking trial pits should be continued. The
number of competent students at the School is a great advantage for this depart-

ment of investigation, as expense is saved by good supervision.

Trial excavations should be begun with a view to ascertaining the site of Helos.

1 *
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the early Achaian city, destroyed by the Dorians, at the head of the Gulf of

Marathonisi to the East of the mouth of the Eurotas. The most probable district

is that round the Kalyvia of Bezani, and here there is a choice of three spots, viz.

two hills to the north of the village (of which one is cultivated) and a knoll called

Vto MavoXaKt half-an-hour west of the village. All these sites should be tried.

The Hyperteleatic Sanctuary lies in a gorge two hours from Molai and

half-an-hour from Phoeniki, locally known as Vto Bo#ova. The most likely spot

to search is on the left bank of the torrent just above the fi66w, where an inscribed

statue-base and traces of ancient walls have been found. Another site, less

probable, is on the right bank a little further down the ravine, where there is more

level space but very little depth of soil. It is hoped that the trial excavations at

Helos and the Hyperteleatic Sanctuary, which were planned for 1906 and pre-

vented by heavy rains, may be begun next season.

The Committee feel that in the record of the past session, and in the

prospects of work and of students for the session of 1907-8, the supporters of

the School have every ground for satisfaction. The discoveries made at Sparta

have exceeded expectation both in interest and importance, and there seems to be

every hope of results at least as important when the work is resumed. It is,

however, to be noted that the expenditure during the last two years on these

excavations has exceeded the receipts by some ,£40, so that there is nothing in

hand for the prosecution of the work. It is essential therefore that the Laconian

Excavation Fund should again receive liberal support.

Another item of expense which, in spite of all care on the part of the editors,

tends to increase, is that of the publication of the School Annual. The number

recently issued compares favourably in the variety and interest of its articles with

any previous issue, and its fuller content has justified a higher price to the public.

The Annual is now recognised both at home and abroad as a periodical of the

highest rank in its class, and no one can doubt that it is of the greatest advantage

to the School to have such an organ for the prompt publication of results and for

keeping the work of the School prominently before the world. But it is important

to remember that for this as for other objects it is absolutely necessary to keep up

the ranks of present subscribers and to increase their number.

Before leaving the subject of the Annual the thanks of the Committee and of

all friends of the School must again be offered to Mr. Cecil Smith for his great kind-

ness in superintending the publication of the Annual, a task of quite exceptional

difficulty when the contributors are so much scattered and material is often

delayed, and also to Miss C. A. Hutton for her assistance in seeing it through

the press.

Although the last number of the Annual contained no contribution from

Dr. Arthur Evans, it will be of interest to our subscribers to know that during the

spring of 1907 he made some further discoveries of an unexpectedly important

character on the Palace site at Knossos. It is hoped that the Cretan Exploration

Fund may be re-opened during the coming autumn, so that work may be resumed

ncxt spring.
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Finance.—The revenue account for the year shows a credit balance of

£522 ijs. id. as compared with a debit balance of j£,wz \s. $d. for the pre-

ceding year. The improvement has been brought about mainly by the more liberal

response to this year's appeal for contributions to the Laconian Excavation Fund,

and the deficit in respect of these excavations which was so prominent a feature

in the preceding half-year's accounts has been nearly wiped out. The annual sub-

scriptions amount to ^,938 6s. as compared with ^911 is. for the preceding

year. The School has lost five subscribers by death and six subscriptions have

been discontinued, but no less than 26 new subscribers appear in this year's

list. The subscription list is the backbone of the School's finance, and the hope

is again expressed that the total may be raised to ,£1,000 within the ensuing year.

A new fund has been established during the year (to be called the Frankish

Fund) for the purpose of publishing a work to describe the castles, churches, and

other existing remains of the Frankish period in Greece (1205 to 1566). This

fund has ,£50 to its credit, the gift of one donor, who desires to remain

anonymous, and it is proposed to issue shortly an appeal asking for further

donations.

The Chairman, in moving the adoption of the Report, which was

taken as read, referred to the loss sustained by the world of letters, and

especially archaeology, in the death of Dr. Furtwangler, who, in his own
domain, was unequalled—perhaps Mommsen came nearest to him—and

whose loss was a heavy one to the world of archaeology, of which he had

greatly raised the level. He thought the Report was a satisfactory record,

and that during the last year the School had done excellent work and fully

justified the grant which it received from the Government.

Mr. Arthur Evans seconded the adoption of the Report, which was

carried unanimously.

The DIRECTOR then gave an illustrated account of the work of the

Session.

Dr. LEAF moved the following resolution, which was seconded by

Mr. H. AwDRY, and carried unanimously:

—

"That Mr. V. W. YoRKE be re-elected Hon. Treasurer, and Mr.

J. ft. Baker-Penoyre Secretary of the School."

"That Prof. E. A. Gardner, Mr. LOKING, and Prof. Waldstein be

re-elected Members of the Managing Committee, and Mr. M. N. Tui) be

elected a Member of the Committee."

A vote of thanks to the Auditor was proposed by Mr. GEORGE
Macmillan, and carried unanimously.
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THE BRITISH SCHOOL AT ATHENS.

1 906- 1 907.

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE ON ACCOUNT OF REVENUE AND
EXCAVATIONS,

2nd October, 1906 to 2nd October, 1907.

Subscriptions received or due during

the year .....
Subscriptions received for 1905- 1906

Government Grant ....
Interest on Investment to July 5th .

Interest on Deposit to June 30th

Sale of Annuals (Vols. I-X to 30th

June, 1906) .

Special Donations for Excavations

:

Crete

£ d.

938 6 o

I o o

500 o o

60 o o

13 10 8

137 H 4

Do. Do.

Do. Do.

Return of Taxes

200
Do. Laconia 995 14 o

Do. Thessaly 20 1 o

14 18 9

£2,683 4 9

£ s- d.

House Maintenance, year

to Midsummer 1907

Hostel Maintenance, year

to Midsummer 1907 . 163 17 3

Less Students' Fees . 88 7 9

Director's Stipend, 4 quarters to

Michaelmas, 1907

Salary, Assistant Director

Secretary's Salary, to Midsummer
I907

Publication of Annual (Vol. XII)

Printing, Postage, and Stationery

Half cost of Lawn Tennis Court
(Shared with American School)

Sundries ....
Studentship (Mr. Dickins)

Excavations: Crete 11 10 o

Do. Laconia 616 19 o

Do. Thessaly 30 1 o

Balance, being excess of Receipts

over Expenditure....

£ s. d.

88 6 6

— 75 9 6

500
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BYZANTINE ARCHITECTURE FUND.

Balance from last Account
£ s. d. I

3168 Balance carried forward
£ s. d.

3 16 S

Donation (anonymous)

FRANKISH FUND.

50 o o I Balance carried forward 50 o o

BALANCE ACCOUNT, 2nd October, 1907.

Byzantine Architecture Fund

Frankish Fund

Subscriptions paid in advance

Balance, representing the

funds of the School
other than the property

in land and building,

furniture and library, £
as per last Account 2,057

Add Balance of Expen-
diture and Receipts on
Revenue and Excava-
tions Account for the

year as above .

£
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DONATIONS-1 906-1 907.

£ s. a.

The Company of Goldsmiths 50 o o

The Company of Clothworkers 25 00
Allen, H. \V 2 2 o

Bagehot, Mrs. W 3 ° °
Carrington, J. B 500
Daniel, Mrs 10 o o

Maberley, G. C 5 ° °
Rackham, H io o o

l\\o 2

SPECIAL DONATIONS FOR EXCAVATIONS.
For Crete—

Tuckett, F. F £2 o

For Laconia— £ s. J.

Abercromby, Hon. J 50 o o

Alford, Rev. B. H 1 1 o

Anderson, J. R. 1 1

Antiquaries, Society of io o o

Architects, Royal Institute of British 20 o o

Austen Leigh, E. C 220
Austen Leigh, \V 1 10
Barry, Sir T. Wolfe 1 1 o

Bather, Rev. A. G 10 o o

Bell, Miss G. L 200
Benecke, P. V. M. 220
Bentley, R 500
Bosanquet, Prof. R. C 10 o o

Brasenose College . 3° °
Brooks, E. W 1 o

Brown, J 1 10
Butcher, S. H 220
Bywater, Prof. 3 3°
Carey, Miss E. . 1 00
Caton, R 3 5°
Chawner, \V 220
Crowfoot, J. W 220
Cruikshank, A. H 1 I o

Dalrymple, T. D. G 1 1 o
Daniel, Mr. and Mrs. A. M 500
Darbishire, R. D 10 o o

Darwin, W. E 800
Davidson, S 220
Dawes, Miss M. C 200
Dawkins, R. M 500
Diels, Prof. 1 00
Dodd, Miss I. L 1 1

Carried forward . . . . ^199 8

o

o
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For Laconia (continued)

—

L s- "•

Brought forward 199 8 o

Durham, University of 1Cl ° °

Edgar, C. C ' °
Elliot, Sir F 10 o o
jr p 210 o o

Eumorfopoulos, N 200
Farrer, Sir W. J

1000
Farside, W 300
Fegan, Miss E. S l ' °

Fletcher, B • • * ' °

Genner, E. E 200
Giveen, R. L 1 1

o

Graham, E « l °

Greene, H. W ' ' °
Greenwell, Canon ' °

Gurney, Miss A « ° °

Harrison, E » ' °
Hasluck, P. P 500
Heathcote, W. E °
Hellenic Society 100 o o

Henderson, Sir A IO IO °

Hobhouse, H. H 500
Hodgkin, T 500
Huddart, Rev. G. A. W ' °

Jesus College, Cambridge 5 5°
Jones, Gen. R. O ' ! °
Joseph, H. W. B ' « °
Keser, Dr. J

220
King, Miss C 50 o o

Lascelles, B. P 500
Leaf, Dr. W 50 o o

Macmillan, G. A 60 o o

per G. A. M. .

2 6

Magdalen College, Oxford 20 o o

Marshall, F. H l °
Marshall, Prof. J. W « ' °
Matheson, P. E * ' °

Morrison, W 100 o o

Moss, Rev. H. W 220
Mount, C. B ' l °

Murray, Prof. G 200
Mylne, Mrs. J

500
New College, Oxford 20 o o

Newman, W. L 5 5°
Penoyre, J. B l l °
Phillips, Mrs. H 10 o o

Reckitt, F 55
Reid, Mrs
Rendall, Rev. Dr 220
Richards, H 1 1

o

Roberts, J. Slingsby 220
Roberts, W. G 5

Rotton, Sir J. F
Sachs, Mrs. G 2

Scouloudi E 10

o

o
10 6

o
2 o
o o

Carried forward ^9°° ! 4
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For Laconia (continued)

—

£ s. d.

Brought forward 960 14 o
Shove, Miss E 1 1 o
Sloane, Miss E J 1 1 o
Smith, Rev. W. H. Payne 1 1 o
Stanton, C. H. . 1 1 o
Stawell, Miss F 10 o
Stogdon, J 1 1 o
Struthers, J 200
Thornley, Miss A. M. M 1 1 o
Tod, M. N 1 00
Tod, Mrs 500
Yaughan, E. L 1 00
Wagner, H 10 o o
Wells, J 220
Westlake, Prof. J 500
Whibley, L 1 1 o
Wilamowitz, Prof, von 1 1 o

£995 '4 o

For Thessaly— £ s. d.

Bond, W. B 1 1 o
Dawkins, R. M 300
Droop, J. P 400
Pembroke College, Cambridge 12 o o

£zo 1 o
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ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS-1906-1907.

The University of Oxford 1

The University of Cambridge 1

The Hellenic Society 1

The Society of Antiquaries

The Leeds Library
Brasenose College, Oxford
Caius College, Cambridge
Christ Church, Oxford
Corpus Christi College, Oxford
King's College, Cambridge
Magdalen College, Oxford
McGill University, Montreal
L'Association de Lectures Philologiques, Lausanne
Westminster School Library

Acland, Henry Dyke .

Agnew, Sir W
Aitchison, G
Allbutt, Prof.

A.lma Tadema, Sir L. .

Anderson, J. R. ...
Anson, Sir W. R. . .

Ashby, Thomas . . .

Austen Leigh, E. C. . .

Awdry, H
Bailey, C
Bailey, J. C
Barrington, Mrs. Russel
Barlow, Sir T
Bevan, E. R
Blackburn, Miss . . .

Blomfield, R
Bodington, Or. N. . .

Bosanquet, Prof. R. C.

Boyle, Miss F
Brinton, H
Bristol, Bishop of . . .

Brooke, Rev. Stopford .

Brooks, E. W
Burnett, J. J
Burnham, Lord . . .

Burrows, R. M. ...
Bury, Prof. J. B. . . .

Butcher, S. H
Campbell, Prof. L. . .

Campbell, Rev. W. W.
Campion, Rev. C. T. .

Carlisle, Miss ....
Carr, Rev. A
Carr, H. Wildon . . .

Caspari, M
Caton, R

s. d.

1 o
2 O

Chawner, W
Clark, C. R
Clausen, A. C
Clissold, H. . . .

• . .

Colchester, Lord ....
Cole, A. C
Compton, Rev. W. C. . .

Connal, W
Cooke, R
Corbett, Sir V
Cowper, H. S
Crowfoot, J. W
Cruddas, Miss
Curtis, Mrs. Omodei . .

Cust, Miss A. M
Oalrymple, J. G. O. . . .

Davey, Rt. Hon. Lord
Davidson, H. O. D. . . .

Dickins, Mrs. A. L. . . .

Donaldson, Rev. S. A.
Douglas-Pennant, Hon. A.
Dyer, Louis
Earl, A. G
Egerton, Rt. Hon. Earl .

Elliot, Rev. F. R
Elliot, Sir F. E. H. . . .

Eumorfopoulos, N. . . .

Evans, A. J

Evans, Sir J. . • ....
Farside, Mrs
Fletcher, H. M
Forbes, W. H
Forster, E. S
Fort, J. A
Fotheringham, J. K.

Carried forward ^507 o o

f
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A N \ UAL S U BSC R I PT I O X S-
1
906 -

1 907 {continued).

Brought forward . 1

Fowler, W. W
Freshfield, I). \V
Frisch, E. S
Fry, Sir E .

Furncaux, L. R
Gardiner, E. Norman . .

Gardner, Prof. Percy . .

Giveen, R. L
Goldsmith, I)r

Gooch, G. P
Goodwin, J. A
Gooldcn, R. E
Graham, E
Grenfell, B. P
Griffiths, E. M
Handcock, \V
Hardy, G. F
Hasluck, P. P
Hawes, Miss
Hay, C.A
Heberden, C. B
Henderson, A. E. ...
Hill, G. F
Hodgkin, J. E
Hodgkin, Miss Violet . .

Hodgkin, Thomas . . .

Hogarth, 1). G
Hooper, G. N
Hopkinson, J. H
Hunt, \V. Holman . . .

Hutton, Miss C. A. . . .

Impey, E
James, Rev. S. R. ...
Kelly, C. A
Kenyon, F. G
Keser, I)r

L. J. E
Lascelles, B. P
La Touche, CD
Lawrence, A
Leaf, Herbert
Leaf, Walter
Lewis, Mrs. A. S
Livesay, \V
Lloyd, Miss
Lorimcr, Miss H. L. . .

Loring, \V
Lucas, Rev. A
Limn, \V. II

Lynch, II . F
Lyttelton, Canon Hon. and

Rev. E
Macan. R. W

I

50

s

.
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ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS— 1906-1907 {continued).

£
Rrought forward . 863

Sto^don, Rev. E 1

Tancock, Rev. C. C. . . 1

Thompson, F. E 1

Thornely, Miss A. M. M.

.

1

Tod, J. N 1

Tod, Mrs 10

Tod, M. N 1

Tozer, Rev. H. F 10

Tuckett, F. F 1

Tuke, Miss 1

Vaughan, E. L 1

Yerrall, Dr 1

\'ince, J. H 1

Wace, Mrs 2

s.



LIST OF SUBSCRIBERS.

Note. Under No. V. of the Rules and Regulations, " the following

shall be considered as Subscribers to the School :

—

(i) Donors, other than Corporate Bodies, of ^10 and upwards.

(2) Annual Subscribers of £\ and upwards during the period

of their subscription."

In making out the following list, donations of less than £10 have been

regarded as aggregate annual subscriptions of £\, and are spread over

a corresponding number of years.

The Treasurer would be glad to be informed of any changes of

address or errors in this list, which is made up to May 2/th, 1908.

HIS MAJESTY THE KING.
The University of Oxford.
The University of Cambridge.
The University of Durham.
The McGill University, Montreal.
The Society for hie Promotion of Hellenic Studies, 22, Albemarle Street, W.
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LL.D., Litt.D., D.Litt.

Arthur J. Evans. Esq., Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. Elected 1895.

LL.D., D.Litt., F.R.S.

Prof. J. Linton Myres, A former Student of the School. Elected 1896.

M.A.

Prof. Ernest Gardner, Formerly Director of the School. Elected 1897.

M.A.

Prof. A. van Millingen, Professor of History at Robert College, Constantinople.
M.A., D.D. Elected 1904.

W. H. Forbes, M.A. Late Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford. Elected 1906.

Prof. W. J. Woodhouse. Professor in the University of Sydney. Formerly Student of

the School. Elected iqo8.
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STUDENTS OF THE SCHOOL.

1886— 1907.

Ernest A. Gardner. M.A. Formerly Fellow of (ionville and Cains College, Cambridge,
and Craven University Student. Yates 1'rofessor of

Archaeology at University College, London. Admitted
1886—87. Director of the School, 1887— 1895. Hon.
Student of the School.

Fellow and formerly Tutor of Magdalen College, Oxford, and
first Craven Fellow. Director of the School 1897— 1900.

Admitted 1886—87. Re-admitted (for work in Cyprus)
1887—88.

Exeter College, Oxford. Rector of Ellesborough, Bucks.
Admitted 1886—87.

(ionville and Caius College, Cambridge. First University

Reader in Geography. Admitted (for work in Cyprus)
1887—88.

Provost and late Tutor of King's College, Cambridge. Director

of the Fitzwilliam Museum. Admitted (for work in Cyprus)
1887—88, with grant of X 100 from the University.

Professor of Architecture and Construction, King's College,

London. Appointed to Studentship by Royal Institute of

British Architects, i88^— 88.

Admitted as Gold Medallist and Travelling Student of the

Royal Academy of Arts, 1887—88. Re-admitted 1888—89,
1889—90.

Admitted as Student of the Royal Academy, 1887—88.
Pe-admitted 1889—90, 1890—91.

Fellow and Lecturer of Lincoln College, Oxford. Admitted (for

work in Cyprus) 1888—89. Re-admitted (for same purpose)

1889— 90.

Pembroke College, Oxford. Craven University Fellow.

Professor of Classics at University College, Auckland, N.Z.

Admitted (for work in Cyprus) 1888— 89. Re-admitted (for

same purpose) 1889—90.

Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Admitted 1889— 90,

with grant of ^100 from the University of Cambridge to

collect material for commentary on Pausanias. 1

Late Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. Warden of

the Goldsmiths' College, New Cross. Secretary of the

School 1897- 1903. Appointed to Cambridge Studentship,

1889—90. Re-admitted as Craven University Student,

1890—91, 1891—92, and 1892—93.

David G. Hogarth. M.A.

Rupert C. Clarke. M.A.

H. H. Guillemard.
M.A., M.D., F.L.S., etc

Montague R. James.
Litt.D.

R. Elsey Smith.

F.R.I.B.A-

Robert Weir Schultz.

Sidney H. P>arnsley.

J. A. R. Munro. M.A.

H. Arnold Tubbs. M.A.

J. G. Frazer. M.A.

William Loring. M.A.

1 This giant was afterwards returned to the University.
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W. J. Woodhouse. MA.

G. C. Richards. M.A.

O. H. Parry. B.A.

J. F. R. Stainer.

M.A., B.C.A.

R. A. H. Bickford-Smith.

M.A., F.S.A.

A. G. Bather. M.A.

E. E. Sikes. M.A.

J. G. Milne. M.A.

H. Stuart Jones. M.A.

Miss Eugenie Sellers

(Mrs. S. Arthur Strong)

F. Brayne Baker. M.A.

C. C. Inge. M.A.

E. F. Benson. M.A.

J. G. Piddington. M.A.

(J. G. Smith)

V. W. Yorke. M.A.

J. L. Myres. M.A.

Queen's College, Oxford. Professor of Greek in the Uni-
versity of Sydney, N.S.W. Formerly Lecturer in Ancient
History and Political Philosophy at the University of

St. Andrews. Appointed to Oxford Studentship, 1889—90
Re-admitted as Craven University Fellow, 1891—92 and
1892—93.

Late Fellow of Hertford College. Fellow and Tutor of Oriel

College, Oxford. Formerly Professor of Greek at University
College, Cardiff. Admitted as Craven University Fellow,
1889—90. Re-admitted 1890—91.

Magdalen College, Oxford. Archbishop's Missioner to the
Nestorian Christians. Admitted 1889—90.

Magdalen College, Oxford. Admitted 1889—90.

Trinity College, Cambridge. Admitted 1889—90.

Late Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. Assistant Master
at Winchester College. Admitted 1889—90. Re-admitted
1891—92, on appointment to the Cambridge Studentship
1892—93 as Prendergast Greek Student ; and again,

1893—94, as Cambridge Student.

Fellow and Tutor of St. John's College, Cambridge.
Appointed to Cambridge Studentship, 1890—91.

Corpus Christi College, Oxford. Examiner in the Board of
Education. Appointed to Oxford Studentship, 1890—91.

Formerly Fellow and Tutor of Trinity College, Oxford,
and Director of the British School at Rome. Admitted
as Craven University Fellow, 1890—91. Re-admitted
1892—93.

Girton College, Cambridge. Keeper of the Duke of Devon-
shire's Collections. Admitted 1890—91.

R. J. G. Mayor. M.A.

Spmetime Scholar of Christ's College, Cambridge. Assistant
Master at Malvern College. Admitted 1891—92.

Magdalen College, Oxford. Curate of Cranleigh, Guildford.

Appointed 1891—92 to the Oxford Studentship.

King's College, Cambridge. Admitted 1891—92, with grant
of .£100 from the Worts Fund at Cambridge ; 1892—93
on appointment to the Cambridge Studentship ; 1893—94
as Craven Student; and 1894—95 as Prendergast Student.

Magdalen College, Oxford. Admitted 1891—92. Re-admitted
1895—96.

Late Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. Admitted 1892

—

93. Re-admitted 1893—94.

Student and Tutor of Christ Church, and late Fellow of

Magdalen College, Oxford. Lecturer in Classical Archaeo-
logy in the University of Oxford. Admitted 1892—93
as Craven Fellow. Re-admitted 1893—94> and 1894—95.

Hon. Student of the School.

Late Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. Examiner in the

Board of Education. Admitted 1892—93.
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R. C. Bosanquet. M.A.

J. M. Cheetham.

E. R. Bevan. M.A.

A. F. Findlay.

T. Duncan.

J. E. Brooks. M.A.

H. Awdry. M.A.

Duncan Mackenzie.

M.A. (Edin.), Ph.D.
(Vienna)

Archibald Paterson.

Charles R. R. Clark.

C. C. Edgar. B.A.

F. R. Earp. M.A.

F. A. C. Morrison. M.A.

H. H. West. M.A.

Miss C. A. Hutton.

Pieter Rodeck.

J. G. C. Anderson. M.A.

J. W. Crowfoot. M.A.

W. W. Reid.

A. E. Henderson. R.B.A.

W. A. Curtis.

Trinity College, Cambridge. Professor of Archaeology in the

University of Liverpool. Assistant Director of the School,

1899— 1900. Director 1900 -1906. Admitted 1892—93.

Re-admitted as Craven University Student 1894—95,
Re-admitted as Craven Student 1895—96, and 1896—97.

Christ Church, Oxford. Admitted on appointment to the

Oxford Studentship. 1892—93.

New College, Oxford. Admitted 1893—94.

Sent out from Aberdeen by the United Presbyterian Church of

Scotland. Admitted 1894—95.

Sent out from Aberdeen by the Church of Scotland. Admitted
1894—95.

St. Peters College, Cambridge. Admitted 1894—95. Re-
admitted as Associate 1896—97.

New College, Oxford. Assistant Master at Wellington
College. Admitted 1894 — 95.

Universities of Edinburgh and Vienna. Carnegie Fellow in

History at the University of Edinburgh. Admitted 1895—°-

Re-admitted 1896—97, 1897—98 and 1898—99.

University of Edinburgh. Admitted 1895—96.

Student of the Royal Academy. Appointed 1895—96, and
re-appointed 1896—97, by the Managing Committee to an
Architectural Studentship.

Oriel College, Oxford. Inspector of Antiquities for Lower
Egypt. Admitted 1895—96, and re-admitted 1896—97 (as

Craven University Fellow), 1897—98 and 1898—99.

Late Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. Admitted 1896—97.

Jesus College, Cambridge. Admitted (as Prendergast Greek
Student) 1896—97.

Formerly of Trinity College, Cambridge. Admitted 1896—97.

Girton College, Cambridge. Admitted 1896—97.

Architect to Arab Monuments Committee, Cairo. Admitted
1896—97 as Travelling Student and Gold Medallist of the

Royal Academy.

Formerly Fellow of Lincoln College. Student, Tutor, and
Censor of Christ Church, Oxford. Admitted (as Craven
University Fellow) 1896—97.

Brasenose College, Oxford. Assistant Director of Education
and Acting Curator of Antiquities, Sudan Government.
Formerly in the Education Department, Cairo. Lecturer

in Classics, Mason College and University, Birmingham.
Admitted, on appointment to the Oxford Studentship,

1896—97. Re-admitted 1897—98.

Universities of Aberdeen and Edinburgh. Admitted, as

holder of Blackie Travelling Scholarship, 1896—97.

Owen Jones Student of Royal Institute of British Architects,

1897—98. Admitted 1897—98. Re-admitted 1898—99,
1901—02, and 1902—03.

Heriot Scholar of Edinburgh University. Admitted 1897—98.
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A. J. Spilsbury. MA.

E. 15. Hoarc.

J. C. Lawson. M.A.

C. D. Ednionds. M.A.

J. H. Marshall. M.A.

Clement dutch. M.A.

F. B. Welch. M.A.

T. I). Atkinson.

Queen's College, Oxford. Admitted 1897—98,011 appointment

to the Oxford Studentship.

Magdalen College, Oxford. Admitted 1897— 98, as Archi-

tectural Student.

Fellow and Lecturer of Pembroke College, Cambridge.
Admitted as Craven University Student, 1898— 99. Re-

admitted 1899— 1900.

Emmanuel College, Cambridge. Assistant Master at Royal
Naval College, < Kborne. Formerly at Aldenham School.

Admitted as Prendergast Student, 1898—99.

King's College, Cambridge. Director-General of the Archaeo-
logical Survey of India. Admitted 1898— 9c;. Re-admitted
as Prendergast Student 1900—01

King's College, Cambridge. Lecturer at St. John's College,

Cambridge. Admitted, 1898 —99, on appointment to the

Cambridge Studentship.

Magdalen College, Oxford. Second Master at Pocklington

School. Admitted as Craven University Fellow, 1898—99.

Re-admitted 1899— 1900.

Admitted as Architectural Student, 1898—99.

J. K. Fotheringham. M.A. Merton and Magdalen Colleges, Oxford. Lecturer in Classical

Literature at King's College, London. Examiner in the

University of London ; Brassey Research Student. Admitted
on appointment to Oxford Studentship, 1898—99.

University College, Oxford. Warden of Hulme Hall and
Lecturer in Classical Archaeology, University of Manchester.

Formerly Lecturer in Greek, University of Birmingham.
Admitted as Craven University Fellow, 1899 — 1900 and
1
900— o 1

.

Magdalene College. Cambridge. Admitted 1899— 1900, on
appointment to Cambridge Studentship.

Girton College, Cambridge. Admitted 1899— 1900.

Architectural Association Travelling Student, 1899. Admitted
1899— 1900, on appointment to Architectural Studentship.

Brasenose College, Oxford. Ministry of Public Instruction,

Egypt. Formerly Lecturer in Classics at Isleworth, Officer

of the Egyptian Exploration Fund, 1904—05. Admitted on
appointment to the Oxford Studentship, 1900—01.

Trinity College, Cambridge. Admitted on appointment to

the Architectural Studentship, 1900-01.

J.ff. Baker- Penoyre. M.A. Keble College, Oxford. Secretary and Librarian to the

Society for Promoting Hellenic Studies. Secretary to the

British Schools in Athens and Rome. Admitted 1900—01.

J. H. Hopkinson. M.A.

S. C. Kaines-Smith.

Miss O. C. Kohler
(Mrs. Charles Smith).

O. Theodore Fyfe.

K. T. Frost.

M.A., F.R.G.S.

R. I). Wells.

B.A., F.R.I.B.A.

Marcus X. Tod. M.A. Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford, and University Lecturer in

Greek Epigraphy. Craven University Fellow. Assistant-

Director of the School 1902— 1904. Admitted on appoint-

ment to "Senior Studentship," 1901-02.
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F. W. Hasluck. M.A.

C. Heaton Conivn.
A.K.I.B.A., M.R.San.I.

Miss H. L. Lorimer.

Baroness E. Rosenorn-
Lehn.

A. P. Oppe. M.A.

W. L. H. Duckworth.
M.D., Sc.I)., M.A.

C. T. Currelly. B.A.

R. McG. Dawkins. M.A.

E. S. Forster. M.A.

A. J. B. Wace. M.A.

E. W. Webster. M.A.

J. F. Fulton.

E. F. Reynolds.

M. O. B. Caspari. B.A.

J. L. Stokes. B.A.

Miss M. K. Welsh
(Mrs. A. M. Daniel).

G. Dickins. B.A.

C. C. T. Doll. B.A.

C. H. Hawes. M.A.

Fellow of Kind's College, Cambridge. Assistant Director of
the School from 1906. Admitted on appointment to
Cambridge Studentship, 1901— 02. Re admitted 1902—03,
1904 05, 1905-06, 1906—07.

Admitted on appointment to the Architectural Studentship,
1901—02. Re-admitted 1903-04.

Girton College, Cambridge. Classical Tutor of Somerville
College, Oxford. Admitted as Pfeiffcr Travelling Student,
1901-02.

Royal Holloway College, and University College, London.
Admitted 1901—02.

New College, Oxford. Examiner in the Board of Education
Formerly Lecturer in Creek at St. Andrew's University.
Admitted 1901—02.

Fellow of Jesus College, Cambridge. University Lecturer in

Physical Anthropology. Admitted 1902-03.

Victoria College, Toronto. Assistant to Professor Flinders
Petrie, under the Egypt Exploration Fund. Admitted
1902—03. Re-admitted 1903-04.

Fellow of Emmanuel College, Cambridge. Admitted 1902—03.
Re-admitted as Craven Student 1903 04. Re-admitted
1904—05. Appointed Director 1906.

Bishop Frazer's Scholar, Oriel College, Oxford. Lecturer in

Classics in the University of Sheffield. Formerly Assistant
Lecturer in the University College of N. Wales. Admitted
on appointment to the Oxford Studentship, 1902—03.
Readmitted 1903-04, with grants from the Craven Fund and
Oriel College.

Fellow of Pembroke College, Cambridge. Prendergast
Student. Craven Student. Assistant Director of the
British School at Rome, 1905. Admitted 1902—03. Re-
admitted 1903-04, 1904 05, 1905—06, 1906—07.

Fellow of Wadham College, Oxford. Taylorian Scholar in

German, 1901. John Locke Scholar in Mental Philosophy,
1904. Admitted 1902—03.

Soane Student. Admitted 1902—03.

Admitted 1902—03.

Late Scholar of Corpus Christi College, Oxford. University
Scholar in German. Lecturer in Greek at the Birmingham
University. Admitted 1903-04.

Scholar of Pembroke College, Cambridge. Librarian of
Charterhouse School. Admitted (as Holder of the Prior
Scholarship from Pembroke College), 1903 04.

Newnham College, Cambridge. Holder of the Marion Ken-
nedy Scholarship. Admitted 1903-04.

New College, Oxford. Craven Fellow. Admitted 1904—05.
Re-admitted as School Student 1905—06, 1906—07.

Trinity College, Cambridge. Admitted 1904—05.

Trinity College, Cambridge. Lecturer in Anthropology,
University of Wisconsin, U.S.A. Admitted 1904—05.

W. A. Kirk wood. M.A. University College, Toronto. Admitted 1901—05.
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H. J. VV. Tillyard. B.A.

Miss G. M. A. Richter.

J. P. Droop. B.A.

Miss M. Hamilton. B.A.

A. C. B. Broun. B.A.

F. Orr.

R.Traquair. A. R.I. B.A.

Miss E. B. Abrahams.

J. Farrcll. B.A.

Walter George.

T. E. Eeet. B.A.

A. M. Woodward. B.A.

Caius College, Cambridge. Admitted 1904—05 as Assistant
Librarian. Re-admitted 1905 06 on appointment to

Studentship), 1906— 07.

Girton College, Cambridge. Assistant in Department of
Classical Antiquities, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York. Admitted 1904—05.

Trinity College, Cambridge. Admitted 1905—06, 1906—07.

University of St. Andrews. Holder of a Research Scholarship
under the Carnegie Trust. Admitted 1905— 06, 1906—07.

Scholar of New College, Oxford. Formerly Assistant Lecturer
in Classics, Manchester University. Assistant Master at

Marlborough College. Admitted 1905—06.

Admitted 1905—06.

Admitted 1905—06 (on appointment to an Architectural
Studentship). Lecturer on Architecture to the Edinburgh
College of Art.

University College, London. Admitted 1905—06.

Fellow of Jesus College, Cambridge. Admitted 1906—07.

Admitted 1906—07.

Queen's College, Oxford. Admitted 1906 7.

Late Classical Demy of Magdalen College, Oxford. Admitted
1906— 7.
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ASSOCIATES OF THE SCHOOL.
Rev. A. H. Cruikshank. Elected 1896.
Ambrose Poynter, Esq. „ 1896
J E. Brook,. Est,. „ , 8y6 ;

Miss Louisa Pcsel. 1902.
J. F. Crate. Esq.

n njo2.
Miss Mona Wilson. Iuo

.'

J. S. Carter, Esq.
"

lqo£
I>. lownsend, Esq. M 190^.
A. M. Daniel, Esq.

"

| QO ;

H. W. Allen, Esq.
1 906.

W. Miller, Esq.
]] ^

Oeorge Kennedy, Esq „ 1906.
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SUGGESTED PLAN OF STUDY.

Under an ideal system a student would spend two or three seasons in Greece,

devoting the first year to general studies, the second to some special subject.

During the first year the student, while not losing sight of his special subject,

might apportion his time thus :

—

August and September.— Learn German in Berlin, Munich or Dresden, and

thus be able to profit by the three or four courses of lectures given by the Secre-

taries of the German and Austrian Institutes in Athens. For archaeological

literature some knowledge of German is practically essential.

October.—Arrive in Greece. Acquire if possible some use of Modern Greek.

See Olympia, Delphi, Mycenae, Kpidaurus, the Argive Heraion, before the

November rains.

November (middle).—Remain three or four months in Athens steadily work-

ing at sites and in Museums, attending courses of lectures and making frequent

short excursions to points of interest by train, cycle, etc.

March and April.—Travel, study sites, join one of the Island cruises for

students.

May and June.—Begin to concentrate on special work, e.g. assist in excava-

tions, with a view to working upon the results during the coming year and

excavating with more or less complete control in the second summer,

or explore a given district in Greece or Asia Minor, an island or a group of

islands,

or work in museums in Italy, Austria, or Germany,

or attend lectures in Pompeii and spend some months in Rome and the cooler

Etruscan cities. In this case the student is advised to attach himself to the British

School at Rome (Palazzo Odescalchi), in order that he may be admitted to the

Library, and have the right to attend the lectures (see rules of the School).

The second year should be devoted almost entirely to special work in a narrower

field.

The course here suggested must be modified to suit each case. There will

always be students who are already specialists in some branch of classical learn-

ing and only seek fresh material for research. There will be others who wish to

see something of all sides of ancient life in order to illuminate their reading and

fit themselves for general classical teaching, although they have not time for

minute archaeological study.
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1

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF I in

BRITISH SCHOOL AT ATHENS.
I mjECTS OF Till: SCH< M >L.

I. 1 he first aim of the School shall lie In promote the study of Greek archaeology in all its

departments. Anions; these shall he (i) the stud)- of Greek art and architecture in their remains <>f

every period : (ii) the <tudy ol inscriptions; (iii) the exploration ol ancient sites; (iv) the tracing

of ancient toads and routes of traffic.

II. Besides being a School of Archaeology, it shall he also, in the most comprehensive sense,

a School of Classical Studies. livery period of the I. i reek language and literature, from the earliest

age to the present day, shall he considered as coming within the province of the School.

III. The School shall also he a centre at which information can he obtained and 1 ks

consulted by British travellers in Greece.

IV. For these purposes a Library shall he formed, and maintained, of archaeological and olhei

suitable books, including maps, plans and photographs.

TIIK SUBSCRIBERS.
Y. The following shall be considered as Subscribers to the School :

—
(i) Donors, other than Corporate Bodies, of/joand upwards.

(2) Annual Subscribers of £1 and upwards during the period of their subscription.

VI. A corporate body subscribing not less than ^50 a year, for a term of years, shall, during

that term, have the right to nominate a member of the Managing Committee.

VII. A meeting of Subscribers shall be held in October of each year, at which each Subscriber

shall have one vote. A subscribing corporate body may send a representative. At this meeting a

report from the Managing Committee shall be presented, including a financial statement and
selections from the reports of the Director and Students for the season. At this meeting shall also

be annually elected or re-elected the Treasurer and the Secretary of the School, two Auditors and
four members of the Managing Committee, in place of those retiring under Rule XIII. (3).

VIII. Special meetings of Subscribers may, if necessary, be summoned by the Managing
Committee.

IX. Subscribers shall be entitled to receive a copy of any reports that may be published by

the School, to use the Library and to attend the public meetings of the School, whenever they may-

be in Athens.

THE TRUSTEES.
X. The property of the School shall be vested in three Trustees, who shall be appointed for

life, except as hereinafter provided. Vacancies in the number of Trustees shall be filled up at the

annual meeting of the Subscribers.

XL In the event of a Trustee becoming unfit or incapable of acting, he may be removed from

his office by a majority of three-fourths of those present at a special meeting of Subscribers

summoned by the Managing Committee for that purpose, and another Trustee shall by the same
majority be appointed in his place.

XII. In the event of the death or resignation of a Trustee occurring between two annual meet-

ings, the Managing Committee shall have the power of nominating another Trustee to act in his

place until the next annual meeting.

THE MANAGING COMMITTEE.
XIII. The Managing Committee shall consist of the following ;

—

(1) The'Trustees of the School.

(2) The Treasurer and Secretary of the School.

(3) Twelve Members elected by the Subscribers at the annual meetings. Of these,

four shall retire in each year, at first by lot, afterwards by rotation. Members
retiring are eligible for re-election.

(4) The members nominated by corporate bodies under Rule \ I.

XIV. The Committee shall have control of all the affairs of the School, and shall decide any

dispute that may arise between the Director and Students. They shall have power to deprive any
Student of the use of the school-building.

XV. The Committee shall meet as a rule once in every two months; but the Secretary

may. with the approval of the Chairman and Treasurer, summon a special meeting when necessary.

I I
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W I. Duo notice of every meeting shall he sent to each merit he i of tlic Committee 1>\ a

smnii i>n.s signed l>y the Secretary. Three members of the Committee shall he ;i (|U(irum.

XVII. In case of an equality uf vules, the Chairman shall Iiave a second nr casting vole.

Will. In the event of vacancies occurring among the officers or on the Committee between
the annual election-., they may lie provisionally tilled up l>y the Committee until the next annual

meeting.

HONORARY STUDENTS, STUDENTS, AND ASSOCIATES
XIX. The Students shall consist of the following :—

(

1

) Holders of travelling fellowships, studentships or scholarships at any University of

the United Kingdom or ol ilie liritish Colonies.

(2) Travelling Students sent out l>y the Royal Academy, the Royal Institute of lhiti-.h

Architects, ihe Ry/.antine Research and Publication fund, or other similar

hodies.

(
~\) Other persons who shall satisfy the Managing Committee that they are dtil)

qualified to he admitted to the privileges of the School.

XX. No person, other than a student of the I'ritish Sehnol at Rome, shall he admitted as a

Student who docs not intend to reside at least three months in < ireek lands. In the case of Students

ol the Mrilish School at Rome, an aggregate residence ol four months at the two Schools will he

accepted as alternative to three months' residence in Orcece.

XXI. Students attached to the School will he expected to pursue some definite course of study

or research in a department of Hellenic studies, and to write in each season a report upon theii

work. Such reports shall he suhmilted i" the Director, shall hy him he forwarded to the Slanaging

Committee, and may he puhlished by the Committee if and as they think proper.

XXII. Intending Students are required to apply t" the Secretary. They will he regarded as

Students from the dale of their admission hy the Committee to the 31st day of October next

following; hut any Student admitted between July 1st anil October 31st in any year shall continue

to he regarded as a Student until October 31-a ol the following year.

XXIII. The Managing Committee may elect as Honorary Students of the School such

persons as they may from time to time deem worthy of that distinction, and may also elect as

Associates n| the Scl 1 any persons actively engaged in study or exploration in Creek lands.

WIV. I Ion, nary Students, Students and Associates shall have a right to use the Library of

the School and to attend all lectures given in connexion with the School, free of charge.

XXV. Students shall he expected to reside in the Hostel provided for them, except with the

sanction of the Managing Convnitlee. Priority of claim to accommodation in the Hostel shall he

determined I >y the Committee

THE DIRECTOR.
XWI. The I )irector shall he appointed hy the Managing Connnittee, on terms which shall he

agreed upon at the time, for a period of not more than thiee years. lie shall he eligible for

re-election.

XXVII. lie shall have possession of the school-building as a dwelling-house.

XXVIII. It shall be his duty ( I ) to guide and assist the studies of Students ami Associates of the

School, affording them all the aid in his power, and also to see that reports are duly furnished by

Student's, in accordance with Rule XXI., and placed in the hands of the Secretary before the end of

I
line ; 12) to act as Editor of the School Annual.

XXIX. (a) Public Meetings of the School shall he held in Athens during the season, at

which the Director and Students of the School shall read papers on some subject of study or

research, and make reports on the work undertaken by the School. (/-) The Director shall deliver

lectures to Students of the School. .At least six of such meetings and lectures shall be held in the

course of each session.

XXX. lie may at his discretion allow persons, not Students of the School, to use the Library

and attend his lectures.

XXXI. lie shall be resident at Athens from the beginning of Novemhei in each year to the end
of the following June, but shall be at liberty to absent himself for short periods for purposes of

exploration or research.

XXXII. At the end of each season he shall report to the Managing Committee— (i) on the

st tdies pursued during the season by himself and by each Student : (ii) on the state of the School-

premise, and tin' repairs needed for them; iii) on the state of the Library and the purchases

ol books, iVc, which he mav think desirable ; and (iv) on any other matter affecting the interests ol

ihe School.

XXXIII. In case of misconduct the Director may lie removed from Ins ofilCC by the Managing
Connnittee by a majority of three-fourths of those present at a meeting specially summoned lor the

purpose. Of such meeting at least a fortnight's notice shall be given.



Rules and Regulations. M
RULES FOR THE MACMILLAN HOSTEL.

XXXIV, The management of llie Hostel .shall be at the discretion ol the Direcloi ami

shall he suhjeel to his control.

XXX\'. The Director shall have power ti exclude a Student from the Hostel in case of mis-

conduct : hut such exclusion must he immediately reported to the Managing Committee.

XXXVI. The Students shall, until further notice, pay a fixed charge of twelve shillings a

week for the smaller, and fourteen shillings a week for the larger rooms in the Hostel. These

payments shall include lire, lighting, and the necessary servants' wages.

XXXVII. Honorary Students, Associates, members of the Committee, and ex-directors may
l>e admitted to residence in the Hostel. Other persons, if seriously engaged in study or research,

may he admitted hy the Director at his discretion. But no person shall reside in the Hostel under

this rule to the exclusion of any Student desiring.admission.

XXXVIII. The weekly charge for residents other than Students shall he seventeen shillings

and sixpence until further notice.

XXXIX. The Director shall draw up further rules for the internal management ol the

Hostel ; such rules to he subject to the approval of the Managing Committee.

RULES FOR THE LIBRARY.
XL. The Director shall have power to make rules for the management of the Library, its

use by Students, and the like ; such rules to be subject to the approval of the Managing Committee.

PUBLICATION.
XLI No publication whatever, respecting the work of the School, shall he made without the

previous approval of the Committee.
THE FINANCES.

XLII. All money received on behalf of the School beyond what is required lor current

expenses shall be invested in the names and at the discretion of the Trustees.

XLI II. The banking account of the School shall be placed in the names of the Treasurer and

Secretary, who shall sign cheques jointly.

XLIV. The first claim on the revenue of the School shall be the maintenance and repair of

the School-building, and the payment of rates, taxes and insurance.

XLV. The second claim shall be the salaries of the Director and Secretary, as arranged

between them and the Managing Committee.

XLVI. In case of there being a surplus, a sum shall be annually devoted to the maintenance
of the Library of the School and to the publication of a report ; and a fund shall be formed from

which grants may be made for travelling and excavation.

Revised, 1908.
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British ^d)ool at 3tbrns.

This School (founded in 1886) gives to British Students of Greek Archaeology

and Art the opportunity of pursuing their researches in Greece itself, with command
of the means which the recent great advances of the science have rendered

indispensable.

Athens is now an archaeological centre of the first rank. The architecture of

Greece can nowhere else be studied to such advantage ; and the concentration in

the Athenian museums of treasures of Antiquity found in Greek soil during the last

few decades of years has made a personal knowledge of those museums in the

highest degree desirable for Hellenic scholars. The student requires two auxiliaries

when working in Athens. First, the command of an adequate library ; and second,

the advice of trained archaeologists residing on the spot, who follow the rapid

advance of the science, due to new discovery and the rearrangement of old materials.

These advantages are now provided for French, German, Austrian, American, and

British archaeologists. By means of these Schools many excavations on Greek

soil have been carried out ; and those conducted in Cyprus, in the Peloponnese,

in Melos, in Crete, and, finally, in Sparta, by the British School during the past

twenty-one Sessions are an encouraging proof of the work that may be done in

the future if the School be adequately supported. The Annualof the British Sclwol

at Athens, an archaeological periodical of recognisedly high standing, affords an

opportunity for the publication of the Students' more important results.

Students are admitted free of charge. They are required to pursue some

definite course of Hellenic study or research, residing for the purpose not less than

three months in Greek lands, 1 and at the end of the Session to write a report of

the work they have done. Applications from intending students should be made

to the Secretary, John (f. Bakkk-Pknoykk, Esq., 22, Albemarle Street, W., who

will also give full information.

Donations or annual subscriptions to the School are much needed, and will

be gladly received. They should be sent to the Hon. Treasurer, V. W. Yorke,

Esq., M.A., The Farringdon Works, Shoe Lane, E.C.

1 In the case of Students of the British School at Rome, an aggregate residence of four months
at the two Schouls will ha accepted as alternative to three months' residence at the School at Athens.

June, T908



INDEX

AciIAKAN, body armour, 424; dress, 427;
migrations, 42S f. ; pottery, 429, 444

Acrolithic statues, 338

Aegean civilisation, 405 ; connection with Sicily,

421 f. ; pottery, 415

Agorn, at Gythium, 221 f. ; at Sparta, 4, 153

Altars, superimposed, in Temple of A. Oithia,

62 f.

Amber, 73, 83, 1 1 2

Amphorn, hell shaped, 431 ; Cypriote, 437,

438; funeral, 215; Panathenaic, 4, 150 If. ;

Sub- Mycenaean, 431 f.

Amyklaion, 4, 21, 123

Antefixes, on tiles, 15 ; painted, 314

Anytos, 358, 3S0 If.
; 388

Apella, the, 226

Apollo Karneios, 229

Aqueduct, Greek, 227

Armorial hearings, 269, 281 If.

Artemis, Dictynna, 234: the huntress, 35S,

375. 3/8 f., 3S7 ;
Isvjiia, 257 ; Laphria,

401 ; Mvaia, 132 ; l'hosphoros, 401

Artemis Orthia, Temples of, at Sparta, dates of,

55 ff. : rebuilding of, 59, 60, 65; statuettes

of, 106. 107 ; winged figure of, 132

Asklepios, statues of, 400, 401

Athena, Alea, tile factory of, 6, 31, 35, 36,

192; Chilkioikos, 44, 137 IT.; 1'oliouchos,

138

Basilica, Hellenistic, 320

Heads, amber, 73, 112, 166; bronze, 117;

glass, 154, 166 ; paste, 166

Hear, ivory, 88

Birds n6
Bone objects, Aegean carved, 407; ai Sparta,

81

liracleales, 165 f.

Thicks, clamped, at Sparta, 38, 191, 193, 194

Bronze, animals, 7, 130; beads, 117; bells,

150 ; fibulae, 112 f.. 150, 430 ; ornamentation

of statues, 387, 38S ;
pendant, 1

1 5 ;
pins,

109, no, 150, 325, 326; plates, 116; rings,

117, 324; statuettes, ill f. , 139, 146, 147,

I49, 150; swords, 423, 431 ; vessel, 1 17

Byzantine, churches, 287 f., 291, 294, 303, 312,

315 f., 320 ; coins, 319, 321 ; fortresses, 298 (\.

C.HAERONKA, excavations at, 416 f. ; potter)

from, 417, 418, 419, 422

Clay idoN, in Italy, 420; in Sicily, 421 ;

Aegean types of, 421

Coins, 145, 165, 167, 245, 278, 314, 319, 321,

398 ff.

Columns, Byzantine, 289; Doric, 171, 310.

311

Combs, ivory, 91 f.

Copper daggers, 41

1

Corinthian pottery, 65

Cremation burial, 423, 429, 434, 456
Cyrenaic pottery, 134 f.

Damonon inscription, 137, 140, 175 ff., 17s,

1S1

Damophon of Mcssene, style of, 389, 396, 41.x),

403; technical skill of, 391, 392 f., 404 :

statues by, 400 (f.

Dancing beasts, figures of, 393
Demeter. statue of, at l.ycosura, 358 If., $

ri ~>-

386

Despoina, statue of, at Lycosura, 358 f., 368,

3S 7, 394
Dialect in Spartan inscriptions, 21, 25, ^}, fi.

41, 102, lib, 176, 177, 179, 184, 185, 1S0.

195. '97

Die, bronze, inscribed, 60, 116

Dioscuri, 161, 213

Aonaia, 2 14 f.

Double axe, bronze, 117; ivory, tuu

Drain pipes, 51
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Drapery, embroidered, use of, in Greek sculp-

ture, 394 r.

ElLEITHYIA, 244, 352, 400 f. ; acrolilhic

xoanon of, 401

Electron, bar of, 154

Encolithic period, 411, 415

Fnymacratidas, victories of, 1 79 f.

Fudamidas, date of, 13

Fibulae, bone, 8i ; bronze, 112, 113, 150,

324, 327, 423, 436, 438; ivory, 77, 81, 86;
" spectacle,"' 72, 83, 112

Fibulae-bows, shapes of, 436
Figurines, clay, 7, 65, 95, 107, 127, 145, 166,

169, 145, 173, 226; with animals' beads,

394
Fire-places, Venetian, 273

FopQaia, 102

Fourmont, inscriptions copied by, 9, 208 ff.

Fpodaia, Il6

Gai.aco, spring of, 233

Games, Peloponnesian, 179, 180, 181

Geometric, fibulae, 324, 327 ; kratcr, 432 ;

pottery, 65, 66, 68, 79 f., 118, 119, 121, 135,

244, 441, 442, 443; tombs in Thessaly,

321 ff.

Gorgoneia, ivory, 105

Gorgon mask, bearded, 91

Great Goddesses, the, 358, 565

Guilds, English, 337 f.

Hellenistic, basilica, 320; pottery, 163 ff.,

244 ; tile stamps, 38, 57, 59, 65 ; tombs, 4,

157 ff

Hereon, 172 f.

Hippopotamus, ivory figure of, 88

Hor.-e, bronze, III, 150 ; head of, ivory, 98

Human figure, earliest appearance of, in vase-

paintings, 437

Imbrex, 14, 24, 32

Incubation, 297, 298

Inscribed, columns, 316, 318; die, 60, 1 16

;

votive plaque, 102

Inscriptions, Attic, 326, 33c, 331 ; from

Bithynia, 305 f. ; from the Maina, 222, 224,

2 59 ff> 363; from Sparta, 175-218; from

Thessaly, 316, 318

Intramural interment, 155 f.

Iron, 154, 173, 423, 436; blade, 236; fibula,

320 ;
pin-shaft, no, 325 ; rings, 326

Isolarii, 329 f.

Ivory, disc, 153 ; double axe, IOO ; drawings on,

96 f. ; fibula plaques, 77 f. , 81 ; figures of

animals, 77, 86, 88, 98 ; decoration on base

of, 88 ; head of warrior, IOO ;
pomegranate,

98 ; reliefs, 79, 81, 85, 91, 98 ; seals," 88, 89,

90 f. ; statuettes, 93, 95

KaKo/3ov\ia, 240

KaAinrTTjp, 14

KaTaKvfxa, 39 f.

Kavousi, finds at, character of, 439
Kfpa/xi's, 15

Koivoi-, Greek, 336 f.

Korybantes, 383, 384

Kouretes, 365, 383

Laconian Games, 179 f
.

; Geometric ware,

118, 119

Lamps, 166, 167

Larnax, octopus design on, 432

Lead figurines, 64, 73, 153, 173; seals, 154;

wreaths, 7

Leather suit, 297

Legends, hngiological, 349, 350, 352 f.

Leonidas, tomb of, 4, 7, 153

Letter-forms, 18, 20, 23, 29, 36, 37, 39, 116,

178, 181, 187, 193, 260, 263, 306

AiflTJhia, 181

Lion, neck of, archaic painted stone, 60, 65

A6xos Am«i)vik6s, 191 ; riiTai'o77js, 191

Magistrates' box in Theatre, 50

Ma.Aed.Tfia, 181

Mask, terracotta, 72

Masonry, Byzantine, 300 ; Greek, 250, 253,

313 ; mediaeval, 256, 269 f.
;

polygonal,

235 ; Turkish, 281

Masons' mark, 256

Megarian bowh, 165, 166, 167

Metallic sheen on Laconian Geometric ware, 1 19

Migonium, 223

Migrations of, Achaeans, 428 f. ; Dorians,

441 f. ; Hellenic races, 424 ; Mycenaean race,

424 f. ; Pelasgians, 442, 444, 445
Monograms, Byzantine, 282

Mosaic pavement, 249, 292, 293, 315 f.

Mouliana, tombs at, 430, 432 ff.
, 436 ; kraters

from, 438; stirrup-vases from, 431
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Mycenaean, Age, 43 ^ ; culture, 423, 4?8 ;

tlress, 439; migrations, 424, 425; pottery,

4«6, 433

Xabis, 6, 13, 21

Nails, bronze, 139

Neolithic pottery, 408, 416, 419; ilecoralion of,

408 f. ; at Chaeronea, 417 f.
, 422 ; in Italy,

40S ; in Sicily, 415 ; settlements, 408, 415,

416

Ohe of the Pitanatac, 213
( )bsidian, 225

Orientalising pottery, at Sparta, 66, 70, 123,

153, 161, 171, 244; colour of, 124, 129, 130,

132; dates of, 130 ; designs on, 130 ft". ;

shapes of, 129

< Hvl, bronze, 150

UapaOfcrts, 35 ; tiles for, 10. 31 f.

na;mapi>'r<a, 180

Patronomi, Spartan, chronology of, 43 : list

of, 206 f.

Pausanias, King, 140 t.

Pediment block, 157

Pendants, bronze, 115

Pins, archaic bronze, 109, no ; types of, 150,

325. 326

Pintaderas, 41

1

Pitane, district of, 42; legion of, 191 ; obe

of, 213

Pomegranate, ivory, 98 ; pattern, 135

Potteiy, Aegean, early painted, 415 ; from

Chaeronea, colour of, 418 ; decoration of,

41S; connection of, with Neolithic, 417 ; with

lialkan, 419, 422 ; in Sicily, 419, 422;
Corinthian, at Sparta, 65 ; Cyrenaic, at

Sparta, 134 f. ; Geometric, first appearance

of, in Crete, 441 f.
; polichrome decoration

of, 443; at Sparta, 118 ft". ; date of, 133,

136 ; designs on, 119, 121 ; fabric of, 1 18 f. ;

glaze of, 118, 119; in Thessaly, 321 f, 325,

326; Hellenistic, 161, 163, 167, 172, 177;
Mycenae. n, 406; Neolithic, decoration of,

408 f. , shapes of, 412 f. ; at Chaeronea,

416 ft". ; in Sicily, 417 f. ; Orientalising, at

Sparta, 66, 67, 124, 129, 132, 136, 153, 171,

244 ; I'rolo-Corinthian, at Sparta, 67, 70,

127 f. ; date of, 136; designs on, 127;

Sicilian I., characteristics of, 417 f.

Vt'XuxoiLLirtiov, 252

(li'Aoi Ka<TTo^(5f?, 222

1 2 •

RELIEFS, 60, 213, 247, 255, 257 ; bronze, 139;

funeral, 307 ; rock, 227, 241 ; Roman, 242:

2(/>aip€?s, 213 f. ; Venetian, 272

Kings, bronze, 117, 324; iron, 326

Roman remains in Mainiote peninsula, 230,2 5;.

235

Roof-tiles (see Tiles)

/\\<sso antic0, quarries of, 253

Sarcophagus, marble, 223, 231

Scarabaeoid gems, 75 f.

Scarabs, 75
Seals, ivory, 88, 89, 90 f. ; lead, 154

Sepias, site of, 310, 314
Sherley papers, 345 f.

Ships, on Dipylon vases, 103 f. ; ivory, 100 I.

Sickles, votive, 55

Sicilian pottery, 408 f.

Skenotheke, 191

3.<paipus inscriptions, 212, 214, 216, 217

Stamps, wooden, for bricks, 192; for tiles, 17.

19, 20, 34
Statuettes, bronze, III, 139, 146, 147, 149,

150 ; marble, 154, 161, 172, 229; terra-

cotta, 7, 65, 95, 107, 127, 145, 166, 169,

173, 226, 394
Steatite whorl, 154

'S.reyaffT-np, 14, 1 5, 42

Stentinello, pottery from, 40S : clay of, 409 ;

impressed decoration of, 409 ;
patterns (.11,

410, 413 ; connection with Aegean, 41 1, 413

H6i>oZos, 41

Table of liquid measurements, 22

f

Terracotta, bells, 153; discs, 173; masks, 92 ;

statuettes, 7, 65, 95, 107, 127, 145, 166, i6<),

I73> 394
Theatre, at Gythium, 225 ; at Sparta, Roman,

3, 45 f. ; construction of, 46 ; date of, 55 f.

Thiasos, Attic, 335 f.

Throne, at Lycosura, 360 f.

Tilewoiks, f, 29, 31, 35, 36, 192

Tiles, stamped, 3, 6. 9, 12, 56; colour of, 15 ;

date of, 16 ; nianu facture of, 6, 8, 14, 20, 31.

35, 36, 39; number of, found, 17; shapes

of, 14

Tile stamps, 17 ; lettering on, 20, 23, 24, 25.

29, 37, 39. 42, 57

Tomb of Priareus, 303 ; of Leonidas, 4, 7, '53

Tombs, Geometric, 321 f. ; Hellenistic, 157 II. ;

mediaeval, 284 ; Sicilian, 406

Towers, Pyzantine, 300 f. ; Mainiote, 243 f.
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Tripod, bronze, 165, 166 Walls of Sparta, circuit of, 13 f. ; rebuilding

Triloness, statue of, 362 f., 365 of, 27 f.

Trumpeter, statuette of, 147 f. Warrior vase, bandies of, 43
r, 433, 435 ; figures

Tyche of Messene, head of, 402 on, 427 ; origin of, 429, 444 ; shape of, 429,

Vases, anthropomorphic, 420; beaked, 326, Wooden stamps, 17, 19, 20, 34, 192

420; 'hour-glass,' 420; miniature, 4, 129;

169 f ; stirrup, 430, 436, 436, 440, 441 XOANON, of Artemis Orthia, Io5, 108; of

Vase shapes, 121, 129 f., 163 f, 322, 324, 412, Despoina, 395

420, 429, 430, 431, 432, 435, 440, 441

Votive offerings, 102, 1 16 ZEUS, Kappotas, 222 ; Plousios, 6

K. LIAV AND SONS, 1.11), I1KKAD ST. HILL, K.C., AND BUNGAY, SUFFOLK.
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Excavations in Thessaly.
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Damophon ok Messene: Part of the Embroidered Veil ok Despoina.
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